SUPER ~
CONFERENCE
WELCOME
TO:

Attendees

FROM:

Planning Committee

DATE:

August 4, 2005

Onbehalf of the Environmental and Natural Resources LawSection of the State Bar of Texas,
the Air and Waste ManagementAssociation-Southwest Section, the Water Environment
Association of Texas, the Texas Association of Environmental Professionals, the Auditing
Roundtable, and the American Bar Association Section of Environment, Energy & Resources,
welcome to the Seventeenth Annual Texas Environmental Superconference, "A Super
Conference." As you know,the conference is an annual event established to create a dialogue
amongthe attendees, whoare drawn from the public and private sector and from the legal and
technical professions. The conference provides excellent continental breakfasts, lunches and
snacks, and plenty of breaks to encourage participants to discuss environmental issues
informally, as well as gifts and quizzes and prizes.
As always, there are evaluation forms for the program. Weappreciate your taking the time to
complete them. The organizers of this programtake into account these forms in planning next
year’s conference. In addition, if you havean interest in havinga particular topic presented, or
in speaking on a particular topic, the evaluation form is the appropriate place to provide that
information. Suggestions for themes for next year also are being solicited. Next year’s
conference is scheduled for August3 - 4, 2006. Please markyour calendars. If you wouldlike
to receive next year’s programelectronically, please provide us your e-mail address if you did
not include it in yourregistration.
This year, we added a Wednesdayevening session - Environmental 101. Please let us know
what you think about this newsession. Should we do it again? Each year? Every other year?
If you have any questions or comments,please do not hesitate to contact any memberof the
Planning Committee at the conference, or, thereafter, Jeff Civins at (512) 867-8477
Jeff.Civins@haynesboone.com.

A-WelcomeLetter

AGENDA
SEVENTEENTH ANNUAL
TEXAS ENVIRONMENTAL SUPERCONFERENCE
THURSDAY,
TAB 1

TAB 2

AUGUST 4,

2005

8:40 - 9:00 WelcomingRemarks- The lncredibles
Jeff Civins, Texas Environmental Superconference
Charles Jordan, Environmental and Natural Resources LawSection, SBOT
Cindy Smiley, Air & Waste ManagementAssociation - Southwest Section
Carolyn Ahrens, Water EnvironmentAssociation of Texas
Lee Garrett, Texas Association of EnvironmentalProfessionals
Michael Byington, The Auditing Roundtable
DannyWorrell, ABASection of Environment, Energy & Resources
Moderator: Gindi Eckel, Pillsbury WinthropShawPittman L.L.P.
9:00 - 9:25 Legislative Update- "With great power, there must also comegreat responsibility"
Mary Sahs, Sahs &Associates, PC

TAB 3

9:25 - 9:50 Key Case Update- "Truth, justice and the American way"
Jeff Hembree, Haynes and Boone, LLP

TAB 4

9:50 - 10:10 Effect of NewFederal Class Action Statute on Environmentaland Toxic Tort Litigation
"Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles"
David Dukes, Nelson Mullins Riley & Scarborough, LLP
10:10- 10:25 Break

TAB 5

Moderator: Lisa Roberts, Valero
10:25 - 10:55 National Air Issues - "Up, up and away/"
Bill Wehrum,Counsel to the Assistant Administrator for Air and Radiation, EPAD.C.
Ralph Marquez, Commissioner, TCEQ

TAB 6

10:55 - 11:30 Air Toxics Panel- Toxic Avenger
PamGiblin, Baker Botts, LLP
David C. Schanbacher, P.E., Chief Engineer, TCEQ
Jim Marston, Environmental Defense

TAB 7

11:30 - 12:00 NewDevelopmentsin Title V & Emission Events - The Flash
Eric Groten, Bracewell &Giuliani, LLP
Kelly Haragan, EnvironmentalIntegrity Project
Steve Hagle, Special Assistant to Air Permits Division Director, TCEQ
12:00 - 1:15 Lunch - Super Heroes

TAB 8
TAB 9

TAB 10

Moderator: ChuckSheehan, Regional Counsel, EPARegion 6
1:15- 1:45 Keynote Presentation- Wonderwoman
Ann Klee, General Counsel, EPAD.C.
1:45 - 2:45 Enforcement
Issues - "ln brightest day, in blackest night, no evil shall escape my sight. Let
those who worship evil’s might, beware my power- GreenLantern’s light/"
Paul Sarahan, Director, Litigation Division, TCEQ
Cathy Sisk, Bureau Chief, Environmental and CommunityProtection
Bureau, Harris CountyAttorney’s Office
Suzanne Murray, Deputy Regional Counsel for Enforcement, EPARegion 6
John Riley, Vinson & Elkins, LLP
2:45-3:10

Water Issues - Aquaman
DougCaroom,Bickerstaff, Heath & Smiley, LLP
Renea Ryland, Assistant Regional Counsel, EPARegion 6

3:10-3:25

Break
Moderator: Drew Miller, KempSmith, LLP
Municipal Solid Waste - The Incredible Hulk
John Vay, Kelly, Hart & Hallman, P.C.
Rick Lowerre, Lowerre & Kelly

TAB 11

3:25 -3:50

TAB 12

3:50 - 4:25 All Appropriate Inquiry/Due Diligence -Barman,MaskedDetective
James Bove, Assistant Regional Counsel, EPARegion 6
Mike Nasi, Lloyd Gosselink, PC
Bob Chapin, WestonSolutions, Inc.

TAB 13

4:25 - 4:50 MunicipalSetting Designations - The Thing
Kathryn Hansen, Regulatory/Environmental Coordinator, City of Fort Worth
David Whitten, Guida Slavich &Flores, PC

TAB 14

4:50- 5:15 Reporting Historical Contaminationand Beyond- The Daily Planet
Dan Eden, Deputy Director, Office of Permitting, Remediation&Registration, TCEQ
Keith Hopson, BrownMcCarroll, LLP
5:15-6:00

Reception

FRIDAY,

AUGUST 5,

2005
Moderator: Bill Newchurch, SOAH
Electronic Discovery - DocumentRetention and Discovery - Teen Titans
David Chaumette, Shook, Hardy & Bacon

TAB 15

8:45 - 9:15

TAB 16

9:15 - 10:15 Working with an Expert Witness - The X-Men
ThomasDydek, Dydek Toxicology Consulting
Dan Mueller, The Mueller Consulting Group
Jim Harris, Thompson& Knight
Carrick Brooke-Davidson, AndrewsKurth
10:15- 10:35 Break

TAB 17

Moderator: Moderator: AmoldoMedina, Shell
10:35 - 11:00 Detecting and Assessing Contamination: NAPL- A Primer - Sub-Mariner
Brad Snow, RMT

TAB 18

11:00- 11:20 Use of Interactive 3D and 4D Environmental Data Graphics -Plastic
Gavin Hudgeons,President, e60 Vision, LLC

TAB 19

11:20 - 11:45 NewTechnology for Enforcement - "Here I come to save the day~"
John Blevins, Director, ComplianceAssurance and Enforcement Division, EPARegion 6

11:45- 1:00 Lunch -"Holy Guacamole, Batmant. ’"
Moderator."Curt Johnson, Specialty Technical Consultants
Point/Counterpoint - The Dynamic Duo
Larry Soward, Commissioner, TCEQ
Larry Starfield, Deputy Regional Administrator, EPARegion 6

TAB 20

1:00 - 1:40

TAB 21

1:40-2:20

Sarbanes-Oxley- "Whoknows what evil lurks in the hearts of men"
Kathryn Pavlovsky, Deloitte &Touche LLP
Heather Corken, Fulbright & Jaworski L.L.P.

TAB 22

2:20 - 3:20

Up for Debate - The Justice League
Mark R. Vickery, Deputy Executive Director, TCEQ
Tom"Smitty" Smith, Director of Public Citizen, Texas office
Scott Sherman, Associate General Counsel, EPADC
Doug Deason, Exxon Mobil

3:20

Closing Remarks/Ice CreamSundaes - Mr. Freeze

Man

Jeff Civins
jeff.civins@haynesboone.com
Mr. Civins heads the firm’s Environmental Practice Group and has practiced all aspects of
environmentallaw since 1975. He advises clients on regulato13r requirements, he assists them in the
evaluation and negotiation of corporate transactions, and he represents them in environmental and
toxic tort litigation.

Partner
Environmental
AuslinOffice
600 CongressAve
Suite 1300
Austin, TX78701
Ph: 512.867.8477
Fax: 512.867.8691
Areasof Experience:
EnvironmentalLaw
Transactions
Counseling
Litigation
AdministrativeLaw

As an adjtmet professor at the University of Texas School of Law, Mr. Civins taught a seminar on
Environmental Law Concerns to Business in 1987, and has taught a seminar on Environmental
Litigation each Spring since 1992. I-Ie is co-editor of the ThomsonWest Texas Practice 2-volume
treatise on Texas Environmental Law(1997 and 2005 editions).
Honors
¯
Top tier environmental lawyer in Texas - Chambers USAAmerica’s Leading Lawyers (20032004, 2004, 2005)
¯
Best Lawyers in America (1989-present)
¯
Texas Super Lawyer -- Texas Monthly (2003, 2004, 2005)
¯
One of top 50 lawyers in Central and West Texas -- Texas Monthly (2003, 2004, 2005).
Education
J.D., University of Texas, 1975, with honors; Order of the Coif
M.S., in Chemistry, Pennsylvania State University, 1970
A.B., in Chemistry, Brandeis University, 1967
Memberships
Environmental and Natural Resources Law Section, State Bar of Texas, Past Chair, and Chair,
Annual Texas Environmental Superconference; Adminislrative Lawand Litigation Sections, State
Bar of Texas; American Bar Association, Section of Environment, Energy, and Resources and of
Litigation; Air and Waste ManagementAssociation, Central Texas Chapter, Past Chair; American
Chemical Society- Environment Division; Environmental Law Institute; Texas Law Foundation;
University of Texas LawSchool Alumni Association Executive Board, Keeton Fellow, and Dean’s
Rotmdtable; President-elect, Communities-In-Schools, Central Texas Chapter
Selected Recent Publications
"Transactional Environmental Due Diligence - What diligence is due?" with Mary Mendoza, to
be published in Natural Resources & Environment, ABASection of Environment, Energy,
and Resources (SEER)
"The Third Party and Transaction-Related Defenses," with M. Mendozaand C. Fernandez,
ABA-SEER
Environmental Litigation & Toxic Torts Committee Newsletter (July 2005)
"Environmental ManagementSystems," with A. Strong and C. Fernandez, Chapter 31, Volumes
45-46, ThomsonWest Texas Practice (2005)
"Environmental Aspects of Business Transactions," with B. Phillippi, Chapter 32, Volumes4546, ThomsonWest Texas Practice (2005)
"Fundamentals of Environmental Law," State Bar of Texas Ten Minute Mentor
"Cleanup Help Not Aviall-able," with J. Eldridge, Texas Lawyer (Jan. 10, 2005)
"Proper environmental due diligence should be part of a stock acquisition," Austin Business
Journal (Dec. 3-9, 2004), Dallas Business Journal, BirminghamBusiness Journal
"Who’s Liable Now?NewFederal Brownfields Legislation," with B. Phillippi, Texas Bar
Journal (Dec. 2002), reprinted in Real Estate Issues (Winter 2003-2004)
"Practical Advice for Defense Counsel in Mass Toxic Tort Cases," with M. Mazzoneand E.
Kohn, Texas Lawyer (Nov. 2001)
"Water Issues for Oil & Gas Producers," Southwest Legal Foundation (2001)

CARRINTONCOLEMAN
SLOMAN& BLUMENTHAL
LLP

CHARLES
Partner, Transactional
Environmental
(214) 855-3021
(214) 758-3721 fax
ciordan@ccsb.com
Education
EmoryUniversity(B.A.,
summacumlaude, 1974).
HarvardLawSchool(J.D.,
1978).Phi Beta Kappa.
Memberships
Member:AmericanBar
AssociationNatural
Resources,Energy,and
EnvironmentalLawSection
and RealProperty,Probate,
and Trust LawSection; State
Bar of TexasEnvironmental
and Natural ResourcesLaw
Sectionand RealEstate,
Probate, and Trust Law
Section;Dallas Bar
AssociationEnvironmental
LawSection and Real
PropertySection.
Offices
Past Chair: DallasBar
AssociationEnvironmental
LawSection; Chair,
Environmentaland Natural
ResourcesLawSection, State
Bar of Texas(2004-2005);

Admitted to Practice
Texas,1978.

C.

JORDAN

Mr. Jordan serves as the head of the firm’s environmentallaw section,
and has an active real estate practice, as well, integrated withhis
environmentallaw work. His environmenta.1practice is based in
contaminatedfacilities and emphasizesBrownfields development,legal
defense and counselingin site- and facility-related enforcement,
remediation, and compliancematters. Mr. Jordan has been involved on
behalf of his clients in defense of Superfundcost recoveryand
contribution claims; property damageclaims arising out of facility
contamination,fuel and wastestorage tanks, fires, and product releases;
public law disputes involving governmentalresponsibility for
contaminatedfederal facilities; landfill closures; and toxic tort cases
involvingallegations of personalinjury attributable to industrial
contamination of the environment. Onoccasion, Mr. Jordan has served
on arbitration panels and arbitrated property damageand breach of
contract claims arising out of environmentalconditions.
Mr. Jordan also has an active docket of compliancecounseling matters
arising out of (i) enforcementactions, whichfrequently exposethe need
for compliancesystems; (ii) capital transactions (mergers, land transfers,
and debt refinancing); or (iii) voluntary environmentalaudits.
Mr.Jordan’sreal estate practice real estate practice particularly
complements
his environmentalpractice in the area of interpreting and
advising on environmentalsite assessments and the evaluation of
environmentalcontingencies, whichplay a major role in most purchase,
sale, merger,recapitalization, and debt transactions.
Representative engagements:
Representmajor municipality in landfill closure involving
implementation of cap remedy
Representreal estate developer in developmentand sale of major
industrial park on VCP-processedmethanesite
Successfully qualify client under EPA’sself-audit/disclosure policy
in storm water regulation compliancecontext at developmentsites
Represent municipality in dispute with federal governmentover
closed military base with demonstratedenvironmental
contamination
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Cynthia C. Smiley

CynthiaC. Smiley joined Kelly, Hart & Hallman, P.C. as a Director in 2004 and is a
member of the firm’s Environmental and Administrative Law Practice Group.
Ms. Smiley received a B.A. in Plan II (the liberal arts honors program) from the
University of Texas at Austin in 1978, and her J.D. from the University of Texas School
of Lawin 1981. After beginningher legal career in an oil and gas exploration division at
Exxon CompanyU.S.A. in Houston, Ms. Smiley served as an attorney at the Texas
Department of Water Resources and its successor agency, the Texas Water Commission
(now the Texas Commissionon Environmental Quality), in Austin. In 1988, Ms. Smiley
entered private practice, workingat the Austin offices of Jones Dayand then BakerBotts.
Her practice focuses on water quality, water rights, waste characterization and waste
management, assessment of potential environmental liabilities
associated with
transactions, and other environmentaland regulatory matters at the federal, state and local
levels. Cindy is active in the Air & Waste Management
Association and in the Industry
Council on the Environment.

Cindy_s brief blo (2).DOC
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BIOGRAPHICAL INFORMATION

CAROLYN
AHRENS
WIELAND
practices

law primarily

in the areas of water, utility

and environmental law. She also has been active in representing clients on water issues before
the Texas Legislature.

Carolyn has been a speaker and author on the subject of water and

legislative issues on manyoccasions. She is a dedicated participant in professional associations
that are focused on water resources for public water supply. Carolyn serves on the Board of
Trustees of the Water EnvironmentFederation, an association dedicated to the preservation and
enhancementof the global water environment. She also is a director of the national WateReuse
Association;

a Director and former Water Laws Chair of the Texas Water Conservation

Association (TWCA);and the Chair of the AmericanWater WorksAssociation Water Allocation
and Regulation Committee. Amongher special projects as a memberalso of the Executive
Board of the Water Environment Association of Texas (WEAT),is convening the Texas Water
Forum, a network of Texas associations that share perspectives on legislative and regulatory
issues facing water suppliers.
Carolyn is a past recipient of the TWCA
President’s Awardfor outstanding dedication,
contribution and service to the water resources of the State of Texas, of the WEAT
President’s
Service Award,and of two Watermarkawards for raising the public’s level of understanding of
Texaswater issues.

Lee Garrett, P.G. has served as President of the TexasAssociation of Environmental
Professionals (TAEP)since January2005and has served on the Board of Directors
since January2004. UnderMr. Garrett’s leadership, the TAEPhas initiated a Young
EnvironmentalProfessionals (YEP)group in an effort to provide a forum for young
professionalsto interact with oneanother,challengeeachother to growtechnically and
professionally, and provide an environmentfor mentoringof youngprofessionals. The
TAEPhas also initiated a programto select an EnvironmentalProfessionalof the Year
anda YoungEnvironmentalProfessionalof the Year to recognizethose individuals who
makesignificant contributions to the environmentalprofession,their community,
andto
the TAEP.
Mr. Garrett is a SeniorProject Manager
with TerraconConsultants,Inc. (Terracon)and
is manager
of Terracon’sSite Investigation/RemediationGroupin Houston,Texas.Mr.
Garrett has 18 years of consulting experiencein the environmentalfield and has
experienceworkingon site impactedby petroleumhydrocarbons,chlorinated solvents,
metals, and pesticides/herbicides. Mr. Garrett has closed numeroussites under the
Texas Commissionon Environmental Quality’s Voluntary CleanupProgram(VCP),
Innocent Owner/OperatorProgram(lOP) and PetroleumStorage Tank Program(PST).
Mr. Garrett also has experiencewith the Railroad Commission
of Texas(RRC)VCPand
is currently managing
severalsites in that program.

MichaelByington- Byington& GenuiseLLC
P.O. Box 802006
Dallas, Texas 75380
Professional Profile
Principal of Byington & Genuise since 1990. With over 25-years of experience in
environmental regulatory compliance, permitting, auditing and project management;
experience includes corporate coordinator and project managerfor environmental
regulatory compliance,permitting, and auditing in conjunction with solid waste, water,
andair.
Areas of Expertise
Environmental Regulatory Compliance
Environmental Auditing
Environmental Permitting

Acquisition DueDiligence
Environmental Site Assessments
Health and Safety

Research/Development
Public Relations
Implementation

ProfessionalExperienceand Responsibilities
Currently (2003 thru 2005) assisting in all environmentalcomplianceprogramsand EMSimplementation
project at a majorfederal installation in Texas.This involves all aspectsof implementationfrom design
anddevelopment
throughfull systemimplementationleading to third party registration.
¯

Corporate coordinator and project managerfor environmental regulatory compliance, permitting and
auditing in conjunction with waste, water, and air; in response to U.S. EPAand State regulatory
requirements. Developedcorporate environmental auditing policies and procedures. Additional audit
overviewsof operational activities pertaining to MSHA
and OSHA
requirements.

¯

ConductednumerousAcquisition Due Diligence and Environmental Site Assessmentactivities and
reporting; including asbestossamplingand reporting. Involved with several AsbestosMaintenance
Plans.

¯

Performednumerousenvironmental compliance audits of industrial
disposalfacilities.

¯

Managed
various operational issues regarding solid waste, water, and air permitting complianceand
reporting. Issues included wastedisposal, HazardMaterials Communication
Plans, Spill Prevention and
Storm Water.

¯

Overseecorporate technical consultant requirementsand coordinated efforts with Fortune 100 companies
with a wide array of technical andindustry requirements.

operations and third-party

EnvironmentalConsultant- Byington & Genuise, LLC
Environmental
Consultant- J. McNutt and Associates
Senior Environmental
Specialist - The North AmericanCoal Corporation
Senior EnvironmentalEngineer- Texas Municipal Power Agency

waste

2000-Present
1998~000
1991-1997
1984-1991

Education& Training
B.S. Zoology, Texas A&MUniversity, 1977
GraduateStudies (MBA), Texas A&MUniversity
Numerous
regulator~ seminarsand training classes for Regulator~Complianceand EnvironmentalAuditing

Professional
CertificationsandAffiliations
Level 5 Federal Security Clearance
Certified Professional EnvironmentalAuditor (CPEA)
The Auditing Roundtable- Chairman,South Central Region
PreviousCertifications Include:
Certified HazardousMaterial Manager(CHMM)
Visible EmissionsEvaluationCertification

Certified AsbestosInspector

DANNY G.

WORRELL

DANNY
G. WORRELL
is a partner with the law firm of BrownMcCarroll, L.L.P. in Austin,
Texas. His practice is concentrated in the areas of environmental permitting and enforcement,
remediations, Superfundliability, and regulatory complianceinvolving hazardousand municipal
solid waste, undergroundstorage tanks, injection wells, and air quality. Hehas a B.S. in geology
from the University of Texas at Austin, an M.S. in geology from Louisiana State University in
Baton Rouge, and a J.D. from the University of HoustonLawCenter.

Pillsbury
Winthrop
Shaw
Pittman,,,
Gindi L. Eckel I Senior Associate
Pillsbury Winthrop ShawPittman LLP
Houston
gindi.eckel@pillsburylaw.com
713.425.7378 (phone)
713.425.7373(fax)

Ms.Eckeljoined Pillsbury WinthropShaw
PittmanLLPin Mayof 2005as a senior associatein
the Houston
office. Herpractice focuseson environmental,
with a specialty focusin regulatoryair
matters, enforcement
andcompliance.Ms.Eckelalso hasextensivelitigation experience,both
generaland environmental.
Prior to joining the firm, Ms.Eckelwasan associatewith a boutiqueenvironmental
law firm. She
hasrepresentedpetrochemicalplants, refineries, energycompanies,
land owners,dry cleaners,
airports, andthe foodandbeverage
industry in a variety of mattersincludingpermitting,
enforcement
with the state, local andfederal government,
Title V, compliance
solutions and
auditing,environmental
litigation.

Education
J.D., VanderbiltUniversity (ExecutiveJustice, MootCourtBoard;JessupInternational MootCourt
Team), 1998
StudyAbroad:OxfordUniversity, Magdalen
College, Oxford, England
B.A.,OuachitaBaptist University (magnacumlaude), 1995
Study Abroad:Moscow
State University, Moscow,Russia
Professional
TexasYoungLawyersAssociation
Chair - Elect (2005- 2006)
Treasurer(2004- 2005)
Director (2002- 2004)
ThePresident’s Award(2003)
President’sAwardof Merit (2001)
TexasBar Association, Fellow
HoustonYoungLawyersAssociation
Director (2003- 2005)
Co-ChairArts & EntertainmentCommittee
(2003- 2005)

Pillsbury
Winthrop
Shaw
Pittman,,,
OutstandingCommitteeChair (2004)
HoustonYoungLawyerFoundation, Fellow
HoustonBar Association, EnvironmentalLawSection
Director (2004- 2005)
Fort WorthYoungLawyersAssociation
President(2002)
Vice-President(2001)
Secretary(2000)
Director (2000)
Tarrant CountyBar Association,Environmental
Section, Chair (2001- 2002)
AmericanBar Association
AssociateEditor, TheAffiliate (2004- 2005)
AssemblyDelegate(2000 - 2005)
YoungAudiencesof Houston,Director (2004- 2006)
TheHobbyCenter’s SupportingCast, Steering Committee
(2004- 2006)
Society of PerformingArts, NOW,
Advisory Committee
(2005- 2006)
TexasMonthly,Rising Star (2004,2005)
NorthsideInter ChurchAgency
Vice President(2002)
Director (2001)
Affiliations
Admittedto practice: Stateof Texas(1998);U.S. District Courtsfor the Southern,Northern,
Easternand WesternDistricts of Texas

LEGISLATIVE
UPDATE:
ENVIRONMENTAL
AND
NATURAL RESOURCE LAW

Presented at the
The Seventeenth Annual
Texas Environmental
Superconference
"WITHGREAT
POWER,
THERE
MUST
ALSOCOME
GREAT
RESPONSIBILITY"
August 4 - 5, 2005

Mary K. Sahs
Sahs& Associates,P.C.
1700Collier Street
Austin, TX78704
512-326-2556
512-326-2586(fax)
marysahs@bqa.com
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What this

Paper Covers

There have been legislative changesto state environmental and
natural resource law since last year’s Superconference. This paper
discussesthe mostsignificant of those changes.Additionally, changesto
Texas administrative law and water and wastewater utility
law are
discussed.Withregardto federal legislation, as of the date this article was
written, there havebeenno significant changesto federal environmental
statutes sincelast year’s conference.
79th Regular Session of the Texas Legislature
By all comparisons,
the 79th regular sessionof the Texaslegislature
wasa busy session. There were3,592 HouseBills filed and 1,892 Senate
Bills filed. That’s an averageof 91.4 bills per day. Of those, 875 House
Bills and 513 SenateBills passed.1 According to Steve Minick, TCEQ’s
legislative liaison, the agency tracked about 700 bills. No major
environmentalor natural resource bills were passed.Permit reform was
left unaddressed
in spite of a few bills filed on this issue. HouseBill 86
concerningcompliance
histories also failed to pass.2 At the endof the day,
approximately104 bills passedthat will require TCEQ
implementation.
3
Fortyto forty-five of thosewill requirerulemaking.
Otherbills affecting environmental
andnatural resourcelawsthat did
not pass werelegislation restricting the ability of local governments
to
adopt water pollution control measuresand legislation weakening
enforcementactions against rock crushers and concrete plants. ’~ Also
defeatedwere"efforts to weaken
regulation of uraniumminingand restrict
changesin the laws affecting openburning of trash and dischargeof oil
’’5
into water.

Stacey Schiff, "The 79th Legislative Session," presentedto the Administrative Law
Sectionof the Austin Bar Association(June15, 2005).
2
SteveMinick, Legislative Liaison, TCEQ,
speakingat the June24, 2005Austin Industry
EnvironmentalCounselluncheon.Compliance
history legislation hasbeenresurrectedduring the
special sessionas HB39. At the time this paperwaswritten, it hadbeenreportedfavorably out
of the HouseEnvironmentalRegulationCommittee.
3
SteveMinick speech.
4
SIERRA
CLUB,"State CapitolReport,"Vol. 23, No. 4 (June10, 2005)at p.
~
Id~ Radioactivewastedisposal legislation hasbeenintroducedas SB39 in the special
sessionand hadbeenvoted favorably out of committeeat the time this paperwaswritten. The
bill also addressesstreamlining uraniummining permitting. SENATE
RESEARCH
CENTER, BILL
ANALYSIS,
Tex. S.B.39, 79th Leg., 1st C.S. (2005).

During the regular session, the Legislature also failed to enact the
environmental flow recommendations of an interim Study Commission.
Theseprovisions introduced as part of SenateBill 3 have beenresurrected
as SB 15/HB40 during the first called session. At the time this paper was
written both had been reported favorably out of committee. Becausethe
Governor’schargefor the session includes only education andtax relief, it
is unclearwhetherthis bill will be consideredon the floor.
"The major water conservation
and land stewardship
recommendationsof an interim Water Conservation Task Force, all of
which had widespread support from diverse interests and basically no
opposition" also failed during the regular session. 6 Likewise, bills on
7
parkland acquisition and renewableenergy goals did not pass.
BUDGET

Whenconsidering the effect of this year’s legislation on our clients,
the effects of a tightened budget cannot be ignored. The budget for the
upcomingbiennium (Fiscal Years 2006 and 2007) reduces funds for the
natural resource agencies by four percent. 8 Budgetary cuts of this
magnitude, which are expected to include reduction in agencywork force,
have the potential for increasing the cost of any project requiring agency
review or intervention.
WATER RESOURCES

Everyoneinterested in water issues followed closely the rise andfall
of Senate Bill 3. As introduced, the legislation would have addresseda
variety of major water issues including environmental flows, water
conservation, groundwater management,and the cap on withdrawals from
the Edwards Aquifer. Although the environmental flows 9 and water
conservation provisions were not considered to be controversial because
of major work during the interim, the other provisions held the legislation
backandultimately it failed.
While the SB 3 water conservation provisions died, the following
water conservation measures did pass. House Bill 1224 requires the
Texas Water DevelopmentBoard ("TWDB") to conduct an interim study
determine what effect, if any, take-or-pay water sales contracts have on
SIERRA
CLUB
(June10, 2005)at p.
Id__.~.
atp.1.
Seediscussion above.

water conservation efforts.
The TWDBmust submit a report
legislature by January1,2007.1°

to the

House Bill 1225 amendsTexas Water Code Chapter 11 to exempt
from cancellation for ’nonuse’ a water right that is not being used as a
result of demonstratedwater conservation efforts. The demonstrationwill
be by "implementation reports" submitted by the water rights holder.
According to Bill Billingsley, TCEQ,the bill that would have required
submittal of annual implementation reports to the TWDBdid not pass
during the regular session.11 HB 1225 becameeffective on June 18, 2005
and will require a TCEQrule change.
House Bill 2428 "establish[es]
water efficiency standards for
commercialpre-rinse spray valves used in restaurants to washdishes and
’’12
utensils.
Under HB 2430, the TWDBmust establish a Rainwater Harvesting
Evaluation Committeeto study the use of rainwater as a water supply. A
report to the legislature is due by December
1,2006. The bill also amends
Texas Health & Safety Code Chapter 341 and requires the TCEQto
13
establish standardsfor domesticuse of rainwater.
Another provision included in the failed SB 3 sought to address
managementof the Edwards Aquifer by amending the Edwards Aquifer
Authority Act to increase the maximum
permitted withdrawals and critical
period managementof the Aquifer and address other operation and
oversight issues of the Authority. This has been re-introduced at SB
24/HB 41 during the first called session and at the time this paper was
written, had already beenreported favorably out of committee.
Water resource planning issues were addressedas well. HouseBill
578 amends Texas Water Code Chapter 16 to require each regional
planning groupto identify existing major water infrastructure facilities that
maybe used for interconnections in the event of an emergencyshortage of
water. The information is exempt from disclosure under the Public
14
Information Act.
10
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House Bill 1763 amends Chapters 36 and 16, Water Code,
regarding groundwaterconservation district rulemaking, permitting, joint
planning, and groundwater management
plans.
Further, HB 1763 addresses the relationship amongthe regional
water plans, the State water plan, and groundwaterconservation district
management
plans. The bill strengthens requirements for joint planning
and moreconsistent groundwatermanagement
by districts within the same
management
area. It establishes various mechanismsand opportunities
for appeal of planning decisions and conflicts betweenestimated available
groundwater.
For example, the legislation requires an annual joint planning
meeting for all GCDsin each groundwater managementarea. Such
planning meetings are subject to the Open Meetings and Public
Information Acts. By September 1, 2010, the meetings must result in
establishment of the "desired future condition of relevant aquifers." Once
this condition is established, it must be used and considered in each
groundwatermanagement
plan, each district’s rules, and in the State water
planning process. Somebelieve that these changes "should help to set
the stage for advocating for the protection of spring flows and for
’’15
sustainable aquifer-wide management.
HouseBill 1763also establishes proceduresfor addressing conflicts
between an approved groundwater managementplan and the State Water
Plan, providing for appeal to District Court of Texas Water Development
Board decision in such conflict cases. The legislation adds and further
defines Issues that a groundwater managementplan must address. The
bill limits the scopeof rules that a GCD
mayadopt prior to approval of its
groundwater managementplan, basically prohibiting
permits with
production limits unless they are deemedinterim or temporary. The
deadline for approval of groundwater management
plans is increased to
three yearsafter a District’s confirmationelection.
In addition to the planning issues discussed above, procedural
standards were set for groundwaterconservation districts in HB1763. The
bill establishes minimum notice and hearing requirements for GCD
rulemaking and authorizes emergencyrules under certain circumstances.

15
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House Bill 1763 also establishes due process requirements for
GCDsthat base production on historic or existing use; establishes other
limits on howa GCDcan set production limits; and establishes procedural
notice and hearing requirements for all permitting. All GCDsare required
to adopt rules to implement the permitting subchapter and may adopt
additional notice and hearing procedures.
HouseBill 2423 amendsChapter 36 so that "a rule promulgated by
a district maynot discriminate betweenownersof land that is irrigated for
production and ownersof land.., whoseland.., production is enrolled or
participating in a federal conservationprogram."The bill is prospective in
effect except for its applicability to HudspethCounty UndergroundWater
ConservationDistrict No. 1. Any of that District’s rules voided by the bill
must be brought into compliancewithin 90 days of the effective date.
SB 343 amends Local Government Code Chapter 240 to allow
Tarrant, Dallas and Harris Counties (counties with 1.4 million or more
population) to regulate placementof private water wells. A county that
decides to exercise this authority must adopt rules. The bill requires that
16
specified private water wells wouldbe exemptfrom such regulations.
The South Texas Watermaster Program will serve as watermaster
for the ConchoRiver under HB 2815. A referendum must be held on or
after September 1, 2009 to determine whether this arrangement will
17
continue.
HB2019continues the non-substantive revision of special districts,
including numerous
water districts, into a Special District Local LawsCode.
A numberof bills making changes to the enabling legislation of
various other water districts were enacted during the regular session.
Theseinclude:
¯
¯
¯

2o

HB 1229 expands the power of the Menard County Underground Water
18
District to permit certain domesticandlivestock wells.
HB 1981 increases the groundwater production fee charged by the
PineywoodsGroundwaterConservation District.19
HB3478 modifies the authority of the Trinity GroundwaterDistrict to
2°
imposefees or taxes on certain entities.
TWCA
at pp. 12-13.
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¯

¯

¯

¯

¯
¯

HB 3539 converts the appointed Board of the Saratoga Water
Conservation District,
located in LampasasCounty, to an elected
Board.21
HB 2362 extends the authority
of Cow Creek Groundwater
ConservationDistrict in Kendall Countyto assessan annual well fee on
all domesticand livestock wells regardless of exemptionfrom permitting
status under Texas Water CodeChapter 36.
SB 986 designates how directors
of the Wes-Tex Groundwater
ConservationDistrict are elected after county commissioners’precincts
22
are redrawn.
SB 1537 makescomprehensivechanges to the enabling legislation of
the Harris-Galveston Coastal Subsidence District and the Fort Bend
Subsidence District including making them no longer subject to the
23
requirements of Texas Water CodeChapters 36.
SB1604restricts the assessmentof fees against domestic, agricultural,
and wildlife wells located in the Nechesand Trinity Valley Groundwater
2’~
District.
SB 1799 makes Bee Groundwater Conservation District
no longer
25
subject to the requirements of TexasWater CodeChapter 49.
HB 2639 modifies various provisions of the Tarrant Regional Water
District’s enabling legislation and repeals the creation of the LowerRio
26
GrandeAuthority, which was created last session.

A numberof bills
include:

passed creating various water districts.

These

¯ HB 3423 creates the Victoria County GroundwaterDistrict, which must
be confirmed by September1,2010. The District has taxing authority.
¯ HB 3513 and SB 1831 create the Corpus Christi Aquifer Storage and
Recovery Conservation District co-extensive with the city limits of
CorpusChristi, including property in Nueces,Kleberg, and SanPatricio
Counties ownedor under contract to the City. Noconfirmation election
is required. TexasWaterCodeChapter36 applies to the District.
¯ HB3568 creates San Patricio County GroundwaterDistrict, which must
be confirmed by September1,2007.
¯ SB 967 creates Central Texas Groundwater Conservation District in
Burnet County, which must be confirmed by an election by September
21
22
23
24
25
26
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¯

¯
¯

1, 2007. The District is given powersto regulate various groundwater
activities and export, in addition to those powers granted by Texas
Water CodeChapter 36. In makingpermit decisions, the District must
consider if the proposed well "unreasonably affects surrounding
landowners." The District
has taxing authority and may assess
production fees.
SB 1017creates the LowerTrinity GroundwaterConservation District in
Liberty, Polk, and San Jacinto Counties, which must be confirmed by
election by September 1, 2007, and provides for funding through
production fees. The District maypurchase groundwaterrights only if
the rights are acquired for conservation purposes and held in trust
permanently.
SB 1847 creates the Duval County GroundwaterConservation District,
which must be confirmed by September1,2007.
SB 1848 creates Starr County Groundwater Conservation District,
which must be confirmed by September1,2007.
WATER

QUALITY

Ad mentionedabove, "[t]wo bills that.., raised concernsabout their
impacts on local27governmen,,twater pollution control programs," H.B. 2833
and S.B. 1858 failed.
HB 2833 would [have] require[d]
any local
governmentseeking to limit impervious cover or regulate lot or building
size on land under development to pay the land owners for what owners
might claim to be a reduction in value resulting from those requirements."
The argument was madethat the bill was "so broadly applicable that it
could [have] undermine[d] local governmentregulations in a variety of
28
areas," not just waterquality.
SenateBill 1858 "would [have] prohibit[ed] a local governmentfrom
having independentauthority to regulate water quality, issue water quality
permits, or establish standards or practices for water quality. All local
water pollution
control and abatement programs would have to be
approved by TCEQand only be for the purpose of compliance with TCEQ
standards (nothing more stringent than TCEQrequirements). County
governmentprograms could trump municipal programs even if the county
programwasless protective... ,,29
Chapter 366 of the Health & Safety Code is amendedby HB 2510
which allows the ownerof a single-family residence to maintain its on-site
27
28
29

SIERRA
CLUB(May 19, 2005) at p.
Id~
Id~at p. 5.

sewagedisposal system and requiring
OSSFmaintenance training.

the owner to receive specified

SB 1354establishes a pilot project for regulating the water quality
aspectsof quarries. It applies to the portion of the BrazosRiver watershed
between PossumKingdom Reservoir in Palo Pinto and Parker Counties.
This area is named the "John Graves Scenic Riverway." The bill
establishes specific permitting and enforcementprogramsby developing a
pilot permitting programrequiring individual or general permits for quarries,
dependingon their proximity to the river. It requires reclamation and
restoration plans, as well as financial assurance. The program ends in
2025.
WATER AND WASTEWATER UTILITIES

Waterand sewerutility regulation is changedsignificantly under HB
2876. The impetus for this legislation camefrom a rulemaking petition at
the TCEQby the Greater Houston Builders Association seeking changes
in the CCNrules. The bill requires CCNapplicants to provide greater
notice to landowners who will be included in the CCN,provide a more
specific service area description, establish timelines for construction of
facilities, and showfinancial ability. Certain landownersmayelect out of
the CCN.A city may not maintain or extend a CCNbeyondits ETJ without
landowner consent. An expedited process is provided for allowing a
landowner to withdraw from a CCN. Whena CCNis issued, the holder
mustrecord the service area in the county real property records.
An additional bill changing water and wastewaterutility law is HB
1208, which prohibits a municipal utility district from exercising imminent
domainoutside district boundariesto acquire property for specifically listed
facilities
such as water and wastewater treatment plants, water storage
facilities,
wastewater disposal plant, parks, and swimmingpools, and
3°
others.
Under HB 1358, the TCEQwas granted jurisdiction
over water
supply or sewer service corporations if they are operating improperly and
other findings are made.31 Under HB 1673, the TCEQ,in considering a
petition for a special utility district, mustnowlimit the district’s authority to
32
purposes requested and found to be necessary.
3o
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House Bill 2301 amends Texas Water Code Chapter 13 "to
authorize a city havingoriginal jurisdiction over an investor ownedutility to
suspendthe effective date of the IOU’s proposed rate changefor longer
’’33
than 90 days in certain circumstances.
AIR

One of the few air program bills to pass was SB 1740. This bill
allows construction to begin before an air quality permit amendment
is
issued. The applicant assumesresponsibility
for proceeding before
receiving approval of the permit amendment
and prohibits the TCEQfrom
considering the construction efforts whenevaluating whether to issue the
amendment.
House Bill 2481 extends to 2010 the Texas Emissions Reduction
Plan (TERP),which was set to expire in 2008.
Chapter 375 of the Health & Safety Code was amended by HB
2793, which addresses removal of convenience switches from end-of-life
vehicles.
These switches contain mercury and are subject to
Environmental Protection Agencyregulations under the federal Clean Air
Act. The bill does not require scrap metal recycling facilities or vehicle
recyclers to remove these switches or maintain records about switches
they have not removed. The TCEQis required to provide regulatory
incentives for those facilities
that implement the switch removal and
recordkeeping provisions of this bill. The bill imposesannual reporting
requirements on the TCEQand manufacturers.
Amongother provisions, HB 2129 simplifies reporting requirements
for emission events. An emission event causedby one incident only has to
3’~
be reported as one event rather than one for each sourceof emission.
PETROLEUM

STORAGE

TANKS

House Bill 1987 and SB 485 extended the petroleum storage tank
program. Under current law, remediation of a petroleum storage tank site
is required to be completed by September 2005 to be eligible
for
reimbursementfrom the fund. Becausemanysites will not be able to meet
that deadline, the legislation changesthe deadline for submittal of site
closure requests to September1, 2007 and extends from 2006 to 2008 the
TWCA
at p. 7.
Minick speech.

corrective action reimbursementprogramfor those already participating in
it. Additionally, the legislation removesthe requirementthat transporters of
motor fuel be held responsible for depositing motor fuel into underground
tanks that do not have a TCEQdelivery certificate and makesonly the
owner responsible.
WASTE

th
Environmentalregulation of dry cleaners wasaddressedin the 78
legislature in HB1366. This session, HB 2376 modified the Dry Cleaner
Remediation Program by amending Health & Safety Code Chapter 374.
Amongother provisions, the bill redefines "chlorinated dry cleaning
solvent," "dry cleaningdrop station," and"dry cleaning facility"; requires the
TCEQ
to adopt rules requiring certain dry cleaners to implementspecified
performance standards; changesthe registration fee schedule; requires
registration of personsdistributing dry cleaningsolvent; authorizesfacilities
to opt not to participate in fund benefits; and adds certain enforcement
powers.
Under HB 580, a county may provide hazardous materials services
including response actions whenthere is an incident involving hazardous
material that has been leaked, spilled, released, or abandonedon any
property. According to TCEQ’sSteve Minick, the legislation expandsthe
definitions of hazardousmaterial and responsible parties. It is unclear
what TCEQinvolvement will be with the counties. 35 See also HB 2120,
Section 33.
Under HB 1609, public meetings for a new municipal solid waste
permit, for a newhazardouswaste management
facility,
and for a Class 3
modification or major amendment
to an existing hazardouswaste permit,
are madeoptional. The bill does not affect contested case hearings. The
bill also adds flexibility
for arid landfills in WestTexas regarding the
amountof waste they are allowed to accept.
Senate Bill 1281 amendsTexas Health & Safety Code Chapter 361
by prohibiting a commercialindustrial solid waste facility from receiving
industrial solid waste for discharge into a publicly-owned treatment works
facility without first obtaining a permit from the TCEQ
under Chapter361.
SenateBill 1413gives local governmentsthe authority to establish a
fund to invest in Brownfield redevelopment, through a tax or fee
35

Minick speech.

13

assessment. The bill sets out required procedures and standards of a
Brownfield cleanup and economic development program. It adds
Subchapter X to Chapter 361 of the Health & Safety Code: County
Programsfor Cleanup and EconomicRedevelopmentof Brownfields.
MISCELLANEOUS

ENVIRONMENTAL

The legislature positioned Texas to secure the U.S. Departmentof
Energy’s FutureGen project, "an integrated carbon sequestration and
hydrogen research proposal," by passing HB 2201.36 The purpose of the
bill is "to ensurepredictable and timely permitting andconstruction of the
components that will make up the FutureGen project" and to create
financial incentives for location in Texas.37 Thebill has beenreferred to as
the "clean coal project bill" and defines such a project as "a coal-based
electric generating facility in partnership with the U.S. Departmentof
Energy’s FutureGenproject. ’’38 Underthe bill, the TCEQ
has jurisdiction
for clean coal projects "whencarbondioxide injection is into a zonebelow
the base of usable quality water and is not productive of oil, gas, or
geothermal resources.,,39
The Texas Railroad Commissionhas jurisdiction
if the injection is into zonesproductiveof oil, gas, or geothermalresources.
The Texas Water DevelopmentBoard is required to give the regional water
planning groupsflexibility in amending
their regional water plans to provide
for a water supply for the project. The bill provides various funding
4°
mechanisms
and incentives for location of the project in Texas.
Under HB 2949, the TCEQcan issue emergency orders for the
repair or replacementof roads, bridges, or other infrastructure in casesof
natural disaster and emergencies.

36
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40
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OPEN GOVERNMENT

Although not environmental or natural resource legislation, open
governmentbills are relevant to manywhopractice in the environmental
andnatural resourcefield.
Senate Bill 286, which amendsChapters 551 and 552 of the Texas
GovernmentCode, has been called the open governmenttraining bill. It
requires elected or appointed officials of a governmentalbody to complete
OpenMeetings Act training. The Office of the Attorney General will
provide training opportunities, including a free video course. Deadlinesare
provided for the training dependingon whenthe membertook office. The
training must be taken every two years. Additionally, someonefrom each
governmentalbody must receive training about the Public Information Act.
SB 1133 and HB 2381 require certain local governmental bodies
and economic development corporations that maintain websites to post
notice of meetings, and in somecases, post the entire agendapacket, on
their website.
Senate Bill 690 "expressly permits a governmentalbody to continue
’’a 41
meetingto the next business day (current law is next calendar day).
SB 1485 allows a governmentalentity to redact the Social Security number
of a living person from any information it provides under the Public
Information Act.

Stacey Schiff, "The 79th Legislative Session," presentedto the Administrative Law
Sectionof the Austin BarAssociation(June15, 2005).
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Several Court decisions having significant impact on environmental law have been handeddown
over the past year or so. This paper addresses several of the moresignificant decisions.
FEDERAL

I.
¯

CERCLA

The past year has witnessed several interesting decisions interpreting the Comprehensive
Environmental Response, Compensation,and Liability Act of 1980, 42 U.S.C. §§ 9601, et seq.
("CERCLA").The most important decision was the U.S. SupremeCourt’s decision in Cooper
Industries, Inc. v. Aviall Services, Inc., 125S. Ct. 577 (2004), rev’g 312F.3d 677 (5th Cir. 2002).
The main issue in Cooperwas whether a plaintiff that conducts a voluntary cleanup action can
maintain a CERCLA
§ 113(t)(1) contribution claim in the absence of a civil action against
under either § 106 (an abatement action) or § 107 (a cost recovery action). In holding that
CERCLA
§ 113(1)(1) contribution claim cannot be maintained in the absence ofa § 106 or §
action, the SupremeCourt overturned case law of not only the Fifth Circuit but also eight other
circuit courts that have addressed the issue (including the Second,Third, Fourth, Sixth. Seventh,
Eighth, Ninth, and Tenth Circuits).
CooperIndustries, Inc. v. Aviall Services, Inc., 125 S. Ct. 577(2004)
In 1981, Aviall Services Inc. acquired from CooperIndustries Inc. properties in Texas
that were later found to be contaminatedby hazardoussubstances. Aviall voluntarily cleaned up
the properties without the state or the federal governmenttaking any administrative or judicial
enforcement action. Aviall argued that it undertook those cleanups because the Texas Natural
Resource Conservation Commissionhad threatened to sue it if did not. After cleaning up the
properties, Aviall sued Cooperto recover the costs of cleanup.
In the district court, defendant Coopermovedfor summaryjudgmentarguing that Aviall
could not maintain a § 113 claim because a cause of action under § 113(f)(1) arises only after a
person has been subjected to an action under CERCLA
§ 106 or § 107, and Aviall had not. See
Aviall Services, lnc. v. CooperIndustries, Inc., 312 F.3d 677, 679 (5th Cir. 2002). The district
court agreed and granted defendant summaryjudgment on the § 113(0(1) claim. See id. Aviall
appealed, and a divided panel of the Fifth Circuit affirmed, holding that "a PRPseeking
contribution from other PRPs under § 113(1)(1) must have a pending or adjudged §
administrative order or § 107(a) cost recovery action against it." Aviall Services, Inc. v. Cooper
Industries, Inc., 263 F.3d 134, 145(5th Cir. 2001).

Onrehearing en banc, a divided Fifth Circuit reversed and held that a PRPcan seek
contribution from another PRPunder § 113(0(1) even whenno suit has been brought against
plaintiff under § 106 or § 107. Aviall Services, Inc. v. CooperIndustries, Inc., 312 F.3d 677, 690
(5th Cir. 2002). The en bane court reviewed the plain language of the statutory provision, the
structure of CERCLA,
the legislative history and policy concems,and concluded that "the most
reasonable interpretation of the provision" is that the first sentence of § 113(0(1) does
require the existence of a previous § 106 or § 107action against a § 113 plaintiff. Id.
The en banc court paid particular attention to the purposes of CERCLA
and concluded
that a contrary finding would frustrate the objectives of CERCLA
by slowing reallocation of
cleanup costs from less culpable parties to moreculpable parties, by discouraging voluntary
expenditureof funds for cleanups, and by reducing incentives for parties to report contamination.
The en banc court also noted that its interpretation was consistent with all of the other eight
circuit courts that had ruled on the issue.
In a seven-to-twodecision, the SupremeCourt reversed the decision by the Fifth Circuit.
CooperIndustries, lnc. v. Aviall Services, lnc., 125 S. Ct. 577 (2004). Moreprecisely, the
SupremeCourt held that § 113(f)(1) provides a plaintiff with a contribution cause of action
if it has beenthe subject ofa § 106 or a § 107(a) civil action first. Themajority of the Court read
§ 113(0(1) as specifically requiring companiesto be the subject ofa § 106 or § 107 civil action
in order to seek moneyfrom other PRPs. In doing so, the Court focused on the meaningof three
parts of§ 113(f):
"may"in "mayseek contribution..." in the first sentence;
"during or following" in "during or following any civil action..." in that same
sentence; and
"in the absence of a civil action" in the final sentence, whichreads: "Nothingin
this subsection shall diminish the right of any person to bring an action for
contribution in the absenceof a civil action..."
Oneach point, the Court rejected the Fifth Circuit’s interpretation of § 113(f)(1).
Regardingthe first sentence of § 113(0(1), the Court stated, "[t]here is no reason
Congress would bother to specify conditions under which a person maybring a contribution
claim, and at the sametime allow contribution actions absent those conditions." 125 S. Ct. at
583. "The natural meaningof this sentence is that contribution mayonly be sought subject to the
specified conditions, namely, ’during or following’ a specified civil action." Id. The Court
rejected a reading of the word"may"that wouldinterpret "during or following [civil action]" as
merely one of several options. Such an interpretation would render other language in CERCLA
superfluous, the Court said. Id.
Indeed, the court noted, ignoring the "during or following" requirement wouldwrite out
of the statute any conditions for bringing a § 113(0(1) contribution claim. Sucha reading would,
the Court said, render unnecessary § l13(f)(3)(B), which provides a separate basis
contribution action, i.e., a suit after entry of an administrative or judicially approvedsettlement.
Id.

The Court was equally unconvinced by the Fifth Circuit’s interpretation of the final
sentence, which provides that "Nothingin this subsection shall diminish the right of any person
to bring an action for contribution in the absence of a civil action under [§§ 106 or 107]." The
Fifth Circuit had read this sentence to allow a contribution action before a civil action. The
SupremeCourt disagreed.
"The sole function of the sentence is to clarify that § 113(0(1) does nothingto ’diminish’
any cause(s) of action for contribution that mayexist independently of § 113(0 (1)," the
stated. Id. at 583-84. It "does not itself establish a cause of action; nor does it expand§
113(f)(1) to authorize contribution actions not brought ’during or following’ a § 106 or § 107(a)
civil action nor does it specify what causes of action for contribution, if any, exist outside §
113(0(1)." Id. at 584.
As additional support for its interpretation of § 113(0(1), the Court discussed
interpretation of other parts of § 113, including § 113(f)(3)(B), whichprovides another
for contribution. Section 113(f)(3)(B) provides a right of contribution to any person who
resolved its liability to the government"in an administrative or judicially approvedsettlement".
BecauseAviall had not entered into such a settlement, the Court did not have before it the issue
of whether a person who enters into such a settlement can seek contribution under §
113(f)(3)(B). Nonetheless, the Court’s discussion clearly supports the view that § 113(f)(3)(B)
provides a right of contribution to a CERCLA
responsible party who has settled with the
government.
The Court found additional support for its interpretation of § 113(0(1) in CERCLA’s
limitations provisions. Section 113(g)(3) includes two three-year limitations periods covering
actions under § 113(0(1) and § 113(f)(3)(B), respectively. The first begins at the
judgment, the other at the date of settlement. The Court observed that "Notably absent from §
113(g)(3) is any provision for starting the limitations period if a judgmentor settlement never
occurs, as is the case with a purely voluntary cleanup." Id. at 584.
As an altemative to a § 113(0(1)contribution suit, Aviall had arguedthat it could recover
costs under § 107(a), even though it is a liable party. TheCourt declined to address the claim,
finding it "well beyond the scope" of the briefing and the question presented. The Court also
declined to decide whetherAviall has an implied right to contribution under § 107.
BecauseAviall had not received a § 106 unilateral administrative order, the court did not
answer the question whether a private party who complies with such an order can seek
contribution under § 113(f)(1). TheUnited States, amicus, argued that suc h a p arty would not
be entitled to contribution under § 113(f)(1) becausea § 106order is not a "civil action." Aviall
and amici argued that the government’sposition wouldlead to illogical results: a party who
refuses to obey a unilateral administrative order and undertakes a cleanup only after being sued
under § 106 or § 107 is entitled to contribution, but a party whocomplies with the government’s
order has no right to contribution under § 113(0(1).
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The United States District Court for the EastemDistrict of Texashas issued an opinion
concerning whether parties conducting voluntary cleanups can file suit under CERCLA
after the
SupremeCourt decision in Aviall.
Vine Street LLCv. Keeling, 362 F.Supp.2d 754 (E.D. Tex. 2005)
In this district court case, the plaintiff, Vine Street LLC("Vine Street"), ownedcertain
property in Tyler, Texas. Vine Street LLCv. Keeling, 362 F.Supp.2d754, 757 (E.D. Tex. 2005).
From1961 until 1975, the property at issue was leased to Keeling whooperated a laundromaton
the property, including coin-operated dry-cleaning machines. Id. Testimonyindicated that these
machinescaused perchloroethylene contamination on the subject property and on adjacent lots.
ld. Vine Street applied to the TCEQ’s(then the TNRCC’s)
voluntary cleanup program("VCP")
to address the site. Vine Street subsequently sued Keeling as the operator of the site, the
manufacturer of the dry-cleaning machines, and Dowwhoallegedly manufactured and sold the
perchloroethylene that was used at the site and included claims for recovery under CERCLA
and
the Texas Solid WasteDisposal Act. ld. at 758.
Dowfiled a motionto dismiss on several grounds, including that: (1) Vine Street cannot
sustain a claim for recovery under § 107 of CERCLA
because Vine Street is itself a potentially
responsible party under CERCLA
and (2) because Vine Street has not been subject to a civil
administrative action under either § 106 or § 107 of CERCLA,
Vine Street cannot sustain a claim
for contribution pursuant to § 113(f)(1). Id. at 760. Thedistrict court concludedthat, under the
Aviall decision, Vine Street could not state a claim for contribution under CERCLA
§ 113(f)(1)
because Vine Street had not been sued under either § 106 or § 107 of CERCLA.
ld. at 760 - 61.
However,the court held that, despite being a potentially responsible party under CERCLA,
Vine
Street couldstate a claim under § 107. ld. at 761 - 64.
In holding under the circumstances in this case that Vine Street could bring an action
under CERCLA
§ 107, the court distinguished prior decisions reviewing the issue of whether a
particular party has a claim under § 113(0or § 107. Id. at 762 - 63. In those cases, the district
court stated, the issue was whether a potentially responsible party could concurrently bring
claims under both § 113(f) and § 107. ld. The court found that those cases did not address the
issue of whethera potentially responsible party that is precluded from bringing a § 113(f) claim
maybring a claim under § 107. Id.
To decide this issue, the court looked at the In re Hemingway
case in which the First
Circuit Court of Appeals suggested that § 107 mayenable two types of claims, one by truly
innocent plaintiffs, and a secondby plaintiffs such as VinceStreet in this case. Id. at 763(citing
In re Hemmingway
Transp., Inc., 993 F.2d 915, 931 (1st Cir. 1993)). Further, the court compared
the provisions of § 113(f) with § 107 and the history leading to the amendmentof CERCLA
that
created the specific contribution provisions under § 113(0. ld. at 763 - 64. In looking at the
history of the created on § 113(f), the court stated that § 113(f) did not create contributionactions
under CERCLA
"as contribution actions have existed ever since CERCLA
was first enacted in
1980." ld. at 763. Rather, § 113(f) merely establishes an alternate "regime of pro rata
divisible liability, in contrast to the joint and severable liability of Section 107." ld. Thus, the
court concluded, in circumstances akin to those here for Vine Street where § 113(f) does not

apply, nothing prevents Vine Street from seeking to recover under the joint and several liability
provisions of § 107. Id. at 764.
¯

CLEAN AIR ACT

The past year also saw several significant legal developmentsunder the Clean Air Act
(42 U.S.C. §§ 7401, et seq.) ("CAA"). For instance, CAAlitigation involving new source
review ("NSR")continued to moveforward setting the stage for several expected decisions
2005, including the challenge to the Environmental Protection Agency’s("EPA’s") NSRreform
regulations in the U.S. Court of Appeals for the District of ColumbiaCircuit and the Fourth
Circuit’s consideration of EPA’sNSRenforcementinitiative against electric utilities
NewYork v. EPA,--- F.3d ---, No. 02-1387, 2005 WL1489698(D.C. Cir. June 24, 2005)
In 1977, Congress amendedthe CAAto increase the standards in protection of the
nation’s air quality. Once of these amendmentsprovided that major stationary sources that
undertake modifications must obtain preconstruction permits, similar to major newsources,
through the New Source Review (NSR) process. The CAA, even before these 1977
amendments,included definitions of whena "modification" occur. The EPAhas interpreted this
definition in numerousrules including those issued in 1980, 1992, and recently in 2002. It was
these 2002 rules by the EPAthat initiated the challenges addressed in this case. NewYork v.
EPA,--- F.3d ---, No. 02-1387, 2005 WL1489698at *1 (D.C. Cir. June 24, 2005).
The court rejected challenges to certain portions of EPA’s2002 rule, finding that these
were permissible interpretations of the CAAand were not otherwise arbitrary and capricious,
including:
using past emissions and projected future actual emissions rather than potential
emissions in measuringemissions increases;
using a ten-year lookback period in selecting the two-year baseline period for
measuringpast actual emissions;
using a five-year unrelated demandgrowth from the measurementof projected
future actual emissions; and
the Plantwide Applicability Limitations ("PAL")program.

The court did hold that two aspects of the 2002 rule were based on impermissible
interpretations
of the CAA.Id. As such, the court determined that EPAhad erred in
promulgating the Clean Unit Applicability test, measuring emissions increases by looking to
whether emissions limitations have changed when Congress had directed EPAto measure
emissions increases in terms of changes in actual emissions. Id. The court also found that EPA
erred in exempting from the NewSource Reviewcertain Pollution Control Projects that were
determined to decrease emissions of somepollutants but causing collateral increases in others
since the statute authorizes no such exemptions.Id.
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Further, the court found that EPAhad acted arbitrarily and capriciously in determining
that sources makingchanges need not keep records of their emissions if they see no reasonable
possibility that these changesconstitute modifications under NSR.ld.
Finally, the court determinedthat industry challenges to passages in the preamblesof the
2002and 1992 rules, as well as governmentalchallenges to the implementationof the 2002rule,
are unripe for review,ld. at *2.
U.S. v. DukeEnergy Corp., -- F.3d ---,
2005)

No. 04-1763, 2005 WL1398658 (4 th Cir. June 15,

In this case, the United States brought an enforcement action against DukeEnergy
Corporation ("Duke"), maintaining that Dukemodified its electricity generation plants numerous
times without first obtaining the appropriate permits in violation of the CAA.U.S.v. Duke
Energy Corp., --- F.3d ---, No. 04-1763, 2005 WL1398658 (4th Cir. June 15, 2005) (page
references are not currently available for this document). Between 1988 and 2000, Duke
engagedin several projects, most of whichconsisted of replacing and/or redesigning the boiler
tube assemblies in its coal fired generating units (units that were originally placed in service
between 1940 and 1975). Id. These projects extended the life of the generating units and
allowed the units to increase the daily hours of operation for the units. Id. Dukedid not apply
for or acquire permits from the EPAto conductthese projects. Id.
The EPAmaintained that these projects conducted by Dukewere "major modifications"
under the PSDstatute and regulatory provisions of the CAA.Id. Thus, the EPAmaintained that
Dukewas required to obtain permits for those projects. Id. In arguing this point, the EPA
contended that Dukewas required to measurethe net emissions increase by using an actual-toprojected-actual test, comparingthe actual pre-project emissions to the projected post-project
emissions, taking into account a unit’s ability to operate morehours, ld. Dukemaintained that
an increase in emissions under the PSDprogramwouldresult only if there is an increase in the
hourly emissions rate. Id. Since there wasno increase in the hourly emissions rates due to its
projects, Duke’sposition was that no permits were necessary. Id.
In reviewingthe statutory and regulatory frameworkregarding these provisions, the court
determined that Congress had mandated that the PSDstatute incorporate the NSPSstatutory
definition of "modification." ld. The NSPSregulations define the term "modification" so that
only a project that increases a facility’s hourly rate of emissionsconstitutes a "modification."ld.
The court held that EPAmust interpret its PSDregulations defining "modification" consistent
with this definition. Id. Thus, no permits were required for Duketo conduct the projects
involved in the complaint. Id.
¯

CLEAN WATERACT

As under the CAA,there were a numberof noteworthy decisions under the Clean Water
Act (33 U.S.C. §§ 1251, et seq.) ("CWA")handed downby various courts in the past year.
Several important cases are discussed in detail below.
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South Florida Water Management
District v. MiccosukeeTribe, 124 S. Ct. 1537 (2004)
In 2004 the U.S. SupremeCourt decided South Florida Water ManagementDistrict v.
MiccosukeeTribe, 124 S. Ct. 1537 (2004), which addressed the question of whether a National
Pollutant Discharge Elimination System ("NPDES")permit is required under the CWAfor
pumpstation that merely conveys polluted water from one navigable waterwayto another.
The Miccosukee Tribe case involved a citizen suit under the CWA
contending that a
water management district in the Everglades required an NPDESpermit to pump water
containing phosphorousfrom a canal into an impoundedwater conservation area. Id. at 1540-41.
The question for the courts was whether the operation of the pumpstation constituted a
"discharge of a pollutant" under the CWA
such that a permit would be required. The parties
filed cross-motionsfor summary
judgmenton this issue, and the district court granted the Tribe’s
motion. On appeal, the Eleventh Circuit affirmed. See Miecosukee Tribe v. South Florida
Water Management
District, 280 F.3d 1364 (1 lth Cir. 2002).
The SupremeCourt granted certiorari and heard oral argument in the case in January
2004. The water managementdistrict had contended that an NPDES
permit is only required for
a point source whena pollutant originates from the point source, and not whena pollutant simply
passes through the point source. However,the Court rejected this argument, emphasizing the
definition of a "point source" as a "conveyance,"which"need not be the original source of the
pollutant; it need only conveythe pollutant to ’navigable waters .... ’" ld. at 1543. TheCourt
also noted the CWA’sgoal of imposing NPDESpermitting requirements on municipal
wastewater treatment plants, and reasoned that this goal would he undermined by an
interpretation of the CWA
that exemptedfacilities that treat and discharge pollutants added to
water by others, ld. Accordingly,the Court held that the definition of"discharge of a pollutant"
in the CWA
"includes within its reach point sources that do not themselves generate pollutants."
ld.
Despite this conclusion, the Court ultimately vacated and remanded the case for
additional developmentof the factual record. Specifically, the water management
district, and
the federal governmentas amicus, had contended that the canal and water impoundmentarea at
issue were not separate and distinct water bodies, but rather "two hydrologically
indistinguishable parts of a single water body." Id. at 1545. TheTribe did not dispute that if the
canal and impoundmentarea are part of the same water body, no permit would he required
because pumping water from one area to another would not amount to an "addition" of
pollutants. Id. However,the Tribe disagreed with the water management
district’s view of the
facts, and the Court determinedthat further developmentof the record was necessary on remand.
ld. at 1545-47.
In addition, the federal governmenthad advanceda "unitary waters" argumentbefore the
Court. Theessence of this approachis that to determine whetherthere has been an addition of a
pollutant to navigablewater froma point source, all water bodies that fall within the definition of
"navigable waters" should be viewed on a unitary basis for NPDES
permitting. In other words,
an NPDES
permit is required only whenthere is an addition of a pollutant to navigable waters,
and a permit would not be required whenwater from one navigable water body is discharged

unaltered into another navigable water body. However, the Court declined to consider the
unitary waters" argumentin its opinion, indicating that it had not beenraised previously, and that
it wouldbe open to the parties on remand.
Riverkeeper, Inc. v. EPA,358 F.3d 174 (2d Cir. 2004)
In 2004, the U.S. Court of Appeals for the SecondCircuit addressed petitions for review
of EPA’sfinal rule to regulate cooling water intake structures at newindustrial facilities pursuant
to the CWA.Riverkeeper, lnc. v. EPA,358 F.3d 174 (2d Cir. 2004). Congress had directed EPA
to regulate such structures to "minimiz[e] adverse environmental impact," 33 U.S.C. 1326(b),
and, pursuant to a consent decree, EPAissued the first phase of these regulations (the "Phase
Rule") in December 2001. The Phase I Rule applies to facilities
constructed after the
promulgationof the Rule that withdrawover 2 million gallons of water per day and use at least
25 percent of such water for cooling. Riverkeeper, 358 F.3d at 181. The Phase I Rule provides
that an affected facility can complywith the Rule by limiting water intake capacity, velocity, and
proportionality, and by implementing measures to reduce the adverse effects on aquatic
organismsif such limits are insufficient ("Track I"). ld. at 182. In the altemative, a regulated
facility can abide by proportional flow requirements and opt to showin a demonstration study
that the technologies employedwill reduce the level of adverse environmentalimpact to a level
comparableto the application of Track I capacity and velocity measures("Track II"). ld. at 183.
Oneof the suggested waysthat a facility could meet the Track II requirement of a "comparable"
reduction in environmentalimpact was to employ"restoration measures," such as restocking fish
and creating habitat, to maintain a level of aquatic organisms in the water bodythat wouldbe
"substantially similar" to the level achievedunder TrackI. Id.
Both environmental and industry groups challenged various aspects of the Phase I Rule.
ld. The SecondCircuit upheld the majority of the Rule, but stated that EPAhad exceeded its
authority under the CWA
by allowing facilities to complywith the Rule by using restoration
measures. See ld. at 189-91. The court indicated that restoration measuresas suggested in the
Rule "are inconsistent with Congress’s intent that the design of intake structures be regulated
directly, based on the best technologyavailable, and withoutresort in the first instance to water
quality measurements.Id. at 190. The court also noted that CWA
language provided additional
support for the view that restoration measureswere not an acceptable meansto minimizeadverse
environmental impact, and that Congress rejected a proposed amendmentto § 316(b) of the
CWA
that wouldhave explicitly permitted the use of restoration measures. Id. Accordingly, the
court remandedthis aspect of the Rule to EPA.ld. at 205. In response to the court’s partial
remandof the Phase I Rule, EPARegions have been directed not to employrestoration measures
in permits as a compliancemethod.
Riverdale Mills Corp. v. Pimpare,392 F.3d 55 (lst Cir. 2004)
In December2004, the U.S. Court of Appeals for the First Circuit decided Riverdale
Mills Corp. v. Pimpare,392 F.3d 55 (lst Cir. 2004), which addressed the question of whether
facility has an expectation of privacy in its wastewatersuch that EPAinvestigators must obtain a
warrant prior to taking samplesof the wastewater. In this case, Riverdale Mills and its owner
(collectively "Riverdale") sued the United States and EPAinspectors for damagesfor alleged

violations of the Fourth Amendment
right to be free of unreasonablesearches and seizures, ld. at
56. Specifically, Riverdale claimed that the EPAagents violated the Fourth Amendment
when
they sampled Riverdale’s wastewater from a manhole beneath Riverdale’s property without
obtaining either a warrant or Riverdale’s consent, ld. The EPAinspectors defended based on
qualified immunityfor public officials, but the federal district court denied the inspectors’
motions for summaryjudgment on qualified immunity grounds, ld. The inspectors filed an
interlocutory appeal, ld.
The First Circuit analyzed the case with regard to the three-prong test for qualified
immunity: (1) taken in the light most favorable to Riverdale, whether the facts show that the
inspectors’ conductviolated a constitutional right; (2) whetherthe right wasclearly established
at the time of the alleged violation such that a reasonable inspector wouldbe on notice that his
conduct was unlawful; and (3) whether a similarly-situated,
reasonable inspector would
understandthat his conductviolated the clearly-established constitutional right at issue, ld. at
60-61.
Underthe first prong, the court noted that "threshold issue is whetherthere wasa ’search’
at all for Fourth Amendmentpurposes. [The inspectors’] actions were only a ’search’ if
Riverdale had a reasonable expectation of privacy in the wastewater.... " ld. at 63. Considering
the facts of the case, the particular question for the court was "whether a companyhas a
reasonable expectation of privacy in industrial wastewater that is on a private street and
underneath a 171-poundmanholecover but 300 feet awayfrom and flowing irrevocably into the
public sewer system." ld.
Significantly, the court declined to adopt a per se rule that there is never a reasonable
expectation of privacy in wastewater and acknowledgedthat "there maybe fact situations where
wastewateris entitled to constitutional protection." Id. Thecourt noted that a variety of factors
are relevant, including the location of the manholeon private property (which wouldsupport an
expectation of privacy) and the commercial context of the facility (which mayreduce the
expectation of privacy somewhat), ld. at 63-64. Ultimately, the court found the controlling
factor to be that the wastewateris flowing irretrievably to a public seweronly a few hundredfeet
away, and once it reaches that point, any memberof the public can take a sample, ld. at 64.
Withoutany cutoff valve or another wayto stop the flow to the public sewer, the court indicated
that "Riverdale has abandoned any reasonable expectation of privacy in the wastewater by
allowingit to flow irretrievably to a place whereit will be "exposed... to the public." ld.
As an alternative ground for its decision, the court also determined, under the second
prong of the qualified immunitytest, that the right the inspectors allegedly violated was not
clearly established at the time of the sampling such that it would have been clear to the
inspectors that their conductwasunlawful, ld. at 66. Thecourt noted that prior case law did not
give the inspectors reasonable notice that their conductwasunlawfulunder the facts of the case.
Id. Thus, on the basis of both the lack of a reasonable expectation of privacy in wastewaterunder
the circumstances, as well as a lack of notice to the EPAinspectors that their conduct was
unlawful, the court of appeals reversed the district court’s denial of qualified immunity.
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¯

RCRA

U.S. v. Lockheed Martin Energy Systems, No. Civ. A. 5:00CV-39-M, 2004 WL2403114

(W.D.Ky. Sept. 30, 2OO4)
The federal district court for the WesternDistrict of Kentuckyrecently addressed the
statute of limitations issue and corporate parent liability under RCRA
in a lawsuit that also
involved qui tam claims under the False Claims Act against Lockheed Martin and its
subsidiaries. In U.S.v. Lockheed Martin Energy Systems, No. Civ. A. 5:OOCV-39-M,
2004 WL
2403114(W.D. Ky. Sept. 30, 2004), the federal district court found that, while manyof the
RCRA
claims predated the federal statutory five year limitations period, the limitations period
could be tolled for fi:audulent concealmentdue to false compliancereporting. As a result, the
court held that certain governmentclaims survived dismissal. In addition, the court held that
because the parent companies, Lockheed Martin and Martin Marietta, had guaranteed
performance under the contracts between certain subsidiaries and the government, the parent
companies could be liable under RCRA.The court concluded that the contracts committed the
subsidiaries, and the parents through their guarantees, to complywith RCRA.
Withrespect to the statute of limitations issue, the court disagreed with the government’s
argunaents that the federal discoveryrule should apply, as it has in manyCWA
cases. Id. at * 18¯ 19. The government had contended that "where the duty to monitor and report regulatory
complianceis placed on the regulated entity by statute or regulation, the statute of limitations
begins to run whenthe violations are discovered." Id. at "17. However,the court distinguished
the RCRA
claims at issue from CWA
cases, noting that the enforcement of the CWA
is largely
dependenton self-reporting, whereas RCRA
requires regular governmentinspections. Id. at * 19.
Furthermore, the court was persuaded by the analysis in 3MCompanyv. Browner, 17
F.3d 1453 (D.C. Cir. 1994), which addressed whether the federal discovery rule applied
claims under another environmental statute, the Toxic Substances Control Act ("TSCA’).Id. at
* 18. In 3M,the court had stated that "nothing in the languageof [the general federal statute of
limitations] even arguably makesthe running of the limitations period turn on the degree of
difficulty an agencyexperiences in detecting violations." 3M,17 F.3d at 1461. Finding that this
reasoning also applied in the present case, the court in LockheedMartin held that "an action to
assess or imposea civil penalty for a RCRA
violation ’must he commenced
within five years of
the date of the violation giving rise to the penalty.’" LockheedMartin at "18 (quoting 3M, 7
F.3d at 1462).
Althoughthe governmentcould not avail itself of the discovery rule for the RCRA
claims
in the LockheedMartin case, the court nevertheless recognizedthe doctrine of equitable tolling
for fraudulent concealment (submitting false RCRAreports). Id. at *22-*23. Under this
doctrine, the statute of limitations is tolled if the defendantconceals the existence of a cause of
action from the plaintiff. Id. at *22. Ultimately, the court was persuaded that the government
had alleged the elements necessary to establish fraudulent concealmentsuch that defendants’
motion to dismiss certain governmentRCRA
claims was denied. Id. at *23.
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Further, in review of the parent liability issue in this case, the court found Lockheed
Martin’s arguments that it was never an operator of the facility nor a generator of hazardous
waste to be irrelevant, ld. at *28-*29. In denying LockheedMartin’s motion to dismiss the
RCRA
claims, the court found that the guarantee of their subsidiaries’ performanceprovided by
the parent companieswas morethan a mere financial guarantee under a contract. Instead, the
parents agreed to guarantee "the full, prompt, and faithful performance" of "each of the
provisions and conditions" of the contracts, ld. at *28. Accordingly,the court found that "to the
extent the subsidiaries filed to complywith the RCRA
provisions and conditions contained in the
underlyingcontracts, the parent [] [companies]are liable." ld. at *29.
¯ FIFRA
Bates v. DowAgrosciences LLC, 125 S. Ct. 1788 (2005)
The United States Supreme Court recently decided whether and to what extent the
Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act ("FIFRA") preempts Texas commonlaw
claims for defective design, defective manufacture,negligent testing, breach of express warranty,
violation of the Texas Deceptive Trade Practices Act, l~aud, and failure to warn. Bates v. Dow
Agrosciences LLC, 125 S. Ct. 1788(2005). In this case, the petitioners, Texas peanut farmers,
allege that their crops were severely damagedby the application of respondent’s (Dow’s)
"Strongarm"pesticide, which the EnvironmentalProtection Agency(EPA)registered pursuant
its authority under FIFRA.ld. at 1792-93. In response, Dowsought a declaratory judgment
asserting that FWRApre-empted petitioners’
claims, ld. at 1793. The petitioners
counterclaimed,raising several state-law claims soundingin strict liability, negligence, fraud,
and breach of express warranty. Id.
Under FIFRA, a manufacturer must obtain permission to market a pesticide by
submitting a proposedlabel and supporting data to EPA,whichwill register the pesticide if it is
efficacious, it will not cause unreasonable adverse effects on humansand the environment, and
its label complies with the statute’s misbrandingprohibition. Id. at 1794-95. A pesticide is
"misbranded"if its label, for example,contains a statement that is "false or misleading," or lacks
adequate instructions or warnings, ld. at 1795. A State mayregulate the sale and use of
federally registered pesticides to the extent that regulation does not permit any sales or uses
prohibited by FIFRA,but "[s]uch State shall not imposeor continue in effect any requirements
for labeling or packagingin addition to or different from those required under [FIFRA]."ld. at
1795-96. Although tort litigation against pesticide manufacturers was a commonfeature in
1972, after the SupremeCourt held in Cipollone v. Liggett Group,lnc., 112 S. Ct. 2608 (1992)
that the term "requirement" in the Public Health Cigarette SmokingAct of 1969 included
common-law
duties, and therefore pre-emptedcertain tort claims against cigarette companies,
courts began holding that F~RApre-empted claims such as the petitioners. Id. at 1796-97.
In analyzing FIFRA’sprovisions, the SupremeCourt decided that FIFRA’spre-emption
provision applies only to state-law "requirements for labeling or packaging." ld. at 1798.
While holding that the Fifth Circuit was correct that "requirements" embraces both positive
enactments and common-law
duties, it erred in supposing that petitioners’ defective design,
defective manufacture, negligent testing, and breach of express warranty claims were premised
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on requirements for labeling or packaging, ld. Thus, the Court held, none of the common-law
rules upon which these claims are based requires that manufacturers label or package their
products in any particular way. ld.
However,the Court found that petitioners’ fraud and negligent-failure-to-warn claims
were based on common-law
rules that qualify as "requirements for labeling or packaging," since
these rules set a standard for a product’s labeling that Dowwasalleged to have violated. Id. at
1799-1800.Further, the Court stated that, while these common-law
rules are subject to FIFRA,
it does not automatically follow that they are pre-empted. Id. at 1800. FIFRAprohibits only
state-law labeling requirements that are "in addition to or different from" FIFRA’slabeling
requirements, ld. Thus, FIFRApre-empts any statutory or common-law
rule that would impose
a labeling requirement that diverges from those set out in FIFRAand its implementing
regulations, ld.
Therefore, under FIFRA,a state-law labeling requirement must be equivalent to its
federal counterpart to avoid pre-emption, ld. at 1803-04. State law need not, however,explicitly
incorporate FWRA’s
standards as an element of a cause of action. Id. at 1804. Because the
Court did not receive sufficient briefing on whetherthe Texaslaw governingpetitioners’ fraud
and failure-to-warn claims were equivalent to FIFRA’smisbranding standards and any relevant
regulations, the Court remandedthe case to the Fifth Circuit to resolve the issue. Id. at 1803-04.
¯

OTHER SIGNIFICANT FEDERAL DECISIONS

Kelo v. NewLondon,125 S. Ct. 2655 (2005)
Although this case does not directly involve environmental issues, the decision could
have an impact on future cases involving eminent domain or other takings related to
environmental issues. The Kelo case involved the city of NewLondon, Connecticut, which in
2000 approved of an integrated developmentplan designed to revitalize the ailing economyin
the economically stressed city. Kelo v. NewLondon, 125 S. Ct. 2655, 2658-59 (2005). Through
its development agent, NewLondonpurchased most of the property earmarked for the project
from willing sellers, ld. It then initiated condemnationproceedings against the rest of the
property ownersthat had refused to sell. ld. Theseparties, the petitioners in this case, brought a
state court action claimingthat the taking of their properties violated the "public use" restriction
in the Fifth Amendment
of the U.S. Constitution. Id. at 2660.
Before reviewing this particular case, the SupremeCourt identified the existence of two
established, polar propositions in takings cases: (1) it is well acceptedthat the sovereignmaynot
take property for the sole purposeof transferring it to another private property even thoughthey
are paid just compensationand (2) it is equally clear that a State maytransfer property fromone
private party to another if future "use by the public" is the purpose (e.g., condemnationof land
for a railroad with common-carrierduties). Id. at 2661. However,the Court determinedthat this
case did not fit squarely into either of these situations. Thetakings here werepart of a "carefully
considered" developmentplan and there was no evidence of an illegitimate purpose, ld. at 266162. Likewise, this was not a case in which the city was planning to open all of the condemned
land to use by the general public. Id. at 2662. Thus, the Court looked toward those cases
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interpreting the Fifth Amendmentin which it had "embraced the broader and more natural
interpretation of public use as ’public purpose.’" ld.
The concept of whether a particular taking serves a public purpose has been defined
broadly and reflects the Court’s "longstanding policy of deference to legislative judgmentsin
this field." Id. at 2663. Thus, because the City had determinedthat the area was sufficiently
distressed to justify a programof economicrejuvenation, the programwas comprehensive,and it
received thorough deliberation prior adoption, the Court thought the program entitled to
deference and reviewedthe plan not on a piecemealbasis, but rather in its entirety. Id. at 266465. Thus, finding that the plan "unquestionablyserves a public purpose," the takings satisfied
the public use requirement of the Fifth Amendment.
ld. at 2665.
The Court further provided that it would not adopt a bright-line rule that economic
developmentdoes not qualify as a public use. Id. In fact, the Court cited several decisions
upholding takings under the Fifth Amendmentwhich included, at least in part, economic
considerations, ld. at 2665-66.
II.

TEXAS
¯

TSWDA

Recently in 2005, the Texas SupremeCourt issued an opinion on the Texas Solid Waste
Disposal Act ("TSWDA"),
the state statutory version of CERCLA.
R.R. Street & Co. Inc. v. Pilgrim Enter., Inc., --- S. W.3d---, No. 02-0758, 2005 WL1366511
(Tex. 2005)
This case involves Pilgrim Laundry & Cleaners ("Pilgrim") who, over a span of five
decades beginning in 1945, operated dry-cleaning facilities in Houstonand San Antonio which
used perchloroethylene ("PCE"). R.R. Street &Co. lnc. v. Pilgrim Enter., Inc., --- S.W.3d---,
No. 02-0758, 2005 WL1366511,at *1 (Tex. June 10, 2005). In 1994, in the course of selling its
assets, Pilgrim conducted an environmental assessment that revealed certain soil and
groundwater contamination (contaminated with PCE)at several of its facilities. Id. Pilgrim
entered the TexasVCPto remediate the sites. Id.
Pilgrim purchased PCEand related equipment from R.R. Street & Co. Inc. ("Street"),
which designed, manufactured, and distributed dry-cleaning equipment and products, ld. From
1958 until 1997, Pilgrim’s principal contact at Street was Harold Corbin. Id. Corbin had
completeaccess to Pilgrim’s facilities, and Pilgrim dealt almost exclusively with him. ld. One
of the products Corbin sold Pilgrim was equipmentthat recycled dirty PCEfor reuse, ld. One
piece of such equipment,a filter, circulated dirty PCEthrough cartridge filters, whichhad to be
replaced periodically. Id. Followingcommon
industry practice at that time, Pilgrim disposed of
the used cartridge filters that had collected PCEby discarding themin dumpsterslocated on the
premises. Id. Another piece of equipmentStreet manufacturedand sold to Pilgrim was called a
still. Id. Dirty PCEwasheated in the bottomof the still until it evaporatedand rose to the top
along with some water. Id. The soils and unevaporated PCEthat remained at the bottom were
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also discarded by Pilgrim in dumpsters. /d. The evaporated PCEwas partially separated from
the water and reused, ld. Corbin advised Pilgrim to dispose of the remaining PCEcontaminated "separator water" by pouring it downthe drain, which Pilgrim did. Id. Corbin
also advised Pilgrim to dispose of PCE-contaminatedseparator water that remained after the
clothes-drying process in the sameway. ld.
Onhis visits to Pilgrim’s facilities, Corbinalso conductedtitration tests to determinethe
concentration of the plant’s detergent, ld. at *2 He performedthe tests by combininga 1.25-cc
sample of PCE,taken from a dry-cleaning machine, with other chemicals, ld. Corbin used the
results of these tests to evaluate the plant’s level of success in using PCEefficiently and to make
any needed suggestions, ld. Whenfinished with the test vial, Corbin testified that he would
dumpthe approximately40 cc’s of waste fluid downthe sink or toilet, ld. Accordingto Corbin,
he likely did so on thousandsof occasions, ld. There wasdisputed evidenceat trial that at least
someof the facilities’ sewagepipes had leaked, creating a potential source of contaminationfrom
the test-vial fluid and separator water, ld.
After Pilgrim discovered the contamination and entered into the voluntary cleanup
agreement with the TNRCC
(now the TCEQ),Pilgrim sued Street and several other PCEand
PCE-equipment manufacturers and distributors
under the TSWDA
and other commonlaw
claims. Id. All defendantsbut Street settled with Pilgrim before trial, ld.
The key issue addressed by the Texas SupremeCourt under the TSWDA
in this case was
whether Street could be a person who"arranged" for the disposal of solid waste. In reviewing
the issue, the TexasSupremecourt found that "Texas law is bereft of cases discussing the scope
of arranger liability under SWDA."
ld. at *5. Thus, the court reviewed federal case law
regarding CERCLA
for guidance on this issue, ld. The Court noted that merely "sell[ing] a
product containing a hazardous substance that is ultimately disposed of does not in itself
constitute an arrangement for disposal." Id. Moreover, the Court concluded that the test for
arranger status should be based on the "totality of the circumstances" to determine whetherthe
"requisite causal nexus" betweenthe defendant’s conduct and the disposal of the waste exists.
Id. at *7. Thus, in examiningthe facts of each case, the courts should take into consideration
whethera defendant: (1) ownedor possessed the solid waste in question; (2) had the authority
makedisposal decisions; (3) had the obligation to makedisposal decisions; (4) exercised control
over decisions regarding the waste’s disposal; or (5) actually disposed of the solid waste. Id.
The Court noted that any single factor mayor may not be dispositive, depending upon the
circumstances presented, ld. However,the Court declined to hold that actual involvement in
waste disposal is never sufficient to be an arranger withoutthe authority to control the disposal.
ld.
Recognizingthe difficulty of uniformly applying a test based on "the totality of the
circumstances," the Court emphasizedas guidance the "actual control" line of decisions. Id. at
*7-*8. In applying its principles, the Court held that Street was not liable under the TSWDA
as
an arranger by providing technical services and advice to Pilgrim related to waste disposal
becauseStreet "had neither the authority nor the obligation to control such disposal." /d. at *9* 11. TheCourt decided that Street mightbe liable as an arranger for the disposal of solid waste
for the PCEmixture that Corbin actually poured downthe drains at Pilgrim’s facilities depending
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on the resolution of facts issues concerning whether the PCEmixture qualifies as solid waste
subject to regulation under the TSWDA.
ld. at * 15.
¯

NUISANCE/STATUTE OF LIMITATIONS

Schneider National Carriers, Inc. v. Bates, 147 S. W.3d264 (Tex. 2004)
This case wasone of several multi-party suits filed by residents living near the Houston
Ship Channel. Schneider National Carriers, lnc. v. Bates, 147 S.W.3d264, 267-68 (Tex. 2004).
Theplaintiffs were homeowners
and renters that had resided in the area for at least two years and
whocomplainedthat air contaminants, odors, lights, and noise from the nearby plants interfered
with their use and enjoymentof their properties. Id. at 268. The issue in this case was whether
the plaintiffs’ claims for nuisancewerebarred by the applicable statute of limitations.
In reviewing this issue, the TexasSupremeCourt reviewedthe principles of nuisance and
the correspondingstatute of limitations in Texas. A critical determination in this case, as in
manynuisance cases, was whether the claims of nuisance were permanentor temporary, ld. at
270. In Texas, the test used to makethis distinction betweentemporary and permanentnuisance
is "fairly unique." Id. at 271. A nuisance in Texas is permanent if it is "constant and
continuous" and if"injury constantly and regularly occurs." ld. at 272. A nuisance is temporary
if it is of"limitedduration," if it is "uncertainthat anyfuture injury will occur," if a future injury
is "liable to occur only at long intervals," or if it is "occasional, intermittent or recurrent," or
"sporadic and contingent upon someirregular force such as rain." ld. Other factors can also be
considered whendetermining the type of nuisance. Id. The problem, the Court decided, is
whereto draw the line dependingon the circumstancesof each case. Id. at 271.
In an effort to help define this distinction, the Court issued the followingguidelines: (1)
"a nuisance should be deemedtemporaryonly if it is so irregular or intermittent over the period
leading up to filing and trial that future injury cannot be estimatedwith reasonablecertainty" and
(2) "a nuisance should be deemedpermanentif it is sufficiently constant or regular (no matter
howlong betweenoccun’ences) that future impact can be reasonably evaluated." Id. at 281. The
Court also held that claimants cannot elect whetherto assert temporaryor permanentnuisances.
Id. Althoughclaimants can assert alternative theories where they are uncertain, the facts will
determine the nature of the claims. Id. at 218-82. A nuisance will also be considered permanent
wheneither the offending operations or the resulting injuries makeit permanent. Id. at 282.
Further, the characterization of a nuisance should not dependon whetherit can be abated. Id. at
284. Applying these principles to the case at hand, the Court determined that the alleged
nuisances were permanentas a matter of law and that the respective complaints were barred by
the applicable statute of limitations, ld. at 290-92.
¯

PROPERTY VALUATION/DAMAGES

Primrose Operating Co. v. Senn, 161 S. W.3d 258 (Tex.App.--Eastland 2005)
This case involved claims madeby the Senn family that various oil companies caused
contamination of the Seuns’ real property. Primrose Operating Co. v. Senn, 161 S.W.3d258,
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260 (Tex.App.--Eastland 2005). The only defendant remaining in the case at the time of trial
was Primrose Operating Company("Primrose"). Id. The evidence showed that the Senns
purchased its ranch whichcomprisedof 23,013 acres in June of 1997 for $3,164,000. ld. at 261.
Primrose ownedan oil and gas lease that covered approximately 3,000 acres of the Senns’ ranch
which it operated from 1992 until Decemberof 1999. ld. After the Senns purchased the ranch,
it photographedleaks and/or spills from Primrose’s flow lines and took samples of those spill
sites that indicated a presence of petroleumhydrocarbonsand/or chlorides from oil or saltwater.
Id. The Senns’ expert indicated that approximately10 acres spread across the area neededto be
remediated by excavating the contaminated dirt, hauling it to a land farm, and replacing the
contaminated dirt with clean soil. Id. at 262. The cost of this remediation would have been
$2,110,000. ld.
Various witnesses testified at trial regarding the value of the Senns’ ranch. /d. The
Senns’ appraisal experts appraised the property as if it were unaffected by environmentalhazards
at between $4 million and $5 million. Id. They then testified that, if the property was
contaminatedand if the cost to clean up the contaminationwas $2,110,000, then the fair market
value of the ranch wouldbe diminishedby the cost to cure (i.e., $2,110,000). /d.
In evaluating this case, the court first stated that, in a case in whicha surface property
owner makes a claim for damage to his land cause by another’s negligence, the type of
compensationwill dependon the nature of the injury. [d. at 261. If the injury is temporaryand
able to be remediedat reasonable expense, the damageswill be measuredby the cost to restore
the land to its pre-injury condition, ld. For permanentinjuries to land, the property measureof
damagesis the diminution in fair market value, ld. If the cost to restore the property is
excessive or not economicallyfeasible, the injury maybe deemedto be permanentin nature. Id.
The concepts of temporary and permanentinjury to property are mutually exclusive and damages
for both maynot be recovered in the sameaction, ld.
Followingthese principles, the court held as a matter of law that the cost to restore the
land to it condition prior to the leaks was not reasonable and, thus, the repairs were not
economically feasible. Id. at 261,263. Thus, regardless of whether the damageswere temporary
or permanent, the court held that the proper measure of damageswas the diminution in fair
market value, ld. at 263. The only evidence submitted at trial concerning the diminution in
value to the Senns’ranch wasthe cost to remediate the property (i.e., $2,110,000). Id. However,
since the cost to cure was excessive and not economicallyfeasible and, thus, was an improper
measure of damages, the court held that it was barred from considering that evidence. Id.
Therefore, the court held that the Senns had failed to produceany evidence that their ranch had
diminishedin value due to the negligence of Primrose. Id. at 264
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I.

INTRODUCTION

On February 18, 2005, President

Bush signed into law the Class Action Faimess Act of

2005 ("CAFA").1 According to President Bush, the "act will help ensure justice
essential

reforms. First,

it movesmost large, interstate

class-actions

Second, the bill provides new safeguards to ensure that plaintiffs
treated fairly. ’’2 However,the legislation
wondering how the CAFAwill affect

into federal courts ....

and class-action

lawsuits are

has left attorneys, including environmental litigators,

their

practice.

This paper will examine the CAFA,the

purpose behind its passage, and some of the areas of procedure effected.
discuss how the application

by making two

of CAFAwill affect

This paper will also

the law of evidence and damages in class

actions.

II.

PURPOSE OF THE CAFA
The CAFAstates its purpose is three-fold:

(1) to assure fair and prompt recoveries for

class memberswith legitimate claims; (2) to restore the intent of the framers of the United States
Constitution

by providing for federal

importance under diversity jurisdiction;
lowering consumer prices) In addition,

court consideration

of interstate

cases of national

and (3) to benefit society by encouraging innovation and
both the legislative

history of the CAFAand the text of

the Act explain that these purposes arise from perceived abuses involving class action lawsuits.
i Pub.L. No.109-2,119Stat. 4-14(codifiedin scatteredsectionsof 28 U.S.C.).
2 PresidentSigns ClassActionFairnessAct of 2005,East Room
(Feb. 18, 2005),
http://www.whitehouse.gov/news/releases/2005/02/20050218-11
.html# (last visited June 30, 2005).
3 § 2 of Pub.L. No. 109-2,whichappearsat 28 U.S.C.§1711note.

Clearly, as courts interpret and apply the CAFA,their decisions will likely be shaped, at least in
part, by the purposes of the CAFAand the perceived abuses that the CAFAattempts to resolve.
The CAFAexplains that while Congress determined that "[c]lass

action lawsuits are an

important and valuable part of the legal system," the abuses that have occurred in class-action
lawsuits

have harmed legitimate

harmed interstate

class members and defendants who have acted responsibly,

commerce, and damaged public

opinion

of the judicial

purported abuses fall within two groups: (1) where "class membersreceive little
from class actions" because counsel receive large fees, certain plaintiffs

system. 4 The
or no benefit

receive unjustified

awards at the expense of others, or confusing notices are published that prevent class members
from fully understanding their

rights;

’’5
judicial system, the free flow of interstate

and (2) where "class

actions undermine the national

commerce,and the concept of diversity jurisdiction.

The Report of the Senate Judiciary Committee provides further insight into these abuses
that the CAFAintended to remedy. The Report focuses on five areas where abuse of the class
action device occurs: (1) excessive fee collection by class action attorneys with little
recovery by the class

members themselves6;

defendants are forced to settle

(2) "judicial

blackmail"

or

whereby corporate

frivolous lawsuits because of the "unbounded leverage" that a

class attorney has, particularly in plaintiff-friendly

jurisdictionsT; (3) potential abuse of an out-of-

state defendant’s due process rightsS; (4) differing standards between states with regard to the
certification

of class actions9; and (5) the existence of duplicate lawsuits being filed in various

41d.
5id.
6 S. REP.109-14,at 14-20(2005), availableat 2005WL627977.Notably,noneof the nearly thirty examplesof
excessivefee collection involveenvironmental
actions, ld.
7 Id. at 20-21
8 Id. at 21-22.
9 Id. at 22-23.

2

states, which clogs the courts, leads to forum shopping, and wastes judicial resources. 1° In
addition to these perceivedabuses, the Senate Report explains that diversity and removalstatutes
are being abused because class actions are being kept out of federal court and "plaintiffs’
attorneys whoprefer to litigate in state court [can] easily ’gamethe system’ and avoid removalof
large interstate class actions to federal court. ’’11 Thus, the report argues that under federalism
12
principles, national class actions belongin federal court.
III.

HOW THE CAFA CHANGES OLD LAW
A federal court can only hear a class action if it either meetsthe requirementsfor federal

diversity jurisdiction or a federal question exists. However,for putative class action lawsuits, the
CAFA
expandedthe diversity jurisdiction by changingthe diversity of citizenship requirements,
13
the aggregation rules for reaching the minimum
jurisdictional amount,and the removalstatutes.
These core provisions of the CAFA
expandthe jurisdiction of federal courts over class action
lawsuits and makeit morelikely for class action lawsuits to be heard in federal court. However,
as described below, there are also several types of class action lawsuits that arc excluded from
these provisions.
A.

Jurisdictional Changes

In SupremeTribe of Ben Hur v. Cauble,~4 the United States SupremeCourt interpreted
Section 1332 to require completediversity; every namedclass memberhad to be from a different
state from the defendant. With regard to putative class actions, the CAFA
changed this longstanding rule, and now, a federal court can hear a class action lawsuit where only minimal

~° Id. at23.
11 ld. at 10.
iz Id. at 24.
13 For an extended discussion of the CAFA’schanges to old law, and the new exceptions created under it, see Scott
L. Nelson, The Class Action Fairness Act of 2005: An Analysis,
http://www.abanet.org/litigation/committee/classact/legislation.htrnl
14 255 U.S. 356, 366-67 (1921).

available

to ABAMembersat

diversity exists; only one class member(named or unnamed)must be domiciled in a different
state than the defendant.15
In addition,

the CAFAchanged the aggregation rules for a class action lawsuit.

Traditionally, as defined in Zahn v. International

Paper Co., ~6 class members could not

aggregate their claims (or defendants could not request such aggregation)
jurisdictional

to meet the

minimum.Now,under the CAFA,the amountin controversy requirement is met if

17
there are aggregated claims worth $5 million or more.
B.

Removal Changes

The CAFA
madesubstantial

changes to the removal statutes

as they pertain to class

actions. Specifically, the CAFA
eliminated the one-year absolute bar for removinga case after
filing. 18 In contrast to prior law, the CAFA
also permits remanddecisions to be appealed if
certain requirementsare met.19 Finally, removalof class actions no longer requires the assent of
21
all defendants2°; any single defendant can removewithout the consent of the other defendants.
C.

Exceptions
1.

General Exceptions

The CAFA
allows several types of class action lawsuits to remain in state court. For
example,a federal court cannot exercise diversity whereat least two-thirds of class membersand
the primary defendants are citizens of the forum state. 22 Similarly, a federal court cannot
exercise diversity jurisdiction where: (1) greater than two-thirds of the class membersare

4 of Pub. L. No. 109-2, whichappears at 28 U.S.C. §1332(d)(2).
16 414 U.S. 291,301 (1973) supersededby statute as stated in ExxonMobil Corp. v. Allapattah Servs., 2005 U.S.
15 ~

Lexis 5015 (U.S. June 23, 2005).
17 § 4 of Pub. L. No. 109-2, whichappears at 28 U.S.C. §1332(d)(2).
1~ § 5 of Pub. L. No. 109-2, whichappears at 28 U.S.C. §1453(b).
19 § 5 of Pub.L. No. 109-2, which appears at 28 U.S.C. §1453(c).
2o Cf 28 U.S.C. §1441.
21 § 5 of Pub. L. No. 109-2, which appears at 28 U.S.C. §1453(b).
22 § 4 of Pub. L. No. 109-2, which appears at 28 U.S.C. § 1332(d)(4)(B).
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citizens of the forum state; (2) at least one defendant is a citizen of the forum state and that
defendant is one from whomsignificant

relief

is sought and whose conduct forms a significant

basis of the class members’claims; (3) the principal injuries

were incurred in the forum state;

and (4) during the three-years before the filing of the class action, no similar class action had
been filed. 23 Further, a federal court may, in the interest of justice, decline diversity jurisdiction
over a class action when between one-third
defendants are from the forum state,

and two-thirds

of class members and the primary

and various equitable factors warrant such a result. 24 The

CAFAalso prohibits the following class actions to be filed in or removed to federal court: (1)
where the primary defendants are state governments or officials25;
one hundred class members(and there is no federal question)26;

(2) where there are less than
and (3) where it involves

27
internal affairs or governanceof a corporation, such as securities claims.
2.

Environmental Exception

The CAFAalso contains specific

provisions regarding the removal of mass actions that

are particularly significant for environmental litigators. 28 In general, mass actions will be treated
as a class action and, therefore, are removable, if they otherwise meet the CAFA’sjurisdictional
requirements described above. 29 However, the CAFAalso contains exceptions to the rule and
specifically

carves out an exception applicable to environmental torts.

Notably, this mass action

4 of Pub. L. No.109-2,whichappearsat 28 U.S.C.§1332(d)(4)(A).
a4 § 4 of Pub.L. No.109-2,whichappearsat 28 U.S.C.§1332(d)(3).Factorsto be consideredare: (1) whether
claimsinvolvea national or state interest, (2) whetherthe claimswouldbe governedby the state lawof the forum
state, whetherthe class action waspled to avoidFederaljurisdiction, (3) whetherthe forumstate has a distinct nexus
with the action, (4) whetherthe number
of class members
fromthe forumstate is substantially larger than those
fromother states, and(5) whetheranysimilar class actionshavebeenfiled withina three-yearperiod.Id.
z5 § 4 of Pub.L. No.109-2,whichappearsat 28 U.S.C.§1332(d)(5)(A).
z6 § 4 of Pub. L. No.109-2, whichappears28 U.S.C.§1332(d)(5)(B).
z7 § 4 of Pub. L. No.109-2, whichappears28 U.S.C.§1332(d)(9).
as § 4 of Pub. L. No.109-2, whichappears28 U.S.C.§1332(d)(11).
23 §

29 Id.

provision will not apply to cases certified

as class actions under Federal Rule of Civil Procedure

23.30
The CAFAdefines a mass action as "any civil action..,

in which monetary relief

claims

of 100 or more persons are proposed to be tried jointly on the ground that the plaintiffs’

claims

involve commonquestions of law or fact, except that jurisdiction
plaintiffs

shall exist only over those

whose claims in a mass action satisfy the [$75,000] jurisdictional

under subsection (a). ’’31 By definition,

amount requirements

a mass action does not include an action in which "all of

the claims in the action arise from an event or occurrence in the State in which the action was
’’3~filed, and that allegedly resulted in injuries in that State or in States contiguous to that State.
The report of the Senate Judiciary Committeeexplains that this exception only applies to a "truly
local single event" and its purpose was to "allow cases involving environmental torts such as a
chemical spill to remain in state court if both the event and the injuries were truly local, even
though there are some out-of-state

defendants. ’’33 Thus, where an environmental action arises

in-state, and the injuries are in-state,

as long as the action is not filed under Texas Rule of Civil

Procedure 42, but simply as a "mass action," it cannot be removed.
Intense lobbying by environmental organizations

criticizing

this exception. Several major environmental organizations,

the CAFAmay have led to

including the Sierra Club and the

Natural Resources Defense Council, issued a joint statement against the 2004 version of the
34
CAFA,arguing that state environmental harm should be specifically

excluded from the bill.

3o Id. at 28 U.S.C.§ 1332(d)(11)(C)(ii)(I).
31 § 4 of Pub.L. No. 109-2,whichappears28 U.S.C.§1332(d)(11)(B)(i).
32 § 4 of Pub. L. No.109-2, whichappears28 U.S.C.§1332(d)(11)(B)(ii)(I).Otherexceptionsto the mass
defmitionare where:(1) claimsare joined uponthe defendant’smotion;(2) all of the claims in the action
asserted on behalf of the generalpublic, andnot the class members,
pursuantto a state statute authorizingsuchan
action; or (3) the claimshavebeenconsolidated
or coordinated
solely for pretrial purposes.Seeid. at (d)(11)(B)(ii).
33 S. REP. 109-14,at47.
34 Letter readinto the Congressional
Record,availableat http://thomas.loc.gov/cgibirdquery/R?r108:FLD001
:$57686.

Because manyenvironmental actions alleged negligence or nuisance, these organizations argued
that state courts are the most efficient venuefor such claims. The environmental lobbyists were
also supported by the United States Judicial Conference.

In a 2003 letter

to the Senate

expressing opposition to wide-rangingclass action jurisdiction for federal courts, the Judicial
Conference asked that Congress leave behind class actions "in which plaintiff

class members

suffered personal injury or personal property damagewithin the state, as in the case of a serious
’’35
environmentaldisaster.
These criticisms of the CAFAcontinue despite the mass tort exception, presumably
because the language of the CAFA
does not specifically

carve out environmental torts.

For

example,the Report of the Senate Judiciary Committeestates:
By removingmanyimportant environmental class actions from state to federal
court, [the CAFA]
not only denies to state courts the opporttmityto interpret their
ownstate’s environmentalprotection laws, it hampersand deters plaintiffs from
pursuing important environmental litigation. The well-documentedbacklog in the
federal courts and the need for attorneys to engagein choice of law debates will
significantly increase the time and cost of environmentallitigation. Ultimately,
environmentalclass actions maynot get litigated and the incentive polluters have
36
to keep our environmentclean will be reduced.
Despite these criticisms, it is difficult to see howa traditional environmentalmasstort
action wouldnot fall within the language of the exception because most, if not all, wouldlikely
constitute an action arising from an event or occurrence in Texas, and that allegedly resulted in
injuries in Texas.
IV.

AFFECT ON TEXAS ENVIRONMENTAL ACTIONS
If Texas environmental actions are heard in federal courts under the CAFA,the ultimate

result of such litigation maybe different if federal law, rather than state law, applies to determine
issues such as class certification, the admissibility of scientific evidence, and punitive damages.
35Id.
36SoREP.109-14,89(emphasis
added).

A.

Class Certification

In a series of relatively recent cases, Texas courts redefined the class certification
requirements for class certification

under Texas Rule of Civil Procedure 42 and limited the

ability of state court judges to certify a class in particular circumstances.Thefirst in this line of
cases was Intratex Gas v. Beeson,37 where the TexasSupremeCourt clarified that representative
plaintiffs are required to demonstrate"not only that an identifiable class exists, but that it is
susceptible to precise definition. ’’as Otherwise, the class is not clearly ascertainable and could
not be certified. 39 Subsequently, in FordMotorCo. v. Sheldon,n° the court held that any class
that "impermissibly requires a determination of the merits before the court can ensure" its
existence cannot be certified. 41 Finally, on the sameday as Sheldon, the court in Southwest
Refining Co. v. Bernal,42 recognizedthat "the class action will rarely be an appropriate device for
resolving" personal injury claims brought as a result of a "massaccident," or any other situation
43
in which individual issues of causation and damageswouldpredominate.
Although the CAFA
does not specify a class certification

standard, the Fifth Circuit’s

standards will apply to manyclass actions brought in Texascourts if they are removedto federal
court under the CAFA.While the Fifth Circuit does not provide clear standards for class
certification, the Circuit’s certification standardappearsto be less stringent than that providedby
Texasstate courts. For example,the Fifth Circuit has stated that: "The test for commonalityis

37 22
38 Id.
39 Id.
40 22
41 Id.
42 22

S.W.3d 398 (Tex. 2000).
at 403.
at 404-05.
S.W.3d 444 (Tex. 2000).
at 454.
S.W.3d 425.

43/-d. at 436.

not demandingand is met wherethere is at least one issue, the resolution of whichwill affect all
’’44
or a significant numberof the putative class members.
B.

Scientific Evidence

Althoughthe admissibility of scientific evidence is a procedural issue, in practice, the
result can havefar-reaching implications in litigation. In manystates, cases heard in federal court
under the CAFA,where Federal Rule of Evidence 702 and Daubert will be applied,
significantly
scientific

may

impact the outcome of class action lawsuits. However, in Texas, where the

evidence standard is similar to Daubert, the ultimate impact will likely be less

significant.
The Texas SupremeCourt has adopted the Daubertstandard for reliability
evidence. 45 However, Texas’ interpretation

of scientific

of Daubert in Merrell DowPharmaceuticals v.

Havner46 appears to be more stringent than that of some federal courts. In Havner, the court
required that to prove legal causation, epidemiological evidence must demonstrate at least a
doubling of the risk of the illness or disease (while also noting that others factors should be
considered to take into account the whole landscape of causation). 47 In contrast, Daubertdoes
not require any such odds ratio. Therefore, it is unlikely that the scientific evidence standards
applied by federal courts in Texas under the direction of the CAFA
will provide any greater
benefit to the interests Congresshad hopedto advantage.
C.

Punitive Damages

Several areas of punitive damageslaw indicate the ineffectiveness

of the CAFA
to

changestandards in Texas. Again, there is similarity betweenfederal and Texas state standards

44Mullenv. Treasure
Chest&
Casino,
186923
F.3d
620,625
Cir.
1999)(emphasis
added).
Co.v.L.L.C.,
Robinson,
S.W.2d
549(5th
(Tex.
1996).
45E.I. du Pontde Nemours
46953S.W.2d706(Tex.1997).
47Id.at 718.

for punitive damages. For example, the Texas SupremeCourt has specifically

adopted the

standards from BMW
v. Gore 48 in determining the excessiveness of punitive damage49
awards.
Texas courts have also adopted the United States SupremeCourt’s holding in State Farmv.
5° that punitive damagesawards must be limited to punishing unlawful conduct with a
Campbell
nexusto the specific harmsuffered by plaintiff. 51 Theseholdings apply equally to class actions.
Standards for punitive damages mayalso include a ratio between the actual damages
awarded and the amount of punitive damages. The United States SupremeCourt, in both BMW
v. Goreand State Farmv. Campbell,refused to adopt a specific multiplier that can be used in
every case to determine the constitutionality of the amountof damages.Texasstate courts, while
noting this refusal,

have essentially

mandated such a standard, stating that Campbell:

"establish[ed] a single digit multiple range whenit states that in most cases due process will be
’’52
violated if the punitive awardis morethan nine times the amountof the compensatoryaward.
In sum, Texas state courts have adopted the SupremeCourt’s recent line of reasoning
regarding punitive damageawards, and, therefore, the CAFA’stransfer of class actions from
state to federal court maymakelittle or no difference to the determinationof punitive damages.
VI.

CONCLUSION
The CAFA
is an aggressive piece of legislation that attempts to curb potential abuses of

the class action device. The primary purpose and result of the CAFA
is the expansion of federal
court jurisdiction

over manyclass actions.

However, the CAFA’saffect on environmental

actions in Texas will be hamperedby two factors. First, the CAFA
carves out an exception for
environmentalmass actions that permits certain state-based actions to remain in state courts.
48 517 U.S. 559 (1996).
49See, e.g., North Am.Refractory Co. v. Easter, 988 S.W.2d904 (Tex. Ct. App.1999).
50 538 U.S. 408, 423 (2003).
51See Bunton v. Bentley, 153 S.W.3d50 (Tex. 2004); Harris v. Archer, 134 S.W.3d411 (Tex. Ct. App.2004).
52 Cass v. Stephens, 156 S.W.3d38, 76 (Tex. Ct. App. 2004).
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Based on the statutory language, it appears that this exception wouldapply to most traditional
environmentalactions. Second, Texas state law regarding certification,

scientific evidence, and

punitive damagesis comparableto that of federal law and, therefore, it is unclear if the ultimate
result of any such litigation will differ under the CAFA.
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DAVID E. DUKES
David Dukesis the ManagingPartner of Nelson Mullins Riley & Scarborough, LLPand
practices in the Columbia,South Carolina, office. He is President-Elect of DRI.He serves on
the Executive Committeeof Lawyersfor Civil Justice and the Board of the National Foundation
for Judicial Excellence. He also serves on the Advisory Committeeof the LawFirm Pro Bono
Project at GeorgetownUniversity LawCenter. He is past chair of the IADCToxic and
Hazardous Substances Litigation Committee.
Davidpractices in the areas of pharmaceuticallitigation, technologylitigation, and
business litigation. He has served as national trial counsel for companiesin several industries
and has tried cases across the UnitedStates.

Lisa Roberts

Lisa Roberts is in-house counselfor Valero EnergyCorporationand its affiliates,
providing advice on a variety of environmentaland regulatory matters, including
litigation,

remediation,safety, compliance,permit proceedings,contaminated
property

development, policy, legislative

and regulatory developments, and enforcement

proceedings.Ms. Robertsreceivedher B.A. from the University of TexasPlan II Honors
Program and her J.D. from the University

Texas School of Law with study

concentrationsin environmentalandadministrative law. Shehas practiced at the TCEQ
in the EnvironmentalLawDivision and the Public Utility

Commission
of Texasas a

senior attorney in the Policy Development
Division. Her prior California practice
includedrepresentingclients in complexlitigation,

intellectual propertymatters, and

corporate governanceand she was also general counsel at a software startup
company.

Bill

Wehrum

Bill Wehrumis Counsel to the Assistant Administrator in EPA’sOffice of
Air and Radiation. He provides policy and legal advice on a wide variety of
air issues, including NewSource Reviewreform, the Clean Air Interstate
Rule, and the Clean Air Mercury Rule. Before joining EPAin 2001, Bill
was an attorney in private practice in Washington, DC. Bill also is a
Registered Professional ChemicalEngineer.
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he followingarticles on air quality are excerpts fromthe Spring 2005issue of Natural

Outlook, which is published quarterly by the Texas Commission
on Environmental
Quality. The newsletter examinesimportant environmentaltopics and programsof
the TCEQ.

For a free subscription, write to Natural Outlook, MC195, TCEQ,POBox13087, Austin, TX
78711-3087.Or phone512/239-0010,e-mail ac@tceq.state.tx.us, or fax 512/239-5010.
Articles in this publication are not copyrightedand maybe reproduced. (Photos and
graphics that are credited to other sources maynot be used without their permission.)
Please credit the TCEQ
for material used and send a copyto the editor.
Articles from the current Natural Outlookand previous issues mayalso be read on the
agency Website at www.tce~l.state.tx.us.

TCEQ
Commissioners
Kathleen
HartnettWhite,Chairman
R.B. "Ralph"Marquez
LarryR. Soward
Executive
Director
GlennShankle

he air quaiity in Houstonis
monitored more closely and
~L"
analyzed with moreintensity
than perhaps anywherein the country-possibly the world.
That’s becausethe factors contributing to the region’s ozoneand air
toxics problems are numerousand
complicated.As the 4.7 million people
living and workingin the metropolitan
statistical area know,Houstonis sunny
and hot for muchof the year.
Thefactors of climate and a large,
sprawling urban population are enough
to bring air quality issues to a simmer.
Stir in one of the largest industrial
complexesin the world, and the kettle
boils over with contributing sources of
air pollution.
Addressingthese conditions gets
more complicated thanks to a complex
meteorologyinfluenced by an everchanging land-and-sea breeze driven by
the Gulf of Mexico.
Theregion’s air quality is moni-

Ground-level
ozone,
a componentof smo
when
9, is formed
pollutantsemittedby cars,
power
plants, refineries,
chemicalplants, trees, and
other sourcesreact chemically
in sunlight. ~itrogenoxides
(NO
x) andvolatile organic
compounds
are the leading
ozoneprecursors.
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tored daily--even hourly--bya total of
141 air pollution monitors and sampler
instruments ownedby the TCEQ,
private industry, and local governments.
These monitors screen for 138 chemical
compounds,including ozone precursors
and toxic air pollutants.
Evenwithall of its challenges,the
Houstonregion has madesignificant
improvements
in air quality over the
last two decades. The TCEQ
commissioners haveadopted a plan that
demonstrates attainment with the
federal 1-hour ozonestandard in 2007.
Yet a deadline of 2010loomsfor
reaching compliancewith the 8-hour
standard, as established by the Environmental Protection Agency.
The TCEQ
has developed a host of
strategies for addressingthe widerange
of sourcescontributing to air pollution
in Houstonand the surrounding area.
Morerecently, the agencyhas finetuned its approach and rampedup
enforcementefforts.

InitiativesUnfold
Thestate strategy for improvingair
quality--a blueprint called the State
ImplementationPlan (SIP)--contains
numberof programsdesigned to deal
with the complexities of the Houston
region.
"The State ImplementationPlan
wascrafted using cutting-edge science,"
said TCEQ
Chairman Kathleen Hartnett
White. "The programsdesigned for the
Houstonarea are supported by the most
robust modelingever performed for an

attainment demonstration, using
improvedmeteorological and pollutant
measurements,chemistry data, and
findingsfromin-depthscientific studies."
For several years, the SIP concentrated primarily on finding waysto
lower nitrogen oxide (NOx)emissions,
said White. But with better information,
continuedanalysis, and the advent of
moresophisticated monitoringtools,
the emphasishas shifted to highly
reactive volatile organic compounds
(HRVOCs),
she said.
Studies indicate that HRVOC
emissions, whichare prevalent along
the industrialized Texascoastline,
contribute to the rapid formationof
ozone. In Houston, the four compounds
of interest are 1,3-butadiene,ethylene,
propylene,and the butenes. Asa result,
the most recent control strategies
detailed in the SIP are a combination
of
and NO
n point source HRVOC
reductions.
This year, the TCEQ
embarkedon
two newenforcementinitiatives, both
designedto reduce the emissions of
HR¥OCs
and NO
n. The agency is
concentrating its resources aroundthe
HoustonShip Channelto search for
industrial operations that do not have
the proper emissions authorizations
and for operations that have authorization but are not in compliancewith
those requirements.
With the HRVOC
High Emitters
Initiative, TCEQ
investigators in
February beganexamining28 industrial
plants that reporte~ unauthorized

HRVOC
emission events last year of
hourly do-not-exceedlimit to curb the
monitoring equipment immediately
1,200 poundsor more.At these on-site
magnitudeof releases.
upwindand downwind
of facilities to
determinepotential sources of air
complianceinvestigations, the TCEQ
By January 2007, Harris County
contaminants. These vans also go
also has lookedclosely at "fugitive"
companiesmust be in compliancewith
into residential areas to measure
emissions--a multitude of equipment
the HRVOC
cap-and-trade program,
leaks, manyof whichare too small to be which limits HRVOC
emissions on an
communities’exposure to 1,3-butadiene
detected individually.
area-widebasis. Sites that stay underthe and other toxic air pollutants.
The agency, with assistance from
cap maysell their excess allowancesto
The Houstonregional office has
the HoustonBureauof Air Quality
other sites in the area. This allowsrebeen on call 24 hours a day to conduct
Control, is reviewingoverall compliductions to occur in the mostcostinvestigations whenmobile monitoring
ance with state and federal air regulaeffective manner.
detects elevated concentrations.
tions, and determining
Investigators from the
whether adequate safeguards
agency’s Houstonregional
are in place to minimize
office and other field operafuture HRVOC
emissions.
tions staff haveattemptedto
In HarrisCounty,
theTCEQ
is monitoring
for fourhighly
In the Diesel Engine
correlate elevated concentrareactivevolatileorganic
compounds,
which
arethought
to
tions of emissionsto specific
Initiative, the TCEQ
has
contribute
to rapidozone
formation.
Twoof those
HRVOCs
are
sources.
focused on large stationary
being
tracked
in thesurrounding
counties.
diesel enginesthat are
HealthConcerns
plentiful along the ship
channel, performingduties
State and local air
monitoring equipment in the
such as driving the cranes
Houstonarea provides
that unload ships and providvaluable information on air
ing emergencyelectrical
powergeneration. This
toxics, as well as the formainitiative is so labor-intensive
tion and movementof ozone,
but these monitoringresults
that the TCEQ
has called on
are not designedto be a risk
manyof its other field offices
to assist the HoustonRegion
assessmentof individual
health concerns. Rather, the
12 Office.
data showstate and local
The TCEQcommissionofficials wherepotential
ers also haverevised the rules
designed to obtain reductions in both
In Harris County,these rules apply health risks mightbe higher as a
consequenceof long-term exposure to
short-term and annual HRVOC
emisto the four HRVOC
compounds;of these,
emissions.
sions fromfour key industrial sources:
only ethylene and propylene emissions
fugitive emissions,flares, processvents, are affected in the countiesof Brazoria,
During the TCEQ’smost recent
and cooling towers.
Chambers,Fort Bend, Galveston,
evaluation in 2003, there were 109
Beginningon Dec. 31, 2005, the
Liberty, Montgomery,
and Waller.
chemicalsreviewed.Of those, three
agencywill require Houston-area
were shownto exceedthe state’s healtheffects screeninglevels. Agency
toxifacilities to monitoror test equipment MobileMonitoring
having the potential to emit HRVOCs.
In early 2005, the TCEQ
stepped up cologists have determinedthat these
The rules also create a cap on annual
its mobilemonitoringof specific indus- measurementsare not an immediate
emissions from the key industrial
trial facilities in southeastHouston.
health threat. Texashas the most
sources, requiring companiesto reduce
With mobile monitoring, the
comprehensivehealth-based guideline
their routine HRVOC
emissions, and an agencyplaces vans equippedwith air
levels in the country. The TCEQ
is in

Monitoring
for HRVOCs
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the process of updating
the methodsfor deriving
those levels, and a peer
review is under wayby an
1982-2004
independentcontractor.
310 ,
Houstonresidents living
near industrial facilities
290 --~
along the ship channel have
voiced concerns about the
230
consequencesof long-term
._o
210
exposure.
" 190
In recent months,the
~" 170
TCEQhas conducted 14
. 150
public information sessions
130
to explain the findings from
110
the agency’s 2003air moni9O
toring report and to take
8-HOUR
FEDERAL
STANDARD
7O
questions from residents of
5O
east Houstonneighborhoods.
I I I I I I I I I I I t I I I l I I ] I [
’82 ’83 ’84 ’85 ’86 ’87 ’88 ’89 ’90 ’91 ’92 ’93 ’94 ’95 ’96 ’97 ’98 ’99 ’00 ’01 ’02 ’03 ’04"
"Weare attempting to
respond to the public with
~---~--~1-hourozone
design
value
~
8-hour
ozone
design
value
information based on
preliminary
science," said Michael
Honeycutt, managerof the
Note:Theterm"design
value"
is anindicator
of pollution
levels--inthiscase,for ozone--and
is
a
statistic
calculated
from
observed
pollutant
concentrations.
For
the
1-hour
ozone
standard,
the
TCEQ
toxicology section.
design
valueis thefourthhighest
dailymaximum
1-hour
ozone
concentration
in a three-year
~Manyof the questions we
period
(thestandard
allows
oneexceodance
a year,onaverage).
Forthe8-honr
standard,
the
get are about increased
design
valueis theaverage
of thefourthhighest
8-honr
dailymaximum
ozone
concentration
for
three
consecutive
years.
The
design
value
is
used
to
determine
an
area’s
attainment
status.
cancer risks. Wetell people
that whencancer is found in
a community,
it’s impossibleto isolate
officials to help identify any potential
changer, equipment that company
what, if any, role a nearbychemical
health risks or patterns.
representatives said they thought was
out of service.
plant mayhave played. That’s because
Other
Initiatives
Take
Shape
cancer is a disease with manydifferent
The TCEQ
will evaluate the infrared
technology and determine howit could
causes, includinglifestyle choices."
In a quest to detect pollution as it
Honeycuttsaid no studies have
occurs, the TCEQhas experimented
be used in future investigations.
shownevidenceof elevated levels of
with infrared technologydevelopedby
The agencyalso wants to expandits
cancer or specific types of respiratory
the military. In February,state and
monitoring network in Houstonto
disease in Houston, comparedto other
local investigators tried out an infrared detect ozoneprecursors and air toxics.
areas of Texasor the UnitedStates.
leak survey camerathat visually detects Doingso wouldcost about $3.2 million,
Cancer duster studies conductedby the escaping hydrocarbonvapors and
in addition to $750,000in annual
captures the emissions on video. The
operating costs, if approvedby the
state health departmentdid not find
camerawas used in Houstonduring
Legislature.
elevated cancer rates in east Houston,
visits to industrialfacilities. In one
The TCEQ
already has used its
he added.
Honeycuttsaid the TCEQ
is
visit, a sizeable hydrocarbonleak was
existing networkto conducta pilot
project of the EnvironmentalMonitor
continuing to workwith state health
discoveredat a flange on a heat ex-

1-Hourand8-HourOzone
DesignValues
HoustonRegion

~
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Monitoringfor Toxic Air Pol utants
Texasoutpaces
all otherstatesin monitoring
for air toxics(of the state’s 74 monitors,17 are in HarrisCounty}.
Almostall states havethesemonitors,but the largest networks
are in thesehighlightedstates.

Source:Environmental
ProtectionAgency,
Office of the InspectorGeneral,2004

ing and Response System for near real-time air monitoring of
emissions along the ship channel (see "On the Track of Air
Pollution," page 10). A second phase of the project, operating on
broader scale, will begin this summer.
Also, the TCEQhas formed a stakeholder group to explore
improvements to the inventory of volatile
emissions. Improving the reliability

organic compound

and completeness of inven-

tory data would help the agency determine which emissions
should be the focus of future control strategies.

After the 2000

Texas Air Quality Study of Southeast Texas, analysis indicated a
discrepancy between the reported emissions inventory data and
the concentrations of air contaminants measured during the study.
The next air quality study, which will focus on all of East
Texas, gets under way in Mayand continues until October 2006.
As in 2000, the comprehensive research project will include
experts from universities; agencies at the state, federal, and local
levels; private industry; and environmental organizations.
"The first step in reducing air pollution is to understand its
causes, how it is formed, and howit travels," said White. "This
study will look at a larger area over a longer time. Weexpect even
greater participation

by researchers from around the country in

this important scientific

Diesel Rule Change
TheTCEQ
has extendedthe compliancedate for
the low-emissiondiesel-fuel standards.TheTexasLow
Emission
Dieselrule appliesto diesel fuel producers,
importers,common
carriers, distributors, transporters,
bulk terminaloperators,andretailers. Dieselfuel
produced
for delivery andultimate sale~forboth
onroadandnonroaduse in 110 East Texascounties-mustcontainless than 10 percentby volumeof
aromatic hydrocarbonsandhave a cetanenumberof
48or greater. Alternativesfor compliance
with these
specificationsare allowed.
Thegoal is to lowerthe emissionsof nitrogen
oxides(NOx)andother pollutants from diesel-powered
motorvehicles andnonroadequipment.Theaffected
area includesthe ozonenonattainment
areasof
Houston-Galveston-Brazoria,
Dallas-Fort Worth, and
Beaumont-Port
Arthur.
Theagencyextendedcompliance
from April 1,
2005,to Oct. 1,2005,for producersandimporters.
Compliance
is requiredfor bulk plant distribution
facilities beginning
Nov.15, 2005,andfor retail fueldispensingoutlets, wholesalebulk purchasers,and
consumer
facilities beginningJan. 1, 2006.
Informationonthe rule revisionis availableat
www.t]lrcc,
state.tz.us/oprd/sipslcleandiesel.html.

endeavor." 4~?
4
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On T ack
Agency fine-tunes

of

Pollution

monitoring project

aving tested a rapid-responsesystemto detect and
address air pollution formation aroundthe
HoustonShip Channel, the TCEQ
is studying the
results of the six-monthpilot project and preparingto
make improvements.
Theair quality project, carried out under the Environmental Monitoring and Response System (EMRS),was
aimedat industries workingwith highly reactive volatile
organic compounds(HRVOCs).The compoundsof interest
were ethylene, propylene, 1,3-butadiene, and the butenes,
whichare believed to contribute to the fast formation
of ozone.
Thegoal wasto find pollution in the early stages, then
notify upwindindustrial facilities whenconcentrationsof

along Houston Ship Channel

H

Guy.RickPeny,
left, helped
roll outtheEnvironmental
Monitoring
andResponse
System
at its debut
last yearin
Houston.
Stateandlocalofficialswere
treated
to a
computer
demensffation
of howtheair monitoring
network
tracks
thespeed
anddirection
of pollution
events.
Tothe
rightof thegovernor
areCommissioner
R.B."Ralph"
Marquez,
a localreporter,
StateSen.Marie
Gallegos
Jr.,
TCEQ
Monitoring
Operations
Director
SteveSpaw,
and
TCEQ
Houston
Regional
DirectorDonThompson.

ThePathof Pollution
Once
released,
air contaminants
move
withthewind.In
thiscase,a release
of propylone
wasidentified
at I a.m.
onJune
19, 2004,at anair monitor
nearChannelview.
All
industrial
facilitieswithina 10-mile,
90-degree
wedge
of
themonitor
werenotified
to check
theiroperations.

@EMRS
participantsin the wedge
Non-participants
in the wedge
¯ Facilities outsidethe wedge
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contaminantsexceededcertain thresholds at monitoring
sites. Alertedto the needfor quickaction, the facilities
wouldthen check their internal operations and, upon
finding a problem,initiate corrective action. Withintwo
days, the TCEQ
receives a report on the cause of the
emissions problemand the solution that was undertaken.
Running from June to November2004, the EMRS
project drewupon data collected from monitors ownedby
the TCEQ,the city of Houston,and private industry.
"Wewantedto learn from experience what works and
what doesn’t work," said Commissioner
R.B. "Ralph"
Marquez.
"This project demonstratedthat industry and the
TCEQ
can worktogether to try and address pollution
problemsfaster and moreeffectively--much morethan ff
the TCEQ
alone tries to address these issues," he said.
Industry participation was voluntary and started with
a small group--about30 facilities signedup initially to
receive the auto-alert nolifications.

A Pathof emissions
~ oversix hours

5

WhatSet Off the Triggers?
Duringthe EMRS
air quality pilot project in 2004,the TCEQ
askedparticipating companies
to submitoperational
reportseverytime air monitorsdetectedcertain levels of highly reactivevolatile organiccompounds
(HRVOCs).
analysisof thosereportsfounda variety of industryactionsthat triggeredthe 160alerts. (Abouthalf of the triggers
wereattributed to morethana single action, whichaccounts
for the total exceeding
100percent.)

Loading
¯ movingthe chemicalcompound
or a productcontainingthe
compound
to or fromtanks(loadingor offloadinga railcar, tank
truck, or barge)

40%

Coolingtowerswith high HRVOCs
¯ mayoccurdueto a heat exchanger
leak

31

Clearin
9
¯ compounds
being evacuatedfrom processequipment

27

Routine maintenance
¯ activities suchas repairingvalvesandreplacingparts

16

Reportableupsets
¯ unauthorized
emissionsof air contaminants

13

Scheduledstartup, shutdown,and maintenance
of equipment
Unknown
¯ nothingunusualwasdeterminedto haveoccurred
Bythe end of the project, morethan 60 facilities
had joined.
In all, about 90 companiesin the ship channelarea
either produce or use one or more HRVOCs.
Duringthe six-monthproject, automatic alerts were
triggered 160times. Of those, 116 triggers occurredat two
monitorswest of the ship channel.
Overall, the project raised awarenessamongparticipants to the potential impact of their daily maintenance
and operations, said Marquez.As a result, there were more
efforts to address concernsrelated to HRVOC
spikes and
other emissions problems.
"Webelieve data analysis fromthis project has the
potential to focus attention on the companiesresponsible
for the majority of HRVOC
emissions," he said.

5
37

Basedon a survey of participants, the TCEQ
will
considerrevising the notification thresholds, the checklist
that facilities completeafter eachauto-alert, and the types
of facilities askedto respond.If a facility doesnot handle
the compound
detected by a monitor, it probably does not
needto receive the alert.
Anotherproposal is to focus attention on the more
significant HRVOC
spikes.
The TCEQ
wantsto identify the activities havingthe
greatest potential of releasing HRVOCs,
said Marquez,and
to find best management
practices that serve as examples
of pollution prevention.
The next phase of the EMRS
air quality pilot project
will begin in June, he said, with one goal being increased
industry participation. ~
6
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R. B. "Ralph" Marquez
Ralph Marquez of Texas City was appointed by Governor George W.
Bush to the Texas Natural Resource Conservation Commission (TNRCC)
on May 1, 1995, and was confirmed by the Texas Senate on May 5,
1995. His first term expired August 31, 1999, and he was reappointed
for a second term that expires August 31, 2005. The Texas Senate
confirmed his second appointment on Feb. 21, 2001.
Prior to his appointment, Marquez served on several TNRCCadvisory
committees and task forces. He is a registered professional engineer and
has been a vice-chair
of the Texas Chemical Council environmental
committee, a board member of the Gulf Coast Water Authority,
and
served on the State of Texas Waste Reduction Advisory Committee. He
also served as chairman of the City of Texas City Environmental
Advisory Board.
From 1963 to 1993, Marquez worked for the Monsanto Companyin various capacities, including
internal companyconsultant for technical, regulatory and legislative
environmental issues. He
has a bachelor’s degree in Chemical Engineering from the University of Texas and a master’s
degree in Future Studies from the University of Houston-Clear Lake.
Since joining
the commission, Marquez has served on the U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency’s Clean Air Act Advisory Committee and the Governmental Advisory Committee to the
U.S. Representative to the North American Commission for Environmental Cooperation. He also
has served as chair of the Environmental Council of States Regulatory Reinvention Work Group.
Marquezhas been heavily involved in air, Mexico border, and regulatory innovation issues during
his terms on the commission.

PAMELAM. GIBLIN

PamelaGiblin is a senior partner in the Austin office of BakerBotts and chairs the firm’s
Environmental Department. She has practiced environmental law since 1970 and has had
extensive experience in advising clients on a broad array of environmentalissues. She is
listed in the EnvironmentalLawsection of The Best Lawyersin Americaand is the first
womanto receive the Distinguished Lawyer Award from the Travis County Bar
Association.
In 1967 she received her B.A. with honors from the University of Texas and her J.D. in
1970 from the University of Texas School of Law. She is certified in Administrative
Lawby the Texas Board of Legal Specialization, and is a memberof the State Bar of
Texas (Environmental and Natural Resources LawSection).
Ms. Giblin, whose matemal grandfather was one of the signers of the Mexican
Constitution and a former Mayorof MexicoCity, has lived in Mexicoand South America
and is fluent in Spanish.
Ms. Giblin served as General Counsel of the Texas Air Control Board and chaired the
first City of Austin Commission
on Electric Rates. She is a frequent speaker at seminars
and conferences on environmental law issues. She is one of five Texas membersof the
Federal Clean Air Act AdvisoryCommittee,a diverse group that advises EPAon national
air quality issues. Ms. Giblin has been active in the Austin communityand serves on the
Board of Mexic-Arte Museum,one of four Hispanic museumsin the country. She is
also a memberof the Board of the Seton Hospital Fundand served on that group’s Task
Force for the Poor.

David C. Schanbacher, P.E.
Texas Commission on Environmental Quality
Office of the Executive Director

David C. Schanbacherserves as the Chief Engineer for the Texas Commissionon EnvironmentalQuality,
providing oversight and guidanceon engineering standards of the agencyand coordinating major engineering
initiatives andstudies. Hehas receivedcertification as a registered professionalengineerin the State of Texas.
TheChief Engineeralso serves as DeputyDirector of the Chief Engineer’sOffice, whichconsists of technical
experts in engineering, biology, and toxicology.
Mr. Schanbacherhas served as special assistant to the Office of Air Quality at the TCEQ
and as a permit
engineer in the NewSource Review Programbefore joining the Office of the Executive Director. Mr.
Schanbacherpreviously spent several years in various engineeringpositions in the chemicalindustry and the
oil and gas industry before joining the TexasAir Control Board, a predecessoragencyof the TCEQ,in 1992.
Mr. Schanbacherreceived a Bachelor of Science Degree in ChemicalEngineering from the University of
Missouri and a Master’s Degreein Engineeringfrom the University of Texas at Austin.
Telephone:
Fax:
Email:

(512) 239-1228
(512) 239-1794
dschanba@tceq.state.tx.us

Whyshouldweincreasethe
Renewable
Portfolio Standard(RPS)?
Renewableenergy faces a "chicken and egg" problemnot unlike that faced in the early days
of the natural gas industry. Pipeline compames
were reluctant to build newlines in the absence
of producingwells, and wildcatters were reluctant to drill wells in the absenceof a delivery
system. Their solution: Long-termcontracts guaranteeing a sure supply to p~peline owners
and a sure cash flow to producers. Today, however,marketand regulatory pressures favor spot
pricing of electricity rather than long-term,fixed-price contracts that assure cash flow for the
generator. Anadequate RPSwill help the market overcomethis challenge.
1. Attractinginvestment.Renewable
energyis a multi-billion dollar ~ndustrywith ~owth
topping 25%annually. Neighboringstates are offering better incentives (higher RPSor tax
breaks) that mayattract developmentthere first, costing Texasbillions m~nvestment.
2. Goodplanning can save money.Inadequate transmission could mean that clean, lowcost, renewable energy sources--~ncluding wind-generated power--cannot get to market.
AnRPSsets a long term goal. Planningfor growth increases the capability of the grid,
reduces congestionand can lower the per-unit cost of electricity.
3. EnsuringClean Air credits. The state can receive credit for emissions reductions m
State ImplementationPlans (SIPs) required under the Clean AirAct for an RPS, thus
lessening the reductions required of other industries. Suchcredits cannot be obtained on
"hoped-for renewableenergy projects" that are not part of a legally adopted RPS.
4. Providing fuel diversity/price stability. A minimum
goal for fuel diversity promotes
use of local resources and newtechnologies, hedgingagainst volatile fossil fuel prices.
5. Increasing tax revenues. Renewableener~ is capital-intensive,
which meansmore
local property tax revenues. For instance, every 1,000 MW
of wind powerplants brings
$10 million per year mnewschool funding, plus millions for local governments.
6.

Bringing
jobs to Texas. An extended RPSprovides market stability for growing compantes that build renewableenergy plants, manufacturecomponentsor service projects.

7’.Protecting public health. Anextended RPSassures the public that a small but certain
percentage of the electricity mTexas will be non-polluting, thus reducing Texans’--and
especially our children’s--exposure to unhealthy air pollution.
8. Increasing energy &homelandsecurity. An RPSwill lead to more local electric
generating resourcesthat are dispersed and pose little risk fromterrorism.
9. Thepublic wantsit. Polls showthat an overwhelmingmajority of Texans favor generating a significant portion of our electricity using renewableenergy sources.*
¯ 80%
of Texans
fromall regions
andall politicalstripesfavorrequiring
thatby201910%
of theelectrtcitym
Texasbe generated
fromrenewable
energy.IPOLL.
2002American
Viewpoint,
Inc.]
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I.

EMISSION EVENTS

A. WHATARE EMISSION EVENTS AND WHYDO THEY MATTER?
Emission events are upsets or unscheduled startup, shutdownor maintenanceactivities
that cause unauthorized emissions in excess of facility authorizations. These emissions
are usually not included in health impacts analyses or facility or State Implementation
Plan (SIP) modeling. An Environmental Integrity Project (EIP) study found 30 Texas
facilities reported emitting morethan 45 million extra poundsof pollution in 2003due to
emission events and scheduled startup, shutdown and maintenance.1 Emissions from
emission events alone at one Port Arthur facility madeit the sixth largest emitter of
butadieneand the twelfth largest emitter of benzenein the country.
Studies, including those conductedin the Houstonarea, have identified emission events
2as a significant source of "unaccounted for" VOCpollution in the ambient air.
Emissions from these events often escape regulatory and reporting requirements. For
example, "Gamingthe System" found that morethan half of the states have illegal SIP
provisions that excuse some emission event and/or startup, shutdownor maintenance

1 EnvironmentalIntegrity Project, "Gamingthe System"available at
http://www.environmentalintegriW.org/pub240.cfm.
2 See e.g., Mid-Atlantic Regional Air Management
Association, Evaluation Petroleum Industry VOC
Emissions in Delaware,NewJersey and Southeastern Pennsylvania (Oct. 2003).

emissions from compliance with pollution limits. 3 Similarly, of the 25 states responding
to a survey, only 13 reported that emissions from emission events and startup,
shutdown
or maintenance were regularly included in their emission inventories.
Only nine of the
4states reported that sources were required to pay emission fees on such emissions.
It is important that states take action to control and accurately account for emissions from
emission events in order to protect the public health, to develop realistic
emission budgets
5and SIPs and to ensure that facilities
are paying their fair share of emission fees.
B.

WHAT DOES

THE CLEAN

AIR

ACT REQUIRE?

The Clean Air Act (CAA) requires SIPs to provide for attainment and maintenance of the
6National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQs) through enforceable emission limits.
EPA is prohibited from approving a SIP revision that would interfere with attainment or
7any other applicable requirement of the Act.
Because broad exclusions from compliance with SIP limits during upsets (often called
malfunctions), startups, shutdowns or maintenance are inconsistent
with the mandate that
the NAAQSbe achieved and maintained, EPA has consistently
interpreted
such
exclusions as illegal under the Act. 8 The Sixth Circuit affirmed EPA’s determination that
"SIPs cannot provide broad exclusions from compliance with emission limitations
during
’’9
SSM[Start-up,
Shutdown and Malfunction] periods.
While state SIP provisions that exempt SSMemissions from compliance with SIP limits
are illegal,
EPAguidance allows states to craft limited affirmative defenses for SSM
1°
events as an exercise of state enforcement discretion.
3 A numberof these states have completedor are in the midst of rulemakingsto amendtheir SIP provisions
to makethemconsistent with the Clean Air Act and EPA’spolicies, as outlined below.
4 "Gamingthe System" at AppendixA.
5 Of course in those states with emissionfee caps, large sourceswill still likely avoidpayingfees for their
emission event and SSMemissions.
6 42 U.S.C. §7410(a)(2).
7 42 U.S.C. §7410(1).
8 Memorandum
re. State Implementation Plans: Policy Regarding Excess Emissions During Malfunctions,
Startup and Shutdown from Steven Herman,EPAAsst. Administrator for Enforcement and Compliance
Assurance, (Sept. 20, 1999)("EPA1999 Guidance")("[B]ecauseexcess emissions might aggravate
quality so as to prevent attainment or interfere with maintenanceof the ambientair quality standards, EPA
viewsall excess emissionsas violations of the applicable emissionlimitation.").
9
MichiganManufacturersAssociation v. Browner, et al., 230 F.3d 181,185 (6thCir. 2000) (affLrming
EPA’sdetermination that such broad exemptions"jeopardize ambient air quality ... because the rules
excuse compliancefrom applicable emission limitations and provide no meansfor the state to enforce the
NAAQS.").
10 Memorandum
from Kathleen Bennett, Assistant Administrator for Air, Noise and Radiation, Policy on
Excess Emissions During Startup and Shutdown(Sept. 28, 1982); Memorandum
from Kathleen Bennett,
EPAAssistant Administrator for Air, Noise and Radiation, Policy on Excess Emissions DuringStartup,
Shutdown, Maintenance, and Malfunctions (Feb. 15, 1983); Memorandum
from Steven Herman, EPAAsst.
Administrator for Enforcement and ComplianceAssurance, State Implementation Plans: Policy Regarding
Excess Emissions During Malfunctions, Startup, and Shutdown(Sept. 20, 1999); Memorandum
from Eric
Schaeffer, Director Office of Regulatory Enforcement,Re-Issuanceof Clarification - State Implementation

The guidance notes that states may always use their enforcement discretion in deciding
whether or not to take enforcement action for a particular violation. It also allows states
to adopt SIP provisions providing an affirmative defense to monetary penalties for excess
emissions resulting from malfunctions or from certain startups or shutdowns meeting the
conditions in Table 1. Because the affirmative defense is not an exemption from
compliance but is only a defense to actions for penalties, states, EPAand citizens may
still bring enforcement actions for injunctive relief for the violations.

The excess emissions were caused by sudden,
unavoidable breakdownof technology beyond the
control of the owner/operator
The excess emissions did not stem from any activity
or event that could have been foreseen and avoided,
or planned for
The excess emissions could not have been avoided
by better operation and maintenancepractices
The excess emissions were minimizedto the extent
practicable using air pollution control equipmentor
processes consistent with goodpractices
Repairs were madein an expeditious fashion,
including the use of off-shift labor and overtime
Emissions were minimized, both in terms of
quantity of emissionsand duration of the event, to
the extent practicable
All possible steps were taken to minimizethe
impact of the excess emissions on ambient air
quality
All emissions monitoring systems were kept in
operationif at all possible

The owner/operator’s response to the excess
emissions was documentedby properly signed,
contemporaneousoperating logs, or other relevant
evidence
The excess emissions were not part of a recurring
pattern indicative of inadequatedesign, operation or
maintenance
The owner/operator properly and promptly notified
the appropriate regulatory authority

The periods of excess emissions were short and
infrequent and could not have been prevented
through careful planning and design
The excess emissions were not part of a recurring
pattem indicative of inadequate design, operation or
maintenance
If excess emissions were caused by an intentional
diversion of control equipment,that diversion must
havebeen unavoidableto prevent loss of life,
personal injury, or severe property damage
At all times, the facility musthave beenoperated in
a mannerconsistent with goodpractice for
minimizing emissions
The frequencyand duration of operation in startup
or shutdownmodemust have been minimizedto the
extent practicable
All possible steps must have been taken to minimize
the impact of the excess emissions on ambientair
quality
All emission monitoring systems must have been
kept in operationif at all possible
The owner/operator’s actions during the period of
excess emissions must have been documentedby a
properly signed, contemporaneouslogs or other
relevant evidence
The owner/operator properly and promptly notified
the appropriate regulatory authority

Plans (SIPs)." Policy RegardingExcess Emissions DuringMalfunction, Startup, and Shutdown(Dec. 5,
2001).

Theguidance also clarifies those circumstanceswhereeven the limited affirmative
defense maynot apply.
EPAcan approvea SIP revision that creates an affirmative defense to
claims for penalties in enforcementactions regarding excess emissions
caused by malfunctionsas long as the defense does not apply to SIP
provisions that derive fi-om federally promulgatedperformancestandards
or emission limits, such as newsource performancestandards (NSPS)and
national emissions standards for hazardous air pollutants (NESHAPS).
addition, affirmative defenses are not appropriate for areas and pollutants
wherea single source or small groupof sources has the potential to cause
an exceedance of the NAAQS
or PSDincrements. Furthermore,
affirmativedefensesto claimsfor injunctive relief are not allowed.... x x
Whilethe guidance allows a limited affirmative defense for excess emissions due to
certain startup and shutdownconditions, it also states:
In general, startup and shutdownof process equipmentare part of the
normaloperation of a source and should be accountedfor in the planning,
design, and implementationof operating procedures for the process and
control equipment.Accordingly,it is reasonable to expect that careful and
prudent planning and design will eliminate violations of emission
~2
limitations during such periods.
Recent decisions in citizen suits seeking enforcementfor excess emissions have generally
interpreted state SIP rules and permit provisions consistent with EPA’sguidance. For
example,in a citizen suit against ChalmetteRefining in Louisiana, the court found that
"[a]lthough a state’s implementationplan mayprovide an affirmative defense for permit
violations caused by circumstances beyond the control of the owner or operator, that
defense will apply only to ’malfunctions,’ which are ’sudden and unavoidable
breakdown[s]of process or control equipment.’’’13 Likewise, in a suit against Georgia
Power, a court noted that "EPA’spolicy is clear that while certain malfunctions are
unavoidable, ’startup and shutdown of process equipment are part of the normal
’’14
operation of a source’ for whichsources mayplan and, thus, avoid excess emissions.

11EPA1999 Guidanceat Attachment p. 3 (emphasis added). See also, 70 Fed.Reg. 16129, 16132 (March
30, 2005)(noting that a SIP affirmative defense applies only to SIP limits and that "all of the federally
promulgatedperformanceor technology-basedstandards, and other federal requirements ... remain in full
effect...").
12 EPA1999 Guidance. at Attachmentp. 5.
13 St. BernardCitizens for Envtl. Quality Inc., v. ChalmetteRef, L.L.C, 354 F.Supp.2d697, 706 (E.D. La.,
2005) (citing EPA1999 Guidance).
14 Sierra Club v. Georgia Power Co., 365 F.Supp. 2d 1297, 1305 (N.D. Ga. 2004) (citing EPA1999
Guidance).
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C. WHATDO TEXAS’ SIP RULES REQUIRE?
1. Background: 1972 through 2001
Texas’ original upset rules were approved into the SIP in the early 1970s.x5 These rules
provided that emissions during "major upsets" might not be required to meet allowable
emission levels if they were properly reported and the state determined that the upset
conditions were "unavoidable and that a shutdown or other corrective actions were taken
as soon as practicable." For emissions during starmp and shutdown, the rules provided
that sources might not be required to meet allowable emission levels if "so determined by
the Executive Director upon proper notification."
A number of changes were made to the rules between 1972 and 1997, but were not
approved into the SIP. In July 1997, Texas amended its rules to add a "reportable
16
quantity" (RQ) threshold based upon CERCLAand EPCRAreporting requirements.
Unauthorized emissions above the reportable quantity had to be reported, while those
below the reportable quantity could be recorded on site. 17 These rules were submitted to
EPAas a SIP revision.
In November 1998, EPA notified Texas that it would disapprove the proposed SIP
revisions because (1) the failure to require reporting of emissions below the RQfailed
provide the public with sufficient access to such information and (2) the rules did not
place a clear burden of proof on the owner or operator to establish that the event was
"reasonably unavoidable." Texas adopted revised rules in July 2000, which listed specific
criteria
that sources must meet to qualify for the upset and startup, shutdown or
maintenance exemptions and clarified that the owner/operator bore the burden of proof
for demonstrating that the criteria had been met. The revised rules also required facilities
to keep an on-site final record of both reportable and nonreportable upsets. Additionally,
if the initial reports of reportable upsets contained information that needed correction,
facilities
were required to submit the final report to the Texas Commission on
Environmental Quality (TCEQ). On November 2000, EPA approved these rules into the
Texas SIP through a direct final approval.18
In 2001, the Texas legislature added two new sections to Chapter 382 of the Health and
Safety Code to address upsets, maintenance, startups and shutdowns.19 The new sections
define an "emissions event" as an upset or unscheduled startup, shutdown or maintenance
event that results in unauthorized emissions. 2° The legislation also created the following
requirements:
15 37 Fed.Reg.10895(May31, 1972).
16 Comprehensive
EnvironmentalResponse,Compensation
and Liability Act of 1980, 42 U.S.C. §9602(40
CFR§302.4); EmergencyPlanning and Community
Right-To-Know
Act of 1986, 42 U.S.C. § 11002(40
CFR§355, AppendixA).
17 Therules establishedRQsfor certain air contaminants
significantto Texas’industries, relied on the
CERCLA
and RCRA
RQsfor other contaminants,and set a default of RQof 100 lbs.
18 65 Fed.Reg.70792(Nov.28, 2000).
19 HouseBill 2912.
20 Tex.Health&Safety Code§382.0215(a).
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Reporting requirements: The legislation codified slightly modified TCEQ
requirementsfor reporting emissions events and required:
¯ TCEQto centrally track information regarding inspections and
enforcement actions in response to emission events and the number of
events and quantity of emissions from each event in each region;
¯ Electronic reporting of emission events to a centralized database
accessible by the public; and
¯ Emission inventories to include total annual emissions from emission
events.
Requirements regarding excessive and chronic emission events: HB2912
created two new categories of emission events: excessive and chronic
events. TCEQwas required to establish criteria, for determining when
emissions events were excessive. Facilities with excessive emission
events were required to take action to reduce emissions from such events,
either by filing and following a corrective action plan or by obtaining
authorization for the emissions. In addition, TCEQwas required to
consider chronic excessive emission events and events for which TCEQ
had initiated enforcementin facility compliancehistories.
Enforcement requirements: HB2912allowed TCEQto establish an affirm
defense to a TCEQenforcement action for emission events, but not for
scheduled maintenance, startup and shutdown. The statute places the
burden of proof on persons claiming the defense and states that the
defense cannot be claimed if the emission event resulted from failure to
take corrective action under a corrective action plan. In addition, the
legislation requires the TCEQ
to take enforcementaction against facilities
for failure to report an emissionsevent.
Also in 2001, Rider 30 to Article IV of Senate Bill 1 required that upset, maintenance,
startup and shutdownemissions - both reportable and non-reportable - be included in the
total emissionsused for calculating emissionfees.
In September 2002, TCEQadopted revised rules to address the 2001 legislative
21
changes.
2. 2002 Title V Notice of Deficiency
OnJanuary 7, 2002, in response to commentsfiled by local environmental, public health
and communitygroups, EPAissued a Notice of Deficiency (NOD)identifying six flaws
in the Texas’ Title V program.22 Oneof the identified deficiencies involved Texas’ upset
2127Tex.Reg.
8499(Sept.6, 2002).
2z TheNOD
waspublishedat 67 Fed.Reg.
732(Jan. 7, 2002).Thecomments
werefiled by PublicCitizen,
American
LungAssociationof Texas,Environmental
Defense,the lawfawnof Henry,Lowerre
&
Frederick,LoneStar ChapterSierraClub,TexasCenterfor PolicyStudies,Sustainable
energyand
6

rules. To correct the deficiency, EPAinformed the state that it would need to amendand
obtain SIP approval of its emission event rules. Such approval would require Texas to
amendthe rules to eliminate any appearance that the rules created an exemption, rather
than affirmative defense to penalties.
Pursuant to Title V, once an NODis issued, a state must correct the identified
deficiencies within 18 months or EPAis required to apply CAA§ 179(b) sanctions and
promulgate, administer and enforce a Title V program for the state within two years of
the finding. 23 The legal deadline for correction of Texas’ NODswas July 7, 2003. Texas
did not adopt revised emission event rules by that date, yet EPAdid not implement the
required sanctions. On July 9, 2003 EPAissued a Federal Register notice proposing to
find that, upon final SIP approval of revisions to Texas’ emission event and maintenance,
24
startup and shutdown rules, Texas’ NODwould be corrected.
3. Current rules
In response to EPA’s NOD, TCEQamended its rules in January 2004. These rules
clarified that all unauthorized emissions were violations. They also created a limited
affirmative defense to monetary penalties for excess emissions resulting from emission
25
events if certain conditions were met.
Additionally, the rules stated that: (1) emissions from scheduled maintenance, startup
shutdown were "required to be included in a permit...unless
the owner or operator
proves" that listed conditions were met and (2) that excess opacity resulting from
scheduled maintenance, startup, or shutdown activities
was subject to the opacity
requirements of 30 Tex. Admin. Code §111.11 l(a) unless the owner or operator proved
that listed conditions were met.26 The rules included a sunset date of June 30, 2005.
Texas submitted these rules as a SIP revision on January 5, 2004. On March 30th, EPA
granted a limited approval of Texas’ revised rules, but found it could not fully approve
the rules because:
[T]hese rules appear to exempt sources from certain applicable SIP
requirements. This is inconsistent with the statutory definition of emission
limitations.
And, if unaccounted for in the SIP, these emissions could

EconomicDevelopment
Coalition, Texas Campaign
for the Environment,Galveston-Houston
Association
for SmogPrevention, neighborsfor Neighborsand TexasImpact.
23 42 U.S.C.§7661a(i). See also, 40 CFR§70.10(b)(3).CAA
§ 179 providesfor highwaysanctions
increasingoffset requirements.
24 68 Fed.Reg40871,40875(July 9, 2003). Thenotice also addressedTexas’correction of other NOD
deficiencies.
25 Texasmaintainedthat its prior rules wereneverintendedto create an exemption."[T]hecommission
has
neverconsideredthat applicableemissionsandopacitylimits are automaticallysuspendedduringemissions
eventsor scheduledmaintenance,startup, andshutdown
activities; rather, the commission
has historically
exerciseddiscretion in the methodof addressingthose exceedances
whenthe regulatedentity demonstrated
it metthe criteria for the event."29 Tex.Reg.118(Jan. 2, 2004).
26 30 Tex.Admin.eode
§ § 101.222(c)&(e).
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interfere, amongother things, with the ability of areas within the State to
27
attain and maintain the NAAQS.
EPAfurther explained that the rules regarding scheduled startup, shutdownand
maintenance:
(1) are ambiguousand unclear as to whether they address only State
enforcementdiscretion, (2) might be interpreted to provide exemptions
SIP permitting requirements, and (3) might be interpreted to provide
affirmative defense for excess emissions from scheduled maintenance
~8
activities.
Thus, although EPAfound that Texas’ rules did not comply with the Clean Air Act,
because the rules were an improvementover the existing illegal rules and because they
29
wouldexpire by their ownterms in June 2005, EPAgranted limited approval.
In June 2005 TCEQadopted newrules that extended the June 2005 sunset date. The new
rules will expire on January 15, 2006unless TCEQ
submits a revised version of the rules
to EPAfor SIP approval, in whichcase the rules will expire on June 30, 2006.
On May9, 2005, EPAproposed limited SIP approval of the Texas rule revisions through
parallel processing. As of June 30 th, however, EPAhad not finally approved TCEQ’s
revised rules. BecauseTexas SIP rules expired on June 30th, as of that date, the Texas
SIP contained no affirmative defense or exemptionfor emission events or for scheduled
startup, shutdownor maintenance.
D. WHAT’S NEXT FOR TEXAS’ RULES?
1. Current rulemaking proposal
On June 29, 2005, TCEQproposed new rules to address legislation adopted in
2005 that: (1) slightly changed the definition of "emissions event," (2) required
emissions from each emissions event be reported to TCEQin a single report, and (3)
allowed pipelines, gathering lines, and flowlines to treat all facilities under common
ownershipor control in a county as a single regulated entity for emission events.3° The
proposedrules also:
¯ Revise certain RQs,
¯ Amendreporting requirements,
2770Fed.Reg.
at 16130.
28Id.
16131.
29 OnatMarch
30, 2005,EPAalso publishedfinal "Noticeof Resolutionof Deficiencyfor CleanAir Act
OperatingProgram"
noting"[w]eare todayapprovingthe revisedrule as a revisionto Texas’Title V
program
andfred that, togetherwiththe final SIPapprovalpublished
elsewhere
in this FederalRegister,the
revisionssatisfy Texas’requirement
to correctthe program
deficiencyidentifiedin the January7, 2002,
NOD."
70 Fed.Reg.16134(March30, 2005).
30House
Bill 2129.

¯ Require the method used for estimating emissions to be consistent with the
methodsused in the applicable permit, rule or order,
¯ Require annual emissions event reporting,
¯ Delete language requiring emissions from scheduled maintenance, startup, and
shutdownactivities to be included in permits except in certain circumstances,
¯ Create an affirmative defense for scheduled startup and shutdown emissions,
¯ Create an affirmative defense for emissions from maintenance activities that
would be phased out over time, and
¯ Delete the sunset dates from the rules.
The rules do not, however, appear to be SIP approvable for reasons including
following:
¯ The rules
31
emissions;

continue

to include

an affirmative

defense

the

for maintenance

¯ The rules include a broad affirmative defense applicable to scheduled startup
32
and shutdown;
¯ The rules do not clarify that any affirmative defenses apply only to violations of
SIP standards and not to violations of other federal requirements; 33 and
¯ The rules allow certain excess emissions - emissions other than opacity from
boilers and turbines - to qualify for an affirmative defense without being
34
reported.
Public hearings are scheduled in Austin, Arlington, Houston, Corpus Christi and Midland
from August 2 to August 8, 2005. The public comment period on the rules closes on
August 8, 2005.

31 See, 70 Fed.Reg.at 16131("EPAhas determinedit is inappropriateto providean affirmativedefensefor
excessemissionsresulting fromscheduledmaintenance,and to excusethese excessemissionsfroma
penaltyaction.").
3z See, EPA1999Guidance
("In general, starmpand shutdown
of processequipmentare part of the normal
operationof a sourceandshouldbe accountedfor in the planning,design, andimplementation
of operating
proceduresfor the processand control equipment.");EPARegion6 Letter re. Comments
on Draft Chapter
116 Rules, fromDavidNeleigh, U.S. EPARegion6, Chief Air Permits Sectionto JohnSteib, TNRCC,
DirectorAir PermitsDivision(May1, 2002)("itis EPA’spolicy that all potential to emit (PTE)emissions
includingquantifiable MSS,be includedin both NSRand PSDapplicability determinationsandair quality
permits"); and EPARegion6 EPAComment
on Excess Emissionsat TCEQ
Stakeholders MeetingMarch4,
2005(quoting section of EPA’s1999Guidancecited above).
33 See, 70 Fed.Reg.at 16132("Chapter101addressesviolations of SIPrequirements
causedby periods of
excessemissionsdueto SSM
activities. For clarification andpublic recordpurposes,all of the federally
promulgated
performance
or technology-based
standards, and other Federalrequirements.... remainin full
effect, andare independent
of today’slimited approvalof the Texasexcessemissionsrule into the Texas
SIP .... [T]oday’slimited approvalmaynot, underanycircumstances,be construedas rescinding,
replacing,or limitingapplicableFederalrequirements
regardlessof the source’scategoryor locality.")
34 EPAguidancerequiresthe ownersandoperators,in order to qualify for an affirmativedefense,to have
"properlyandpromptlynotified the appropriateregulatoryauthority." EPA1999Guidance
at p. 7.
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2. Permitting scheduled startup,

shutdown and maintenance

A survey indicates that at least half of the states currently include specific startup or
shutdown requirements in some NSR permits. Few of these states,
however, have
35
permitting rules or guidance indicating how these emissions are to be permitted.
Environmental Appeals Board decisions and EPApermit objections and guidance set the
following guidelines for Nonattainment NewSource Review (NNSR) and Prevention
Significant
Deterioration
(PSD) permitting of startup,
shutdown and maintenance
emissions.
a. Scheduled startup,
shutdown and maintenance emissions must be
included in sources’potential to emit and baseline emission estimates.
Sources must include all emissions, including startup, shutdown and
maintenance emissions, in their potential to emit (PTE) for purposes
federal applicability.
Federal requirements, including NSR, National
Emission Standards
for Hazardous Air Pollutants,
New Source
Performance
Standards
and Title V, must be complied with if
incorporation of startup, shutdown and maintenance emissions into PTE
causes a facility to exceed major source thresholds. 36
Likewise, pursuant to the new NSRrules, projected actual and baseline
actual emissions must include emissions associated with startup, shutdown
and malfunction. 37 For projected actual emissions, the rules require a
facility’s
historic starmp, shutdown and malfunction emissions to be
considered. 38 A facility should not be allowed to project furore startup,
shutdown and malfunction emissions to be less than actual historic
emissions without justification.
b. Sources must comply with permit limits during maintenance. Sources
must comply with regular permit limits, including BACT/LAER
limits,
39
during maintenance.

35 Thanksto KimLogue,Environmental
Integrity Project lawclerk, for surveyingstates regardingtheir
permittingproceduresfor startup and shutdown
emissions.
36 See, Letter re. Comments
on Draft Chapter116 Rules, fromDavidNeleigh, U.S. EPARegion6, Chief
Air Permits Sectionto JohnSteib, TNRCC,
Director Air PermitsDivision(May1, 2002)("it is EPA’s
policy that all potential to emit (PTE)emissionsincludingquantifiableMSS,be includedin both NSRand
PSDapplicability determinationsandair quality permits"); EPARegion6 Letter re. LDEQ’s
Draft
PermittingGuidanceon Authorizationand Regulationof EmissionsfromStartup and ShutdownEvents,
fromDavidNeleigh, U.S. EPARegion6, Chief Air PermitsSection to MichaelVince, LouisianaDept. of
Envir. Quality,Administrator
PermitsDivision(guidancemust"[e]nsurethat federal requirements... are
triggeredin permitswhereincorporationof S/S emissionscausethe facility to exceedmajorsource
thresholds.").
3740 C.F .R. § § 51.165(a)(1)(xxxv)(B)
&(xxxviii)(B).
38 40 C.F.R.§51.165(xxxviii)(B)(1).
39 See, 70 Fed.Reg.at 16131("scheduledmaintenance
activities are predictableeventsthat are subject to
planningto minimize
releases ...").
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c. If startup or shutdown emissions are subject to separate permit
requirements,
compliance with BACT/LAER limits during startup or
shutdown must be infeasible. Permits cannot include generic exemptions
for excess emissions resulting from startup or shutdown.4° If the permit
includes separate limits or requirements for emissions during startup or
shutdown, the permit record must demonstrate that compliance with the
otherwise applicable
BACT/LAERlimits during those events is not
41
possible.
d. If compliance during startup or shutdown is infeasible, the permit must
establish the conditions under which the permittee can exceed otherwise
applicable limits and the permit record must establish that such conditions
constitute BA CT or LAER. If a permittee has established that compliance
with otherwise applicable BACT/LAER
limits is infeasible during startup
and shutdown, the permit must include conditions or limits which
constitute BACTor LAERfor the permitted unit during startup and/or
shutdown. In addition, the permit must clearly establish those conditions
42
under which the alternative conditions/limits apply.
e. The permit record must establish that the permit complies with all
applicable CAA requirements. For example, the startup and shutdown
provisions
of a permit must comply with all SIP limits,
offset
requirements, and PSD increment provisions. In addition, startup and
shutdown emissions must be subject to short term limits that are protective
of the NAAQS.43
40 See, U.S. EPAmemo
re. Automaticor Blanket Exemptionsfor ExcessEmissionsDuringStartup and
ShutdownsUnderPSD,from JohnRasnic, U.S. EPA,Chief Stationary SourceComplianceDivisionto
LindaMurphy,U.S. EPARegionI, Director Air, Pesticides and ToxicsManagement
Division("Although
weconcurwith RegionI that PSDpermits cannotcontain automaticexemptionswhichallow excess
emissionsduringstartup andshutdown,wedo not believe that EPA’spolicy concerningthis issue under
PSDis somewhatvague. Theexemptionsgranted under someNewSource PerformanceStandards (NSPS)
are not applicableto this issue underPSD.TheNSPSare technologybasedstandardsthat are not directly
required for meetingambientstandards."). See also, In re. RockgenEnergyCenter,PSDAppealNo. 99-1
(Aug.25, 1999);In re." TallmadgeGeneratingStation, PSDAppealNo. 02-12(May21, 2003)and U.S.
EPARegion6 commentsre. ProposedAir Quality Permit Number70492and PSD-TX-1037
City Public
Service, J.K. SprucePlant on CalverasLake, BexarCounty,Texas.
41 See,
In re. RockgenEnergyCenter; In re: TallmadgeGeneratingStation; U.S. EPARegion6 comments
re. ProposedAir Quality Permit Number70861and PSD-TX-1039
SandyCreekEnergyAssociates, L.P.,
McLennan
County, Texas; and U.S. EPARegion6 commentsre. ProposedAir Quality Permit Number
70492and PSD-TX-1037
City PublicService, J.K. SprucePlant on CalverasLake, BexarCounty,Texas.
42 See, U.S. EPARegion6 commentsre. ProposedAir Quality Permit Number70861and PSD-TX-1039
SandyCreekEnergyAssociates, L.P., McLennan
County,Texas; U.S. EPARegion6 Letter re. LDEQ’s
Draft PermittingGuidanceon Authorizationand Regulationof EmissionsfromStartup and Shutdown
Events, fromDavidNeleigh, U.S. EPARegion6, Chief Air PermitsSection to MichaelVince,Louisiana
Dept.of Envir. Quality,AdministratorPermitsDivision;In re. Rockgen
EnergyCenter;andIn re:
TallmadgeGeneratingStation.
43 See, U.S. EPA
Region6 Letter re. LDEQ’s
Draft PermittingGuidanceon Authorizationand Regulation
of Emissionsfrom Startup and ShutdownEvents; U.S. EPARegion6 comments
re. ProposedAir Quality
Permit Number70861and PSD-TX-1039
SandyCreekEnergyAssociates, L.P., McLennan
County, Texas;
and In re. RockgenEnergyCenter.
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f Startup and shutdown emissions must be included in the air quality
analysis, impacts analysis and air toxics review. If a source is allowedto
exceed otherwise applicable BACT/LAER
limits during startup or
shutdown,the effect of the resulting extra emissions must be considered in
44
all air quality, health and other impactanalysis and modeling.
g. The controls required for startup and shutdown emissions must be
defined as part of the permitting process subject to normal public
participation requirements. Requirements applicable to startup and
shutdown emissions must be specified in the permit and cannot be
developed post permit issuance though a startup/shutdown plan. Such an
extra-permit process would constitute an illegal modification to the
NSR/PSD
permit without required public participation and opportunities
45
for review.
In 2001, TCEQheld stakeholder meetings to consider howto account for scheduled
startup, shutdown and maintenance emissions in permits. At that time, the agency
proposed that planned maintenance, startup and shutdownemissions should be included
in permits - and not subject to a defense - if they met certain predictability and frequency
criteria. 46 Rules were drafted and scheduled to be adopted by August 2002. That
rulemaking was, however, dropped. In the spring of 2005, TCEQagain began holding
stakeholder meetings on the permitting of scheduled maintenance, startup and shutdown
emissions. Proposedrules have not yet been released.
II.

TITLE V: MONITORING

Muchof the recent national debate over the Title V air permitting programinvolves what
level of monitoring is required in Title V permits. Title V requires permits to include
monitoring and reporting requirements "to assure compliance" with permit terms and
conditions. 47 Title Valso grants EPAauthority to "prescribe procedures and methodsfor
determining compliance and for monitoring" by rule. 48 Similarly, section 114 of the
CAArequires "enhancedmonitoring" for all major 49
sources.

44 See, U.S. EPARegion6 comments
re. ProposedAir QualityPermitNumber
70861andPSD-TX-1039
SandyCreekEnergyAssociates,L.P., McLennan
County,TexasandU.S. EPARegion6 Letter re. LDEQ’s
DraftPermittingGuidance
on Authorization
andRegulationof Emissions
fromStartupandShutdown
Events.
45See,In re. Rockgen
Energy
Center.
46 Memo
re. "PermittingUpset/Maintenance
Emissions"
fromJohnSteib, TCEQ
DirectorAir Permits
Division
(Jan. 25, 2001).
4v42U.S.C.§7661c(a)
&(c).
4842U.S.C.§7661c(b).
4942U.S.C.§7414.
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A. FEDERAL REGULATIONS
Federal rules include two provisions addressing monitoring requirement of Title
V permits. Thefirst provision states that permits should include:
where the applicable requirement does not require periodic testing or
instrumental or noninstrumental monitoring (which mayconsist of recordkeepingdesignedto serve as monitoring), periodic monitoringsufficient to
yield reliable data fromthe relevant timse0Periodthat are representative of
the source’s compliancewith the permit.
The second provision states that Title V permits shall include "consistent with paragraph
(a)(3) of this section, ... monitoring,reporting, and recordkeepingrequirementssufficient
’’5~
to assure compliancewith the terms and conditions of the permit.
B. JUDICAL DECISIONS/SETTLEMENTS
The monitoring requirements of Title V and EPA’srules have been, and continue
to be, the subject of muchlitigation. The major decisions are summarizedbelow.
NRDCv. EPA: NRDCchallenged EPA’s Compliance Assurance Monitoring (CAM)
rule alleging that the rule failed to meet CAAsection 114’s requirement for enhanced
monitoring at all major stationary sources because the CAM
rule did not apply to all
major sources. The court found the CAM
rule, together with the Part 70 monitoring
rules, were sufficient to meet section l14’s requirement because Part 70’s monitoring
rules - sections 70.6(a)(3) and 70.6(c)(1) - required that all major source’s
undertake monitoring ... sufficient to assure compliance." WhereCAM
did not apply to
require enhanced monitoring at a major source, the court found that the Part 70
monitoring rules would require enhanced monitoring. NRDC
v. EPA, 194 F.3d 130 (D.C.
1999).
Appalachian Power v. EPA: Industrial petitioners challenged EPA’s 1998 "Periodic
Monitoring Guidance" as an illegal amendmentof 40 C.F.R. §70.6(a)(3)(i)(B)(the
periodic monitoring rule). The D.C. Circuit found the guidance did constitute an illegal
amendmentin violation of rulemaking procedures and set aside the guidance. The court
stated:
State permitting authorities therefore maynot, on the basis of EPA’s
Guidance or 40 C.F.R. §70.6(a)(3)(i)(B), require in permits
regulated source conduct more frequent monitoring of its emissions than
that provided in the applicable State or federal standard, unless the
standard requires no periodic testing, specifies no frequency, or requires
only a one-timetest.

5040C.F.R.§70.6(a)(3).
5~40C.F.R.§70.6(c)(1).
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Thecourt did not address the statutory requirementsof Title V, or the rules at 40 C.F.R.
§70.6(c)(3). AppalachianPowerv. EPA, 208 F.3d 1015 (D.C. Cir. 2000)
UARGv. EPA I: After the NRDCand Appalachian Power decisions, EPAissued
several Title V permit objections holding that while §70.6(a)(3) could only be used
supplement monitoring if there was no "periodic" monitoring, Title V itself and
§70.6(c)(1) required monitoring in addition to existing "periodic" monitoring if
52
monitoring was necessary to assure compliance.
The Utility Air Regulatory Group (UARG)filed suit in 2001 challenging EPA’s
interpretation of Title V’s monitoring requirements. UARG
claimed that EPA’spermit
objections, together with its "Instruction Manualfor Permit Application Forms,"
constituted
an amendment to the Part 70 rules without notice and comment.
Additionally, UARG
alleged that the EPA’sinterpretation was unauthorized under the
CAA.
While the case was pending, EPApublished interim final and proposed rules affirming
EPA’sinterpretation that Title V and §70.6(c)(1) required all permits to supplement
53
periodic monitoring as necessary to assure compliance.
The D.C. Circuit dismissed UARG’s
petition for lack of standing and ripeness. The court
said UARG
should either wait and challenge EPA’sfinal rule or, if EPA’sinterpretation
was specifically applied to UARG,
challenge that application in the appropriate local
Circuit Court. UARG
v. EPA,320 F.3d 272 (D.C. Cir. 2003).
UARGv. EPAII: Later in 2003, UARG,together with the Clean Air Implementation
Project, Counsel for National Environmental DevelopmentAssoc. Clean Air Regulatory
Project, Counsel for Air Permitting Forumand Alliance of AutomobileManufacturers,
again challenged EPA’smonitoring interpretation in the D.C. Circuit. This time the
organizations challenged the interpretation as manifest in EPA’sinterim final rule, which
expired in November54
2002.
EPAsettled the case and agreed to announcea newinterpretation of its monitoringrules.
Pursuant to EPA’s new interpretation,
Title V permits must include "periodic"
monitoring, but need not include additional monitoring, even if such additional
monitoring is necessary to assure compliance. A coalition of over 50 health,
environmental and communitygroups filed commentsobjecting to the settlement, as did
the states of NewYork, Illinois,
Vermont, and Massachusetts, the NewJersey
Department of Environmental Protection, and the Commonwealthof Pennsylvania
Departmentof EnvironmentalProtection.
sz Seefor example,
In re Pacificorp’s JimBridgerandNaughton
Elec.Util. SteamGenerating
Plants,
PetitionNo.VIII-00-1,EPA
Administrator
OrderResponding
to Petitioner’sRequestthat the
Administrator
Objectto Issuanceof State Title VOperating
Permits(November
16, 2000).
5367Fed.Reg.
58561(Sept.17, 2002)(proposed
rule); 67Fed.Reg.
58529(Sept.17, 2002)(interim
rule
effectfor 60days).
54UARG
also allegeda "grounds
arisingafter" challengepursuantto CAA
§307(b)(1)
to EPA’s
original
federaloperating
permitrules.
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C. EPA’S 2004 RULEREVISION
In January 2004 EPApublished a final rulemaking, consistent with the UARG
settlement,
declining to adopt its 2002proposedrule and announcinginstead its newinterpretation of
§70.6(c)(1). 55 EPA’srevised interpretation took effect February23, 2004.
D. ONGOING LITIGATION
In March2004, a coalition of environmental and public health groups challenged EPA’s
January 2004 rule in the D.C. Circuit Court of Appeals arguing EPA’snewrules were
contrary to the CAATitle V requirement that each Title V permit include monitoring to
assure compliance with all applicable requirements and to the CAASection 114
requirement for enhanced monitoring at all major stationary sources. 56 This case has
been briefed and oral argumentis scheduled for September12, 2005.
E. WHAT’S NEXT?
In its January 2004 final rule, EPAannounced its intent to engage in a "four-step
strategy" for improvingexisting monitoring through rulemakingactions. 57 Thefirst step
of the strategy wasadoption of the 2004rule. Theeadditional steps were as follows:
¯ "Encouragestates to improvepossibly inadequate monitoring in certain
SIP rules,"
¯ "Identify and consider possibly improving inadequate monitoring in certain
federal rules," and
¯ Publish a proposedrule addressing what constitutes "periodic" monitoring.
On February 16, 2005, EPA published an Advanced Notice of Proposed
Rulemakingseeking commenton monitoring inadequacies in existing pre-1990
federal rules and in state SIP rules. That commentperiod closed on June 17th. It
is unclear what EPAplans to do with the commentsreceived, howit proposes to
systematically review the adequacyof monitoringin all federal rules and state SIP
rules, what procedures it wouldfollow to improvemonitoring in state SIPs that
lack monitoring sufficient to assure compliance, or howit intends to address the
adequacyof monitoring in federal permits.

55 69 Fed.Reg. 3202(Jan. 22, 2004).
56EnvironmentalIntegrity Project, et al. v. EPA,Case No. 04.1083.
57 69 Fed.Reg. at 3204.
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TCEQ’s Enforcement Review: Making our Green Lantern Shine
More Brightly, MoreEfficiently,
and With Greater Focus
1By Paul Sarahan, Director, Litigation Division, TCEQ

On December5, 2003, the TCEQ’sExecutive Director announcedthat the agency would
undertake a comprehensivereview of its enforcementfunctions to ensure that the agencyis
enforcing environmentallaws fairly, effectively, and swiftly. Asteering committeeof agency
staff oversawthe review and maderecommendationsfor changes to current agency processes.
Thereviewfocusedon: (1) the agency’scriteria for initiating enforcement;(2)
consistency across regions and programs; (3) compliancehistory; (4) maximizingcompliance;
and (5) maximizingbenefit to the environmentin the agency’s enforcementpolicies.
The committeeestablished priorities and goals for the agency’s enforcementprogramand
identify issues with current enforcementpractices. Threebroad categories were identified for
review: compliancehistory; the enforcementprocess; and penalties and corrective action.
Additional topics were identified through agency staff and public input. The committee
categorized the issues and provided discussion for commissionconsideration on priority and
significance of the issues identified.
Staff met regularly with the executive director and commissionersat commissionwork
sessions to discuss progress of the review, issues raised at public meetings, and other
enforcement-relatedtopics of interest to the commissioners.
Theagencyencouragedparticipation by the public and other parties interested in this
reviewto help ensure that a full and fair discussion of the issues occurs. Obtaininga variety of
perspectives improvedthe quality of the recommendations
provided to the executive director and
the commission.The agency collected public commentsthrough public meetings in Arlington,
Midland, Harlingen and Houston; sought commentsthrough existing advisory committees and
by letter; and collected commentsat commissionworksessions and through a questionnaire. The
agency collected commentson the recommendationscontained in the EnforcementProcess
Review Report.
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This paperwasadaptedin large part frommaterialproducedby the TCEQ’s
Agency
Communications
Divisionin conjunction
withthe agency’spersonnel
responsiblefor coordinating
the implementation
of the
recommendations
arising fromthe agency’sEnforcement
Review.Thisteamis comprised
of members
of the Office
of Compliance
andEnforcement,
the Officeof Permitting,Remediation
andRegistration,the Financial
Administration
Division,the SmallBusinessandEnvironmental
Assistance
Division,andthe LitigationDivision.

Staff prepared a report that includes specific recommendations
for action for
consideration by the executive director and commission.The recommendationsfocused on six
overarchingissues: (1) focusing the agency’sresources on preventing and reducing the risk
harm to humanhealth and the environment; (2) strengthening TCEQ’senforcement program
makingthe process faster and morepredictable; (3) streamlining the enforcementprocess; (4)
simplifying and clarifying the process; (5) addressing resource and training needs; and (6)
improvingpublic outreach and public access to enforcementinformation.
The following recommendationshave been implemented:
Enforcement Initiation Criteria, Investigation
Violation and Notices of Enforcement

Prioritization,

Notices of

Recommendation:
Provide an opportunity for post-investigation/pre-enforcement fact-finding
meetings in the TCEQregional offices.Action: Staff have been trained to communicatethe
opportunity for post-investigation/pre-enforcementmeetingsin their exit interviews at
the conclusion of an investigation. This has beenincorporated into the Enforcement
Division SOPand posted on the employeeWebsite.
Recommendation:
Use of verbal NOVsshould be discontinued.Action: The verbal
NOVpolicy was rescinded and is no longer being used. This has been communicatedto
staff.
Recommendation:
Do not establish a formal appeal process for NOEs.NOEletter should
clarify this opportunity and include an EnforcementDivision point of contact.Action:
Language describing the appeal process has been incorporated into the NOEletter with
an Enforcement Division point-of-contact.
Modifications have been communicated to
staff and incorporated into the Enforcement Division’s Standard Operating Procedures
(SOP).
Recommendation:
Better communicationto the regulated entity, that a matter has
beenreferred to the EnforcementDivision for enforcement.Action:Modifications to the
NOEletter describing the appeal process and a EnforcementDivision point-of-contact have been
incorporated into the NOEletter. Modifications have been communicated
to staff and
incorporated into the EnforcementDivision SOP.
Complaint

Procedures

Recommendation:
Implement the Guidance Documentfor Field Operations
Investigation of Complaints.Action: Guidancehas been implementedand field staff
have been trained. Enhancements
to the GuidanceDocumentfor Field Operations
Investigation of Complaintshave beenincorporated and are published on the agency’s
employeeWebsite.
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Recommendation:Implement the odor complaint investigation procedures (nuisance
odor protocol).Action: These procedures have been implementedand staff have been trained.
The procedures and FIDOchart are posted on the TCEQWebsite and will be reviewed annually.
Recommendation:
Improve the complaint receiving process and 24-hour
accessibility.Action:
Direct links on the agencyWebsite have been created to file a complaint
online, provide information on Citizen Collected Evidence, obtain assistance for the water
utilities consumer,and to provide and explain the NuisanceOdorProtocol. The Environmental
Complaints Hot Line and 24-HourSpill Reporting numberswith explanation on howcalls are
handled after hours have been also been posted on the TCEQ
Website.
Enforcement

Process/Agency

Coordination

Recommendation:
Streamline the existing enforcement process.
Action: EnforcementDivision has streamlined the enforcementprocess time line (with
Settlement achieved) to 185 days.
Recommendation:
Streamline the financial inability to pay process.Action: Enforcement
Division staff will enforce a 30-day deadline, from the respondent’s receipt of the
proposeddraft order, to submit documentation
supporting a financial inability to pay.
This has been communicated
to staff, added as a newdiscussion in the Enforcement
Division SOP,and posted on the agency’s employeeWebsite.
Recommendation:
Streamline the Supplemental Environmental Project (SEP) process.Action:
Theextension letter has been modifiedto include two time fi-ame options (i.e., 30-daysfor proapprovedSEPand 90-days for an original "off-the-list" SEP). Modifications have been
communicatedto staff and incorporated into the EnforcementDivision’s SOP.
Recommendation:
Achievebetter trained investigative and enforcement staff.
Action: Field Operations Division has utilized distance learning methods by contracting
with a communitycollege to fulfill sometraining needs for their staff. The agency’s
HumanResources Division plans to align EnforcementCoordinator and Natural Resource
Specialist tracks with the EnvironmentalInvestigator Career Ladderto encourageequitable and
cross-division staff developmentopportunities. The Office of Complianceand Enforcementalso
recognizes senior agency staff serving as mentors in their employeesappraisals. All TCEQ
employeesare able to remotely access their computer, the TCEQ
network, and connect to the
TCEQConsolidated Compliance and Enforcement Database System (CCEDS).
Ordering Provisions
Recommendation:Additional information should be required from respondents to
achieve compliance with orders prior to closing out the orders.Action: Enforcement

Division staff will continue to require the respondentto certify compliance.Standard
technical ordering provisions (including documentationneededfor each type of
certification) will be re-written. This has beencommunicated
to staff, addedas a new
discussion in the EnforcementDivision SOP,and posted on the agency’s employee
Website.
Recommendation:
Allow different consideration for small businesses and local
governments
from larger entities in the documentationrequired to close out an order.
Action: EnforcementDivision staff will allow small entities a longer time frame to implement
corrective action on ordering provisions, dependingon the violation. Nospecial consideration to
a small entity that is a repeat violator or if there is an imminentthreat to the environment.This
has been communicatedto staff, added as a newdiscussion in the EnforcementDivision SOP,
and posted on the agency’s employee Website.
Recommendation:
Determine where appropriate monitoring by the agency or the
respondentis necessaryto demonstratecomplianceprior to order close-out.
Action:EnforcementDivision staff have reviewed examples of past cases and have developed
criteria to determinethe need for additional monitoringbased on compliancehistory, type of
violations, environmentalharm, etc. Examplebase language has also been developedin
requiring additional monitoringrequirementsin the order.
Recommendation:Improve communicationof consequencesof failure to comply with the
provisions of an order.
Action: The shell orders have been revised. Modifications have beencommunicatedto
EnforcementDivision staff and posted on the agency’s employeeWebsite.
Recommendation:No different consideration should be given for small businessesand
small governmentin establishing additional languagechangesin an order.
Action: The shell orders have beenrevised to include a provision in orders to
communicate
to the respondentof the consequences
of failure to complywith the
provisions of order regardless of the business size. Modifications have been
communicatedto EnforcementDivision staff and posted on the agency’s employee
Website.
Recommendation:
Improve the internal communicationwith Enforcement Division and
other areas of the agencyduring order development.Action: Enforcementand Litigation
Division Directors haveestablished a forum after the monthly Directors/Deputies
Meeting to discuss orders under developmentand evaluate standard conditions and
processing procedures, as well as conferring on specific cases as neededto ensure
comprehensive
requirementsthat do not conflict with permit requirementsor time
frames. Division directors were notified March15, 2005.
Recommendation:
Include special provisions in the permit for an entity with permit
applications and enforcementactions occurring at the sametime.Action: These
4

situations are handledon a case-by-casebasis to accommodate
Commission
recommendation
to use the permit as a compliancetool andin somecircumstances
include provisions addressingan enforcement
issue.
Recommendation:
Improvecommunicationto the respondentand other interested
parties in orderingprovisionsstating whatis necessaryto achievecompliance.Action:
Addedspecific compliance
criteria beyond
the certification of compliance
in the ordering
revisions andsimplified orderingprovision language.Standardtechnical ordering
provisions(includingdocumentation
needed
for eachtype of certification) will be rewritten. This has beencommunicated
to staff, addedas a newdiscussionin the
EnforcementDivision SOP,and postedon the agency’semployeeWebsite.
Recommendation:
Identify appropriateadditional monitoringand/or other restrictions,
other than to correct the specific violation.Action: Enforcement
Division staff have
reviewedpast casesfor examplesandhavedevelopedcriteria to determinethe need
for additional monitoringbasedon compliance
history, type of violations, environmental
harm,etc. Example
baselanguagehas also beendevelopedin requiring additional
monitoringrequirements
in the order.
Recommendation:
Allow different considerationfor small businessesor small local
governments
from larger entities in development
of ordering provisions.Action:
Enforcement
Division staff will contactthe respondent
to discussachievabletime
framesassociatedwith anytechnical requirementsfor casesthat involve a small
businessor local government.This has beencommunicated
to staff, addedas a new
discussion in the EnforcementDivision SOP,andposted on the agency’semployee
Website.

Collections/Financial
Inability to Pay
Recommendation:
Identify sufficient resourcesto aggressivelycollect delinquentfees
andpenalties.Action: Contractorshavebeenassisting in the collections of delinquent
accounts.Reportson collections recoveredby the contractor havebeenaddedto the
monthlydelinquentreport.
Recommendation:
Addressinability to pay issues of small local governments.Action:
TheFinancial AdministrationDivision is utilizing the EPA’sMUNIPAY
systemto
determinewhethergovernments
are financially able to pay a penalty. Theuseof this
systemhas beencommunicated
to staff andincorporatedinto Financial Administration
Division’s SOPandis currently in use.
Recommendation:
Establish criteria for paymentplans.Action: Criteria include a
maximum
paymentterm of 36 monthsand a minimum
paymentof $100. The criteria
has beenconveyed
to staff, incorporatedinto the enforcementandFinancial Assurance

Division’s SOP,andpostedon the agency’semployeeWebsite.
Recommendation:
Assessingan interest chargefor delinquent penalties on payment
plans.Action:TheFinancial AdministrationDivisionbeganassessing an interest chargefor
delinquentpenalties on paymentplans. This has been communicated
to staff.
Reeommendatioa:
TexasWaterCodeamendment
to eliminate the restriction prohibiting
paymentplans following a contestedcase hearing.Action: S.B.739passedduring the
regular sessionandwassigned by the Governor.
Penalty Policy
Recommendation:
Offer deferrals for expeditedsettlementsbut not for culpable
respondents.Action:
Wecontinueto prohibit deferrals for culpable respondents,
offering a 20 percentdeferral in all eligible casesas an incentiveto settle, andonly
giving the deferral whenagreement
is reachedwithin a specific time frame.This has
beencommunicated
to staff, incorporatedinto the Enforcement
Division SOP,and
postedon the agency’semployeeWebsite.
No Action Required
Thefollowingis a listing of itemsthat do not requireanyaction:
*
*
*
*

Do not developseparateEICfor small businessesandsmall local governments.
Donot eliminate the (category)of NOE.
Donot change
rule or current protocolfor citizen collectedevidence.
Donot developproposalsfor statewidepublic awareness
campaign.
Donot modify the role of Small BusinessandLocal Government
Assistance
Section during the development
of an order with a respondentand Enforcement
Division.
Donot establish revocationof a currentpermitif the entity owesfees or penaltiesto the
agency.
Donot assess interest chargeson paymentplans to encouragepayment.
Donot developbankaccountlevies or wagegarnishmentto collect delinquent
accounts.
Donot changecurrent considerationfor investmentin pollution prevention
technology
as a factor in calculating penaltiesfor violations or economic
benefit.
Maintaincurrent statutory administrativepenaltiesas they applyto programs
administeredwithin the agency.
Donot developspecial provisionsfor petroleumstoragetank (PST)certification
andfuel distribution violations within the PenaltyPolicy.
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TCEQcontinues to implement recommendationsarising from the review. Remaining
topics include the EnforcementInitiation Criteria, the Field Citation program,SEPs,and the
Penalty Rule. The agencyis providing periodic updates on the status of its implementationat
http ://www.tceq.state.tx.us/comm_exec/enf_rev/implement_recc.html.

Paul Sarahan
Litigation Division
Texas Commission on Environmental Quality
Paul Sarahanhas beenthe Director of the Litigation Division since 1998.Hereceived
his Bachelorof BusinessAdministrationin Financefromthe University of Texasin
1987;his law degreefrom UTin 1990;andan advanced
legal degreespecializing in
environmental
law from the University of Houstonin 1993.
Paul practiced employment
andcommerciallitigation in Houstonfrom 1990-1994,prior
to joining the TCEQ
in July 1994. His work with the TCEQ
has beenfocusedon
environmental
enforcement,
particularly in dealingwith air, industrial andhazardous
wasteand multi-mediacases.
Telephone:(512) 239-3424
~E-mai]:
psarahar~@tccq.state.tx.us
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Local Government Enforcement of State Environmental Laws and Regulations
Cathy Sisk
Chief, Environmental Division
Harris County Attorney’s Office
The Texas Legislature has afforded local governments the authority to enforce
state environmental laws and regulations
since the passage of the three major
environmental statutes governing air, water, and solid waste in the 1970’s. The
provisions granting local government enforcement authority once were part of the
substantive statutes governing each of the different media, since each was overseen by a
separate agency. When state regulatory authority over air, water, and waste was
consolidated
under what is now the Texas Commission on Environmental Quality
(TCEQ),the provisions allowing local governments to file civil enforcement actions were
consolidated
into Texas Water Code, Subchapter H, Sections 7.351 - 7.358. The
provisions giving local governments authority to enter and inspect property and to
investigate violations remain in each media-specific statute.
A.

Local Government Civil Enforcement Actions
Section 7.351 of the Texas Water Code states:
(a) If it appearsthat a violation or threat of violation of Chapter 16,
26 [water pollution], or 28 of this code, Chapter 361 [solid waste], 371,372, or
382 [air] Health and Safety Code, a provision of Chapter 401, Health and Safety
Code, under the commission’sjurisdiction, or Chapter 1903, Occupations Code,
or a rule adopted or an order or a permit issued under those chapters or
provisions has occurred or is occurring in the jurisdiction
of a local
government,the local governmentor, in the case of a violation of Chapter 401,
Health and Safety Code, a person affected as defined in that chapter, may
institute a civil suit under Subchapter D in the same manner as the
commissionin a district court by its ownattorney for the injunctive relief or
civil penalty, or both, as authorized by this chapter against the person who
committed,is committing,or is threatening to committhe violation.
(b) If it appears that a violation or threat of violation of Chapter366,
Health and Safety Code, under the commission’sjurisdiction or a rule adopted or
an order or a permit issued under that chapter has occurred or is occurring in the
jurisdiction of a local government,an authorized agent as defmedin that chapter
may institute a civil suit under Subchapter D in the same manner as the
commission
in a district court by its ownattorney for the injunctive relief or civil
penalty, or both, as authorized by this chapter against the person whocommitted,
is committing,or is threatening to committhe violation.
Texas Water Code, Section 7.351 (emphasis added).

Put simply, the Water Code authorizes any local government to file a civil
enforcement action against any person (defined broadly to include entities) violating

threatening to violate state statutes, rules, or permits in most cases. Themost important
enforcementareas tend to be air, water, and waste.
There are certain requirements that a local governmentmust meet in order to
pursue an action. For example, Section 7.352 of the Texas Water Code requires, in the
case of air and water violations (but not waste), that the governing body of the local
governmentadopt a resolution authorizing the action. Section 7.353 requires that the
TCEQbe brought into the suit as a "necessary and indispensable" party, and any civil
penalty that is ultimately assessed is equally divided betweenthe state and the local
governmentunder Section 7.107. In these actions, the TCEQ
is ably represented by the
Natural ResourcesDivision of the Office of the AttorneyGeneral.
Because local government lawsuits are brought in the same manner as state
actions, they are governed by the provisions of Texas Water Code, Subchapter D,
Sections 7.101 - 7.111. Thosesections provide that upon proving a violation, the state
and local governmentare entitled to injunctive relief and civil penalties, plus costs and
attorneys fees. Section 7.354 also specifically authorizes attorneys fees for local
governments.Section 7.102 provides that for air, water, and solid waste violations, the
penalty range is $50 to $25,000 per act and day of violation. Anyagreed judgment
resulting from such an action must be published in the TexasRegister, just as they are in
state-initiated actions.
Case summariesof the more important enforcement-related appellate decisions
are attached at the end of the paper for your convenience. (Note: a few of the cases do
not specifically involve environmental violations, but are informative on issues of
consequencein environmental cases.)
Finally, in addition to civil enforcementthrough the district courts, somelocal
governments contract with the TCEQto provide enforcement services. Cases stemming
from investigations undertaken by a local government under contract with the TCEQ
typically go through the TCEQ’sadministrative enforcement program, just as if the
agencyhad initiated the investigation.
B.

Local GovernmentInvestigation Authority

Each media-specific statute contains a provision granting investigative authority
to local governments. In the Texas Clean Air Act, the provision is found in Section
382.111 of the Texas Health and Safety Code, which states:
(a) A local governmenthas the samepowerand is subject to the same
restrictions as the commission
underSection 382.015to inspect the air and to
enter publicor privatepropertyin its territorial jurisdictionto determine
if:
(1) the level of air contaminantsin an area in its territorial
jurisdiction andthe emissionsfxoma sourcemeetthe levels set by:
(A) the commission;
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(B) a municipality’sgoverningbodyunderSection 382.113;
(2) a personis complying
with this chapter or a rule, variance,
or order issued by the commission.
(b) Alocal government
shall send the results of its inspections to the
commissionwhenrequested by the commission.
Similar provisions coveting waste and water maybe found in Section 361.032 of the
Texas Health and Safety Code (waste) and Sections 26.171 and 26.173 of the Texas
Water Code (water).
C.

History of Environmental Enforcementin Harris County

Harris Countyis probably unique amongTexas counties in that it has been very
active in environmentalmatters for decades. In fact, the predecessor to the current Harris
County Pollution Control Division was established in the 1950’s, long before state
environmental statutes were on the books. A copy of a local newspaper article
chronicling the establishment of the Harris CountyStreamand Air Pollution Authority in
1953 is attached. The Department was headed for many years by Dr. Walter
Quebedeaux, whois memorialized to this day by a park near the courthouse complex
bearing his name.
In the early days, the county used the threat of common
law nuisance actions to
cajole someof the dirtiest companiesin the eastern part of the county to clean up their
act. Then in the 1970’s the state’s major environmental laws (The Texas Clean Air Act,
the Texas Water Code, and the Texas Solid Waste Disposal Act) were passed and the
legislature institutionalized local governments’ability to file environmentalenforcement
actions.
Unlike some local governments, Harris County does not contract with the TCEQ,
but funds its ownenforcement. The county does, however, work closely with the TCEQ
regional office in responding to complaints and conducting some sampling through
informal agreements.The county hopes that in somesmall wayit is assisting the state by
freeing up resources the TCEQmaythen concentrate elsewhere.
D.

Areas of Practice in the EnvironmentalDivision Harris CountyAttorney’s Office

The areas of practice for lawyers in the environmental division of the Harris
CountyAttorney’s Office are set forth below. Besides the traditional enforcementunder
the air, waste and water rules (see the first heading), the countyenforces other regulations
related to public health and safety and also participates in public processes with public
health or safety implications. Thecountyattorney’s practice includes:

Enforcementof State EnvironmentalStatutes and Regulations
Represent the County/Harris County Pollution Control Division in enforcement
actions for civil penalties and injunctive relief stemming from violations
documentedby Pollution Control of the various state environmental statutes,
including:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

Air quality/emissions (Health & Safety Code, Ch. 382);
Waterquality/discharges (Water Code, Ch. 26);
HazardousWaste(Health & Safety Code, Ch. 361);
OtherSolid Waste(Health & Safety Code, Ch. 361); and
Drinking WaterSystems/Sewage(Health & Safety Code, Ch. 341).

On-Site Sewage Facility Enforcement
Represent the County/Pollution Control and Engineering in enforcement actions
for civil penalties and injunctive relief to enforce the Revised Rules of Harris
County, Texas for On-Site SewerageFacilities, which were promulgatedpursuant
to the local authority granted in Health and Safety Code, Ch. 366.
Storm Water Quality Enforcement
Represent the County/Pollution Control and Engineering in enforcementfor civil
penalties and injunctive relief to enforce the Regulations of Harris County,Texas
for Storm Water Quality Management.Those regulations address storm water
controls at construction sites and permanentdevelopments.
Flood Plain Construction Enforcement
Represent the County/Engineeringin enforcementactions for civil penalties and
injunctive relief to enforce the Harris County Flood Plain Regulations (obtain
permit, complywith standards and/or removeconstruction).
Driveway and Culvert Construction Regulation Enforcement
Represent the County/Engineering in enforcement actions for injunctive relief
(construct
properly/remove)
to enforce County Driveway and Culvert
Construction Regs.
Texas One-Call/NoDig Violations
Represent the State One-Call Board in civil enforcement of statute regulating
excavation near undergroundpipeline facilities.
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Environmental Permit Evaluation, Opposition
Help evaluate permit applications for proposed facilities
of concern to
CommissionersCourt. If Commissionersoppose a permit, represent the County
as a "protestant" in the administrative proceedingbefore the permitting agency.
Environmental Permitting for County Departments, Compliance Oversight
Advise County departments on compliance issues and regulatory requirements;
Assist as necessary in obtaining permits, representing the County before the
TCEQ.
Environmental Defense
Represent the County when sued for failure to comply with state or federal
environmental laws (usually NEPAor CWA
Section 404 wetlands violations, but
occasionally things like asbestos abatementas well).
TCEQRulemakingand State Environmental Legislation
Participate formally in rnlemakingat the agency level on behalf of the County,
and develop and respond to proposedlegislation.
County Regulation
Assist County departments with the development,drafting, and implementationof
their regulations. Mostrecently this has included the Subdivision Regulations and
Storm Water Quality Regulations.
Environmental
Policy, Statutory Interpretation, Liability Issues
Advisethe Countyon environmentalpolicy, statutory interpretation, and liability
issues. Assist on special projects (e.g., BayouPosse, Pct. 3 Environmental
Training Course).
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ENVIRONMENTAL

CASE

ENFORCEMENT

S~S

I.

PLEADINGS

SPECIFICITY OF PLEADINGS; AMOUNTIN CONTROVERSY; SERVICE OF
PROCESS; DEFECTIN PARTIES
Peek v. EquipmentService Co. of San Antonio, 779 S.W.2d 802 (Tex. 1989). The
failure of plaintiff to state jurisdictional amountin controversyin its petition, without
more,will not deprivethe trial court of jurisdiction.
Smith v. Chapman,897 S.W.2d399 (Tex. App.--Eastland 1995, no writ). Jurisdiction
of county courts at law shall not be defeated by the aggregation of counterclaims by
multiple defendants whichexceed the amountin controversy limits for county courts
at law.
Standard Fire Ins. Co. v. Stigger, 635 S.W.2d667 (Tex. Civ. App.--Dallas 1982, no
writ). Statutory limitation on amountin controversyis not a limitation on the court’s
power to render judgment.
State FarmFire & Casual _ty Co. v. Griffin, st
888 S.W.2d150 (Tex. App. -Houston[1
Dist] 1994, no writ). So long as the original amountin controversy is within the
jurisdictional limit, a county court of law mayrender judgment for an amountin
excessof the statutory jurisdictional limit.

no

JURISDICTION; VENUE
¯

Bell Stations, Inc. v. State, 590 S.W.2d 227 (Tex. Civ. App. --Austin 1979,
writ dism’d). Statutory venueprovision is jurisdictional in nature.

¯

Cookv. Cameron,753 S.W.2d 137 (Tex. 1987). Judgmententered by a court in the
absenceof proper jurisdiction is void.

¯

Nix v. Nix,_797 S.W.2d 64 (Tex. App. --Corpus Christi 1990, no writ).
jurisdiction has beenproperly acquired, no subsequentfact serves to defeat it.

Once

Padgett v. Mutual Building & Loan Assoc., 504 S.W.2d 535 (Tex. Civ. App.-Fort
Worth1971, no writ). In instances where no appeal bond, if required, or affidavit
in lieu thereof, has been filed in the trial court, the appellate court never acquires
jurisdiction.

H. INJUNCTIONS
C.

LIMITS OF COURT POWERAND MANDATORYINJUNCTION
Breithaupt v. Navarro County, 675 S.W.2d 335 (Tex. App.-Waco 1984, writ
ref’d n.r.e.). To complywith the requirements of T.R.C.P. 163, an order granting an
injunction or restraining order must specify whythe violator is being enjoined.
However,the Rule maybe relaxed where public interest is involved and any doubt
concerningcomplianceshould be decided in favor of the public.
Ci_ty of Shoreacres v. State, 582 S.W.2d 211 (Tex. Civ. App.-Houston [1st Dist]
1979, writ ref’d n.r.e.). Court mayimposecivil penalties, mandatoryand prohibitory
injunctions, but maynot direct municipality as to specific method or manner of
performingaction.
Kiellander v. Smith, 652 S.W.2d 595 (Tex. App.-Tyler 1983, no writ). Mere fact
that relief granted by temporary injunction wouldbe sameas on final hearing is not
basis for refusing to grant the temporaryinjunction. If the law is being violated, the
trial court has a duty to restful the violation.
Priest v. Texas Animal Health Comm’n.,780 S.W.2d 874 (Tex. App.-Dallas 1989, no
writ). Courts have a duty to enjoin violations of substantive law when those
violations are conclusively established. Jury does not determine expediency,
necessity or propriety of equitable relief.
Rhodia, Inc. v. Harris County, 470 S.W.2d 415 (Tex. Civ. App.-Houston [lst
Dist.] 1971, no writ). Water pollution is irreparable injury justifying temporary
mandatoryinjunction before hearing on the merits.
¯

Do

State v. Associated Metals & Minerals Corp., 635 S.W.2d 407 (Tex. 1982). Trial
court lacks jurisdiction to modifyor suspendagencypermit.

BALANCING OF THE EQUITIES NOT REQUIRED WHERE VIOLATIONS
ARE SHOWN
City of Corpus Christi v. Lone Star Fish & Oyster Co., 335 S.W.2d 621 (Tex. Civ.
App.--San Antonio 1960, no writ). Oyster shucking plant in daily violation of
zoning ordinance -- the rule with respect to the balancing of equities or hardship does
not apply.

State v. Texas Pet Foods, Inc., 591 S.W.2d800 (Tex. 1979). Poultry plant rendering
operator in violation of Clean Air Act, Water Quality Act, etc. "The Doctrine of
Balancing the Equities has no application to this statutorily authorized injunctive
relief."

E.

IMMINENT INJURY/IRREPARABLE

INJURY NOT REQUIRED

Gulf Holding Co. v. Brazoria Court _ty, 497 S.W.2d 614 (Tex. Civ. App.--Houston
[14th Dist. 1973, writ ref’d n.r.e.). Open Beaches Act violated by beachfront
owner’s barrier. Held, ownerenjoined against interfering with removal of barrier
by county, without necessity of showingirreparable injury and without balancing of
equities.
Houston CompressedSteel v. State, 456 S.W.2d 768 (Tex. Civ. App.--Houston [1 st
Dist] 1970, no writ). Injunction, without hearing, against outdoor burning of wood
from old boxcars held valid, "...without the necessity of proving toxicity or injury or
harmof any kind."
MagnoliaPetroleum v. State, 218 S.W.2d555 (Tex. Civ. App.-Austin 1949, writ refd
n.r.e.). Salt water from oil wells flowing into GuadalupeRiver was statutory and
common
law nuisance. Nodefense of imminentinjury, irreparable injury, balancing
of equities. Status quo wasunpolluted river.
Scott v. Rheudasil, 614 S.W.2d626 (Tex. App.-Fort Worth1981, no writ). "Status
quo" to be preserved by mandatory injunction was removal of trailer house to
conformto restrictive covenant.
State v Texas Pet Foods, Inc., 591 S.W.2d800 (Tex. 1979) Settled course of conduct
continuingto or near time of trial, court "mayassumethat it will continue absent clear
proof to the contrary" and issue the injunction.

F.

ROLE OF JURY
¯

Citizens State Bank v. CaneyInvestments, 746 S.W.2d477 (Tex. 1988). Parties to
hearing on a permanentinjunction are entitled to a jury.

HI. CIVIL PENALTIES
G.

SCIENTER NOT REQUIRED
¯

American Plant Food v. State., 587 S.W.2d 679 (Tex. Crim. App. 1979). Criminal
prosecution under Chapter 26 of the WaterCode--no scienter required.

¯

Ci_ty of Galvestonv. State, 518 S.W.2d413 (Tex. Civ. App.-Houston[14th Dist] 1975,
no writ). Dischargesof sewageinto bay...failure to completechlorination facilities.
Exxonv. State, 646 S.W.2d 536 (Tex. App.-Houston[lst Dist.] 1982, pet. ref’d).
Consideringthe risks to public health posedby air pollution, to require anythingother
than a strict liability standard woulddeny the public the right to be protected fi’om
hazardousactivities.

¯

State v. Houdaille Indus., Inc., 632 S.W.2d 723 (Tex. 1982). Uncertified motor
carrier...knowledge and intent not elementsof cause of action.
State Bd. of Dental Examiners v. Friedman., 666 S.W.2d 363 (Tex. App.-Houston
[14th Dist.] 1984, writ ref’d n.r.e.). Knowledgeor intent maybe required for civil
penalties dependingon the particular legislative history and wordingof the statute.

H.

CONTINUING VIOLATIONS
State v. City of Greenville, 726 S.W.2d 162 (Tex. App.-Dallas 1986, writ ref’d
n.r.e.). Expert testimony that eleven inspections of a landfill over about four years
and conclusion after each that a violation existed was evidence of a continuing
violation.
State v. Harrington, 407 S.W.2d467 (Tex. 1966) cert, denied, 386 U.S. 944 (1967).
Civil penalties for drilling a slant hole oil well, each day well was "maintained and
operated" so that it could produce on a moment’snotice, regardless of whether it
produced on a moment’snotice, regardless of whether it producedoil on each day in
the period. Knowledge
or intent not relevant.
State v. Texas Pet Foods, Inc., 591 S.W.2d 800 (Tex. 1979) Cooker was "available
and operable," full time "capable" of operating and producing; therefore, continuous
violation. Wherethe record discloses that violations were continuing up to or near the
date of trial, the court mayconcludethe violation will continuein the near future unless
there is convincingevidenceshownto the contrary.

I.

RANGE OF PENALTY m RELEVANT EVIDENCE

AlamoNat’l Bank v. Kraus, 616 S.W.2d 908 (Tex. 1981). Factors for determining
exemplary damages include: nature of the wrong, character of conduct, degree of
culpability, public sense of justice and propriety.
Ci _t-y of Galveston v. State, 518 S.W.2d413 (Tex. Civ. App.- Houston[14th Dist]
1975, no writ) Contaminationin other areas not relevant as to whetherviolation has
occurred; refusal to admit pollution reports is within court’s discretion (maybe
admissible as to mitigation of damagesonly - but wasnot requested for that purpose).
Harrington v. State, 385 S.W.2d411 (Tex. Civ. App.--Austin 1964) rev’d on other
grounds, 407 S.W.2d467 (Tex. 1966) cert, denied, 386 U.S. 944 (1967). The court,
assessing civil penalties, considered factors traditionally used in assessing
exemplary damages, such as: the nature of the wrong, character of conduct and
culpability of wrongdoer.
Lloyd Frye Roofing Co. v. State, 524 S.W.2d313 (Tex. Civ. App.-Dallas 1975, writ
ref’d n.r.e.). Evidenceof revenuesand profits from particular plant causing pollution
relevant to show gravity of violation and penalty needed to deter, only if such
revenuesand profits are directly related to violation.
Ragsdale v. Progressive Voters League, 790 S.W.2d 77 (Tex. App.--Dallas 1990)
rev’d on other grounds, 801 S.W.2d 880 (Tex. 1990) "Actual damages" as
relates to monetary damages generally have no relevance in an action to recover
statutorily liquidatedcivil penalties.
Southwestern Inv. Co. v. Neely, 452 S.W.2d705 (Tex. 1970). Frequencyof the wrong
and amountto deter similar wrongsin the future.
State v. Ci_ty of Greenville, 726 S.W.2d162 (Tex. App.- Dallas 1987, writ ref’d)
Thestatutory language"... is subject to..." is mandatoryand intends every violator to
pay a civil penalty within the range stated in that section. The minimumand
maximumcivil penalties are mandatory, therefore leaving the trial court no
discretion to go aboveor belowthe specified range.

IV.

CORPORATIONS

LIABILITY
Jonnet v. State, 877 S.W.2d520 (Tex. App.-Austin 1994, writ denied). Officers and
directors of a corporation whosecharter has been forfeited by the Secretary of State
are jointly and severally liable for administrative and civil penalties assessed during
period of forfeiture regardless of whenviolation giving rise to penalties occurred.
¯

Light v. Wilson, 663 S.W.2d 813 (Tex. 1983) (Spears, concurring). Liability

Ex parte Werblud, 536 S.W.2d 542 (Tex. 1976). Witness maynot refuse to take the
stand in civil case; but mayrefuse to answer individual questions. Attorney may
interpose the privilege on behalf of witness in criminal contemptcases only.
U.S.v. Ward,448 U.S. 242, 100 S.Ct. 2636, 65 L.Ed.2d 742 (1980). Civil penalty for
discharge of oil into navigable waters. Held, self-reporting does not violate Fifth
Amendment;
proceeding is not "quasi-criminal."
D.

LACHES/LIMITATIONS/ESTOPPEL
Capitol Rod & Gun Club v. LCRA,622 S.W.2d 887 (Tex. App.-Austin 1981, writ
ref’d n.r.e.). Unit of govemment
exercising its govemmentalpowersis not subject to
estoppel or laches.
¯

Ci_ty & County_ of Dallas Levee Improvement Dist. v. Carroll, 263 S.W.2d 307
(Tex. Civ. App.-Dallas 1953, writ ref’d n.r.e.). Municipalcorporations immune.

¯

Clear Lake Ci_ty Water Authority v. Winograd, 695 S.W.2d 632 (Tex. App.-Houston[1 st Dist.] 1986,writ ref’d n.r.e.).

¯

Lancaster v. Gray County, 127 S.W.2d 385 (Tex. Civ. App.-E1 Paso 1939, no
writ). Counties immune.
Lewis Cox & Son, Inc. v. High Plains Underground Water Conservation District
No. 1, 538 S.W.2d 659 (Tex. Civ. App.--Amarillo 1976 writ ref’d n.r.e.). State
immune.
McNuttv. Cox, 133 Tex. 409, 129 S.W.2d 626 (1939). Wherea suit in the name
a governmententity is brought for the use and benefit of a private citizen or creditor,
the statute of limitation applies in the samemanneras a suit broughtby a "real party at
interest."

¯

E.

State v. Durham,860 S.W.2d63 (Tex. 1993). State in its sovereign capacity, unlike
ordinarylitigants, is not subject to defensesof limitations, laches or estoppel.

DISCRIMINATORY ENFORCEMENT
Entex Oil & Gas Co. v. State, 560 S.W.2d494 (Tex. Civ. App.-Texarkana1977, writ
ref’d n.r.e.) appeal dism’d, 439 U.S. 961 (1978) (for want of a substantial federal
question). Fact that law maynot be enforced against others does not affect its
constitutionality.
¯

State v. MaloneService Co., 829 S.W.2d763 (Tex. 1992). Defendant must show that
selection for prosecution was invidious or in bad faith based upon impermissible

corporateofficers, etc. for individual participation in wrongfulacts.
Sema v. State, 877 S.W.2d 516 (Tex. App.-Austin 1994, writ denied). Debts
need not be knowinglyand consensually created by an officer for that officer to be
held liable.
State v. Malone, 853 S.W.2d 82 (Tex. App.--Houston [14th Dist] 1993, writ
denied). President and plant managerheld liable for environmental permit violation
based on personal participation regardless of whetherthey were "owner"of permit.

V. DEFENSES
A.

AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSES
Williams v. State, 514 S.W.2d772 (Tex. Civ. App.--Beaumont
1974, writ ref’d n.r.e.).
Violation of Water Well Drillers Act. Held, Act is a valid delegation of authority by
the legislature. Not penal-only injunctive relief and civil penalties. Knowledgeor
intent not required. Burdenof proof is on defendant to establish statutory exclusion of
liability (declaration of droughtdisaster area).

B.

FIFTH AMENDMENT
DEFENSES: DUE PROCESS, BURDENOF PROOF
Jackson County VacuumTrack Service, Inc. v. Lavaca-NavidadRiver Authority, 701
S.W.2d12 (Tex. App.-CorpusChristi 1985, writ ref’d). State and local governments
haveauthority to enter private land to investigate for water pollution.
LambCo. Appraisal Dist. v. South Plains Hospital-Clinic, Inc., 688 S.W.2d 896
(Tex. App.-Amarillo 1985, writ ref’d n.r.e.).
Texas recognizes only three
standards of proof - beyond a reasonable doubt, clear and convincing evidence, and
preponderanceof the evidence.

Co

FIFTH AMENDMENTDEFENSES:
JURISDICTION

SELF INCRIMINATION,

CRIMINAL

Ex parte Butler, 522 S.W.2d196 (Tex. 1975). Civil penalties in Solid WasteDisposal
Act case are not quasi-criminal in nature. However,defendant mayrefuse to testify
if answer wouldtend to incriminate him another law.

considerations such as race, religion or desire to prevent exercise of constitutional
rights. Mustshowactual and purposeful discrimination against individual or suspect
category; not merely that others have escaped enforcement. Discriminatory
purpose is never presumed. Clear showing of intentional discrimination is
required.
U.S.v. Rice, 659 F.2d 524 (5th Cir. 1981). Tax protester case. Defendant must make
prima facie showingthat he has been singled out while others similarly situated have
not, and that the selection is invidious or in bad faith, by resting on such impermissible
considerations as race, religion or the desire to prevent the exercise of constitutional

rights.
VAGUENESS/CONSTITUTIONALITY
National Ass’n of Independent Insurers v. Texas Dept. of Insurance, 888 S.W.2d198
(Tex. App.-Austin 1994, no writ). Statute is fatally vague only whenmenof common
intelligence must guess at what is required or whenthere is substantial risk of
miscalculation. See also Texas Alcoholic Beverage Comm’nv. Mini, Inc., 832
S.W.2d147 (Tex. App.-Houston[14th Dist] 1992, writ denied).
Ex Parte Milton Dick Elliot, (Tex. Civ. App.--Austin, 1998). Trial court properly
held sections of Texas Solid Waste Disposal Act are constitutional and do not
constitute an unconstitutional delegation of legislative authority.

VI. NUISANCE
G.

PUBLIC NUISANCE DEFINED
Ellen v. Ci_ty of Bryan, 410 S.W.2d 463 (Tex. Civ. App.-Waco1967, writ ref’d
n.r.e.).
"Public nuisance" disturbs entire communityor considerable portion
thereof. Recurring temporary nuisance maybe enjoined.
Goldsmith v. State, 159 S.W.2d 534 (Tex. Civ. App.-Dallas 1942, writ ref’d).
Pollution of a public watercourse is a "public nuisance," and may be enjoined
regardless of other remedies.
¯

Maranatha Temple, Inc. v. Enterprise
Houston[ 1 st Dist] 1994, writ denied).

Prod. Co., 893 S.W.2d 92 (Tex. App.-

Parker v. City of Fort Worth,_281S.W.2d 721 (Tex. Civ. App.-Fort Worth 1955, no
writ). City mayhave injunction against fireworks stand outside but near city limits.
"Public nuisance" need not affect whole community.

H.

LIABILITY OF CREATOROF NUISANCE
¯

Hindmanv. Teas Lime Co.., 305 S.W.2d 947 (Tex. 1957). Landownerremains liable
for damagesdespite subsequentleasing if he created nuisance, otherwise not.
Lance v. City of Mission, 308 S.W.2d 546 (Tex. Civ. App.--San Antonio 1921, writ
ref’d n.r.e.). City leased land to federal government,which built drainage ditch and
created nuisance. The city did not alter ditch and plaintiff did not request
abatement. Held, city not liable for nuisance. (Statute of limitations for injury to
property is two years.)
NewJersey v. ExxonCorp. and ICI America, Inc., 376 A.2d 1339 (N.J. Super. Ct. Ch.
Div. 1977). Massiveoil spills onto land over manyyears caused continuous migration
of oil into state waters. Land sold to innocent purchaser. Held, migration is not
"discharge." Mereownershipnot enough;causation must be proved (no strict liability).
Statute not effective retroactively. Usagein industrial area not a nuisance. Thus,
purchasernot liable.
NewYorkv. Ole Olsen Ltd., 38 A.D. 967 (NYApp. Div. 1972). Public nuisance from
inadequate sewer systems in recreational homesadjacent to lake. Held, developers
liable for damages and abatement; purchasers of homes can be compelled to
cooperate.
Wilkerson v. Garrett, 229 S.W. 666 (Tex. Civ. App.-San Antonio 1921, writ ref’d).
Damdiverted water onto adjacent land. Creator of nuisance sold property. Held, both
creator and purchaser liable for damagesand abatement.

VII. EVIDENCE
SCIENTIFIC EVIDENCE/ HEARSAY
Missouri-Kansas-TexasR.R. Co. v. May, 600 S.W.2d755 (Tex. 1980). Blood analysis
admissible as business record even if it does not identify person taking blood or
security measuresto protect the chain of custody.
Thomas v. Hogan, 308 F.2d 355 (4th Cir. 1962). Records routinely made
diagnoses and scientific tests done in regular course of business are entitled to
admission under a presumption of trustworthiness. Expert maythen draw conclusions
from the records.
¯

Thomasv. State, 493 S.W.2d832 (Tex. Crim. App.-1973). Lab report of heroin sample
admissible as business record, even thoughcustodian did not recall receipt of sample.

J.

CHAIN OF CUSTODY/BUSINESS RECORDS
Beck v. State, 651 S.W.2d 827 (Tex. App. --Houston [lst Dist] 1983, no writ).
Testimony showed beginning and end of chain of custody Gap in chain because
doctor could no rememberwhotook blood test. Held, admissible as business record.
Jones v. State, 611 S.W.2d64 (Tex. Crim. App. 1980). Lab test held inadmissible
where supervisor did not perform the test and did not knowif it was performed
correctly.
Norris v. State, 507 S.W.2d796 (Tex. Crim. App. 1974). Supervisor of chemists may
testify as to lab results. Custodianof records mayexplain contents. Both methodsare
available to the state.
Missouri-Kansas-TexasR.R. Co. v. May, 600 S.W.2d755 (Tex. 1980). Blood analysis
admissible as business record even if it does not identify person taking blood or
security measuresto protect the chain of custody.

K.

DEMONSTRATIVE EVIDENCE/SUMMARIES
¯

Speier v. Webster College, 616 S.W.2d 617 (Tex. 1981). Chart summarizing oral
testimonymaybe admittedinto evidenceif it aids jury in recalling testimony.

VIII.
M.

OF TESTIMONY

CHARGETO THE JURY

SPECIAL ISSUE
¯

Charge to the Jury, Trice v. State, 712 S.W.2d842 (Tex. App.-- Waco1986, no writ).

¯

Chargeto the Jury, State v. Ci_tyof Freeport.
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Cathy Sisk
Ms. Sisk is the Chief of the Environmental Division for the Harris County Attomey’s
Office, where she has served since July 1991. Her duties include responsibility for the
civil enforcement of state environmental and nuisance laws as well as various county
regulations, including the Harris County Subdivision Regulations, the Floodplain
ManagementRegulations and the Regulations for Storm Water Quality Management.
Ms. Sisk is also the Legislative Liaison to the Texas Legislature for the Harris County
Attorney’s Office. Her responsibilities at the legislature include drafting and securing
passageof the county’s legislative platform during the biennial legislative sessions.
From1989-1991, Ms. Sisk served as General Counsel for the Harris-Galveston Coastal
SubsidenceDistrict. From1984-1989,Ms. Sisk was an Assistant Attorney General in the
EnvironmentalProtection Division of the Attorney General’s Office, except for an 18month period spent assisting the Texas Department of Agriculture in expanding its
pesticide enforcementprogram.
Ms. Sisk is an honors graduate of the University of Texasat Austin and the University of
Texas School of Law. She received her Bachelor of Arts Degree in Economicsin 1981
and her Juris Doctorin 1984.

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
Office of Enforcement and Compliance Assurance
FY2006 National Progrma Managers’ Guidance, February 2005
Executive
I.

Summary

Program Office

Office of Enforcement and Compliance Assistance (OECA)- Draft FY2006 Update
the National Program Managers’ Guidance.
II.

Introduction/Context

EPA’snational enforcement and complianceassurance programis characterized by its
multi-media scope and breadth. The national program is responsible for maximizingcompliance
with 10 distinct federal environmentalstatutes dealing with prevention and control of air
pollution, water pollution, hazardous waste, toxic substances, and pesticides. Most of these
statutes have multiple program elements, and OECA
carries out compliance and enforcement
activities in a total of 28 separate programareas. The statutory and regulatory requirements of
these programs apply to approximately 41 million regulated entities, an enormousand diverse
universe which needs to achieve and maintain compliance.
The draft OECANational Program Manager’s (NPM)guidance sets forth national
programpriorities and activities for the enforcementand complianceregulatory programsfor a
three year cycle. The performanceexpectations and activities outlined in the guidance are the
starting point from whichheadquarters and the regional offices engageto discuss the
managementof programactivities and the distribution of resources. These discussions result in
the regions committingto specific programactivities which nationally constitute the agreed upon
approach between the regions and the national program managers for achieving performance
expectations in both the core programand the national priorities for the fiscal year.
FY 2006 Update to the FY2005 - 2007 NPMGuidance
The FY2005- 2007 NPMguidance issued in April 2004 incorporated changes and
recommendationsadopted by the Agencyto improve the planning process as a whole and to
continue to integrate programplanning with performance-basedresults. Additionally, the
developmentand issuance of the NPMguidance was timed to engage the states earlier and more
directly to allow thema greater role in EPA’splanning and priority setting processes.
One of the most significant changes to the FY2005 - 2007 planning process was the
introduction of the online commitmentsystem (OLCS). The OLCSreplaced the paper
memorandum
of agreement (MOAs)that OECA
had previously required from each of the ten

regions. Starting in FY2005,the regions entered their annual programcommitmentsinto the
OLCS.Regions were required to enter commitmentsfor both the core and national priority
areas. Headquarters and the regions negotiated and finalized acceptable commitmentlevels prior
to the start of FY2005.
For FY2006, OECAhas eliminated a number of the commitments in the OLCS.After
completing the commitmentprocess for 2005, OECA
senior managers established a workgroup
to review the existing commitmentsand makerecommendationsfor reducing the numberof
commitmentsin the system. The purpose for this was twofold. The first was to reduce the
overall numberof commitmentsto alleviate the reporting burden on the regions. The second
was to respond to the regions’ feedback that a numberof the commitmentsneeded clarification,
better definitions, clearer delineation betweenfederal and state responsibility, or were
duplicative of other media programs’ commitments. The workgroup, composedof regional and
headquarters staff, reviewed all of OECA’sOLCScommitments. A set of principles was
developed to provide the group with a consistent rationale and frameworkfor deciding which
commitmentsshould be deleted, which commitmentsshould be reworked or redefined, and
which commitmentscould remain unchanged. The final result of the workgroup’s
recommendationis that the number of commitmentshas been reduced from168 to XXX.
Additionally, somecommitments’language has been clarified to provide the regions with a
better understanding of the programactivities to which they are committing. Both the core and
national priorities have fewer commitmentsin FY2006.
Another addition to the FY2006planning cycle will be the developmentand
implementation of a strategy for the financial assurance priority. Last year OECA
recommended
that this issue be evaluated during FY2005 to determine whether it should be pursued as a
priority beginning in FY2006. After consulting with our programpartners and others, OECA
has decided to pursue this priority for FY2006-FY2007.A more detailed explanation on the
priority’s selection rationale and OECA’s
approach to for addressing this priority area can be
found in Section I - National Priorities for Enforcementand ComplianceAssurancebelow.
III.

ProgramPriorities
OECA
selected the following national priorities

for the FY2005 - 2007 planning cycle:

Clean Air Act - Air Toxics;
Clean Air Act - NewSource Review/ Prevention of Significant Deterioration
(NSR/PSD);
Clean Water Act - Wet Weather, which includes CombinedSewer Overflows (CSOs),
Concentrated Animal Feeding Operations (CAFOs), Sanitary Sewer Overflows (SSOs)
and Stormwater;
Resource Conservation and Recovery Act - Mineral Processing; and
Tribal
Financial Responsibility

In the remaining months of FY 2005, OECA
will be evaluating the petroleum refinery
priority for a retum to the core programin FY2006.
Tracking Progress
The accurate and timely tracking of programperformance and activities has been a high
priority for OECA
for manyyears. OECA
has workedto establish and refine a data collection
and verification process that requires the attention of both senior managersand staff to ensure
that performanceand programresults data is of the highest caliber possible. OECA
distributes
monthly managementreports to ensure managementattention to meaningful program metrics
and makesad hoc analysis capabilities available through the Online Targeting Information
System (OTIS).
Program Contacts
Lisa Raymer 202-564-7059
Nicholas Franco 202-564-0113
Robert Tolpa 202-564-233 7

NATIONAL PRIORITIES

SECTION I.
FOR ENFORCEMENT AND COMPLIANCE ASSURANCE

OECA
selected its national priorities for the FY2005- FY2007planning cycle at the
beginning of last year. Strategy implementationplans have been developed for all of the
priorities and activities are fully underwayto meet the priorities’ goals. This section of the NPM
guidance is still being updated and a completedsection will be available in the final NPM
guidance scheduled for issuance in April. Beloware short summariesof the priority topic areas.
For moreinformationon the priorities, priority-specific goals, and the national priority selection
process go to www.epa.gov/compliance/planning/priorities/index.html
Financial Responsibility_
Selection Rationale: Financial responsibility protects public health and the environmentby
providing an incentive for the proper and safe handling of hazardous materials and protecting
against a liable party defaulting on closure or clean-up obligations. Thesebenefits are lost
unless there is compliancewith the financial responsibility requirements and enforcement
wherethere is a failure to maintain sufficient financial responsibility. Absentfinancial
assurance, protection of humanhealth and the environment would depend on available
govemmentalfinancial resources. Consistent with EPA’smandate to ensure compliance with
the law and the Agency’slong standing "polluter pays" principle, an enforcementstrategy for
obtaining full compliancewith financial assurance requirements prevents improper handling of
hazardousmaterials and the shifting of the costs from the responsible parties to state and federal
taxpayers.
OECA
is concernedthat entities are not providing adequate financial responsibility in
accordance with their obligations under federal laws. OECA’s
concerns in this area are shared
by the Association of State Territories Solid Waste ManagementOrganizations (ASTSWMO)
whourged OECA
to adopt financial responsibility as an FY2006-2007enforcement priority.
Recent events have revealed that there are significant issues related to compliancewith the
financial responsibility obligations under current environmentallaws.
EPAhas decided to phase in its approach in the examination of complianceand
enforcement issues under the federal laws. OECA
has initiated its review by looking at RCRA
Subtitle C closure~post-closure, RCRA
corrective action and the ComprehensiveEnvironmental
Response, Compensation, and Liability Act (CERCLA)
in FY05. OECAthen plans to evaluate
the Toxics Substance and Control Act (TSCA), the Safe Drinking Water Act (SDWA)
RCRA
Subtitle I in late FY2005and FY2006to determine if the financial assurance programs
under these laws should be included in this priority. This phased approach will help OECA
refine its efforts to address identified non-compliance
and resource issues as well as help in the
developmentof a strategy with measurable goals and outputs for all environmental laws
requiring financial responsibility that are part of this priority.
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Performance-BasedStrategy Goal: By FY2007, reduce harm to humanhealth and the
environment by addressing noncompliance and optimize EPA’sfinancial protection and
resources. EPAis currently developing procedures and measures to carry out this goal by
creating a screening process to assess risks caused by a failure to have financial responsibility so
that high-risk entities are identified on a priority basis and ensuringthat all inspected entities are
in complianceor on a path to compliance.
Wet Weather
Selection Rationale - Discharges from wet weather events are the leading causes of water
quality impairment as documentedin Clean Water Act (CWA)Section 305(b) reports
represent significant threats to public health and the environment. The discharges comefrom
overflows from combinedsewers or sanitary sewers, concentrated animal feeding operations
(CAFO)discharges and run-off, and storm water run-off. The main pollutants in sewer
overflowsare fecal coliform (raw sewage), bacteria, pathogens, nutrients, untreated industrial
wastes, toxic pollutants such as oil and pesticides, and debris washedinto the sewer system.
Discharges of nitrogen, phosphorous and fecal coliform from CAFOs
to water bodies can occur
through poor maintenance of waste lagoons, improper storage of animal waste, excessive and
improperapplication of manureto crops, and excessive rainfall resulting in spills and leaks of
manuremanagementareas. Storm water runoff can carry high levels of pollutants such as
sediment, oil and grease, suspendedsolids, nutrients, heavy metals, pathogens, toxins, and trash
into sewer systemsand ultimately into our streams, rivers, lakes, estuaries, wetlands, and oceans.
Pollutants in sewer overflows, storm water discharges and CAFO’scan cause a variety of
diseases in humans, ranging from dysentery to hepatitis. Wet weather compliance problems have
been prioritized by looking at regulated facilities contributing to the impairmentof watersheds,
beaches and other recreational areas, shellfish beds, source water protection areas, environmental
justice areas, and other sensitive areas.
Performance-BasedStrategy Wet WeatherGoal Statement: Protect public health and water
quality in our nation’s watersheds where CSO’s, SSO’s, CAFO’s,and Stormwater sources may
adversely impact sensitive areas, environmentaljustice communities,or have the potential to
cause other significant risks to the environmentor humanhealth.
Air Toxics - Maximum
Achievable Control Technology_ (MACT)
Selection Rationale: MACT
standards are promulgated under Section 112 of the CAAto
regulate the most hazardous air pollutants (HAPs)and those posing the highest degree of risk
humanhealth and the environment. By ensuring compliance with MACT
standards, the Agency
reduces public exposure to toxic air emissions. By the end of 2004, EPAwill have promulgated
approximately 90 MACT
standards. After MACT
standards are established, the regulated
communityhas several years before the compliancedate takes effect to leam about and prepare
for the new standards. Emphasison MACT
standards over several years, both before and after
the compliancedates, can ensure that the requirements are clearly understood and that guidance
and complianceassistance tools are developed for regulatory agencies and the regulated

community.
The Air Toxics program first becamean OECA
priority in FY2000. Since that time, the
objective of the priority has been to distribute the substantial MACT
implementation workload
between headquarters and the regions through a regional Adopt-a-MACT
program. Through the
program, the regions adopted MACT
standards for which they developed compliance monitoring
and complianceassistance tools. This approach has resulted in the availability of a wide array of
MACT
implementation tools such as inspector check lists, applicability flowcharts and
compliance timelines. Nowthat compliance dates are in place for more than 40 MACT
standards, and implementationtools are available for the majority of these standards, the focus of
the Air Toxics priority will shift from primarily a complianceassistance and tool development
effort to compliance monitoring and enforcement will continue in FY2006.
Performance-Based
Strategy Goal: The general goal of this strategy will be to protect
public health and the environmentfrom the release of harmful emissions of air toxic pollutants.
An important componentof meeting this general goal will be to implementthe PerformanceBased Air Toxics EnforcementStrategy; key provisions will include:
Identification and addressing of high risk pollutants of concern;
Focus on major MaximumAchievable Control Technology ("MACT")sources while
maintaining regional flexibility to target all MACT
source categories for investigation,
including area sources;
Consideration of EnvironmentalJustice (E J) in targeting MACT
source investigations;
Utilization and further developmentof targeting tools whichidentify and prioritize high
risk sources of concern and substantive areas of noncompliancewith MACT
standards;
Identification of data gaps and ways to gather such data;
Coordinationof enforcementefforts with states and tribes as appropriate.
The primary goal of the Air Toxics EnforcementStrategy will be to:
Achieve an annual reduction of approximately 12,000 pounds of air emissions regulated by the
MACT
standards during the priority period through the investigation and enforcement of
strategically chosen MACT
standards. Such air emissions, which include knowncarcinogens,
mutagens,teratogens, etc., are the most toxic air pollutants regulated under the Clean Air Act.
Over the FY2005-2007 period, approximately 36,000 pounds of air emissions regulated by the
MACT
standards will be reduced from these MACT
sources. Sources identified as violating the
emission requirements of applicable MACT
standards will be placed on federally enforceable
complianceschedules, or will have had appropriate enforcementaction taken, to reduce their
excess emissions to zero, in accordance with EPA’senforcement response policy.
NSR/PSD
Selection Rationale - NewSource Review (NSR)requirements in the CAAare intended
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ensure that the construction of newsources or modification of existing sources does not
jeopardize the attainment of National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS)
in nonattainment areas. Prevention of Significant Deterioration (PSD) requirements ensure that areas
with relatively clean air are not significantly degradedby the influx of newair pollution sources.
The NSRand PSDprograms directly control emissions of criteria air pollutants, and the PSD
programrequires sources to address a numberof toxic air pollutants. Avoidanceof the required
review results in inadequate control of emissions, thereby contributing thousands of unaccounted
tons of pollution each year, particularly ofNOx, VOC,SO2and PM~0.These emissions worsen
problemsin non-attainment areas and threaten to drive attainment areas into non-attainment.
Investigations conductedby EPAat manycoal-fired utility companies, refineries, and other
industrial facilities reveal that manyof themmademodifications that were subject to NSRor
PSDbut failed to obtain the required permits or install necessary controls. Somesources may
have unintentionally violated those requirements due to misunderstandings of the applicable law.
EPAhas attempted through its Equipment Replacement Rule to reform NSRrules to provide
greater clarity, but the D.C. Appellate Court has placed a stay on final implementationof the
rule.
While EPAwill vigorously pursue the new rules through the courts, compliance with
current NSRprovisions remains our objective and we will continue to use enforcement to meet
that objective. Wewill pursue all filed cases and decisions to bring newcases will be guided by
several factors including available resources and desired environmental benefits. NSRis an
important tool and one componentof our comprehensivenational strategy to achieve cleaner air.
Performance-Based Strategy Goal:
Throughthe NSR/PSD
priority, EPAwill protect humanhealth and the environment by
investigating the compliancestatus of companiesrepresenting 75%of the nation’s coal-fired
power generating capacity by 2007. The companies found to be in noncompliancewill be
subject to an enforceable order by the end of FY2007. Such orders will ultimately result in the
reduction in air emissions of 700 million pounds. Further, EPAwill identify additional sectors
where significant environmental benefit can be derived from the resolution of NSR/PSD
noncompliance by the end of FY2007.
Mineral Processing
Selection Rationale: The mishandling of mineral processing wastes has caused significant
environmental damageand resulted in costly cleanups. These highly acidic wastes have caused
fish kills and the arsenic and cadmiumthat these wastes often contain have been found in
elevated levels in residential wells. Evidencegathered in recent inspections indicates that
mineral processing facilities are failing to obtain the necessary permits and adequately manage
their wastes.
Mining produces significant amounts of waste and byproducts, ranging from 10%to over
99.99%of the total material mined. Wastes include overburden and waste rock, which are
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primarily disposed of in piles near the minesite. Wasterock dumpsare generally constructed on
unlined terrain, with underlying soils stripped, graded, or compacteddependingon engineering
considerations. Tailings contain a mixture of impurities, trace metals, and residue of chemicals
used in the beneficiation process. Specific types of environmental impacts include: acid mine
drainage, acid leaching operations, fugitive dust emissions, erosion and sedimentation, habitat
modification, disruption of surface and groundwater, and mining subsidence, the creation of
sinkholes or troughs as a result of collapsing overlying strata into minedout voids. These
sinkholes interrupt surface water drainage, affecting ponds and streams.
Performance-Based Strategy Goal:
By FY 2007, reduce harm to humanhealth and the environment by selecting a screening
model to assess humanhealth exposure and environmental risks caused by wastes from mineral
processing and mining1, so that high-risk facilities are identified and inspected on a priority
basis. ByFY2007, ensure that all inspected facilities are in complianceor on a path to
complianceand that X%of the remaining facilities are aware of the best managementpractices
appropriate for the sector.
Tribal
Selection Rationale: Significant humanhealth and environmental problems, associated with
several mediaprograms, are present in Indian country and other tribal areas. There are currently
562 federally-recognized Indian tribes in the United States responsible for almost 77 million
acres of land in Indian country. The tribal priority will focus on a variety of environmental
issues and will also address adjacent noncomplyingfacilities impacting Indian country and other
tribal areas, including those in Alaska.
Performance-Based
Strategy Goal: The primary goal of the tribal strategy is to significantly
improve humanhealth and the environment in Indian country and other tribal areas through EPA
working with tribes on compliance assistance, compliance monitoring and enforcement
activities. Throughbuilding tribal capacity and direct implementation,EPAwill initially focus
national attention on three areas: drinking water, schools and waste management.
Petroleum Refineries
PetroleumRefining, a current national priority, will be evaluated at the end of FY2005
for potential return to the Core Program.
Selection Rationale: The Petroleum Refining Sector was selected as a national priority in FY
1996. An integrated national strategy was developed that built upon individual Regional
investigative efforts in this sector in the early 1990s, and sought to assembleand focus regional,
1 Mining is here defined as the extraction of mineral commoditiesexcluding coal, sand, gravel, and
aggregate.

headquarters and state refinery expertise in a National effort to engagethis industry, on a
company-wide
basis, in resolving the most environmentallysignificant, crosscutting air pollution
violations at their facilities.
Throughthis effort, EPAinitiated scores of investigations at refineries and embarkedon a
series of multi-facility negotiations with major refining companies.At this time, global
settlements have been reached with refiners representing approximately 40 percent of the domestic
petroleum refining capacity. Subsequent to FY2002, the emphasis in the petroleum refining
strategy shifted to completing the investigation and settlement work that was in progress. Beyond
concluding negotiations with those facilities we have already engaged, the regions will have a
continuing resource commitmentto implementing Federal consent decrees. Ultimately, EPAmust
assure that the states have sufficient capacity to both investigate and retum to compliance,refiners
that have not been the subject of Federal enforcement,and to secure the benefits of the Federal
settlements through permitting, once the settlements have expired.

SECTION II.
CORE PROGRAM ACTIVITIES
These activities are conducted to implementrequired elements of environmental laws and
to maintain a credible presence to deter noncompliance.This section begins with a discussion of
those aspects of national guidance whichapply across all core programareas, then provides a
discussion about individual programelements under various environmental statutes.
Tile performanceexpectations and required regional responses defined in this core
guidance represent national programexpectations and do not cover all of the enforcementand
complianceassurance efforts conductedin the regional offices. Flexibility is a key componentof
the national enforcement and complianceassurance programplanning process and there is the
understanding that, while regions are expected to support national programcore and priority
activities, there are very real, credible reasons for a region’s nonparticipation. There are many
factors that can influence the level of a region’s participation. For example,geographicor sector
initiatives, the presence/absenceof a regulated sector in a region, regional resources, and high
priority regional initiatives can all directly impact the regions’ contributions to national core and
priority activities. To ascertain the full array of a region’s activities for a given fiscal year, the
region’s response to the core programguidance must be considered along with their Regional Plan.
In particular, the regional plans provide moreinformation on the region’s use of compliance
assistance and complianceincentive tools to achieve results. A region’s performanceis based on
the effective use of all the enforcementand complianceassistance tools and programactivities.
The core guidanceactivities laid out below, in conjunction with the regional plans, provide the
best context for a regions’ contribution to the national programand to programactivities in areas
unique to the region. To access the regional plans, go to
http://www.epa.gov/ocfo/regionplans/regionalplans2.html.
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I.

*

INTRODUCTION

In 1977 the Texas Legislature abolished the Texas Water Quality Board and the Texas
Water Rights Commission,consolidating the two agencies into the Texas Departmentof Water
Resources.~ The theory was that consolidation of both fimctions in the sameagency might allow
closer coordinationof water quality and water fights regulation, and possibly evenresult in "onestop permitting." Althoughan interesting experiment, it did not work. Water quality and water
fights functions of the agencyremainedlargely independent.
Through its various subsequent incamations as the Texas Natural Resources
Conservation Commissionand, now, the Texas Commissionon Environmental Quality (the
"TCEQ"or the "Commission"), with the addition of solid waste, hazardous waste, and air
pollution control regulatory authority, the goal of "one-stop permitting" for water quality and
water rights has comeno closer to reality.
Nevertheless, the connection betweenthe two functions is becomingincreasingly clear.
The volumeof water available undeniably impacts instream uses, the concentration of pollutants,
and, hence, achievement of water quality standards. 2 Similarly, the ability to obtain legal
authorization to divert, impound,and store water is essential to controlling storm water and nonpoint source pollution.
This paper examines two examples of activities requiring coordination of traditional
water fights regulatory authority with water quality regulation and runoff controls that maybe
associated with non-pointsource pollution control.
II.

RUNOFF AND NON-POINT SOURCE POLLUTION CONTROL
A.

Background

"Non-pointsource pollution" is pollution from diffuse sources that do not have a single
point of origin or are not introduced into receiving water fi’om a specific outlet. As the TCEQ
defines the term in its rules for its monitoringand assessmentprogramfor watershed/basin water
quality:
*The authors acknowledgeand rely on the backgrounddiscussion and practical agency perspective on these issues
set out in a recent seminar paper by the head of the TCEQ’s
Water Rights Permitting and Availability Section, Todd
Chenoweth.

Act of May17, 1977, 65t~ Leg., R.S., ch. 870, 1977 Tex. Gen. Laws2207.
See PUDNo. 1 of Jefferson County v. WashingtonDep’t of Ecology, 511 U.S. 700 (1994).

2

Nonpointsource pollution - Generally results from land runoff, precipitation,
atmospheric deposition, drainage, seepage, or hydrologic modification. Any
’’3
source of pollution that is not subject to regulationas a "point source.
Non-pointsource pollutants mayoriginate from rural/agricultural activities (e.g., pesticides),
effluent fromseptic tanks, and various wastesfromurban activities (e.g., road salts, oily wastes).
Such pollutants are commonly
carried off the land by storm water runoff; non-stormwater flows
occur from sources other than rainwater (e.g., car washing, street cleaning). Thesetypes of nonpoint source pollution can significantly affect surface water quality. For this reason, various
types of water quality restrictions mayinfluence a landowner’s choice and use of management
4practices designedto control storm water runoff.
Local, state, and federal regulations frequently imposerequirements designed to control
non-point source pollution, and a frequently required control mechanismis detention ponds.
Whethera detention pond requires a state water fights permit is a fact-specific question.
Similarly, both non-point source pollution control and management
of runoff frequently involve
modification of natural flow patterns. Suchmodifications of natural flow patterns implicate both
statutory and common
law standards regarding the obligation of the upland property ownernot to
increase the natural flow on his downstreamneighbors. The application of state water rights law
to both of these areas is discussed below.
B.

Surface Water Permitting Requirements
1. Generaldoctrine - state ownershipof surface water

The first issue to resolve is ownership. Dependingupon whoownsthe water, different
standards apply. As a general matter, surface water is ownedby the State and available for use
pursuant to the statutory appropriation process. Texas WaterCode§ 11.021 (a) provides:
The water of the ordinary flow, undertow, and tides of every flowing river,
natural stream, and lake, and of every bay or armof the Gulf of Mexico,and the
storm water, floodwater, and rainwater of every river, natural stream, canyon,
5ravine, depression, and watershedin the state is the propertyof the state.
Section 11.021(a) appears to assert state ownership over every type of surface water.
"[S]torm water, floodwater, and rainwater of every.., watershedin the state" leaves very little
for private ownership.The provision has not, to date, been construed by either the courts or the
state agencies as broadly as its express terms. Nevertheless, given the breadth of the "state
water" definition, it is both conservative and reasonable to assumethat the water involved in a

3 30 T.A.C. § 220.2(3) (West2005).
4 See generally U.S. EnvironmentalProtection Agency, Eight Tools of WatershedProtection in DevelopingAreas,
found at: http://www.epa.gov/watertrain(visited July 3, 2005).
5 TEX.WATER
CODE
ANN.§ 11.021(a) (Vernon 2000); 30 T.A.C. § 297.1(50).
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project is state water, and that a permit will be required unless (a) an exception to the state
ownership rule exists, or (b) an exemption from the state permit requirement applies.
2. Diffuse surface water - an exception to state ownership
Diffused surface water is water on the surface of the land that has not yet entered a
watercourse. Generally, this water is rainfall runoff, although water left in upland areas after a
flood recedes may also qualify. The TCEQ’srules define "diffused surface water" as
Water on the surface of the land in places other than watercourses. Diffused
water may flow vagrantly over broad areas coming to rest in natural depressions,
playa lakes, bogs, or marshes. (An essential characteristic of diffused water is
6that its flow is short-lived.)
Diffused surface waters are the property of the owner of the soil, not the State, until they enter a
watercourse and become state water or riparian water. 7 Consequently, the definition of a
"watercourse" assumes some significance.
In some instances,
determining the existence
of a watercourse is relatively
straightforward.
Navigable streams are generally considered watercourses.
Any stream
retaining an average width of thirty feet from its mouth, measured from cut bank to cut bank, is
considered legally navigable. 8 The State holds the waters of navigable streams in trust for the
public and, therefore, they are subject to appropriation. 9 The State also owns the lands
tmderlying navigable streams. 1° Although the State does not own the lands underlying nonnavigable water, it does have the right to transport water through watercourses, including nonnavigable streams, for a public purpose without seeking permission from riparian landowners. ~
As discussed below in the context of water reuse, the State must grant authorization for use of
the bed and banks of a flowing stream to convey water from one point to another.
In other instances,
determining the existence of a watercourse is less clear. A
watercourse has three characteristics:
(a) a channel, with a well-defined bed and banks, (b)
current of water, and (c) a permanent source of supply. 12 Application of these criteria, however,
can be challenging. The bed and banks may be "slight, imperceptible,
or absent" in some
13
instances without the stream losing its character as a watercourse.
However, a watercourse is
6 30 T.A.C.§ 297.1(16).
7 Turner v. Big LakeOil Co., 128 Tex. 155, 96 S.W.2d221 (1936); Motl v. Boyd, 116 Tex. 82, 286 S.W.458
(1926).It shouldbe notedthat the State’s jurisdiction over waterfor purposesof pollutioncontrol is broaderthan
"state water"for water rights purposes.Section 26.121of the TexasWaterCode,enacted as an exercise of the
police power, extends to "water in the state," whether surface or groundwater. TEX.WATER
CODE
ANN.§
26.001(5).
8 See TEX.NAT.RES.CODE
ANN.
§ 21.001(3)(Vernon2001).
9 In re Adjudicationof the WaterRights of the UpperGuadalupeSegmentof the GuadalupeRiver Basin, 642
S.W.2d438 (Tex. 1982); Motlv. Boyd,116 Tex. 82, 286S.W.458 (1926).
lo See State v. Bradford,121 Tex.515, 50 S.W.2d1065(1932).
11SeeDomelv. City of Georgetown,
6 S.W.3d349 (Tex. App.--Austin1999,pet. denied).
12 Hoersv. Short, 114 Tex. 501,273S.W.785 (1925).
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more than a low area in a pasture or a typical west Texas draw. 14 The channel should be the
result of the action of flowing water over an extended period of time. 15 The requirement of a
current is also flexible. Thecurrent "need not be continuous and the stream maybe dry for long
periods of time." (The watercourseat issue in the Hoefs case usually ran for a day or two after a
big rain, and from one to twenty-twotimes annually.) 16 Similarly, it is not necessary that water
always be present to satisfy the "permanent source of supply" requirement; the determinative
question is whetherthe conditions occur with sufficient regularity for the utility of the water
supply for agriculture and other beneficial purposes.17 The distinction between an "unnamed
intermittent tributary" and a "low area of the pasture" can be largely in the eyes of the beholder,
and it is precisely this distinction that will determinewhetherthe water involvedis state water or
diffused surface water.
If the area collecting water is a watercourse, and almost anything that shows up on a
USGStopographic map could be, then a state water rights permit will be required for
impoundment
of water, unless an exemptionfrom the permitting requirement is applicable. Prior
to addressing permit exemptions, however, one requirement applicable to diffused surface water
should be noted. TexasWater Code§ 11.086 states, in part:

(a)Noperson maydivert

or impoundthe natural flow of surface waters in this state, or
permit a diversion or impoundingby him to continue, in a manner that damages the
property of another by the overflow of the water diverted or impounded.

(b)A person

whose property is injured by an overflow of water caused by an unlawful
diversion or impounding has remedies at law and in equity and mayrecover damages
18
occasioned by the overflow.

"Surface waters" as used in this section refers to diffused surface waters. Until this statute’s
predecessor was adopted in 1915, land granted under the commonlaw was subject to the
"common
enemydoctrine," which allowed a landownerto divert excess water from his land onto
his neighbor’s on the theory that it was a commonenemy. The adoption of Section 11.086’s
predecessor in 1915 madethe civil law rule, under which a landownermaynot burden adjacent
lands with any greater burden than wouldoccur under natural flow conditions, applicable to all
property in Texas.19 Thus, to the extent a project or property developmentmodifies the natural
flow patterns of diffused surface water, the possibility of liability to adjacent property ownersis
raised. That this is a serious possibility is demonstratedby the fact that Section 11.086 is the
most litigated, or at least most annotated, provision of the TexasWaterCode.

~4 Turner v. Big Lake Oil Co., 62 S.W.2d 491 (Tex. Civ. App.--E1 Paso 1933), aff’d 128 Tex. 155, 96 S.W.2d 221
(1936).
15 International-Great

N. R.R. Co. v. Reagan, 121 Tex. 233, 49 S.W.2d 414 (1932).

~6See Domel, 6 S.W.3d at 354.
17 Hoefs, 273 S.W.2d at 788.
18 TEX. WATER
CODEANN.§ 11.086.
~9 See Kraft v. Langford, 565 S.W.2d 223,228-29 (Tex. 1978).

3. Domestic and livestock use - an exemption from permitting
If a watercourse exists, and an impoundmentis necessary for either runoff control or
treatment of non-point source pollution, the most frequently applied exemption from the
permitting requirement is found in Texas Water Code§ 11.142, which provides:
(a) Without obtaining a permit, a person mayconstruct on the person’s own
property a damor reservoir with normal storage of not morethan 200 acre-feet of water
for domestic and livestock purposes.... This exemptiondoes not apply to a commercial
operation.
< Text of subsec. (b) as inserted by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 966, § 2.09
(b) Withoutobtaining a permit, a person mayconstruct on the person’s property
damor reservoir with normalstorage of not morethan 200 acre-feet of water for fish and
wildlife purposes if the property on which the damor reservoir will be constructed is
qualified open-space land, as defined by Section 23.51, Tax Code. This exemptiondoes
not apply to a commercialoperation.
< Text of subsec. (b) as inserted by Acts 2001, 77th Leg., ch. 1427, § 1
(b) Without obtaining a permit, a person mayconstruct on the person’s property
in an unincorporated area a damor reservoir with normal storage of not more than 200
acre-feet of water for commercial or noncommercialwildlife management,including
fishing, but not including fish farming.

(d) Withoutobtaining a permit, a person mayconstruct or maintain a reservoir for
the sole purpose of sediment control as part of a surface coal miningoperation under the
Texas Surface Coal Mining and Reclamation Act (Article 5920-11, Vernon’s Texas Civil
Statutes).
Themost significant limitation of the domesticand livestock exemptionis that it does not apply
to commercialactivities. Animpoundment
that is part of a commercialoperation must obtain a
water rights permit. Similarly, ponds that are amenities of a residential subdivision, ownedby
the property owners’ association, have been required to obtain permits. Note also that the
exemptionfor sedimentcontrol structures is limited to strip miningoperations.
4. Obtaining a state water rights permit
If a structure impoundsstate water, and does not qualify under Section 11.142’s domestic
and livestock exemption,it must obtain a permit to appropriate state water. It is unlawful to
willfully take, divert, or appropriate any state water for any purposewithout first complyingwith
all applicable requirementsof Chapter 11 of the TexasWater Code. Violators are also subject to
6

civil and administrative penalties. 2° To makematters worse, in manyparts of the state, obtaining
a permit can be challenging.
21 The
A person desiring to appropriate state water must obtain a permit from the TCEQ.
permit maybe granted only if, after filing of a proper application, paymentof the required fees,
and notice and hearing, the applicant showsthat: (1)unappropriated water is available in the
source of supply; (2)the proposed appropriation: is intended for a beneficial use, does not
impair existing water rights or vested riparian rights, is not detrimental to the public welfare,
considers various environmentaland water quality assessmentsrequired by statute, and addresses
a water supply need in a mannerconsistent with the state water plan and the relevant approved
regional plan(s); and (3)reasonable diligence will be used to avoid waste and achieve water
22
conservation.
In addition to the regular appropriation permit issued under Section 11.121, the
Commissionissues several types of more restrictive permits authorized by the Texas Water
Code, including: temporarypermits, 23 contractual permits or amendments
that authorize use by a
third party not expressly authorized under the base permit, 24 permits authorizing the conversion
of an exempt domestic and livestock reservoir to other beneficial uses, 25 emergency
authorizations to appropriate or use state water,26 2v
and term permits.
C.

Permitting RequirementsApplicable to Runoff Control

As outlined by the EPA’swatershed protection materials, the general goals of storm
water managementpractices include maintaining groundwater quality and recharge, reducing
storm water pollutant loads, protecting stream channels, preventing increased overbankflooding,
and safely conveying extreme floods. 28 Amongthe common
structural techniques for controlling
storm water quantity and quality, the use of storm water detention pondsand techniques to divert
or re-route the flow of runoff maytrigger water fights permitting requirementsunder Texaslaw,
if state water is appropriated, diverted, or stored.29 As discussedabove,the key distinction is that
betweendiffused surface water and water that has reached a defined watercourse(state water).
1. Storm water detention ponds
The crucial factor in whether a water rights permit will be required for a storm water
detention pond is whether the pond is on a watercourse. If it is not, no Chapter 11 permit is
20 See TEX.WATER
CODE
ANN.
§§ 11.081,11.082,11.0842,11.0843.
2~Id. § 11.121.
22 Id. § 11.134(b)(Vernon
Supp.2004-05);
30T.A.C.§§297.41-.50.
23 TEX.WATER
CODE
ANN.
§ 11.138(Vernon
2000);30 T.A.C.§ 297.13.
24 30 T.A.C.§§297.14,297.101etseq.
25TEX.WATER
CODE
ANN.
§ 11.143(Vemon
Supp.2004-05);30 T.A.C.§ 297.15.
26
TEX. WATER CODE ANN. § 11.139
(Vernon
2000);30 T.A.C. § 297.17.
27TEX.WATERCODE
ANN.§ 11.1381;30 T.A.C.§ 297.19.
28Seesupranote4 at 16-17.
29 SeeToddChenoweth,
WaterRightsandNon-Point
SourcePollutionControl,TexasWaterLawInstitute (Nov.45, 2004).
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required if only diffused surface water is being collected. Evenif the detention pond is on a
watercourse, in practice the TCEQ
is not likely to require a Chapter 11 permit if the pond is
designed to detain the water only for a short period of time, that is, a pond designed to
"attenuate" or slow downthe rate of flow of the runoff. (Any beneficial use of the water,
however,wouldrequire a water rights permit.) Onthe other hand, a storm water retention pond
(on a watercourse) designed to permanently capture and hold some volumeof storm water must
be permitted under Chapter 11 provisions and TCEQ
rules.
2. Routing storm water runoff
For the techniqueof re-routing the flow of storm water runoff, the critical definition of a
"watercourse"again comesinto play. A permit will generally be required if the water to be rerouted has reached a watercourse, that is, has becomestate water. The TCEQ’sWater Right
Section, however, notes that it has recognized an exception to this general requirement where
"the re-routing of the watercourse is totally on the owner’s ownpro3~erty and the altered
watercoursewill leave the property at the samepoint that it did naturally."
3. Watersupply options
As described above, if the circumstancessurrounding a particular application of a storm
water managementtechnique so require, the landownermust obtain a water rights permit under
Section 11.121. However,in a fully appropriated watershed (which is the case with manyof the
river basins in Texas), it will not be possible to obtain such authorization because no
unappropriated water is available for appropriation by the newpermit. Thus, for the project to
go forward, somesource of water must be found to offset evaporation losses that occur during
dry periods.
In such cases several options are available to supply the water to offset losses and allow
issuance of the permit. Onealternative is inclusion of a condition that the permittee makeup for
water lost to evaporation by pumpinggroundwateras necessary to maintain the structure at its
full capacity when evaporation would otherwise cause the level to decline. A similar
requirement can be implementedby purchasing surface water to offset losses from a supplier
with a senior water right. Anotheralternative, if a permanentauthorization for the facility is not
31 The Commissionnormally issues term
required, is obtaining a "term permit" from the TCEQ.
permits whenunappropriated water is not available on a permanentbasis. Such a permit maybe
issued, if other appropriators are not currently makingfull use of their appropriations, for a term
of years until the water is needed by senior appropriators. Often such term permits are
renewableat the expiration of the initial term.

3°Id. at 4-5.
See TEX.WATER
CODE
§ 11.1381; 30 T.A.C. § 297.19.
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III.

WATER QUALITY CONSIDERATIONS IN WATER RIGHTS PERMITTING

Just as water rights regulatory requirements impinge upon what maybe primarily a water
quality related project, water quality and environmentalrequirementsare playing an increasingly
large role in waterrights permitting.
Water rights permitting statutes themselves contain various provisions requiring the
TCEQ
to consider environmental and conservation oriented impacts of any application to store,
take, or divert surface water. TheCommission
must consider the effects, if any, on groundwater
or groundwaterrecharge.32 It mustassess the effects, if any, of the issuance of the permit on the
bays and estuaries of Texas.33 Finally, it must include, to the extent practicable in light of all
public interests, permit conditions that it considers necessary to maintain existing instream
uses,34 the water quality of the river or stream to which the permit wouldapply,35 and fish and
36
wildlife habitats.
Onearea in whichwater quality criteria comeinto play directly in water fights permitting
is the establishment of instream flow requirements, whichare normally contained in newpermits
and whichnormally require that a minimum
flow be present at a defined point of the watercourse
before water maybe stored or diverted under the permit. In establishing the instream flow
requirement, the TCEQnowrequires as a minimumthat the seven-day, two-year low flow (7Q2)
be maintained. This is the flow level normally used in computing of effluent discharge
limitations and in determiningwhetherinstream water quality criteria are satisfied.
IV.

RIGHTS IN TREATED WASTEWATER EFFLUENT

In part because of the good job municipalities and others have done fulfilling their
obligations with regard to water quality, a controversy has developedregarding water rights in
treated sewage effluent. It is centered upon the question of ownership rights in treated
wastewatereffluent following its discharge into a watercourse.
A.

Background

The TCEQnowhas pending before it numerous applications to authorize the reuse of
treated wastewatereffluent, including several competingapplications in the Coloradoand Trinity
River Basins.37 The interests competingfor fights to reuse the water generally include (1) the

32 TEX.WATER
CODE
ANN.
§ 11.151.
33 Id. § 11.147(b)(Vernon
Supp.2004-05).
34Id. § 11.147(d).
35/d. (conditionsto maintain
waterqualityof the river or streamto whichthe permitwouldapply);see alsoid. §
11.150(requiredassessment
of effectsonwaterqualityin thestate).
36 Id. § 11.147(e).Fora proposedwaterright in excessof 5,000acre-feetper year, the TCEQ
mustassess the
impactof the permitonfish andwildlife habitats, andmayrequirethe applicantto take reasonableactionsto
mitigateadverseimpacts.Id. § 11.152(Vernon
2000).
37TheTCEQ’s
rules define"reuse"as "[t]he authorized
usefor oneor morebeneficialpurposes
of useof waterthat
remainsunconsumed
after the wateris usedfor the originalpurposeof useandbeforethat wateris eitherdisposed
9

municipalities or other entities treating and discharging the wastewater, (2) the holders of the
base water rights, fi’om whichthe treated effluent is derived, and (3) other, frequently senior,
water rights holders in the basin. Althoughvarious aspects of the issue have been addressed by
both the legislature and the TCEQ,
its current resolution is far from clear.
The Texas Legislature addressed reuse of water in Senate Bill 1 in 1997 ("S.B. 38
1").
"Direct reuse" of municipal effluent, e.g., piping the effluent to a park or golf course for
irrigation prior to its discharge into a state watercourse, has long been recognized. TexasWater
Code§ 11.046(c), adoptedas part of S.B. 1, provides for such reuse as follows:
Except as specifically provided otherwise in the water right, water appropriated
under a permit, certified filing, or certificate of adjudication may,prior to its
release into a watercourseor stream, be beneficially used and reused by the holder
of [that water right] for the purposes and locations of use provided in the [water
right]. Oncewater has been diverted.., and then returned to a watercourse or
stream, however, it is considered surplus water and therefore subject to
reservation for instream uses or beneficial inflows or to appropriation by others
unless expressly providedotherwisein the [water right] .39
The TCEQ’s"municipal use" definition nowincludes not only the initial use of treated
water from the municipal supply system, but also irrigation and other uses of reclaimed water in
lieu of treated water.4° Thus, unless a water right contains a restriction requiring the water right
holder to discharge someportion of the water diverted back to the stream, a water right holder
maymakedirect reuse of the entire volumeof water diverted prior to discharging it back into a
watercourse.
B.

CompetingApproachesto Indirect Reuse of Treated WastewaterEffluent

Proponents of the municipal/discharger interest argue that if the discharger does not
intend to abandonits ownershipinterest upon discharge, it ought to be able to obtain a "bed and
banks" authorization from the TCEQthat allows it to divert an equivalent amountof water
downstreamof the discharge point, less any amountsdeducted by special conditions to protect
the environmentand other water rights holders. 41 Existing senior water right holders, on the
other hand, point to Section 11.046(c) as recognizing that the discharger loses its ownership
interest upon discharge into a watercourse, making the water available either for new
appropriation or for existing appropriators. Holders of the base water right, from which the
effluent was derived, point to the final phrase of Section 11.046(c) and argue that, with
of or discharged or otherwise allowed to flow into a watercourse, lake, or other bodyof state-ownedwater." 30
T.A.C. § 297.1 (44).
38 See generally Act of June 2, 1997, 75th Leg., R.S., ch. 1010, 1997Tex. Gen. Laws3610(codified in scattered
sections of the Texas Water Code, the Texas GovernmentCode, the Texas Agriculture Code, the Texas Tax Code,
and the Texas Health &Safety Code).
39TEX.WATER
CODE
ANN.§ 11.046(c); 30 T.A.C. § 297.49(a).
40 30 T.A.C. § 297.1(32).
41
See TEX.WATER
CODEANN.§ 11.042; 30 T.A.C. § 297.16.
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amendmentof the base water right, the loss of ownershipupon discharge can be avoided making
the appropriationfor reuse theirs.
Additionally, the situation is further complicatedbecauserights vary dependinguponthe
source of water from which the effluent is derived. Another S.B. 1 addition, Texas Water Code
§ 11.042(b),42 specifically addresses and authorizes the indirect reuse of groundwater-based
effluent or return flows. It states:
A person whowishes to discharge and then subsequently divert and reuse the
person’s existing return flows derived from privately ownedgroundwater must
obtain prior authorization from [TCEQ]for the diversion and the reuse of these
return flows. The authorization mayallow for the diversion and reuse by the
discharger of existing return flows, less carriage losses, and shall be subject to
special conditions if necessary to protect an existing water right that wasgranted
based on the use or availability of these return flows. Special conditions mayalso
be provided to help maintain instream uses and freshwater inflows to bays and
estuaries. A person wishing to divert and reuse future increases of return flows
derived from privately ownedgroundwater must obtain authorization to reuse
43
increases in return flowsbefore the increase.
Note that historically discharged groundwater-basedeffluent, upon whichother water rights and
instream uses mayhave cometo depend, is subject to a different standard than newor increased
discharges of groundwater-based effluent. Reuse of developed surface water, imported from
outside the river basin, would presumablybe subject to this same standard because it, like
groundwater, represents a newsource of supply to the basin, impacting other water rights and
environmental flow requirements in the receiving basin in the same manneras a groundwater
source.

Section 11.042(c), also added by S.B. 1, is the provision primarily relied upon
advocatesof the discharger’s continuingright of reuse of surface water. It states in relevant part:
Except as otherwise provided in Subsection (a) of this section, a person who
wishes to conveyand subsequently divert water in a watercourse or stream must
obtain the prior approval of the commission through a bed and banks
authorization. The authorization shall allow to be diverted only the amountof
water put into a watercourse or stream, less carriage losses and subject to any
special conditions that mayaddress the impact of the discharge, conveyance, and
diversion on existing permits, certified filings, or certificates of adjudication,
instream uses, and freshwater inflows to bays and an
estuaries,

42 Prior to these amendments,
Section 11.042 simply authorized the use of the bed and banks of natural streams to
deliver stored or conservedwater. That provision remains, only slightly modified, as current Section 11.042(a).
43TEX.WATER
CODEANN.§ 11.042(b).
44 Id. § 11.042(c).
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This provision clearly allows the TCEQto authorize the use of bed and banks to convey water,
but does not expressly indicate the type of water addressed, or whether reuse is involved.
The key question that has emerged from consideration of the competing interests is
whether a new authorization for indirect reuse amounts to and should be treated as a new
appropriation of water, with a new priority date. The question can arise either in the context of a
discharger, asserting a right of continuing ownership, that seeks only a "bed and banks"
authorization for downstream diversion and use, or in the context of an existing water rights
holder that seeks an amendmentto add reuse as part of the existing priority of the water right. In
either case, existing water right holders will assert that the indirect reuse authorization should
only be considered as a new appropriation with a new priority date.
Prior to S.B. 1, it was relatively clear that a new indirect reuse authorization would
amount to a new appropriation. Although TCEQpractice and precedent appears to be following
this course for authorization of indirect reuse of surface water, the issue is far from clear - and
45
the stakes are very high considering the cost of alternative new sources of water supply.
C.

City of San Marcos v. TCEQ

A recent opinion of the Third Court of Appeals regarding the bed and banks permit
application of the City of San Marcos, while based on an analysis ofpre-S.B. 1 law, sheds some
interesting light on the legal status of indirect reuse rights to discharged wastewater effluent. 46 In
that case, the court held that there is no common-lawright by which the City can retain
ownership over its groundwater-derived wastewater effluent after discharging it into a state
watercourse. 47 Narrowly construing the City’s ownership interest under the rule of capture, the
court concluded that the City can not discharge groundwater-derived effluent down a state
watercourse and then subsequently divert the water downstream "without having obtained an
’’48
appropriative right over that state water.
The opinion also touches on the water quality implications of indirect reuse of this treated
effluent. The City’s reuse project "depends on mixing its effluent with the spring-fed waters of
49
the San Marcos River," and the effluent is not fungible with the State’s water in the river.
Thus, notwithstanding the City’s declared intention to reuse its effluent, the court concluded that
’’5°
its discharge of effluent into a state watercourse "constitutes abandonmentas a matter of law.
The appellate court reversed the district court and rendered judgment that the Commission’s
45 In the authors’ opinion, a new indirect

reuse (unless it is based on groundwater, or developed/imported surface

water, that has not been historically discharged) can only be authorized as a new appropriation, junior to all existing
water rights.
46 See City of San Marcos v. TCEQ, 128 S.W.3d 264 (Tex. App.-Austin 2004, pet. denied).
47 [d. at 266, 279.
48 Id. at 279.
49 Id. at 275-76.
5o Id. at 276-77. In rejecting the City’s and the Commission’s intent argument, the court relied on the principle,
implicit in another of its recent cases, that "’ [i]ntent does not trump physical reality in water law.’" Id. at 275 (citing
Domel v. City of Georgetown, 6 $.W.3d 349, 353-54, 360 (Tex. App.-Austin 1999, pet. denied)).
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order granting the City’s permit be vacated and the City’s application be denied.5a Althougha
different result wouldlikely be dictated for a groundwater-baseddischarge under post-S.B. 1
law, the court’s ruling mayprovide guidance for reuse of surface water-based discharges and
groundwater-baseddischarges that have been historically discharged.
V.

CONCLUSION

The interaction between water fights law in the field of water quality regulation and the
impactof water quality regulation in the field of water rights can only increase in the future. As
manyentities increasingly competefor a dwindlingresource, attorneys in the water quality area
must pay more attention to water rights and attorneys in the water rights area must pay more
attention to waterquality.

5~/d.at 278-79.
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KATZMANN,Circuit

Judge:

In this consolidated petition, we review various challenges to a regulation promulgatedby
the United States Environmental Protection Agencyunder the Clean Water Act in order to abate
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1

and control the emission of water pollutants from concentrated animal feeding operations.

2

Whilewe deny manyof the challenges here brought, wefind that several aspects of the

3

regulation violate the express terms of the Clean WaterAct or are otherwise arbitrary and

4

capricious under the Administrative Procedure Act. Accordingly, wegrant the petitions in part

5

and deny the petitions in part.

6
7
8
9

BACKGROUND
Ao

Statutory_ Background

The Clean WaterAct (the "Act") is a comerstoneof the federal effort to protect the
environment. "[D]esigned to ’restore and maintain the chemical, physical, and biological

10

integrity of the Nation’s waters,’" NoSpray Coalition, lnc. v. City of NewYork, 351 F.3d 602,

11

604 (2d Cir. 2003) (PNL, RDS,Korman,D.J.) (quoting 33 U.S.C. § 1251(a)), the Act

12

principal legislative source of the EPA’sauthority-and responsibility- to abate and control

13

water pollution. See 33 U.S.C. §§ 1311(a), 1342, 1362.

14

’’1
Bywayof very brief overview,the Act formally prohibits the "discharge of a pollutant

15

by "any person’’2 from any "point source" 3 to navigable waters except whenauthorized by a

1 The term "discharge of a pollutant" is defined to mean,inter alia, "any addition of any
pollutant to navigable waters from any point source." 33 U.S.C. § 1362(12)(A).
z The term "person" is defined to mean"an individual, corporation, partnership,
association, State, municipality, commission,or political subdivision of a State, or any interstate
body." 33 U.S.C. §1362 (5).
3 The term "point source" is defined to mean"any discernible, confined and discrete
conveyance.., from which pollutants are or maybe discharged." 33 U.S.C. § 1362 (14).
Notably, the Act includes "concentrated animal feeding operation" as an exampleof a point
source. Id.
-3-

1

permit issued under the National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System ("NPDES").See 33

2

U.S.C. § § 1311 (a), 1342. This means, as a practical matter, that the EPAprimarily advances the

3

Act’s objectives - including the ambitious goal that water pollution be not only reduced, but

4

eliminated, see 33 U.S.C. § 1251(a)(1) - through the use of NPDES
permits that, while

5

authorizing somewater pollution, place important restrictions on the quality and character of that

6

licit pollution.

7

NPDES
permits are issued either by the EPA,itself,

or by the states in a federally

8

approved permitting system. See 33 U.S.C. § 1342. Regardless of the issuer, every NPDES

9

permitis statutorily required to set forth, at the very least, "effluent limitations," that is, certain

10

"restriction[s] ... on [the] quantities, rates, and concentrationsof chemical,physical, biological,

11

and other constituents whichare discharged from point sources into navigable waters." S.

12

Florida WaterMgrnt. Dist. v. MiccosukeeTribe of Indians, 541 U.S. 95, 158 L.Ed.2d 264, 124 S.

13

Ct. 1537, 1541 (2004) ("Generally speaking, the NPDES
requires dischargers to obtain permits

14

that place limits on the type and quantity of pollutants that can be released into the Nation’s

15

waters.").

16

The specific effluent limitations contained in each individual NPDES
permit are dictated

17

by the terms of more general "effluent limitation guidelines" ("ELGs"),which are separately

18

promulgated by the EPA.Cf EPAv. California, ex rel. State Water Res. Control Bd., 426 U.S.

19

200, 205 (1976) ("An NPDES
permit serves to transform generally applicable effluent limitations

20

and other standards including those based on water quality into the obligations.., of the

21

individual discharger."). ELGs,and the effluent limitations established in accordance with them,

-4-

are technology-based restrictions on water pollution. They are technology-based, because they
are established in accordancewith various technological standards that the Act statutorily
3

provides and that, pursuant to the Act, vary dependinguponthe type of pollutant involved, the

4

type of discharge involved, and whetherthe point source in question is newor already existing.

5

Wewill discuss these with greater detail below. For now, we note simply that the technology

6

standards for already existing point sources include (1) the best available technology

7

economicallyachievable, see 33 U.S.C. 9 1311 (b)(2)(A); (2) the best conventional pollutant

8

control technology, see 33 U.S.C. 9 1314(b)(2)(A); and (3) the best practicable

9

technology currently available, see 33 U.S.C. 9 1314(b)(1)(A). The technology standard for

10

point sources, which is commonly
referred to as a newsource performancestandard, is based on

11

the best available demonstratedcontrol technology, see 33 U.S.C. 9 1316.

12

Wealso note that whereeffluent limitations prove insufficient to attain or maintain

13

certain water quality standards, the Act requires NPDES
permits to include additional water

14

quality based effluent limitations. See 33 U.S.C. 99 131 l(b)(1), 1312(a). Overall, we hope

15

makeclear that the NPDES
permit is critical to the successful implementationof the Act because

16

- by setting forth technology-basedeffluent limitations and, in certain cases, additional water

17

quality based effluent limitations - the NPDES
permit "defines, and facilitates

18

and enforcementof, a preponderanceof a discharger’s obligations under the [Act]." California,

19

ex rel. State WaterRes. Control Bd., 426 U.S. at 205.

20

B.

Regulatory_ Background
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compliancewith,

1

In the consolidated petitions before us, weare asked to review, inter alia, the permitting

2

requirements and effluent limitation guidelines promulgatedby the EPAin its attempt to regulate

3

the emission of water pollutants from so-called concentrated animal feeding operations

4

("CAFOs").Before reviewing these challenges, however, a few introductory words about

5

CAFOsthemselves are in order.

6

CAFOs
are the largest of the nation’s 238,000 or so "animal feeding operations"-

7

"agriculture enterprises whereanimals are kept and raised in confinement." National Pollutant

8

Discharge Elimination System Permit Regulation and Effluent Limitation Guidelines and

9

Standards for Concentrated AnimalFeeding Operations, 68 Fed. Reg. 7176, 7179 (Feb. 12, 2003)

10

4(codified at 40 C.F.R. Parts 9, 122, 123 and 412) [hereinafter "Preambleto the Final Rule"].

11

Such"agriculture enterprises" are not, however,of a kind the FoundingFathers likely would

12

have envisioned populating America’s "yeomanrepublic." See generally, STANLEY
ELKINSAND

13

ERICMCKITRICK,
Jefferson and the YeomanRepublic, THEAGEOF FEDERALISM
195-208 (1972).

14

On the contrary, CAFOs
are large-scale industrial operations that raise extraordinary numbersof

4Under40 C.F.R. 122.23(b)(1), an animal feeding operation ("AFO")is defined to
a lot or facility (other than an aquatic animal productionfacility) wherethe
following conditions are met:
(i) Animals(other than aquatic animals) have been, are, or will be stabled
confined and fed or maintained for a total of 45 days or morein any 12-month
period, and
(ii) Crops, vegetation, forage growth, or post-harvest residues are not sustained
the normalgrowingseason over any portion of the lot or facility.
-6-

1

’’6 raises as manyas 9,999 sheep, 54,999 turkeys, or
livestock. 5 For example, a "MediumCAFO

5 The CAFORule defines a concentrated animal feeding operation as "an AFO[animal
feeding operation] that is defined as a Large CAFO
or as a MediumCAFOby the terms of this
paragraph, or that is designated as a CAFO
in accordance with paragraph (c) of this section."
C.F.R. § 122.23(b)(2). Paragraph(c) provides that an appropriate authority (either
director, the EPAadministrator or both) maydesignate an AFOas a CAFOupon a determination
that the AFOis "a significant contributor of pollutants to waters of the United States." 40 C.F.R.
§ 122.23(c).
6 According to 40 C.F.R. § 122.23(b)(6), the term MediumCAFOincludes:
... any AFOwith the type and numberof animals that fall within any of the ranges
listed in paragraph(b)(6)(i) of this section and whichhas been defined
designated as a CAFO.An AFOis defined as a MediumCAFOif:
(i) Thetype and numberof animals that it stables or confines falls within any of the
following ranges:
(A) 200 to 699 mature dairy cows, whether milked or dry;
(B) 300 to 999 veal calves;
(C) 300 to 999 cattle other than mature dairy cows or veal calves. Cattle includes
but is not limited to heifers, steers, bulls and cow/calfpairs;
(D) 750 to 2,499 swine each weighing 55 pounds or more;
(E) 3,000 to 9,999 swine each weighing less than 55 pounds;
(F) 150 to 499 horses;
(G) 3,000 to 9,999 sheep or lambs;
(H) 16,500 to 54,999 turkeys;
(I) 9,000 to 29,999 laying hens or broilers, if the AFOuses a liquid manure
handling system;
(J) 37,500 to 124,999chickens (other than laying hens), if the AFOuses other
a liquid manurehandling system;
(K) 25,000 to 81,999 laying hens, if the AFOuses other than a liquid manure
handling system;
(L) 10,000 to 29,999 ducks (if the AFOuses other than a liquid manurehandling
system); or
(M) 1,500 to 4,999 ducks (if the AFOuses a liquid manurehandling system);
(ii) Either one of the followingconditions are met:
(A) Pollutants are discharged into waters of the United States through a man-made
ditch, flushing system, or other similar man-madedevice; or
(B) Pollutants are discharged directly into waters of the United States which
-7-

1

’’8 raise even more staggering
124,999 chickens (other than laying hens). 7 "Large CAFOs

2

numbersof livestock - sometimes,raising literally millions of animals in one location.

3

Economically, these CAFOsgenerate billions of dollars of revenue every year? The EPA

originate outside of and pass over, across, or through the facility or otherwise come
into direct contact with the animals confined in the operation.
7 However,the animal feeding operation raising the chickens must use something"other
than a liquid manurehandling system." See 40 C.F.R. 122.23(b)(6)(J).
8 40 C.F.R. § 122(b)(3) classifies an animal feeding operation as a Large CAFO
if
... stables or confines as manyas or morethan the numberof animals specified in
any of the following categories:
(i) 700 mature dairy cows, whether milked or dry;
(ii) 1,000veal calves;
(iii) 1,000 cattle other than maturedairy cowsor veal calves. Cattle includes but
not limited to heifers, steers, bulls and cow/calfpairs.
(iv) 2,500 swine each weighing 55 pounds or more;
(v) 10,000 swine each weighing less than 55 pounds;
(vi) 500 horses;
(vii) 10,000 sheep or lambs;
(viii) 55,000turkeys;
(ix) 30,000 laying hens or broilers, if the AFOuses a liquid manurehandling
system;
(x) 125,000chickens (other than laying hens), if the AFOuses other than a liquid
manure handling system
(xi) 82,000 laying hens, if the AFOuses other than a liquid manurehandling
system;
(xii) 30,000 ducks (if the AFOuses other than a liquid manurehandling system);
or
(xiii) 5,000 ducks (if the AFOuses a liquid manurehandling system).
9

See, e.g.,

EPA, DEVELOPMENTDOCUMENTFOR THE FINAL REVISIONS TO THE NATIONAL

POLLUTANT DISCHARGE ELIMINATION SYSTEM REGULATION AND THE EFFLUENT GUIDELINES

FORTHECONCENTRATED
ANIMAL
FEEDING
OPERATIONS,
4-35 (Dec. 2002) (noting that "[b]y
1997, the value of poultry production exceeded$21.6 billion, and muchof the poultry output was
generated by corporate producers on large facilities producing more than 100,000birds."
(citations omitted)).
-8-

1

has focused on the industry because CAFOs
also generate millions of tons of manureevery

2

year, ~° and "whenimproperly managed,[this manure] can pose substantial risks to the

3

environmentand public health." Preambleto the Final Rule at 7179.

4

Animalwaste includes a numberof potentially harmful pollutants. Accordingto the

5

EPA,the pollutants associated with CAFO
waste principally include: (1) nutrients such

6

nitrogen and phosphorus;(2) organic matter; (3) solids, including the manureitself and other

7

elements mixedwith it such as spilled feed, beddingand litter materials, hair, feathers and animal

8

corpses; (4) pathogens(disease-causing organismssuch as bacteria and viruses); (5) salts;

9

trace elements such as arsenic; (7) odorous/volatile compoundssuch as carbon dioxide, methane,

10

hydrogensulfide, and ammonia;(8) antibiotics;

11

Pollutant Discharge Elimination System Permit Regulation and Effluent Limitations Guidelines

12

and Standards for Concentrated Animal Feeding Operations, 66 Fed. Reg. 2960, 2976-79

13

(proposed Jan. 12, 2001) [hereinafter "Proposed Rule"]; see also Preambleto the Final Rule at

14

7181.

15

and (9) pesticides and hormones.See National

Thesepollutants can infiltrate the surface waters in a variety of waysincluding spills and

16

other dry-weather discharges, overflows from storage "lagoons," and discharge to the air coupled

17

with subsequent redeposition on the landscape. See Preamble to the Final Rule at 7181. Perhaps

18

the most commonway by which pollutants reach the surface waters is through improper "land

10 The USDA
estimates that operations that confine livestock and poultry generate about
500 million tons of animal manureeach year- over three times more raw waste than humans
generate in the United States, according to the EPA.Preambleto the Final Rule at 7180.
-9-

1

application."

2

waste,~ is a process by whichmanure, litter,

3

fields controlled by CAFOs.As all parties here agree, whenproperly land-applied, manure,

4

litter,

5

waste fosters the reuse of the nitrogen, phosphorus,and potassium in these wastes for crop

6

growth." EPA, STATECOMPENDIUM:
PROGRAMS
ANDREGULATORY
ACTIVITIES RELATED
TO

7

ANIMAL
FEEDING
OPERATIONS
13 (May 2002). However, when waste is excessively

8

improperly land-applied, the nutrients contained in the waste becomepollutants that can and

9

often do run off into adjacent waterwaysor leach into soil and ground water. See id.; Preamble

10
11

Land application, the predominant means by which CAFOsdispose of animal
and other process wastewaters are spread onto

and other process wastewaterscan act as a fertilizer,

because"land application of CAFO

to the Final Rule at 7180-81.
In light of these environmental threats, the EPAfirst promulgatedregulations for CAFOs

12

in 1974 and 1976- regulations that, very generally speaking, defined the types of animal feeding

13

operations that qualify as CAFOs,set forth various NPDES
permit requirements, and established

14

effluent limitation guidelines for CAFOs.See 41 Fed. Reg. 11,458 (Mar. 18, 1976); 39 Fed. Reg.

15

5704(Feb. 14, 1974). After having been sued, in 1989, for failing to publish a plan to revise

16

existing effluent limitations for the industry pursuant to 33 U.S.C. § 1314(m),12 the EPA,on

~"Several estimates indicate that 90%of CAFO-generatedwaste is land applied." EPA,
STATECOMPENDIUM:
PROGRAMS
ANDREGULATORY
ACTIVITIES RELATED
TO ANIMALFEEDING
OFERATIONS
13 (May 2002).
~z That suit, brought by the NRDC
and Public Citizen, was resolved by a consent decree
in whichthe EPAagreed to propose neweffluent limitation guidelines for the swine, poultry,
beef and dairy subcategories of CAFOs.See Consent Decree, as amended, NRDCv. Reilly,
modified sub. nom., NRDCv. Whitman, No. 89-2980 (D.D.C. 1/31/1992).
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January 12, 2001, proposed to "revise and update" the first set of CAFO
regulations. See
ProposedRule at 2960. The EPAexplained, in proposing its revisions, that the newrule aimed to
address not only inadequate compliance with existing policy, but also the "changes that have
occurred in the animal production industries." ProposedRule at 2972. Specifically, the EPApointed
to the "continued trend toward fewer but larger operations, coupled with greater emphasison more
6

intensive production methodsand specialization," a trend that - along with "increased reports of

7

large-scale discharges from these facilities"

8

significant increase in nutrients and resulting impairmentof manyU.S. waterways."Id.

9

and "continued runoff’ - had contributed to "the

The EPAreceived approximately 11,000 public comments on the proposed rule,

see

10

Preamble to the Final Rule at 7187, as well as an additional 450 or so commentsfollowing the

11

publication, in November2001 and July 2002, of Notices of Data Availability (documents that

12

summarizednewdata and information presented to the EPA). See id. at 7187-88. Ultimately, on

13

February 12, 2003, the EPApromulgated its Final CAFORule ("CAFORule" or "Rule"). See 40

14

C.F.R. §§ 9, 122, 123,412; see also Preambleto the Final Rule at 7176.

15

The aspects of the Rule most relevant to the petitions before us are as follows:

16

(1) The Du_ty to Apply for an NPDESPermit

17

The Rule requires that all CAFOowners or operators must apply for an individual NPDES

18

permit or submit a notice of intent for coverage under an NPDES
general permit. See 40 C.F.R. §

19

122.23(d)(1). There is, however, an exception: Section 122.23(d)(2) provides, in effect,

20

owner or operator of a Large CAFOneed not seek coverage under an NPDES
permit if the owner

-11-

or operator secures a determination from the director of the relevant permitting authority that the
Large CAFO
has "no potential to discharge" manure, litter

or process wastewater. See 40 C.F.R. §

122.23(d)(2); see also id. at § 122.23(0 (describing the process by which a Large CAFO
maysecure
a determinationthat it has "no potential to discharge").
(2)

NPDESPermit Requirements

The Rule includes the requirement that each CAFOdevelop and implement a nutrient
managementplan. Such a nutrient managementplan must, under the Rule:
8
9

(i) Ensure adequate storage of manure, litter, and process wastewater, including
procedures to ensure proper operation and maintenanceof the storage facilities;

10
11
12

(ii) Ensure proper management
of mortalities (i.e. dead animals) to ensure that
are not disposed of in a liquid manure,storm water, or process wastewater storage
or treatment systemthat is not specifically designedto treat animalmortalities;

13

(iii) Ensurethat clean water is diverted, as appropriate, from the production area;

14

(iv) Prevent direct contact of confmedanimals with waters of the United States;

15
16
17

(v) Ensure that chemicals and other contaminants handled on-site are not disposed
of in any manure, litter, process wastewater, or storm water storage or treatment
system unless specifically designed to treat such chemicalsand other contaminants;

18
19

(vi) Identify appropriate site specific conservation practices to be implemented,
including as appropriate buffers or equivalent practices, to control runoff of

20

pollutants to waters of the United States;

21
22

(vii) Identify protocols for appropriate testing of manure,litter, process wastewater,
and soil;

23
24
25
26

(viii) Establish protocols to land apply manure, litter or process wastewater
accordancewith site specific nutrient management
practices that ensure appropriate
agricultural utilization of the nutrients in the manure,litter or process wastewater;
and

27
28

(ix) Identify specific records that will be maintainedto documentthe implementation
and managementof the minimumelements described [above].

29
3O

40 C.F.R. § 122.42(e)(1)(i)-(ix). Additionally, the effluent limitation guidelines for CAFOs
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1

we will describe in a moment)further require that each Large CAFOdevelop and implement

2

nutrient management
plan that, inter alia, includes a waste "application rate" that "minimize[s]

3

phosphorusand nitrogen transport from the field to surface waters." 40 C.F.R. § 412.4(c)(2).

4

(3) The Discharges Subject to NPDESRequirements

5

The Rule provides, in § 122.23(e), that all land application discharges from a CAFOare

6

subject to NPDES
requirements, i.e.,

any discharge of manure,litter,

or process wastewater that

7

results from the land application of these materials by a CAFO
is a discharge that is regulable and

8

subject to NPDES
permit requirements. 40 C.F.R. § 122.23(e). Where, however, CAFOsland-apply

9

waste in accordance with site-specific

nutrient managementpractices that ensure appropriate

10

agricultural utilization of the nutrients in that waste, any subsequent"precipitation-related" discharge

11

is considered to be an "agricultural stormwater discharge" that is, under the Act, exempt from

12

regulation. See id.; 33 U.S.C. § 1362(14).

13

(4)

14

The Rule establishes effluent limitation guidelines ("ELGs")that apply to land application

15

Effluent Limitation Guidelines

TM Twogeneral
discharges by Large CAFOsand to the "production areas ’’13 of Large CAFOs.

13 40 C.F.R. § 122.23(b)(8) defines production area
that part of an AFOthat includes the animal confinementarea, the manure
storage area, the raw materials storage area, and the waste containment
areas. Theanimal confinementarea includes but is not limited to open lots,
housedlots, feedlots, confinementhouses, stall barns, free stall barns,
milkrooms, milking centers, cowyards, barnyards, medication pens,
walkers, animal walkways,and stables. The manurestorage area includes
but is not limited to lagoons, runoff ponds, storage sheds, stockpiles, under
house or pit storages, liquid impoundments,static piles, and composting
piles. Theraw materials storage area includes but is not limited to feed
-13-

1

commentsabout these ELGsare in order. First, although the EPAusually establishes quantitative

2

or numerical ELGs,the EPAhere promulgated "best managementpractices," which are qualitative

3

or non-numerical ELGsfor Large CAFOs,but which, we note, are still

4

they are based on the technology standards prescribed by the Act. See 40 C.F.R. § 412.4; see also

5

40 C.F.R. § 122.44(k) (describing the circumstances in which the EPAmay promulgate "best

6

managementpractices" in the place of numerical ELGs). Second, because the EPAhere decided to

7

organize Large CAFOs
into four subcategories (depending upon the types of animals present), the

8

ELGsare also organized into four subcategories.

9

Additionally, wenote that, with respect to land application, best management
practices include, most

10

importantly, the requirement that Large CAFOs"develop and implement a nutrient management

11

plan" that, inter alia, sets an application rate that minimizesthe transport of phosphorusand nitrogen

12

fromthe land application field to surface waters. 40 C.F.R. §§ 412.4(c)(1)-(2). The land application

13

best management
practices also provide for manureand soil sampling, inspection of land application

14

equipmentand various setback requirements. See 40 C.F.R. § 412.4(c)(3)-(5). With respect

15

ELGsfor production areas, best managementpractices include various requirements designed to

16

minimizethe possibility of overflows, such as mandatoryinspections of relevant equipmentand the

technology-based because

See Preamble to the Final Rule at 7208.

silos, silage bunkers, and bedding materials. The waste containment area
includes but is not limited to settling basins, and areas within bermsand
diversions which separate uncontaminated storm water. Also included in
the definition of production area is any egg washingor egg processing
facility, and any area used in the storage, handling, treatment, or disposal of
mortalities [dead animals].
14 The ELGspromulgated by the CAFORule apply only to Large CAFOs.See Preamble
to the Final Rule at 7208.
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1

installation of depth markersin surface and liquid impoundments
(e.g., lagoons, ponds, and tanks).

2

See 40 C.F.R. § 412.37; Preambleto the Final Rule at 7214-21.

3

DISCUSSION

4

Twosets of petitioners bring challenges to the CAFO
Rule: the "Environmental

5

Petitioners" (WaterkeeperAlliance, Inc., Sierra Club, Natural ResourcesDefenseCouncil, Inc.,

6

and the AmericanLittoral Society) and the "Farm Petitioners" (AmericanFarm Bureau

7

Federation, National Chicken Council, and the National Pork Producers Council). ~s Amici

8

curiae, whorepresent various environmental and public health interests, join the Environmental

9

Petitioners in someof their challenges.

10

All the challenges we here consider - most of which are brought by the Environmental

11

Petitioners - can be divided into three general categories: (1) challenges to the permitting scheme

12

established by the CAFO
Rule; (2) challenges to the types of discharges subject to regulation

13

under the CAFO
Rule; and (3) challenges to the effluent limitation guidelines established by the

14

CAFO
Rule. 16 Wewill address each category in turn.

15 Werefer to both sets of petitioners as they refer to themselves.
16 The Farm Petitioners also challenge the CAFORule for impermissibly assuming
jurisdiction over all "surface waters," whenthe Clean Water Act confers upon the EPAthe
authority to regulate only "navigable waters," a term defined by the Act to mean"waters of the
United States, including the territorial seas." 33 U.S.C. § 1362(7). The EPAhas clarified,
however, that the CAFO
Rule employsthe term "surface waters" only in an effort to distinguish
surface water from groundwaterand that the Agencyfully recognizes that its regulatory authority
encompassesonly the "waters of the United States, including the territorial seas." Giventhese
clarifications, we deny the FarmPetitioners’ challenge as moot.
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1

To the extent we are asked to review whether someaspect of the CAFO
Rule violates the

2

Clean WaterAct, our inquiry is governedby the standards set forth in ChevronU.S.A. lnc. v.

3

Natural Resources Defense Council, Inc. See 467 U.S. 837 (1984). See also Public Citizen, lnc.

4

v. Mineta, 340 F.3d 39, 53 (2d Cir. 2003). If Congresshas "directly spokento the precise

5

question at issue" and "the intent of Congressis clear, that is the end of the matter; for the court,

6

as well as the agency, must give effect to the unambiguouslyexpressed intent of Congress."

7

Chevron,467 U.S. at 842-43(footnote omitted). If, however,we determine that the statute

8

silent or ambiguouswith respect to the specific question at issue, then weconsider "whetherthe

9

agency’s answeris based on a permissible construction of the statute." Id. at 843.

10

To the extent we are asked to review whether someaspect of the CAFORule violates the

11

AdministrativeProcedureAct becauseit is "arbitrary, capricious, an abuse of discretion, or

12

otherwise not in accordance with law," 5 U.S.C. § 706(2)(A), our inquiry is governedby

13

standard set forth in MotorVehicle Manufacturers’Association of the United States, lnc. v. State

14

Farm Mutual Automobile Insurance Company.See 463 U.S. 29 (1983). See also Public

15

Citizen, 340 F.3d at 53. To determine whether an agency has acted in an arbitrary and capricious

16

fashion, we ask whether the agency has "examine[d] the relevant data and articulate[d] a

17

satisfactory explanation for its action including a rational connection betweenthe facts found and

18

the choice made." State Farm, 463 U.S. at 42. Then, "[i]n reviewing that explanation, wemust

19

consider whether the decision was based on a consideration of the relevant factors and whether

20

there has been a clear error of judgment." Id. Normally, we must deemarbitrary and capricious

21

an agency rule where"the agency has relied on factors which Congresshas not intended it to
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1

consider, entirely failed to consider an important aspect of the problem, offered an explanation

2

for its decision that runs counter to the evidencebefore the agency,or is so implausiblethat it

3

could not be ascribed to a difference in viewor the product of agencyexpertise." Id. at 43

4

(internal quotations and citations omitted).

5

With this backgroundin mind, we turn nowto the various challenges.

6

A.

Challenges to the CAFORule Permitting Scheme

7

1.

Failure to Regulate

8

The Environmental Petitioners broadly indict the CAFORule as countenancing the

9

creation of an "impermissible self-regulatory permitting regime." Moreprecisely, the

10

Environmental Petitioners argue that the CAFORule is unlawful because: (1) it empowers

11

NPDES
authorities to issue permits to Large CAFOsin the absence of any meaningful review of

12

the nutrient management
plans those CAFOs
have developed; and (2) it fails to require that the

13

terms of the nutrient managementplans be included in the NPDES
permits. Weagree with the

14

EnvironmentalPetitioners on both counts.

15

a.

Failure to Require Permitting Authori _ty Review

16

The Clean WaterAct demandsregulation in fact, not only in principle. Underthe Act,

17

permits authorizing the discharge of pollutants mayissue only where such permits ensure that

18

every discharge of pollutants will complywith all applicable effluent limitations and standards.

19

Section 1342(a)(1) of Title 33 provides, for example,that whenthe EPAis, itself,

20

NPDES
permits, the EPAmayissue a permit for the discharge of any pollutant or combination of

-17-

issuing

1

pollutants "upon condition that such discharge will meet ... all applicable requirements[including

2

the effluent limitations statutorily required by 33 U.S.C. § 1311]." The Act further provides that

3

the EPA"shall prescribe conditions for such permits to assure compliancewith [all applicable

4

requirements, including effluent limitations]." 33 U.S.C. § 1342(a)(2) (emphasis added).

5

Similarly, 33 U.S.C. § 1342(b) allows states to distribute NPDES
permits only where, inter alia,

6

the state permitting programs"apply, and insure compliancewith, any applicable [effluent

7

I7
limitations and standards]." 33 U.S.C. § 1342(b) (emphasis added).

8

By failing to provide for permitting authority review of the nutrient management
plans,

9

the CAFO
Rule plainly violates these statutory commandments
and is otherwise arbitrary and

10

capricious under the Administrative Procedure Act. The requirement to develop and implement

11

a nutrient management
plan is, after all, one of the "best management
practices" that constitute

12

the effluent limitation guidelines for land application by Large CAFOs.See 40 C.F.R. §

13

412.4(c)(1). But not just any nutrient management
plan suffices under the Rule. On the contrary,

14

the effluent limitation guidelines expressly require that Large CAFOs
develop and implementa

15

nutrient managementplan that:

16
17
18
19
20

incorporates the requirementsof paragraphs (c)(2) through (c)(5) of this
based on a field-specific assessmentof the potential for nitrogen and phosphorus
transport from the field and that addresses the form, source, amount,timing, and
methodof application of nutrients on each field to achieve realistic production
goals, while minimizing nitrogen and phosphorus movementto surface waters.

21

Id. Accordingly,in order to complywith the effluent limitations for land application of manure,

17 Wenote that the EPAhas authorized 45 States and the Virgin Islands to administer the
NPDES
program. See Preamble to the Final Rule at 7185.
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1

litter,

2

management
plans that, pursuant to paragraph(c)(2), include "application rates" that "minimize

3

phosphorusand nitrogen transport from the field to surface waters in compliancewith the

4

technical standards for nutrient management
established by the Director." See 40 C.F.R. §

5

412.4(c)(2).

6

and process wastewater, Large CAFOs
must, inter alia, develop and implementnutrient

As presently constituted, the CAFORule does nothing to ensure that each Large CAFO

7

has, in fact, developeda nutrient management
plan that satisfies the above requirements. The

8

CAFORule does nothing to ensure, in other words, that each Large CAFOwill complywith all

9

applicable effluent limitations and standards. This is because, most glaringly, the CAFO
Rule

10

fails to require that permitting authorities review the nutrient management
plans developedby

11

Large CAFOs
before issuing a permit that authorizes land application discharges.

12

A recent decision of the Ninth Circuit supports the conclusion wehere reach. In

13

EnvironmentalDefense Center, Inc. v. EPA("EDC"), the Ninth Circuit considered a challenge

14

a "Phase IF’ EPArule for municipal storm sewer systems. See 344 F.3d 832 (9th Cir. 2003),

15

cert. denied, Texas Cities Coalition on Stormwater v. EPA,124 S.Ct. 2811 (2004). Amongother

16

things, the Phase II Rule allowed small municipal storm sewer systems to seek permission to

17

discharge pollutants by submitting an individualized set of best management
practices designed

18

by each municipal storm sewer system ("stormwater managementplans"), either in the form

19

an individual permit application or in the form of a notice of intent to complywith a general

20

permit. See EDC,344 F.3d at 842. So long as a notice of intent included a stormwater

21

managementplan, the EPAdeemeda municipal storm sewer system to be in compliance with the
-19-

relevant standards of the Clean Water Act, including the standard that municipal stormwater
pollution be reduced to the "maximum
extent practicable." See id. at 855; 33 U.S.C. §
3

1342(p)(3)(B)(iii); 40 C.F.R. § 123.35. The Phase II Rule did not require NPDES
authorities

4

review the stormwater managementplans themselves.

5

The Ninth Circuit held, however,that the failure to require permitting authority review of

6

the stormwater managementplans violated the Clean Water Act. 18 While the Ninth Circuit was

7

quick to laud "[i]nvolving regulated parties in the developmentof individual stormwater

8

pollution control programs," it emphasizedthat "programsthat are designed by regulated parties

9

must, in every instance, be subject to meaningfulreview by an appropriate regulating entity to

10

ensure that each such programreduces the discharge of pollutants to the maximum
extent

11

practicable [i.e.,

12

contrast, failed to require that the relevant permitting authorities reviewthe stormwater

13

management
plans to "ensure that the measures that any given operator of a [small municipal

14

storm sewer system] has decided to undertake will in fact reduce discharges to the maximum

15

extent practicable."/d, at 855 (emphasis in original). Accordingly, the Phase II Rule provided

the relevant statutory standard]." EDC,344 F.3d at 856. ThePhase II Rule, by

18 Admittedly,the Ninth Circuit predicated its holding on a violation of a statutory
provision different from the provisions at issue in this case. To wit, the Ninth Circuit held that
the Phase II Rule violated 33 U.S.C. § 1342(p)(3)(B)(iii), a provision that specifically pertains
municipal storm sewer discharges and that allows pemaits for such discharges to issue only where
the permits "require controls to reduce the discharge of pollutants to the maximum
extent
practicable." 33 U.S.C. § 1342(p)(3)(B)(iii). See EDC,344 F.3d at 855-56. This is, however, a
distinction without a difference. The demandthat permits authorizing municipal storm sewer
discharges must "require controls" is, in sumand substance, identical to the demandthat permits
authorizing discharges from other point sources must "assure compliancewith" applicable
effluent limitations. Both provisions require regulation of discharges in fact.
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1

safeguard against a municipal storm sewer system’s "misunderstandingor misrepresenting its

2

ownstormwater situation and proposing a set of minimum
measures for itself that would reduce

3

discharges by far less than the maximum
extent practicable." ld.

4

Like the Phase II Rule, the CAFORule does not require that NPDES
permitting

5

authorities review the nutrient managementplans to ensure that the nutrient managementplans

6

designed by the Large CAFOs
will in fact reduce land application discharges in a waythat

7

"achieve[s] realistic

8

surface waters." 40 C.F.R. § 412.4(c)(1). Like the Phase II Rule, the CAFO
Rule does

9

adequately prevent Large CAFOs
"from misunderstanding or misrepresenting" their specific

production goals, while minimizing nitrogen and phosphorus movementto

10

situation and adopting improper or inappropriate nutrient managementplans, with improper or

11

inappropriate waste application rates.19

12

The EPAoffers two principal argumentsin defense of the permitting scheme, neither of

13

which we find to be persuasive. First, the EPAargues that the nutrient management
plan does

14

not, itself, constitute an effluent limitation guideline but is, instead, "simplya planningtool" to

19 There maywell be reason to fear that Large CAFOs
maymisunderstand their specific
situation and prepare inadequate nutrient managementplans as a result. Even the EPAhas
acknowledged
that crafting proper waste application rates is a complicatedtask - that is whythe
EPAexpressly recommended,but notably did not require, that waste application rates be
prepared by those whoare "competent in or have an understanding of a numberof technical
areas, including soil science and soil fertility, nutrient application and management,
crop
production, soil and manuretesting and results interpretation, fertilizer materials and their
characteristics, BMPs[best managementpractices] for the managementof nutrients and water,
and applicable laws and regulations." Preamble to the Final Rule at 7213. Tellingly, the EPA
also specifically recognized, in the Preamble to the CAFO
Rule, that "USDA,and other
organizations such as the AmericanSociety of Agronomy,Crop Science Society of America, Soil
Science Society of America, and a numberof land grant universities, recommend
that nutrient
management
plans be prepared by trained and certified specialists." ld.
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1

help CAFOs
complywith the effluent limitations. Accordingly, EPAcontends that it is not

2

statutorily compelledto require permitting authority review of the plans. Wereject this

3

argument. For one thing, we believe that the terms of the nutrient management
plans are

4

themselveseffluent limitations, for reasons westate in Section A. 1 .b, infra. Byfailing to require

5

permitting authority review of nutrient managementplans, the CAFO
Rule thus allows permits to

6

issue that do not assure compliancewith all applicable effluent limitations. Evenassuming,

7

arguendo,that EPAis correct and the nutrient management
plan is not, itself,

8

limitation, EPA’sargumentstill fails on its ownterms. For while EPAdenies that the nutrient

9

management
plan is itself an effluent limitation, even the EPAconcedes, as it must, that the

an effluent

10

requirement to develop and implementa nutrient management
plan is an effluent limitation; this

11

requirement is, after all, one of the "best management
practices" required by the CAFO
Rule.

12

See 40 C.F.R. § 412.4 (c)(1). The CAFO
Rule - by failing to provide for permitting authority

13

review - still

14

nutrient management
plan that satisfies the requirements of 40 C.F.R. § 412(c)(1).

15

does not ensure that each Large CAFOhas, in fact, developed and implementeda

Second, the EPAargues that there is no need for permitting authority review because the

16

Rule provides Large CAFOs
with little roomfor discretion - and thus little

17

setting their waste application rates. This is true, the EPAargues, becausethe Rule requires

18

states to develop"technical standards" based on certain "field-specific assessment[s]" and further

19

requires Large CAFOs
to adopt application rates that complywith those technical standards. See

20

40 C.F.R. § 412.4(c)(2); 40 C.F.R. § 412.4(c)(1). However,while state technical standards

21

reduce discretion on the part of the Large CAFOs,they will not eliminate it. State technical
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roomfor error- in

1

standards are based onfield-specific

assessments. But Large CAFOs
ultimately set application

2

rates based on site-specific assessmentsof the relevant field conditions, as the EPAconcedesin

3

the Preambleto the Rule. See Preamble to the Final Rule at 7209 ("Today’s rule requires Large

4

CAFOs
to determine and implementsite-specific nutrient application rates that are consistent

5

with the technical standards for nutrient management
established by the permitting authority.")

6

(emphasis added); see also id. at 7213 (’q’he nutrient managementplan is the tool CAFOs
must

7

use to assess soil and other field conditions at their operation.., to determinethe site-specific

8

nitrogen or phosphorus-basedrate at whichmanure,fitter,

9

be applied.") (emphasis added).2° Bynot providing for permitting authority review of these

and other process wastewatersare to

10

application rates, the CAFORule fails to adequately prevent Large CAFOs
from

11

"misunderstandingor misrepresenting" the application rates they must adopt in order to comply

12

with state technical standards. The CAFORule does not ensure that the Large CAFOs
will, in

13

fact, develop nutrient management
plans - and waste application rates - that complywith all

14

applicable effluent limitations and standards.

15

b.

Failure to Require that the Termsof the Nutrient Management
Plans be

z0 Onits face, the Rule requires CAFOs
- like state permitting authorities - to develop
nutrient managementplans based on "field-specific assessments." 40 C.F.R. § 412.4(c)(1).
However,it is clear that each CAFO
must makesuch "field-specific assessments" on a site-bysite basis; that is, each CAFO
must determinewhat the relevant field conditions are at its site in
order to determineits site-specific waste application rate. See Preambleto the Final Rule at 7209
("Today’s rule requires Large CAFOs
to determine and implementsite-specific nutrient
application rates that are consistent with the technical standards for nutrient management
established by the permitting authority.") (emphasis added); see also id. at 7213("The nutrient
management
plan is the tool CAFOs
must use to assess soil and other field conditions at their
operation.., to determine the site-specific nitrogen or phosphorus-basedrate at which manure,
litter, and other process wastewatersare to be applied.") (emphasisadded).
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Included in the NPDES
Permits
2

The Clean WaterAct unquestionably provides that all applicable effluent limitations must

3

be included in each NPDES
permit. See 33 U.S.C. §§ 131 l(a), 131 l(b), 1342(a); see also Am.

4

Paperlnst., lnc. v. EPA,996 F.2d 346, 349 (D.C. Cir. 1993) (noting that the Clean Water

5

"mandatesthat every permit contain [inter alia] effluent limitations that reflect the pollution

6

reduction achievable by using technologically practicable controls"). Whatthe parties here

7

dispute is whether the terms of the nutrient management
plans, themselves, constitute effluent

8

limitations that must be included in the NPDES
permits.

9

As wehave already stated, rather than setting forth numericaleffluent limitations for land

10

application of manure,the CAFO
Rule establishes non-numericaleffluent limitations in the form

11

of best managementpractices.

12

is the requirement that CAFOs
"develop and implementa nutrient managementplan" that, inter

13

alia, sets application rates that minimizephosphorusand nitrogen transport. See 40 C.F.R. §

14

412.4(c)(1). The EPAreadily acknowledgesthat the requirement develop andimplement a

15

nutrient management
plan is a non-numericaleffluent limitation, but argues that - under the

16

wording of this requirement - the terms of the nutrient managementplans themselves do not

17

constitute the non-numericaleffluent limitations. Accordingly, EPAargues that the terms of the

18

nutrient managementplans need not be included in the NPDES
permits.

19

See 40 C.F.R. § 412.4. Amongthese best managementpractices

Webelieve that the EPA’sargumentis foreclosed by the statutory defmition of effluent

20

limitation. The Clean WaterAct defines effluent limitation to mean"any restriction established

21

by a State or the Administratoron quantities, rates, and concentrations of chemical, physical,
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1

biological, and other constituents which are discharged from point sources..." 33 U.S.C. §

2

1362(11) (emphasis added). There is no doubt that under the CAFO
Rule, the only restrictions

3

actually imposedon land application discharges are those restrictions imposedby the various

4

terms of the nutrient managementplan, including the waste application rates developed by the

5

Large CAFOs
pursuant to their nutrient managementplans. Indeed, the requirement to develop a

6

nutrient management
plan constitutes a restriction on land application discharges only to the

7

extent that the nutrient management
plan actually imposesrestrictions on land application

8

discharges. To accept the EPA’scontrary argument - that requiring a nutrient managementplan

9

is itself a restriction on land application discharges- is to allow semanticsto torture logic.

10

Becausewe believe that the terms of the nutrient management
plans constitute effluent

11

limitations, we hold that the CAFO
Rule - by failing to require that the terms of the nutrient

12

managementplans be included in NPDES
permits - violates the Clean Water Act and is

13

otherwise arbitrary and capricious in violation of the Administrative Procedure Act.

14

2.

15

The EnvironmentalPetitioners also argue, and we here fmd, that the permitting scheme

16

established by the CAFO
Rule violates the Clean Water Act’s public participation requirements

17

and is otherwise arbitrary and capricious under the Administrative Procedure Act.

18

Lackof Public Participation

Congressclearly intended to guarantee the public a meaningfulrole in the implementation

19

of the Clean WaterAct. The Act unequivocally and broadly declares, for example, that "[p]ublic

20

participation in the development,revision, and enforcementof any regulation, standard, effluent

21

limitation, plan, or programestablished by the Administratoror any State under this Act shall be
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1

provided for, encouraged, and assisted by the Administrator and the States." 33 U.S.C. 9 125 l(e).

2

Consistent with this demand,the Act further provides that there be an "opportunity for public

3

hearing" before anyNPDES
permit issues, see 33 U.S.C. 99 1342(a), 1342 (b)(3); that a "copy

4

each permit application and each permit issued under this section [1342] shall be available to the

5

public," see 33 U.S.C. 9 1342(j); and that "any citizen" maybring a civil suit for violations of the

6

Act, see 33 U.S.C. 9 1365(a).

7

The CAFO
Rule deprives the public of the opportunity for the sort of regulatory

8

participation that the Act guarantees becausethe Rule effectively shields the nutrient

9

managementplans from public scrutiny and comment.Admittedly, the Preamble to the Rule

10

indicates that the "EPAexpects that the permitting authority will makethis information available

11

to the public upon request," see Preambleto the Final Rule at 7233 (emphasis added); however,

12

the Rule provides no assurance that EPA’sexpectations will be satisfied. Not only does the

13

CAFO
Rule fail to require that the terms of the nutrient management
plans be included in the

14

NPDES
permits, it also fails to provide the public with any other meansof access to them. After

15

all, the Rule provides only that a "copy of the CAFO’ssite-specific nutrient managementplan

16

must be maintainedon site and madeavailable to the Director [of the state permitting authority]

17

upon request." 40 C.F.R. 9 122.42(e)(2)(ii). The Rule does not similarly require that copies

18

the nutrient managementplans be madeavailable to the public by the CAFOs.

19

This schemeviolates the Act’s public participation requirements in a numberof respects.

20

First and foremost, in light of our holding that the terms of the nutrient management
plans

21

constitute effluent limitations that should have been included in NPDES
permits, the CAFORule
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1

deprives the public of its right to assist in the "development,revision, and enforcementof... [an]

2

effluent limitation." 33 U.S.C. § 1251(e) (emphasis added). Morespecifically,

3

prevents the public from calling for a heating about - and then meaningfully commentingon -

4

NPDES
permits before they issue. See 33 U.S.C. §§ 1342(a), 1342 (b)(3). The CAFORule

5

impermissiblycompromisesthe public’s ability to bring citizen-suits,

6

tool" that "Congress intended [to be used...] to both spur and supplementgovernment

7

enforcement actions." Clean Water Act Amendments
of 1985, Senate Environment and Public

8

WorksComm.,S. Rep. No. 50, 99th Cong., 1st Sess. 28 (1985). Under the CAFORule,

9

written, citizens wouldbe limited to enforcing the mererequirement to develop a nutrient

the CAFO

a "proven enforcement

10

managementplan, but would be without means to enforce the terms of the nutrient management

11

plans because they lack access to those terms. This is unacceptable.

12

Andeven assuming, arguendo, that the nutrient managementplans did not themselves

13

constitute effluent limitations, we wouldstill hold that the CAFO
Rule violates the Act’s public

14

participation requirements. Nutrient managementplans are, even under the EPA’sowntheory of

15

the CAFO
Rule, a critical indispensable feature of the "plan, or programestablished by the

16

Administrator or any State" in order to regulate Large CAFO
land application discharges. 33

17

U.S.C. § 125 l(e). The EPAitself has stated in the Preambleto the Rule that "the only way

18

ensure that non-permitted point source discharges of manure,litter,

19

CAFOs
do not occur is to require... [land application] in accordance with site specific nutrient

2O

managementpractices." Preamble to the Final Rule at 7198. Since nutrient managementplans

21

embodyall the relevant "site specific nutrient management
practices," it is clear that, even
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or process wastewatersfrom

1

according to the EPA,nutrient management
plans are a sine qua non of the "regulation, standard,

2

plan, or program"it established to regulate land application discharges. 33 U.S.C. § 125 l(e).

3

Given that the CAFO
Rule forestalls - rather than "provid[es] for, encourag[es], and

4

assist[s]"

-public participation in the developmentand enforcementof nutrient management

5

plans, and given that nutrient management
plans are an important "regulation, standard, effluent

6

limitation, plan or program"established by the EPAto regulate land application discharges, the

7

CAFO
Rule violates the plain dictates of 33 U.S.C. § 125 l(e).

8

3.

9

The Farm Petitioners also challenge the permitting schemeestablished by the CAFO

The Duty to Apply

10

Rule. They contend that the EPAhas exceeded its statutory jurisdiction by requiring all CAFOs

11

to either apply for NPDES
permits or otherwise demonstrate that they have no potential to

12

discharge. Weagree and grant their petition in this regard.

13

The Clean Water Act authorizes the EPAto regulate, through the NPDES
permitting

14

system, only the discharge of pollutants. The Act generally provides, for example, that "Except

15

as in compliance[with all applicable effluent limitations and permit restrictions,] the discharge

16

of any pollutant by any person shall be unlawful." 33 U.S.C. § 1311 (a) (emphasis added).

17

Consistent with this prohibition, the Act authorizes the EPAto promulgateeffluent limitations

18

for - and issue permits incorporating those effluent limitations for - the discharge of pollutants.

19

Section 1311of Title 33 provides that "[e]ffluent limitations ... shall be applied to all point

20

sources of discharge of pollutants," see 33 U.S.C. §131l(e). Section 1342 of the same Title then

21

gives NPDES
authorities the powerto issue permits authorizing the discharge of any pollutant or
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1

combinationof pollutants. See 33 U.S.C. § 1342 (a)(1) ("the Administrator may,

2

opportunity for public heating, issue a permit for the discharge of any pollutant, or combination

3

of pollutants") (emphasis added); see also 33 U.S.C. § 1342(b) (authorizing states to administer

4

permit programsfor "discharges into navigable waters"). In other words, unless there is

5

"discharge of any pollutant," there is no violation of the Act, and point sources are, accordingly,

6

neither statutorily obligated to complywith EPAregulations for point source discharges, nor are

7

they statutorily obligated to seek or obtain an NPDES
permit.

8
9

Congressleft little roomfor doubt about the meaningof the term "discharge of any
pollutant." The Act expressly defines the term to mean"(A) any addition of any pollutant

10

navigable waters from any point source, [or] (B) any addition of any pollutant to the waters of the

11

contiguous zone or the ocean from any point source other than a vessel or other floating craft."

12

33 U.S.C. § 1362(12). Thus, in the absence of an actual addition of any pollutant to navigable

13

waters fromany point, there is no point source discharge, no statutory violation, no statutory

14

obligation of point sources to complywith EPAregulations for point source discharges, and no

15

statutory obligation of point sources to seek or obtain an NPDES
permit in the first instance.

16

The CAFO
Rule violates this statutory scheme. It imposes obligations on all CAFOs

17

regardless of whetheror not they have, in fact, addedany pollutants to the navigable waters, i.e.

18

discharged any pollutants. After all, the Rule demandsthat every CAFO
owner or operator either

19

apply for a permit - and complywith the effluent limitations contained in the permit - or

20

affirmatively demonstratethat no permit is neededbecause there is "no potential to discharge."

21

See 40 C.F.R. §§ 122.23(d) and (f). In the EPA’sview, such demandsare appropriate because
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1

CAFOs
have the potential to discharge pollutants. See Preamble to the Final Rule at 7202 ("The

2

’duty to apply’ provision is based on the presumptionthat every CAFO
has a potential to

3

discharge."). Whilewe appreciate the policy considerations underlying the EPA’sapproach in

4

the CAFO
Rule, however, we are without authority to permit it because it contravenes the

5

regulatory schemeenacted by Congress; the Clean Water Act gives the EPAjurisdiction to

6

regulate and control only actual discharges - not potential discharges, and certainly not point

7

sources themselves. See National Resources Defense Council v. EPA, 859 F.2d 156, 170 (D.C.

8

Cir. 1988) (noting that "the [Act] does not empowerthe agency to regulate point sources

9

themselves;rather, EPA’sjurisdiction under the operative statute is limited to regulating the

10

discharge of pollutants"). To the extent that policy considerations do warrant changingthe

11

statutory scheme, "such considerations address themselves to Congress, not to the courts." MC1

12

TelecommunicationsCorp. v. AT&T,Co., 512 U.S. 218, 234 (1994) (citation omitted).

13

EPA’sother arguments are also unavailing. The EPAprincipally attempts to derive

14

support for its "duty to apply" provision from the statutory definition of point source. EPA

15

argues that point source is defined to meannot only "any discernible, confined and discrete

16

conveyance"from whichpollutants "are" discharged, but also "any discernible, confmedand

17

discrete conveyance" from which pollutants "may be" discharged. 33 U.S.C. § 1362(14). The

18

EPAcannot, however,point to any provision of the statute that gives operational effect to the

19

"may be" language in the manner in which the EPAseeks to do so here. The EPApoints, for

20

example,to 33 U.S.C. § 131 l(e). Yet that section provides not that effluent limitations shall

21

applied to all point sources, end of story, but that effluent limitations shall be applied "to all point
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1

sources of discharge of pollutants in accordancewith the provisions of this chapter." 33 U.S.C. §

2

1311 (e) (emphasis added). Thus, while point sources are statutorily defined to include potential

3

dischargers, effluent limitations can, pursuant to 33 U.S.C. § 131 l(e), be applied only to "point

4

sources of dischargeof pollutants," i.e. those point sources that are actually discharging.21 Id.

5

The EPAalso argues that the "duty to apply" provision is consistent with the Act’ s goal

6

of not just reducing, but eliminating water pollution. It is true that the duty to apply provision is

7

consistent with the broad goal of eliminating water pollution. However,the duty to apply flatly

8

contravenes the statute’s text, whichmore specifically defines - and circumscribes - the powers

9

that Congressconferred upon the EPAin order to effectuate the Clean WaterAct’s goals.

10

Principles of statutory construction forbid us from sanctioning EPAconduct that is plainly

11

inconsistent with a statute’s specific text. See Caminetti v. United States, 242 U.S. 470, 485

12

(1917) ("It is elementarythat the meaningof a statute must, in the first instance, be sought in

13

languagein whichthe act is framed, and if that is plain.., the sole function of the courts is to

14

enforce it accordingto its terms.").

15

For all these reasons, webelieve that the Clean WaterAct, on its face, prevents the EPA

16

from imposing, upon CAFOs,the obligation to seek an NPDES
permit or otherwise demonstrate

17

that they have no potential to discharge. See ChewonU.S.A. Inc. v. Natural Resources Defense

18

Council, Inc., 467 U.S. 837, 842-43 (1984) (where Congress has "directly spoken to the precise

21 Wealso point out that our reading of 33 U.S.C. § 131 l(e) does not render superfluous
the "maybe" languageincluded in the statutory definition of point source. In our view, the "may
be" languagecan be read to clarify the reach of the EPA’spowerto seek injunctive relief. See 33
U.S.C. § 1319(b); see generally Weinbergerv. Romero-Barcelo,456 U.S. 305 (1982).
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1

question at issue" and "the intent of Congressis clear, that is the end of the matter; for the court,

2

as well as the agency, must give effect to the unambiguouslyexpressed intent of Congress.")

3

2z
(footnote omitted).

4

6

B.

Challenges to the Types of Discharges Regulated

1.

Regulatory_ Exemptionfor "Agricultural Stormwater" Discharges

As stated in the backgroundsection, supra, the CAFO
Rule generally provides that

7

discharges from a land application area under the control of a CAFO
are subject to NPDES

8

requirements. See 40 C.F.R. § 122.23(e). However,the Rule, like the Clean WaterAct itself,

22 Becausewefind that the EPAlacks statutory authorization to require potential
dischargers to apply for NPDES
permits, we need not consider whether the record here supports
the EPA’sdetermination that Large CAFOs
may reasonably be presumedto be such potential
dischargers. Wehasten to note, however, that if Congress were to amendthe Clean Water Act to
permit the imposition of a duty-to-apply, we believe the EPAwould have ample reason to
consider imposing this duty upon Large CAFOs.In our view, the EPAhas marshaled evidence
suggesting that such a prophylactic measuremaybe necessary to effectively regulate water
pollution from Large CAFOs,given that Large CAFOs
are important contributors to water
pollution and that they have, historically at least, improperlytried to circumventthe permitting
process. See, e.g., ProposedRule at 2976-77(noting that, according to the 1998 National Water
Quality Inventory, the agricultural sector was the leading contributor to identified water quality
impairmentsin the nation’s rivers and lakes); id. at 3008 ("since the inception of the NPDES
permitting programin the 1970s, a relatively small numberof larger CAFOs
has actually sought
permits); see also Preambleto the Final Rule at 7180(describing a rise in the excess manure
nutrients producedby animal feeding operations); id. at 7181 (detailing the ecological and human
health impacts caused by CAFO
manureand wastewater), id. at 7237 (noting the pollutants
present in manureand other CAFOwastes and describing howthey contribute to the impairment
of water quality).
Wealso note that the EPAhas not argued that the administrative record supports a
regulatory presumption to the effect that Large CAFOs
actually discharge. As such, wedo not
nowconsider whether, under the Clean Water Act as it currently exists, the EPAmight properly
presume that Large CAFOs
- or some subset thereof- actually discharge. See generally NLRBv.
Curtin MathesonScientific, Inc., 494 U.S. 775 (1990); National MiningAss ’n v. Babbitt, 172
F.3d 906 (D.C. Cir. 1999).
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1

carves out an exception wherethe discharge in question is "an agricultural storm water

2

discharge," id. - a category of discharges that the Act exemptsfrom regulation via the statutory

3

definition of"point source." See 33 U.S.C. § 1362(14). Morespecifically, the Rule classifies,

4

agricultural stormwater,any "precipitation-related discharge of manure,litter,

5

wastewater from land areas under the control of a CAFO"
where the "manure, litter

6

wastewater has [otherwise] been applied in accordance with site specific nutrient management

7

practices that ensure appropriate agricultural utilization." 40 C.F.R. § 122.23(e).

8
9

or process
or process

The EnvironmentalPetitioners contend that this approach violates the Clean WaterAct
and is otherwise arbitrary and capricious in violation of the Administrative Procedure Act

10

because the Clean WaterAct’s definition of "point source" requires regulation of all CAFO

11

discharges, notwithstanding the fact that agricultural stormwaterdischarges are otherwise

12

deemedexempt from regulation. Wedisagree.

13

The Act defines the term "point source" as follows:

14
15
16
17
18
19

"[P]oint source" meansany discernible, confined, and discrete conveyance,
including but not limited to any pipe, ditch, channel, tunnel, conduit, well, discrete
fissure, container, rolling stock, concentratedanimal feeding operation, or vessel
or other floating craft, from whichpollutants are or maybe discharged. This term
does not include agricultural stormwater discharges and return flows from
irrigated agriculture.

20

33 U.S.C. § 1362(14) (emphasis added). Contrary to the views of the EnvironmentalPetitioners,

21

wefred that this provision is self-evidently ambiguousas to whether CAFO
discharges can ever

22

constitute agricultural stormwater. Here, the Act expressly defines the term point source to

23

include "concentrated animal feeding operations;" the Act expressly defines "point source" to
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1

exclude "agricultural stormwater;" and the Act makesabsolutely no attempt to reconcile the two.

2

Congresshas not addressed the precise issue the EnvironmentalPetitioners put before us, and, as

3

a result, the operative question we must consider becomes,pursuant to Chevron, whether the

4

CAFO
Rule’s exemptionfor "precipitation-related"

5

"permissible construction" of the Clean Water Act. ChevronU.S.A. Inc. v. Natural Resources

6

Defense Council lnc., 467 U.S. 837, 843 (1984).

land application discharges is grounded in a

7

The EPAreads the Act’s definition of"point source" as generally authorizing the

8

regulation of CAFO
discharges, but exemptingsuch discharges from regulation to the extent that

9

they constitute agricultural stormwater.Wethink this is a reasonable construction in light of the

10

legislative purpose of the agricultural stormwater exemptionand given precedent from this

11

circuit. Withrespect to legislative purpose, we believe it reasonable to concludethat when

12

Congressadded the agricultural stormwater exemptionto the Clean Water Act, it was affirming

13

the impropriety of imposing,on "any person," liability for agriculture-related discharges

14

triggered not by negligence or malfeasance, but by the weather - even whenthose discharges

15

camefrom what wouldotherwise be point sources. There is no authoritative legislative history

16

to the contrary. The EnvironmentalPetitioners, for example,cite legislative history from 1972in

17

support of their position; however, the agricultural stormwater exemptionwas not added to the

18

Clean WaterAct until a full fifteen years later, whenCongresspassed the WaterQuality Act of

19

1987. See Water Quality Act of 1987, Pub. L. No. 100-4 § 503, 101 Stat. 7 (1987). It would

2O

improper for us to rely on statements from 1972in order to resolve an ambiguity that was not

21

created until 1987. In our view, prior legislative history is a hazardousbasis for inferring the
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1

intent of a subsequentCongress,in the same waythat "subsequentlegislative history is a

2

hazardous basis for inferring the intent of an earlier Congress." Pension Benefit GuarantyCorp.

3

v. LTVCorp.,496 U.S. 633,650 (1990) (emphasis added) (citation omitted). And, in any

4

none of the legislative history from 1972 comesclose to casting doubt on the construction we

5

23
permit here.

6

Precedent from this circuit also supports the construction that the EPAadvances and we

7

here permit. In ConcernedArea Residents for the Environmentv. Southview Farm, this Court

8

considered the agricultural stormwaterexemptionand its statutory relationship to point source

9

discharges, specifically CAFO
discharges. 34 F.3d 114 (2d Cir. 1994). The essence of the

10

Court’s holding was not, as EnvironmentalPetitioners contend, that discharges from an area

11

under the control of a CAFO
can never qualify for the agricultural stormwater exemption.

12

Rather, the Court held that a discharge from an area under the control of a CAFO
can be

13

considered either a CAFO
discharge that is subject to regulation or an agricultural stormwater

14

discharge that is not subject to regulation. Whetheror not a discharge is regulable turned, in the

23 For example, the EnvironmentalPetitioners substantially rely on a statement from
Senator Robert Dole acknowledgingthe environmental threat posed by "[p]recipitation runoff’
from areas storing animal and poultry waste. 2 A LEGISLATIVE
HISTORY
OF THEWATER
POLLUTION
CONTROL
ACTAMENDMENTS
OF 1972, Committee Print Compiled for the Senate
Committeeon Public Worksby the Library of Congress, Ser. No. 93-1, p. 1295 (1973). Senator
Doledid not at all suggest that the Act aimed, in fact, to regulate precipitation runoff. His
statement about precipitation runoffwas merely part of a larger discussion about the general
environmental threat posed by animal and poultry waste. To wit, he stated that: "In these modem
facilities, the use of bedding and litter has been greatly reduced; consequently, the manurewhich
is producedremainsessentially in the liquid state and is muchmoredifficult to handle without
odor and pollution problems. Precipitation nmofffrom these areas picks up high concentrates of
pollutants, whichreduce oxygenlevels in receiving streams and lakes and accelerate the
eutrophication process." Id.
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Court’s view, on the primary cause of the discharge. That is whythe Court wrote that a
discharge could be regulated, and liability

imposed, where"the run-off was primarily caused by

3

the over-saturation of the fields rather than the rain and that sufficient quantities of manurewere

4

present so that the run-off could not be classified as ’stormwater.’" Id. at 121.

5

Webelieve that the CAFO
Rule comports both with Congress’ intent in enacting the

6

agricultural stormwater exemption and with our holding in Southview Farm. So far as Congress’

7

intent is concerned, while the Rule holds CAFOs
liable for most land application discharges, it

8

prevents CAFOs
from being held liable for "precipitation-related

9

litter or process wastewaterhas [otherwise] been applied in accordancewith site specific nutrient

discharge[s]" where "manure,

10

management
practices that ensure appropriate agricultural utilization."

11

other words, like the Clean WaterAct itself,

12

agriculture-related discharges primarily caused by nature, while maintaining liability for other

13

discharges. So far as our holding in Southview Farmis concerned, discharges from land areas

14

trader the control of a CAFO
can and should generally be regulated, but where a CAFO
has taken

15

steps to ensure appropriate agricultural utilization of the nutrients in manure,litter, and process

16

wastewater, it should not be held accountablefor any discharge that is primarily the result of

17

"precipitation."

18

40 C.F.R. § 122.23(e).

the CAFO
Rule seeks to removeliability for

Wealso find unpersuasive the only other significant complaint the Environmental

19

Petitioners lodge against the CAFO
Rule’s agricultural stormwater exemption- namelythat it is

20

unreasonable, and hence improper, for the EPAto construe the term "agricultural" as

21

encompassing any stormwater discharge from a land area under the control of a CAFO.The
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1

EnvironmentalPetitioners contend that CAFOs
must be viewedas industrial, not agricultural.

2

Wedisagree. Dictionaries from the period in which the agricultural stormwater exemption was

3

adopteddefine "agriculture" or "agricultural" in a waythat can permissibly be construed to

4

encompass CAFOs.For example, Webster’s NewWorld Dictionary defined the term

5

"agriculture" to include, inter alia, "workof cultivating the soil, producingcrops, and raising

6

livestock."

7

1988). The OxfordEnglish Dictionary similarly defined agriculture to include, inter alia,

8

"cultivating the soil," "including the allied pursuits of gathering in the crops and rearing live

9

stock." I THEOXFORD
ENGI.ISHDICTIONARY
267 (2d Ed. 1989). Here, there is no question that

WE~3STER’S
NEWWORI~I~
DICTIONARY
OFAMEe,ICANENGI.ISH26 (3rd College Ed.

10

CAFOs
"rais[e]" or "rear" livestock and, because land-applied manureis used as fertilizer,

11

"cultivat[e] the soil" as well. Cf. Preambleto the Final Rule at 7197 ("Whenmanureor process

12

wastewater is applied in accordancewith practices designed to ensure appropriate agricultural

13

utilization of nutrients, it...

14

crops...").

15

agricultural in character.

fulfills an importantagricultural purpose, namelythe fertilization of

As a result, we cannot say that the EPAhas impermissibly treated CAFOs
as

16

Additionally, we note again that the CAFO
Rule classifies precipitation-related

17

discharges as agricultural stormwater only where CAFOs
have otherwise applied "manure, litter

18

or process wastewater.., in accordance with site specific nutrient management
practices that

19

ensure appropriate agricultural utilization."

20

even the CAFO
Rule’s application of the agricultural stormwater exemptionis expressly tethered

40 C.F.R. § 122.23(e) (emphasis added). Thus,
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24
to agricultural endeavors.
Accordingly,for all these reasons, wereject the EnvironmentalPetitioners’ challenge to
the CAFO
Rule’s exemptionfor agricultural stormwater discharges because we believe that the
exemptionis premised on a permissible construction of the Act.
2.

Regulation of "Uncollected" Discharges

6

The Farm Petitioners contend that the CAFORule violates the Clean Water Act because

7

it regulates "uncollected" discharges from land areas under the control of a CAFO;in effect, the

8

FarmPetitioners claim that runoff from land application areas, unless "collected" or

9

"channelized" at the land application area itself, does not constitute a point source discharge. We

10

reject this claim because, in our view, regardless of whetheror not runoff is collected at the land

11

application area, itself, any discharge from a land area under the control of a CAFO
is a point

12

source discharge subject to regulation because it is a discharge from a CAFO.

13

To evaluate the FarmPetitioners’ claim weturn, once again, to the statutory definition of

14

point source. The term "point source" is defined to mean, in relevant part, "any discernible,

15

confined and discrete conveyance,including but not limited to any pipe, ditch, channel, tunnel,

24 Wenote, moreover, that while the EPAhad previously classified CAFO
discharges as
industrial, rather than agricultural, the Agencyhas here adequately justified that changeon the
ground that "[w]hen manureor process wastewater is applied in accordance with practices
designedto ensureappropriate agricultural utilization of nutrients, it... fulfills an important
agricultural purpose, namelythe fertilization of crops..." Preambleto the Final Rule at 7197. Cf
Motor Vehicle Manufacturers’ Association of the United States, Inc. v. State FarmMutual
Automobile Insurance Company,463 U.S. 29, 42 (1983) (where an agency has changed course
is "obligated to supply a reasoned analysis for the change."). Becausethe EPAalso put the
public on notice of the substantive change, see ProposedRule at 3029-32, it has compliedwith
all applicable procedural requirements.
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1

conduit, well, discrete fissure, container, rolling stock, concentratedanimalfeeding operation, or

2

vessel or other floating craft, from which pollutants are or maybe discharged. 33 U.S.C. §

3

1362(14) (emphasis added). Giventhat the Act expressly defines "point source" to include

4

concentrated animal feeding operations, the FarmPetitioners can prevail on their challenge only

5

if wefmdthat the Act prohibits classifying a land application discharge as a discharge "from" a

6

CAFO.Webelieve, however, that the Act not only permits, but demands,that land application

7

discharges be construed as discharges "from" a CAFO
to the extent that they are not otherwise

8

agricultural stormwater.

9

As this Court previously held in Catskill MountainsChapter of Trout Unlimited, Inc. v.

10

City of NewYork, the term point source refers to "the proximate source from which the pollutant

11

is directly introduced to [a] destination water body." See 25
273 F.3d 481,493(2d Cir. 2001).

12

Here, CAFOs
are unquestionably "the proximate source" of any discharge of pollutants from

13

land application areas under their control to the surface waters (again, except wherethose

14

discharges are agricultural stormwater). But for the application of manureby the CAFO
to the

15

land, there could never be a discharge of pollutants from the land to the surface waters. Thus, any

16

land application discharge that is not agricultural stormwateris, defmitionally, a discharge

25 Wenote that, in this respect, Catskill Mountainsis in completeaccord with Southview
Farm.Implicit in SouthviewFarmis the idea that whena discharge from a land application area
under the control of a CAFO
is primarily caused by rain, such a discharge is not subject to
regulation because the rain - not the CAFO
- is the proximate source of the discharge; but when
"run-off [is] primarily causedby the over-saturation of the fields rather than the rain and [there
are] sufficient quantities of manure.., present," SouthviewFarm, 34 F.3d at 121, such a
discharge is subject to regulation because the CAFO
- not the rain - is the proximate source of
the discharge.
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1
2

"from" a CAFO
that can be regulated as a point source discharge.
Contrary to the contentions of the FarmPetitioners, whether the land application run-off

3

has been "collected" or "charmelized"at the land application area is irrelevant to the

4

determination regarding whether such run-off constitutes a CAFOdischarge. To be sure, the Act

5

does generally contemplatethat discharges be "channelized" in order to fall within the EPA’s

6

regulatory jurisdiction; that is whythe term "point source" is defined as "discrete, discernible,

7

conveyances."However,a CAFO
is, itself,

8

included in the list of examplesof the types of"point sources" the EPAmayregulate. Thus, any

9

discharge "from" a CAFO
is already a point source discharge. Requiring that manure, litter,

a "channel" under the Act - it is, of course, expressly

or

10

process wastewater be separately channelized at the land application site before any runoff could

11

be considered a "point source discharge" wouldbe, in effect, to imposea requirement not

12

contemplatedby the Act: that pollutants be charmelized not once but twice before the EPAcan

13

regulate them.

14

Even assumingthat the Act did not plainly require that land application discharges

15

generally be regulated as point source discharges, we wouldfind that the EPAhas permissibly

16

construed the statute in defining, as a "discharge from a CAFO,"the "discharge of manure,litter

17

or process wastewater to waters of the United States from a CAFO
as a result of the application

18

of that manure,litter or process wastewaterby the CAFO
to land areas under its control." 40

19

C.F.R. § 122.23(e). Landapplication areas are, after all, an integral and indeed indispensable

20

part of CAFOoperations. CAFOsdepend on them to receive the volumes of manure their

21

animals generate; as we noted in the backgroundsection above, "[s]everal estimates indicate that
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1

90% of CAFO-generated waste is land applied."

2

REGULATORY
ACTIVITIESRELATED
TO ANIMAL
FEEDINGOPERATIONS
13 (May 2002). Given

3

this fact and given that, under the Rule, only discharges from land application areas "under [the]

4

control" ofa CAFO
are subject to regulation, see 40 C.F.R. § 122.23(e), the EPAcould quite

5

reasonably conclude that runoff from a land application area is runoff from a CAFO.

6
7

EPA, STATECOMPENDIUM:
PROGRAMS
AND

Thus, we reject the challenge to the CAFO
Rule’s regulation of land application
discharges, including "uncollected" discharges.

8

C.

Challenges to the CAFORule Effluent Limitations

9

The EnvironmentalPetitioners bring a host of challenges to: (1) the CAFO
Rule’s

10

technology-based effluent limitation guidelines; and (2) the CAFO
Rule’s failure to promulgate

11

additional water quality based effluent limitations.

12

Again, we note that the specific effluent limitations contained in each individual NPDES

13

permit are dictated by the terms of moregeneral "effluent limitation guidelines" ("ELGs"), which

14

are separately promulgatedby the EPA.Cf. EPAv. California, ex reL State WaterRes. Control

15

Bd., 426 U.S. 200, 205 (1976) ("An NPDES
permit serves to transform generally applicable

16

effluent limitations and other standards including those based on water quality into the

17

obligations.., of the individual discharger."). ELGs,and the effluent limitations established in

18

accordance with them, are technology-basedrestrictions on water pollution; they are technology-

19

based because they are established in accordance with various technological standards that the

20

Act statutorily provides and that, pursuant to the Act, vary dependinguponthe type of pollutant

21

involved, the type of discharge involved, and whether the point source in question is newor
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1

already existing. See 33 U.S.C. § 1311. For existing facilities,

2

based on standards that include: (1) the best available technology economicallyachievable

3

("BAT"),see 33 U.S.C. § 131 l(b)(2)(A); (2) the best conventional pollutant control technology

4

("BCT"), see 33 U.S.C. § 1314(b)(2)(A); and (3) the best practicable control technology

5

currently available ("BPT"), see 33 U.S.C. § 1314(b)(1)(A). The technology standard for

6

point sources, which is commonlyreferred to as a newsource performance standard, is based on

7

the best available demonstrated control technology. See 33 U.S.C. § 1316.

8
9

the Act requires that ELGsbe

The EPAhere established non-numerical ELGsfor the production areas of CAFOs,and
did so on a sub-category by sub-category basis. Of these, two are relevant: the subcategory for

10

dairy cowsand cattle (other than veal calves), groupedtogether under Part 412, Subpart C

11

EPA’sregulations ("Subpart C CAFOs"),see 40 C.F.R. § 412.30-37, and the subcategory for

12

swine, poultry and veal calves, grouped under Part 412, Subpart D, ("Subpart D CAFOs"),see 40

13

C.F.R. § 412.40-47. The EPA, which was required to set BAT,BPTand BCTstandards for the

14

production areas of Subpart C and Subpart D CAFOs,here determined that the identical

15

"technologies" satisfy these standards, and accordingly promulgated ELGsbased on the same

16

technologies. Generally speaking, these ELGs, whether based on BAT,BCTor BPTstandards:

17

(1) set forth a prohibition on discharges from the production area of a CAFO
(except insofar

18

the discharges are caused by "precipitation"); (2) require best management
practices for

19

production area, including the installation of depth markers in manurelagoons and storage tanks,

20

daily inspections of water lines, and weeklyinspections of animal waste storage structures and of

21

equipmentused for channeling stormwater or runoff; (3) require additional best management
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1

practices for land application areas; and (4) provide an opportunity for altemative performance

2

standards based upon"site-specific alternative technologies that achieve a quantity of pollutants

3

discharged from the production area equal to or less than the quantity of pollutants that wouldbe

4

discharged under the baseline." See 40 CFR§ 412.3 l(a)(2).

5

The Environmental Petitioners present several challenges to the technology-based ELGs

6

promulgated by the EPA. Specifically,

they challenge the BAT-basedELGs, the BCT-based

7

ELGsfor pathogens, and the new source performance standard adopted for Subpart D CAFOs.

8

The EnvironmentalPetitioners also challenge the EPA’sdecision not to imposeadditional water

9

quality based effluent limitations. Weaddress each set of challenges in turn.

10

1.

11

The Environmental Petitioners contend that the CAFORule’s BAT-basedELGs- i.e. the

12

ELGsreflecting the best available technology economically achievable ("BAT"), see 33 U.S.C. §

13

1311(b)(2)(A) - violate the Clean WaterAct, or are otherwise arbitrary and capricious, in

14

respects. To wit, the EnvironmentalPetitioners claim that: (a) in establishing the BATstandards,

15

EPAfailed to consider the best-performing technologies in the CAFOindustry; (b) EPA

16

improperly abandoned a more suitable option as BATfor beef and cattle CAFOs(Subpart

17

CAFOs);and (c) the EPAimproperly rejected a more suitable option for swine, poultry and veal

18

CAFOs(Subpart D CAFOs).Wedeny all these challenges.

19
20

Challenges to the BATStandards

a.

Failure to Consider the Best Performing Technologies

The EnvironmentalPetitioners sweepingly contend that, in developing its BATstandards,
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1

the EPAfailed to consider the single-best performing or optimally operating CAFO
in each

2

category or subcategory and then adopt BATstandards that reflect the respective performancesof

3

those CAFOs.Wereject this summarychallenge. The record reflects that EPAextensively

4

surveyedavailable technologies, narrowedthe list of potential BATcandidates to seven options,

5

and subsequently found, within the boundsof its discretion, that "Option 2" - described below-

6

was the best candidate for BAT,because all the other options considered either did not perform

7

better than "Option 2," were not adequately supported in science, or were not economically

8

achievable.

9

The EPAengaged, here, in extensive data collection. The EPAconducted more than 116

10

site visits to CAFOs
in over 20 states. It obtained information regarding the operational

11

characteristics,

12

agencies within the USDA
such as the National Agricultural Statistics

13

Plant Health Inspection Service, and the EconomicResearch Service. EPAalso attended

14

conferences, obtained research from the land grant university system, met with several trade

15

associations, and conductedextensive literature reviews. It received and considered

16

approximately 11,000 public commentson the proposed CAFORule, see Preamble to the Final

17

Rule at 7178, as well as an additional 450 or so commentsfollowing the publication, in

18

November2001 and July 2002, of Notices of Data Availability (documents that summarizednew

19

data and information presented to the EPA).See id. at 7187-88. On the basis of this data

20

collection, the EPAultimately found that the BATstandards it adopted - whichgenerally require

21

improved operation and maintenance - would significantly

waste managementsystems, and financial situations of CAFOs
from several
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Service, the Animaland

reduce CAFOdischarges as well or

1

better than any other available, economicallyachievable technologies. Andit generally justified

2

this decision within the boundsof its discretion. See, e.g., id. at 7215("One recent study from

3

Iowa State University suggested 76 percent of earthen manurestructures lacked appropriate

4

accompanyingmanagementand maintenance activities.

5

more than 90 percent of violations were attributed to operation and management
deficiencies.").

6

To be sure, the CAFO
Rule does not explicitly identify the single, existing best-

7

performing CAFO
in each category or subcategory of the Rule. However,it is obvious that the

8

CAFO
Rule substantively establishes standards that make"reference to the best performer in any

9

industrial category" - and nothing in the Act or the legislative history indicates that any morewas

10

required of the EPA. See 1 A LEGISLATIVE
HISTORY
OF THEWATER
POLLUTION
CONTROL
ACT

11

AMENDMENTS
Or 1972, Committee Print Compiled for the Senate Committee on Public Works

12

by the Library of Congress, Ser. No. 93-1, p. 170 (1973). Webelieve that in all BAT

13

subcategories, the EPAhas either adopted the technology employedby the best performers or

14

declined to do so for permissible reasons. Indeed, the EnvironmentalPetitioners cannot identify

15

any specific performancestandard that the EPAfailed to consider or rejected for impermissible

16

reasons in adopting its BATstandards. Thus, the EPAhas compliedwith its statutory duties in

17

setting the BATstandards, and we consequently reject the EnvironmentalPetitioners’ challenge

18

to them.

19
20
21

b.

Another study in North Carolina stated

BATfor Beef and Cattle CAFOs("Subpart C CAFOs")

The Environmental Petitioners also challenge the BATstandards on the narrower ground
that the EPAimproperly abandoneda more suitable option as BATfor beef and cattle (Subpart
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1

C) CAFOs.Specifically, the Environmental Petitioners contend that EPAshould have selected

2

what EPAhad called "Option 3," rather than "Option 2" as BATfor Subpart C CAFOs.

3

Bywayof brief background,after reviewing an array of various pollution control

4

technologies and best managementpractices, the EPA- as we previously stated - narrowed the

5

list of potential BATcandidates to seven options. Those seven options can be generally

6

summarizedas follows:

7
8
9

Option 1 wouldrequire controls on land application of manure,based on the ability of the
soil to assimilate the nitrogen content of the manure,plus inspection and recordkeeping
requirements for the production area;

10
11
12
13

Option 2 wouldrequire the samecontrols as Option 1, but wouldrestrict the rate of
manureapplication instead to a (generally lower) phosphorus-basedapplication rate
wherenecessary, dependingon site-specific soil conditions;

14
15
16
17
18

Option 3 would require the same controls as Option 2, but would also require ground
water monitoring and discharge controls, unless the CAFO
could show that the
groundwaterbeneath manurestorage areas or stockpiles do not have a direct hydrologic
connection to surface waters;

19
20
21
22

Option 4 would require the same controls as Option 3, but would also require sampling of
surface waters adjacent to the production area and/or land under control of the CAFO
to
which manureis applied;

23
24
25
26

Option 5 would require - at least for Subpart D CAFOs
- the same controls as Option 2,
but would also establish a zero discharge requirement that does not allow overflows from
the production area under any circumstances;

27
28
29
30

Option 6 would require the samecontrols as Option 2, but would also require that swine
and dairy operations install and implementanaerobic digestion and gas recovery to treat
manure; and

31
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Option 7 would require the same controls as Option 2, but would also prohibit manure
application to frozen, snow-covered,or saturated ground.
3
4

SeeEPA,

PROPOSED RULE DEVELOPMENTDOCUMENTlO-14to

The EPAinitially

10-21 (Jan. 2001).

proposed adopting Option 3 as BATfor Subpart C CAFOs,see

5

ProposedRule at 3061-62, but ultimately adopted Option 2. See Preambleto the Final Rule at 7215-

6

16. That is to say, the EPAinitially

7

uniformly imposed on CAFOs,but ultimately decided that groundwater-related requirements be

8

implemented, as necessary, on a case-by-case basis. See id.; Proposed Rule at 3062.26 The

9

Environmental Petitioners claim that the rejection of Option 3’s groundwater requirements is

10

unsupportedin the record. The EPAargues, in opposition, that it reasonably determinedthat Option

11

2 is better technologythan Option 3, and that Option 3 wouldimposeprohibitive economiccosts on

proposed that various groundwater-related requirements be

26 As the EPAexplained in the Preambleto the ProposedRule and reaffirmed in its brief
in this consolidatedpetition,
even under Option 2, permit writers [are] required to consider whethera facility is
locatedin an area whereits hydrogeologymakesit likely that the ground water
underlying the facility is hydrologically connectedto surface water and whether a
discharge to surface water from the facility through such hydrologically connected
groundwater maycause or contribute to a violation of State water quality
standards. In cases where such a determination was madeby the permit writer, he
or she would imposeappropriate conditions to prevent discharge via a hydrologic
connection [and that these conditions] wouldbe included in the permit.
ProposedRule at 3062. It is thus clear that whenthe EPAstated, in the Preambleto the Final Rule,
that "requirements limiting the discharge of pollutants to surface water via groundwater... are
beyond the scope of today’s ELGs,"Preamble to the Final Rule at 7216, the EPAmeant only that
uniform national requirements are beyond the scope of today’s ELGs.The EPAdid not, in other
words, meanto suggest that NPDES
authorities lacked the power to impose groundwater-related
requirements on a case-by-case basis, wherenecessary.
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1

the CAFOindustry. Webelieve that the record adequately supports EPA’sdeterminations and

2

accordingly defer to the Agency’sselection of Option 2.

3

The EPAprincipally claims that Option 2 is better technology than Option 3 because

4

groundwater-related requirements are highly dependent on site-specific

5

accordingly, such requirements are more effectively evaluated and implementedon a case-by-case

6

basis, rather than imposeduniformly. The record adequately supports this claim. Studies do show

7

that variability in topography, climate, distance to surface water, and geologic factors influence

8

whetherand howpollutant discharges at a particular site enter surface water via groundwater. See

9

EPA, PRO~’OSED
RULEDEVELOPMENT
DOCUMENT
12-12 (Jan. 2001). For example, a study

variables and that,

10

Clappand Hornbergerdemonstratesthat variability in soil types significantly affects the rates at

11

whichwater flows through them; indeed, Clapp and Hornberger"reported that water flowed through

12

sand about 100 times faster than through clayey [sic] soils and about 10 times faster than through

13

silty soils." ld. Given that there is sufficient record support for EPA’sdetermination that

14

groundwater-related requirements are better imposedon a case-by-case basis, and given that Option

15

2 requires CAFOs
to consider whether such requirements are needed, see Proposed Rule at 3062,

16

wefind that EPAhas adequately justified its fmdingthat Option2 constitutes better technologythan

17

Option 3. See Nat’l Wildlife Fed’n v. EPA, 286 F.3d 554, 566 (D.C. Cir. 2002) (upholding

18

EPA’sdetermination to regulate "color discharges" from pulp and paper mill process on a case-by-

19

case basis where such discharges were dependenton site-specific conditions).

20
21

The record also supports the EPA’sdecision to reject Option 3 as economicallyprohibitive
and not likely to result in any significant reduction in groundwaterpollution. See Am. Petroleum
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1

Inst. v. EPA,787 F.2d 965, 972 (5th Cir. 1986) ("EPAwoulddisserve its mandatewere it to tilt

2

windmills by imposing BATlimitations which removed de minimis amounts of polluting agents

3

from our nation’s waters, while imposingpossibly disabling costs uponthe regulated industry.").

4

EPA’sfinal economicanalysis showeda nearly six-fold increase in the numberof beef, dairy, and

5

heifer CAFOs
projected to close under Option 3, were that Option, rather than Option 2, adopted.

6

This amountedto a potential facility closure rate under Option 3 of 29%for heifer CAFOs,19%for

7

beef, and 12%for the subcategory as a whole. See EPA, FINALRULEECONOMIC
ANALYSIS
3-22

8

(Dec. 2002). At the sametime, the EPAfound that while it wasdifficult to quantify on an industry-

9

wide basis the pollutant reduction that would be associated with nationally-applicable ELGsfor

10

groundwatercontrols, its pollution reduction modelsshoweda difference of less than 1%difference

11

between the nitrogen load reduction achieved under Option 3 as opposed to Option 2. See EPA,

12

PROPOSED
RULEDEVELOPMENT
DOCUMENT
12-15 (Jan.

13
14
15
16

2001).

In light of all the above, wedeny the EnvironmentalPetitioners’ challenge to the selection
of Option 2 as BATfor Subpart C CAFOs.
c.

BATfor Swine, Poultry_ and Veal CAFOs("Subpart D CAFOs")

Although the EPAinitially

proposed Option 5 as BATfor Subpart D CAFOs,see Proposed

17

Rule at 3063-64, the EPAultimately

determined that the costs of Option 5 would not be

18

economically achievable and, accordingly, adopted Option 2. See Preamble to the Final Rule at

19

7218-19. The Environmental Petitioners here challenge the EPA’srejection of Option 5 on the

20

grounds that: (1) the EPAgave undue consideration to cost; (2) the EPA’seconomicmodeling

21

flawed; and (3) even assuming the reasonableness of the EPA’seconomicmodels, the Agencyhas,
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1

in other contexts, deemed"economically achievable" technologies that producedthe same or worse

2

economiccosts. Wereject all of these challenges and uphold the EPA’sselection of Option 2 as

3

BATfor Subpart D CAFOs.

4

As a preliminary matter, wenote that EnvironmentalPetitioners are correct that cost is only

5

one of the factors that EPAis supposedto consider in establishing BATstandards. See 33 U.S.C.

6

§ 1314(b)(2)(B) (specifying that the EPAshould consider "the age of equipment and facilities

7

involved, the process employed,the engineeringaspects of the application of various types of control

8

techniques, process changes, the cost of achieving such effluent reduction, non-water quality

9

environmental impact (including energy requirements), and such other factors as the Administrator

10

deemsappropriate"). However,the Clean WaterAct "does not state what weight should be accorded

11

to the relevant factors; rather, the Act gives EPAthe discretion to makethose determinations." BP

12

Exploration & Oil, Inc. v. EPA, 66 F.3d 784, 802 (6th Cir. 1995). Andas this Court previously

13

indicated in Riverkeeper,lnc. v. EPA,the Administratoris obligated to "inquire into the initial and

14

annual costs of applying the technology and makean affirmative determination that those costs can

15

be reasonably borne by the industry."

16

determines, with adequatesupport in the record, that a given set of costs cannot reasonably be borne

17

by a given industry, courts must defer to that determination.

358 F.3d 174, 195 (2d Cir. 2004). Thus, if the EPA

18

Webelieve that the EPAhas here determined, with adequate support in the record, that

19

Subpart D CAFOscannot reasonably bear the costs associated with Option 5, because the EPA-

20

after conducting extensive economicanalysis, involving numerouseconomictests and modeling -

21

determined that Option 5 would render 17%of swine CAFOsand 11%of Subpart D CAFOs,on the
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1

whole, vulnerable to closure. See EPA, FINALRULEECONOMIC
ANALYSIS
at 3-19 to 3-22 (Dec.

2

2002). 27

3

EnvironmentalPetitioners challenge the probity of the EPA’seconomicmodeling, because,

4

in their view, the EPAshould have assumedthat CAFOscould offset their compliance costs by

5

obtaining state and federal funding ("cost-share assistance") and by passing the costs on

6

consumers("cost passthrough"). In evaluating this challenge, wewish to makeclear, at the outset,

7

that the EPA’sdeterminations about costs, as well as the methodologythat the EPAemploys in

8

making such determinations, are entitled

9

statutory duty to consider cost, courts of review should be mindful of the manyproblemsinherent

10

in an undertaking of this nature and uphold a reasonable effort madeby the Agency."Nat’l Wildlife

11

Fed’n v. EPA, 286 F.3d 554, 563 (D.C. Cir. 2002) (quoting FMCCorp. v. Train, 539 F.2d 973,979

12

(4th Cir. 1976)). A reviewing court can neither "second-guessEPA’sanalysis nor ’undertake [its]

13

owneconomicstudy’; rather, the court must ’uphold the regulations ifEPAhas established in the

14

record a reasonablebasis for its decision.’" ld. at 565 (citation omitted); see also Chem.Mfrs. Ass ’n

15

v. EPA,870 F.2d 177,250(5th Cir. 1989) ("a ’court’s inquiry will be limited to whetherthe Agency

16

consideredthe cost of technology, along with the other statutory factors, and whetherits conclusion

to deference38 "While EPAmust take seriously its

27 Because the Clean Water Act "imposes no obligation on EPAto subdivide industries
so that each point-source category contains identical producers," BASFWyandotteCorp. v.
Costle, 598 F.2d 637, 655 (lst Cir. 1979), wereject the EnvironmentalPetitioners’ claim that
EPAshould segregate poultry CAFOs
out of Subpart D and separately consider the costs of
imposing Option 5 on them.
28 Weagree with the Environmental Petitioners that the EPA’seconomicdeterminations
are not - as the EPAputs it - entitled to "heightened deference." Deference, not "heightened"
deference, is due.
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1

is reasonable’" (citation omitted)).

2

Webelieve that the EPAhas reasonablyjustified its decision not to consider either cost-share

3

assistance or cost passthroughin promulgatingthe final CAFO
Rule. First, with respect to cost-share

4

assistance, the EPAdetermined, within the bounds of its discretion, that there were too many

5

uncertainties regarding the extent to whichany such assistance wouldmitigate compliancecosts and

6

that, accordingly, it wouldbe inappropriate to consider cost-share assistance as a reliable offset to

7

compliancecosts. In its proposed economicanalysis, EPAdetermined, for example, that although

8

the USDA’sEnvironmental Quality Incentives Program ("EQIP") could theoretically

9

economicstrain that Option 5 might impose, the EQIPprogram should not be relied upon because

ease the

10

it might not cover all newapplications from CAFOs,might limit the eligibility

of CAFOs
through

11

various requirements, and might delay distributing funds to CAFOs
given various waiting lists and

12

geographic priorities.

13

while certain legislation

14

participation and substantially increased funding for EQIP, EPAstill

15

conducted its fmal economic analysis, that the benefits of the EQIPprogram were still

16

speculative to count on because it remainedunclear what the actual funding levels wouldbe, what

17

limits might be placed on the types of waste managementpractices covered, and what share of

18

dollars wouldbe allocated to confmement
facilities

19

and to larger-sized operations. See EPA,FINALRUI~EECONOMIC
ANALYSIS
2-66 to 2-68 (Dec. 2002).

20

Wecannot say that the EPAunreasonably determined that federal allocations were too uncertain to

21

rely upon.

See EPA, PrtO~’OSED
RULEECONOMIC
ANALYSIS
4-55 to 56 (Jan. 2001). And
passed by Congress in 2002 eliminated some restrictions
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on EQIP

believed, at the time it
too

- as opposedto other agricultural operations -

1

Second, with respect to cost passthrough, webelieve that EPAdetermined, within the bounds

2

of its discretion, that the possibility of passing costs on to consumerswasalso too uncertain to rely

3

upon. The EPAexplained in its proposed rule economicanalysis that farmers are at the bottom of

4

a long food marketing chain, subject to imperfect market conditions characterized by "local

5

oligopsony conditions, or’ few buyers’." See EPA, PROPOSED
RULEECONOMIC
ANALYSIS
4-60 (Jan.

6

2001), citing Rogers and Sexton, Assessing the Importance of Oligopsony Powerin Agricultural

7

Markets, 76 AMER.
J. AGR.ECON.1143-50, Dec. 1994. Given the limited bargaining power of those

8

whoraise and confine animals, see id. at 2-25 to 2-26, the EPAthus concludedthat "[i]ndividual

9

farmers generally have a limited ability to pass on increased costs associated with regulations" and

10

that, as a result, it wouldbe a mistake to rely on cost passthrough. See id. at 4-60. Wecannot say

11

29
that the EPAacted unreasonably in makingthese determinations.

12

Having rejected the challenges to the soundness of the EPA’seconomicmodels, we move

13

finally to EnvironmentalPetitioners’ claim that, even assuming the reasonableness of the EPA’s

14

economic modeling, the results

15

unachievable because the Agency has, in other contexts, deemed "economically achievable"

16

technologies that produced the same or worse economiccosts. Wereject this claim as well. The

17

EPAhere estimated that Option 5 would expose up to 11%of Subpart D CAFOs
to financial stress

18

sufficient

do not support a finding that Option 5 was economically

to create a risk of closure. See EPA, FINALRULEECONOMIC
ANALYSIS
at 3-22 (Dec.

29 Wealso uphold, as reasonable, EPA’sdecision not to rely on "long-run market
adjustments,"given that these, too, are inherently uncertain and difficult to predict and that, in
any event, adjustments for the long-rtm might "masksevere financial effects at regulated CAFOs
in the short-run." See EPA, FINALRULEECONOMIC
ANALYSIS
2-64 (Dec. 2002).
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1

2002). Whilethe EPA- and courts - have treated more substantial risks of closure as nonetheless

2

supporting a finding of economicachievability, see, e.g., Chem.Mfrs. Assoc. v. EPA,870 F.2d at 202

3

(upholdingBATwhere14%of facilities

4

courts - have treated less substantial risks of closure as supporting a finding of economic

5

unachievability. For example, the D.C. Circuit has upheld an EPAdetermination that a projected

6

closure rate of less than 7%could support a finding of economicunachievability. See Nat’l Wildlife

7

Fed’n v. EPA, 286 F.3d 554, 563 (D.C. Cir. 2002). In the end, economic achievability

8

determination the EPAmust makeon an industry-by-industry basis because each industry has its

9

ownspecial attributes and requires an individual assessmentof appropriate financial criteria. And

10
11
12

wouldbe forced to close), it is also true that the EPA- and

is

wemust defer to such determinations unless they are unreasonable. See id., 286 F.3d at 565.
Thus, we reject the EnvironmentalPetitioners’ claim that the EPAunlawfully selected Option
2, rather than Option 5, as BATfor Subpart D CAFOs.

13

2.

Challenge to the BCTStandard for Pathogens

14

The EnvironmentalPetitioners next claim that the EPA’sfailure to adopt any requirements

15

specifically designed to reduce pathogen discharges violates the Clean WaterAct and is otherwise

16

arbitrary and capricious in violation of the Administrative Procedure Act.3° Weagree with the

3o Wefind that, contrary to the EPA’sargument, the EnvironmentalPetitioners are not
barred from bringing this claim, because one commentexpressly addressed the inadequacy of the
Agency’s pathogen reduction measures, see Excerpt NumberCAFO201424-27
in EPA,
RESPONSE TO COMMENTSON THE NPDESPERMITTING REQUIREMENTS AND EFFLUENT
LIMITATIONS GUIDELINES FOR CONCENTRATEDANIMAL FEEDING OPERATIONS at 9-81 (Dec.
2002) and because, in any event, the Agencyclearly considered its statutory obligation to impose
pathogen reduction measures in the course of promulgating the CAFORule. See Nat’l Resources
DeCCouncil, lnc. v. EPA,824 F.2d 1146, 1151 (D.C. Cir. 1987).
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1
2

EnvironmentalPetitioners in part.
The EPAdoes not dispute that it is required, under the Clean WaterAct, to promulgateBCT-

3

based effluent guidelines for at least one pathogen, namely fecal coliform. See 33 U.S.C. §

4

1314(a)(4) (listing fecal coliform as a conventional pollutant subject to regulation); 33 U.S.C.

5

1311(b)(2)(E) (requiring the promulgationof BCTstandards for pollutants). That is to say,

6

does not dispute that it is required to promulgate a technology standard for achieving pathogen

7

reductions that reflects the best conventional pollutant control technology. The EPAalso does not

8

here dispute that there is a morethan de minimispresence of pathogensin the animalwaste regulated

9

by the CAFORule. In the Preamble to the CAFORule, for example, the EPAexpressly

10

acknowledges"the presence of pathogens in animal wastes and the potential risk theypose to human

11

health and the environment." Preamble to the Final Rule at 7217. See also EPA, I~S~’OtqSETO

12

COMMENTSON THE

13

FORCONCENTRATED
ANIMALFEEDING
OPERATIONS
A-8 (Dec. 2002) ("EPA recognizes the presence

14

of pathogens in animal wastes and the potential

15

environment"); Proposed Rule at 2977 (noting that livestock

16

microorganisms,including bacteria, viruses, protozoa, and parasites," that "[m]ultiple species of

17

pathogens maybe transmitted directly from a host animal’s manureto surface water" and that

18

"[o]ver 150 pathogens found in livestock manureare associated with risks to humans").

19

NPDESPERMITTING REQUIREMENTS AND EFFLUENT LIMITATIONS GUIDELINES

risk they pose to human health and the
manure "contains countless

The EPAargues that, notwithstanding the above, its failure to imposeany BCT-basedELGs

20

specifically designedto achieve pathogenreductions is justified. Principally, the EPAargues that:

21

(1) the pathogencontrols it did evaluate, most of whichappear to relate to the use or potential use
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1

of anaerobic digestion technology, wouldnot necessarily lead to significant pathogenreduction, but

2

wouldimposesignificant costs, see Preambleto the Final Rule at 7217; and (2) the ELGsotherwise

3

adopted by the CAFORule may"incidentally"

4

discharges. See Brief of RespondentsUnited States EnvironmentalProtection Agency,et al. at 196;

5

see also Preamble to the Final Rule at 7217 ("Althoughthe ELGrequirements in this rule are not

6

specifically designed to reduce the pathogens in animal wastes, today’s rule mayachieve some

7

reductions of pathogens in CAFOdischarges...").

8
9

achieve some reductions of the pathogens in CAFO

In our view, however, the CAFO
Rule violates the Clean Water Act because the EPAhas not
made an affirmative

finding that the BCT-based ELGsadopted in the CAFORule do in fact

10

represent the best conventional pollutant control technology for reducing pathogens. The EPAmay

11

well determine, within the boundsof its discretion, that the ELGsotherwise adopted by the CAFO

12

do in fact represent the best conventional pollutant control technology for reducing pathogens. It

13

maywell be the case, to put it slightly differently, that the EPAdetermines,after consideringall the

14

relevant factors, that the ELGsotherwise adopted by the CAFORule will directly - not just

15

incidentally - reduce pathogens and do so better than any other pollutant control technology. But

16

we cannot, consistent with the Act, allow the EPAto avoid imposing any other pollutant control

17

technologywithout an express finding in this regard. The Act requires that the EPAselect the best

18

3~
pollutant control technology for reducing pathogens, and we must enforce that requirement.

31 Because the EPAnever madean affirmative finding that the other ELGsadopted by
the CAFO
Rule constitute the best conventional pollutant control technology, weneed not
address whether EPAreasonably rejected other pathogen controls. The rejection of those
controls is not properly before this Court.
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Accordingly,we grant the petition to the extent that EnvironmentalPetitioners challenge the
EPA’sfailure to impose ELGsspecifically designed to reduce pathogens in CAFOdischarges as a
violation of the Clean WaterAct.
3.

Challenge to the NewSource Performance Standard for Swine, Poultry_, and Veal

The EnvironmentalPetitioners claim that the EPA’s"newsource performancestandard" for
6

the production areas of swine, poultry, and veal CAFOs
is arbitrary and capricious and that- because

7

the EPAintroduced a change to the standard that was not subject to public comment- the new

8

source performancestandard for the production areas of swine, poultry, and veal CAFOs
violates

9

the Clean WaterAct’s public participation requirements. Weagree with them in part.

10

The Clean Water Act requires the EPAto promulgate "NewSource Performance Standards"

11

("NSPS")for new, as opposed to already existing, sources of pollution. See 33 U.S.C. § 1316. The

12

Act provides that these standards must "reflect the greatest degree of effluent reduction whichthe

13

Administrator determines to be achievable through application of the best available demonstrated

14

control technology,processes, operating methods,or other alternatives, including, wherepracticable,

15

a standard permitting no discharge of pollutants." 33 U.S.C. § 1316(a)(1). The Act further requires

16

that the EPA"take into consideration the cost of achieving such effluent reduction, and any non-

17

water quality, environmental impact and energy requirements." 33 U.S.C. § 1316(b)(1)(B).

18

note that the EPAis given "considerable discretion to weighand balance the various factors required

19

by statute to set [NSPS]." Riverkeeper, Inc. v. EPA,358 F.3d 174, 195 (2d Cir. 2004) (citation

20

omitted).

21

The EPAinitially proposedthat the NSPSfor the production areas of swine, poultry and veal
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1

CAFOsinclude various groundwater-related requirements, see Proposed Rule at 3144, and also

2

proposed that the NSPSfor the production areas of swine, poultry, and veal CAFOs
include a total

3

prohibition on production area discharges. See id. ("There must be no discharge of process

4

wastewaterpollutants into U.S. waters, including any pollutants discharged to groundwater which

5

have a direct hydrological connection to surface waters."). In the Final Rule, however, the EPA

6

changed course in several respects:

7

requirements; (2) the NSPSstill

8

could comply with this requirement by designing, constructing,

9

production areas that could "contain all manure,litter,

(1) The NSPSdid not include the groundwater-related

barred all production area discharges, but provided that a CAFO
operating and maintaining

and process wastewaterincluding the runoff

10

and the direct precipitation from a 100-year, 24-hour rainfall event;" and (3) the NSPSempowered

11

permitting authorities to establish alternative performancestandards that allow production area

12

discharges, so long as such discharges were accompaniedby "an equivalent or greater reduction in

13

the quantity of pollutants released to other media" by the CAFO.See 40 C.F.R. § 412.46. The

14

EnvironmentalPetitioners here challenge all three aspects of the final NSPS.
Wereject the challenge to the extent that it concerns the EPA’sfailure

15

to include

16

groundwater-related requirements as part of the NSPS.The EPA’sdecision not to include such

17

requirements as part of the NSPSwas predicated on the same findings underlying its decision not

18

to include groundwater-related requirements as part of the BATfor "Subpart C CAFOs."Andas

19

wehave already explained, webelieve that these findings are supportedin the record. See discussion

20

supra.

21

However,we agree with the EnvironmentalPetitioners that there is not adequate support in
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1

the record for either: (1) the EPA’sdecision to allow CAFOs
to complywith the "total prohibition"

2

requirementby designing, operating, and maintaininga facility to contain the nmofffrom a 100-year,

3

24-hour rainfall

4

prohibition" requirement through alternative performance standards.

5

event; or (2) the EPA’sdecision to allow CAFOsto comply with the "total

Withrespect to the former, the EPAclaims that the "100-year, 24-hourrainfall event" design

6

standard is functionally equivalent to or a logical outgrowthof a total prohibition standard. TheEPA

7

has not, however, adequately substantiated this claim. For example, the EPAnever modeledthe

8

potential overflows and pollutant loads from a system with a 100-year, 24-hour storm event design

9

capacity; so far as wecan tell, the EPAmodeledonly the potential overflows and pollutant loads

10

from a system with a 25-year, 24-hour storm event. Andwhile certain studies mayhave shownthat

11

the production area BMPsadopted by the CAFORule would have substantially

12

production area discharges documentedin the record, we think it obvious that substantially

13

preventing discharges is not the same as prohibiting them outright.

prevented the

14

Withrespect to the latter, the EPAhas not justified in any way- let alone with adequate

15

support in the record - its decision to allow a CAFO
to complywith the total prohibition standard

16

through an alternative

17

aggregate pollution is equivalent to or lower than what it wouldhave been without the production

18

area discharges.

19

standard permitting production area discharges so long as the CAFO’s

Additionally, becausethe EPAdid not indicate, until the adoptionof the final rule, that it was

20

considering either the 100-year, 24-hour rainfall event option or the possibility of alternative

21

performancestandards, we fred that the EPA’sdecision to adopt such provisions as part of the NSPS
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for swine, poultry, and veal violates the Clean WaterAct’s public participation requirements. See
33 U.S.C. § 125 l(e) ("Public participation in the development, revision, and enforcementof
regulation, standard, effluent limitation, plan, or programestablished by the Administratoror any
State under this Act shall be provided for, encouraged, and assisted by the Administrator and the
States").
6

Challenge to the EPA’sFailure to ImposeWaterQuali _ty BasedEffluent Limitations

7

Wenowconsider the final challenge brought in this consolidated petition, namely, whether

8

the CAFO
Rule violates the Clean Water Act and is otherwise arbitrary and capricious under the

9

Administrative Procedure Act because the Rule fails to promulgate water quality based effluent

10

limitations

11

Petitioners that it does, at least in part.

12

("WQBELs")
and also bars states from doing so. Weagree with the Environmental

As stated above, the Clean WaterAct not only requires that the EPApromulgatetechnology-

13

based effluent limitations, but also provides that additional WQBELs
"shall be established"- either

14

by the EPA,see 33 U.S.C. § 1312(a), or by the states, see 33 U.S.C. § 1314(1) - where"discharges

15

of pollutants from a point source or group of point sources.., wouldinterfere with the attainment

16

or maintenanceof that water quality in a specific portion of the navigablewaters whichshall assure

17

protection of public health, public water supplies, agricultural and industrial uses, and the protection

18

and propagation of a balanced population of shellfish, fish and wildlife, and allow recreational

19

activities

20

WQBELs
because "[t]he limitations necessary to achieve a given level of water quality in one reach

21

of a waterwaymayrequire morecontrol of effluents than that attainable through application of the

in and on the water." 33 U.S.C. § 1312(a). The Act authorizes the imposition of such
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1

best available

2

AMENDMENTS
OF 1972, Committee Print Compiled for the Senate Committee on Public Works by

3

the Library of Congress, Ser. No. 93-1, p. 1464(1973).

4

technology." 2 A LEGISLATIVE HISTORY OF THE WATERPOLLUTION CONTROLACT

The CAFORule does not, here, promulgate any WQBELs.
This much is clear. And this

5

does not present a problemto the extent that the Rulefails to promulgate- and bars the states from

6

promulgating- WQBELs
for any "agricultural stormwater discharge," as that term is defined in 40

7

C.F.R. § 122.23 (e). 32 Agricultural stormwaterdischarges are, after all, statutorily exemptfrom any

8

effluent limitations,

9

U.S.C. § 1362(14).

10

including WQBELs,
because they are not point source discharges. See 33

Whatis fully unclear is: (1) whythe CAFO
Rule exempts discharges other than agricultural

32 The EnvironmentalPetitioners argue that the Preambleto the Final Rule can be
construed to give the term "agricultural stormwaterdischarge" a broader definition than the one
provided in 40 C.F.R. § 122.23(e). Because the Preamble at one point states that where a CAFO
has developedsite specific practices to ensure appropriate agricultural utilization of nutrients,
"[a]ny remaining discharge.., would be covered by the agricultural storm water exemption," the
EnvironmentalPetitioners claim that the agricultural stormwater exemptionmight be read to
include even "dry weather discharges," i.e., discharges not caused by rain. Preambleto the Final
Rule at 7198. Wedisagree. First and most importantly, the CAFO
Rule itself provides that only
a "precipitation-related discharge" can be classified as agricultural stormwater. 40 C.F.R. §
122.23(e). Dry-weatherdischarges are, by definition, not precipitation-related. Second, the
Preambleexpressly states - in the paragraph preceding the statement that the Environmental
Petitioners construe as suggesting a broader definition of agricultural stormwater- that "any dry
weather discharge of manureor process wastewaterresulting from its application to land area
[sic] under the control of a CAFO
wouldnot be considered an agricultural storm water discharge
and would thus be subject to Clean Water Act requirements." Preamble to the Final Rule at 7198.
Thus, the agricultural stormwater exemption encompassesonly those discharges that the CAFO
Rule defines as agricultural stormwater, that is, a "precipitation-related discharge of manure,
litter, or process wastewater from land areas under the control of a CAFO"
wherethe "manure,
litter or process wastewaterhas [otherwise] been applied in accordancewith site specific nutrient
management
practices that ensure appropriate agricultural utilization." 40 C.F.R. § 122.23(e).
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stormwater discharges from WQBELs,and (2) whether the CAFORule bars the states

from

promulgatingWQBELs
for discharges other than agricultural stormwaterdischarges, and, if so, why.
Withregard to the former, the EPAhas here indicated its intention not to promulgateany WQBELs
whatsoever;the Preambleto the Final Rulestates, after all, that the "EPAdoes not expect that water
quality-based effluent limitations will be established for CAFO
discharges resulting from the land
6

application of manure,litter

or process wastewater." Preambleto the Final Rule at 7207. The EPA

7

has, however, only justified its determination not to imposeWQBELs,
only insofar as agricultural

8

stormwater discharges are concerned. See id. The EPAhas not attempted, in any way, to explain

9

its failure

to promulgate WQBELs
for CAFOdischarges other than agricultural

stormwater

10

discharges as that term is defined in 40 C.F.R. § 122.23(e). The EPAsidesteps the issue completely

11

on appeal, and the Preamble to the CAFO
Rule similarly fails to explain, let alone justify, its

12

decision. Since there is otherwise evidence in the record suggesting that the EPA’stechnology-based

13

effluent limitation guidelines maynot, on their own,"assure protection of public health," see, e.g.,

14

Memorandum
from Laurel J. Staley, Chief, Treatment and Destruction Branch, Land Remediation

15

& Pollution Control Division, EPA,Re: Assessmentof the Necessity for Controlling Potentially

16

Infectious Microorganismsin AnimalWastes (Jan. 16, 2002), we find that the EPA’sfailure

17

justify the lack of WQBELs
for CAFOdischarges other than agricultural

18

violates 33 U.S.C. § 1312(a) and is arbitrary and capricious in violation of the Administrative

19

Procedure Act.33 Accordingly, on remand, we direct the EPAto explain whether or not, and why,

stormwater discharges

33 To be clear, weare not asked to consider - and we accordingly do not consider whetherEPAis statutorily required, in the first instance, to investigate the propriety of imposing
WQBELs.
Here, we hold only that where the EPAhas madea determination, one way or the
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1

WQBELs
are needed to assure that CAFOdischarges will not "interfere

2

maintenanceof that water quality in a specific portion of the navigable waters whichshall assure

3

protection of public health, public water supplies, agricultural and industrial uses, and the protection

4

and propagation of a balanced population of shellfish, fish and wildlife, and allow recreational

5

activities in and on the water." 33 U.S.C. § 1312(a).

6

with the attainment or

Additionally, we find that the Preambleto the Rule is ambiguousabout whether states may

7

promulgate WQBELs
for discharges other than agricultural stormwater discharges as that term is

8

defined in 40 C.F.R. § 122.23(e). Onthe one hand, the Preambledoes, at one time, seemto suggest

9

that states maypromulgate WQBELs;
it provides that "[a]lthough, as noted above, manure and

10

process wastewater discharges from the land application area are not directly subject to water

11

quality-based effluent limits, EPAencouragesStates to address water quality protection issues in

12

their technical standards for determining appropriate land application practice." Preambleto the

13

Final Rule at 7198. On the other hand, the Preamble elsewhere says that where a CAFOhas

14

implementedsite-specific

15

nutrients, it is free fromany further regulation. To wit, the Preamblestates:

16
17
18
19
2O
21

practices designed to ensure appropriate agricultural utilization

of

In explaining howthe scope of CAFO
point source discharges is limited by the agricultural
storm water exemption, EPAintends that this limitation will provide a "floor" for CAFOs
that will ensure that, wherea CAFO
is land applying manure,litter or process wastewaterin
accordancewith site specific practices designedto ensure appropriate agricultural utilization
of nutrients, no further effluent limitations will be authorized, for example, to ensure
compliancewith water quality standards.

other, about the propriety of imposing WQBELs,
that determination must be reasonable and
supportedin the record, i.e., not arbitrary and capricious.
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1

/d. (emphasisadded). Giventhe ambiguityin the Preamble,and given the fact that at least one state

2

has expressed concemthat the Rule prevents the imposition of any state WQBELs,
see Wisconsin

3

Dep’t of Natural Res. Commentson U.S. EPA’sProposed Rule Revisions for Concentrated Animal

4

FeedingOperationsat 1 (July 27, 2001), webelieve it necessary for the EPAto explain moreclearly,

5

on remand, whether in fact states maypromulgate WQBELs
for discharges other than agricultural

6

stormwaterdischarges as the term is defined in 40 C.F.R. § 122.23(e) and, if not, why.

7

Accordingly,wegrant the EnvironmentalPetitioners’ challenge to the extent that they claim

8

that the CAFO
Rule is arbitrary and capricious under the Administrative Procedure Act because the

9

EPAhas not sufficiently justified its decision not to promulgateWQBELs
for discharges other than

10

agricultural stormwaterdischarges, as that term is defined in 40 C.F.R. § 122.23(e). Additionally,

11

wegrant the EnvironmenalPetitioners’ petition to the extent that it seeks clarification of whether

12

34
the CAFORule bars the states from promulgating WQBELs.

13
14

CONCLUSION

For the foregoing reasons, the petitions are granted in part and denied in part. Wehereby

15

vacate those provisions of the CAFO
Rule that: (1) allow permitting authorities to issue permits

16

without reviewing the terms of the nutrient management
plans; (2) allow permitting authorities

34 The EnvironmentalPetitioners movedto clarify and/or supplementthe administrative
record on appeal to include certain documentsexchangedbetween the EPAand the Office of
Managementand Budget. They so moved because, in their view, the EPA-OMB
documents
supported their challenges to (a) the EPA’sfailure to promulgate WQBELs
and (b) the
Rule’s new source performance standard for swine, poultry, and veal. Because we have granted
both these challenges without even considering the EPA-OMB
documents, we deny the
Environmental Petitioners’ motion as moot.
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1

issue permits that do not include the terms of the nutrient management
plans and that do not

2

provide for adequate public participation; and (3) require CAFOs
to apply for NPDES
permits

3

otherwise demonstrate that they have no potential to discharge. Wealso remandother aspects of

4

the CAFO
Rule to the EPAfor further clarification and analysis. Specifically, wedirect the EPA

5

to: (1) definitively select a BCTstandard for pathogenreduction; and (2) clarify - via a process

6

that adequately involves the public - the statutory and evidentiary basis for allowing Subpart D

7

CAFO’sto complywith the newsource performance standard by either: (a) designing,

8

constructing, operating and maintaining production areas that could contain all manure,litter

9

process wastewaterincluding the runoff and the direct precipitation from a 100-year, 24-hour

10

rainfall event; or (b) complyingwith altemative performancestandards that allow production

11

area discharges, so long as such discharges are accompaniedby an equivalent or greater

12

reduction in the quantity of pollutants released to other media. Additionally, wedirect the EPA

13

to clarify the statutory and evidentiary basis for failing to promulgatewater quality based effluent

14

limitations for discharges other than agricultural stormwaterdischarges, as that term is defined in

15

40 C.F.R. § 122.23(e), and also direct the EPAto clarify whether states maydevelop water

16

quality based effluent limitations on their own. Weuphold the CAFO
Rule in all other respects.
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Recent Developments in the Regulation of
Municipal Solid Waste Landfill Facilities
The Texas Commission on
Environmental Quality (TCEQ) recently
embarkedon a substantial series of revisions
to the State’s regulations governing the
management of municipal solid waste
(MSW).The current rulemaking activities
represent the TCEQ’s most comprehensive
rewrite of the MSW
regulations since
jurisdiction over the program was
transferred to the agency from the Texas
Department of Health (TDH) in the early
1990s.
This paper generally focuses on three
rulemaking projects of the TCEQ,each of
which will substantially affect the permitting
and operation of landfills and other MSW
facilities in Texas. Several of the
controversial aspects of each rulemaking
project will be highlighted. In addition,
recently enacted legislation affecting the
permitting of MSW
facilities is briefly
discussed.
I.
Phase I Rulemaking
30 TACChapter 330, Subchapter F
(MSWSite Operating Plans)
A.
Background. The first phase of
TCEQrulemaking involves amendments to
Subchapter F of 30 Texas Administrative
Code (TAC) Chapter 330 relating to site
operating plans (SOPs) for MSW
facilities.
Pursuant to 30 TAC§§ 330.51 and 330.114,
an application for a Type I (e.g., household
solid waste) or Type IV (e.g., construction
and demolition debris) landfill must contain
an SOPsufficient to enable site management
and personnel to conduct daily operations at
the site in an environmentally protective
manner. The SOP regulations were targeted
by TCEQat the outset to address recurring
issues arising from the day-to-day operation
of somelandfills (e.g., complaints regarding

odor, noise, windblowntrash, etc.) as well
as in response to a judicial decision of the
Third Court of Appeals in Austin concerning
the requisite degree of specificity in such
SOPs?
B.
Call-in procedure. Under the
amended SOP rules, which became effective
on December2, 2004, existing landfill
permit holders (permittees) must apply for
publicly-noticed permit modification to
incorporate the new requirements of
Subchapter F into the existing SOP.2 The
~ See BFIWasteSystemsof NorthAmerican,Inc. and
Texas NaturalResourceConservationCommission
v.
MartinezEnvironmentalGroup,City of ChinaGrove,
and DonMcKenzie,Case No. 03-02-00218-CV
(November
21, 2002). TheThird Court of Appeals
affn’medin part, andreversedandrenderedin part, a
decisionof the TravisCountyDistrict Courtsetting
aside the agency’sdecision approvinga permit
amendment
for a landfill in BexarCounty,Texas.In
pertinentpart, the Courtheldthat:
"Thereare no detailed generalrules to guide
the daily operation of a municipal solid
waste plant. TheCommission
has rejected a
one-size-fits-all approachto regulation, in
favor of individual site operating plans
tailored to meetspecific locations. Eachsite
operating plan must therefore provide
specific, enforceableproceduresto govern
the daily operationof a specific landfill.
Theexact level of detail required of each
individual section of a plan is a matter of
agencydiscretion - but, at a minimum,
a
plan mustset out enforceable procedures
andbe moredetailed thanthe generalrules
that it implements.Weaffirm the district
court’s ruling that BFrssite operatingplan
does not complywith chapter 30, section
330.114of the TexasAdministrativeCode."
(Emphasisadded).
2 A"noticed"permitmodificationinvolvesthe
issuanceof mailednoticeto potentiallyaffected
persons in accordancewith 30 TAC§ 305.70(k). The
rules donot providea right to a contestedcase
hearingon a permitmodification,but the Executive
Director’sapprovalor disapprovalof the application
is subject to a motionto overturnwhichmaybe heard
by the TCEQ’sCommissioners.

of the SOPrule amendments.4 The TCEQ
had previously determined that any
application for a newlandfill or major
amendmentto an existing permit received
on or after December2, 2004, wouldbe
processed under the amendedSOPrules.
Despite the call-in approachincorporated
into SubchapterF, interested parties argued
30 TAC§ 305.127(4)(B) independently
requires that any regulations taking effect
before final adjudication must be applied to
the pendingapplications.

TCEQ
Executive Director is responsible for
establishing a schedulefor existing
permittees to submit their permit
modifications. Timely submission of an
application will enable a permittee to
continue operating under existing permit
requirementsuntil a final decision is made
on the application for a permit
3modification.
Theso-called "call-in" schedule for
existing facilities is organizedalong regional
lines, with the first groupconsisting of
approximatelysixteen (16) landfills located
within the North Central Texas Council of
Governmentsregion (e.g., Dallas, Denton,
Ellis, Hunt, Johnsonand Parker counties).
The second group consists of approximately
thirteen (13) facilities located withinthe
Houston-Galveston Area Council and
Southeast Texas Regional Planning
Commission.There are a total of six call-in
groups representing the 79 largest TypeI
landfill facilities (based on waste acceptance
rates). Othertypes of facilities (e.g.,
medium/smallTypeI facilities, TypeIV
facilities, etc.) will in similar fashionbe
called-in by region. TypeVfacilities (e.g.,
transfer stations) andregistered facilities
will be not be called-in. Acopy of the
TCEQ’scall-in criteria, mapand listing of
affected facilities are includedin
Attachment ’A’.

The Commissionersformally
considered the contested matters on April
13, 2005, during which it was announced
that one of the certified questions had been
withdrawnand two applicants had opted to
modifytheir SOPsand proceed under the
amendedrules. Various alternatives were
discussed by the Commissioners,including a
permit provision requiring an SOPupdate by
5a date certain (if not otherwisecalled-in)
and a provision conditioning the acceptance
of waste upon approval of a revised SOP.It
was ultimately determined by the
Commissionersthat the fourth application
could continue to be processed under the
SOPregulations in effect whenthe
application wasfiled. Theeffect of such
decision on the remainingapplications
(approximately10) pendingon the effective
date of the amended
rules is not entirely
clear.

C.
Rule applicability. Despite the
TCEQ’sestablishment of a call-in schedule
for existing facilities, the questionof
applicability to pendingapplications stirred
controversythat resulted in a consolidated
series of certified questions fromthe State
Office of Administrative Hearings (SOAH)
to the TCEQ’sCommissioners. The
certified questions involved four pending
landfill applications scheduledfor contested
case hearings on or about the effective date

Althoughthe Executive Director is
not requiringnon-landfillfacilities (e.g.,
MSW
transfer stations) to initiate a permit
or registration modification to complywith
the newlyamendedSOPrules (i.e., no callin schedule), permits and registrations issued
4 Thefourpermitapplicationswerefiled byWaste
Management
of Texas,the Cityof Anson,TanTerra
Environmental
Services,Inc., andRegionalLand
Management
Services,Ltd.
5 See,e.g., 30TAC
§ 305.127(3).

3 30 TAC
§ 330.1l(b) (December
2, 2004).
2

on and after December2, 2004, will be
subject to the newregulations. Applications
for modificationof permits and registrations
which request changes to the SOPand are
approvedafter the samedate are similarly
subject to the amendedrules.

2.
Operating hours. In an effort to
address potential off-site nuisance
conditions, including those not related to the
protection of water, soil or air, TCEQ
incorporated provisions limiting the hours
during which MSW
maybe accepted at or
transported fromthe facility and the hours
whenheavy equipment mayoperate at the
site. In general, the standardhours of
operation are 7:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m.,
Mondaythrough Friday, unless otherwise
approved by the TCEQthrough appropriate
permit amendmentor modification
procedures. Also, a general "blackout"
period has been established betweenthe
hours of 9:00 p.m. and 5:00 a.m., unless
otherwise authorized by the Executive
Director. If a facility can demonstrate
historic operating hours outside the standard
time periods established in the rule, such
hours maybe authorized during the call-in
process. Alternate operating hours for up to
five (5) days per year maybe approved
accommodatespecial occasions or as
otherwise necessary to address natural
disasters or emergencyconditions. These
provisions has been a source of concernto
the MSW
industry because facilities have
historically relied on off-hours to use heavy
equipment (e.g., earth-moving when
constructingnewcells, interior roads, etc.)
and such noise abatementprovisions are
beyond the TCEQ’score regulatory
jurisdiction.

D.
Selected issues. Several
controversial or noteworthyaspects of the
amendedSOPregulations include (i) waste
acceptancerates, (ii) facility operating
hours, and (iii) access road maintenance.
1.
Waste acceptance rates. Amid
industry concerns that the TCEQ
was for the
first time broadly seeking to impose
quantitative limits on the rate at which
MSW
could be accepted at landfill facilities
(e.g., flow control), the final rulemaking
clarified that the requirementto set forth an
estimated waste acceptance rate is not
intended to establish a limiting parameterin
the permit. Rather, the estimated waste
acceptancerate is a forecasting device to
help maintainthe correct balance of on-site
personnel, equipmentand operating
procedures relative to the amountof waste
being receivedat the facility. 6 If the annual
waste acceptancerate (rolling four quarter
average) exceeds such estimate and is not
due to a temporaryoccurrence, the permittee
is required to file an application within
ninety (90) days to modifythe SOP
further ensure proper management]

3.
Access Road maintenance. The
amendedregulations require litter pickup,
not only on and aboutthe landfill site but at
least daily on all public access roads serving
the facility for a distance of two(2) miles
from each site entrance used by waste
delivery vehicles. The permittee must
consult with the Texas Departmentof
Transportation (TxDOT),county and local
governments having road maintenance
authority. The Executive Director may

6 Accordingto TCEQ
guidance, the elements of site
operation that are related to the wasteacceptancerate
include numberofpersormel, necessary equipment,
compaction,odor control and related procedures
(unloading, screening, windblownwaste, daily cover,
etc.).
7 It is noted that permittees mayestablish an
incremental series of estimated waste acceptance
rates and associated equipment,personnel and
procedures(e.g., table/matrix) to reduce the needto
file a successiveseries of applications.
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approve an alternate clean-up frequency and
distance during the call-in process. In
addition, tracked mudand associated debris
at the entranceto the facility and on the
public roadwayat the entrance must be
removed.Permit-tees are further required to
regrade certain access roadwaysas
necessary to minimizedepressions, ruts and
potholes at a frequencyspecified in the SOP.
These provisions are controversial inasmuch
as permittees are being directed by TCEQ,
in the absenceof any statutory directive, to
undertake road maintenanceactivities far
fromtheir facilities to correct deficiencies
that are not necessarily or entirely
attributable to the landfill operations.

A.
Background. The second phase of
TCEQrnlemaking involves substantial
amendmentsto the remaining subchapters of
30 TACChapter 330 including the siting
and design of newlandfills and amendments
to existing facilities. TheTCEQ’sbroader
rulemaking commencedin 2004,
immediatelyfollowing adoption of the
revised SOPregulations (discussed above).
The amendmentsare scheduled for formal
proposal in the Texas Register during
Augustof 2005, with final adoption
expectedin the Fall. In advanceof such
formal proposal, TCEQ
staff issued three
iterative rulemakingpackagesfor review
8and commentby stakeholders.

E.
Guidance Document. In April of
2005, the TCEQ
released its Guide for
Preparing Site Operating Plans for
Municipal Solid Waste Facilities (RG-420).
Thepurposeof the guide is to assist owners
and operators of MSW
facilities in the
preparation of newor revised SOPsin
conformancewith the amendedregulations.
A copy of the TCEQ’sguidance document
for preparing site operating plans can be
viewedat:

Thecurrent draft rules, issued on
May27, 2005, span in excess of 400 pages
and are too voluminousand detailed to
discuss in their entirety. Attachment’B’
hereto includes an outline of the most
significant provisions developed by TCEQ
staff during the initial rulemakingphase. A
reviewof the outline reveals the sweeping
nature of the current draft amendments
to
Chapter 330.
B.
Selected issues. Several of the most
controversial and noteworthyaspects of the
draft amendments
to Chapter 330 include (i)
expanded buffer zones for new and amended
facilities, (ii) vertical expansionsover
historical disposal areas, (iii) monitorwell
spacing, (iv) countylicensing and the role
COGsin MSW
permitting, and (v) rule
applicability.

http://www.tceq.state.tx.us/comm_exec/forms_pubs/
pubs/rg/rg-4 20_541280.pdf

F.
Status: The amendmentsto 30 TAC
Chapter 330, Subchapter F, were formally
proposed on August 13, 2004, and adopted
of November10, 2004. The rules became
effective on December2, 2004, a copy of
which can be viewedat:

1.
Buffer zones. Perhaps the most
controversial and significant proposal by
TCEQis the establishment of expanded
buffer zonesfor landfill facilities. The
current minimum
on-site buffer for landfills

http://www.tnrcc.state.tx.us/permitting/wasteperm/m
swperm/msw_ sop_adop_29texreg11054-

l1094(20041126).pdf
II.
Phase II Regulations
30 TACChapter 330, Subchapters A - Y
(Remaining MSWRegulations)

8 TCEQ
staff issued draft regulations on or about
November23, 2004, March15, 2005, and May27,
2005.
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is fifty feet (50’), whichis ostensibly
intended to provide for the safe passage of
fire fighting and other emergencyvehicles
and equipmentaroundthe facility. Initially,
TCEQsuggested a revised buffer zone of
fifty feet (50’) plus three times (3X)
maximum
height of the landfill.
Significantly, the expandedbuffer zone was
madeapplicable not only to newlandfills,
but to both lateral and vertical expansionsof
existing landfills. Bywayof example,an
existing landfill seekingto increase its
height from 100’ to 200’ (i.e., not moving
any closer to off-site receptors) wouldhave
been required to expandits buffer zone by
600’ around the perimeter of the abovegradeareas of the landfill. Alternativesto
such expandedbuffer zones could be
approvedupon demonstrating to the
ExecutiveDirector that such standard is not
feasible and there is a specific engineered
design alternative that affords, amongother
things, equivalent screening and buffering
protection. 9 Theprecise objectives of such
expanded"buffering" (aside from aesthetics)
werenot clearly articulated in the initial
draft rule.
In a subsequentdraft of the proposed
rules, TCEQ
revised the buffer zone
requirementto a fixed distance of 250’
aroundthe perimeter of those portions of the
landfill that wouldchangeas a result of the
expansion.1° The agency also added specific
references to the control of windblown
waste and odors to the provisions for
alternatives to the fixed buffer distance,
thereby establishing objectives beyondmere
aesthetics.

However,it is nowunclear whetherthe
buffer is still to be measuredfromthe
discrete portion of the landfill that would
change(i. e., the newlyauthorizedairspace)
or fromall wastedisposal areas at existing
facilities. As noted by one industry
commenter,such interpretation could
preclude the future expansionof any
existing landfill that currently has waste
located within 125’ of the facility boundary
- which are manyin numberbecause of the
preexisting 50’ buffer zone requirement thereby potentially interfering with longterm MSW
disposal capacity and planning
in Texas.11
Industry commentershave also
recommended
additional provisions for
allowingfacilities to demonstrate"control"
over real propertyin order to qualify those
areas as buffers, such as easementsor
agreementswith adjacent landowners(e.g.,
restrictive covenants, settlement agreements,
written waivers, etc.). Environmental
organizations, on the other hand, have
criticized the 125’ buffer zone as wholly
inadequateto address potential off-site
nuisance conditions such as landfill odors
and noise.12
In the final rulemaking, TCEQ
will
needto morefully resolve (i) the underlying
purposesfor expandingthe buffer zones, (ii)
the appropriateness of applying such
expandedbuffers to lateral and vertical
expansionsof existing facilities, (iii) the
mannerin whichbuffer distances are to be
calculated, and (iv) the methodsby which
control over property can be demonstratedto
satisfy the buffer requirements.

In the mostrecent draft, the fixed
buffer distance was reduced to 125’ and
madeapplicable only to TypeI landfills.

1~ See commentsby Lone Star Chapter of the Solid

9 30 TAC§ 330.541(b) (November23, 2004).
10 30 TAC§ 330.541(b) (March 15, 2005 and

Waste Association of North American (TxSWANA)
filed June 10, 2005.
12 See commentsby Texas Campaignfor the

27, 2005).

Environment(TCE) filed June of 2005.

2.
Vertical expansions. The draft rules
currently provide that vertical expansions
over landfill cells that do not haveSubtitle D
compliantliner systems(e.g., historical
waste disposal areas) must either incorporate
a compositeliner and leachate collection
systemor otherwise ensure that listed
concentration values will not be exceededin
the uppermostaquifer at the relevant point
of compliance(e.g., an alternative liner
system). The construction of a composite
liner and leachate collection systemover
existing waste disposal areas presents
significant challenges, due to the potential
for differential settlement of the waste, and
the meansby which a facility might
demonstrate compliance with the
performance-basedalternative liner standard
is not specifiedin the rule.
At least one industry commenterhas
questionedwhetherthe draft rule will
effectively preclude future expansionsover
pre-Subtitle Dcells, thereby potentially
impacting long-term MSW
disposal capacity
13
and plalming. Prior industry comments
advocateda moreflexible leachate
managementsystem that minimizes the
infiltration of water through the expansion
area and into the pre-Subtitle Dcells,
thereby providinggreater site-specific
design flexibility.laAt the sametime,
environmental organizations have
questioned whether vertical expansions over
pre-Subtitle D cells should ever be allowed,
short of permitting such an expansionin the
samemanneras a newfacility.15

3.
Monitor well spacing. Preexisting
TCEQguidance specifies a maximumwell
spacing of 600 feet for groundwater
monitoringat landfills to determinethe
quality of groundwaterpassing the point of
compliance in the uppermostaquifer
beneaththe facility. Theinitial draft rules
sought to limit monitorwell spacing to no
greater than 300 feet, whichwascriticized
by the MSW
industry as an unjustified and
inflexible departure fromexisting practices.
In the most recent draft, TCEQ
staff
removedthe 300-foot spacing requirement
but required a multi-dimensional, numerical
fate-and-transport flow modelto justify any
proposedspacing. Industry’s concern is that
the amountof data necessary to perform
such modelingwith any degree of accuracy
will require significantly moresite
characterization than has been historically
required or is economicallyjustified, and
other site specific analysis mightbe
sufficient to properlyestablish such
spacing.16 In other words, the use of
modelingmaybe necessary or appropriate in
someinstances, but not in all cases.
Environmentalorganizations have filed
commentssupporting such a modeling
requirement.X7This requirement, if
maintained, maysubstantially increase the
technical and economicburdens on landfill
operators and generate numerousissues
during the application and hearing process
concerning the modelingdata and
assumptions.

x3 See commentsby Lone Star Chapter of the Solid

4.
County Licensing and the Role of
COGs.Counties are authorized to issue
MSW
permits and other approvals pursuant
to locally adoptedregulations. Duringthe
rulemaking, TCEQ
staff expressed an intent

Waste Association of North American (TxSWANA)
filed June 10, 2005.
~4 See commentsjointly filed by WasteManagement

16 See commentsby Lone Star Chapter of the Solid

of Texas, Inc., Allied WasteIndustries, IESI
Corporation, and TxSWANA
on April 18, 2005.
15 See commentsby Texas Campaignfor the

Waste Association of North American (TxSWANA)
filed June 10, 2005.
17 See commentsby Texas Campaignfor the

Environment(TCE) filed June of 2005.

Environment(TCE) filed June of 2005.

to encourage more counties to develop
programs to authorize lower priority MSW
facilities (e.g., small rural transfer stations)
using such local authority. TCEQ’scurrent
draft requires that such local rules be
"consistent" with State regulations for
permitted facilities and "compatible" for
other types of approvals. Someindustry
commentershave suggested that local rules
must be the same as the TCEQ’sregulations
(i.e., no more or less stringent) in order to
maintain compliance with federal Subtitle D
requirements and/or ensure a statewide level
playing field.18

that COGsshould address land use
compatibility and local facility siting
concerns in their RSWMPs,
and that the
factors addressed should correspond to those
listed in the regulations for consideration by
the TCEQduring the MSWpermitting
process.
On the heels of such suggestion,
some COGshave sought to require MSW
permit applicants to submit substantial
technical and other information concerning
the facility and its current and future
operations in order to support the COG’s
review and determination of conformance
with the RSWMP.21 By way of example,
some COGshave desired information
concerning compliance history, the potential
use of alternate daily cover,
landscaping/visual screening, odor and
nuisance controls, traffic analyses, the
maximumgeometrically feasible height that
the landfill could ever reach in the future,
plans to help curtail illegal dumpingin the
area, and the facility’s willingness to
contribute cash or in-kind donations to
address regional solid waste management
problems. Representatives of the MSW
industry have expressed concerns to the
COGsand the TCEQthat such requirements
exceed the legal authority of COGs,do not
provide objective standards against which to
evaluate MSWapplications for conformance
with RSWMPs,invade the TCEQ’s primary
regulatory jurisdiction and result in
z2
inappropriate duplication of effort,

Additionally, the role of COGsin the
TCEQ’spermitting process has been a
matter of growing controversy over the past
several years, a9 Nearly all of the 24 COGs
amendedtheir regional solid waste
management plans (RSWMPs)during the
2002/2003 grants biennium. Public and
private solid waste managementactivities
are required to conform to the RSWMPs
following the approval of such plans by
TCEQ.
By law, TCEQis required to adopt
rules relating to RSWMPs,
and the
RSWMPs
must conform to the State’s solid
waste management plan. 2° Although the
determination of land use compatibility by
COGsis not required by the applicable
rules, TCEQ’sStrategic Plan - Solid Waste
Management in Texas (2001-2005) indicates
18 See comments
by LoneStar Chapterof the Solid
Waste Association of North American(TxSWANA)
filed June10, 2005.
19 COGs
are regional planningcommissions
created
underthe authorityof Chapter391, Local
GovernmentCode.
10 SubchapterD of Chapter361, TexasHealth &

e.g., Capital AreaPlanningCouncil(CAPCO)
RegionalSolid WasteManagement
Plan (2002-2022)
and drafts of CAPCO’s
related Solid WastePlan
Conformance
Checklist (2004-2005);North Central
Texas Council of Governments(NCTCOG)
Regional
Conformance
EvaluationProcess and Regional
Conformance
Evaluation Formand associated
CountySolid WasteFacility Siting andService Need
Study (2004-2005).
12 See, e.g., Comments
of LloydGosselink,dated
July, 2004,and AssociatedConsultingEngineers,
21 Seep

SafetyCode,sets forth the statutory requirements
applicableto regional solid wastemanagement
plans.
30 TAC
Chapter330, SubchapterO, further specifies
the required and recommended
content of such
RSWMPs.
7

TCEQ’scurrent draft regulations do
not expressly resolve these issues. The
amendedrules provide that the content of
RSWMPs
are as specified in Texas Health
and Safety Code§ 363.064,23 yet the
provisions setting forth plan content simply
require that COGscommitto developing a
guidance document to review MSW
applications to determine conformancewith
the goals and objectives outlined in
applicable Regional Solid Waste
ManagementPlan Implementation
Guidelines. 24 The provisions governing
implementationplans, in turn, merely
require COGsto identify the process that
will be used to evaluate whether a proposed
facility will be in conformancewith the
25 It is noted, however, that TCEQ
RSWMP.
staff has reordered the required content of
MWS
permit applications by movingthe
land-use-only componentsinto Parts I and II
of the application, and the rules require
applicants to simplyfurnish Parts I and II to
the COGs.26 The facility must then submit
documentationto TCEQ
that a review letter
was requested from the COGto document
27
compliance with the RSWMP.
5.
Rule applicability. The current draft
rules set forth a series of implementation
dates. Basedon the certified questions and
debate concerningthe applicability of recent
amendmentsto Subchapter F, it maybe
necessary for TCEQ
to proactively resolve
any implementationissues potentially
arising from 30 TAC§ 305.127(4)(B).
referenced above, various interests had
Inc., dated July 6, 2004, filed with the TCEQ’s
Strategic AssessmentDivision, Waste Planning
Team, in regard to the CAPCO
plan; and comments
of WasteManagement
of Texas, Inc., dated April 21,
2005, filed with NCTCOG.
23 See 30 TAC§ 330.631(a) and (c) (May27, 2005).
24 See 30 TAC§ 330.635(a)(2)(b) (May27,
25See 30 TAC§ 330.643(0) (May 27, 2005).
26See 30 TAC§ 330.57(e)(2) (May27, 2005).
27See 30 TAC§ 330.59(p) (May 27, 2005).

argued that § 305.127(4)(B)required
TCEQto fully impose upon pending and
subsequentlyfiled applications all of the
amendmentsto Subchapter F,
notwithstanding the "call-in" approach
established in the amendedrules. TCEQ
should affirmatively address whetheror to
what extent a permit modification or other
application that is pendingor filed after
adoption triggers full implementationof the
Chapter330 revisions prior to the
applicability dates established in the
amendedrules.
C. Other Issues. In response to the
March15, 2005, draft regulations,
representatives of the MSW
industry,
including TxSWANA,
Waste Management,
Allied WasteIndustries and IESI
Corporation, filed joint comments
identifying the landfill industry’s twelve
(12) top industry concerns. Rather than
reiterating each of those concernsherein, the
joint commentsare attached hereto as
Attachment’C’. They address such issues
as buffer zones, applicability to pending
applications, use of solid waste data, land
use analysis, consistency with regional
planning, leachate collection systems,
groundwatermonitoring, duration and limits
of authorizations, closure and post-closure
cost estimates, regulation of testing
laboratories, noise pollution controls, and
surface water quality standards.
D.
Status: The current draft
amendmentsto 30 TACChapter 330 were
released to stakeholders on May27, 2005.
The commentperiod expired on June 10,
2005, and the amendments
are tentatively
scheduled for consideration by the TCEQ
Commissionersin Augustof 2005(i.e.,
approvalto formally proposethe rules).
Copiesof the draft rules can be viewedat:
http://www.tnrcc.state.tr, us/permitting/wasteperm/m
swpertn/msw_ch330_advgp.html#drafl_rule

III. Phase III Rulemaking
30 TACChapter 305, Subchapter D
(MSWPermit and Registration
Modifications)
A.
Background. The third phase of
TCEQrule amendmentswill involve
revisions to 30 TAC§§ 305.70 and 305.62
to establish a newcategory of major
modifications to MSW
permits
(distinguishable from minormodifications)
and address "Subtitle D" upgrades.
B.
Major Modifications. The new
category of major modifications will allow
moresignificant changes to MSW
facilities
and their operations without triggering the
requirement to secure a major amendment
under 30 TAC§ 305.62. A primary purpose
of the rules is to limit the scopeof contested
proceedingsto the specific modifications
requested in the permit application.
Historically, significant changes to MSW
facilities have triggered major amendment
proceedingsin whichvirtually all aspects of
the facility and its operations were subjected
to challenge. Althoughcertain statutory
provisions and associated rules expressly
mandate major amendmentsfor specific
types of applications (e.g., Subtitle D
upgrades), the revisions to § 305.70will
otherwise dispense with the need for MSW
facilities to obtain major amendmentsunder
§ 305.62.
C.
Subtitle D Upgrades. The
amendmentsto Chapter 305 would also
further tighten the circumstancesin which
the modification procedures of 30 TAC§
305.70can be utilized by permitted landfill
facilities to upgradeto the requirementsof
40 Code of Federal Regulations (CFR)Part
258 (i.e., federal Subtitle Dregulations). In
the early to mid-1990s, the TCEQ
freely
enabled previously permitted landfills to

upgradetheir design and operations to meet
newfederal Subtitle D regulations through
Class I permit modifications, rather than
permit amendments,thereby dispensing with
the need for contested case hearings. In
2001, the TCEQamendedits permit
modificationrules to address situations in
whichclosed or inactive landfills and
previouslypermitted landfills that never
received any waste could utilize
modification procedures to upgradean entire
28
facility to meetSubtitle D requirements.
Such rulemaldngdid not expressly address,
however,situations in which landfills may
have previously submitted Subtitle D
upgraderequests, received conditional
and/or partial approvals from the TCEQ,and
then continuouslyoperated the landfill in
accordance with Subtitle D while pursuing
additional modifications for previously
permitted but undevelopedportions of the
facility. 29 Thecun’ent draft rules wouldnow
specifically preclude the use of modification
proceduresto upgradeany facility that
previously submitted an upgrade
application.
D.
Status: The current draft
amendmentsto 30 TAC§§ 305.70 and
305.62 were released to stakeholders on
June 8, 2005. The initial commentperiod
expired on July 8, 2005, and the rule is
tentatively scheduledfor consideration by
28Therules wereadopted
in responseto statutory
changesandagencypoliciesflowingfromthe
Henderson
Landfillprojectin RuskCounty,Texas.
In 2000,the TCEQ
authorizedIESITXLandfill,L.P.
to upgrade
the facilityto meetSubtitleD
requirements
throughpermitmodification
~grocedures.
Theabilityof sucha facilityto pursuea seriesof
discretepermitmodifications
for undeveloped
areas,
rather thanobtaina majoramendment,
waspresented
in the matteroflESITXLandfill,L.P.’sapplication
for the Weatherford
Landfillprojectin Parker
County,Texas.OnJanuary26, 2005,the TCEQ
deniedmotions
to overturnthe Executive
Director’s
approvalof the permitmodifications.

the TCEQCommissioners on November30,
2005(i.e., approval to formally proposethe
rule amendments).The rules wouldbe fully
adoptedin early 2006. A copyof the initial
draft amendmentscan be viewedat:

V.

Conclusion

The above-referenced rulemaking
projects and legislation include several
controversial and noteworthyprovisions that
will substantially affect the mannerin which
newand existing landfills and other MSW
facilities will be operated and permittedin
the State of Texasand should be closely
followed.

http://www.tnrcc.state.tx, us/permitting/wasteperm/m
swperm/msw_majormod_advgp_draftrule.pdf

IV. Recent Legislation
Duringthe recent regular session of
the TexasLegislature, HouseBill (H.B.)
1609 was passed, which dispenses with the
mandatoryrequirement to conduct a public
meeting on certain applications for MSW
landfills. The TCEQ
nowhas the discretion
to require a public meetingunless requested
by the State Senator or Representative from
the area. H.B. 1609 was supported by
TCEQbecause interested persons did not
attend somepublic meetings, resulting in
unnecessarynotification, travel and staffing
expenditures, and because some meetings
were held too early in the application
process to enable meaningfulparticipation
by agencypersonnel (e.g., requirementto
hold a public meetingwithin 45 days after
filing an application). Opponentsof the
legislation believe the requirementto
conduct a public meetingshould not be
discretionary with the TCEQ
and that a
meetingshould be required in all cases. A
copy of H.B. 1609 is included in Attachment
’D’ and can be viewedat:
http://www.capitoLstate.tx.us/cgibin/tlo/textframe.cmd?LEG = 79 &SESS=R&
CHAM
BER=H&BILL TYPE=B&BILLSUFFIX=O1609& V
ERSION=5& TYPE=B
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SOPCall-in Map

Altachment A
TypeI MSW
Landfill Facilities
Facililies to beCalled-in
ModCall-in
Organized by COGand permit number
Database codes used:
2002TONS =
Total tons landfilled in 2002
REMYDS
=
Remaininglandfill capacity in cubic yards
REMTONS =
Remaining
landfill capacity in equivalenttons (basedon landfill
compactionrate)
REMYRS =
Remaininglandfill capacity in years (for the amountdisposed of in 2002)
Type1 AEand TypeIV Landfills do not appear on this table.

PERMIT

PERMITEE

COUNTY

TYPE

2~2TON$

REMYDS

RATE

REMTONS

REMYRS

16

Group

2 (Composite

of 2 regions)

16 HOUSTO~ALVESTON AREA COUNCIL
261

BFI WASTE SYSTEMS

HARRIS

I

1,840~458

6,649,343

1633

5,430o119

2.9

1149

BFI HASTE SYSTEMS
N. AMER. INC.

GALVESTO
N

1

339,078

7,610,257

1342

5,106,482

17.0

iI,894,554

1057

6,286,272

57.9

N. AMER. INC.
1307

HASTE MANAGEMENT
OF TEXAS, INC.

HARRIS

1

937,296

7,870,000

1200

4,722,000

5.0

1502

CHAMBERS COHNTY

CHAMBERS

I

21,891

757,435

1000

378,718

19.7

1505

BFI HASTE SYSTEMS
N. AMER. ZNC.

FORT
BEND

I

557,346

17,762,600

1359

12,069,686

21.7

1535

USA WASTE
OF TX
LANDFILLS INC

CHAMBERS

1

449,509

15,353,000

1200

9,211,800

20.5

1539

REPUBLIC HASTE
SVCS. OF TEXAS

BRAZORIA

1

952,984

6,357,666

1600

5,086,133

5.3

I721

WASTE MANAGEMENT
OF TEXAS, INC.

GALVESTO
N

I

641,452

22,837,000

1200

13,702,200

21.4

1752

HASTE MANAGEMENT
OF TEXAS, INC.

MONTGOME
RY

1

278,828

3,162,000

1200

1,897,200

6.8
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1488

CITY OF BEAUMONT

JEFFERSO
N

1

173,733

4,181,616

1250

2,613,510

15.0

1815

CITY OF PORT
ARTHUR

JEFFERSO
N

I

79,793

4,193,862

1000

2,096,938

26.3

2027

BFI WASTE SYSTEMS
N. AMER. INC.

JEFFERSO
N

1

300,911

10,956,331

1076

5,894,506

19.6

GEOU~) 3 (Composite

of 4 regions)

18 ALR~O ~ COUNCIL OF GOWER~ENTS

66

HASTE MANAGEMENT
OF TEXAS, INC.

COMAL

1

308,289

877,305

1220

535,156

1.7

1410

BFI WASTE SYSTEMS

BEXAR

1

864,271

118,732,878

1185

69,164,230

80.0

1506

CITY OF KERRVILLE

KERN

1

49,941

1,680,037

1031

866,059

17.3

2093

HASTE MANAGEMENT

BEXAR

1

1,321,047

43,060,840

1460

31,434,~13

23.8

~roUp

4 (Compos~e

of

237,022

13,885,540

1150

7,984,186

33,7

96,887

155,542

791

61,516

0.6

369,801

Z,237,517

1200

5 regions)

1,342,510

3.6

REMYDS

RATE

REMTONS

REMYR$

995,039

1204

598,816

6.3

12,636,894

1300

8,213,901

28.3

2,737,938

1200

1,642,763

9.6

7,631,773

1109

4,231,818

I0.7

3,697,887

26.8

ENTERPRISES
956

CITY OF EDIWBURG

HIDALGO

BROWNSVILLE

17 GOLDEN
~

CRESCENT

REGIONAL

1522

C~TY OF V~CTORIA

1693

CITY OF LAREDO

207

CITY OF DEL RIO

CITY OF UVALDE

PLANW£NG

CO~¢~SSION

VICTORIA

1

137,954

8,982,093

828

WESE

I

320,820

11,228,985

1200

6,737,391

21.0

VAL
VERDE

48,645

2,708,091

478

647,234

13.3

UVALDE

29,674

1,271,083

741

470,619

15.8

5,393,981

800

2,157,592

34.3

6,454,253

1200

3,8?2,552

32.3

1200

8,475,000

38°4

I

1725

5

Group

14 DEEP

(Composite

EAST

720

TEXR~

of

COOBCIL

5

regions)

OF GOVERNMENTS

CITY OF
NACOGDOCHES

NACOGDOC
HE$

64,806

2105

ANGELINA COUNTY

ANGELINA

119,968

2242

WESTERN WASTE OF
TEXAS, LLC

NEWTON

220,532

14,125~000

PERMIT
6 EAST TEXAS

5

COU~CZ~-

COUNTY

IESI TX
CORPORATION

RDSK

1327

PINE HILL FARMS
LANDFILL TN LP

GREGG

1614

PINE HILL FARMS
LANDFILL TK LP

1972

LAIDLAW WASTE
SYSTEMS

CK~IL

TYPE

RATE

REMTONS

REMYRS

~ GOVER,~ENTS

1249

J~-T~X

~

PU’RMITEE

62,717

3,655,654

1100

2,010,610

1

159,739

17,609,934

1861

16,386,044

CHEROKEE

I

61,310

3,761,003

1209

2,273,526

37.1

SMITH

1

153,649

6,779,203

1305

4,423,430

28.8

32.1

102.6

OF

576

WESTERN WAGTE,
INC.

BOWIE

103,952

52,000

1300

¢2,350

0.4

797

CITY
OF MOUNT
PLEASANT

TITUS

53,919

6,325,794

1422

4,497,640

83.4

1454

WASTE MANAGEMENT
OF TEXAS~ INC.

LAMAR

171,093

3,980,000

1400

2,790,000

16.3

1898

LONE STAR ARMY
AMMONITION PLANT

BOWIE

993

2,050,388

1098

1,125,705

1,133

4
22

’l’~X~l~

~

523

COUNCIL

OF

~8

WASTE MANAGEMENT
OF TEXAS, ~NC.

GRAYSON

150,402

2,700,000

1300

1,755,000

11.7

BRAZOS VALLEY
SWMA

RRAZOS

271,146

365,891

1200

219,534

0.8

2g,963,000

820

12,285,000

56.0

6,683,945

1080

3,609,330

19.6

l

~

14q¢

I

Gzoup

6 (Composite

I PJUm~DLE
73
1663

:2

nGIO~AL

of 7 regions)
~I~S C~SSION

CITY OF AMARILLO
SOBTHWEST
LANDFILL TX, LP

POTTER

219,902

RANDALL

183,790

PERMIT

PS’RMITU’E

COUNTY

TYPE

~0~TONS

111,759,930

1428

CITY OF WICHITA
FALLS

157~

7

~ST

~ESI TX LANDFILL

CE]~tAL
1469

8 RIO

TEXAS

GI~E

CO~ICIL

OF

60,604,917

246,0

WICHITA

I

116,682

7,708,163

800

3,083,265

28.4

WICHITA

1

199,336

32,875,853

1100

18,081,719

90.7

I

245,08?

41,140,207

1120

23,038,516

94.0

COONCIL

ABILENE LANDFILL
TX LP

1006

OF

GO~S

JONES

GOVERNMENTS

729

CITY OF EL PASO

EL PASO

1

168,233

18,511,266

1000

9,255,633

55.0

1482

CITY OF EL PASO

EL PASO

1

162,962

696,933

960

139,536

0.9

18.2

2

PERMIAN

BASIN

288

1805

I0
~

COt;CHO
79

REGIOI~tL

PLR~INING

CITY OF RIG
SPRING
CITY OF MIDLAND

VALI.E¥
CITY OF SAN
ANGELO

c~rL

CO~SSZON

HOWARD

1

38,59~

760,841

1848

703,017

~IDLAWD

i

118,655

37,191,347

1068

19,804,392

167.0

1170

22,422,748

100.4

OF
TOM
GREEN

~S
1

125,473

9,522,909

1000

4,761,455

38.0

Speaking Points
Site OperatingPlans
Implementation Plan
1/20/05
Authorizationsfor landfill permits pendingas of 12/2/04 will be issued underthe former
SOPrules until called in by ExecutiveDirector. Landfill permit applications filed on or
after 12/2/04 will bc processedunder the newrules.
Authorizationsfor non-landfills (permits and registrations) issued after 12/1/04 must
complywith the new SOPrules.
PROCESSING PLAN:
Applications for newlandfill permits and major amendments
received on or after
12/02/04 are being processed under the newSOPrules.
Applicationsfor non-landfill permits and registrations issued after 12/01/04are being
processed under the newSOPrules.
Applicationsfor modificationof permits andregistrations requestinga changeto the site
operating plan issued after 12/01/04will be processed under the newSOPrules.
CALL-IN PLAN:
Thetop 79 largest operating TypeI landfills will be called-in beginningin early April
2005.Thefirst permitmodificationapplication will be due90 days after the call-in date
is announced.The call-in will be by region as shownon the attached Texasmap.
¯

Criteria for selection:
1. Thelargest operating Type1 landfills in each region.
2. Landfills with morethan 2 years of life left.
3. Size is determinedby waste acceptancerate.
Thecall-in of these 79 facilities will be donein consecutivephaseswith the first phase
requiring approximately8 weeks. The subsequent phases will immediatelyfollow on a
similar schedulewith an effort to reduce the time betweencall-ins to approximately6
weeks between subsequent phases.

¯

This call-in will be to updateSite OperatingPlansfor existing permittedfacilities.

The update will be to ensure conformancewith newSOPrules.
Theupdate will be performedby a noticed permit modificationlevel of authorization.
Medium
and small landfills will be called-in followingcompletionof large landfill SOPs
on a rotating schedule by region based on the attached map.
TypeIV landfills and TypeIV-AE
landfills will be the last type of landfills called-in.
TypeVfacilities will not be called-in as part of this call-in schedule.
Registeredfacilities will not be called-in as part of this call-in schedule.

Attachment ’B’
Briefing Points
Chapter 330 Revisions

Chapter330 Revisions
Briefing Points
Overall Topical Reorganization.
The TCEQ
proposes to address the overall organization of Chapter 330. Current regulations
are primarily based on landfill facilities, with all other storage and processingrequirements
referencing the requirements as appropriate. Newregulatory requirements have been
continually added to the original rule structure with no major rule writing effort being
completedin over ten years.
There is a need to restructure the rules from a predominantlylandfill basis to a moregeneral
solid waste management
facility basis having multiple solid waste management
unit types.
Existing Chapter330 can be confusing and contains redundancies. Chapter330 is proposedto
be reorganized to clearly state whichwaste management
activities are subject to permitting,
registration, notification, or no authorizationat all.

Streamlinelow risk waste authorizations.
The streamlining of low risk waste activities can be done by loweringagencyauthorizations
through permit-by-rule (PBR), registration-by-rule (RBR),and notifications. [old 30
330.4 and 330.8/new330.7, 330.9, and 330.11]
This streamlining would reduce unnecessary burdens on the regulated communityand make
moreefficient use of limited staff resources.
¯

Examplesof streamlining:
(1) changeTypeIV AElandfills ~oma full permit to PBR,[old 30 TAC330.4, 330.14,
and 330.41(e)/new330.5(a)(2), 330.5(b), and 330.7(t)]
(2) change methane recovery (Type IX) from regislration
330.4(n) and 330.70/new330.9(k)]

to RBR,[old 30

(3) allow counties to have municipalsolid waste authority delegated to themwithout
having adopt all TCEQregulatory requirements, [30 TAC330.12/new330.27]
(4) allow small rural transfer stations to be authorized through a notification. [new
30 TAC330.3(84) and 330.1 l(g)]
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Streamliningof Reports.
The TCEQ
recognizes a need to reduce or combinereporting requirements while improving
overall data quality submittedto the commission.
Anexampleof this is the proposal to combinethe 45 day groundwaterreport with the 60 day
groundwaterreport and only require a single annual report to be submitted ORwithin 7 days
of detecting a problem. [old 30 TAC330.234(c) and (d)/new 330.407(b)]
Eliminate agencyballast and liner evaluation report approvals. [old 30 TAC330.203(0/new
330.3370)]
¯

Eliminate soil boring plan approvals. [old 30 TAC330.56(d)(5)(A)(iv) and 330.416(0]

Streamline or clarify medical waste management.
Medicalwaste regulations needto be updatedto recognizecurrent practice and to accommodate
the decentralization of medicaltreatment.
Of particular concernis the inability of a clinic associated with a hospital to send
medicalwasteto that hospital for storage, unless the hospital has a permitto receive and
store medical waste. Fewhospitals have a permit since hospitals maystore medical
wastegeneratedon-site without a permit. This requirementfor a permit does not serve
a useful purpose and mayactually hinder appropriate medical waste management.
[old
330.1005(p)/new330.1211(a)(1) and
Expandmedicalwaste def’mition of "on-site" to property controlled by the generator
within 50 miles of point of generation. [old 330.1005(p)(3)/new330.1205(b)]
Current regulations require all medicalwaste to be refrigerated after specified time-frames.
Newrules are proposedto require all personswhoare not the generator to refrigerate to 45 °F
putrescible, untreatedmedicalwastetransported or stored for longer than 72 hoursafter receipt
from the generator. [old 330.1009(d)/new330.1209(b)and 330.1211(d)(2)(F)]
Seekcomments
on whetherto addpathological, infectious, potentially infectious, or other types
of special wastefromhealth care related facilities to be refrigerated after this 72 hour timeframe.
Allowmedicalwaste to be sent to authorized, instead of permitted, medicalwaste management
facilities. [old 330.1005(1),(m), (n), 330.1006,330.1008(c)(5)/new
330.121l(i), (j),
330.1213, 330.1217(e)]
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Buffer Zones.
Establish a rule for a variable buffer zones aroundall municipalsolid waste landfills. [old
330.12 l(b)/new 330.541(b)]
Current rules require a 50 foot buffer zone that maynot be adequatein manyinstances.
Seek commenton the adequacy of an expandedbuffer zone requirement.
Establish that the easementprotection applies to all MSW
facilities.
330.541(a)]

[old 330.121 / new

Landfill Gas Measurement.
Removefrom current rules regarding subsurface landfill gas migration that monitoring be
performed"in air." Thesedraft rules proposea moreclearly defined compliancestandard for
subsurfacelandfill gas migrationto makethe rules moreenforceable. [old 330.56(n)(1)/
330.371(1)]
Sampling and Laboratory Analysis QA/QC
Subchapter.
¯

A newSubchapter will establish acceptable field sampling and laboratory procedures and
protocols. [new 330.261-330.287]

CommercialIndustrial NonhazardousWaste Landfill (CINWL)
rule harmonization.
Ensurethat Chapter330 rules regardingthe disposal of industrial solid waste at MSW
permitted
landfills are consistent with the newly adopted rules regarding commercialindustrial
nonhazardouswaste landfills. [existing 335 SubchapterT / new330.179, 330.33 l(e)(3),
330.559]
¯

Items of concern for CINWL
harmonization are:
the distance between waste and the uppermost aquifer, [from 335.584(b) / new
330.33l(e)(3)]
¯

above-gradewaste placement, and [old 330.137(d) deleted]
percentlimitations of industrial solid wastein a municipalsolid wastelandfill cell. [old
330.137(e)/ new330.173(f)]
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Clarify the constructionactivities allowedprior to authorization.
¯

Current regulations do not specify whichactivities constitute physical construction. [current
330.4]

¯

Adopta definition for pre-constmetionactivities consistent with the one currently in the air
program. [new 330.3(26) and (108)]

TrenchBurnersat MSW
facilities.
¯

Current regulations prohibit trench burners at an MSW
landfill facility. [current 330.5(d)]

¯

This issue will be harmonizedwith newAir Permits rules on trench burners. [old 330.5(d)
new 330.17(d)]

Air Authorizations by Rule.
The TCEQproposes to add a Subchapter U to specify the MSW
landfill operational
requirements for claiming the standard MSW
air permit under 30 TAC§ 116.601and 116.621,
[old 30 TAC330.59(b)(4) /new 330.53(a), Subchapter U (330.981-330.997)]
industrial solid waste units, except if permitted by §335or that manageregulated hazardous
waste under the authority of the commission. [new 330.1(a) and Subchapter U (330.981330.997)]

AddAppropriate Geoscientist Language.
¯

Bynewlaw, Geologists maynowbe licensed in Texas as Professional Geoscientists. These
professionalsmaycertify as to the adequacyof certain geotechnicalandgeologicalreports. [old
30 TAC.5l(d) / new330.55(0 and 330.953]

¯

Accordingly,MSW
rule requirements for application and report submittal will be changedto
reflect the Geologists statutory requirements. [new330.55(0 and 330.953]

Council of Governments
application reviews.
Chapter330 will be revised to be consistent with newgrant requirementsregardingapplication
reviews by Councils of Governments.[old 330.563(a)(3) /new 330.635(a)(3)(P)]
Requirementssuch as application copy distribution and timing of reviews mayneed to be
proposed.
Requirethe owneror operator furnish Parts I and II of a permitapplicationto the regional solid
waste Council of Governmentsto help the Council of Governmentsin their review of the
application. [new330.55(e)(2)]
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Liquid Waste.
¯

Liquid waste and sludge management
are nowregulated in both Chapter312 and Chapter 330.

¯

There has beenconfusionas to what portions of both chapters apply to persons whotransported
or managedliquid wastes and sludges.

¯

Needto harmonizeChapter312 issues with 330, regarding grease trap, grit trap definitions,
sludge transportation. [new330. l(d), 330.3(59)and (60)]

Harmonizewith stormwaterrules/incorporate by reference.
¯

Ensurethat Chapter330 is consistent with and appropriately refers to all necessarystormwater
regulations. [old 330.51(b)(5) and (6)(A), 330.53(b)(11)/new330.59(k)(3)

¯

Non-pointsource discharge consistency.

¯

This issue is being coordinatedwith the WaterQuality Division.

Federalfees for MSW
facilities.
Addedlanguage and seeking commenton the commissionpractice of charging a reduced
tipping fee rate for federal facilities with MSW
permits to reconcile with Section 6001of the
Federal ResourceConservationRecoveryAct requiring the paymentof only reasonable service
charges and not include state taxes. [old 330.602/ new330.673(a)(7)(B)]
¯

This issue wascited in the State Auditorsreport.

MineralRights.
Addressthe requirementthat lease agreementsmust contain specific provisions delineating
mineral rights attached to the property and the tights to any recoverable material that maybe
buried on the property or landfill gases that maybe produced.Mineralrights attached to the
property and the tights to any recoverable materials that maybe buried on the property or
landfill gases are no longer requested to be submittedwith an application since the TCEQ
has
no jurisdiction over mineral tights. [old 330.62(c) / new330.65(c)]
WholeTire Bailing.
¯

Allowwholescrapped tires to be disposed if processed in an approved,secure mannerbefore
disposal, such as tire bailing. [old 330.5(e)(4) / new330.17(e)(4)]

¯

Torecognizethis technologythat allowstires to be disposedof in a landfill. [old 330.5(e)(4)
new330.17(e)(4)]
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Application Fee.
Change330 rules to allow a charge of $150for application fees for permits, registrations,
amendments,modifications, and temporary authorizations as currently allowed by 30 TAC
305.53. [new 330.57(h)(1)]
¯

This fee changewouldgain approximately$33,000per year in newfees collected.

EMS.
Allow a facility to be exemptfrom having a site operating plan if the facility has an
environmentalmanagement
system as approvedby the executive director. [old 330.57 / new
330.63(b)]
Alternative Liner Design.
¯

For TypeIV landfills, allow alternative liner designs. This provides flexibility for TypeIV
landfill operators. [old 330.41(e)/ new330.5(a)(2)]

Preapplication Meeting.
¯

Repealthe requirementfor a mandatorypreapplicationmeetingfor landfill miningapplications.
[old 330.403(10)/ new330.601]

Location Compatibility.
Allowpopulation density and proximity to residences and other uses to be considered in the
assessmentof compatibility. [old 330.53(b)(8)(D)/ new330.59(h)(4)]
Allowunincorporatedareas to be considered during the assessment. [old 330.53(b)(8)(D)
330.59(h)(4)]
Allowwell density to be considered for assessmentof compatibility. [old 330.53(b)(8)(E)
new330.59(h)(5)]
Bioreactors.
¯

Addthe definition ofbioreactor. [old 330.2 / new330.3(15)]
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Stakeholder Input.
Six preliminary meetings with public and stakeholders were held in the form of Public
Outreach Meetings during the summerof 2004.
ThesePublic OutreachMeetingswere held May24 - June 10, 2004at the following locations:
Houston - May25, 2004
Arlington - May27, 2004
Tyler - June 3, 2004
Austin - June 8, 2004’
Lubbock- June 8, 2004
Harlingen - June 10, 2004

Next Stakeholder Meetings:
MSWAC
- meeting will be December16, and 17, 2004
Stakeholder meetingswill be January 18, and 19, 2005
A second MSWAC
meeting will be held on January 20 and 21, 2005
Timing:
May25, 2005 - CommissionAgendafor approval to publish a proposal
June, 2005 - 30 day commentperiod starts
July, 2005 - public commentperiod ends
Summer-Fall, 2005 - CommissionAgendafor Adoption
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Attachment ’C"
Joint Industry Comments
Chapter 330 Revisions

April 18, 2005
RichardC. Carmieha¢l,Ph.D., P.E., CIH
Manager
MunicipalSolid WastePermits Section
WastePermits Division
Texas Commissionon EnvironmentalQuality
12100Park 35 Circle, Bldg. F (MC-124)
Austin, TX78753
Re:

VIA FACSIMILE

Comments
on March15, 2005 dra~ of the Chapter 330 Rules

Dear Dr.Carmichad:
Enclosedplease find joint commentsof WasteManagement
of Texas, Inc., Kllied Waste
Industries, Inc., IESI, Inc., and the TexasLoneStar Chapter, Solid WasteAssociationof North
America("TXSWANA"),
to the March15, 2005 revision to the Chapter 330 rules. These
comments
address key issues whichwehavediscussed in previous meetingswith TCEQ
staff.
Wecommend
the Commission
in its cflbrts to create the second revision and urge your
favorable considerationoflhese joint comments.
Please be advisedthat each of us maybe filing
separate commeatson other aspects of the second revision. If you have any questions or
comments
regardingthe enclosed, please do not hesitate to contact any of the undersigned.
Sincerely,

for

Lee Kuhn
AlliedWasteIndustries, Inc.

WasteManagement
of Texas, Inc.
TexasLoneStafC"hapter
Solid WasteAssociationof
NorthAmerica

Tom Brown
SeniorV.P. and C.O.O.
IESl Corporation

CH. 330 REWRITE
MARCH
15, 2005 PRE-PROPOSAL
DRAFT

.,1,.,2,

,TOPINDUSTRY
COMMENTS

Please note that, in these comments,the suggestedrevisions to the text of the rules suggest
revisions to the text of the draft regulationsas they appearverbatimin TCEQ’s
March15, 2005
draft rewrite. Proposeddeletions appearing in the agency’s March15th draft rewrite as
strikethroughtext (i.e., a:ri!=:&rc.=g!:)appearin these comments
as doublestrikethroughtext
(i.e.,td.c::~:::
L Buffer Zones"- § 330.541(b)(2).(4)
o Requirement(s):Requiresa 250-thorbuffer zonefor "newlandfills and vertical
or lateral expansions
of existinglandfills."
Issue(s): TheTCEQ’s
250-footbuffer zoneproposalis infeasible for all but a few
existing landfills and it will dramaticallyincrease the cost of locating future
landfills. Landfills serving metropolitan areas will be most significantly
impacted. Thecost of the extra land to accommodate
the buffer will preclude
future sites in proximityto urbanareas.
Theoverall effect of the agency’sproposal wouldbe the closure of manysmall
and medium-sized
landfills and the creation of large regional landfills in rural
countiesto serve the wasteneedsof the state. This approachwill increasecosts to
the consumerandwill negatively impactair quality by increasing the miles that
trucks will have to transport the waste for disposal. To accommodatethe
increased distances, newtransfer stations will have to be located closer to
population centers and manyof the same issues concerning landfills will
accompany
the permittingof these transfer stations,
The basis for the 250-foot buffer zone proposal is not provided in the TCEQ
proposal. In the various stakeholder and Municipal Solid Waste Advisory
Councilmeetingsheld to date, agencyrepresentatives havestated only that the
current 50-foot buffer zone requirementmaynot be adequateat somelandfills.
Weare not aware of any instance wherethe current 50-foot buffer zone has
endangeredhumanhealth or the environmentand there "has beenno showingthat
an increased buffer zone will have a commensurate
increase in environmental
protection. Therehas beenno demonstrationthat flae agency’s250-foot buffer
zoneproposalwill addressthe concernsvoicedby residents near landfills with the
current 50-footbuffer.
In proposed§ 330.541(b)(3)(B)(i),TCEQ
indicates that the intended"goal"
agency’sincreasedbuffer zoneproposalis to provide"a visual bufferingof solid
wasteprocessinganddisposal activities to enhancethe aesthetics of surrounding
communities
and neighborhoods."
If visual screeningis the concern,it is unclear

howthe agency’s proposal will resolve this concern. A 250-fbot buffer without
any visual screening is less aesthetieally pleasing than a smaller buffer with visual
screening.
If the goal of the agency’s buffer zone proposal is to provide visual screening,
prior to proposing a buffer zone requirement that will result in the closure of a
substantial number of landfills and the development of large tracts of rural
greenfields, TCEQ
should consider a buffer zone that has a less dramatic, yet still
significant, impact on the existing landfills in the state. Weare confident that any
concerns regarding the adequacy of a 50-foot buffer at some landfills can be
addressed through less drastic means. To this end, we propose below a 50-foot
buftbr zone for Type IV landfills and a 125-foot buffer zone for new Type I
landfills and vertical or lateral expansionsof existing TypeI landfills, subject to
our further suggestions below for demonstrating control of property, allowable
alternatives, and applicability to pending applications. Within the 125-foot
buffer, facilities can construct, maintain, and operate sedimentationstructures to
control storm water run-on and run-off; construct and maintain screening to
control windblownlitter; meet emergencyresponse, maintenance~and monitoring
requirements otherwise applicable to the facility; and provide sufficient visual
buffering of solid waste processing and disposal activities in light of the
surrounding enviromnent.
Suggested Revision(s) to Text of Rule: Wesuggest that the agency make the
following changes to this proposed rule:
(2) For existing ~ landfills and existing, expanded, or new Type IV
landfills the owner or operator shall establish and maintain a buffer zone that
extends a minimumof 50 feet from the design boundary of waste placement to the
facility boundary. For newType I landfills and vertical or lateral expansions of
existing T~e I landfill_s, the owneror operator shall establish ~ 12....~5 foot
buffer zone. For vertical or lateral expansionsof existing T_.xp.g_[landfill~ the--2--50
125 foot buffer zone will ^: ......
"-:~’~ "~-~ -^’: .... extend from the design
boundaryfor ad..diti.q.Bal waste placementrcsu[~n.g from the v.ertieal or late.r~
expansion onto existing portions of the landfill to the facilit-y bounclar~. ~
-:Fz:’.::.cr...When a transition from an e.~isting 50 foot buffer zone to a 125 foot
buffer zoO¢is required by thi~ Section, the transitior~ from the existin~ 50 foot
buffer zone to a 125 foot boffw zone ~h.all.be gradual and consistent with sound
engineering prin~pleS. Easementsor right,-of-way th~.t ~O.sSthe facility arid ~are
s~lbject to the protections of Paragraph (a) of this Section mayconstitute MI.
pat;t, of the buffer zonearea that is required by this Paragraph~
(3) All buffer zones must be within property ownedor controlled by the
operator. The owner or operator maydemonstrate control ofprooertv for purposes
of establishing the buffer zone requirements through agreements with ~djaeent
landowners, including but not limited to written easements, restrictive covenants,
settlement agreements, or waivers. No.twithstand.ing the method demonstrating
2

ownershipor ~ntrol of property, the requirementsof subsee~iops(a) and (b)(I)
mustbe satisfied.
(84_) AlternativesAllowed.Theexecutivedirector mayconsidervariances
or altemafivesto the bufferzonerequirements
-:= ........ t. ~-,~ ,1 .... 5 .... t.~,
^-’-" ~" ......... ~ wherethe owneror operatordemonstrates
that:
(A) the prescribed buffer zonestandard is not ,-_..:t., .... .~
necessaryto meet the performanceg0al of providingvisual screening of
solid wa$;eproeessin~and disposal activities in li~t of the surroundin~
arca" 01"

(B) there is a specific engineereddesignalternativethat:
(i) is incorporate, native earth and vegetationconsistent
with the surroundingarea and is otherwise consistent with the
performance
goalof providing
a visual~"’¢¢~’:-~---.,e,screening
of solid
wasteprocessingand disposal activities
~i~;
(ii) mff--.r~r~d¥---ccczzfor providessufficient area to meet
emergencyresponse, maintenance, and monitoring requirements
o~hfrwise~pplicableto the facility; and

(ivii_D ~ prgvidcssufficient dir...cr..~c.r.z ~eato ee~r-d
meetthe site drainageandsedimenttran~po~fi’om"2:c "A:zcontrol
reouirements
armlicableto the facility.
2. Applicability to PendingApplications-§ 330.I(a)(2)
Requirement(s):Applies revised rules to permit applications which are not
administrativelycompletearat registration applications for whichthe executive
director has not completeda technical review as of the effective date of the
revisedrules.
Issue(s): Significant time, effort, and expenseis required to prepare a permit
application. Applyingthe revised rules to applications that havebeenprepared
but haveyet to be declared administrativelycompletewouldrequire an applicant
to essentially rewrite the applicationwith the associatedadditionalexpenditureof
time, effort, and moneyto bring the application into conformance
with the new
rules.

SuggestedRevision(s) to Text of Rule: Wesuggest that the agency makethe
followingchangesto this proposedrulc:
(a)... Furthermore,these regulations apply to any person whoby contract,
agreement,or otherwisearrangeto process, store, or disposeof, or arrangewith a
transporter for transport to process, store, or dispose of, solid wasteownedor
possessedby the person, or by any other person or entity. To the extent that a
requirementhas beenchangedby this chapter:
(1) facilities maycontinue to operate under requirementscontained
previouslyissued authorizations,exceptas further providedby this subsection;
(2) pz..-rr..:t -re ......................................

~ .... r ........

r~u~r~~.~’~:~...~ --~.-.~ ..... the ml~adovt~ ~ p~ of the compreh~sive,re~te of Chapter 330 in 2~5 .~hall have an eff~five ~te of one year ~mthe
date of ~option ~d applications deel~ ~mi~s~afvely ~mpl~e a~er ~h~t
one ve~ date shall be comid~ ~d qov~ ~nd~ ~e ml~ ~opt~ in ~e
2005 ~mpr~h~sive r~te, ex~pt ~t ~ applier or p~i~ may elect, in
writing, to be govem~under ml~ adopt~ in ~e 2005 eomprehen~ver~wfite
prior to ~e effe~ive ~te de~ in ~s snbs~ti0n;
3. Solid WasteData- § 330.59(b)(l)(A)
Requirement(s): Requires Part I1 of an application to include "the maximum
amountof solid wasteto be receiveddaily and annuallyprojectedfor five years,
the maximum
amountof solid waste to be stored, the maximum
and average
lengths of time that solid waste is to remain on the site, and the intended
destinationof the sold wastereceivedat [the] site."
Issue(s): This provision appears to depart from the provision in the newSOP
rules that a facility’s waste acceptancerate is not intended to be a limiting
parameterof a facility’s permit. As required in the SOPrules, wasteacceptance
rate informationis strictly for obtainingthe correct balanceof on-site equipment,
personnel,andother site operatingplan provisionsrelative to the amountof waste
being received. See 29 Tex. Reg. at 11065.Theprinciple in the SOPrules - that
estimates of waste acceptance rates are not intended to be limiting permit
parameters- shouldbe carried forwardin this subsection.
Suggested Revision(s) to Text of Rule: Wesuggest that the agency delete
§ 330.59(b)(1)(A)
or, in the alternative, makethe followingchangesto text
proposedrule:
estimated maximtlm
annual wasteacceptancerate for the site projected for five
years, the estimated maximum
amountof solid waste to be stored, the estimated
4

maximum
and averagelengths of time that solid wasteis to remainon the site (if
the ~lid wastewill not be disposedOf on-site), andthe intendeddestinationof the
solid wastereceivedat ¢4dsthe site. This subsectionis not intendedto establish
volumerestrictions or makeanyof the foregoingestimateslimifir~g parametersof.
a_.~errnit.
Land Use Analysis- § 330.59(h)
Requirement(s):Itequires the owner/operatorto "provide informationregarding
the potential impactsof the facility on cith:s, communities,groupsof property
owners,or individuals by analyzingthe compatibilityof land use, zoningin the
vicinity, community
growthpatterns, andothc~factors associated with the public
int~est."
Issue(s): Therules shouldmakeit clear that the analysis of potential impactson
cities, commtmities,groupsof property owners, or individuals by analyzingthe
compatibilityof land use, zoningin the vicinity, community
growthpatterns, and
other factors associatedwith the public interest of the facility for purpescsof
permitissuanceis limJte~lto areas withinonemile of the permitboundary.
o

SuggestedRevision(s) to Textof Rule: Wesuggest that the agencyrevise this
proposedrule as follows:
O06g’)Impacton surroundingarea/vasd.~oo.A primaryconcernis that the use
of any land for an MSW
sit¢ not adversely impact humanhealth or the
envi

^,t.^. ~ ...........
:^’-’~ "’;’~" ~" .... ~’~:~ :-" .... " To assist the ~
commissionin evaluating the impact of tho site on the surroundingarea, the
owner or operator ~ shall provide the following:
(I)(A-) informationabout zoningat the site proposedfacility andin-the
~y-withinone mile of the permit boundar~of the propo,edfacility. If the
si~ ~ requires approval as a nonconforminguse or a special permit from
the local governmenthavingjurisdiction, a copy of such approval shall be
submitted;
(2)(-B-) informationabout the character of mounding
land uses within
mile of the proposedfacility;
" "
(3)(C---) informationaboutgrowthtrends of L~.ca:-~rczt...........
....... :"" /within
onemile of the proposedfacility, v, dth directions of majordevelopment;
(4)(0-) the proximityto residencesandother uses (e.g., schools,churches.
cemeteries,historic structures and sites, archaeologicallysignificant sites,

sites having exceptional aesthetic quality, etc.) within one mile of the
proposedfacility. Give the approximatenumberof residences and commercial
~ establishments within one mile of the proposed facility including the
distances and directions to the nearest residences and commercial
establishments
1~. Population
density and proximity to
residences and other uses described abovemaybe considered for assessment
of compatibility;
(5)(-F~ a description and discussionof all knownwells within 500 f~et
the proposedt~cility site. Welldensity maybe consideredfor assessmentof
compatibility;and
(6) anyother informationrequestedby the executivedirector.
5. Cons£~tencywith RegionalPlannlng- § 330.59(p)
Requirement(s): Requires owner/operator to "submit documentation that
review letter from the regional solid waste Council of Governmentsand as
appropriate any local governmentswasrequested to documentcompliancewith
regionalandlocal solid wasteplans."
Issue(s): TheCOGs’
role in the permitting process should be clarified. In some
regions, the COGs
haverequired applicants to submittechnical intbrmation(e.g.,
Parts III andIV of the application) or to answertechnicalquestionsregardingthe
site. These COGsroutinely provide statements regarding aspects of the
applicationthat are unrelatedto land use issues or conformance
with the regional
or local wasteplan. Therole that the COGs
play in the permittingprocessmaybe
a contentiousissue in contestedease hearings.
o SuggestedRevision(s) to Text of Rule: Wesuggest that the agency makethe
followingchangesto this proposedrule:
(p) The owneror operator shall submit documentationthat a reviewletter
fromthe regionalsolid wasteCouncilof Governments
CO(..C_Q.Q.Land,
as appropriate~
any local governmentswasrequested to documentcompliancewith regional and
local solid wasteplans. Areviewletter fromthe COG
or local go.v..fxnmentis not
a prerea_uisite to issuance of the permit. Reviewof an application by a COG
or
local government
iz for purpo_ses of _m’ovidir~g
~he agencywith a recommendation
regarding conformance with re~onal and local solid waste t~lans. Any
recommendation
t~rovidedby a COG
or local _~ovemment
is advise _r3r, the agen¢y
may consider the COGrecommendations when making determinatigns on
consistencywith.region~land10fat solid wa~planning.
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LeacimteCollection Systems- § 330.333(a)(3),
Requirement(s): l~equires leachate m~g~entsystems for ve~cal cxp~sio~m
ov~ T~e I l~dfi~s ~t do not have exi~ng I~cha~ ~ll~gon syst~s.
Issue(s): ~e propos~ role should ei~ ~at ~e l~ehate ~ag~ent syst~
r~ by the
infil~fion of water ~mu~the exp~sion ~ and into ~e p~ of ~e existing
landfill that do~not havea leachate ~lleetion syst~.
Sub,ted Revhion(s) to Text of R~e: We su~t ~at ~e ag~ey m~e
following eh~ges to t~s pro~s~
(3) d~i~ ~d op~at~ to f~etion ~mu~ ~e ~h~ul~ closure
post-elos~e ~re p~ of ~e I~dfill.
~e o~ or o~r shall provide
desi~, info~afion reg~dingthe following:
(A) estimat~ ~te of leaehate removal;
(B) ea~eity of ~mps;
(C) pipe mat~al and s~;
(D) pipe network spacing ~d ~ng;
(E) eoll~on

~p mate~s ~d s~en~;

(F) drainage m~ia sp~fl~fions ~d perfo~an~;
(G) d~om~afion~at pip~ ~d p~forations will be resis~t
~) V~cal expansions of T~e I l~dfills ov~ i~dfills which do not have
~i~ng lezehate ~ll~ion s~t~s ~11 have l~ehate m~ag~ent syste~
desi~ to p~mote l~chate ~nagem~t
v~ieally exp~d~ ~aions of the l~dfills. ~nv me~sbv which i~l~fion of
water in~ the l~dfill ~efion that do~ not have a l~ehate ~ll~on system, is
minimiz~ (~g., a l~ehate m~a~t s~t~ ~at is ~mp~$~~ldy era fin~l
cover desi~ tMt minimi~e~ ~ infil~i0n of ~a~ into the ex~si0n ~ ~d
¯ e landfill s~fion ~at do~ not ~ve a l~eh~ ~ll~fion sy~) ~n smis~ this
r~u~em. ~s subsection ~I1 ~ apply to existi~ ~e IAE l~dfills ~t
subs~uently no long~ satisfy the ~ndifions sp~ifi~ h }330.5~)(1).

7. GroundwaterMonitoringWell Spacing - § 330.403(a)(2)
Requirement(s):Requires groundwatermonitoringwells installed with a well
spacingno greater than 300feet.
SuggestedRevision(s) to Text of Rule: "The point of compliance
monitoringsystemmustinclude monitoringwells installed with a well spacing
gc=~: ~ 2~ f~.~ to allow determination of the quality of groundwaterpassing
the ~ point of complianceas defined in §330.3i; of this title and,--~te
~ ...... .~: ....... :._-. ..............
,._ : .... ,,_a to ensure the detection of
groundwatercontaminationin the uppermostaquifer. Other v~Wellspacings may
he justified by using an applicablemulti-dimensional
numericalflow model."
8. Durationand Limits" of Autho~za~ons- § 330.69
Issue(s):Theapplicabilityof this section shouldnot be restricted to registratiom.
it should also apply to permits. Current§ 330.63,uponwhichthis proposedrule
is based,is currentlythe principal regulatoryprovisionspecifyingthat the normal
durationof municipalsolid wastepermitsis for the operatinglife of the site. This
current section has beeninterpreted by the Texascourts and shouldbe retained in
the revisedChapter330 rules.
o

SuggestedRevision(s) to Text of Rule: Wesuggest that the agencyrevise this
proposedrule as follows:
§ 330.69. DurationandLimits of RegistrationsandPermits
(a) The executive director shall, after review of any application for
registration, approveor denyan applicationin wholeor in part. This action shall
be basedon whetherthe applicationmeetsthe requirementsof this chapter.
(b) Except as provided in paragraph (e) and (f) of this section
demonstration
facilities, a registration or permitis normallyissued for the life of
the facility s~to but maybe revokedat anytime if the operatingcondit/onsdo not
meetthe minhnum
standardsset forth in this chapteror for anyother goodcause.
(c) Whendeemedappropriate by the executive director a registration
permitmaybe issued for a specific period of time. Whenan owneror operator has
madetimelyandsufficient applicationfor the renewalof a registration or permit,
the existing registration g}r permitdoes not expire until the applicationhas been
finally determinedby the commission.
(d) Aregistration or permitis issued to a specific person(see definition for
personcontainedin §330.32of this title (relating to Definitions))andmaynot
transferred from one person to another without comply/rig with the transfer
approval requirementsof the commission.

(e) Exceptfor transportersandmobiletreatmentunits, a registration or peffnh
is attached to the realty to whichit pertains andmaynot be transferred fi’omone
facility site to another.
9. Closureand Post-ClosureCo.~ Esliraates- §§ 330.503(a)and 330,507(a)(1)
Issue(s): TCEQ
has interpreted its rules on the developmentof closure cost
estimatesto allowth~se estimates to be basedon the wastefill area potentially
open in the following year. This approachrealistically modelsthe impact of
forced closure and/or post-closure of a facility and is consistent with and
acknowledgesthe requirementfor annual updates of these estimated amounts.
Thesesections should be revised to r~flect the alternative of annualestimated
closurecosts basedon the wastefill area potentially openin ~e followingyear.
o SuggestedRevision(s)to Text of Rules:Wesuggest that the agencyrevise this
proposedrules as follows:
¯ § 330.503(a):
(a) Adetailed written cost estimate shall be providedshowin~,in current
dollars, ~ the cost of hiring a third party to close either the largest area of
the landfill ever requiringa final closureat anytime duringthe active life of the
unit or the w~’~efil~ area potentially openin the year t9 followin accordancewith
the final closure plan. For any landfill this meansthe completionof the final
closure requirementsfor, either alternative. The cost estimate for financial
assurance shall be submitted with any new permit application, with any
applicationfor a permittransibr, andas a modificationfor all existing municipal
solid wastepermitsthat remainin effect after October9, 1993.
(1) Thecost estimateshall equalthe cost of closingthe largest area of all
landfill units ever requiring a final cover at any time duringthe active life
whenthe extent and mannerof its operation wouldmakeclosure the most
expensiveor the wastefill area potentially openin the .year to follow, as
indicatedby its closureplan.
(2) Anincrease in the closure cost estimate and the amountof financial
assurance provided under subsection (b) of this section shall be made
changesto the final closure plan or the landfill conditions increase the
lff~. c,f ~.~c.",:~P.as described
jn _naram’aph
(1 ~of this section.
(3.) Areduction in the closure cost estimate and the amountof financial
assuranceprovidedundersubsection(b) of this section maybe approvedif the
cost estimateexceedsthe :..~L-:’-’--’.. cost of closureat anytime duringthe
remaininglife of the unit and the owneror operator has providedwritten
notice to the executive director of the situation that includes a detailed

justification for the reductionof the closure cost estimate and the amountof
financial assurance. Theowneror operator mayrequest a~ reduction in the
cost estimate and the financial assurance a-.-A::: ~_: eec,~,eced a permit
modification
--" -~’-" ~’- ~.__~1^.~
...... ~.
¯ § 330.507(a)(1):
(1) The cost estimate for post-closure careshall be based on the most
expensivecosts of post-closurecare duringthe post-closurecare periodus.q~.g
either cl0s.ore alternative identified in ~ 330.503(a)of this title (relating
ClosureCostEstir0atesf0r.LandfillS).
10. LabRegulation- § 330.261(a)
o Requirement(s):Requireownersand operators to ensure that laboratories meet
certain quality assuranceandquality controlcriteria.
Issue(s): Suchassurancesare beyondthe owneror operator’s control becausethe
owneror operator has no authority over the laboratory. Theproposedrule should
be amendedto provide that the owneror operator will notify the laboratory of
these requirementsas a meansto demonstratecompliance.
SuggestedRevision(s)to Text of Rule: Wesuggest that the agencyrevise this
proposedrule as follows: ’q’his subehapterapplies to ow,,nOr~~ndoperators of
municipalsolid wastefacilities submittinglaboratorydata andanalysesfbr use in
eoramissiondecisions regarding any matter under the commission’sjurisdiction
relating to permits or other authorizations, compliancematters; enforcement
actions, or corret,qive actions. TOthe extent that this subehapter.,reqt~ires the
owneror opera, tOt to provide assurances involving the laboratory’s h~ad|ing,
analytieal~ re~orting, or recordkee~il~gprocedures,the owneror .operator may
demonstrate .e0mpliance with these requirements by providing a written
ion ¢o the laborato_ry of the spocifiqrequirements
r~9~ifi.qa~
of this subehapter,The
owneror operator mustplac~ a cop~’of this notification in the site operating
record."
1I. Noise Pollution Controls’- §§ 330.61C0)(2)(I)and 330.237
o

Issue(s): Recentamendments
to the SOPrules restrict landfill operating hours,
which has the effect of reducing noise impaets from landfill operations.
Accordingly,the requirementto provide "designs for noise pollution control’"
shouldbe applicable only to transfer stations. In addition, § 330.237is a newly
addedoperationalstandard for storage and processingunits. For consistencywith
§ 330.61(b)(2)(I), the applicability of § 330,237shouldbe similarly limited
trans/brstations.

o SuggestedRevision(s)to Text of Rules: Wesuggest that the agencyrevise this
proposedrule as follows:

I0

¯

§ 330.61C0)(2)(I):,Nc,.::,~ Pc,!!’a’2c,:’~, Pl~rovidedesignsfor noise pollution
controlat transfer station..s.
§ 330,237: The owneror operator .o..f. ~ transfer station shall provide
screening or other measures to minimizethe noise pollution and adverse
visual impacts.

12. Discharges in Violation of Texas Surface Water Quality Standards- § 330.17(i)(5)
Issue(s): This provision is not found in current § 330.55(b)(1), which is
source of § 330.17(i). The Texas Surface Water Quality Standards (30 Tex,
Adrnin. Code Ch. 307) are not sdf-implcravnting but ar¢ implemented through
individual TPDESp~mits. The Commission’srules provide that provisions for
implementing the water quality standards are described in Procedures lo
Implement the Texas Surface Water Quality Standard,~. That document in turn
provides that the TCEQapplies the standards "when issuing permits for
wastcwaterdischarges or other authorized discharges to the surface waters of the
state." Because the Texas Surface Water Quality Standards are implemented
through individual TPDESpermits, their compliance is assured by directing
compliance with Texas Water Code § 26.121, which prohibits discharges into or
adjacent to any water in the state except as authorized by rule, permit, or order of
the Commission. Section 330.170)(1) requires compliance with § 26,121.
Accordingly, because § 330.17(i)(5) is redundant and confusing it should
deleted.
o

Suggested Revision(s) to Text of Rule: Wesuggest that the agency delete
§ 330.170)(5).
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I.
No

INTRODUCTION

ALittle History:
1.

First Appearanceby the Hulk: First issue in May1962.
First Texas Lawfor Garbage: May1963 Article 696a Annotated Penal Code of
Texas § 2. Directed TSDH
to promulgate standards.

3.

42 YearsLater: Hulkand garbageare still out of control.

TexasLandfills of Today:Majorcommercialindustrial facilities that are bigger, uglier
and living longer than ever before.
Size: Texashas someof the largest in the nation: For example,Dallas’
McCommas
Landfill is the 9th largest in nation with 2,000 permitted acres. City of
Lubbocklandfill is 1237acres.
Height." Highest points nowin manycounties. WMI’sMcCarthyRoad landfill
proposed for 315 feet high. North Texas MWD’s
newlandfill is permitted to go
to 300 feet abovesurface in Collin County.CorpusChristi landfill at 256 feet.
o

o

5.

_T_,YP_N:
Not just municipalwastes. A numberof Type1 landfills take more
industrial wastes than municipalwaste,s, one apparently with 80%of total waste
being industrial. At least one landfill takes a large percentageof Class 1
Industrial Waste,BFIItasca Landfill apparently takes 14%Class 1 Industrial
Waste.
Life: Projected life of manylandfills is over 50 years, with the landfills in
Lubbock,CorpusChristi and other parts of the state having morethan 500 years
of projected life, someover 1000years.
AverageLife ExpectancyLeft: Over 30 years for Texas Landfills.

Landfills in Texas, Different than in Man~"Other States:
1.

Permit duration: See Attachment1.
Little Local Control: Texashulks are not often subject to local control such as
zoning, siting boards, land use planning, etc.

TCEQRecent Evaluation of Rules for Type 1 MSW
Landfills:
S._0_OPsRules: Rejecting industry’s proposal and movingforwardwith newrules:
Adopted amendmentto rule, published November26, 2004, 29 TR 11055,

effective December2, 2004. (See TCEQ
website for moreinformation:
http://www.mrcc.state.tx.us/permitting/wasteperrrffmswperrrdmsw
sopadvgp.hmal#timeline)
Chapter 330 Rules: Solid waste rules. TCEQ’sproposal and history of rulemaking
(See: http://www.mrcc.state.tx.us/permitting/wasteperm/ms wperm/msw_ch3
3 0_advgp.html,
For "OpenParticipation Advisory Groupon Rulemakingto Revise Municipal
Solid Waste Rules"
o

F.

Chapter 305 Rules: Amendment
and modification rules TCEQ’sDraft Proposal:
(See
http://www.
mrcc. state,tx. us/permitting/was
teperrrgms
wperrrdms
w_maj
o rmod_a dvgp.html#
draftr
ule for Advisory Groupon Rulemakingfor Municipal Solid WastePermit and
Registration Modifications.)

The MostSignificant Issues Facing TCEQ:
1.

Vertical Expansions:Will TCEQ
continuing to grandfather old landfills?
Future Locations: Will TCEQ
continue to allow large industrial operations in
residential and agricultural areas?

o

o

o

Buffers: Will TCEQ
continue to allow landfills near homes, schools, churches,
etc?
Amendments,Modifications and Renewals: Will TCEQfurther "streamline"
permitting of landfills?
Public Notice and Protection of Property Rights: Will TCEQ
further reduce the
role of the public and the protections afforded under state law?

2

II.

ENDING THE GRANDFATHERINGOF OLD LANDFILLS

Vertical Expansions- 1990’s Decisions:
Subtitle D: Althoughnot addressedexplicitly in EPA’srules, the agency’s
explanationsof its rules and the law clearly did not envision such
expansions.In effect, EPAleft the decision to states.
2.

Texas’ Decisions:
go

Policy Decision: See Attachment2 for history of flip-flop on
policy.

bo

Permit Decisions: Evenif old landfill maybe contaminating
ground water, vertical expansions are approved: BFI Canyon
where one TCEQCommissioner says that TCEQwill simply
makeBFI dig up the old waste and that waste addedon top, if
BFI cannot solve the ground water contamination problem
in the Ogallala.

Impactof Decisions: Reducedcosts and, thus, increased size, height, and life for existing
landfills. Expectationsof surroundingcommunitiesregarding the life, height, etc. were
changeddramatically.
Co

A New TCEQDecision?
EnvironmentalCommunity
Position: Prohibit vertical expansions on top of old
landfills or imposeSubtitle D requirementson furore vertical expansions, i.e.
TCEQ’s1992 position.
o

Positions of SomeWithRegulatedIn/tustry: Vertical expansions do not create
problemsand are neededto deal with drainage and final cover.
TCEQ’sDraft Proposal: Allowvertical expansions with Subtitle D liners but not
with all Subtitle Drequirements,such as Subtitle D leachate collection and
management systems

III.

LOCATIONS AND BUFFERS

Locations for NewLandfills: A greater role for local governmentsand COGsor decisions
to remain with TCEQ?
TCEQ’sproposal: Establishes a two-volumesystem, where VolumeI is the
Regional Solid WasteManagement
Plan, set forth in general terms, and Volume
II is a set of implementationguidelines for the plan. VolumeI wouldrequire
approval by the Commissioners,but changes to VolumeII would require only ED
approval. The requirement that an advisory committee(termed advisory council
in the newrules) include membersrepresenting a broad range of interests has
been removed,and the requirement that a report by a local review committeebe
given the legal consideration meritedin a hearing on the application has also been
removed.
Potential Impacts: The lack of approval by the Commissionof VolumeII could
raise questions as to the legal status of this document.Further, one COG
has
noted that under the structure established neither documentwouldtruly contain a
plan of adequatedetail ,to be of any real use in a region’s planningprocess.
Local influence over solid waste planning will be further eroded by the removal
of the requirementthat advisory committeesbe representative, and removalof the
current allowancein the rules for consideration of local reviewcommitteereports
during hearings on an application.
Buffers: Distance Requirementsfor Newor ExpandedLandfills:
1.

TCEQ’sRules:
Existing: 50 feet - mainly to assure firefighting equipmentcan move
around site. 30 TAC§ 330.121(b).
Draft Proposal: 125 feet to provide better separation betweenlandfill and
other properties. But no limit on location near schools, churches, day care
centers, etc. May27, 2005, Draft 30 TAC§ 330.543(b)(2).
Position of EnvironmentalCommunity:Encourageproper siting: i.e. designated
industrial areas. If not, the higher up, the greater the buffer, with a minimum
of
1/2 mile fromresidents, schools, churches,etc.

3.

Examplesof buffer requirements in other TCEQprograms:
HazardousWastefacilities: "The commissionby rule shall prohibit the
issuance of a permit for a new commercialhazardous waste management
facility or the subsequentaerial expansionof sucha facility or unit of that
facility if the boundaryof the unit is to be located withinone-half of a
4

mile (2,640 feet) of an established residence, church, school, day care
center, surface water bodyused for a public drinking water supply, or
dedicated public park." TEX.HEALTH
~ SAFETY
CODE
§ 361.103.
CAFOs:One-half mile from any occupied residence or business structure,
school (including associated recreational areas), permanentstructure
containing a place of worship, or public park. 30 TAC§ 341.23(j)(2).
Class B sludge application fields: 750 feet from any school, institution,
business, or occupiedresidential structure. 30 TAC§ 312.44(d).
d.

Concrete operations:
Standard permits for concrete plants: "The central baghousemust
be located at least 440 yards [1/4 mile] fromany building used as a
single or multifamilyresidence, school, or place of worshipat the
time the application to use the permit is filed with the commission
if the plant is located in an area that is not subject to municipal
zonihg regulation." TEX.HEALTH
ANDSAFETY
CODE§ 382.05198,
E.

ii.

eo

Concrete CrushingFacility: The commissionby rule shall prohibit
the operation of a concrete crushing facility within 440 yards [1/4
mile]of a building in use as a single or multifamilyresidence,
school, or place of worshipat the time the application for a permit
to operatethe facility at a site near the residence, school, or place
of worship is filed with the commission. TEx. HEALTH
AND
SAFETY
CODE§ 382.065.

Lead Smelting Plants: "The commissionmaynot grant a construction
permit for a lead smeltingplant at a site.., located within 3,000 feet of an
individual’s residence .... "TEX.HEALTH
ANDSAFETY
CODE
§ 382.053.
Anaerobiclagoons at wastewatertreatment plants: 500 feet from nearest
property line. 30 TAC§ 309.13(e)(1).

Floodplains
1.

TCEO’sRules:
a.

Existing:
Defined: A flood that has a 1.0%or greater chance.of recurring in
any given year or a flood of a magnitudeequaled or exceeded once
in 100 years on the average over a significantly long period. 30

TAC§330.2(1) (not limited to Federal EmergencyManagement
Agency (FEMA)flood map.)
ii.

Requirementsto identify: Identify whetherthe site is located
withina100-yearfloodplain. Indicate the source of all data for
such determination and include a copy of the relevant FEMA
flood
map, if used, or the calculations and mapsused where a FEMA’
mapis not available. Information shall also be provided
identifying the 100-yearflood level and any other special flooding
factors (e. g., waveaction) that mustbe consideredin designing,
constructing, operating, or maintainingthe proposedfacility to
withstandwashoutfroma 100-yearflood... If the site is located
within the 100-yearfloodplain, the applicant shall provide
informationdetailing the specific flooding levels and other events
(e.g., design hurricane projected by Corpsof Engineers)that
impactthe flood protection of the facility. 30 TAC§ 330.56(0(3)
(emphasis added.)

TCEQ’sInterpretations:
1993Draft LocationHandbook:
If the facility is located outside the
floodplain of the (FEMA)
studied area but is evident that the 100 year
floodplain extends through the permit boundaries, then it is the
responsibility of the facility o~ner/operatorto submitthe appropriate
analysis to demonstratethat the waste disposal areas are not located in the
floodplain.
bo

Current: Applicant can rely upon FEMA
mappingof floodplain even if
both applicant’s and protestants’ modelingshowsthat the floodplain (as
defined by TCEQ
rules) is different.

Draft Proposal: Makeit easier to ignore floodplains by relying on FEMA
maps
and using a definition of floodplain different from that in other TCEQ
programs
and different than the definition in EPA’sRCRA
rules at 40 CFR§ 258.11(b)(1).
o

Position of Environmental Community:Scientists and FEMA
agree that FEMA
maps are often wrong. FEMA’sTechnical MappingAdvisory Council itself has
indicated that FEMA
mapsdo not always correctly delineate areas prone to
1
flooding, fewer than 40 percent of the areas mappedby FEMA
have been
mappedusing detailed study methods,2 and there are a large numberof flood

1

FEMA
TechnicalMapping
AdvisoryCouncil,Final Report,2000,p. 1.

2

Id.,p. 9.

hazard areas that have not been delineated. 3 No significant burden to the
applicant would result from requiring proper analysis of flood potential at the
landfill site and downstream. Moreover, TCEQ’sproposal to limit floodplain
evaluation to locations that have a drainage area greater than one square mile,
which was used in the past by FEMA,is not favored by FEMA.It was used
originally to allow FEMA
to focus its resources on the most serious problems. In
2000, FEMA’sTechnical Advisory Council itself identified the lack of flood
4hazard maps at such locations as a problem.
o

Requirements in other programs: For examples, in both the rules for CAFOsand
WastewaterTreatment Plants, a "floodplain" is any land area that is subject to a
1.0% or greater chance of flooding in any given year from any source. 5 That
definition is consistent with the definition of"base flood" set forth in FEMA
regulations at 44 CFR§ 9.4.

Id., p. 10.
Id., p. 34.
See 30 TaC§§ 321.32(36), 309.11(7).

IV.

SITE OPERATIONS

Starting. the NewTCEQ
ReviewProcess: Local opposition to large expansions has led to
political pressure and court decisions, such as BFIWasteSystems of NorthAmericav.
Martinez Environmental Group, 93 S.W.3d570, 579 (Tex. App. Austin, 2002) pet.
denied. Previously, muchless attention than those for site design.
1.

Activities have resulted in newSOPrules.

2.

Also led to effort to amend330 rules, whichthen led to changesin 305 rules.

Petitions by WasteManagement
of Texas, Inc. and a group ofpermittees consisting of
the City of Dumas,North Texas Municipal Water District, TexomaArea Solid Waste
Authority, Republic Waste Services of Texas, Ltd., and Regional Land Management
Services, Ltd.: Soughtchangesto SOPrules to reinstate historic practice of meaningless
SOPs. Rejected by the Commissionon March24, 2004, after Commissioninitiated
rulemaking.
Co

NewRules:6 Newrules (effective December2, 2004), enacted with some improved
requirements for SOPsand some reduction in the requirements. Only implementation
and efforts to enforce will determinethe impacts.
TCEQImplementation:
1.

Issues unresolved - Examples
a.

Role of SOPs:Operating plans or general guidance for operators?

b.

Howmodifications of SOPprovisions will be treated in the future.

c.

Failure to address waste blownfromlandfill to private property.

do

Failure to address uncertainties due to the lack of a rule or policy on the
role of the permit boundary.

e.

Impactof significant changesin waste acceptancerates.

2.

Call-in process. See discussion by John Vayin related paper for TCEQ’spolicy.

3.

Whendo new rules apply?

6

http~//www.mrcc.stat~.tx.us/permitting/wastep~rr~~mswperm/msw-s~p-advgp.htm1#time~ine
8

a.

Applications filed after rules were effective. Subj ect to newrules.

No

Applications filed before new rules were in effect and issued after
effective date. Certified questions filed by ALJsfor four applications
pending in hearings after the rules were effective]
Position of ALJs: Joint referral by four ALJswith statement that
the ALJs would apply new rules in all cases unless the
Commission ruled otherwise.
iio

Position of Commission: The Applicants get to decide. Those who
want to use the new rules, maydo so. Those that do not, do not
need to do so.

iii.

Result: Hearings on two application of Regional Land
Managementand Anson proceeding under new rules at the request
of applicant and agreement of opponents. One case (.WMT)settled
without resolution. Hearing on application of Tan Terra apparently
proceeding under old SOPrules, but issue is still to be resolved.

7
SOAH
DocketNo 582-04-0975, TCEQ
Docket No. 2003-0729MSW,
Application of Regional
LandManagement
Services Ltd, for MSW
Permit No2286.
SOAH
Docket No 582-05-0868TCEQ
DocketNo. 2004-0743MSW,Application of Tan Terra
EnvironmentalServices, Inc. MSW
Permit No 2305
SOAH
Docket No 582-04-3642TCEQ
Docket No. 2004-0118 MSW,
Application of Waste Management
of Texas, Inc. for MSW
Permit No523-B
SOAH
DocketNo 582-04-5745,TCEQ
DocketNo. 2004-0054-MSW,
Application of the City of Anson,
MSW
Permit No 2301

V.
No

AMENDMENTS, MODIFICATIONS

AND RENEWALS OF PERMITS

Amendmentsversus Modifications:
TCEQ’sDraft Proposal: 30 TACChapter 305 (See Overviewof June 8, 2005
8Stakeholders Draft.)
2.

TCEQ’sApparent Goals:
Clarification: Reduceproblemof determining whether a permit change
should be treated as a modification or an amendment.
Eliminate most amendments:Create a major modification process and
convert almost all substantive permit amendments
to major .modifications.
Limit review and hearings: Newprocedure for major modifications limits
reviewto only those issues directly related to the changerequested by
applicant.
Revise the public commentprocess for maior mods: Require applicant to
hold the public meetingwith no TCEQ
representatives required to attend
or respond to comments.
eo

Clarify process for remainingSubtitle D upgrades, if any: To be
processed as major amendments.
Create temporary authorization for maior mods: Allowthem for both
minor and major modifications.
Transfer of permits/ownership:Provide transfers of permit will be
accomplishedthrough a minor modification with notice.

3.

Potential Problems With TCEQ’sProposals
Compliancehistory: Mayremovethe ability of the EDor Commissionto
review compliancehistory during evaluation of a maj or amendment.
Full reviewof landfill: Mayremoveor limit the ability of the EDor
Commission
to reviewother aspects of a facility or permit (not related to

http ://www.tnrcc.state.tx.us/permitting/wasteperm/mswpermJmsw_maj
ormod_advgp.html#
draftrule
10

the amendment)which are creating problems and would otherwise never
be reevaluated given no renewal process.
Co

Conflicts with the use of the term "amendment"in a numberof laws and
rules: TCEQ
mayhave to revise other rules if it redefines most
amendmentsto be major modifications.
Chapter 361 Tex. HeaIth and Safety Code uses the terms
amendment,maior amendment,and modification~ for example:

ii.

a)

9§ 362.120.

b)

l°
§ 36I.ii8.

c)

§ 361.0895.1l

d)

§ 361.137.12

TCEQ’srules use the sameterms, for example:

9
NOT’ICE OF HEARING AND REQUIREMENTSFOR REOPENING OF CLOSED OR
INACTIVE
LANDFILLS.
(a) This section applies to any municipal solid waste landfill facility permitted by the
commissionor any of its predecessor or successor agencies that have either stopped accepting waste ...
(c) Exceptas providedin Subsections(d) and (e), the reopeningof any such facility shall be considered
major amendment
as such is defined by commissionrules and shall subject the permittee to all of the procedural
and substantive obligations imposedby the rules applicable to major amendments.
(d) This section shall not apply to any municipalsolid wastelandfill facility that has received an approved
modificationto its permit as of the effective date of this section. (emphasisadded.)
10
REMEDIAL ACTION REGARDINGINDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTEDISPOSED OF IN
MUNICIPAL
SOLIDWASTE
LANDFILL
FACILITY.(a) This section applies only to a municipal solid waste
landfill facility:
(1) for which the commissionhas issued a perrmt; and
(2) a portion of which:
(A) has beenused for the disposal of morethan 15,000barrels of industrial solid waste;
(B) is closed ....
(c) If the commission
requires the ownerof the facility to remediate underSubsection(b), the ownershall
develop a remedial action plan and must obtain a major amendment
to the permit for the facility approving the
plan. (Emphasisadded.)
11.
FACILITIES REQUIRED TO OBTAIN FEDERALAPPROVAL....
a permit or other
authorization issued to the facility under this chapter is not subject to cancellation, amendment,modification,
revocation, or denial of renewal because the permit holder has not commenced
construction or operation of the
facility.. (Emphasisadded.)
12
PERMITAPPLICATION
FEE. (a) A permit application fee is imposed on each applicant for
industrial solid waste or hazardouswaste permit...
(c) The commissionmayalso establish a fee rate for approval of applications or petitions other than new
permits, including but not limited to minor amendments,modifications, and closure plans, which fee maybe less
than $2,000. (Emphasisadded.)

11

d.

a)

Major amendments during hearings.

30 TAC§ 281.23

b)

Potential conflicts in Chapter 305 rules, in which the term
amendmentis defined to exclude modifications under
Section 305.70. I3 Manysections in Chapter 305 rely upon
the term "amendment," and the term modification is not
included.

Mayconflict with federal requirements such as:
Role of public comments& public meetings and need for written
responses.
ii.

Prohibition on temporary authorizations that immunizeviolators.

Mayencourage the use of a number of minor modifications to avoid one
major modification.
May reduce public understanding of TCEQ’sprocesses:
elimination of staff and OPICat public meetings.

With the

Mayfurther erode public trust in agency: if an applicant proceeds with a
major change (temporary authorization) before a hearing is held and final
decisiofi madeand with the Applicant holding the public meetings.
ho

Appears to allow creation of new landfill by modification: such as an
expansion from a few acre landfills to a landfill with hundreds or
thousands of acres.

Renewals of Permits
1.

Texas MSWLaw:
a.
The Texas Solid Waste Disposal Act: Permits must to include terms and
provisions, "including the duration of the permit, ’’14 and indicates need for
renewals, but no specific duration.

13
§305.62. Amendment.
(a) Amendments
generally. Achangein a term, condition, or provision
of a permitrequires an amendment,
exceptunder§305.70of this title (relating to MunicipalSolid WasteClass
Modifications)...
14

Tex. Health &Safety Code§ 361.087(3).

12

bo

TCEO,
Rules: Durationis the life of the facility, unless agencydecides to
limit. 30 TAC305.127(1)(B)(II)& (F) & 330.65(a)&(b).
apparently never limited the duration of an MSW
permit to less than life.
Texas Courts: The Austin Court of Appeals recognized that the lack of
periodic review for MSW
permits creates challenges in the oversight of
these facilities.15

Other Texas Permits:
a.

Hazardouswaste: 10 years renewal with 5 year review. 9 361.087, Tex.
Health & Safety Code, 30 TAC9 305.127(1)(B).
Wastewaterdischarges: 5 years. 9 26.029, Tex. Water Code, 30 TAC9
305.127(1)(C).
Injection wells: 10 years. 9 27.011, Tex. Water Code, 30 TAC9
305.127(1)(A).

do

Air emissions: 5 to 10 years. 99 382.0541(a)(5), .0543(a) & .055(a),
Health & Safety Code.

Other States: (See Attachment1) Suggests that industry argumentthat need life
of facility permit for planningand financing is not true.
o

Purpose for Expiration and Renewal:To evaluate:
ao

b.

Implementationof changesin laws and rules: For example, the recent
changes to the SOPrules, which with a five year renewal process could be
better implementedin. an orderly fashion - at renewal.
Changesin circumstances:
i.

Majorchangesiia waste acceptance rates.

ii.

A significant numberof minor modifications.

Co

Changesin technologies.

d.

Compliancehistory.

15
BFI Waste Systems of North America v. Martinez Environmental Group, 93 S.W.3d 570, 579
(Tex. App. Austin, 2002) pet. denied

13

5.

TCEQ’s5-year review process: NoSubstitute for a renewal process.
"The commissionshall review a permit issued under this chapter every five years
to assess the permit holder’s compliancehistory." (TEXAS
HEALTH
~ SAFETY
CODE
§ 361.088(g), added in 2001 Sunset Bill for TCEQ.)
a.

Nopublic notice or public input.

No

A limited review: Onlycomplianceproblems, and only facilities
"poor" are scrutinized. See Attachment4.

14

rated

V.

PUBLIC NOTICE AND PROTECTION OF PROPERTY INTERESTS

Public Notice
Newlaw: HB1609 amended§ 361.0666(a) to remove the mandatory public
meeting required for newlandfill or other newMSW
facility. Doesnot create any
criteria or guidance to help TCEQ
determine whenthe agency should hold such a
meeting.
a.

Guidance from APArulemaking:

Sec. 2001.029. PUBLICCOMMENT.
(a) Before adopting a rule, a state
agencyshall give all interested personsa reasonableopportunity to submitdata,
views, or arguments,orally or in writing.
(b) Astate agencyshall grant an opportunity for a public hearing before it
adopts a substantive rule if a public hearing is requestedby:
(1) at least 25 persons;
(2) a governmental subdivision or agency;
(3) an association having at least 25 members.
b.
2.

Proposal from Travis County(See Attachment3.)

Current written notice requirementsignored:
a.

Lawand rules
30 TAC§§ 330.52(b)(4)(D) & 330.52(b)(5), requiring
ownershipmapsinclude all adjacent properties and all potentially
affected landowners.
ii.

b.

TEXAS
HEALTH
86 SAFETY
CODE
§ 361.089, requiring notice of
hearings on newor amendedpermits.

Issues:
Persons beyond500 feet maybe potentially affected by an
application. This wasthe case in the application by IESI for the
changeof a landfill near Weatherford.
ii.

Althoughthey are potentially affected, the TCEQ
does not
currently require notice to easementholders. In the case of the
application by Tan Terra EnvironmentalServices, an irrigation
district whichownedan easementfor an irrigation ditch nmning
throughthe site wasnot providednotice.

does not require
iii. klthough they are potentially affected, the TCEQ
notice to mineralinterest holders.
3.

TCEQ’s
Draft Proposals
NoSi~mificant Changein Notice Requirements,including no change to
requirementto include potentially affected landowners.
Environmental CommunityPosition: TCEQ’sproposal is not adequate
and goodnotice is cheap and easy:

No

i.

~ - as with Air permits

ii.

Written notice to those potentially affected, up to ½ mile and
including easementholders and mineral owners.

III.

Electronic notices and documents: Applications should be
required to be submittedin electronic format and be required to be
publicly posted on the internet by the applicant

Protection of ownersof mineralinterests:
1.

Current law and rules:
Whenthe mineral estate and the surface estate are severed, the mineral
estate becomesthe dominantestate. Acker v. Guinn, 464 S.W. 2d 348,352
(Tex. 1971).
No

Theownerof the severed mineral estate and its lessee have reasonable
rights to use the surface to developand producethe minerals. Robinson
Robbins Petroleum Corp., 501 S.W. 2d 865, 867 (Tex. 1973).
The ownerof the severed mineral estate cannot be limited by subdivision
restrictions or other such limitations imposedby the ownerof the surface
estate. Property Ownersof Leisure Land, Inc. et al. v. Woolf& Magee,
Inc., 786 S.W.2d 757, 760 (Tex. Ap. - Tyler 1990).

do

30 TAC§ 330.62(a), requires that an owneror operator possess or acquire
a sufficient interest in or right to the use of the propertyfor whicha permit
is issued.
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30 TAC§ 330.62(c), requires that applicant delineate mineral rights
attached to the property and the rights to recoverablematerials that maybe
buried.
30 TAC§§ 330.52(b)(4)((D) & 330.52(b)(5), require that land
mapsinclude all adjacent properties andall potentially affected persons.
go

30 TAC§ 330.131requires that applicant provide notice to the executive
director of all on-site crudeoil or natural gas wells. Producingcrudeoil or
natural gas wells that do not affect or hamperlandfill operations maybe
operatedwithin the facility boundary,if identified in the permit for the
facility or in a written notification to the executivedirector.

Agencydecisions - Mineral Interests
a.

Jul!f_fGardens (See Attachment5.)
ALJsfound that an applicant must demonstratesufficient property
interest, and recommended
denial based in part on the applicant’s
failure to demonstratethat the environmentwouldbe protected if
mineralinterest holders exercisedtheir rights.
ii.

bo

Commissionerswere divided on the relevance of the question, and
denied the permit based on other grounds.

City qfAnson- In the case of the application by the City of Ansonfor an
arid exemptlandfill, requesters sought a hearing on the impactof the
landfill on surface and subsurface mineral rights. Copperdeposits are
knownto exist near the surface of the site, and the rights to these deposit~
are held by protesting parties. TheCommission
declined to refer the issue
of impactson surface or subsurfacemineralrights for a hearing, but at the
preliminary hearing persons were admitted as affected persons based on
their status as mineralinterest owners.
Tan Terra - Ownersof mineral interests cameforward at the preliminary
hearing and were recognized as affected persons. Of note, two natural gas
wells have been completedon-site since the’preliminary hearing and are
nowin production, with one being within the proposedwaste footprint.
This changein conditions is not accountedfor in any wayduring the
permitting process, nor is the applicant required to showhowthe
environmentwill be protected in consideration of these circumstances.
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TCEq)’sdraft proposal: Therequirementto delineate mineral interests in the lease
of a site is removedin the new rules. Draft 30 TAC§ 330.67(c). Inclusion
potentially affected landownerson land ownershipmapsis still required by draft
section 330.59(C)(3). Section 330.131 remains unchanged.
Potential Problems:Withsurface minerals, such as caliche and lignite, or with
minerals such as oil and gas. Maycreate conflicts with land use and concurrent
miningcan create threats to the integrity of landtills and violations of limitations
on accessto landfill.
o

SimpleSolution for NewGreenField Landfills: Makemineral interest issues part
of the siting decision, by requiring
ao

b°

Co

Notice to all ownersof mineral interests within the proposedpermit
boundaryof the landfill.
Application: To include proof of ownershipof all minerals or proof of an
agreement ~omthe mineral ownersthat they will not oppose the
application.

Protection of EasementHolders: Almostsameproblems of notice and desire of TCEQ
to
allow conflicts to be resolve outside the hearing process and after TCEQ
and the public
have spent time and moneyon the application review and hearing process.
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Attachment "1"

Attachment 1
Initial

Reviewof Other States’ Approachesto MSW
Permit
Expirations, Renewalsand Duration
Summary

A quick reviewof other states, basedon the laws, rules or discussions with regulators,
indicates:
12 are like Texaswith no permit duration other than the life of the facility.
35 issue MSW
permits for a fixed term or duration:
24 states require renewalat least everyfive years.
10 states require renewalat least every ten year terms.
Onestate, NewMexico,has permit terms of no morethan 20 years.
Massachusettsand Kansasset the permit term based on the facts.
Review: State by State
Alabama:
Solid waste disposal permits obtained under compliancewith this Divisidn shall be
valid for the design life of the facility or as otherwise determinedby the Department,but no
longer than a period of five years. Permits, however,are subject to revocation under 335-13-5.05 of this Division. AlabamaDepartmentof Environmental ManagementAdmin. Code R. 33513-5-.02(2).
Alaska: Permits issued for fixed term, not to exceed five years. 18 ALASKA
ADMINISTRATIVE
CODE
15.100(a), see also 18 AAC60.250.
Arizona:Notime limit. (Per conversation with Dick Jeffries of MSW
plan review team of
Arizona Departmentof EnvironmentalQuality, 4/25/05).
Arkansas:Nospecific time limit. Authorization ceases whenlandfill reaches approved
elevation. ArkansasDepartmentof EnvironmentalQuality, Regulation 22, at 22.309.
California: MSW
fadility permits shall be reviewed, and if necessary revised, at least once
every five years. California Public ResourcesCode§ 44015.
Colorado:Durationlife of facility. Departmentof Public Health and Environment,Hazardous
Materials and Waste ManagementDivision 6 CCR1000-2, Part 1.
Connecticut:Nospecific time limit. Duration based on capacity.
http ://dep.state.ct.us/pao/weedfact/solidwst.htm

Delaware: Permits shall be for a term of no greater than 10 years. DelawareDepartmentof
Natural Resources and EnvironmentalControl, Regulations GoverningSolid Waste, 4(A)(5).
Florida: MSW
permitting rules specifically provide that permits shall be renewedat least once
every five years, and applicants for renewal must showhowthey meet any newrules or statutes.
FAC62-701.320(10)(b).
Georgia: Notime limit. Duration based on capacity of facility.
Management
Act (last updated 2004) 12-30 to 12-41.

ComprehensiveSolid Waste

Hawaii:Permits maybe issued for terms not to exceed five years, with renewals up to five
years. HawaiiAdministrativeRules § 11-58.1-04(e)(1
Idaho:Operating plan required to be recertified at least every three years. Title 39 Health and
Safety Chapter 74 Idaho Solid WasteFacilities Act section 39-7419.
Illinois: Nopermit shall have a term of greater than five years. Title 35 Illinois
Administrative Code, § 813.108.
Indiana: A permit including a renewal permit must be issued for a fixed termnot to exceed
five years. 329 IAC10-13-3.
Iowa: Various types of permits (IAC567-102.2):
Sanitary Disposal Project Permits - 3 years, renewable
TemporaryPermit - 1 year, renewable
DevelopmentPermit - 3 years, renewable
Closure Permit (must be no longer accepting waste) - 30 Years
Kansas: State mayspecify either condition or date on whichpermit will expire. Kansas
Administrative Regulations (KAR)28-29-7. Permit must be renewedthrough filing of fee and
report annually by anniversary of permit date. KAR28-29-84.
Kentucky:Permits issued for fixed terms of not morethan 10 years, and agency is to review
permitafter five years to judge whether modification is needed. 401 KAR47:130, § 6.
Louisiana:Permitfor life of facility.
Maine:Solid WasteLicense remains in effect until modified, revoked or suspended.
Chapter 400 § 3(E).
.Maryland: Permits are valid for a period of up to 5 years from the date of issue unless
suspendedor revoked by the approvingauthority. Permits are automatically renewedevery 5
years uponwritten approval from the approvingauthority, providedthat the permit holder is in
compliance with EnvironmentArticle, § 9-204, Annotated Code of Maryland. COMAR
§
26.04.07.04.B.
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Massachusetts: Regulations require a specified duration in permit. 310 Codeof Massachusetts
Regulations (,CMR)§ 19.043(1), Rules include process for the renewal of permits.§ 19.042(4).
Michigan:Construction permits expire in 1 year. MichiganStatutes Part 115, § 324.11511(1).
Operating License expires after 5 years. MichiganStatutes Part 115, § 324.11516.
Minnesota:Permit issued for term not to exceed five years. MinnesotaRules § 7001.0150§ 1.
Mississippi: Permits maybe issued for terms not to exceed ten years. Mississippi Commission
on EnvironmentalQuality, Regulation SW-2,§ 1I (J).
Missouri: Operatingpermits issued for the life of the disposal area. 10 Codeof State
Regulations (CSR)80-2.020(2)(B)(4)(B). Rules explicitly provid.e that at any time
life of the facility or disposal area, the departmentmayreviewthe permit and require that the
operator complywith current statutory and/or regulatory requirements. 10 CSR80-2.020(1)(E).
Montana:Facilities must be constructed within five years of permitting, and licenses to operate
must be renewedannually. Administrative Rules of Montana§ 17.50.515.
Nebraska: Permits for disposal areas shall expire not morethan 5 years after issuance,
subject to renewal, and permits for disposal facilities shall expire not morethan 10 years after
issuance, subject to renewal. NebraskaDepartmentof EnvironmentalQuality Regulations, Title
132, Chapter2, § 007.01.
Nevada:Permits must be issued for design life of the site. NevadaAdministrative Code§
444.643
NewHampshire: Permits mayinclude an expiration date. NHCode of Administrative Rules
Env-Wm
305.04(a)(4)(b). Generally, however, permits will continuous in duration. NH
Code of Administrative Rules Env-Wm
305.05(d).
NewJersey: Permits effective for a fixed term not to exceed five years, subject to
administrative extension with renewal application. N.J.A.C. § 7:26-2.7(a)
NewMexico:Permit active for life of facility or 20 years, whicheveris less.
NewMexicoAdministrative CodeTitle 20, Chapter 9, Part 1, § 212(A).
NewYork: Permit duration for fixed term not to exceed ten years. NewYork State Department
of EnvironmentalConservation Regulations Subpart 360-1.11 (d)
North Carolina: Permits shall be reviewed every five years. "Title 15ASubchapter 13Bof the
North Carolina Administrative Code- Solid WasteManagement,§ .0201 (e)
North Dakota: Permits issued for up to ten (10) year terms. Section 23-29-07 of the N.D.
Century Code
Ohio: Installation ptrmits must be renewedannually. Ohio Revised Code § 3734.05(A)(1).
Every ten (10) years, operator of facility must submit a design demonstration showingthat

the facility is in compliancewith currently applicable design requirements,except for siting
requirements. OHIOADMINISTRATIVE
CODE§ 3745-27-19(N).
Oklahoma:
Permits issued for the life of the site. OklahomaAdministrative Rules § 252:515-3¯ 5(a).
.Oregon: Disposal site permits issued for a maximum
term of 10 years, subject to renewal.
ORS§ 459.245(2).
Pennsylvania:Permits issued for terms not to exceed ten (10) years, but applicants mayseek
demonstrationof need for longer term based on financing requirements. 25 PennsylvaniaCode§
271.211, see also 25 Pa. Code§ 271.223. Regardless of permit term, Departmentis statutorily
requiredto review permits at least once every five years to "evaluate the permit to determine
whetherit reflects currently applicable operating requirements,as well as current technologyand
managementpractices .... "Departmentmayrequire modification of the permit if considered
necessary.
RhodeIsland: Licenses must be renewed every three year terms. RhodeIsland Solid Waste
Regulation No. 1.6.01.
South Carolina: Permit "review" at least once every five years, unless otherwise specified by
Department. Regulation 61-107.258 at § 258.130(b)(1). The Departmentmaymodify the permit
if it finds a changein operations or a changein the applicable regulatory requirements.
258.130(b)(2)
South Dakota: MSW
Permits initially valid for up to two years and maybe renewed for up
to five years. South Dakota COdified Law34A-6§ 1.16.
Tennessee:Permits effective for the operating life of the facility. T.C.A.§ 1200-1-7-.02(4)(c)
Utah:Permits maybe issued for up to five years. R3 I5-311-1.
Vermont:Certification of an MSW
facility shall not be for a period longer than five (5)
-years. VermontSolid Waste ManagementRules 6-303(c).
yirginia: Permits shall be reviewedby the director once every ten years. 9VAC20-80-105
Director mayrevoke permit based on operations, and/or maychange the permit terms to comply
with~ currently applicable requirements.Id.
Washington:MSWLF
permit duration not to exceed ten (10) years. WAC173-351-750(3)
WestVirginia: MSW
permits shall have a fixed term not to exceed five (5) years. WVCode
22-15-10(c).
Wisconsin:DepartmentNatural Resources mayissue a permit for a period of one year or more.
WisconsinStatutes § 289.31(1).

Wyoming:Type I permits issued for four (4) year terms, and Type II permits issued for
eight (8) year terms. Wyoming
Solid WasteRules at Chapter 2, § 2(e).
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Policy
Statement
Municipal
Solid Waste Division

Subject:

Aerial

Background:

Because
of the impending
implementation
of Subtitle
D requirements
for new landfill
units
and lateral
expansions,
there has been a flurry
of interest
in
exten~<!ng
landfills
vertically.
This has resulted
rules

fills

apply

over

existing

to these

landfills.

cases.

Purpose:

To establish
a uniform
policy
permit review personnel.

Policy:

I. ’~

to be

followed

by

all

Subtitle
D liner
requirements
will apply
to
all
closed
MSWLF
units
and
all
lateral
expansions
after OctobNr
9, 1993.
A closed
MSWLF nnit is one for which final closure
has
been requested
and approved.
They will also
apply
to any units
existing
on October
9,
1993,
which
do not have
waste
covering
the
bottom
of the unit.
Operators
will
be
required
to follow
past practices
in placihg
waste,
i.e. they cannot
spread
a thin layer
of waste
over the entire
MSWLF
unit, if theyhave not followed
this practice
in the past.
Subtitle
D liner
requirements
will not apply
to
unolosed
units
which
are
expanding
vertically,
to existing
permitted
heights,
as
of Oct. 9, 1993.

IiI.

No new
permits
or permit
amendments
for
vertical
expansion
of MSWLF
units
which
have
reached
permitted
heights
will
be approved
after
October
9, 1993,-unless
they are lined
in accordance
with new ruies.

IV.

Current
in-situ
p~rmits
wertical
effect.

state
lining
requirements,
including
consideration,
will apply
to all new
and amendments,
including
those
for
expansions,
until
new rules
take

Subtitle
D final
cover
requirements
appl~
to
all units which were not closed,
as of October
9, 1991.

Application:

There
are three
will be applied.
Case

i:

Guidance:

basic
They

cases
in which
the polices
are described
as follows:

An existing
un-closed
MSWLF
unit
is
proposed
to be expanded
vertically,
over
existing
waste, to permitted
height as of
October
9, 1993.
(a)

Subtitle
D liner
requirements
will
not apply,
now or after
October
9,
1993.

(b)

Current
regulations
governingliners
do apply.
If existing
uhit was
lined,
or approved
for an in-situ
liner under current
regulations,
no
additional
liners will be required.
Liner must be continuous.
No spill-over
areas will be

Case

Case

2:

3:

aerial
rules

of waste
allowed.

to

adjacent

(d)

Current
gradient

slope
stability
will apply.

(e)

Upon closure,
unit must be covered
with material
having
a permeability
equal to the existing
liner,
or 1 X
I0 "~ cm./sec,
whichever
is less.

(f)

These
permit/amendments
processed
in the normal

A closed
unit
is proposing
over existing
waste.

and

should
manner.
aerial

1993,

be

fill

(a)

Until
October
9,
guidance
will apply.

Case

1

(b)

After October
9, 1993, a closed unit
which has not been re-permitted
f6r
additional
aerial
fill will require
liners
and
leachate
collection
systems
per new Subtitle
D rules.

Aerial
fill
is
proposed
over
a
~ombination
of existing,
unclosed
units,
closed
units, and new areas.

Guidance : ( a

(b)

For areas over existing
fill wh-ich
are unclosed,
Case 1 guidance
will
apply.
For areas over a closedunit,
guidance
will apply.

case

2

New areas
will
require
liners
as
required
by current rules, or, after
October
9,
1993, new Subtitle
D
rules.
There must be a physi.cal
separation
between
new and existing
areas after October
9, 1993.
ALL
CASES:
Applicants
should
be advised
of the general
applicability
of Subtitle
D rules to all landfills
open on October
9,.~S!9~~’~%~~s~/~T::~t,~s~4~z~d’.t~at
Case
hodge-podge
of lined/unlined
areas
that
make
little
prlc~ical
sense.
However,
this
seems
to be in accordance
with
EPA’s
.intentions.
We will not require
liners over an existing,
unclosed
unit,
even if it irmmediately
adjoins
a closed
or new unit which
will require
Subtitle
D liners
after October
9, 1993, provided
it
~as approved
under current
regulations.
See the following
sketches
for examples.

All lined areas must have leachate
collection
systems
after October
9, 199B, unless demonstration
is made that leachate
will not exceed
30 cm above the top of the liner.

Texas Water Commission

TO:

All Permitting and Groundwater Section Sta~ff

FROM:

Ronald L. Bond, P.E., Director
Municipal Solid Waste Division

DATE:

May 21, 1993

SUBJECT:

Policy Statement on Aerial Fills Over Existing Municipal Solid WasteLandfills
Dated October 23, 1992/Revised December 14, 1992

Subject policy was issued, while we were in the process of finalizing Subtitle D rules. Now
that the rules are ready for approval by the Commissioners,this policy is no longer applicable
or appropriate, and it is hereby rescinded.
The proposedrules, which will be available in final form after May26, 1993, will govern the
aerial filling over existing municipal solid waste landfills, after October9, 1993.
Wewill discuss the exact application of the new rules to aerial fills
of the Subtitle D Review Committee.

at an upcomingmeeting

Policy Statement
Municipal Solid Waste Division - - Texas Water Commission
Aerial Fills

Over Existing LandfiIts - ExampleSketches - October 23, 1-992

New Unit

Open Unit

Closed Unit

Permit-ted Height
asof October9, 1993

,,

~..

Permit/Amendment Approval After October 9, 1993

Closed Unit

Permit/AmendmentApproval Before October 9, 1993,

TEXAS

WATER

COMMISSION

Interoffice

Ronald
L. Bond,
Municipal
Solid
FROM:

P.E.,
Waste

Memorandum

Director
Division

Nicholas W. C!assen, P.E.
Municipal
Solid Waste Per~nits

SUBJECT:

Current Permit Applications
Old Waste Fill (Aerial)

=
Section

Proposing

New

in accordance
with your request,
I have reviewed
of permit
applications
and determined
that four
fall into the same category
as the application

(i)

(2)

The P.A. was administratively
1992 (the date of our policy
Over Existing
Landfills;
The applieant,
before
October

will

Fill

Over

our current
list
(4) applications
for City of San

complete
statement

in all likelihood
9, 1993;

Waste

on October
23,
on Aerial Fills

not

get

a permit

(3) The P.A. proposes
to deposit
new solid waste over
section
of closed
landfill
(old solid
waste).
The
"closed
landfill
section"
refers
to a section
of completed
landfill
that has had final cover applied,
but
the entire landfill
is not closed
officially
by having
an Affidavit
To The Public
filed at the courthouse.
(4)

~
The

.foUr

Although
this may not have been one of the criteria
you
specifically
asked me to include
in.my research,
we did
discuss
whether
or not they planned
to install
a Subtitle D liner (composite
w/leachate
collection
system)
on top of the.old
waste.
(4)

~ther

applications

that

P.A. No. M~W 1307-B,
Waste
to Nick Classen (NWC)
(2).

P.A.

No.

(3)

P.A.
Dale

No. MSW 1535-A,
Pound (DAP).

(4)

P.A.
DAP.

No.

MSW

MSW

1394-A,

42-C,

City

fall
Mgmt.

of

Mgmt.

this

cat~gory

(Atascocita),

Irving,

Kazelwood

Waste

into

assigned

assigned

Enterprises,

(Skyline),

are

to

NWC.

assigned

assigned

to

Memorandum
New Fill Over
Page 2

NOTES:

01d

Fill

1307-B:

If the effective
date of Subtitle
D is moved ahead
six months (April 9, 1994) as EPA is proposing,
this P.A. could get a permit prior to that time.
In fact, there is a chance
that they could gen a
permit by 10/9/93
if there is no opposition.
They
have been advised
of the requirement
to place a
Subtitle
D liner over the old waste.*

!394-A:

They will not be able to.get a permit by 10/9/93,
but could get it by 4/9/94. Opposition
is not expected.
They have been advised of the requirement
for placing
a Subtitle
D liner on top of old
waste.*

1535-A

and 42-C: Dale Pound told me he was not concerned
about the new regulations
at this point and was
proceeding
to process
his applications
under the
current regulations.
I explained
to him what you,
Mary Adrian,
and I discussed*,
and I suggested
that he talk to you or Mary. He did not seem to
feel -- as I do -- that we need to advise applicants of the requirement
should they receive
a
permit after the effective
date of Subtitle
D.

~ If a permit
is issued
before
the effective
date of Subtitle
D,
be it 10/9/93
or 4/9/94,
the "closed
landfill
section"
in question
shd~iy
becomes
an unclosed
section
under
the permit
amendment,
_and a new permitted
height is created.
The applicant
can then fill
up to that new permitted
height without
having to place a Subtitle
D liner
over the old waste.
The applicant
cannot,
howe~er,
fill
Over, new (lateral)
areas up to the new permitted
height -- after
the effective
date of Subtitle
D -- without
a Subtitle
D liner
under the new waste.
If the permit
amendment
is issued
after
the"
effective
date of Subtitle
D, the "closed
landfill
section"
must
have ~ Subtitle
D liner
over it (including
leachate
collection
system)
before
aerial
filling
can continue
over the oldwaste.

Nicholas
.May 18,
cc:

W. Classen,
1993

Mary

B. Adrian,

P E

P.E.

Texas Water Commission
L-Nq’EROFFICE
M]EM
0 R_-k_NDU-M

TO:

Permits, Groundwater Protection,

FROM:

-Ronald k. Bond, P.E., Director ’[
Municipal Solid Waste Division

DATE:

June 4, 1993

SUBJECT:

Subtitle D Rules Interpretation

and Enforcement Section Staff

Decision #2

The Subtitle D Rules Review Committee met on Thursday, June 3, 1993,to consider several
issues raised by Municipal Solid WasteDivision staff regarding interpretations of the new
Subtitle D TWCrules. These issues, and the subsequent decisions are as follows:
Questionswere raised as to howa Type I, II, or ti1 landfill could be coriverted to Type
.IV, with respect to separation, and overlapping of Type I and Type ,:IV wastes.
Decision: After considerable discussion, it was determined that, i4 order for an
operator to be considered a closed unit, and consequently be excused frsm meeting
Subtitle D rules after October 9, 1993, a physical separation between currently
operating Types I, 11, or III landfills and proposedType IV landfills must be made.It
was decided that Type IV wastes could not be overlain over a Type I, 11, or II1 landfill
which had received final cover, but that there must be a distinct vertical separation
between the Type IV and the previously operated putrescible~ waste landfills,
which
must be clearly marked. This vertical separation could take the shape of a pyramidal
cross-section of soil, or a vertical columnof soil, slurry wall, etc., so long as the liner
requirements for both be old us.e. and the new Type IV use are met.
Suggestions were madeby somestaff that ’any alternative liner would -require a test...
¯ pad and a field demonstration of the complete proposedliner design.
Decision: There was general agreementthat any significant departure from the current
7
regulatory standard of a three foot clay liner with a permeability no greater than lxl 0
should trigger consideration of requiring a test pad to be constructed and evaluated in
the field, under real construction conditions. However,it was also agreed that a rigid
rule req.uiring that all alternative
designs would requ]re d test pad might be
unreasonable.For example, rainfall amountsmight be a consideration in requiring field
test pads for liner designs in West Texas, and other alternative designs might use
different technologies which would not lend themselves to field evaluation and testing.

Permits, Groundwater Protection,
June 4, 1993
Page 2

and Enforcement Section Staff

Accordingly, it was determined that we would interpret the language in the current
rules as wriEen, i.e. the Executive Director will determine on a case by case basis
whether a field test pad will be required. This will be done by the project engineers,
with input from other Division professionals as necessary, basedon the specific designproposed, and the existing site condi~ioiqs. For example, a proposal to use an 18"
trick clay liner with a permeability of lx10 ~ in Central Texas would probably trigger
a requirement for test pad construction and evaluation.
The question was brought up as to whether or not there was a requirement for a
minimumside slope for trench excavations.
.Decision: This was thoroughly discussed during the review of the concept paper, and
it was agreed that there would be no minimumrequirements specified, but rather this
would be done on a site specific basis, based upon the particular soil characteristics,
and on safety considerations. Again, each permit engineer should review proposals
for side slopes for trenches, and determine (a) if the design appears safe for the
personnel constructing
it and operating within it, and (b) can the design
construct.ed?. Three to one side slopes is the general rule, but this could vary
depend]ngon particular site specific cor~ditions.
Permitting Section staff indicated that they had received a number of questions
concerning earthquake designs within those zones where a demonstration is required
under Subtitle D rules.
Decision: After considerable discussion, it was agr.e.ed that this was a matter for the
consulting engineer to address specifically in his design, i.e. the design engineer must
certify that the design he proposes meetsthe requirements specified in Subtitlei:) and
our regulations. MSW
Division.will not develop additional criteria. It will be incumbent
upon the design engineer to educate himself or herself as to the design requireme.nts,
if a landfill
is proposed-in one of the restricted locations with respect to seismic
activity.
It was pointed out that the previous policy regarding aerial fills
since the TWCSubtitle.D rules had been approved.

had been rescinded,

Decision: The nit effect of rescinding this policy will be that existing units which have
not been closed can be extendedvertically without installing a Subtitle D liner over the
61d waste. This wi;l apply to existin, g units which have currently permitted air space,
and to exist.ing units which request amendmentsto extend the permitted air space,
For example, a landfill
which currently has permitted air space above existing waste
to last for several years, could continue to fill to permitted height, without installing
Subtitle D liners over the existing waste. In addition, this landfill could request a
vertical extension amendmentto their permit, following normal permit amendment

Permits, Groundwater Protection,
June 4, 1993
Page 3

and Enforcement Section Staff

procedures, after the effective date of Subtitle D, and, if approved, could continue to
fill to that amended
permit height without installing a Subtitle D liner, over the existing
waste., provided the unit had not been closed. It was decided that a unit would be
considered closed, if it generally met the closure criteria specified in OFR258.60. In
general terms, a unit will be considered ciosed if it has received a final cover system
meeting either the current regulations or future Subtitle D requirements, and the
operator has indicated, through his actions, or through other notifications,
that he
intended to close the unit. It is not necessaryfor the affidavits and deed recordadons
to have been completed in order for a unit to be considered c]osed.
As a reminder, this would not apply to permitted new units, lateral expansions of
existing units, or that portion of existing units not covered with waste on October 9,
1993.
All personnel w_hoare involved in the review of permits-and/or in the provision of information
to the regulated community or the districts
should maintain this memorandum
in a notebook
and ~nsure that all information disseminated on this subject is consistent with the guidance
contained herein.
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Travis County CommissionersCourt

GERALD DAUGHERTT
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Travis CountyAdministration Building, 314 W. 11 C~mmissioners
Courtroom,1st F}o=5 Austin, Tx 7~7D~

M.r,RichardCarm~hscl,PhD.~P+E.CK-~
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Samuel T. Biscoe
Travis Couaty Jndge

Karen Sonteitner
Commis.s.ipn.er,.pr.ecinct Tyi_O

Commissioner, Precinct Fomr
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WASTE
i’E v ITSDI SI6
Y’EAR COMPLIANCE HISTORY RE~q-EW PROCEDURES

Background:
The TexasHealth and Safety CodeSection 361.088(g) reqtfires that the comm/ssioareview
pc.trait .issued under Chapter361 of the Health and Safety Codeevery 5 years to assess the perr~t
holder’s compliancehistory.
Applicability:
Thereview of permits every 5 years L~order to assess compIiancehistory wile be performedfor
the followingpermit.s:
municipal solid waste permits
indus,rial solid waste permits
hazardous waste permits
under~oundinj cotton control permits
Therequirement
doesnotapply
tomunicipal
solid
waste
registrations
or underground
injection
control
registrations.
These procedures will be applicable to both the Industrial and HazardousWastePermits Section
and the Municipal Solid WastePermits Section.
Thosefacilities whichare rankedaverage or higher witl be ptesumedto have .permits with
adeqaate provisions to ensm’ecompliancewith the state’s environmental regulations. Those
facilities whichare rankedas poor will have their compliancehistories and permits reviewedin
an effort to determineif enhancementof the permits through revised provisions might increase
compliance,
P~ocess:
1.
Compliancehistory rankings are developed each Septemberby the Office of Compliance
and Enf.orcement beginning in September2003.
By October1 of each.year the Industrial and HazardousWastePermits Sec~i, on and the
MunicipalSolid WastePermits Section shall,obtain a listing of poor perg.ormer~s,fromthe
Office of Complianceand Enforcement,
o
Thelist ofpo,o.r performersshall be evaluatedby staff in each section to identify the
permitted facilities .from the programarea on the poor performerslist.
For.anype ,rmitted facility whichis id,en,.tified as a poorperformer,Ihe pro~.ran area will
check with the O-~ceof Compliance-andEnforc ~ementto determine whetherghe facility
, has appealedthe c.dmpliancehistory ranking, If the facility has appealedthe ranking,
,, ! further action, regarding,,,the reviewofthe oomplimace
history will waft until the appeals
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process is completed. Once tlae appeal is completed, if the facility remains ranked as a
poor performer, than the procedures for review of the compliance history and permit shall
be resumed.
Theappeal
process
is setoutin 30 TAC60.3.e(6).
TimeDamesforfiling
appeal
m~dthecommission
decision
on an app6al
areincluded
in therule.
A compliance history will be obtained for each permitted facility in the program area
which is listed as a poor performer.
For permitted facilities which are listed as poor performers, the permit will be reviewed
in conjunction with the compliance history to determine whether changes should be made
to the permit which may improve performance. The following shall be considered by the
staffreviewing
thepermit
andcompliance
history:
Notethestatutory
or regulatory
basisforanyviolation
or enforcement
action
identified
on thecompliance
history.
Determine
whether
thenotedviolations
areapplicable
to thewasteprogrmn.
~ permitprovisions
Evaluate
whether
or revisions
canbe madewhichmayimprove
’
theperformance
of thepermklee,
Determine
whetherchangescan be madeto thepermilwhichmay improvethe
performmnce
of theperrnillee.
Contacl
thepermlttee
anddiscuss
thesechanges
andthe
submission
of a permitmodification
or amendment
to incorporate
thechanges.
If thepermittee
indicates
theywillnotmodify
thepermit
thefollowing
options
for
processing
thechanges
areto be explored:
Coordinate
withtheEnforcement
Division
to determine
if therequirement
to submita permitamendment
canbe addedto an orderwhichis under
development
to requiresubmission
of a permitamendment;
or
Process and ED initiated amendmentto the identified changes.
If the criteria for revocation of a permit are met than revocation of the permit will be
irdtiated. 30 TAC§60.3(a)(6) identifies the criteria under which a permit may
revoked. For a repeat violator classified as a poor performer the commission mayrevoke
a permit for cause, including:
- a-criminal conviotion classified as major ureter §60.2(~)(1)(E);
- an unauthorized release, emission, or discharge of pollutants classified as major under
- fepe~itedty operating without anthori~ition; or
- documentfalsification.
Fbr each:permit reviewed the staff conducting the review’shall prepkre a memoto the
facility’s file in Central Records documenting the review which was conducted of the
~ompti~ancehistory ranking for the facility, the r~view which was conducted of l~he permit.
A discussion of the ~asis for any actions whichare taken as a result of the review is to be
irMudedi~ t~ae memo.If no action is takenas a result of the review, the ’basis for not
taking any action shall be discussed in the memo.The memoto the file shall be from the
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10.

staf~%onduct~gthe review- through the Division Dir..ector of the~st-~ t~rr~s Division,
to the facili~’s ~e ~ Cen~MRecords, A oo,py of~e compli~ce ~sto~ will be a~ached
to ~¢ memo.
Copies of the memodoc~¢nt~ 5e review ~d 5e. compli~ce Mstory will be
m~m~¢da the Division tewl.

s
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EXA1V£PLEMEMO
TO TI-IE

FILE

Originator.
Supervisor
Sect{on Manager
Division Director

Wad~’N£"Wheatley,’P.E..,Dir~to[’
Waste Permits Division
[Section Manager’sName], Section Manager
[XXX] Permit~ Sectio~
[TeamLeader’s Name], Supervisor
[Team XX]
[XXX]Permits Section
[Staff Name],Project Manager
[XXXX]
Section, Waste Permits Division
[XXXCompany- Location]
[Permit No. XXXXX]
[Industrial Solid WasteRegistration No. [30000/50000]]

[XXXX]Cornigany has a compliance ranPd~ of [insert ranking classification] based on the
compliancehistory rarddng conducted [insert the date of the ranking] by the Texas Commission
on Envixonmenta~Quality’s Office of Complianceand Enforcement. This ranking results in the
companybeing designated as a poor performer.
The ~ompliancehistory for the facility has been reviewedin conjtmction with,the permit. A copy
of~he compliancehistory for the facility is attached. Thecompliancehistory identifies violations
regarding [provide a brief description of the violations].
Based on the review of the compliance history and the permit it is re4ommended[provide a
recommendationand justification for the recommendation.The recommen~lationcan be:
Pagez~ of 5"
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.........

IOM: ~7OC~ Comp~my-

a)
b)

c)

[Staff

no changes to the waste permit are recommended;
I.
an Executive
Director
initiated
amendment to the permit is
recommended to revise and/or change permit provisions;
ii.
the permit-tee has agreed to st~bm,it a permit amendment~modification to
make changes to fhe, permit which may enhance the performance of the
permittee; or
iii.
coordination has occurred with the Enforcement Division and changes
will be addressed through an order being processed by the Enforcement
Division; or
revocation of tke permit is reeommendgd,]

Name], Project

Manager

XXX/xxx
Attachment
co:

Judy Martins, Administrative Assistant,

Waste Permits Division
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T x.as Commissionon Environmental Quality
INTEROFFICE

M~MOR.A_NDUM

Date:

To:

File

Thru:

WadeM. Wheafley, P.E., D~rect
Waste Permits Division

Thru:

PdchardC. Carmichael, Ph.D., P.E., C]~-I.
Manager
MSWPerrmts Section

March 23, 2004

¯

~

Jeff Holderread, TeamLeader
Team I
MSWPermits Section
Subject:

City of Westaco-’Hidalgo County
Municipal Solid Waste Permit No. 258 - Municipal Solid Waste Landfill

The Ci~,of
WeslacoLandfill has a RegulatedEntity classification of poor and a Customerclassification .of
averagebasedon the complianc~his-tory ranking c’onducted on December29, 2003 by the.Texas Commission.
on Environm’~talQuality’ s Office of Complianceand Enforcement. This ranking.results in the com15an)?
being design~[¢ed:as a poorperformer.
The compliancehistory for the facility has been reviewed in qonjunction with the permit. A copy of
compliancehistory for the facihty is attached. Thecompliancehistory identifies violations addressedin an
administrative order issued 01/08/01regarding the following: failure to meetfinal closure,requirbmen,tsfor
MSW
landfill that received waste on or after 10/9/93; failure to completefinal cover for the landfill in
accordancewith the facility’s Site Closure Plarg failure to conduct ~otmdwatermonitoringaccording to the
operationalrequirements.inthe facihty’s appro,vedSite Development
Plan; failure to conducterosion repairs
of the intermediate cover as needed on the north slopes of cells 3, 4 and 6; failure to conduct methane
moni~orir/gand failure to numberexisting methanegas probes in accordancewith the facility’s Landfill.Gas
Management
Plan; and failure to complywith Subtitle Dre[tuirements re~ardmgthe installation of a final
landfill cover cell 6 at the facility. Noother violations are noted.
Basedon the reviewof the compliancehistory and the permit it was ~o~mdthat a changein the permit would
not have affected the violations. No changes to the waste permit are recommended.

¯ MSW
Permits Section
JDH/fef
Attachment
cc:

Judy Martins, Executive Assistant, Waste Permits Division

Regulated Entity Detail

Number: RN102118841
Name: CITY OF WESLA.,CO LANUFILL

Street Address
Delivery:
City:
State:
Zip:
Customerand Mailing Addresses
Customer

RE Mailing Address Begin End- Regulated Entity

Number ] Role’
CITY OF..
W-ESLACO

[~Ci~State ZiP]~ Date ~]Date[LC°mplianceHist°rYclassification

ll~000,~0~~[lo~~l~ l~ II ~

"

t ~

Geographic Location
Physical Location Descr/ption: 4.5 MILES N OF MISSION ON E SIDE OF BRYAN
ROAD NEXT TO SE ALTON CITY
Nearest City: 1V£tSSION
¯Cmmty: HIDALGO
State: TX
Location Zip:
Lati~de: .0-0-0
Longitude: ’0-O-0

Industry Types
Classification System

[[ Name

Primary Flag

Electronic Communications

http://ntispprd/rep~rting/RE-Rep~rting/Index.cfm?fuseacti~n=re~detai1&c~mmand=LIST...

1/27/2004
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Small Business Liability
Relief
and Brownfields Revitalization
Act
Congressmandated
that EPApromulgate
regulationsestablishingfederal standards
for all appropriate
inquiries
Statutelists ten criteria EPA
mustinclude
in regulations
Statuteestablishesinterimstandard
Singedinto law January11,2002

Whatis "All Appropriate
Inquiry"?
"All Appropriate
Inquiry", sometimes
called
duediligence,is the process
of evaluating
a propertyfor potentialenvironmental
contamination
andassessingpotential
liability for anycontamination
presentat
the property

Whyis "All AppropriateInquiry"
Important?
a Thresholdcriteria under CERCLA
for:
assertingcertain defenses
to liability
seekingcertain Brownfieldsgrants

AAI Interim Standard
CurrentAAI standardis the "interim
standard"
Twostandards, basedon date of purchase
Purchasedprior to May31, 1997:look to
totality of informationaboutpurchase
price, commonly
knowninformation, etc.
Purchaseon or after May31, 1997: ASTM
PhaseI, Standards E1527-97,E1527-00

Status of Federal Rule
Proposed rule published August 26,200z~
Comment period
2004

ended November 30,

EPAconsidering public comments and
developing Final rule
aAnticipate publication of final rule
December 2005 / January 2006

2

Highlights

of Proposed Rule

a Structured
around
10 statutory
criteria
a Objectivesandperformance
standards
.aDefinitionof Environmental
Professional
a Report
of findings

Proposed Rule: Objectives of
AAI
¯ Identify conditions indicative of releases
or threatened releases
~a Identify particular information:
- Usesandoccupancies
of property
- Usesof hazardous
substances
management
activities
- Waste
- Corrective
actionsandresponse
activities
controls
- Institutionalandengineering
- Nearby
andadjoiningproperties
with
environmental
conditions

Proposed Definition of
Environmental
Professional
Recognizes
P.E., P.G.andother state-certified or
licensed environmentalprofessionals with 3years
experienceas environmentalprofessional; OR
Educationandexperiencequalifications for others
in relevantdiscipline of scienceor
- Degree
engineering,plus
- Five yearsof relevant full time experience:OR
Personswith any degreeand 10 years experience
grandfathered
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Proposed Rule: AAI Report
of Findings
Resultsof AAI mustbe documented
in report that
is signedby EP
Reportmustinclude:
-Opinionregarding conditions
- Identification of releasesor threatenedreleases
of hazardoussubstances
- Datagapsandtheir significance
- Signatureof EP
- Declarationof EPqualifications

ProposedRule: Timing and
Shelf Life
AAI mustbe conducted
within oneyear prior to date o
acquisition.
Some
aspectsof AAI mustbe updatedif previouslyconducted
AAIis morethan 180daysold (e.g., visual
inspection,interviews, recordssearch).
AAI maybe conductedon part of purchaserby third
party.
Anyprior AAI maybe usedas a sourceof information

Proposed Rule:
Interviews
Must interview current owner and
occupant
Additional interviews of past ownersand
occupants as necessary to meet
objectives and performance factors
Must interview owners or occupants of
neighboring properties, if purchasing an
:.~b8~(!0£.-:~}
(i i) OpOi(y
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Proposed Rule: On-site
Visual Inspection
Mustconducton-site visual inspection
Limited exemptionfrom "on-site"
inspection,if goodfaith efforts result in
no accessto property
-Must documentefforts taken
- Must conductinspection from nearest
vantagepoint
-Must documentimpacts of limited
access

Proposed Rule: Purchase
Price versus Value of
Property
Personsmust consider whether the
purchase
price reflects the fair market
value of the property, if not contaminated
Norequirementfor formal appraisal - but
information from appraisal maybe useful
If price doesnot reflect value, persons
shouldconsiderwhetherdifferential is due
to presenceof contamination
Statutory requirement

Proposed
Rule:
Commonly
Known or Reasonably
Ascertainable
Information
Mustconsiderinformationthat is commonly
known
within the local community
andreasonably
ascertainable
information
Informationmaybe obtainedfrom:
- Currentownersor occupants
officials
- Localandstate government
- Othersources
(e.g., newspapers,
local libraries,
historicalsocieties)
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ProposedRule: Specialized
Knowledge
Specialized knowledge of property
held by the purchaser is relevant to
the inquiry.
Courts have held that the professional
or personal experience of the
defendant may be taken into account
when determining whether the
defendant made"all appropriate
inquiries."

Proposed Rule: Sampling
and Analysis
Norequirements to conduct sampling
andanalysis - AAI is conductedprior to
purchase
AAI must include documentationof data
gaps
Samplingand analysis maybe used to
addressdata gaps - not required
Samplingand analysis maybe needed
to ensure compliancewith continuing
obligations after purchase

Significant Comments
on
ProposedStandards
Definition of Environmental
Professional
- Many
commenters
saydefinition is too
stringent; many
practicingEPsdo not have
college degrees
- Othercommenters
applaudthe proposed
definition;sayqualitywill improve
Somecommentersraised concerns
regardingthe role of the EPin conductof
AAI
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Significant Comments
on
Proposed Standards
Performance-based Approach
- Most commenters
supported
- Somecommentersexpressedpreference for
moreprescriptive or "checklist" based
approach
- Somesaid proposal allows for too much
discretion (or judgment)on part
environmentalprofessional

Significant Comments
on
Proposed Standards
Comparing Purchase Price to Value of
Property
- Manycommenters
said AAI should not
include sucha comparison
- Other commenters
said AAI should require
formalappraisalof property

Significant Comments
on
Proposed Standards
Data Gaps
think sampling and
- Somecommenters
analysis shouldbe required
commenters
stated that data gaps will
- Some
lead to inaccurate assessments
and may
result in contaminationnot beingaddressed
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WhoMust Perforin All
Appropriate Inquiry?
TheAll AppropriateInquiry standards
applyto:
- Property owners asserting CERCLA
liability protections
- Personsreceiving brownfields grants for
site characterization and assessment
under CERCLA
104(k)(2)(B)

Municipalities/Government
Entities& AAI
Subjectto AAIrequirements
whenproperty
takenvoluntarily
When
propertytakeninvoluntarily,not subjectto
AAIif involuntaryacquisitiondefense
under
CERCLA
101(35)(A)(ii)is satisfied

WhenmustAAI be performed?
a Tobeeligible for liability protectionor
Brownfieldsgrantsfor site characterization
and assessment under CERCLA
104(k)(2)(B), you mustperform
AppropriateInquiry beforeyoutake title to
the property.
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CERCLALiability
i-aThe Brownfields Amendmentsprovide
liability
protections for landownerswho
qualify as:
-contiguous property owners,
-bona fide prospective purchasers, or
-innocent landowners.

Contiguous Property Owners
Protects parties from neighbor’sactions
Available whenproperty contaminated
solely by release from contiguousproperty
ownedby someoneelse
Cannotknowor have reason to knowof
contaminationat time of purchase(AAI)
Mustsatisfy continuingobligations

Innocent Landowners
Purchasewithout knowledge,or reason to
know,of contamination(AAI)
Showthat release or threatenedrelease is
not by someonein employment,agency,
or contractualrelationship with innocent
landowner
Mustsatisfy continuing obligations
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Bona Fide Prospective
Purchasers
Mustpurchaseproperty after January11,
2002to qualify
BFPPs
and their tenants are exemptfrom
liability
Can purchasewith knowledgeof
contamination
Mustsatisfy continuingobligations
Mustperform AAI prior to purchase

Continuing

Obligations

Complywith land use restrictions
Do not impede effectiveness or
integrity of institutional controls
Take "reasonable steps"
Provide cooperation, assistance and
access
Comply with CERCLAinformation
requests and subpoenas

Whatare "ReasonableSteps"?
a Stop continuing releases
~ Preventthreatenedfuture releases
:a Preventor limit human,environmental,or
natural resourceexposureto earlier
hazardous substances
~aNot intended to create response
obligations that exist for a CERCLA
liable
party
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AdditionalLiability Protection
Bar on Federal Enforcement:
a "Eligible Response
Sites" at whichthere has
beena release of a hazardoussubstanceanda
person
- is conducting
or hascompleted
a response
action
regarding
the release,and
a State mustmaintain,u 3dateat least annually,
andmake
availableto )ublic, list of sites
enrolled in state responseprogram
a AAI not necessary,unlessrequiredby state
response program

AdditionalInformation
Website: www.epa._qov/brownfields
Guidance:
www.e~liance/resources/polici
es/clean uja/index.html
e-mail:

bo~~

Brownfields 2005 Conference: Denver,
Colorado; November2 -4
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I.

INTRODUCTION

On January 11, 2002, the "Small Business
Liability Relief and Brownfields Revitalization
Act’’l was signed into law. This law offered the
most comprehensive
amendments to the
Comprehensive Environmental
Response,
Compensation and Liability
Act of 1980
("CERCLA"), commonly referred
to
Superfund, 2 since the 1986 Superfund
Amendments
and Reauthorization
Act
("SARA").
As the name suggests, this
legislation was passed with declarations to
protect small businesses from the burdens
created by CERCLA
liability (during the past 20
years) and to make environmentally impaired
properties (referred to as "brownfields") easier
to sell and more attractive to developers. This
long-awaited legislation came after 20 years of
litigation
spurred by the ambiguities and
inconsistencies of CERCLA,which passed in
th
the last days of a lame-ducksession by the 96
United States Congress.
While the Brownfileds Act does provide
significant funding and other incentives for the
remediation and reuse ofbrownfields, it contains
ambiguousprovisions that could create liabilities
for unsuspecting landowners and developers. If
these ambiguities are not resolved by additional
statutory refinement, judicial interpretation, or
EPA guidance,
landowners
could find
themselves wondering whether they are better
off than before these "reforms" were enacted.
Although environmental liabilities
for
landowners can originate
from numerous
sources other than CERCLA,
the focus of this
paper is on the federal Superfund law. Of
course, it is foreseeable that changes to the
federal schemecould have an impact on similar
provisions in state programs, including the

1 Title II of the Act is entitled the "Brownfields
Revitalization and EnvironmentalRestoration Act"
(hereinafter, "Brownfields
Act")andis the subject
this paper. P.L. No.107-118,115 Stat. 2356.
2 42 U.S.C.§9601etseq.

Texas Superfund law) Wewill examine some
of the key features of the Brownfields Act and
point out issues that could prove to be of
particular concern to property owners and
developers. We will next explain the key
differences between the existing due diligence
standard and the new AAI standard.
We
ultimately conclude that the federal legislation
may create more questions than answers about
landowner liability under CERCLA.
H.

BACKGROUNDONCERCLA

CERCLA
was enacted in 1980 in response to the
discovery in the 1970s of numerous abandoned
hazardous waste disposal sites to address the
unregulated historic disposal of hazardous
substances. To fund the investigation
and
remediation of these disposal sites, and because
the responsible party was often long gone,
CERCLA
cast a liability
net that captured
numerousparties, including the current owner of
the property, whether or not the current owner
wasinvolvedin the activities that resulted in the
disposal of the contaminants. 4 Under this
theory, courts often construed CERCLA
liability
liberally to insure CPA’s ability to meet
CERCLA’s implementation
costs "at the
primary expense of private responsible parties
’’5
rather than taxpayers.
3 TEX. HEALTH
t~; SAFETY
CODEChapter 361,
SubchapterI. However,
there are critical differences
betweenthe two statutes, so the changesin federal
law discussedin this paper shouldnot be assumedto
havedirect relevanceto the Texasscheme.
4 ld. at §9607.Thefollowingare responsibleparties
under CERCLA:
(1) current ownersand operators
a facility wherethere has beena release or threatened
release of hazardoussubstances; (2) formerowners
and operatorsof a facility whoownedor operatedthe
facility at the time of disposal; (3) those whoarrange
for the treatmentor disposalof hazardoussubstances;
and (4) those whoaccept or accepted any hazardous
substancesfor transportationto disposalor treatment
facilities, incineration vessels or sites selected by
such person, from which there is a release, or
threatened release whichcauses the incurrance of
responsecosts.
s MobayCorp. v. Allied-Signal, Inc., 761 F. Supp.
345, 349 (D.N.J. 1991); See also Uniroyal Chem.
th
Co., Inc., v. DeltechCorp., 160 F.3d, 238, 257 (5

The liability
under CERCLA
is strict,
and
although not mandated, it often imposes joint
and several liability for the costs of remediation
of the contaminated property on the responsible
6
party(ies).
Although CERCLAprovides certain limited
defenses to its strict liability
scheme,
historically, it has beenquite difficult for current
ownersto maintain any of the defenses.
The limited defenses offered to a current owner
of contaminated property include a showingthat
the contamination was solely caused by an act of
god, act of war, or the act of a third party. Since
act of god and act of war are rarely invoked and
are irrelevant to this discussion, they will not be
discussed here.
To claim the third party defense, a property
owner must establish that (1) the releases
hazardous substances was caused solely by a
third party; (2) the owner does not have
contractual relationship with the third party that
caused the contamination; (3) the owner took
reasonable precautions against the acts or
omissions of third parties; and (4) the owner
exercised due care regarding hazardous
7substancesat the property.
The "third party defense" turned out to be
inadequate for a person that wantedto invest in
brownfields redevelopment projects because the
real estate transaction in whichthe property was
acquired constituted a "contractual relationship"
between the buyer and seller. Congress first
recognized this problem with CERCLA
in 1986
when it introduced the "innocent landowner
Cir.1998); See also General Elec. Co. v. AAMCO
Transmission,Inc., 962F.2d 281,285(2d Cir. 1992).
6 Bell PetroleumServicesInc., v. SequaCorp., 3 F.
3d 889, 897, 901 (5th Cir. 1993). Courts have held
that CERCLA
defendants will be jointly and
severallyliable for the responsecosts unless theycan
showthat the harmis divisible, ld. at 903. In most
multi-defendant
casesit is quite difficult to makethe
demonstrationthat the harmis divisible due to the
commingling
of wastes.
7 42 U.S.C.9607(b).

defense" as part of the Superfund Amendments
and Reauthorization Act ("SARA"). SARAdid
not eliminate the "contractual relationship"
language, but instead added new language that
created a defense despite the existence of a
"contractual relationship." Underthe defense, a
prospective purchaser could gain innocent
landownerstatus as long as, after conducting a
due diligence inquiry, he had no reason to know
that any hazardous substances were disposed of
on the facility.
This language set the stage for prospective
purchasers
who sought protection
from
CERCLA
liability to perform an "all appropriate
inquiry" (or due diligence) investigation before
taking title to property.
Although the innocent landowner defense
provided protection to the developer who, after
appropriate inquiry, did not detect contamination
on the property, it did not solve the problem of
liability at sites with knowncontamination. It
also did not provide immunityto the prospective
purchaser from a potential contribution action
alleging that the due diligence inquiry had not
adequately been performed, 8 or even that the
prospective purchaser had contributed to the
contamination.
Accordingly, CERCLA
remained a significant obstacle to brownfields
redevelopment. This set the stage for the
Brownfields Act of 2002.
HI.

THE BROWNFIELDS ACT

The Brownfields Act was signed into law on
January 11, 2002. The Brownfields Act
modifies CERCLA
to encourage brown fields
redevelopment by providing liability relief to
certain qualified individuals, and by providing
funding to state brownfields programs and to

8 If the "all appropriateinquiry"revealsthe existence
of contamination, one does not qualify for the
defense.Often, evenif the "all appropriateinquiry"
did not reveal the existenceof contaminationon the
property, and it was later determined that
contaminationdid, in fact, exist, courts set out to
determine whether the inquiry was really
"appropriate."Mostoften, the answerwas"no."

Brownfields Act, ~2 but must also take
"reasonable steps" to stop any continuing
release, prevent any threatened future release,
and prevent or limit any human, environmental
or natural resource exposure to any previously
3released hazardous substance)

local govemments who seek to return
contaminatedproperties to productive use.
Title II of the Brownfields Act codified certain
defenses to CERCLAliability
for current
owners of property contaminated with hazardous
substances.
These defenses included the
innocent landowner, bona fide prospective
purchaser ("BFPP"), and contiguous property
9owner defenses.
These defenses contain certain
common
elements. Some of the elements are prerequisites to the defense (e.g. performing an
appropriate inquiry into the history and use of
the property), while other provisionsrelate to the
person’s conduct during the ownership of the
site. The defenses, and the elements required to
establish the defenses, are discussed below.
A.

The Brownfields Act creates additional
obligations that a person must complywith after
to preserve its status as an innocent owner. The
continuing obligations include:
Cooperate, assist, and provide access to
persons who are authorized to conduct
response actions or natural resource
restoration at the property.
Complywith any land-use restrictions
established or relied on in connection
with the response action at a vessel or
facility and not impedethe effectiveness
or integrity of any institutional control
employedat the vessel or facility in
connectionwith a response action.

Innocent LandownerDefense

The innocent landowner defense, as previously
discussed, allows a purchaser of property to be
eligible
for the third party defense
notwithstanding the real estate contractual
relationship with the person that is a responsible
party under CERCLA.
This defense is available
only if the person undertook "all appropriate
inquiry into the previous ownershipand uses of
the property consistent with good commercialor
customary practice in an effort to minimize
liability," and did not knowor have reason to
know of the presence of the hazardous
1°
substances.

Provide access to persons authorized to
conduct response actions at the facility
to operate, maintain, or otherwise ensure
the integrity of land-use controls that
4maybe a part of a response action)
Thus, a person may qualify for the innocent
landowner defense up-front, but must perform
certain acts to remainqualified for the defense.

The Brownfields Act establishes standards for
’’11
what constitutes "all appropriate inquiry,
whichare discussed at length in the next section
of this paper. Accordingto the BrownfieldsAct,
a person must not only conduct a due diligence
inquiry under criteria established under the

B.

Bona Fide Prospective
Defense

Purchaser

As noted above, prior to the Brownfields Act,
the dilemma of the prospective purchaser was
this: for a landownerto successfully assert the
innocent landowner defense, it had to
demonstrate that he did not know, nor have
reason to know, that the property was
contaminated. This defense was of no use,

9 The BrownfieldsAct does not provide protection
for a bona fide prospective purchaser, innocent
landowner, or contiguous property ownerfrom EPA
actions brought under RCRA
7003, citizen suits
brought under RCRA
7002, and RCRAcorrective
actionorders.
~0 42 U.S.C.9601(35).

’21d.at 9601(35)(B)(ii)
and
13Id. at 9601(35)(i)(II).

t~ Id. at 9601(35)
(B).

14Id. at 9601(35)
(B).
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therefore,
to a prospective purchaser who
wanted to redevelop a brownfields site with
knownor suspected contamination. Because no
statutory defenses were available to such a
prospective purchaser, the transaction would
often stall in the absenceof other meansto shift
environmental risk (e.g.,
environmental
insurance, contractual indemnities, and/or
is
additional assessmentand cleanup),

The purchaser took appropriate care by
taking reasonable steps to stop any
continuing
release,
prevent any
threatened future release, and prevent or
limit human,environmental, or natural
resource exposure to any previously
released hazardous substance.
The purchaser provided full cooperation,
assistance,
and access to persons
conducting response actions.

To remove this hurdle, the Brownfields Act
created the bona fide prospective purchaser
defense. Accordingto this defense, a landowner
can knowingly acquire contaminated real
16
property and avoid CERCLA
liability.

The purchaser complied with land use
restrictions that are part of the response
action and does not impede the
effectiveness
or integrity
of any
institutional control usedat the sites

To successfully assert this defense, the BFPP
must be able to demonstratethe following:

¯

All disposal of hazardous substances
occurred before the purchaser acquired
the facility.

The purchaser complies with any
request for informationor administrative
subpoena issued under CERCLA.

The purchaser
conducted
appropriate inquiry."

Thepurchaserestablished that it is not a
liable party or affiliated with any other
potentially liable parties through any
direct or indirect familial relationship,
any
contractual
or
corporate
relationship,
or as a result of a
reorganization of a business entity that
17
as a potentially liable party.

"all

The purchaser provided all legally
required notices with respect to the
discovery or release of any hazardous
substances.
15 In practice, the EPAafforded a defense to
prospective purchasers by meansof a Prospective
Purchase Agreement("PPA"). The PPAcontained
covenant not sue under CERCLA
in favor of the
prospective purchaser, and provided protection
against third party contributionactions, if certain
conditions were met. See "Guidanceon Settlements
with Prospective Purchasers of Contaminated
Property." 60 Fed. Reg. 34,732July 3, 1995. These
PPAswere subject to public comment,and were
heavily scrutinized by the EPA.This resulted in
significant transactioncosts anddelays, whichserved
as deterrentsto prospectivepurchasers.
16 The BrownfieldsAct creates a windfall lien in
favor of the EPAfor property ownedby the BFPP.
42 U.S.C. 9607(r). The lien becomeseffective when
EPAincurs response costs or whenit notifies the
ownerof its potential liability, whichever
is later,
however,
the lien is subject to the rights of holdersof
previously perfected security interests. Id. at
9607(I)(2)and

Similar to the innocent landowner defense, the
BFPP defense requires overcoming certain
hurdles and complying with continuing
obligations in order to remain qualified for the
defense.
For example, the BFPPwill have to exercise
"appropriate care" to "take reasonable steps" to
stop existing releases and prevent any threatened
future releases. These requirements are in
addition to taking "all appropriate inquiry" and
are, in fact, after the buyertakes title to the land.
Thus, it is obvious that under the current
scheme, a due diligence inquiry is only half of
the story. The continuing obligations created by

17

42 U.S.C.9601(40).

the statute are the other half of the story, and
is
they are vaguelydefinedin the statute,
The continuing obligations of the landowner
after taking title are important to understandin
order to maintain the liability defense and reduce
environmental risks, and are, therefore,
discussed at greater length below.
C.

Contiguous Property OwnerDefense

Prior to the Brownfields Act, a liberal
interpretation of CERCLA
exposed to liability
an owner of property contaminated by the
subsurface migration of contamination from an
off-site source. This theory of liability was
based on the fact that CERCLA
defines the term
"facility" to include any area where there are
hazardous substances. As such, any property
owner that sits on property contaminated by
hazardous substances, even if those substances
migrated onto their property from an adjoining
parcel, could arguably be held liable under
CERCLA.

The Brownfields Act codified most of the
elements of the 1995 Aquifers Policy. The
defense, in short, provides that a person owning
property that is contiguous to a contaminated
site and that is or may be contaminated by a
release or threatened release of a hazardous
substance from that contaminated site, is not
liable under CERCLA
solely by the reason of
the contamination, if it can satisfy certain
requirements. The requirements are essentially
those which are set out in the BFPPdiscussion,
above.
The fact that affirmative obligations are
contained within these eligibility requirements
(i.e. taking reasonable 2° steps to stop any
releases, or complyingwith land use restrictions
amongothers) has prompted many, including the
authors here, to suggest that the Act expandsthe
liability risks of the contiguous property owner
beyondthe practical risks that existed before the
21
Brownfields Act.
IV.

COMMONELEMENTS OF THE
DEFENSES

In 1995 EPA published the Contaminated
Aquifers Policy (the "Aquifers Policy"), 19 which
provided that such contiguous property owners
would not be pursued for the cost of
contamination as a result of the migration. The
Aquifers Policy set out eligibility requirements
that found their basis in the third-party defense
articulated in CERCLA.
There were, however,
no affirmative obligations on the part of the
property ownerto qualify for this "defense."

On March6, 2003, the EPAissued the Interim
Guidance Regarding Criteria Landowners Must
Meet In Order to Qualify for Bona Fide
Prospective Purchaser, Contiguous Property
Owner, or Innocent LandownerLimitations on
CERCLA
Liability (referred to as the "Common
Elements Guidance" because of the common
elements present in all three of the defenses).
This documentset out to clarify the criteria

18 On March6, 2003, the EPAissued the Interim
GuidanceRegardingCriteria LandownersMust Meet
In Order to Qualify for Bona Fide Prospective
Purchaser, ContiguousProperty Owner,or Innocent
Landowner Limitations on CERCLA
Liability
(Common
Elements Guidance). This documentset
out to clarify the criteria created under the
BrownfieldsAct to qualify, andremainqualified for
the landownerdefenses, but it leaves manyquestions
unanswered.
19 Policy TowardsOwnersof Property Containing
ContaminatedAquifers, 60 Fed. Reg. 34, July 3,
1995.

20 Note that unlike the BFPPrequirement, which
provides that the purchaser must exercise
"appropriatecare...by taking reasonablesteps," the
contiguousproperty ownerdefensemerelystates that
the personmust take "reasonablesteps to .... " In
other words,the "appropriatecare" languageis nonexistent in the contiguousproperty ownerdefense
provisions. Exactly what this omission meansis
unclear.
21 Note that this possible practical expansionof
liability risk underfederal lawdoesnot carry over to
the broad protection of contiguouslandownersthat
exists under state law. Tex. Health &Safety Code
Chapter 361, Subchapter V (the Texas Innocent
Owner/Operator
defense).

created under the Brownfields Act to qualify,
and remain qualified for the landownerdefenses,
but it leaves manyquestions unanswered.
As previously noted, the defenses under the
Brownfields Act contain certain common
elements--some of which are threshold criteria
and others are criteria setting forth certain
continuing obligations on the part of the
landownerin an effort to maintain the defense.
A.

Threshold Criteria

The two "threshold criteria"
are (1) "all
appropriate inquiry" and (2) a demonstrationthat
the party is not "affiliated" with any other person
that is potentially liable for responsecosts at the
22
property.
1.

an effort to minimizeliability. ’’23 SARA
further
states that in construing the "all appropriate
inquiry" provision, the courts will take the
following into account:
¯

Anyspecialized knowledgeor experience on
the part of the defendant;

¯

The relationship of the purchase price to the
value of a property if contaminated;

¯

Commonly know
or
reasonably
ascertainable information about a property;

¯

The obviousness of the presence/likely
presence of contaminationat a property;

¯

The ability to detect such contamination by
appropriate inspection 24

"All Appropriate Inquiry"
(a).

The Origin of the Phrase

The term "all appropriate inquiry" first came
along when CERCLAwas amended by SARA
in 1986. SARAmade several significant
changes to CERCLA.Amongother changes,
SARAprovided that a landowner could be held
liable
under CERCLAdespite having no
connection with the release of hazardous
substances at a property. To address the selfimposed extension of potential landowner
liability,
SARAprovided a defense, knownas
the "innocent landowner defense." This defense
was subject to the property owner having had no
reason to know the property was contaminated
prior to the purchase after conducting "all
appropriate inquiry" into the prior uses of the
property.
SARA’sinnocent landowner defense stemmed
from the following language: "the defendant
must have undertaken at the time of acquisition
an all appropriate inquiry into the previous
ownership and uses of the property consistent
with good commercial or customary practice in

SARAmade it clear that assessment of
environmental conditions of property prior to
purchase was an essential part of property
transactions,
because if it mined out that
hazardous substances were present, the only
defense was going to be that an "all appropriate
inquiry" had not discovered the contamination.
As originally enacted, SARA
did not require the
EPAto specifically define "all appropriate
inquiry" for the purpose of establishing the
innocent owner defense. Without such a
definition, there was considerable ambiguity as
to howto satisfy the standard; and consequently,
litigation ensued. 2s In the early 1990s, the
American Society for Testing and Materials
("ASTM") organized a group representing
industry, real estate interests, lenders and
environmental groups and charged them with
better defining "the good commercial or
customarypractice." The result of the effort was
the E 1527-93: Standard Practice
for
Environmental Site Assessments: Phase I
23 Id. at 9601(35)(B).
24 Id.

22 The"no affiliation" elementis required for bona
fide prospectivepurchasersand contiguousproperty
owners.

ZSAgoodexampleof the confusion Surroundingthe
vaguenessof ’all appropriateinquiry’ can be foundin
U.S.v. Serafini, 706F. Supp.346(1988).

Environmental Site Assessment Process,
(hereinafter the "ASTMPhase I Standard"),
originally published in 1993. The standards
have been revised and amendedtwice, with the
last majorrevision in 2000.
As the ASTMstandards began to be widely
used, still more litigation followed. The EPA
had not officially endorsed the standards and
courts split on the weightthat should be given to
the ASTMpractice and how to decide if the
standards had been properly followed. Some
courts took the position that substantial
compliance with the ASTMstandards was
sufficient to preserve the defense. Other courts
arguedthat if in fact all appropriate inquiry had
been conducted, the innocent owner defense
would be superfluous. 26 This reasoning put
developersand lenders in a difficult position and
to somedegree obviated the need for a standard
practice. These courts essentially said that if
you looked but did not find it, you did not look
hard enough. This uncertainty, as to the degree
of required due diligence inquiry, made it
difficult, if not impossible, for risk adverse
parties
to participate
in brownfields
redevelopment.
(b) All
Redefined

Appropriate

Inquiry

The Brownfields Act amended the "innocent
landowner defense" under CERCLA.
In
addition to creating two new categories of
liability protection for contiguous property
owners and bona fide prospective purchasers,
the law required EPAto develop regulations to
establish standards and practices for conducting
"all appropriate inquiry" ("AAI") in order
27
secure CERCLA’s
innocent owner protections.

26 U.S.v. A& N Cleaners and Launderers,Inc., 854
F.Supp. 229 (S.D.N.Y.,1994); BCW
Associates Ltd.
v. Occidental ChemicalCorp., 1988Wesflaw102641
(E.D.Pa.).
27 The Brownfields Act requires EPAto complete
rulemakingby January 2004to define the standard
for AAIandsets out criteria that EPAmustincludein
promulgatingthe rules. 42 U.S.C. 9601(35)(8)(ii),
(iii). TheproposedAAIrules werepublishedin the

The EPA chose to develop the proposed
regulation for AAI through the creation of a
stakeholder/negotiated rulemaldng committee in
much the same way that the ASTM had
developed the ASTMPhase I Standard. In
December 2003, the committee reached
consensus on a proposed rule.
The proposed rules were published in the
Federal Register on August 24, 2004. The AAI
defmition/standards are designed to demonstrate
that the purchaser actively investigated any
potential or actual hazardous substance releases
before purchasing the property. If no releases
are discovered during the assessment, the
purchaser is deemedan "innocent owner." If a
release or suspected release is discovered, the
purchaser could still buy the property as a "bona
fide purchaser" (as discussed above) and take
the necessary steps toward cleanup required by
state and federal laws and regulations. The law
and proposed regulations have three distinct but
connected purposes. In the case of contiguous
property owners and innocent landowners, the
AAIdefinition is designed to demonstrate that
the owner has looked, but has not found
contamination. In the case of prospective
purchasers, AAI defines reasonable steps to
address that contamination. The AAI practice
will also guide site assessments funded by EPA
grants under EPAbrownfields redevelopment
programs.
The Brownfields Act designated the ASTM
Phase I Standard as the interim technical
standard until a final rule is promulgated. The
new proposed regulation provides an "all
appropriate inquiry," standard that stands to
a8
replace the ASTM
Phase I standards,
Federal Register on August26, 2004. 69 FR59541
(August26, 2004).
z8 Anissue that remainsto be seen is whetherthe
AAIrule, whenpromulgated,will havean impact on
due diligence requirementsof certain defenses to
Texas Superfundliability. For example, securing
"innocentlandowner"
status requires the performance
of an "appropriate inquiry into the previous
ownershipand uses of the property consistent with
goodcommercialor customarypractice in an effort

(c)

Impact of the NewAAI Rule

As proposed, the AAIregulations will require
borrowers and prospective purchasers, in many
cases, to conduct a more involved assessment
than is currently conducted under ASTM
standards. While the ASTM
Phase I assessment
provided detailed guidelines for assessment,
AAI is a much more performance-based
standard that allows for more discretion on the
part of the environmentalprofessional so long as
the detection of any existing and threatened
releases of hazardous substances is still
successfully achieved. That is, the Brownfields
Act provided additional defenses against
CERCLA
liability but at the same time seems to
have ratcheted up the level of due diligence
inquiry required to secure the defenses.
The proposed regulation will likely have
significant short-term impacts in the commercial
real estate and brownfields redevelopment
markets.
As industry,
lenders and
environmental consultants learn to apply the
new standards, the cost of environmental site
assessment will almost certainly increase and,
for complexbrownfields transactions, it will
likely increase substantially.
The proposed
regulation will also likely require compliance
training and education of both lenders and
borrowers. Also, a purchaser seeking a grant
to minimizeliability." See TEX.HEALTH
~i: SAFETY
CODE§361.275(f). The current practice for
conductingan "appropriateinquiry" is to performan
assessmentunder the ASTM
standard; however,it is
possible that this practice will changeoncethe AAI
rules have been promulgated.Similarly, under the
Innocent Owner/OperatorProgram(TEX.HEALTH
SAFETY
CODE
Chapter 361, Subchapter V) immunity
fromliability is availableto a personthat acquiresa
portion of the tract on whichthe sourceof a release
of contaminants is located from the person that
caused the release, only if he did not knowor had
reason to know of the contamination after an
"appropriate inquiry." See TEX.HEALTH
& SAFETY
CODE
§361.752(b).Again, undercurrent practice the
"appropriate inquiry" is performedunder the ASTM
standard; however,with the promulgationof the AAI
standard, it is possible that current practice would
changeto conformto the newAAIstandards.

from EPAto redevelop brownfields property
will be required to satisfy the AAIstandard in
order to qualify for the grant.
In general, the proposed rule will require a
broader scope of environmental inquiry than the
ASTMStandard.
More specifically,
the
following areas appear to be departures from the
ASTMStandards.
Interviews: while the ASTMStandards
require interviews with current owners or
operators, the proposed rules expand this
inquiry, requiting the environmental
professional to conduct interviews with a
wider range of individuals with knowledge
of the subject property, including past and
present ownersand operators of the subject
property; employees of current and past
occupants of the subject property; and
current and past facility managers with
relevant knowledgeof the property. If the
property
is abandoned, owners and
occupants of nearby properties will also
have to be interviewed. Proposed Rule 40
CFR312.23.
Visual Inspections: while both standards
require a visual inspection of the property,
the proposed rules would require the
environmental professional to conduct a
more comprehensive visual inspection of
adjoining properties. Proposed Rule 40
CFR312.27(a)(2).
Review of Government Records: the
ASTM
Standard provides a list of federal
and state environmental databases that must
be reviewed. The proposed rules go further
than listing databases, and lists categories of
federal and state records that must be
reviewed during an environmental inquiry.
Proposed Rule 40 CFR312.26(b).
Data Gaps:under the proposed rules, a final
report will have to be prepared that
acknowledge areas of uncertainty (data
gaps) that may impact the conclusions
reached by the environmental professional.

and

¯

Complyingwith land-use restrictions
institutional controls

Environmental Cleanup Liens: under the
proposed
rule,
a search
for any
environmentalcleanup liens that are filed or
recordedunder federal, state, tribal or local
laws must be conducted. Proposed Rule
312.25.

¯

Providingall required notices;

Proposed Rule 40 CFR 312.21(c)
312.21(0.

Cooperating and providing assistance or
access to parties implementing remedies;
and
Exercising "appropriate care" with respect
to hazardous substances affecting the
property;

Timing of AAI: The proposed rule requires
that certain inquiries be conducted6 months
prior to the date of purchaseof the property.
Theseinquiries include: interviews with past
and present owners, operators,
and
occupants;
searches
for
recorded
environmental cleanup liens; reviews of
federal, tribal, state, and local government
records, visual inspections, the declaration
by the professional engineer. ProposedRule
40 CFR312.20(b)(3).

The first two obligations seem straightforward.
According to the CommonElements Guidance,
a land-use restriction maybe considered relied
on when the restriction
is identified as a
component of the remedy. 29 The Senate
Committee Report notes that this criterion
requires simply that the newowner refrain from
"damaginga cap, removing signs or fences, or
otherwise failing to maintain an institutional
’’3°
control,etc.

Environmental Professionals: under the
proposed
rules,
"environmental
professionals" must conduct or oversee all
appropriate inquiries.
"Environmental
professionals" under the proposed rules
must meet certain educational requirements,
in addition to training and experience
requirements. This may, arguably, limit the
number of consultants
that may be
authorized to perform ESAs. Proposed Rule
40 CFR312.10(b).

"Providing
all required
notices"
and
"cooperation, assistance and access" are not as
straightforward.
Notice requirements under
various state and federal regulations are often
less than clear, and subject to differing
interpretations.
For example, the issue of
providing notice under the Texas Water Code
for "historic contamination" has been a subject
of debate for several years and it is still unclear
whether notice for such contamination is
required. Also, would an immaterial failure to
complywith a notice requirement disqualify an
owner from immunity?

Until such time that the AAIrule is finalized,
however, the existing ASTMstandard is the
standard per the above-cited provision of the
Brownfields Act.
B.

The requirement of "cooperation, assistance and
access" is similarly troublesome. Does a bona
fide prospective
purchaser or innocent
landowner have to agree to the placement of
monitoring wells on their property and provide
long-term access to same? Is asking for
compensation for such access allowed? Can an
ownerrestrict access due to business operations?

CONTINUING OBLIGATIONS

Oncethreshold criteria have been satisfied, the
party must complywith "continuing obligations"
in an effort to maintainits liability immunity.
These continuing obligations include:
¯

and

29Col’nrl’lOnElements
Guidance
at 6.
th
3o S.Rep.No.107-2,107 Cong.,1st Sess. (March12,

Complyingwith information requests;

2001).
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If so, howmuchrestriction
decides?

determinationwill be a "site-specific, fact-based
inquiry" that will have to take into account the
different elements of the landowner liability
protection.
The guidance does indicate,
however, that because the bona fide prospective
purchaser is buying with knowledge of
contamination, his "reasonable steps" will be
different than a contiguous property owner or
innocent landowner. Presumably, the bona fide
prospective purchasers "reasonable steps" are
more onerous than those required for the other
defenses.

is allowed, and who

Without a doubt, however, the most challenging
post-acquisition criteria is the "appropriate care"
standard. The first challenge is to decipher
whether the standard is the same for all three
defenses. Although grouped under one heading,
the requirement is not the same for each. The
bona fide prospective purchaser is required to
exercise "appropriate care" which includes
taking "reasonable steps’’31 while the contiguous
owner only is required to take "reasonable
steps. ’’32 An innocent landowner has to comply
with the due care requirement of the third party
defense33 and must also take "reasonable steps"
34
regarding
pre-existing
contamination.
Furthermore, the "reasonable steps" language for
the innocent landowner is contained in the
"reason to know" section of the statute--a
placementthat confuses the matter because it is
unclear howthe "reasonable steps" are part of
the original due diligenee exercise. The
CommonElements Guidance ignores these
issues and concentrates on the fact that under
each defense "reasonable steps" must be
undertaken to stop any continuing releases and
to prevent any threatened future releases.

Despite the EPA’sclaims that "reasonable steps"
do not mean full-scale
remediation,
the
uncertainties
associated with the level of
"reasonablesteps" that are required to satisfy the
defense, serves as an obstacle for the realization
of the effectiveness of the defenses. The
solution would be for the EPAto promulgate
regulations or to issue a more comprehensive
guidance documentinterpreting the reasonable
steps standard in such a way that communicates
what the standard mayentail, rather than what it
will not entail.
V.

The "reasonable steps" requirement has
prompted some to claim that this requirement
may eventually impose the very same cleanup
obligations on parties as those that are trying to
be avoided by invoking the defense. This may
be an overly broad reading of the defense.
In the Common Elements Guidance, EPA
recognizes that Congress did not intend to
create, as a general matter, the same types of
response obligations that exist for a CERCLA
liable party. Unfortunately, EPAdoes not
answerthe question of what reasonable steps are
required to maintain the defense; instead, EPA
takes the position that a reasonable steps
3~ 42 U.S.C.§9601(4)(D).
32ld. at
). 9607(c0(A)(iii
33 Id. at §9607
(b)(3).
34 Id.

at §9601(35)(B)(i)(II).
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CONCLUSION

With the new AAI standard comes the promise
of additional clarity for prospective purchasers
regarding whether their due diligence inquiries
will be adequate to secure key defenses to
CERCLAliability.
Unfortunately,
this
additional clarity on the AAIstandard does little
to address ambiguous language regarding
continuing obligations that must be met to
maintain the newly codified CERCLA
defenses.
This may ultimately leave landowners and
prospective
purchasers of contaminated
properties wondering whether they are in a
better position than they were before this latest
round of CERCLA
"reforms."
Of course, the CERCLAdefenses that were
discussed in this paper are just one component
of the overall environmental risk management
picture. They do not provide any protection
from other federal statutory claims or state
statutory or commonlaw claims. From the
perspective of the prospective purchaser, the
focus should be the same as it was prior to the

Brownfields Act: (1) assess the environmental
risk associated with a site and (2) take actions
minimizeor shift that risk.
In the process of completing these two steps,
several questions have to be addressed along the
way, such as:
Whatis the level of contamination?
Whatis the likelihood of enforcement?
By whom?
Are there contractual meansof shifting
environmental risks?
Should environmental
secured?

insurance

be

Is there funding available for additional
environmental assessment or cleanup?
How should the transaction
be
structured to facilitate
fimding and
preserve statutory defenses?
In the end, the ability to address these questions
will ultimately determine the relative success of
every brownfields redevelopmentproject.
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Batman,Robin is being threatened
by the Horrible Liability. You
must find out if the AAI ~lds the
that will set him

2

I have what you
are looking for
Batman!

Eventually I won’t use ASTM,
Joker! You’re old news! New,
stronger standards called AAI
are taking over this town!
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1.

INTRODUCTION

"I’m the ever lovin’ blue-eyed Thing."
- Benjamin J. Grimm
a.k.a. The Thing

In 2003 the Texas Legislature enacted House
Bill 3152, establishing municipalsetting
designations (MSDs),codified as Texas
Health and Safety Code §§361.801-361.808.
The law is administered by the Texas
Commission on Environmental Quality
(TCEQ),and is to be used in conjunction
with the Voluntary Cleanup Program and
other remediation programs.
The law creates a means by which the scope
of investigations and response actions
addressing groundwater contamination may
be limited, if the groundwateris prohibited
for use as a potable water source by
municipal ordinance or restrictive covenant.
The most important thing to rememberabout
an MSD
is that it can only eliminate
requirements to assess and remediate the
groundwater consumption exposure pathway.
Other exposure pathways, including
inhalation, contact, and impact to ecological
receptors, muststill be addressed.
Of important note to municipalities is the
legislative finding in THSC§361.8015(b):
The legislature finds that an action by a
municipalityto restrict access to or the
use of groundwaterin support of or to
facilitate a municipalsetting designation
advances a substantial and legitimate
state interest wherethe quality of the
groundwatersubject to the designation is
an actual or potential threat to human
health.

Municipal Setting Designations
"The Ever-Lovin’ Blue-Eyed Thing"

This clear expression of the legislature’s
intent establishes that municipalities may
exercise their police powersin approving
municipal setting designations and enforcing
restrictions on the use of groundwater
therein. That legislative finding should
appease most city attorneys concerned that
creation of MSDsin their municipalities
could constitute an uncompensatedtaking.
HB3152 also amendedvarious portions of
the Texas Local GovernmentCode, further
setting forth this police power. In §211.003
(a), pertaining to zoningregulations, it
specified that a municipality mayregulate
"the pumping,extraction, and use of
groundwaterby persons...for the purpose of
preventing the use or contact with
groundwaterthat presents an actual or
potential threat to humanhealth." The
concurrent amendmentto §212.003(a)
extendedthis powerto a municipality’s extraterritorial jurisdiction (ETJ). This power
further reiterated in §401.005, which
specifies that, for the purposeof establishing
and enforcing MSDs,a municipality within
its boundaries or its ETJ"mayregulate the
pumping,extraction, or use of groundwater
by persons...to prevent the use of or contact
with groundwaterthat presents an actual or
potential threat to humanhealth."
2. WHERE DOES OUR DRINKING
WATER COME FROM?

"I ain’t no pet rock."
- Benjamin J. Grimm
a.k.a. The Thing

In Texas, the two mainsources for all water
uses are surface water (rivers, lakes and
reservoirs) and groundwater(aquifers).

Surface water supply is most abundant in the
eastern half of the state while in the western
half of the state, groundwateris the major
source. 1 "Historically, the state has
depended on groundwater as the primary
source, but drought and overuse of these
supplies has caused a significant decline in
aquifer levels throughoutthe state. ’’2 In
1997, 39 percent of the water used in Texas
camefrom surface water resources, and 61
percent came from ground water resources this includes all usage, such as agricultural
and industrial, not just domestic. Dueto
population growth, it is estimated that by the
year 2050, 69 percent of the state’s water
supply will be surface water and 31 percent
groundwater.3
In the year 2000, Texans used approximately
10 million-acre feet 4 of groundwater, with
6.5 million acre-feet of that usage coming
from the Ogallala Aquifer. 5 The Ogallala is
the "major water-bearing unit in the High
Plains of Texas.’’6 In 2000, Willacy County
in the Rio Grande Valley of South Texas had
the lowest amountof reported groundwater
usage (21 acre-feet) and Castro Countyin the

western panhandle had the highest (514,120
7
acre-feet).
While over a million water wells have been
drilled in Texasover the past 100 years, only
about 130,000 of those have been inventoried
and placed into the Texas Water
DevelopmentBoard groundwater database, 8
and with only a variable level of accuracy.
In addition to the Ogallala, eight major
aquifers have been identified in Texas:
Carrizo-Wilcox, Cenozoic Pecos Alluvium,
Edwards, Edwards-Trinity (Plateau), Gulf
Coast, Hueco-Mesilla Bolson, Seymourand
Trinity. The 20 minor aquifers that have been
identified are: Blaine, Blossom,Bone
Spring-Victorio Peak, Brazos River
Alluvium, Capitan Reef Complex, Dockum,
Edwards-Trinity (High Plains), EllenburgerSan Saba, Hickory, Igneous, Lipan,
Marathon, Marble Falls, Nacatoch, Queen
City, Rita Blanca, Rustler, Sparta, West
9Texas Bolsons and the Woodbine.

Of the 31 largest municipalities in Texas those with a population over 90,000 - only
San Antonio relies on groundwater for 100%
of its municipal water supply. Houston, E1
~ SouthernRegionalWaterProgram,DrinkingWater
Paso, Lubbock, Amarillo, Brownsville,
&Human
Healthin Texas,retrieved fromthe
Pasadena, Grand Prairie, Beaumont,
SRWQIS
website, June21, 2005:
http://srwqis.tamu.edu/states/texas/drinkingwater.aspxMidland, Odessa, and Tyler each rely on
2 Southem
RegionalWaterProgram,WaterQuantity
groundwaterfor various percentages of their
andPolicyin Texas, retrieved fromthe SRWQIS
web
municipal supply. For example, the City of
site, June30,2005:
http://srwqis.tamu.edu/states/texas/waterquantity.aspxAmarillo receives 45%of its source water
3 Ibid.
4 Anacre-footis the volume
of waterrequiredto cover
7 TexasWaterDevelopment
Board,Factoids,Ibid.
oneacre of land(43,560squarefeet) to a depthof one
8
Texas
Water
Development
Board,Well
foot. Thisis equivalentto 325,851
gallons.Ten
millionacre-feetis roughlyequivalent
to 3.3 trillion
Information/Groundwater
Data,retrieved fromthe
gallonsof water.
TWDB
website June 29, 2005:
5 TexasWaterDevelopment
Board,Factoids,
http://www.twdb.state.tx.us/gwrd/waterwell/well_info
retrievedfromthe TWDB
website, June21, 2005:
.asp.
JohnB. andHopkins,Janie, Report345:
http://www.twdb.state.tx.us/gwrd/gcd/factoids.htm 9 Ashworth,
6 TexasWaterDevelopment
Board,OgallalaAquifer,
Majorand MinorAquifersof Texas,November
1995,
retrieved fromthe TWDB
website, June27, 2005:
retrieved fromthe TWDB
website June21, 2005:
http://www.twdb.state.tx.us/publications/reports/Grouhttp://www.twdb.state.tx.us/publications/reports/Grou
ndWaterReports/GWReports/R345
%20Aquifers%20o ndWaterReports/GWReports/Individual%20Report%2
f%20Texas/Maj
ors/ogallala.pdf
0htm%20files/Report%20345.htm.
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from the Ogallala Aquifer, while the City of
Grand Prairie only supplementsits water
supply with groundwater from the Trinity
Aquifer during peak usage, x0 Fort Worth,
Dallas, Austin, Arlington, CorpusChristi,
Plano, Garland, Laredo, Irving, Mesquite,
Carrollton, McAllen, Waco, Abilene,
Wichita Falls, Richardson, Killeen, Denton
and Lewisville rely solely on surface water
resources. 11 This water usage is illustrated
in the mapin Figure 1.
Water is a precious commodityin Texas, and
municipalities guard their drinking water
sources. The City of Fort Worth Water
Department, for example, monitors water
quality in Lake Worthand participates with
the Tarrant Regional Water District to ensure
that other lakes providing the city source
water are regularly tested. Thecity also
actively promoteswater conservation by its
customers. ~2 This activity is complemented
by the Environmental Management
Department’s Water Quality Section, which
is responsible for maintaining and
monitoring water quality in urban lakes,
rivers, neighborhoodcreeks, and storm
drains. This is accomplishedthrough a
combination of wet-weather and dry-weather
monitoring, inspecting and monitoring
industrial facilities with high-risk runoff,
inspecting construction sites for non-storm
water discharges, and operating a regional
household hazardous waste collection center.
Individual municipalities will react to the
concept of MSDsdifferently, and the
communities’sources for drinking water will
be the chief factor in that reaction. If MSDs
are a real or perceivedthreat to a

municipality’s drinking water sources, the
chance of generating support for MSDsin
that city will be slim.
3. MSDs ARE A VALUABLE
BROWNFIELDS
REDEVELOPMENT
TOOL

"This tough guy’s got a soft spot for ya."
- Benjamin J. Grimm
a.k.a. The Thing

The groundwater contamination that is of
concemin MSD
situations is typically
shallow, perched groundwater with a depth
of less than 30 feet. It is separated from
another underlying body of groundwater by a
confining layer - often clay or rock - and
doesn’t threaten deeper aquifers. In Fort
Worth,and in manyother parts of the state,
this shallow groundwateris generally of such
low volumeand poor quality, that it will
never be used as a drinking water source.
Frequently complicating this issue are areas
of historical contamination from multiple
sources such as filling stations, dry cleaners,
plating facilities, andauto repair shops.
Dueto the costs and time involved with
reaching the maximum
contaminant levels 13
(MCLs),the requirement that this low
quality/low volume groundwater be cleaned
to drinking water standards was an
impediment to brownfields redevelopment.
Because no one was drinking, or was ever
going to drink this water, the cleanup
requirement made no sense from an
environmental, humanhealth, or economic
standpoint. Developers walked away from
projects whenthey realized that the costs

10Referto Tables1-Aand1-B.
11Ibid.
12Cityof Fort Worth,2004WaterQualityReport,
retrievedfromthe Cityof Fort Worth
website, June
24, 2005:
contaminant
level is the highestlevel
http://www,fortworthgov.org/water/WaterQuality/200 13 Amaximum
4CCR/2004ccr.pdf
of a contaminant
that is allowedin drinkingwater.
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involved in remediating the groundwater to
drinking water quality was beyondtheir
means.
The economic impediment to redevelopment
compoundedthe social and economic
problems posed by abandoned or unused
commercialand industrial properties sitting
fallow in urban areas. It is undisputedthat
the negative social and economicimpacts of
these properties are real and insidious.
In his study examining crime in abandoned
buildings in Austin, Texas, William
Spelman, Associate Professor of Public
Affairs at the University of Texas, concluded
that 41 percent of abandonedbuildings could
be entered without use of force. Of these
open buildings, 83 percent showedevidence
of illegal use by prostitutes, drug dealers,
property criminals, and others. Crimerates
on blocks with open abandoned buildings
were twice as high as rates on matched
blocks without open buildings. 14
A 2001 Temple University study of
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, found that
houses within 150 feet of a vacant or
abandonedproperty experienced a net loss of
$7,627 in value. Thosewithin 150 to 300 feet
depreciated by $6,819 and those within 300
to 450 feet depreciated by $3,542. ~5
In his study, "AbandonedBuildings: Models
for Legislative & Enforcement Reform,"
MarkSetterfield, Associate Professor of
Economicsat Trinity College in Hartford,
Connecticut, states:
It wouldtake very little to convincea
visitor to, muchless a resident of, any of
14 Spelman,
William,"Abandoned
Buildings:Magnets
for Crime?"
Journalof CriminalJustice, 1993.
15Temple
University,BlightFreePhiladelphia:
A
Public-Private
Strategyto CreateandEnhance
Neighborhood
Value(2001)
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America’scities that there exists an
abandoned building problem. Even the
most cursory glance at the central urban
environs of cities such as Hartford and
NewBritain reveals a preponderance of
burned out or boarded up buildings and
vacant lots. Meanwhile,residents of
neighborhoods blighted by abandoned
buildings complainof a variety of
economic and social problems connected
with commercialand residential
structures that havefallen into disuse and
disrepair. As the examplesof Hartford
and NewBritain attest, these problems
are by no meansconfined to larger
metropolitan centers; the phenomenonof
the small city with "big city problems"’
is very mucha part of the urban
landscape of contemporary America. ~6
In addition to wasted resources, lost tax
revenues and declining property values,
Professor Setterfield cites the negative effects
on the communityas one of the chief
concerns associated with abandoned
buildings. Hestates:
Abandonedbuildings can also have an
insidious effect on the social fabric of a
community,by encouraging ’social
atomization’ - a process whichisolates
the individual (or individual family)
within a community,weakening ties to
others and, hence, the sense of
collectivity whichis the hallmark of any
thriving community.... abandoned
buildings mayfoster a sense of
despondencyand resignation that detracts
fromthe vitality of a
community
.... buildings whichfall into
16 Trinity College,Abandoned
Buildings:Modelsfor
Legislative&Enforcement
Reform,MarkSetterfield,
AssociateProfessorof Economics.
RetrievedJune10,
2004,fromthe Trinity Collegewebsite:
www.trincoll.edu/depts/tcn/Research_Reports/resrch2
3.htm

disrepair and remain dilapidated are
interpreted as a signal that no one cares.
Abandonedbuildings pose a major fire
hazard that endangersthe lives of both
citizens and firefighters. The UnitedStates
Fire Administration reports that over 12,000
fires in vacant structures are reported each
year in the UnitedStates, resulting in $73
million in property damageannually. The
administration also reports that morethan
70%of fires in vacant or abandoned
buildings are incendiary or suspicious. 17
Following the 1999 death of six Worcester,
Massachusetts,firefighters while fighting a
fire at a structure that had been abandoned
for a decade, the administration concluded
that "abandonedbuildings are a serious threat
to firefighters and fire departments.... ,,18 In
1987, a Detroit firefighter was killed whena
fire in an abandonedwarehouseflashed over.
Whenthe fire spread to other structures, two
morefirefighters died whena wall collapsed
as they tried to limit the fire’s growth.The
fire departmenthad previously been called to
numeroussmall fires in the building, which
had been started by vagrants for warmth.19
In 2003, a homeless man and two homeless
womenwere smoking crack in an abandoned
building in Yonkers, NewYork, and started a

fire for warmth.The fire spread through a
dozen buildings, killing five membersof the
same family and leaving another 200
2°
homeless.
In Fort Worth,firefighters battled four major
fires of a suspicious/incendiarynature at an
abandoned tannery between February 2002
and December2003. The facility is located
next to a residential neighborhoodand had
abandoned tanks and drums of tannery
chemicals along with large amountsof other
2~
combustiblematerials at the site.
WhileMSDs
are not a cure-all for the ills of
urban blight, they are an essential tool in a
municipality’s brownfields arsenal to make
these abandonedsites more attractive to
potential developers, and to getting these
sites cleaned up, redeveloped, and back on
the tax roles as productive elementsof the
community.

4. A MUNICIPALITY’SROLE IN
THE MSD PROCESS

"Backoff, buttercup, you’re breathin’ on
my baby blues!"
- Benjamin J. Grimm
a.k.a. The Thing

17 American
Re, NewTool ReadyTo Combat
Arson;
Vacant& Abandoned
BuildingsTargeted.Retrieved
March22, 2004,fromthe AmRe
website:
A property is eligible for an MSD
if it is
http ://www.amre.com/contenffpress/pressmain.asp?rel
ease=04-16-02_abandonedbuildings
located within the corporate limits or
18U.S.Fire Administration,
TechnicalReports:
FEMA
ReviewDeadly1999Worcester,Mass.,
~o 1010wins.com
Last Defendant
PleadsGuilty in
ProvidesInsight Into LessonsLearned.Retrieved
March22, 2004,fromthe U.S.F.A.website:
YonkersFire, June4, 2004.RetrievedJune10, 2004
www.usfa,
fema.gov/firefromthe 1010wins.corn
website:
service/techreports/tr
134.shtm
1010wins.com/topstories/winstopstories_story_15611
19 InsuranceCommittee
for ArsonControl,Firesin
2909.html
21 In February2005the EPAcompletedan emergency
Abandoned
BuildingsContinueto PlagueFirefighters,
Citizens. RetrievedJune10, 2004,fromthe ICAC
web
response
actionat this site in partnership
withthe
site:
TCEQ
andthe City of Fort Worth.Thecity is
www.
arsoncontrol,org/default,asp?target=-/2002/newsl currentlyworking
to find a developer
to acquire,
etter/0611f.htm
complete
remediation,
andredevelopthe site.
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extraterritorial jurisdiction of a municipality
that has a population of at least 20,000.22 A
public drinking water supply system must
exist that meets state requirementsand is
capable of supplying drinking water to the
property for which the MSDis sought and all
property within a half mile.
The TCEQwill not certify an MSDunless
the city council of the municipality in which
the MSDis located adopts an ordinance
prohibiting potable use of groundwaterin the
MSD.Alternatively, use of groundwater for
potable purposes can be prohibited by deed
restriction enforceable by the municipality.
In that instance, the city council must adopt a
resolution supporting the MSDdesignation.
Additionally, the MSDapplication must be
supported by a resolution enacted by:
¯

the city council of each municipality
with a boundarylocated within a half
mile of the property;
¯ the city council of each municipality
that owns or operates a groundwater
supply within five miles of the
property; and
¯ the governing bodyof each retail
public utility that ownsor operates a
groundwater supply well within five
miles of the property.
Municipalities are under no statutory
obligation to support MSDs,nor to accept or
process requests for support of MSDsfrom
developers or property owners. For those
municipalities that want to support MSDs
located in their jurisdictions, state law
provides no guidance on howto proceed,
save the requirement that an ordinance or
resolution be enacted. However,each
municipality that wants to support creation of
MSDsin its jurisdiction should establish

procedures for handling requests, preferably
by ordinance, so that applicants knowwhat is
required of themand so that the city treats
applicants in a consistent manner.
5. GET BUY-IN FROM CITY
STAFF AND CITY COUNCIL

"Hey, kiddo, I’m one of the good guys."
- Benjamin J. Grimm
a.k.a. The Thing

The concept of the MSDwill be foreign to
most city council membersand city staffers,
and difficult to grasp initially. Educating
these groups so that they understand the
concept and its implications, and then getting
their buy-in, is the first and mostimportant
step to take when developing MSD
procedures.
The City of Fort Worth Environmental
Management Department began the MSD
developmentprocess by forming a multidepartmental group consisting of staff
membersfrom those city departments whose
services might be impacted by MSDs.These
were the city’s Water Department,
Transportation and Public Works
Department, Development Department,
Community and Economic Development
Department, Planning Department and City
Attorney’s Office. A meeting was held to
educate the staff memberson MSDs,and to
elicit any concerns they might have. The
environmental issues were discussed, as were
concernsfor the health and safety of city
employees and contractors working on
utilities and streets. Thebenefit of MSDs
as a
brownfields redevelopmenttool and its
potential to enhance economic

22Referto Tables2-Aand2-B.
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redevelopmentin the central city was
emphasized.
Oncestaff support for MSDswas assured,
several presentations to the council’s Central
City Revitalization and Economic
Development Committee were scheduled.
Again, the use of MSDsas a brownfields
redevelopment tool was emphasized, and it
was madeclear that an MSDwas designed to
impact groundwater cleanup standards as
they related to consumptionof drinking
water, but that other humanhealth and
environmental concerns wouldstill have to
be addressed. Additionally, the committee
was assured that staff woulddevelop a broad,
but thorough, public participation process.
Oncethe committee was comfortable with its
understanding of MSDs,and able to give
conditional support, staff was instructed to
prepare a procedural ordinance for accepting
and processing MSD
applications, and to
bring the draft back to the committeefor
review. After the committeereviewed the
draft ordinance,it wassent to the full city
council, and was passed on January 11, 2005,
becoming the first MSDprocedural
ordinance in Texas.
6. FORT WORTH’S
ORDINANCE

PROCEDURAL

"It’s clobberin’ time!"
- Benjamin J. Grimm
a.k.a. The Thing

In Fort Worth, persons wishing to get city
council approval for an MSD,must first
submit an application and go through a twopart public participation process.
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Applications must be submitted to the city’s
Director of Environmental Management.Six
originals of the application must be signed
and certified by an authorized representative
of the applicant and submitted to the director
with an application fee of $2,000. This
application fee offsets the city’s
administrative costs associated with
application review and issuing notice. The
content required in the application is similar
to the TCEQ’srequirements.
Environmental Managementreviews the
application for completeness, and routes
copies to the Water, Engineering,
Development, and Transportation and Public
Worksdepartments for their review. These
departmentswill look at the application in
context of city property interests and service
issues, to determine whether these could be
impacted by the MSD.The departments
have ten days to return written commentsto
Environmental Management, noting
discrepancies in the application and advising
of any city interests that might be impacted.
If the application is complete, Environmental
Managementwill schedule both a public
meeting and public hearing. If the
application is incomplete, the application will
be returned to the applicant, with the
deficiencies noted in writing. The applicant
will have 30 days to correct and resubmit the
application.
The city must provide three forms of notice
of the meeting and hearing: written notice
mailed to specified persons, a sign posted on
the property of the proposed MSD,and a
notice in the official newspaperof the city.
Duringthe public participation process,
Environmental Managementmust ensure that
a copy of the application is displayed at the
public library facility closest to site of the
proposed MSD.

The written notice required by Fort Worth’s
ordinance is more inclusive than the statutory
requirements. Under the ordinance, notice
will be sent to ownersof real property lying
within one-half mile of the boundaryof the
proposed MSD,in addition to persons who
ownprivate registered water wells within
five miles of the boundaryof the proposed
MSD,each retail public utility that ownsor
operates a groundwater supply well within
five miles of the proposed MSD,and each
municipality with a boundary located not
more than one-half mile of the proposed
MSDor that owns or operates a groundwater
supply well located within five miles.
The public meeting must be held no later
than 45 days from the date Environmental
Managementreceived the application. It
must be held in the eveningat a location
convenient to the affected community.
Althoughthe city is responsible for the
conductof the meeting, the applicant or a
representative must appear in order to
provide information to the community,
answer questions, and receive input from
those in attendance.
The public hearing before the city council
must be held no later than 60 days from the
date Environmental Managementreceives
the application. Again, the applicant or a
representative mustappear. If they fail to
appear, the application is deemedto be
withdrawn. Persons mayspeak in favor of or
against the application, following established
city council rules for all public hearings.
After the hearing, city council will vote to
approve or disapprove the application. If
council votes to approve, it must:
adopt a resolution supporting the
applicant’s application to the TCEQ
for an MSD;and
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enact an ordinance prohibiting use of
designated groundwater for potable
purposes from beneath the site
(council mayalso place other
reasonable restrictions on use of the
groundwaterat the site, such as
prohibiting the use of the
groundwaterfor landscape irrigation).
If the city council disapprovesan application,
or if the applicant withdrawsits application
after notice has been given, no new
application for an MSD
on the site maybe
filed for a period of 12 months.
Finally, a person whohas received approval
of an MSDfrom the city must, upon issuance
from the TCEQ,provide the city with a copy
of the certificate of completionor other
documentationissued for the site, showing
that response actions have been completed.
Fort Worthreceived its first MSD
application
in February, and it was approvedby the city
council on April 12. The application was for
the MontgomeryPlaza redevelopment at
2600W. 7th Street, just west of downtown.
The 46-acre site housed a former
MontgomeryWard catalog store and
distribution warehousewhich sustained
damagein the March28, 2000, tornado. The
affected groundwateris shallow, perched
groundwaterat an average depth of 14 feet
below ground surface, underlain by a
confining limestone formation. Uses at the
site that contributed to groundwater
contamination included an auto service
center, a products service building (with
paint booths, degreaser stations, and solvent
dip tanks), and petroleum storage tanks. The
chemicalsof concern identified in the
groundwater consist of petroleum
hydrocarbons, metals, volatile organic
compoundsand semi-volatile organic
compoundsin concentrations exceeding

residential assessmentlevels for potable
water use.
Duringthe application process, the city kept
the MSDprogram at the TCEQapprised of
progress. This ongoing communication with
the TCEQ
is vital to ensuring a smooth
process. The public meeting was held in the
evening at the meeting roomof a local
cafeteria, creating a relaxed atmospherefor
the community. The public hearing was
uneventful, the communityvoiced no
objections to the application, and the city
council unanimouslypassed the resolution
and ordinance creating CFW-MSD-0001.

7.

CONCLUSION

"I’m just The Thing."
- Benjamin J. Grimm
a.k.a. The Thing

drinking water standards. These funds will
nowbe available to address the site’s
redevelopment needs. That should give
municipalities a blanket of
comfort for brownfields redevelopment
projects they are undertaking on their ownor
in partnership with private interests, because
their ownfinancial risks for that project will
be significantly reduced.
Municipalities wishing to pursue use of the
MSD
tool must first assure that city staffs
and city councils understand the concept and
are willing to support it. Proceduresfor
accepting applications for approvals of
MSDsshould be created, and should provide
for a broad public participation process so
that the affected communityis fully advised
of the application and has the opportunity to
ask questions and to comment.Whenused to
their full advantage, MSDsmaybe just "The
Thing" to further brownfields redevelopment
in manyTexas municipalities.

MSDsare a valuable tool for brownfields
redevelopment in urban areas. An MSD
certification for a site will free up funds that
would otherwise have been used for cleaning
shallow and unusable groundwater to

Online Resources
Municipal Setting Designation Program, TCEQ:
http://www.tnrcc.state.tx.us/permitting/msd.html
Municipal Setting Designations, A Guide for Cities, TCEQ,March2005:
h ttp : / /www.
tceq.state,tx. us/ co mm_e
x ec/ f o rms_pubs/pubs/
gi/ gi- 3 2 6_49 7 9 9 3 . pdf
City of Fort WorthMSDprocedural ordinance, application form, and resolutions and ordinances
establishing individual MSDsin the city:
http://www.fortworthgov.org/derrdbrownfields_msd_ordinance.htm
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Table 1-A

35%- 202 very deepwells in
Evangelineand Chicot aquifers
1,228,512 100%- EdwardsAquifer

Houston1
2
SanAntonio

2,033,400

3
Dallas

1,211,437 0%

4
Austin

0%- nonedirectly, but the Edwards
681,437 Aquifer feeds into the ColoradoRiver

5
Fort Worth

592,836 0%

6
El Paso
zArlington

588,452Hueco-MesillaBolson Aquifers

8
CorpusChristi

278,708 0%

9
Piano

252,368 0%

1°
Garland

219,070 0%

1~
Lubbock
12
Laredo
~3
Irving
14
Amarillo

205,905Ogallala Aquifer
201,139 0%
194,372 0%
180,38045%- Ogallala Aquifer
Desalinized water from Rio Grande
161,048 Alluvium purchasedfrom Southmost
RegionalWaterAuthority
147,236 yes
11 wells in Trinity Aquifer, average
141,692
depthof 2,000feet (supplemental)
128,653 0%
118,745 0%

1~
Brownsville
~6
Pasadena
~z
GrandPrairie
TM
Mesquite

~9
Carrollton
2°
McAIlen
21
Waco
22
Abilene

361,717 0%

117,650 0%
117,464 0%
114,454 0%

23
Beaumont
113,4733 wells in Chicot Aquifer
24
Wichita Falls
103,262 0%
2~
Richardson
100,803 O%
26
Midland
2z
Killeen
28
Denton
29
Odessa

Ogallala and Edwards-TrinityPlateau
aquifers
96,858 0%
93,700 0%
CenozoicPecosAlluvium aquifer
93,170
(supplemental)
97,048

~°
Lewisville

90,774 0%

~
Tyler

90,079 12 wells in Carrizo Wilcox sand group
at 600-1,100feet

T65%- Lake Conroe, Lake Houston & Lake
Livingston
0%
100%- Lake RayHubbard,Lake Lewisville, Lake
Grapevine, Lake RayRoberts & Lake Tawakoni
100%-ColoradoRiver as it flows into Lake
Austin and TownLake
100%- Lake Worth, Lake Benbrook,Eagle
MountainLake, Lake Bridgeport, CedarCreek
Reservoir and Richland Chambers
Reservoir
Rio GrandeRiver
100%- CedarCreek, Richland Chambers,Lake
Benbrook,and Lake Arlington
100%- Lake CorpusChristi, ChokeCanyon
Reservoir System& Lake Texana
100%- Lake Lavon (primary) and Lake Texoma
& Lake Cooper(supplemental)
100%- Lake Lavon, Lake Chapman,Lake
Texoma
Lake Meredith
100%- Rio GrandeRiver
100%- purchasedfrom City of Dallas
55%- Lake Meredith
Rio GrandeRiver
yes
Purchased
from cities of Dallas (primary) and
Fort Worth
100%- Lake Lavon
100%- purchasedfrom City of Dallas
100%- Rio GrandeRiver and Lake Falcon &
Lake Amistad
100%- Lake Waco
100%- Fort PhantomHill Lake, HubbardCreek
Reservoir& Lake O.H. Ivie
NechesRiver
100%- Lake Kickapoo & Lake Arrowhead
100%- Lake Lavon (primary) and Lake Chapman
& Lake Texoma(supplemental)
Lake J.B. Thomas,Lake O.H. Ivie, MossCreek
Lake & Lake E.V. Spence
100%Lake Belton
100%- Lake Lewisville & Lake RayRoberts
LakeIvie (primary)
100%- Lake Lewisville (primary) and purchased
water from City of Dallas (supplemental)
Lake Tyler & LakeTyler East (primary) and Lake
Palestine (supplemental)

2003Population Estimates- TexasState Data Center: txsdc.utsa.edu/tpepp/txpopest.php
~ City of Houston,WaterConservationStatistics andTIPS, retrieved fromthe City of Houstonwebsite, June 23,
2005:http://www.publicworks.cityo
fhouston.gov/utilities/conservation/conservationtips.htm
2 Greater EdwardsAquiferAlliance, OurDrinkingWater,retrieved fromthe GEAA
website, June 23, 2005:
http ://www.aquiferalliance.org/p_Our_Drinking_Water.c
fm
3 City of Dallas, DallasWaterSupply,retrieved fromthe City of Dallas website, June 23, 2005:
http://www.dallascityhall.com/dallas/eng/html/water_quality_information.html
City of Austin, City of Austin WaterSources,retrieved fromthe City of Austinwebsite, June24, 2005:
http://www.ci.austin.tx.us/water/watersouree.htm
City of Fort Worth,2004WaterQuality Report,retrieved fromthe City of Fort Worthwebsite, June 24, 2005:
http://www.fortworthgov.org/water/WaterQuality/2004CCR/2004ccr.pdf
6 E1PasoWaterUtilities, WaterResources,retrieved fromthe E1PasoWaterUtilities website, June 23, 2005:
http://www.epwu.org/water/water_resources.html
7 City of Arlington, 2004DrinkingWaterQualityReport,retrieved fromthe City of Arlingtonwebsite, June 23,
2005:http://www.ci.ar~ingt~n.tx.us/water/pdf/2~~4-Drinking-Water--Qua~ity-Rep~rt-revised.pdf
City of CorpusChristi, WaterHistory, retrieved fromthe City of CorpusChristi website, June 23, 2005:
http://www.cctexas.com/?fuseaction-~nain.view&page=
1005
9 City of Plano, Piano’sWaterSource,retrieved fromthe City of Planowebsite, June 24, 2005:
http ://www.planotx.org/water/source.html
10 City of Garland,2004WaterQualityReport, retrieved fromthe City of Garlandwebsite, June 23, 2005:
http://www.ci.garland.tx.us/NR/rdonlyres/83957FC8-35C8-4B2A-B77B-DA251
ECCOD4Al0/WaterQuality.pdf
City of Lubbock,2003WaterQuality Report, retrieved from the City of Lubbockwebsite, June 23, 2005:
http://publicworks.ci.lubbock.tx.us/water/documents/2003_ccr.pdf
12 City of Laredo,LaredoNewsandCalendar,retrieved fromthe City of Laredowebsite, June 24, 2005:
http://www.laredocalendar.com/article_detail.cfm?id=
130
13 City of Irving, 2004WaterQualityReport,retrieved fromthe City of Irving website, June 23, 2005:
http ://ci.irving.tx.us/water/pdf/WQR05.pdf
14 City of Amarillo,2004WaterQualityReport,retrieved fromthe City of Amarillowebsite, June 23, 2005:
http://www.ci.amarillo.tx.us/departments/dirutils/2OO4WaterQualityReport.pdf
City of Brownsville,2004WaterQuality Report,retrieved from the City of Brownsvillewebsite, June 24, 2005:
http://www.brownsville-pub.corrgwater/eng_ccr_2004.pdf
16 City of Pasadena,2004DrinkingWaterQuality Report,retrieved fromthe City of Pasadenawebsite, June 24,
2005:http://www.ci.pasadena.tx.us/waterquality2004.pdf
17 City of GrandPrairie, 2004WaterQualityReport,retrieved fromthe City of GrandPrairie website, June23,
2005: http://www.gptx.~rg/Envir~nmenta~Services/WaterQua~ity/d~cuments/2~~4CCR-webversi~n.pdf
City of Mesquite,FrequentlyAskedQuestions,retrieved fromthe City of Mesquitewebsite, June 23, 2005:
http://www.cityofmesquite.com/utilities/faq.php
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19 City of Carrollton, 2004WaterQualityReport,retrieved fromthe City of Carrolltonwebsite, June23, 2005:
http://www.city~fcarr~t~n.c~m/deve~pment/pub~icw~rks/pdf/Water%2~Qua~ity%2~Rep~rt.pdf
20 McAllenEconomicDevelopment
Corporation, State rates McAllendrinking water TOPsin Texas, retrieved from
the MEDC
web site, June 24, 2005:http://www.medc.org/newsletter/intemal.aspx?sid=0&ArticleID=1094&iid=147
zl City of Waco,North BosqueRiver Watershed,retrieved from the City of Wacowebsite, June 23, 2005:
http://www.waco-texas.com/city_depts/watemtilities/rivershed.htm
22 City of Abilene,MayorLoosensWaterRestrictions - May25, 2005, retrieved from the City of Abilenewebsite,
June 24, 2005: http://www.abilenetx.corn/press/may.htm
23 City of Beaumont,2004DrinkingWaterConsumerConfidenceReport, retrieved from the City of Beaumont
web
site, June 24, 2005: http://www.cityofbeaumont.com/CCR04.pdf
24 City of WichitaFails, 2004WaterQualityReport,retrieved fromthe City of WichitaFalls website, June23,
2005: http://www.ci.wichita-falls.tx.us/pubworks/ccr%202004%20also.pdf
25 City of Richardson,2003Consumer
ConfidenceReport, retrieved fromthe City of Richardsonwebsite, June 24,
2005: http://www.cor.net/Utilities/News.html
of Midland,2004WaterQuality Report, retrieved fromthe City of Midlandwebsite, June 24, 2005:
http://www.ci.midland.tx.us/Utilities/WaterRpt2004.pdf
26 City

27 City of Killeen, 2003DrinkingWaterQualityReport,retrieved fromthe City of Killeen website, June 24, 2005:
http ://www.ci.killeen.tx.us/publicworks/utilityservices/CCR%202003
%20Final.pdf
28 City of Denton,2003WaterQuality Report,retrieved fromthe City of Dentonwebsite, June 24, 2005:
http://cityofdenton.com/pages/utilswaterqualityrep.cfrn?2004%5Fwqr%
29 City of Odessa,2003WaterQualityReport, retrieved fromthe City of Odessawebsite, June 24, 2005:
http://www.odessa-tx.gov/intemet/WebSubsectionDept.asp?key=2322
3o City of Lewisville,2004WaterQualityReport,retrieved fromthe City of Lewisvillewebsite, June 24, 2005:
http://www.cityoflewisville.com/main/NewsReleases/WaterQuality04.pdf
31 City of Tyler, TylerWaterUtilities - History, retrieved fromthe City of Tyler website, June24, 2005:
http://www.cityoftyler.org/1244502742C482D58D7BB4AOE3BBA859/default.html
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Table 1-B

Drinking WaterSources for Texas Munici ~alities
Population Over 90,000 - Sorted Alphabetically

Abilene

114,454 0%

Amarillo

180,380 45%- Ogallala Aquifer

Arlington

361,717 0%

Austin

Carrollton

0%- nonedirectly, but the Edwards
681,437 Aquifer feeds into the ColoradoRiver
113,473 3 wells in ChicotAquifer
Desalinized water from Rio Grande
161,048 Alluvium purchasedfrom Southmost
RegionalWaterAuthority
118,745 O%

CorpusChristi

278,708 0%

Beaumont
Brownsville

Dallas

1,211,437 0%

Denton
El Paso

93,700 0%
588,452 Hueco-MesillaBolsonAquifers

Fort Worth

592,836 0%

Garland

219,070 O%

GrandPrairie
Houston
Irving
Killeen
Laredo
Lewisville

141,692 11 wells in Trinity Aquifer, averagedepth
of 2,000feet (supplemental)
35%- 202 very deepwells in Evangeline
2,033,400 and Chicot aquifers
194,372 0%
96,858 0%
201,139 0%
90,774 0%

Lubbock

205,905 Ogallala Aquifer

McAIlen

117,650 0%

Mesquite

Pasadena

128,653 0%
Ogallala and Edwards-TrinityPlateau
97,048
aquifers
CenozoicPecosAlluvium aquifer
93,170 (supplemental)
147,236 yes

Piano

252,368 0%

Richardson

100,803

San Antonio

1,228,512

Midland
Odessa

Tyler
Waco
WichitaFalls

90,079
117,464
103,262

100%- Fort PhantomHill Lake, Hubbard
CreekReservoir& LakeO.HoIvie
55%- Lake Meredith
100%- Cedar Creek, Richland Chambers,
Lake Benbrook,and Lake Arlington
100%- ColoradoRiver as it flows into Lake
Austin and TownLake
NechesRiver
Rio GrandeRiver
100%- purchasedfrom City of Dallas
100%- Lake CorpusChristi, ChokeCanyon
Reservoir System& Lake Texana
100%- Lake RayHubbard,Lake Lewisville,
Lake Grapevine, Lake RayRoberts & Lake
Tawakoni
100%- Lake Lewisville & Lake Ra~/Roberts
Rio GrandeRiver
100%- Lake Worth, Lake Benbrook,Eagle
MountainLake, Lake Bridgeport, CedarCreek
Reservoir and Richland Chambers
Reservoir
100%- Lake Lavon, Lake Chapman,Lake
Texoma
Purchased
from cities of Dallas (primary) and
Fort Worth
65%- Lake Conroe, Lake Houston& Lake
Livingston
100%- purchasedfrom City of Dallas
100%Lake Belton
100%- Rio GrandeRiver
100%- LakeLewisville (primary) and
purchasedwater from City of Dallas
(supplemental)
Lake Meredith
100%- Rio GrandeRiverand Lake Falcon &
Lake Amistad
100%-Lake Lavon
Lake J.B. Thomas,Lake O.H. Ivie, Moss
Creek Lake & Lake E.V. Spence
LakeIvie (primary)
yes

100%- Lake Lavon(primary) and Lake
Texoma& Lake Cooper(supplemental)
100%- Lake Lavon(primary) and Lake
O%
Chapman
& Lake Texoma(supplemental)
100%- EdwardsAquifer
0%
12 wells in Carrizo Wilcoxsandgroupat
LakeTyler & LakeTyler East (primary) and
600-1,100feet
LakePalestine (supplemental)
0%
100%- Lake Waco
0%
100%- Lake Kickapoo & Lake Arrowhead

2003 PopulationEstimates- TexasState Data Center: txsdc.utsa.edu/tpepp/txpopest.php
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Houston
San Antonio
Dallas
Austin
Fort Worth
El Paso
Arlington
CorpusChristi
Piano
Garland
Lubbock
Laredo
Irving
Amarillo
Brownsville
Pasadena
GrandPrairie
Mesquite
Carrollton
McAIlen
Waco
Abilene
Beaumont
WichitaFalls
Richardson
Midland
Killeen
Denton
Odessa
Lewisville
Tyler
San Angelo
McKinney
Round Rock
Longview
Sugar Land
CollegeStation
Bryan
Baytown
SOURCE:

2,033,40O
len
1,228,512 MissouriCity
1,211,437 Allen
681,437 Victoria
592,836 Flower Mound
588,452 NorthRichlandHills
361,717 Frisco
278,708 Galveston
252,368 Port Arthur
219,070 Mission
205,905 Edinburg
201,139 Temple
194,372 Pharr
180,380 LeagueCity
161,048 Rowlett
147,236 Pearland
141,692 Euless
128,653 Bedford
118,745 Grapevine
117,650 NewBraunfels
117,464 DeSoto
114,454 TexasCity
113,473 Conroe
103,262 San Marcos
100,803 HaltomCity
97,048 CedarHill
96,858 Coppell
93,700 Cedar Park
93,170 Hurst
90,774 Sherman
90,079 The Colony
88,170 Texarkana
81,462 Huntsville
81,265 Del Rio
74,904 Duncanville
74,079 Georgetown
73,691 Keller
69,146 Mansfield
67,659 Lufkin

63,404 La Porte
63,115!Friendswood
61,256 Nacogdoches
61,055 San Juan
60,908 Copperas Cove
60,455 Weslaco
58,927 Socorro
57,539 Deer Park
57,341 Rosenberg
56,934 Cleburne
56,845 Lake Jackson
55,784 Lancaster
55,678 FarmemBranch
53,621 Paris
52,060 Corsicana
50,504 Kingsville
49,848 Big Spring
48,582 Burleson
46,245 Greenville
43,680 San Benito
42,792 Rockwall
42,441 Eagle Pass
42,113 Pfiugerville
42,102 Seguin
40,698 Marshall
39,095 Schertz
38,909 Waxahachie
37,614 Southlake
37,471 Denison
36,512 Watauga
36,038 Wylie
36,020 University Park
35,975 Alvin
35,400 Plainview
35,362 Weatherford
34,994 Benbrook
34,467 Colleyville
33,707 Kerrville
33,235

TexasState Data Center: txsdc.utsa.edu/tpepp/txpopest.php

33,035
32,006
30,468
29,998
29,976
29,797
28,857
28,675
28,190
28,179
27,305
27,241
27,176
26,256
26,014
25,836
25,458
25,248
25,202
24,897
24,867
24,667
24,662
24,532
24,430
24,336
24,205
24,160
23,300
23,087
23,029
22,529
22,404
22,133
21,515
21,496
21,370
21,254
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Abilene
Allen
Alvin
Amarillo
Arlington
Austin
Baytown
Beaumont
Bedford
Benbrook
Big Spring
Brownsville
Bryan
Burleson
Carrollton
CedarHill
Cedar Park
Clebume
CollegeStation
Colleyville
The Colony
Conroe
Coppell
Copperas Cove
CorpusChristi
Corsicana
Dallas
Deer Park
Del Rio
Denison
Denton
DeSoto
Duncanville
Eagle Pass
Edinburg
El Paso
Euless
Farmers Branch
Flower Mound
SOURCE:

114,454Fort Worth
592,836 Odessa
61,256 Friendswood
32,006 Paris
22,404 Frisco
58,927 Pasadena
180,380 Galveston
57,539i Pearland
361,717 Garland
219,0701Pflugerville
681,437 Georgetown
34,994 Pharr
67,659 GrandPrairie
141,692 Plainview
113,473 Grapevine
46,245 Piano
Greenville
25,202 Port Arthur
48,582
21,496 HaltomCity
40,698 Richardson
25,458 Harlingen
63,404 Rockwall
161,048 Houston
2,033,400 Rosenberg
69,146 Huntsville
35,975 Round Rock
25,248 Hurst
37,471 Rowlett
118,745 Irving
194,372 San Angelo
39,095 Keller
34,467 San Antonio
37,614Kerrville
21,254 San Benito
28,179 Killeen
96,858 San Juan
73,691 Kingsville
25,836 San Marcos
21,370 Lake Jackson
27,305 Schertz
27,241 Seguin
36,038 Lancaster
42,113 La Porte
33,035 Sherman
201,139
Socorro
38,909 Laredo
29,976 LeagueCity
53,621 Southlake
278,708 Lewisville
90,774 Sugar Land
26,014 Longview
74,904 Temple
1,211,437 Lubbock
205,905 Texarkana
33,235 TexasCity
28,675 Lufkin
35,400 Mansfield
33,707 Tyler
23,300 Marshall
24,430 University Park
93,700 McAIlen
117,650 Victoria
42,792 McKinney
81,462 Waco
35,362 Mesquite
128,653 Watauga
24,667 Midland
97,048 Waxahachie
56,845 Mission
56,934 Weathefford
588,452 MissouriCity
63,115 Weslaco
49,848 Nacogdoches
30,468 WichitaFalls
27,176 NewBraunfels
43,680 Wylie
60,908 North Richland Hills
60,455

TexasState Data Center: txsdc.utsa.edu/tpepp/txpopest.php

93,170
26,256
147,236
50,504
24,662
55,678
22,133
252,368
57,341
100,803
24,867
28,190
81,265
52,060
88,170
1,228,512
24,897
29,998
42,102
24,336
24,532
36,512
28,857
24,160
74,079
55,784
36,020
42,441
90,079
22,529
61,055
117,464
23,087
24,205
21,515
29,797
103,262
23,029
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I
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I
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THE END

Kathryn A. Hansen

Kathryn Hansenis the regulatory and environmental coordinator for the City of Fort Worth
Environmental ManagementDepartment. She has been responsible for managing the city’s
brownfields economicredevelopment program since its inception in 1999, and recently authored
the city’s municipal setting designations procedural ordinance. She serves as lead on the city’s
Project XLproject with EPA,which seeks an alternative methodfor managingasbestos in the
demolition of substandard nuisance buildings by local governments. Her duties also include
providing the department’s other disciplines with regulatory and legislative analysis. She has
been a licensed attorney in the state of Texas for 22 years, including a combinedtotal of 11 years
as an assistant city attorney for the cities of Fort Worthand Arlington. As a Fort Worthassistant
city attorney she was legal counsel for the Public Health Departmentand Environmental
ManagementDepartment, and authored the city’s EnvironmentCode. She began her legal career
as a staff attorney for the Dallas Legal Aid Society. Ms. Hansenholds a bachelor of arts degree
in journalism with a minor in anthropology from the University of North Texas and a doctor of
jurisprudence degree from the University of Houston.
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IMunicipal Setting Designations:

The Real Estate CommunityPerspective

MunicipalSetting Designations(MSDs)offer the real estate community
a valuable new
tool to address the acquisition, sale, financing, and redevelopmentof urban properties with
actual or perceived environmental issues (brownfields). This paper describes the primary
issues of interest to the real estate community
regarding brown_fieldsand howMSDs
can make
the acquisition, sale, f’mancing, and redevelopmentof such properties both technically and
financially manageable.
Background
ManyTexas cities and towns have shallow groundwateraffected with low levels of
contaminantsfromhistorical operationsof dry cleaners, gas stations, auto repair locations, and
other common
urban sources. These environmental impacts are usually comparedto drinking
water standards to determine if corrective action is necessary even though the affected
groundwateris not used for potable purposes, if it is used at all. Cleanupsgovernedby
drinking water standards are notoriously expensiveand time-consuming.
Recognizing that most cities rely on surface water or very deep groundwaterfor
drinking water, Subchapter Wof Chapter 361 of the Texas Health & Safety Codenowallows
municipalities to approve, and the TCEQto certify, areas called "municipal setting
designations." Anarea is eligible for certification as an MSD
if it is within the corporate
limits or extraterritorial jurisdiction of a municipalitywith a populationof at least 20,000and
an existing public drinking water systemsupplies drinking water to the area and surrounding
properties within 1½mile of the proposedMSD.
If those eligibility criteria are met, an applicant canseek certification of an MSD
by:
(1) Fulfilling TCEQ
and municipalnotice and application requirements;
by ordinance
(2) Restricting the use of affected groundwaterwithin the proposedMSD
or restrictive covenant;
(3) Obtaininga resolution in support of the ordinanceor restrictive covenantfromthe
local municipality, other municipalities within 1/~-mile of the proposedMSD,and
the governingauthority for any retail public utility with a groundwatersupply well
located within five miles of the proposedMSD;and

1 See Whitten,MunicipalSetting Designationsin Texas,(portions of this article reprinted with permissionof The
Brown_fieldNews,June 2005)
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of an MSDwould not
(4) If necessary, demonstrating to TCEQthat certification
negatively affect the current and future regional water resource needs or obligations
of a municipality, retail public utility, or private well owner.
Upon certification
of an MSD,contaminant impacts are subject to less rigorous
investigation and cleanup requirements. In essence, investigation and cleanup requirements are
governed only by the risk of actual humanexposure to affected groundwater (such as through
contact during construction or inhalation of contaminants from the groundwater to the surface)
and as necessary to protect ecological resources. By eliminating investigation and cleanup
standards based on humaningestion risk factors, environmental impacts at MSDproperties can
be resolved more quickly and less expensively. With faster and less expensive cleanups,
contaminated sites more easily attract new capital investment that in turn promotes
redevelopment, the creation of more jobs, higher taxable values, and stronger urban cores.
To date, several Texas cities, including Dallas and Fort Worth, have taken steps to
support the certification
of MSDs.In 2004, Dallas approved the State’s first two MSD
applications on a pilot project basis. These MSDapplications ultimately resulted in TCEQ’s
certification
of MSDNos. 001 (See Attachment "A") and 002. In January 2005, the City
Fort Worth adopted the State’s first procedural ordinance governing the approval and
enforcement of MSDs.2 The City of Dallas adopted the State’s second MSDprocedural
3ordinance in May2005.
As the Dallas and Fort Worth MSDprograms mature and more Texas cities implement
their own MSDprograms, MSDswill become an increasingly
popular mechanism for
facilitating the timely and cost-effective investigation and cleanup of contaminated urban
properties. MSDswill succeed because they solve otherwise intractable problems faced by the
real estate community.
Real Estate CommunityIssues
In evaluating the value of MSDs,it is important to consider what the real estate
communitycares about in evaluating brownfield acquisition and redevelopment opportunities.
The primary considerations are:
(1) Liability Exposure. Real estate owners, lessees, developers, and lenders care about
avoiding legal liability for cleanup costs, bodily injury, and property damagesrelated to
knownand unknownpre-existing pollution conditions, especially when they neither
caused nor contributed to such conditions (See Attachment "B").

= www.,qsfpc.com/areasofspecialfocus/MSD.asp
~ www..qsfpc.com/areasofspecialfocus/M
SD.asp
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(2) Transaction and Operating Costs. Real estate buyers and developers care about
minimizing the added legal, technical, and insurance costs associated with buying,
remediating, redeveloping, and operating a brownfield site. In any real estate
transaction, it is mandatorythat the economicsof the deal makesense. The added costs
of working with contaminated properties renders manysuch sites unmarketable.
(3) T~g. Real estate owners, lessees, developers, and lenders care about how long it
takes to resolve the environmental conditions affecting a property. Time is money.
Delays that impede planned construction or business activities can result in financial
disaster. Uncertainty about timing therefore represents financial risk. Remediationof
groundwater contamination is a notoriously lengthy process that involves significant
uncertainty as to whether cleanup objectives will ever be met.
(4) Financing. Real estate owners and developers care about their ability to obtain
financing (or re-f’mancing) on reasonable terms and in a reasonable time period.
Lenders are often hesitant to finance brownfield sites until the pollution conditions are
resolved to the satisfaction of federal and state regulators. Nearly all real estate
transactions are leveraged. The inability to obtain financing at acceptable rates can be a
non-starter for a prospective real estate transaction involving a contaminatedproperty.
(5) Future Marketability. Real estate buyers and developers care about their prospects for
selling the property at a profit in the future. Every buyer of real estate is a potential
future seller of real estate. Brownfield sites can be significantly less marketable than
unimpaired properties. Prospective buyers therefore need reasonable assurance that
they will be able to cost-effectively removeany impairmentto marketability before they
are ready to sell the property.
(6) Uncertainty. Real estate buyers, developers, and lenders care about managing
uncertainty. Uncertainly affects all of the above-referenced items and affects the
viability of any real estate transaction. The uncertainties associated with contaminated
properties often simply exceed the ability of real estate buyers, developers, and lenders
to managethe associated risks.
How MSDsAddress Real Estate Community Issues
The following outline describes howmunicipal setting designations address the issues of
the real estate communityset forth above.
1.

Liability Exposure.

MSDsreduce legal liability exposure relating to pollution conditions at brownfield sites
to an acceptable level in several ways:
¯

Prospective purchasers and lenders can use MSDsin conjunction with the Voluntary
Cleanup Programto obtain a statutory release from liability for cleanup costs under
the Texas Solid Waste Disposal Act.
MunicipalSettingDesignations
"The Real Estate Community
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¯

MSDs
reduce potential tort liability for bodily injury by notifying at-risk individuals
of contaminated groundwater and/or removing potential humanexposure pathways
~" by providing alternative sources of potable water.
MSDsreduce potential tort liability for property damageto surrounding properties
by increasing the levels of contamination deemed by the State of Texas to be
4protective of humanhealth and the environment.

2.

¯

MSDsreduce the risk of law suits amongneighboring property owners by providing
a cost-effective alternative to litigation.

¯

For the reasons set forth above, environmental insurance is available at a reasonable
cost for prospective MSD
sites.

Transactionand OperatingCosts.

MSDsreduce costs associated with site investigation
situations, MSDscan:

and cleanup.

In appropriate

¯

Eliminate the need to fully delineate the groundwaterplume.

¯

Eliminate the need to negotiate off-site access rights for environmentaltesting.

¯

Reducethe amountof soil investigation.

¯

Reduceor eliminate the need for soil remediation.

¯

Reduce or eliminate need for groundwater remediation.

¯

Eliminate ongoing periodic groundwater monitoring.

MSDscan also eliminate the need for permanent physical controls (e.g., caps, slurry
walls, sheet piling, hydraulic containment wells and interceptor trenches) that might otherwise
lead to ongoing, post-closure costs at brownfield sites.
Timing.
MSDscan accelerate the regulatory closure process with the TCEQand reduce business
and construction delays:
¯

MSDscan be used to self-implement a RemedyA Standard under the Texas Risk
Reduction Program (TRRP). Self-implementation, for example, can eliminate the
need to obtain advance TCEQconcurrence for soil response actions that must be
performed prior to commencement of site grading and construction.
Self-

’~ See SusanRainey,MunicipalSettingDesignations
andTortLiability: AdjacentPropertyOwners
at Risk,35 St.
B. Tex. ENVTL.
L.J. 41 (2004).
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implementation enables owners and developers to avoid business interruptions and
construction
delays. Without an MSD, many brownfield sites cannot costeffectively achieve RemedyStandard A and therefore cannot qualify for selfimplementation.
MSDscan eliminate the need for long-term soil and groundwater treatment and
monitoring.
4.

Financing.

MSDscan significantly
enhance the ability to obtain f’mancing for brownfield
properties. Experience has shown that commercial lenders are willing to lend on MSD
properties prior to regulatory closure, and even prior to certification of the MSD,IF THEY
ARE COMFORABLE WITH THE LEGAL-CONSULTING TEAM.
5.

Marketability.

MSDscan significantly enhance the ability to market a property for sale or lease in the
following ways:

8.

¯

As noted previously, MSDsenable real estate owners and developers to achieve
RemedyStandard A under TRRP(i.e., a closure with no temporary or permanent
institutional or physicals controls). The finality of a RemedyStandard A closure
(especially when joined with a VCPFinal Certificate of Completion) reduces
uncertainty for prospective buyers and lenders and thereby increases marketability.

¯

By enabling a RemedyStandard A closure and by involving the city government
and local communityin the regulatory process, MSDsreduce the unwarranted postclosure stigma sometimes associated with brownfield sites. As a result, MSDsare
nowbeing used for single and multi-family residential developments in addition to
commercial/industrial sites.

¯

A VCPcertificate
of completion obtained using an MSDis far superior to a
certificate under the Innocent Owner/Operator Program because a VCPcertificate
of completion RUNS WITH THE LANDand is far less susceptible
to being
reopened by the State in the event of the future discovery of new information (e.g.,
whena future prospective purchaser identifies a previously unknownonsite source
during pre-acquisition due diligence).

Uncertainty.

MSDsreduce the degree of uncertainty
cleanup and redevelopment. For example:
¯

associated with many aspects of brownfield

The technical feasibility
of MSDcertification
and its impact on applicable
investigation and cleanup standards can be determined early in the process (e.g.,
during the pre-acquisition timeframe)at relatively low cost.
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¯

Once the MSDis certified, regulatory closure can be achieved with a muchhigher
degree of certainty as to both timing and cost.

¯

The availability of affordable environmental insurance on prospective MSDssites
reduces uncertainty regarding potential liability exposures.

The assessment of the political feasibility of an MSDwill continue to present varying
degrees of uncertainty depending upon a variety of factors, in particular, the location of a
property being considered for an MSD.For example, properties in cities which have already
adopted procedural ordinances, such as Dallas and Fort Worth, present a high level of
certainty that an MSDwill certified. An even greater level of certainty exists for projects in
the City of Beaumont. Beaumonthas banned potable use of groundwater beneath the entire
city and has designated the City of Beaumont as a Municipal Setting Designation (See
Attachment "C").

Other Notes

1.

MSDs
are not just for the private sector.

MSDsare tools not just for the private sector but for municipalities themselves.
Several municipalities either in the process or considering seeking MSDson city-owned
properties and areas targeted for large-scale redevelopment.
2.

ConsultantAlert/

As the real estate communitybecomes aware of the potential advantages of MSDs,it
will be incumbent upon the environmental consulting communityto inform their clients of the
existence and potential benefits of MSDs.Property owners who learn from other sources
about the potential of MSDsto accelerate closure of sites undergoing long-term cleanup can be
expected to take to task their consultants whoare continuing with business as usual (i.e.,
monitored natural attenuation, pump-and-treat, or bioremediation). Consultants who do not
evaluate the advantages an MSDand advise their clients accordingly risk loosing their clients’
confidence. Furthermore, for sites that are permanently "stuck" in the VCP, IOP, or
corrective action because of groundwater issues, it is incumbent upon consultants to evaluate
whether an MSDmight facilitate closure.
3.

Getthe right team.

Finally, it is critical that the legal and environmental consulting communityunderstands
that a successful MSDproject requires a sophisticated team with the appropriate technical,
legal, and political expertise. MSDprojects must "begin with the end in mind" through an
early analysis of the particular situation to determine if an MSDis technically and politically

Municipal
Setting Designations
"TheReal Estate Community
Perspective"

feasible and, if obtained, whether the MSDwould be effective
objectives.

in achieving the desired

The team must be comprised of environmental consultants fully conversant in how the
MSDchanges the standards under TRRPand able to discuss technical issues with non-technical
people (e.g., at public meetings and city council brief’rags). The team’s lawyers must also
fully conversant with the administrative and political process to obtain an MSDand the legal
effects attendant to certification of an MSD.At present, due to the young age of the MSD
program, there are very few consulting/legal teams in the State with the experience needed to
5execute the MSDprocess from beginning to end.

5 Theauthorwishesto thankhis colleagues,GregRogersandJohnSlavich,for their input onthis article.
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ATTACHMENT "A"

TexasCommission
on EnvironmentalQuality

Municipal Setting DesignationCertificate 001
As provided for in §361.807, Subchapter W, Texas Health and Safety Code(Solid Waste
DisposalAct):
I, G1 enn St~an],:le
, Executive Director of the Texas Commissionon
EnvironmentalQuality certify the MunicipalSetting Designationfor the GoodwillIndustries of
Dallas, Inc. Property, 2800North Hampton
Road,Dallas, the tract of land describedin Exhibit
Theeligibility requirementsof TexasHealth andSafety Code§361.803are satisfied as attested
to by the affidavit in Exhibit =B" provided pursuant to Texas Health and Safety Code
§361.804(b)(2)(D).This certificate shall continuein effect so long as the institutional control
required by TexasHealthand Safety Code§361.8065is maintainedin effect.
Any pemonaddressingenvironmentalImpactsfor a property located in the certified municipal
setting designal~onshall completeany necessaryinvestigation and responseaction requirements
in accordancewith TexasHealth and Safety Code§361.808,in conjunction with the applicable
TexasCommission
on EnvironmentalQuality environmentalremediation regulation, es modified
by TexasHealth and Safety Code§361.808.
EXECUTED

this

1 ~% day

°f

~,~..d,._____.

Glenn Shanlde
ExecutiveDirector
Texas Commission
on EnvironmentalQuality
STATEOF TEXAS
TRAVISCOUNTY
BEFORE
ME,on this the ~._~da
y of ~,.~,,,,,,--.~--,...-,20,¢_~., personallyappeared
Glenn
Shankle,ExecutiveDirector of the TexasCommission
on Environmental
Quality, knownto meto be the
personwhosenameis subscribedto the foregoing instrument, andthey acknowledged
to methat they
executed
the same
for the purposes
andIn the capacitythereinexpressed.
GIVENUNDERMY HANDANDSEALOF OFFICEth,,i~l~e
~..’:~*-:~rJ=~-*

=’~ ~ u = M ~ ~

~J -g~-/~-.,~’~ ~ebruary27, 2005[~

_1" e |(T~y of ~

200

Nota~j~ nard for the Stats of Texas

ATTACHMENT "B"

TEXAS

COMMISSION

ON ENVIRONMENTAL

QUALITY

VOLUNTARY
CLEANUP PROGRAM
FINAL CERTIFICATE
OF COMPLETION
As providedfor in §361.609,SubchapterS, Solid WasteDisposal Act (SWDA),
TexasHealth and Safety Code.
1, JACK W. CARSTEN, JR., P.G., MANAGER
OF THE VOLUNTARYCLEANUPSECTION, TEXAS
COMMISSION
ONENVIRONMENTAL
QUALITY(TCEQ.) , CERTIFYUNDER
§361.609, SWDA,TEXASHEALTH AND
SAFETY CODE,THA T NECESSARYRESPONSEACTIONSHAVEBEENCOMPLETED
FOR VCP NO. 1669 AS OF
MAY2,2005 FORTHETRACT(S) OF LANDDESCRIBED
1N F-,XHIBIT "A ". CERTIFICATIONIS BASEDONTHE
AFFIDAVITOF COMPLETION
OF RESPONSEACTION, EXHIBIT "B", DEEDNOTICE, EXHIBIT "C" ANDON
ADDITIONAL
S1TE 1NFORMA
TION MAINTAINED
1N TCEQFILES. THECERTIFICATE1S 1SSUED1N RELIANCE
ON A MUNICIPALSETTING DESIGNATIONTHATHAS BEENCERTIFIEDBY THE TCEQUNDER§361.807 OF
THE HEALTHAND SAFETY CODEFOR THIS TRACT OF LAND TO PROHIBIT USE OF GROUNDWATER
AND
THEMUNICIPAL
SETTINGDESIGNATION
CERTIFICATE1S 1NCLUDEDAS EXHIBIT"D "’. AN APPLICANT
WHO
ON THE DATE OF APPLICATION SUBMITTAL WAS NOT A RESPONSIBLE PARTY UNDER§361.271 OR
§361.275 (g) SWDA,ANDALL PERSONS
(e. g., FUTURE
0 WNERS,FUTURE
LESSEES,FUTURE
OPERATORS
LENDERS)WHOON THE DATE OF 1SSUANCEOF THIS CERTIFICATE WERENOT RESPONSIBLEPARTIES
UNDER§361.271 OR §361.275(g), SWDAARE QUALIFIEDTO OBTAINTHE PROTECTION
FROMLIABILITY
PROVIDED
BY §361.610, SUBCHAPTER
S, SWDA.

"EXECUTED
thi= ~ ,iv, of t/~7

20C_9_~_

~

¯

//

/)

VoluniaryCleanupSection
STATE OF TEXAS
TRAVIS COUNTY
.,
BEFORE
ME,on this the ~ ) day of //[,~z.~
, personally appeared Jack W. Carsten, Jr., P.G.,
Manager,VoluntaryCleanupSection of the TexasCommissYon
on Environmental
Quality, knownto meto be the person
and agent of said commission
whosenameis subscribedto the foregoinginstrument, and he acknowledged
to methat
he executedthe samefor the purposesandin the capacitytherein expressed.

NotaryPublic in and for the State o~Texas

ATTACHMENT"C"

ORDINANCE
NO. 05-031
ENTITLEDAN ORE~INANCE
EST~BUSHING
ALL PROPERTIES
WITHIN THE COF:PORATE
CI1Y LIMITS OF THE CITY OF
BEAUMONT.
AS.A MUNICIPAL,’~ETTING "DESIGNATION
AND
PROHIBITING THEi USE OF DE~SIGNATEDGROUNDWATER
FROMBENEATHTHIS PROPER~FY
AS POTABLEWATER.
WHEREAS,
the City of E~aumont
is a municipalcorporationof the State of Texas,
with e populationof at least 20,000;and
WPIEREA$,
the public dl|nklng watersupplysystemthat exists within the corporate
limits of the City of Beaumont,
satisfies the requirements
of Chapter341of the Texas
HealthandSafetyCodeandSUl~pllesor is cap=able
of supplyingsafeandsanitarydrinking
waterto propertywithin the city limits of the Ct~of Beaumont
andto propertywithin onehaft (’A) mile of the propertyw~inthe city limits of the City of Beaumont;
and,
WHEREAS,
the City of Beaumont
req.Jires all property ownersowningproperty
withinthe city whichis within30(I feet of a city sanitarysaweror waterIihe tb beconnected
to the city sanitaryseweror waterline; and,
WHEREAS,
the City de=]ires to establish within its corporatelimits a muniGipal
setting design~tton
for all properlylocatedwithin the city limits andprohibit the useof
designated
groundwater
fromb(:neathall propP.rtywithin the City of Beaumont
as potable
water.
NOW,THEF:EFORE,BE IT RESOLVED
BY THE
CITY COUNCILOF THECITY OF BEAUMONT:
THAT
all property located within the corporatecity limi~ of the City of Beaumont
be
establishedas a municipalsettlr¢l designation;and,

BEIT FURTHER
ORDAINED
that the-use of designatedgroundwater from beneathall
propertywithin the corporatelimits of the Cl~t of Beaumont
as potablewateris hereby
prohibited,
PASSED
BYTHECITYCOUNCIL
of the Ci~y of Beaumontthis the 22nd day of
March,2005.

- ~(~orEve~M.Lord

David E. Whitten
Mr. Whitten is a shareholder in the firm of Guida, Slavich & Flores, P.C. His practice
focuses in the areas of environmentallaw, environmentallitigation, environmentalaspects of
real estate transactions, and federal, state and local governmentalaffairs. Heserved as a
lobbyist before the UnitedStates Congress,and previously served as counsel to the Chairman
of the WaterResourcesSubcommittee
of the U.S. Houseof Representatives.
Mr. Whittenreceived his undergraduatedegree (with honors) in 1976from the University
Texas, and his law degree from the University of Texasin 1979, wherehe served on the Texas
LawReview.He is a memberof the AmericanBar Association, the State Bar of Texas and
the Dallas Bar Association.
In October, 2004, Mr. Whittensuccessfully obtained the first MunicipalSetting Designation
certified by the State of Texas (MSDCertificate 001), and in May2005, the first Final
Certificate of Completionissued by the State pursuant to an MSD.
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Historic

Contamination: Reporting and Beyond

Keith Hopson, Brown McCarroll, L.L.P.
I.

Introduction

This paper briefly discusses the history and current status of historic contamination
reporting and analyzes the consequences associated with the discovery and remediation of
historic contamination. As most environmental practitioners are aware, there is no statute or
regulation clearly addressing the discovery and reporting of historic contamination in Texas. As
a result, the environmental practitioner is often left to sort through guidance and precedent that
may be neither relevant nor clear to try to answer the numerous questions associated with the
commonoccurrence of discovering historic contamination. This absence of clear statutory and
regulatory guidance oftentimes makes it difficult for environmental professionals to properly
advise their clients whenconfi’onted with the discovery of historic contamination.
II.

"Spills" v. "Historic Contamination"

Initially
it is important to make the distinction
between "spills"
and "historic
contamination" as the terms are used and/or defined in the law. A "spill" is defined in Texas
Water Code § 26.039 as "an act or omission through which waste or other substances are
deposited where, unless controlled or removed, they will drain, seep, run, or otherwise enter
water in the state. ’’1 In other words, a spill is a deposit that occurred in the immediate past,
typically with knowledge of the identity and amount of the substance or substances involved.
There is clear regulatory guidance on howto treat a spill once it has occurred. 2 Once a spill has
happened, the responsible person3 has a duty to report the spill to the TCEQregional office for
the region in which the spill occurred within 24-hours of the occurrence. 4 Furthermore, the
responsible person is required to immediately abate and contain the spill and also begin
reasonable response actions to manage the discharge. 5 Appropriate response actions at any time
6following the discharge or spill include use of the Texas Risk Reduction Program (TRRP)rules.
Historic contamination, on the other hand, is not as clearly defined or regulated. While
the term "historic contamination" is not statutorily or regulatorily defined, it is generally thought
to mean groundwater or soil contamination, the source and genesis of which is typically
unknown. Historic contamination is not governed by 30 T.A.C. Chapter 327; in fact, there are
no administrative
rules in Texas that specifically
and directly address the reporting or
management of historic contamination. This has lead to some confusion as to what historic
contamination is and when or if TCEQshould be notified once it is discovered. While there is a
general understanding that Texas Water Code § 26.039 mandates that contamination that
threatens the waters of the state must be reported, there remains ongoing debate as to whether the
Texas Water Code provisions that address discharges and spills
also govern historic
1TheregulatorydefLnitionis locatedat 30 T.A.C.§ 327.2(3).
2 See 30 T.A.C.Chapter327.
3 Definedin 30 T.A.C.§ 327.2(15).
4 30 T.A.C§ 327.3.
5 30 T.A.C.§ 327.5.
6 See 30 T.A.C.Chapter350.

contamination. 7 TCEQstaff tends to take the position that Texas Water Code § 7.155, which
describes the offense of a discharge or spill, in addition to Texas Water Code§ 26.039, which
defines the terms "accidental discharge" and "spill," are broad enough to govern historic
contamination. However,attorneys in private practice sometimestake the position that because
the statutes do not clearly define and address historic contamination, they do not apply. This
debate has lead to lingering disagreement amongenvironmental practitioners in Texas and the
agencystaff as to the duty to report historic contaminationonce it is discovered. However,many
attorneys in private practice (this one included) typically take the conservative approachand
advise their clients to report such contaminationto the agencywhenit is found (or confirmedto
be found) and if the client can be deemeda responsible person for the contamination.
A primary uncertainty relative to historic contamination, as outlined in the Asarco and
Fina cases that are discussed below, focuses on the ramifications subsequent to reporting such a
discovery. Remediationof a contaminatedsite (be it historic contaminationor not) can be verycostly. Besides incurring the actual cost of cleaning up the site, there remainsa concernthat the
entity reporting the contamination mayalso be subject to administrative penalties above and
beyond the cost of remediation. Ananalysis of the two Commissiondecisions in the Asarco and
Finacases reinforces the needfor greater clarity in this area.
III.

History of Historic ContaminationPolicies in Texas

Attempts to define historic contamination in Texas have been going on since at least
1994. However, the TCEQand its predecessor agencies over the years do not have a very
enviable track record whenit comesto attempts to clarify this important issue. The following
outlines the history of agencyattempts to address historic contamination:
The first regulations addressing historic contamination were proposed on August9,
1994. Pursuant to the direction of the 72ndTexas Legislature (S.B. 1099), the agency
proposed rules to document the location and nature of contamination discovered
during routine site assessments and any other investigation that documented
contamination on land or in groundwater. In addition, the regulations attempted to
define the term "historical contamination "8 and allowed 10 days to report the
discovery.
Over a year later, those rules had still not been adopted, and revised "Spill Rules"
were proposed on November17, 1995 (20 Tex. Reg. 9537). The revised Spill Rules
eliminated the Aug. 9, 1994 references to historic contamination. While the agency
claimed the removal of any reference to historic contamination was because they
were duplicative, there is a widely held belief that the attempt to define historic
7 Theseprovisionsare TexasWaterCode§§7.155and26.039.
8 "Historicalcontamination"
wasdefinedas "Thepresenceonland, or in the groundwater,
of contamination
in the
formof oil, hazardous
substances,
or othersubstances
resultingfromdischarges
or spills the timeor originof which
is not known.
Historicalcontamination
shall not includeanydischargeor spill: (A)authorizedbya permitissued
pursuantto federallawor anyotherlawof the State of Texas;(B) anydischargeor spill to whichTexasNatural
Resource
Code,Chapter40, Subchapter
C, D,E, F, or G,applies;(C)anydischargeor spill that is regulatedsolely
bythe RailroadCommission
of Texas;or (D)residualcontamination
froma dischargeor spill that waspreviously
reportedto the TNRCC
or a predecessoragency.

contamination was pulled downdue to the agency’s inability to develop a workable
definition/regulatory scheme.
¯

On May14, 1996 (21 Tex. Reg. 4228), the Chapter 327 Spill Rules were published
the TexasRegister.
November12, 2000 TCEQmemo,"Coordination of Remediation Activities Related
to EmergencyResponse," was issued as a guidance documentfor the managementof
historic releases.
August 27, 2002 TCEQmemo, "Remediation Division Report Requirements for a
Release Investigation," was issued as a guidance documentfor the managementof
historic releases.
May 27, 2003 TCEQmemo, "Coordination of Remediation Activities Related to
Emergency Response and Historical Releases," was issued and superceded the
November12, 2000 memoas the authority on historic releases. This guidance
becameeffective June 6, 2003.

¯ September 10, 2003 TCEQguidance, "Determining Which Releases are Subject to
TRRP,"was issued.
October 21, 2003 TCEQrevised guidance, "Determining WhichReleases are Subject
to TRRP,"was issued and replaced the August 27, 2002 memoand the September10,
2003 guidance relative to historic contamination. This is the guidance the agency
utilizes today. 9
¯

November2003, the TCEQpulled downthe May27, 2003 memo.

IV. Current Status of Reporting Historic Contamination
As noted above, TCEQ
takes the position that historic contaminationis currently subject
to Texas Water Code §§ 7.155 and 26.039 and to the TCEQguidance, dated October 21, 2003
titled, "Determining WhichReleases are Subject to TRRP."Underthis guidance, the discovery
of a release or historic contamination is to be reported within 24-hours to the TCEQ’s
Remediation Division, Corrective Action Section, in Austin by the individual operating, in
chargeof, or responsiblefor the activity or facility.
This documenthas been revised from the September10, 2003, version to reflect a time
period of 60 days (instead of 30 days) from the date of release reporting to completeexcavation
of affected soil. Thereport transmitting the excavation results (determination process results)
must be submitted to the TCEQwithin that expanded 60-day window. At 60 days, the person
must either elect to use TRRPwithout using the screening process, documentthat the release has
passed the screen and therefore is not subject to TRRP,or indicate that the screen failed and the
release is subject to TRRP.

9 Thisdocument
canbe foundat http://www.tnrcc.state.tx.us/permitting/remed/techsupp/releasesTRRPrev.pdf.

V.

The Consequencesof Discovering Historical Contamination

Since 1998, the TCEQCommissionershave issued two interim orders - in the Asarco
and Fina cases - that address the consequences of reporting and remediating historic
contamination in Texas. Unfortunately, because there are numerousdistinguishing facts between
the two cases and because the agency has yet to hold a worksession or propose regulations on
this topic, manyof the issues surroundingthe ramifications of discovering and reporting historic
contaminationremain unclear. Ananalysis of the two decisions follows:
A.

Petition of the ExecutiveDirector v. 1°
AsareoInc.

Asarco owneda zinc smelting facility in Corpus Christi that operated fi:om 1942 to
1985.11Encycle/Texas,Inc. (Encycle), a subsidiary of Asarco, beganrecycling operations at the
site in 1989. In 1994, agencyrepresentatives discovered elevated lead levels on vacant lots near
the facility site during a widespreadsamplingeffort near several refineries in the CorpusChristi
area. TheExecutive Director never identified Asarco’s CorpusChristi facility as the sole source
of the contamination (likely based on the location of the contaminated property in a highly
industrialized area with older housing with leaded paint). Asarco immediately implemented
blood lead testing programin the neighborhood(no health issues were identified), workedwith
the agency on an expandedsampling programand the developmentof appropriate cleanup levels
and after agency approval conducted a soil removal program. Asarco also negotiated an Agreed
Administrative Order with the agency to address remediation of the contamination. In addition
to Asarco bearing the costs of remediating the property, however, agency staff proposed a
significant administrative penalty over and above the costs for investigation and remediation.
The imposition of the additional administrative penalties lead to the Asarco parties’ submission
of the following certified questions to the Commission:
1.
In determining whether administrative
penalties (over and above
investigation and remediation costs) can or should be assessed, should the
TNRCC
differentiate between those sites where contamination was deposited by
spills, releases, discharges or emissions in violation of then-existing statutory or
regulatory requirements and other sites involving historic contamination (i.e.,
contaminationthat wasnot deposited by spills, releases, discharges, or emissions
that were in violation of then-existing statutory or regulatory requirements)?
2.
If the answer to Question No. 1 is yes, howshould the staff treat pending
enforcementmatters involving historic contamination?
OnMarch4, 1998, the Commissionconsidered the questions after hearing oral arguments
and considering amicusbriefs. Its responsesto the questions are as follows:

10 SOAH
DocketNo.582-97-1891;TNRCC
DocketNo. 97-0719-IHW-E.
11Duringtheportionsof the facility’soperationallife for whichpermitswererequired,Asarcohadthe necessary
air
andwaterpermitsandauthorizations
issuedbystate andfederalagencies.However,
giventhe datesof the operation
of the facility, for the majorityof the operationallife of theplant(twentyplusyearsor more),nospecificair
waterpermitsor authorizations
wererequiredat all.

"1.
The Commission has the legal authority
to impose
administrative penalties against Asarco Incorporated for violations
of Texas Water Code Section 26.121 and Commission rule 335.4
based on the Executive Director’s allegations contained in the
Executive Director’s Preliminary Report for the period February
1994 to May1995. This assumes the Executive Director meets its
burden of proof at the hearing.
2.
The Commission distinguishes between sites where there is
contamination and sites where there is historic contamination, and
as a matter of policy imposes administrative penalties against a
person responsible for a site with historic contamination only when
there are extenuating circumstances. ’Extenuating circumstances’
are, for example, and not limited to, whena person is responsible
for contamination and the person does not respond to known
contamination at their site or the environs in a reasonably timely
’’a2
fashion given the threat posed to humanhealth and safety.
This decision is notable because it 1) verifies the Commission’sposition that it has the
statutory authority to assess an administrative penalty for historic contamination, 2) cites Texas
Water Code § 26.12113 as the authority for this position, even though the statute doesn’t
specifically mention historic contamination, and 3) suggests that the agency (as a matter
policy) will not impose administrative penalties in matters of historic contamination except in
"extenuating circumstances." While the Commission’s order sheds no light on how it reached its
conclusions, the following analysis by an agency staff memberprovides her rationale for the
decision:
"The premise of the Executive Director’s argument in Asarco is
that the presence of contamination constitutes
a continuing
violation of a prohibition against discharging. The decision in
Asarco revolved around the idea that, if the contamination is in
place when a law prohibiting contamination is enacted, then the
continued existence of the contamination is a violation. Thus,
12 Interim Order of the Texas Natural Resource Conservation Commission,"Concemingthe Petition of the
ExecutiveDirector against AsarcoIncorporated,and respondingto the AdministrativeLawJudge’s submissionof
two certified questions; SOAH
DocketNo. 582-97-1891;TNRCC
DocketNo. 97-0791-IHW-E,"
(April 3, 1998).
~3 Therelevantportionof that statute is as follows:"(a) Exceptas authorizedby a rule, permit, or order issued
the commission,
no personmay:(1) dischargesewage,municipalwaste, recreational waste, agricultural waste,
industrial wasteinto or adjacentto anywaterin the state; (2) dischargeother wasteinto or adjacentto anywater
the state whichin itself or in conjunctionwith anyother dischargeor activity causes, continuesto cause, or will
causepollutionof anyof the waterin the state, unless the dischargecomplieswith the person’s:(A) certified water
quality management
plan approvedby the State Soil and WaterConservationBoardas providedby Section 201.026,
AgricultureCode;or (B) water pollution and abatementplan approvedby the commission;or (3) commitany other
act or engagein anyother activity whichin itself or in conjunctionwith any other dischargeor activity causes,
continuesto cause,or will causepollutionof anyof the waterin the state, unlessthe activity is underthe jurisdiction
of the Parks and Wildlife Department,the GeneralLandOffice, the Departmentof Agriculture, or the Railroad
Commission
of Texas,in whichcase this subdivisiondoesnot apply .... (c) Nopersonmaycause, suffer, allow,
permitthe dischargeof anywasteor the performance
of anyactivity in violation of this chapter or of anyrule,
permit, or order of the commission."

where contamination is deposited in the environment before the
existence of prohibitory regulations, but remains unaddressed or
unremediated, after the promulgation of state laws prohibiting
unauthorized spills, that contaminationconstitutes a violation of
state laws. Thus, evenif the contaminationis historic in the sense
that it wasinitially deposited into the environmentyears before the
adoptionof state regulations, if it is not cleanedup until after the
promulgationof statutory prohibitions then it will be subject to the
’’14
assessment of administrative penalties by the Commission.
This interpretation does not exactly square with the actual language in the interim order
in the Asarcomatter. It mayalso raise constitutional issues. Perhaps a better summarywouldbe
that once historic contamination is discovered, the Commissionhas legal authority to impose
administrative penalties from the time of discovery, but the Commission
will not, as a matter of
policy, seek administrative penalties over and above the cost of remediation where the
responsible party promptlyand properly addresses that contamination.
The Asarco decision verified that the Commission,based on Texas Water Code § 26.121
and 30 T.A.C. § 335.4, has the authority to imposean administrative penalty on an entity or
individual deemed a responsible person for historic contamination from the date the
contamination was discovered until the date the site was cleaned up. However, the Asarco
decision madeclear that as a matter of policy, the TCEQmayonly impose such penalties for
historic contamination whenthere are "extenuating circumstances" (i.e., where the responsible
party fails to timely and properly remediate the contamination). However,the decision from the
Fina case, discussed below, seemsto carry additional implications.
B.

Executive Director of the TNRCC
v. Fina Oil & Chemical Co. and Fina Pipe
15
Line Co.

Thesubject of the Fina proceedingwasa four-inch pipeline that was(for most of its life)
a gathering line, bringing crude oil from the field to Fina’s Big Spring Refinery from 1938 to
1992. The portion of the pipeline most relevant to the proceeding was west of Coahomaand
generally ran north of and parallel to two sets of railroad tracks. At issue in the case was
groundwatercontamination under two subdivisions that the Executive Director traced to leakage
that allegedly occurred at a joint in the pipeline. In the area where the contamination was
discovered, the pipeline ran a few inches belowthe ground. There wasan area of staining that an
expert at the agencybelieved wassoil stained by leakage at the pipeline joint. This conclusion
was disputed by Fina, 16 whoin turn argued that operations on the nearby railroad tracks could
have contributed to the staining. The investigations by the agency eventually lead to the
ExecutiveDirector issuing an order in 1998requesting corrective action of the site be undertaken

~4 Marianne
Baker&SteveMorton,"HistoricContamination:
TheSituationHereis NotWhatit Seems!,"p. 20-21
(August1999).
15 SOAH
DocketNo.582-95-1044;TCEQ
DocketNo. 95-1004-ISW-E.
16 Finaultimatelyprevailedon the issue whenthe ALJdecidedthe agencycouldnot meetthe burdenof proofto
connectthe allegedpipelineleak withthe groundwater
contamination.
It wassubsequently
settled for a nominal
amount.
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by Fina, and assessing an administrative penalty in the amountof $750,000. Thedispute lead to
the filing of the followingsix certified questions:
1.
As defined in Section 26.001 of the Texas Water Code and as applied to
create liabilities
for "discharges" under Section 26.121 of the TWC,does
"discharge" include the passive migration of underground contaminants, which
can occur after an initial release of waste into the environment?
2.
As defined in 30 T.A.C. § 335.1 and as applied to create liability for
"disposal," which causes a "discharge" under 30 T.A.C. § 335.4, does "disposal"
include the passive migration of undergroundcontaminants, which can occur after
the initial release of waste into the environment?
3.
If, in response to Questions Nos. 1 and 2, the Commissiondetermines that
"discharge" in Section 26.001 of the TWCand "disposal" in 30 T.A.C. § 335.1
can include the passive migration of underground contaminants, does the
Commissionthen intend that these definitions of "discharge" and "disposal" be
applied in such a wayas to makeit a violation of Section 26.121 of the TWC
and
30 T.A.C.§ 335.4to "fail to remediate"withoutregard to the legality of the initial
release or must it be shownthat the initial release wasa wrongfulrelease under
then applicable law(s) to qualify as a "continuing" violation under these
provisions?
4.
Is a "failure to remediate" moreappropriately a matter to be prosecuted as
a failure to obey a remediation order of the Commissionfor which a respondent
maybe penalized if his failure to obey that order is shownto have been without
good cause?
5.
If the Commissiondetermines that failing to remediate constitutes a
wrongful discharge or disposal in violation of Section 26.121 of the TWC
and/or
30 T.A.C. § 335.4, when does the Commissionintend that penalties begin to
accrue for this failure to remediateviolation (1) if no corrective action order has
been issued or (2) if only the Executive Director’s Preliminary Report and
Petition has been issued, the respondent has requested a hearing, and no final
order has yet been issued following the conclusion of the contested heating?
6.
In the absence of allegations being raised under any other legal theory of
liability, can the ownerof an otherwiseuseful product, be held strictly liable for
remedial work and punitive penalties for violating Section 26.121 of the TWC
and 30 T.A.C. § 335.4 if its product leaks from the carrier’s pipeline that is
transporting the product? If so, please clarify what applicable provisions of Texas
law create such liability based solely on the ownership of material that was a
useful product, until it wasleaked fromthe pipeline.
The Commissionconsidered the questions on October 27, 1999 and issued the following
responses:

7

"1) ’Discharge,’ as defined in Section 26.001 of the Water
Code, and as applied to create liabilities under Section 26.121 of
the Water Code, is not limited to the initial release of waste, but
includes the subsequent movementof underground contaminants.
2)
’Disposal,’ as defined by CommissionRule 335.1, and as
applied to create liabilities under CommissionRule 335.4, is not
limited to the initial release of waste, but includes the subsequent
movementof underground contaminants.
3)
The Commission has the legal authority to impose
administrative penalties against Fina Oil and Fina Pipe for
violations of Water Code Section 26.121 and CommissionRule
335.4, regardless of the time the contamination was originally
released into the environment. The terms "discharge" and
"disposal" include the passive migration and seepage of
contamination through the soil and groundwater. The initial
release is not the only act that constitutes a violation of the statute
and the rule.
4)
The Commissionhas the legal authority to hold Fina Oil
and Fina Pipe liable under the Water Code Section 26.121 and
CommissionRule 335.4 for discharges and disposals of waste
without authorization from the Commission. Discharges and
disposals of waste are not matters that can only be prosecuted as a
failure to obey a remediation order of the Commission.A party
remains liable, and maybe penalized, from at least the time if was
given notice of the contaminationuntil the time that the continued
seepageor migration of the waste is abated.
5)
The Commissionhas the legal authority to assess penalties
for violations of the Water Codeand the rules of the Commission.
Penalties maybe assessed from at least the time the responsible
party wasgiven notice of the violation.
6)
The Commissionhas the legal authority to hold Fina Oil,
the ownerof refined substance transported in a pipeline, liable for
remedial workand administrative penalties, if its product leaked
from the carrier’s pipeline, and subsequently seeped through the
soil and into groundwater, in violation of Section 26.121 of the
"17
Water Code and CommissionRule 335.4.

17 Interim Orderof the TexasNaturalResourceConservationCommission,
"Concerningthe Petition of the
ExecutiveDirectoragainst Fina Oil and ChemicalCompany
and Fina Pipe LineCompany,
and respondingto the
AdministrativeLawJudge’ssubmission
of six certified questions;SOAH
DocketNo.582-95-1044;
TNRCC
Docket
No.95-1004-IHW-E,"
(Nov.22, 1999).

In the analysis of the certified questions in the Fina case, the ALJevaluated and
attempted to distinguish the facts of the Asarco case from those at hand. The ALJnoted that in
its interim order in Asarco, the Commissiondistinguished between "contamination" (i.e.,
contamination from discharges that were violations of then-existing statutory or regulatory
provisions) and "historic contamination"(i.e., contaminationresulting fi’om discharges whichdid
not violate then-existing laws at the time they occurred) and determined that "as a matter of
policy" administrative penalties would be imposedfor historic contamination only whenthere
were "extenuating circumstances," such as whenthe person responsible for the contamination
fails to remediate knowncontamination within a "reasonably timely fashion given the threat
posted to humanhealth and safety. ’’18 Perhaps part of the difficulty centered on the fact that
Fina, unlike Asarco,disputed its liability for the contaminationat issue. Accordingly,it wasleft
with the Hobson’s choice of remediating the contamination in order to avoid falling on the
"extenuating circumstances" side of the line the Commissionersdrew in the Asarco interim order
to avoidadministrative penalties or contesting its liability (whichit ultimately did successfully).
This situation certainly highlights a significant problem with the Commission’sguidance in
Asarco in any instance where there is a dispute over the underlying responsibility for the
contaminationat issue.
Notably, in comparing the Asarco and Fina cases, the ALJ also determined in the
following excerpt that the Commission’s
intentions in Asarcowere not entirely clear:
"It is unclear whether the Commissionconsidered penalties for
failing to remediate ’historic’ contaminationto result from having
ignored an order to remediate, or, if not, whatother legal authority
created this obligation to remediate past legal releases. Otherwise,
one might interpret the Asarcointerim order as authorizing, albeit
only under ’extenuating circumstances,’ penalties for past legal
action because such action is nowillegal. However,it remains
unclear that in issuing the Asarco interim order, the Commission
deliberately intendedto establish a policy that, uponapplication, is
at odds with the Respondent’s reasonable and legally-sound
argumentsconcerning the generally prospective application of new
laws or regulations. Hopefully, answers to the certified questions
’’19
will clarify the Commission’s
intention and policy on this point.
Perhaps the ALJin the Fina matter would not have been as perplexed regarding the
implications of the Asarco interim order had the Commissioners followed up on their
commitmentto schedule a worksession to consider historic contamination or had they followed
up on counsel for Respondent’s suggestion that the whole issue of historic contamination was
moreappropriately addressed in a rulemakingthan in the course of an enforcementaction.
Ananalysis of the Finainterim order verifies that in its answersto the certified questions,
the Commissionintended to extend its authority to impose administrative penalties to include
~8 ExecutiveDirectorof the TNRCC
v. FinaOil &Chemical
Co.andFinaPipeLineCo., OrderNo.20, "Rulingson
Motionsfor Summary
Disposition," SOAH
DocketNo. 582-95-1044;TCEQ
DocketNo.95-1004-ISW-E
(Aug.3,
1999).
~9Id.,at 18.

~ violation of Texas Water Code. By interpreting
the definitions of "discharge" and
"disposal" to include passive migration and seepage, the Commission made clear its
determination that such actions constituted continuing violations. It is possible to reconcile
Asarco and Fina given enough details about the specific facts and with the knowledgethat
Asarco immediatelyproceeded with remediation and Fina did not.
Analysis of the Commission’sinterim order in the Fina matter certainly suggest that the
Commission has gone on record indicating it has even more broad authority to issue
administrative penalties than those it claimed in the Asarcomatter. There are also numerouskey
distinctions between the two matters. In Asarco, the respondent, although not the only party
responsible for the contamination in issue, never claimed it was not a contributor to the
contamination in question. That was certainly not the case in Fina, where Fina ultimately
prevailed on the issue of whether (even if the pipeline leaked) it was responsible for the
contamination of concern to the agency. It is likewise difficult to comparethe situation where
Asarco, by virtue of concedingthat it was at least a contributor to the contamination, promptly
addressedthe situation and Fina, whereit contested its liability and accordinglydid not promptly
proceedwith the necessary steps for remediation. Obviously,it is possible to read the actions in
Fina as being consistent with the Asarcoorder in that one could equate Fina’s actions as falling
under the definition of "extenuating circumstances." Such a reading could, however,fly in the
face of certain constitutional rights if one were forced to remediate contaminationin order to
avoid administrativepenalties prior to beingable to contest its liability for that contamination.
Knowingthe specific facts of the two cases makesthem distinguishable and maypermit
reading the two interim orders issued by the Commissionas not being contradictory. The sad,
and ultimately more important fact is that if someonewanted to understand the obligations
associated with historic contamination, a memberof the regulated community would be
relegated to locating interim orders and ascertaining the factual differences betweenthese two
cases in order to have even a partial understanding of the agency’s position regarding historic
contamination.
Interestingly, were one to search the agency website for "historic contamination," they
wouldonly find the entry below:
(Certified Question)
Item 17. SOAHDocket No. 582-97-1891; TNRCC
Docket No.
97-0791-IHW-E. Petition of the Executive Director
against Asarco, Inc. assessing administrative penalties and
requiring certain actions for industrial waste violations
pursuant to the Texas Solid Waste Disposal Act, Chapter
361 of the Texas Health and Safety code. The petition also
alleges violations pursuant to Chapter 26 of the Texas
Water Code and the rules of the Commission. The
Commissionwill consider two questions certified by the
Administrative Law Judge pursuant to 30 TACSection
80.131 that relate to the imposition of administrative
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penalties for historic contamination. (Nueces County)(Ray
Winter)
That the Commissiondoes have legal authority, but will only
oppose [sic] administrative penalties whenthere are extenuating
circumstances in these kind of situations, RM/JB.McBeevoted
No.
Not only is this terribly incomplete, because the website entry contains a typo, one would
2°
even be mislead as to the agency’sposition.
VI. Conclusion
Thelandscape of the law with regard to historic contaminationis certainly unsettled. The
discovery and reporting of historic contaminationoccurs on a regular basis. Yet, in order to have
even a partial picture of the obligations associated with historic contaminationone wouldhave to
review existing agency guidance and locate (and try to understand) two interim orders issued
the Commission. Attempting to search the TCEQ’s website for the phrase "historic
contamination" turns up an incorrect summaryof the Commissioners’ Interim Order in the
Asarcocase and searching for the term "historical contamination"turns up nothing of relevance.
In this day, in this State, that seems unacceptable. The regulated community,and the agency
staff, deserve to have clear, unambiguousdirections from the agencyin their dealing with the
historic contaminationthey mayencounter in the normalcourse of their business.
At a minimum,perhaps it’s time to consider holding the worksession that was discussed
seven years ago or establishing a representative workgroup to address this important issue.
Perhapsthe best solution of all wouldbe for the agencystaff to formally proposeregulations and
permit interested parties to review and commenton such a proposal. Such an undertaking may
not be easy, but that does not detract fromthe needfor such action.

20Searchof the agency’s
websitefor "historicalcontamination"
turnsuponlysevenentriesof little to norelevance
to this issue.
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Challenges

Introduction.
Theelectronic revolution has changedthe waybusiness is done. In the past, hard copies of paper
documentsoccupied large physical spaces and represented a significant part of the discovery
process. Today, in contrast, almost all business communicationis conductedelectronically from
word processing programs to internal and external e-mail accounts. Researchers at the
University of California at Berkeley announcedthat 93%of all information created during 1999
was generated in digital form, on computers of some sort. 1 That means that only 7%was
2generated using other media, like paper, phonographrecords, clay tablets or smokesignals.
This generation of communicationhas created new efficiency and effectiveness of business
management in many respects. The increased presence of technology in the workplace,
however,has also required significant changesin the waylitigation, and specifically discovery,
is handled. Adapting to these changes, litigants face an ever-changing arena referred to as
electronic discovery, whichcan be a veritable treasure trove or minefield dependingon the level
of preparationtaken by the client and the client’s counselprior to the arrival of any legal dispute.
The limited numberof overarching rules to govern electronic discovery frequently leads to
unique burdens for parties seeking to complywith a request for electronic data. Electronic
discovery can be expensive, difficult, time-consuming,and sometimesfatal to the underlying
case -- typically not results that satisfy clients.
Given these issues, should you be concemedabout electronic evidence? Consider this: one in 20
companies have battled a workplace lawsuit triggered by email, and 14 percent of companies
have been ordered by a court or regulatory body to produce employeeemail) Even if you have
not been asked to produce electronic documentsto date, learning about electronic discovery now
can be very beneficial whenyou do receive your first request for electronic data, and it can
lessen your risk of sanctions due to a lack of understanding with regards to the preservation of
electronic evidence. This paper outlines someof the major issues and considerations for lawyers
involvedin the electronic discoveryprocess.
Electronic Documentsand GoodOld Fashioned Discovery
Both the Texasand Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, as well as case law interpreting the rules,
already recognize an obligation to produceelectronic data responsive to requests for production
(even prior to the recent proposed amendmentsto the Federal Rules). 4 Texas Rule of Civil
Procedure 196.4 specifically addresses the duties of the requesting and responding parties
regarding the production of electronic or magnetic data. Underthat rule, the requesting party
"must specifically request production of electronic or magnetic data and specify the form in
which the requesting party wants it produced.’’5 If the responding party cannot produce the
Kenneth
J. Withers,FederalJudicialCenter,ElectronicDiscovery
(presentationat NationalWorkshop
for
U.S.Magistrate
Judges,June12, 2002).
2
Id.
3
American
Management
Association,2003.
4
Many
of theseissuesare discussedwellin Tammy
Wavle
Shea,Discovery
of ElectronicInformation,40
Hous.LAW.
29, 30 (Jan/Feb.2003).
5
TEX.R. Cw.P. 196.4.

material in the form requested after expending reasonable efforts, the party must state an
objection in compliance with the terms of the rules. 6 If the court orders the responding party to
comply with the request, the court must also order that the requesting party pay the reasonable
expenses of any extraordinary steps required to retrieve and produce the information.
In federal court, Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 34 requires production of electronic data in
"reasonably usable form." This rule allows a request for production of "other data compilations
from which information can be obtained, translated, if necessary, by the respondent through
detective devices into reasonably usable form... [.],7
Both Texas and federal courts mandate parties produce data in electronic form, even after the
information has already been produced in "paper" form. 8 For example, in City of Dallas v.
Ormsby, the Amarillo Court of Appeals upheld a trial court’s sanctions for failure to produce
data contained in computer records. 9 The plaintiff
requested documents concerning a roadway
where a fatal accident had occurred, but the city argued it did not withhold documents because it
supplied the information as a memorandumrather than a computer printout, x° The court
disagreed, and compelled the production of the electronic version of the information, x~
The Amarillo court first recognized that documents to be produced as they are kept in the usual
course of business. 12 The court then held that the rules of civil procedure madeclear that the
term "documents" includes data compilations from which information can be obtained and
translated. 13 Therefore, the court found a duty to produce such electronic data in electronic form
and held the failure to do so was sanctionable. ~4 More recently, the fight over form of
production is focused on cost issues. Interestingly,
several companies now find it easier to
produce electronic data electronically.
Electronic Discovery Process
In August 2004, the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure Advisory Committee proposed significant
15
changes to the Federal Rules with regards to discovery of electronically stored information.
These proposals include amendments to Rules 16, 26, 33, 34, 37, and 45, along with a related
amendment of Form 35. The Standing Committee on the Federal Rules approved these
amendmentsin June 2006, and they are slated to take effect by December2006.
6
7
8
9
10
12
13

Id.
FED.R. CIr. P. 34.
Thiswill be particularlytree after the newFederalRulestake effect.
City of Dallasv. Ormsby,904 S.W.2d707, 712 (Tex. App.--Amarillo
1995,writ denied).
Id. at 710-11.
Id. at 710-11.
Id. at 710.
Id. at 711.
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Eightjurisdictions haveadoptedroles to governelectronic discovery:MississippiCourtOrder13 (May29,
2003)amending
MississippiRuleof Civil Procedure26, Texas(TEx.R.CIV.P.
193.3(d)and Rule196.4), District
Arkansas, Eastern and Western, Local Rule 26.1 , District of Delaware,Default Standards for Discoveryof
Electronic Documents,
District of Kansas,Electronic DiscoveryGuidelines, District of NewJersey, Local Rule
26.1 , and District of Wyoming,
Local Rule 26.1. Someof these rules will survive the adoption of the new
overarching
rules, so they are wortha reviewif counselhas a case pendingin oneof those jurisdiction.
2

The new provisions include:
Early Discussion of E-Discovery Issues: Rule 16(b), Rule 26(t), & Form 35.
proposed rules amendRules 26(f) and 16(b) as well as Form35 to prompt counsel
discuss early on howto handle e-discovery issues. This will necessitate additional or
more extensive interaction with opposing counsel at an earlier point in the case. The
question is whether - even before the scheduling conference - are these concemsbeing
raised too late?
Definition of Electronically Stored Information.Rule 34(a). Revised Rule 34 indicates
that electronically stored informationis subject to productionand discovery. This is not a
significant change.
Formof Production:Rule 34(b). The revised Rules allow requesting parties to specify
production format, but the rules do not direct counsel to pick one production format over
another. Thekey point here is to determinethe form of production early.
Option to Produce Electronically
Stored Information in Response to
Interrogatories: Rule 33(d). Underthe newRule 33, the responding party is allowed
produceelectronic data whenrespondingto interrogatories as long as the requesting party
is able to locate and identify the information as easily as the responding party. Again,
this is not a significant change.
Reasonably Accessible Information: Rule 26(b)(2)(C). This change requires
requesting party to obtain a court order compellingthe responding party to produce the
information that is not "reasonably accessible." This has the potential to be a key
battlegroundissue in the future.
Belated Assertion of Privilege: Rule 26(b)(5)(B). A party who unintentionally
disclosed privileged information mayget it back from the receiving party unless the
receiving party can prove it is entitled to the information. This issue is one of the key
battlegroundsin this area.
Safe Harboron Sanctions: Rule 37(0. The safe harbor provision prevents judicial
sanctions for failing to hand over electronically-stored informationif the informationwas
destroyed during the "goodfaith" routine use of a computersystem.
The Safe Harbor rule merits further discussion. An earlier version of this rule contained
language protecting parties if the party took reasonable steps to preserve the information. This
language was deleted in favor of the "good faith" language that is nowpresent in the rule. In
either formulation, there is an attempt to prevent litigation from being used to paralyze a
company’soperations. However,a likely response will be motions seeking preservation orders,
thereby eliminating the protections of these provisions. Therefore, attorneys representing
corporate interests should exercise extremecaution with regard to these orders as the choice of
wordscan easily create six or seven figure obligations.

Anotherissue with these newrules is the challenge of defining "reasonable" preservation steps.
It is commonknowledgethat data is regularly destroyed through automatic processes, and
merely opening a document or booting a computer can alter files and metadata. As such,
corporations and law firms should be concernedthat they cannot act quickly enoughto preserve
data and avoid allegations of spoliation, a6 Essentially, the failure to understand this can be
extremelycostly.
The proposed change knownas the "two-tier" approach is also important. This revision states
that a party need not provide discovery of electronically stored information that the party
identifies as not "reasonably accessible." Unfortunately, "reasonable accessibility" is not
defined, nor should it be because its meaningwill changeover time. The danger is that parties
maytry to describe data as inaccessible whenit is merely inconvenient to produce. Worse,some
parties mayintentionally makeinformation less accessible, or, at a minimum,they will be
accusedof that. Further, somedata that is considered accessible could cost moreto producethan
inaccessible data, dependingon the type of data, software used, or methodof storage. Several of
these points wereraised in Dallas, so the rules maychange,but, at this point, it is not clear.
ReactingElectronically.
So what do you do if you receive a request to produce electronic data? Howdo you protect
yourself, or your client in the case of outside counsel, from committing spoliation by
unintentionally erasing electronic evidencerelevant to the case? Belowis a step-by-step guide to
help you navigate the challenges of electronic discovery and provide tips to makethe process
more manageable.
Familiarity breeds consent.
A good first step takes place before anything actually even begins. By understanding the
structure of the client’s organization, attomeyscan take the first step towardidentifying relevant
electronic data and the sources. This meansmeetingwith the client’s IT staff and its personnel
so that, whenthe need arises, the client can immediatelybegin to preserve data. At a minimum,
this meeting should cover: the computer systems in use, the documentretention program in
place, relevant legacy problems, the nature of any encrypted data, and the physical location of
any potentially discoverable data. 17 One of the bigger challenges maybe "buy in" from the
corporate management,but given the increased technological sophistication of the workplace,
this task shouldbe easier todaythan in the past.
Understanding Your Data
Unfortunately, most times, the attomeysare not called in until litigation has already started. At
that point, the client’s in-house attorneys, other outside counsel, IT staff, and key employees,are
all critical in locating relevant electronic data. That said, relying solely on the IT staff maybe a
17

Spoliation is discussed further below.
The real first step is even understanding the vocabulary of electronic discovery. For example, "legacy

data" is data whichis read by systems no longer in use by the client in question, such as WordStaror Lotus 1-2-3.
This data mightbe relevant, but hard to access.
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mistake. The basic function of the IT department is to makesure that nothing is lost. It is not to
make sure that only necessary things are kept - which is the goal of a document retention
program. As part of an attorney’s role in this process, the attorney should be asking:
¯
¯
¯

Howto implement strategic e-discovery plans, including identifying, locating, retrieving,
preserving and authenticating electronic evidence;
Whatis the most cost-effective means for responding to discovery requests, with requests
with minimumdisruption; and
What are the special considerations for the responses and objections to interrogatories
and requests for production.

Given these challenges, it is often advisable to hire an expert on these types of issues at a very
early stage.
Ignoring systems that are antiquated, damaged or burdensome to be searched for responsive
documents and email may also put you in hot water with the cotkrts. 18 There are a number of
experts that are well-equipped and professionally trained to work with these types of systems so
don’t assume that you can use the seemingly inaccessible nature of the data as a defense. The
important thing to do is get involved with experts early to determine what can and can not be
done with your data and systems.
The amountof data that is potentially relevant is often underestimated at the start of discovery
projects, especially by those who have little or no prior experience with electronic evidence.
Employeescreate more electronic information than you think. Keep in mind, if the Court issues
an order directing retrieval, or worse yet, the opposing party happens to have email from that
individual and those records were not produced, it could give the appearance of impropriety and
may lead to sanctions. It is critical that practitioners understand these nuances before
agreeing to any protective orders or production schedules. The cost ramifications can be
significant.
It is critical to understand where relevant data is stored and how much data is at issue. Even
before a lawsuit involving electronic data is commenced,in-house and outside counsel should
understand how their company’s information systems are set up, and what procedures are in
place to store - and destroy- electronic data.

Oneparticular type of mediathat warrantsadditional discussionis backuptapes, whichweredesignedfor
recoveringinformationin the eventof a disaster, not for litigation purposes.Asa result, data is not organizedin a
documentproduction-friendly manner.In fact, email, accounting, wordprocessing documents,and databases
informationare often commingled
on the sametapes makingit moredifficult to locate the keydocuments
you are
lookingfor. Anotheraspect of backuptapes that makesthema significant challengewithregardsto litigation is that
these tapes are generallyrotated every30, 60, or 90 days.Failure to halt these policies immediately
on anticipation
of litigation will result in lost data andsubject the company
to potential spoliation sanctions.See E’TradeSec. LLC
v. DeutscheBankAG,2005U.S. District LEXIS
3021(D. Minn.Feb. 17, 2005)(noting that the failure to preserve
DVDs
containingvoicemailand backuptapes warrantedsanctions).
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It is important to emphasize the difference between electronic data and paper documents.
Unlike shredding or burning a paper document, using the "delete" key does not necessarily
discard an electronic document.Theelectronic documentis likely to reside in various locations.
Additionally, embeddedinformation called metadata is contained in electronic documents. The
metadata does not appear on paper documentsor on the computerscreen. It allows an expert to
determine what edits were madeto the documents, howmanyversions are in existence, and the
z°
date and time of creation,
Also, a significant difference betweendiscovery of paper documentsand discovery of electronic
documents is the organization of each. The process by which team membersorganize paper
documents differs from the organization process involving electronic documents. Since
electronic documentscan be searched by name, key phrase, or date, one has the ability to
organize the document review chronologically, by sender, or by conversation topic. The
headacheof sorting through documentsas they appear in a pile is somewhateliminated.
That said, electronic documentsare not always easier to sort than paper. A commondilemma
one mayencounter is legacy data. Legacydata cannot be read by the software used to review the
documents.This problemoccurs because of the IT staff’s tendency to often upgrade or replace
software. Thesoftware that can read the older documentsmaynot be available immediately.
In sum, gone are the days when paper documents were found only in someone’s office or
briefcase. Todayit is not uncommon
for individuals to secretly carry around slim thumbor
lipstick drives - which, despite their small sizes, can hold hundreds of thousands of pages of
data. In the muchpublicized KobeBryant case, District Judge Terry Ruckriegle ordered AT&T
to turn over text messagesthat were sent fi~om the cell phone of the womanwhoaccused Bryant
of rape and that might be "highly relevant" in determining whether Bryant is guilty. As these
situations demonstrate, data can be found in manydifferent places today and on an increasing
numberof devices. The most common
locations are desktop and laptop computers, network hard
drives, removable media (floppy disks, tapes, CD-ROMs,
thumb or lipstick drives), back-up
tapes, personal digital assistants and cell phones. Third parties, such as Internet service
providers, mayalso be in possession of data.
Types and Amountof Data
Determiningwhat type(s) of data you will be producing - and howyou will produce them imperative. Are you only producing emails, word processing documents,spreadsheets, database
information, or a combination of these types of data? Once you knowthis, you will need to
determine what packages and versions of software were used in creating this data. For example,
is the email Microsoft Outlook, Lotus Notes, Groupwise,etc. The type of data can have bearing

SeeRobertA.Creamer,
EthicsandLawyer
LiabilityIssuesin ElectronicDiscovery
(May13, 2005)at
2.(on
file
with
author).
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In March2005,the NewYorkTimesreportedthat the BTK
wascaught,in part, becauseof metadataon a
diskhe haddeliveredto a local televisionstation. Thepoliceusedthe diskto trackBTK
to a local church,andto
DennisRader,presidentof the churchcouncil, whohadrecentlyusedthe computer.Monica
Davey,Computer
Disk
LedToArrestIn Killings,PastorSays,NEW
YORK
T~MES,
March2, 2005,at A12.
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on exactly what can be done with the data in the filtering and processing stages, and not all ediscovery vendorshave the capabilities to workwith all software packagesand versions.
Theamountof data that is potentially relevant is often underestimatedat the outset of electronic
discovery projects, especially by those whohave little or no prior experience with electronic
evidence. There are a few reasons for this. First, employeescreate moreelectronic information
than you think. Andsecond, because people assume that "e-phobic" individuals are not using
their computerswhenin fact their assistants are retrieving and responding to email on their
behalf. Keepin mind,if the Court issues an order directing retrieval, or worseyet, the opposing
party happens to have email from that individual and those records were not produced, it could
give the appearance of impropriety and may lead to sanctions. If you do not have an
understanding of howmuchdata you are workingwith e-discovery experts can help you estimate
page counts based on their experiences if certain information such as the numberof custodians
(the persons, places or things from whichthe data was derived) and the type of mediais known.
If you choose to workwith an outside e-discovery expert, it is extremely helpful to provide them
with certain information during early discussions:
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

Onwhat media will the data be provided (i.e., PSTson CDs, wordprocessing documents
on a hard drive, etc.)?
Howmanypieces of media is the data contained on?
Doyou knowhowmuchdata (often measuredin gigabytes) is on each piece of media?
Whichemail package(s) and what version(s) were used?
Whatis the makeand modelof the drives used to create the backuptapes?
Whatis the type and version of the backupsoftware?
Whenwill the data be available for your expert to begin?
Whatare your deadlines for review and production?

Providing this type of information as early in the process as possible will allow you and your
expert time to determineif there will be any problemswith regards to issues such as restoring the
back up tapes, working with certain email packages or other applications, or processing and
turning around your data in a timeframethat meets your deadlines.
Data Collection
Not manyyears ago, the destruction of documentsmeant simply throwing them in the trash or
running them through a shredder. Today, the question of whether a documentwas destroyed or
tampered with demandsmore consideration. Computerusers destroy and alter electronic data
every day, and often without knowledge. Simply turning on a computer can overwrite
documentssuch as those in "slack" and "temporary"files. Andjust clicking on a file can change
the documentsmetadata(data about the data) such as the "last-accessed" date.
So howcan you avoid spoliation issues whendata maybe relevant to a lawsuit? Best practices
dictate that you immediatelymakea copy of relevant data using mirror-imaging technology and
halt electronic document-destruction processes such as the recycling of backup tapes. Mirror
imagingcreates a copy of every sector in the computershard drive. This is very different from

simply copying every file, which mayresult in alterations such as those listed above. While
manyinternal IT departments are familiar with mirror imaging technology, e-discovery experts
can also assist you in securing this data and explaining what actions could potentially cause
spoliation. An added benefit of working with an outside expert to perform mirror imaging
services is that you have independencein the process, lessening the chance of any questions of
impropriety.
Those of us whobreathe this stuff every day knowthat mistakes madeat the start can be very
difficult (read: expensive) to fix later. The following pointers are adapted from an article in
Kroll OnTrack’smonthlynewletter. 21 Eachproject (and its incumbentchallenges) will different,
but this list is a solid beginning as to the concerns practitioners might face and pitfalls they
should avoid:
1. Failing to Havea Data Collection Plan. Having an initial
attack" is vital in everyelectronic discoverysituation.

data collection "plan of

2. Failing to Prioritize the Data. Clearly defining the collection scope and priority of key
players will avoid creating unnecessarydelays and increased costs downthe road.
3. Neglecting to Conduct ThoroughInterviews. Counsel must make it a priority
thoroughlyinterview the IT team regarding the client’s IT systems.

to

4. Ignoring KeyData Locations &Important File Types. Often, it can be difficult
ascertain whereelectronic evidenceis held.

to

ConductingDo-It-Yourself Data Collection. Manysoftware products allow a client to
collect data themselves. This is unfortunately the fastest wayto create significant
problemsfor the client several monthslater, whenthe problemscan no longer be fixed.
Performing Dangerous Desk-side Collection. See comments with 5 above. In the
sanctions cases discussed in the Shook, HardyE-DiscoveryNewsletter attached to this
paper, this is a common
theme.
Failing to MirrorImagev. ImagingExcessively. Remember
that this area of the law is
newand, to someextent, untested. Unfortunately, the person grading performancedoes
so two years after the acts were completed, but with proper documentation, clients can
22
achieve goodresults.
Limiting Names.Whencollecting data, consider alternative names, including maiden
anames,initials, nicknames,email addresses, and everything else. I have learned this the
hard way.

21
KrollOnTrack,
Pract~’cePoints."Top10 DataCollectionPiOCalls,CASELAW
UPDATE
AND
E-DISCOVERY
NEWS,
April2005(foundat http://www.krollontrack.com/newsletters/clu/apr05.pdf).
22
SeeGalvinv. Gillette Co., 2005WL1476895
(Mass.Super.May19, 2005)(Courtholdsthat emailsneed
not be produced
whereGillette demonstrated
that compliance
wouldbe "daunting"
andnearlyimpossible).
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9. AssumingIT Can Shoulder the BurdenAlone. Kroll notes that IT does not always
understandhowto best handle data subject to legal discovery. I could not agree more.
10. Filing to Maintain Proper Chain of Custody. Proper documentation includes
indicating where the media has been, whosepossession it has been in, and the reason for
that possession. If youdo this wrong,you mightnot be able to fix it.
Whenhiring an outside expert to perform your data collection, you will need to provide them
with information about what they should expect onsite:
¯
¯
¯
¯

Where,and in howmanylocations, is the data stored?
Whenwill the collection take place?
Whattypes of hardware, operating systems and software are involved?
Howmanydrives are going to be imaged?

Filtering
Not every electronic documentfound on a custodian’s computeror on backuptapes is responsive
or relevant to a discoveryrequest. Therefore, data filtering is a must. In fact, there is a cost to
handling too manydocuments. Most e-vendors will charge by the document or page (although
they vary on whenin the process the cost is assessed). Also, the moredocumentsyou do not
eliminate through some other measure, the more time your people will spend reviewing
documents.This cost is not one to be underestimated.
If the amountof data collected in the steps above brings up questions like, howare we going to
review and produce all of this data by our discovery deadline, don’t panic. One of the
characteristics of electronic data that can makeyour life easier is the ability to filter your
documents.Filtering techniques extract documentsbased on specific dates, custodians, keyword
searches, and file types, and also offer de-duplication options so that you do not have to review
the samedocumenttwice. Effective filtering parameters can reduce your data by an average of
75 percent, which often results in significant cost savings through lower processing costs and
more efficient documentreview.
Whenyou get to the filtering stage, you will need to makeseveral decisions:
¯
¯

¯
¯

Whatdates are relevant to your lawsuit?
Howmanycustodians’ data do you need to review? This will have a significant impact
on the amount of data you will be reviewing. Do you have a priority for which
custodians’ data you want to review first? Wherethere is a long list of custodians you
maywant to prioritize, review documentsfrom a subset of custodians first, and then
determine whetheryou will still need to process and review the data from the additional
custodians.
As discussed above, what file types do you want processed? Are there any you would
like excluded, such as graphic or database files?
Will you be searching for keywords?If so, you will need to create your list of keywords
before the filtering stage begins. A list of keywordsthat is between30 and 50 terms is

9

recommended
to find potentially relevant information while not being over inclusive of
irrelevant data. Someother suggestions whencreating key words are to use "whole
words"instead of the first few letters of a wordwhichwill likely take hits on irrelevant
words. Avoid noise words (such as "the," "it," "a," "an"), initials and acronyms
possible. Use Booleansearches, such as "and," "or," "not," to help broaden or narrow
your search.
Doyou want your electronic discovery expert to tag unusually large files so that you can
reviewthem in their original native format before processing them for review?
Do you want to de-duplicate your documents? At the custodian or universe level?
Duringthe de-duplication process every file is analyzedat the bit level to determineexact
duplicates.
The answers to these questions are not self explanatory. This is more than picking a list of
interesting people. It is developing an overlay of which custodians need whichset of keywords
and at what time. Theimportant piece is that this workneeds to be done early in the case, before
any of the documentsis reviewed.
This paradoxis at the core of electronic discovery. In manycases, litigants will knowall of the
keywordsand the relevant time frames. The problem is cases often take unexpected terms.
Someare explicit through amendedpleadings, someare less direct. Whenthis happensin paperintensive cases, the solution is to retum to the company’sfiles. In cases whichhave electronic
documents,there is spoliation and increased costs.
Just eliminating documentsduring the filtering stage can result in an average of 20 to 50 percent
reduction of data. If you choose to use your electronic discovery vendor’s online review tool to
review your documentsyou will only need to review one instance of a duplicated document,and
mayhave the choice to repopulate your duplicates for production, dependingon the technology
capabilities of the expert. Adequatehandling of electronic duplications can decrease the costs
associated with discovery and can provide insight into issues such as privilege, prior
23
negotiations, and other backgroundinformation.
Bringingin additional troops: the outside e-vendor
Giventhese challenges, it is often advisable to hire an expert on these types of issues at a very
early stage. If you chooseto workwith an outside e-discovery expert, it is extremelyhelpful to
provide themwith certain information during early discussions:
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

Onwhat media will the data be provided (i.e., PSTson CDs, wordprocessing documents
on a hard drive, etc.)?
Howmanypieces of media is the data contained on?
Do you knowhowmuchdata (often measuredin gigabytes) is on each piece of media?
Whichemail package(s) and what version(s) were used?
Whatis the makeand modelof the drives used to create the backuptapes?
Whatis the type and version of the backupsoftware?
Stephanie
Sabatini,TheDilemma
of Duplicates
(January15, 2004),availableat http://www.law.com.
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¯
¯

Whenwill the data be available for your expert to begin?
Whatare your deadlines for review and production?

Learning this type of information as early in the process as possible will allow you (and your
expert) time to determine if there will be any problemswith regards to issues such as restoring
the back up tapes, workingwith certain email packages or other applications, or processing and
turning aroundyour data in a timeframethat meets your deadlines.
Processing
A commondebate with regards to the electronic discovery process is whether documentsshould
be kept in their native file format, whichis the format in whichthe documentswere created, such
as MSWord,MSExcel, etc., or whether they should be converted to a uniform format, such as
.tiff or .pdf. This decision should be madeat the outset of the electronic discoveryprocess as it
impacts almost all of the other steps. There are advantages and disadvantages to both native
review and converted file review, which will not be discussed, here, but it is important to
evaluate these factors before deciding howyou wouldlike to reviewyour data.
If you chooseto convert your documentsthey will be converted to .tiff or .pdf, and at that point
you will have the choice to review your documentsfrom a CDor DVD,in a litigation support
database, such as Summationor Concordance, or via an online review tool, which is a Webbased tool in which your electronic discovery provider loads your documentsso that you can
view your documentsonline and perform review functions such as categorizing, redacting, and
searching.
Presently, the online document repository has becomemuchmore commonas a way to review
large numbersof documents.There are several reasons for this:
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

It is easy to share documentsbetweenlawyers and law offices.
It is easier for lawyers to workon the sameset of documentsand makenotes for the other
lawyersto find.
It allows lawyers to access documentsfrom any location.
Documentsare less likely to be overlooked.
It is easier to track the team’s progress, if you choosethe right e-vendor.This is also true
for categorizing the documents.

Furthermore, an electronic documentrepository can be used as the mannerof production. In
other words, once the review of documentsis complete, the attorneys can merely transfer the
production set to a database established especially for opposing counsel. There should be a
discussion as to whoshould pay for this database.
Whilethere is a lot to consider whenevaluating and producingelectronic data, understandingthe
process upfront can result in significant savings in terms of cost and time. It mayalso obviate
the possibility of sanctions due to the inadvertent destruction of data.

11

Findingthe right online repository
Whenselecting an online repository, there are several questions that you should ask. There are
several levels of e-discovery providers, and each of their systems have slightly different
24
capabilities. Thesequestions will help with the differentiation.
Speed - These days, almost every provider takes advantage of high speed
connections. If you do not have one, you need to discuss this explicitly with the
vendor in question - or you will spend a lot of time waiting in the future. That
said, some providers downloadthe documentsdirectly to your PC; and some of
those downloadone page at a time. Onthe other hand, some have you log into a
secure server that they control. Youneed to ask, and see a demonstration. No
systemis perfect, but you need to understandwhat you are getting.
Security - This series of questions encompassesseveral issues. The reviews
should be able to categorize, but not changedocuments.This is true regardless of
how the documents are being maintained (tiff, PDF, or native format). The
system must also be secure from outside attack. The level of protection needed
will vary from case to case. In somecases, the attorneys will want to discuss this
morefully with the vendor.
Ease of Use andFunctionality- The only wayto evaluate this is the test drive.
Be sure to include actual review in the testing group. Manyof the e-vendors
systems look a lot like Outlook, so the basic use should not be a challenge. The
second order functions worth asking about are howeasy is it to transfer a
collection of documents, can reviewers communicateabout documents easily
within the system, howeasy is it to print, howcan notes be taken about specific
documents,howdo reviewers create privilege logs, howdocumentsare tracked.
Avoiding Multiple User Abuse - A review of electronic documents will
probably involve a large number of reviewers. The handling of multiple
reviewers must be seamless. It maybe preferable to have the system lock out
reviewers once one is reviewing a document. The logging system discussed
belowis an importantpart of this too.
Self Administration- Here the bottom line is you will want to be in control.
Waiting for an admin at the e-vendor to makeany change for you is just not
efficient. Keep in mind that not everyone is working in your time zone. There
are degrees of this, but you will want some autonomy. Amongthe key
functionality you may want to control are adding new reviewers, modifying
reviewerprofiles, and assigning data sets.

24
This list is basedon the factors containedin Lange,MicheleC.S."E is for Evidence:Usingan Online
Repositoryto Review
andProduce
ElectronicData,"originallypublishedin Journalof IntemetLawJune2003and
availableat http://www.krollontrack.comL
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Nospecial software - Youwill probably want to have a system that you can use
from anywhere or any computer. Today’s firms are not always receptive to
having individuals install software on PCs, so the need for additional installs
should be avoided. This is not to say that security is not a concern, but focusing
on this will hopefullylead to great flexibility and efficiency.
Organizational Parameters- With any large document review, the attorneys
will need to capture the information gleaned from the review. Critical to this is
the wayin which the repository is organized and can be managed.At a minimum,
there should be an extensive foldering function and the ability to tag and make
commentson individual documents.It is also helpful is at least somereviewers
can mass-categorize.
Searching Functions and Logging Changesto the Classifications - This is
another aspect that you can only understand with a proper test drive. Youwill
need to review to understand how the review is progressing, to prepare for
depositions and other discovery. Youwill also need to be able to determine who
has modified documents and sometimes when.
Output- This is important from a timing point of view. You will be making
arrangements with opposing counsel as to whendocumentswill be produced, but
before that you will need to fully understand howlong it takes, what formats are
possible, and howthe e-vendor will capture the exact set of documentsto be
produced. Theseare not small issues. Youshould also ensure that somesubset of
the review database can be movedinto a production database if needed.
10.

Privilege Searching and Log Creation - Anycollection of documentswill have
privileged documentsamongthem. Most e-vendors have a methodfor identifying
those documents and isolating them from the other documents (which will be
produced). Given the inevitable problemof inadvertent disclosure, the attorneys
needto reach a high comfortlevel on this issue.

11.

Coordination with Paper Documents.Depending on the review, you have also
have a significant numberof paper documentsas well. Someonline repositories
allow for the upload of these types of documents. Others do not. If you do
upload them, these documentswill not have metadata, unless you put it there.
This is an additional expenseto be considered.

Dealing with a Production Team.
Regardless of size, an electronic discovery production team needs to be coordinated. There is
substantial non-substantive training that will often be required and for a complicated case,
refresher courses are probably a good idea as well. The key is to keep the communicationlines
open. This can be done through several mechanisms,including regular calls or meetings with:
The review team. These meetings would initially start on substance - making
sure that the documentsbeing reviewed by different people get markedthe same
13

way. As time goes on, these meetings would becomethe best way for the team
leaders to assess howthe review is going and the best use of resources. At some
point, the need for these meetingsmight decrease.
The e-vendor. These meetings wouldinitially involve getting all the information
to the e-vendor. Then, the topic would becomegetting all of the information
properly loaded, and finally, the topic wouldmigrate to technical issues related to
the review and the production. These meetings are essential to the proper
scheduling of production and meeting deadlines, particularly if the review
involves several different firms.
The client. Shocking. These meetings wouldinitially involve collection issues,
but because the costs can be so prohibitive, these meetings would provide a
vehicle to keep the client onboard with the process. Additionally, if the review
needs to expand, this allows the outside lawyer to warn the client as early as
possible.
Whileit is possible to combinethese meetings,it is not alwaysthe mostefficient use of time.
Privilege. Privilege. Privilege.
Maintainingprivilege must be at the core of the entire production process. As one might expect,
there are nuanceswith privilege and electronic data. For example,a court recently ruled that an
employee’suse of the employer’s e-mail system for privileged communicationwith his personal
attorney does not necessarily constitute waiver in a bankruptcyadversarial proceeding.25 Courts
have recognizedthat emails are often internally forwardedand this does not result in waiverof
the privilege. 26 In PremiereDigital Access, an email from in-house counsel had been forwarded
to other employeesand producedfrom those employee’sin-boxes. This was not discovered for a
year. 27 The Court held that this productionwas inadvertent and did not waivethe privilege. 28
Given the volumeof production, there must a protocol from the outset to minimize the number
of privileged documentsthat are inadvertently produced. Disclosure could result in waiver of
privilege for that documentor worse still, a waiver of privilege for that documentand other
documentson the same subject. The easiest wayto handle this is cometo an agreement as to
inadvertently produceddocumentsfrom early in the litigation.
The methodologyused to identify (and screen) those potentially privileged documentsshould
another subject of extensive discussion with your e-vendor.
Andthen there is the privilege log. Privilege logs in the e-discovery universe can be very large several thousandentries is not unusual. As such, it is often difficult to produceprivilege logs. In
25
In re AsiaGlobalCrossingLtd, 322B.R.247(S.D.N.Y
Mar.25, 2005).
26
Premiere
DigitalAccess,Inc. v. CentralTelephone
Co., d/b/aSprintof Nevada,
360F.Supp.2d
1168(D.
Nev.Feb.22, 2005).
27
Id,

28

Id.
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jurisdictions where privilege logs must be produced simultaneously with the unprivileged
documents, attomeys would be well advised to negotiate a several week delay (if not several
months)before any privilege log is due.
Also, in terms of process, you will want to identify potentially privileged documents
automatically and then have a second "high powered"team makethese difficult calls. This will
hopefully minimizethe chance of mistakes. It mayalso help to have a "clawback"team in place
to monitor productions to confirm that no privileged documentshave been produced and, if any
have, that you demandtheir return immediately.
Translating the Bytes.
Once the effort of leaming the landscape of electronic discovery has yielded a smoother and
moreefficient discovery process, a lawyer must use the fruits of discovery in an effective
manner. Making effective use of electronic data is primarily important in two phases of
litigation: first, in the initial stage of discovery whenlarge amountsof data are received and
efficient filtering is necessary,and second,in using the electronic data effectively at trial.
Reviewing Discovery Results for Useful Information.
Evenafter analyzing interrogatory responses and deposing the proper corporate representatives
to narrow the scope of discovery, lawyers will still likely face a considerable amount of
electronic data from which to assemble a case. Manytimes, the volume of data cannot be
predicted in advance because information about howit is processed is only revealed after
processing has begun. A cursory examination and selection of information can hide significant
facts that onceseemedlike a negligible amountof data but, after reviewand restoration, expands
significantly beyond original expectations. In order to take advantage of the resource that
electronic data can represent, however, it is important to knowhowto review the data quickly
and accurately. As discussed above, there are several possibilities. Recently, a federal judge in
NewYorkheld that the party responding to a discovery request met its obligation by producing
responsive electronic information in a text-searchable format.29 The court in that case relied in
3°
part on the SedonaConference WorkingGrouppaper on electronic discovery.
Metadata, mentioned above, can be valuable background information embedded within the
electronic version of a documentbut not necessarily apparent from a hard copy. For example,
categories ofmetadata embeddedin a Microsoft Worddocumentinclude:
¯
¯
¯

Track Changes. Shows changes that have been made to a document,
including text that has beendeleted.
Last 10 Authors. Provides namesof the last 10 people to have workedon a
document.
Comments.Allows people viewing a document to make commentsthat do not
becomepart of the text.

29
Zakrev. Norddentsche
Landesbank
Girozentrale,2004WL764895(S.D.N.Y.,April 9, 2004).
30
Id. (citing TheSedona
Conference:
BestPractices,Recommendations
&Principlesfor Addressing
Document
Discovery(2004)).
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¯
¯
¯
¯

Document Statistics.
Lists people who worked on a document, how long they
worked on it and how many revisions they made.
Versions. Displays different versions of the same document.
Routing Slip. Reveals the names of people who have received copies of the
document.
Template. 31
Reveals information about the origins of a document.

This metadata can be particularly important where issues regarding revisions to documents are at
issue or where establishing that a specific individual had knowledge of such a document or item
32
of information is crucial.
Getting It Admitted.
In order to makeeffective use of electronic evidence, the information must be admissible under
the applicable rules of evidence governing the proceeding. As with most evidentiary issues, a
threshold question involves the reliability of the electronic evidence. 33 Texas Rule of Evidence
801 defines hearsay as "a statement, other than one madeby the declarant while testifying at the
trial or hearing, offered in evidence to prove the truth of the matter asserted." Electronic
information, like other written documents, may be hearsay and cannot be admitted into evidence
without applying a recognized exception to the hearsay rule.
This type of information does, however, raise unique issues concerning accuracy and
34 Accuracy may be impaired by incomplete data entry, mistakes in output
authenticity.
instructions,
programming errors, damage and contamination of storage media, power outages,
and equipment malfunctions. The integrity may also be compromised in the course of discovery
by improper search and retrieval techniques, data conversion, or mishandling. Similarly,
authentication
of electronic
documents may also present a challenge to the unprepared
practitioner.
In addition to knowledge of the relevant case law, preparation before trial for
seeking admission of the evidence or objecting to the admission of some information can
minimize obstacles to admissibility.
General Standards.
In Burleson v. State, a former employee convicted of deleting certain payroll data from his
computer terminal after his termination argued that the trial court erred by admitting electronic
documents printed from the computer into evidence. 35 On appeal, the defendant argued that the
36
trial court erred by admitting electronic documents printed from the computer into evidence.
The Fort Worth Court of Appeals rejected the claim and held that computer generated documents
are discoverable and admissible as tangible evidence. 37 The court explained that electronic
32
33

Payne Consulting Group, Hidden Bounty, ABAJournal, July 2004 at 27.
See Grace V. Bacon, The Fundamentals of Electronic Discovery, 47 B. BARJ. 18, 19-20 (2003).

See Manual of ComplexLitigation, Federal Judicial Center 2004, at § I 1.446. See also Gregory P. Joseph,
A Simplified Approach to Computer-GeneratedEvidence and Animations, 43 N.Y.L. Sch. L. Rev. 875 (1999-2000).
34
Manual of ComplexLitigation, Federal Judicial Center 2004, at § 11.446.
36
37

Burleson v. State, 802 S.W.2d 429, 433-35 (Tex. App.--Fort Worth 1991, writ ref’d).
Id. at 435.
Id. at 436.
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evidence is admissible if the court, based on the preponderance of the evidence presented,
38
determines that the technology behind the evidence is trustworthy.
Similarly, in United States v. Sanders, a defendant appealed his Medicaid fraud conviction
claiming the trial court erred in admitting computer printouts of medical claims paid by the
Texas Department of Human Resources. 39 The Fifth Circuit held that the elements for
admissibility of computer records are that the data was prepared pursuant to routine procedures
and the procedures were designed to assure accuracy of the records. 4° Because the elements
41
were satisfied, the court affirmed the trial court’s decision in admitting the evidence.
Most often, parties employ the business records exception as a means to introduce electronic
evidence during trial. Nearly all jurisdictions recognize this exception to the traditional hearsay
rule for records maintained and relied upon in the regular course of business, on the belief that it
would not be practical to require every employeeof a business to testify in order to establish the
42
matters through personal and direct testimony.
Finally, a valuable resource for introducing large amounts of electronically
generated
information is the business record affidavit rule contained in Texas Rule of Evidence 902(10).
This rule is effective in facilitating the production of accounting and other detailed records that
should not require actual witnesses to prove them up at trial. The rule requires the filing of an
affidavit at least fourteen days before trial stating the information necessary to establish the
documents as business records under Rule of evidence 803(6) or (7). This procedure has
utilized notwithstanding objections the affidavits contain hearsay. 43 Complying with this
procedure allows a witness testifying at trial to provide a summaryof the data contained within
the larger volumeof information.
Authentication.
Authentication of electronic records involves demonstrating the accuracy of the process or
system responsible for generating or maintaining the information. The Fifth Circuit, in Capital
Marine Supply, Inc. v. M/V Roland ThomasII, considered a contention that the trial court erred
in allowing the balance due on a loan to be proven through computer records. 44 In affirming the
trial court’s decision to allow the evidence, the court of appeals stated that proper authentication
required sufficient proof presented at trial to show the accuracy of the records based on routine
procedure. 45 Also, litigants can satisfy the authenticity requirement by demonstrating that an

38
39
4o
41

Id. at 441.
UnitedStates v. Sanders,749F.2d195, 196(5th Cir. 1984).
Id. at 198-99.

ld.
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See, e.g., UnitedStates v. DeGeorgia,
420 F.2d889, 893(9th Cir. 1969)(holdingthat regularly-maintained
records uponwhicha company
relies in conductingbusinessassures accuracynot likely to be enhancedby
introducinginto evidencethe original documents
uponwhichthe recordsare based).
43
See Fullick v. Baytown,820S.W.2d943 (Tex. App.--Houston
[lst Dist.] 1991,no writ).
44
CapitalMarine
Supply,lnc. v. M/VRoland
ThomasII, 719 F.2d 104, 105 (5th Cir. 1983).
45
Id. at 106.
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individual with knowledgeof the events recorded maintained a computerrecord in the ordinary
46
course of business.
In state court, TexasRule of Civil Procedure193.7 establishes a presumptionof authenticity for
documentsproducedin the course of discovery under certain circumstances. The Rule provides:
A party’s production of a document in response to written discovery
authenticates the documentfor use against that party in any pretrial proceeding
or at trial tmless -- within ten days or a longer or shorter time orderedby
the court, after the producingparty has actual notice that the documentswill
be used -- the party objects to the authenticity of the document,or any part of
47
it, stating the specific basis for the objection.
While this presumptionsimplifies the process for the party seeking to admit evidence, the Rule
can be a huge burdenfor opposingparties. Specifically, the quantity of electronic evidencethat
maybe produced,the ability to modifythe evidence, and the ability to create falsified evidence
all require the opposingparty to diligently search the results of electronic discoveryto determine
whether any objections should be madewithin the ten day window.A practical approach to this
dilemmamight be to enter into an agreement with opposing counsel regarding howto identify
the documentshe or she intends to use with sufficient time for the non-producing party to
review, object, and obtain a ruling from the court, before the evidenceis presented.
EducatingClients.
If nothing else, the material aboveshould indicate that electronic discoverycan be a useful tool
against unwaryopponents in the litigation process. In order to maximizeclient security and
achieve the most consistent results as lawyers, however, steps must be taken even before any
impending litigation arises. For example, an effective documentpreservation program will
decrease client exposure to broad and potentially damaging electronic discovery requests.
Furthermore,the advice of experts can be invaluable in this stage, as well as absolutely necessary
at times once litigation begins. Finally, underlyingall of these considerations is the reality that
the costs of electronic discoverycan be substantial.
DocumentPreservation Programs.
As suggested above, the existence of an effective and reasonable documentpreservation program
serves as an active and early step in preparing for and responding to broad electronic discovery
demands.The guidelines of a programshould include consideration of the business, regulatory,
and tax needs of the organization, including the need to maximizeelectronic storage space on the
entity’s server. Thus, a companycould establish a documentretention policy with guidelines
retaining only e-mails with business record significance to avoid the dangers of disclosing
sometimes damaging information that might be contained in personal communications. Of
course, any system should include provisions for "litigation holds" to prevent destruction of
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documentsrelated to ongoing or anticipated litigation. The presence and routine compliance
with such a system, however,should be a considerable factor in any spoliation analysis.
In September 2004, the Sedona Conference released for public commentits "Best Practice
Guidelines & Commentaryfor ManagingInformation & Records in the Electronic Age." The
Guidelines suggest basic principles, commentaryand illustrations to assist organizations in
implementing sound and justifiable protocols for managingelectronic data. The Guidelines’
48
commentperiod closed on March1, 2005, and a final edition is expected in Spring 2005.
The importance of routine compliance with any document preservation program cannot be
overstated. Failure to effectively implement and monitor document retention programs can
result in severe consequenceseven in the absence of intentional wrongdoing.For example,in In
re Prudential Sales Practices Litigation, the court imposeda one million dollar sanction on
Prudential after finding managementhad implementeda "haphazard and uncoordinated" policy
49
of notifying employeesabout their responsibilities of preserving electronic documents.
Morerecently, one court ordered defendants to pay costs relating to the spoliation as well as
$2.75 million in monetarysanctions for destroying relevant emails. 5° Thegovernmenthad filed
a motion for evidentiary and monetary sanctions against the defendants for spoliation of
evidence. Althoughthe court had ordered preservation of all potentially relevant documents,the
defendants continued to delete email whenit became60 days old, on a monthly system-wide
basis for a period of two years after the court order. Evenafter learning about their inadequate
documentretention policy, the defendants continued to destroy documentsfor several months,
including relevant emails from at least 11 companysupervisors and officers. In addition, the
defendants failed to notify the court about the situation until four monthsafter they found out
about it. Finding that a significant numberof emails had been permanentlydestroyed, the court
declared that "it is astoundingthat employeesat the highest corporate level in Philip Morris, with
significant responsibilities pertaining to issues in this lawsuit, failed to follow [the] Order...
which, if followed, would have ensured the preservation of those emails which have been
irretrievably lost. ’’51 Grantingthe government’smotionfor sanctions, the court stated that it will
preclude the defendants from calling a key employee,whofailed to follow the retention policy,
52
as a fact or expertwitnessat trial.
In addition to sanctions, noncompliance
could result in discoveryof informationthat falls outside
the parameters of the documentpreservation system. Although documentpreservation programs
should serve to protect an entity and narrowthe scope of discovery requests, a skillful adversary
will likely request copies of the opponent’s policy in order to seek information regarding the
level of internal compliance.If policies have not been disseminated throughoutthe organization
or if a client has been lax in enforcing the policies, potentially harmful information may
unexpectedly be within the scope of discovery. However, the best program cannot help the
48
Acopyof the Guidelines
is availableat the Sedona
Web
site: http://www.thesedonaconference.org/
publications_html.
49
In re Prudential
SalesPracticesLitigation,169
F.R.D.598,615(D.N.J.1997).
50
UnitedStatesv. PhillipMorris
USAInc. f/k/a PhilipMorrislnc., 2004WL
1627252
(D.D.C.July21,
2004).
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situation unless it is fully implementedand there is "buy in" at all levels of the company.
Otherwise, the programwill hurt morethan it will help.
HandlingElectronic Data Responsibly.
Oncea lawsuit is filed, attorneys should instantly direct the client to suspend those document
retention policies to prevent discarding relevant data. Then, attorneys should instruct the client
to notify its employeesto refrain from deleting e-mails or other computerdocuments.Further,
the client should request the IT staff to remove backup tapes from rotation and suspend
automatic purges of servers, especially e-mail servers. Whenthe client worries about data on
particular computersor servers, attorneys should instruct the client to removethe hardwarefrom
operation. Programs containing discoverable electronic data should not be executed.
Specifically, programsaffecting the operating system should not be used.
Onesignificant pitfall is allowingemployeesto continue to use the original hard drive, server, or
backuptapes. To avoid tarnishing the original, a mirror image of these materials should always
be created for use and the original kept in an evidencesafe. Thus, using mirror imagesinstead of
originals, can decreasethe risk of tainting the evidence.
As discussed above, do not assumethat only utilizing the client’s IT staff to collect data is
enough. Although the IT staff is probably knowledgeable about the computer equipment,
networks, and firewalls, an outside expert can assist with issues whereIT staff is inhibited. The
client’s IT staff already have full-time jobs and maynot have time to collect electronic data.
Conflicts of interest and independence issues abound. Also, IT staff generally do not have
experience with forensics software, of which, hundreds exist for different purposes, uses, and
effectiveness. Perhapsmost critical, the IT staff will not have deposition or court experienceto
defendtheir work, as experts routinely do.
Bewareof Spoliation.
Several issues arise when considering the duty to preserve evidence. This is of critical
53 Generally, no duty arises before the litigation is
importancein today’s litigation environment.
filed, threatened, or reasonably foreseeable unless that duty is voluntarily assumedor it is
imposedthrough other means. The duty to preserve documentsor tangible evidence in a given
instance can arise fromthe existence of pending,threatened, or reasonablyforeseeable litigation.
This duty also can arise from a numberof other sources, including a contract, a voluntarily
assumed duty, a statute or regulation, or an ethical code. 54 Texas courts maypunish the
spoliators of evidence with any of the sanctions available under Texas Rule of Civil Procedure
215, including the exclusion of the evidence, the striking of pleadings, and the paymentof fees
and costs associated with remedyingthe conduct.

JudgeScheindlin
has writtena comprehensive
article onsanctionsin e-discovery
cases. ShiraA.Scheindlin
and
Kanchana
Wangkeo,
ElectronicDiscoverySanctionsin the Twenty-FirstCentury,11 MICH.
TELECOMM.
TECH.
L.
REV.71 (2004).
54
Trevinov. Ortega,969S.W.2d
950,955(Tex.1998)(Baker,J., concurring).
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One of the most important aspects of the Ortega decision is Justice Baker’s concurrence
addressing the existing remedies for spoliation. 55 Justice Baker examinedthe duty to preserve
evidence, breach of that duty and prejudice to the spoliation victim’s ability to present a case.
First, Justice Bakernoted that parties mayhave a statutory, regulatory or ethical duty to preserve
evidence.56 Justice Bakeropined that a duty to preserve arises before litigation begins, whena
party is "on notice" of litigation. 57 Justice Baker noted that under National Tank Co. v.
Brotherton, a party is on notice of potential litigation when, after viewing the totality of
circumstances, the party either actually anticipated litigation, or a reasonable person in the
58
party’s position wouldhave anticipated litigation.
With respect to the scope of the duty to preserve evidence once the duty arises, Justice Baker
59
concludedthe only evidence a party must preserve is that whichis relevant to the litigation.
Justice Baker also maintained that parties should be responsible for both negligent and
intentional spoliation.
Establish a Protocol Early.
Although electronic data discovery maynot sound difficult, the burden on attorneys and their
clients may be tremendous depending on the size and the scope of the data. For example,
terabytes
servers cun’ently
of data used.
can extend
Company
over
thousands of charts
miles, are
andeffective
still only
means
include
for assembling
computers the
and
6 organizational
various sources of electronic data.0 A chart diagrammingeach section of the companyfrom the
most senior employeesto the morejunior level employeesassists attorneys in tracking which
employeeshoused what data.
By documentingthe client’s collection efforts, attorneys can ensure that adequate information is
collected to shore up the chain of evidence and custody, and, hopefully, avoid problems. Such
documentation mayinclude detailing the following information: the origin of the computer
evidence, what computerthe data is from, what hard drive, the location of the computer, whothe
computer belonged to, whowas authorized to use the computer, and howthe drive was imaged.
Continuouslydocumentingthe electronic data collection efforts helps assist in collecting less
non-relevant data and ensures that data, whichshould be collected, is not overlooked.
Negotiate Issues Production with OpposingCounselEarly.
Agreementswith opposing counsel are necessary so that opposing counsel cannot exploit the
discovery process. Before production begins, both sides should agree on production protocol
and the anticipated time table. As part of this, an agreementshould be executed implementinga
methodto search the data using certain key words, including a list of actual search terms. Key
55
56
57
58
59
60

ld. at 954.
Id. at 955.
ld. at 955-56.
ld. at 956 (citing National Tank Co. v. Brotherton, 851 S.W.2d 193,204-07 (Tex. 1993).
Ortega, 969 S.W.2d at 957.
The American Bar Association Section of Antitrust Law and Center for Continuing Legal Education,

Following the E-Paper Trial: Electronic Document Production Issues in the Digital Age, (March 12, 2004).
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word searching, such as OCRsearches, is a reasonable approach whendealing with enormous
amountsof electronic data. By implementinga sampling technique, attomeys can prove to the
opposing side the accuracy of key wordsearches. Be sure to be generous with your timetables;
there will alwaysbe issues.
Second, attomeys should negotiate the terms and anticipated schedule for a rolling production.
Arolling production affords the requesting party the benefit of receiving documentssooner than
it wouldotherwise. In turn, a rolling productionallows the respondingparty extra time to review
the voluminousinformation, before it must produceit. Further, attorneys should negotiate the
format of the electronic data to be produced.
Similarly, attomeys should discuss the protocol for inadvertent disclosure of privileged
electronic documents. Attorneys should agree to procedures that become effective when a
privilege documentis inadvertently producedto prevent the need to repeatedly write letters to
opposing counsel. If an ISP is hosting the documentsfor the lawsuit, then have a designated
employeeof the ISP removethe documentfrom the producedfolders and place it in a designated
folder. The ISP can notify the opposing side of the removeddocument.If the opposingside has
advancenotice of these procedures, then attomeys can possibly prevent the accidental viewingof
the privileged document.
Costs and Sanctions.
Electronic discovery can result in substantial costs to the parties involved in complexcases.
These costs can increase significantly considering that special equipmentor experts maybe
required to translate data from outdated formats and equipmentinto usable form. Thebreadth of
discoverable information and the ability to efficiently review huge numbers of electronic
documentshas increasingly shifted the costs of discovery to the responsive parties becauseit is
the responding party that must generally provide the data through an electronic medium.
Althoughsomecourts continue to take the traditional approach that companiesusing electronic
documentation assume the risk of the discovery costs, some courts have movedaway from this
notion becauseof the prevalenceof electronic business applications in recent years.
The leading cases on the cost issue are the Zubulakedecisions, which provide a frameworkfor
dealing with electronic discovery. In Zubulake I, the court warnedthat the prevailing costshifting analysis from Rowemight favor large corporations whenengaged in litigation with
private parties, a result which could "underminethe ’strong public policy favor[ing] resolving
disputes on their merits,’ and mayultimately deter the filing of potentially meritorious claims." 61
Zubulake ! delineated a set of factors to determine whether costs should be shifted. Those
factors included:

¯
¯
¯
61

Theextent to whichthe request is specifically tailored to discover relevant information;
The availability of such information from other sources;
The total cost of production, comparedto the amountin controversy;
Thetotal cost of production, comparedto the resources available to each party;
Zubulakev. UBSWarburg
LLC,217F.R.D.309, 321(S.D.N.Y.2003)("Zubulake
I").
22

¯
¯
¯

Therelative ability of each party to control costs and its incentive to do so;
Theimportanceof the issues at stake in the litigation; and
62
Therelative benefits to the parties of obtaining the information.

The Zubulake III court examined these factors and ordered the responding party to endure
seventy-five percent and the requesting party twenty-five percent of the total estimated cost for
63
restoring and searching the defendant’s e-mail backuptapes throughoutdiscovery.
In Zubulake1, the court opined that the first two factors, knowncollectively as the marginal
utility test, are the mostsignificant. 64 Themarginalutility test, initially announcedin McPeek
v.
65
Ashcrofi, embodiesthe theory that the morelikely it is the source of data contains information
relevant to a claim or a defense, then the fairer it is for the respondingparty to search at its own
expense.66 The court should then consider factors three, four, and five to determinethe relative
ability of each party to bear the burdenof the expenses.67 Thecourt held that factor six could be
68
evaluated independentof the other factors if it is relevant to the facts of the particular case.
Finally, factor seven weighsthe least in the court’s cost-shifting analysis because discovery
responses commonlybenefit the requesting party. 69 Nevertheless, whenthe production also
affords a substantial or strategic benefit to the responding party, the seventh factor becomes
pertinent. After weighingall factors, the ZubulakeI court permitted cost-shifting becauseof the
possibility of more significant information. Given the speculative nature of the additional
discovery, Judge Scheindlin opined that the plaintiff should pay somepart of the cost. 7° This
case highlights the need for litigations to seriously consider the steps to take whenfaced with
electronic discovery.
Most recently, the Zubulake court has sanctioned the defendants for destruction of email
evidence. 7a In this latest motion, the employeecontended that the employer, whorecovered
someof the deleted relevant emails, prejudiced her case by producing recovered emails long
after the initial documentrequests. Furthermore, some of the emails were never produced,
including an email that pertained to a relevant conversation about the employee. As such, the
employeerequested sanctions in the form of an adverse inference jury instruction. Determining
that the employerhad willfully deleted relevant emails despite contrary court orders, the court
granted the motion for sanctions and also ordered the employerto pay costs. TheCourt further
noted the defense counsel waspartly to blamefor the documentdestruction because it had failed
in its duty to locate, preserve and timely producethe relevant information. In addressing the role
of counsel in litigation generally, the court stated that "[c]ounsel must take affirmative steps to
monitor compliance so that all sources of discoverable information are identified and

62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
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searched.’’72 TheCourt concluded that attomeys are obligated to ensure all relevant documents
are discovered, retained, and produced. Additionally, the Court declared that litigators must
guarantee that identified relevant documentsare preserved by placing a "litigation hold" on the
documents,communicatingthe need to preserve them, and arranging for safeguarding of relevant
73
archival media.
In Texas, Rule of Civil Procedure196.4 addresses cost-shifting. A responding party is required
to produce information "reasonably available.., in its ordinary course of business" and may
object to unreasonablediscovery requests outside of this scope.TM If after the objection, a court
orders further production from the party, the reasonable costs shift to the requesting party for
"extraordinary steps" necessaryto retrieve and produceinformation.75 Althoughthere is little or
no case law in from Texascourts on what constitutes extraordinary steps, this represents an area
of law likely to develop significantly in the future. See In re Lowe’s Companies,lnc., 134
S.W.3d876, 880 (Tex. App. - Houston[14th Dist.] 2004, orig. proceeding).
Conclusion.
Although e-mail and electronic documentsmaynot constitute a part of all litigation matters
today, the ever-increasing use of technology in the workplacesignals electronic discovery is
facet of litigation that is here to stay. Withchangesin technologyand the lack of understanding
howthe technology works, pitfalls (and oppommities)aboundfor the litigator. Understanding
these issues can lead to a better result for clients and - equally important - compliancewith
appropriate professional obligations. Theinformation contained in this paper represents only the
beginning of the process of learning about electronic discovery; but with this information, any
lawyer can establish a finn foundation in order to build a morecomplete understanding of the
topic. Suchan understandingwill assist not only your clients but an entire law firm as well.

72

74

Id.

TEX.R. CIr. P. 196.4.
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unwilling to produce critical
financial

information

electronically

were unable

invoices,

tax, and

and other materials

or in hard copy.

either

or
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Default
Judgment
Recommended Due to
Spoliation
of Evidence on Defendant’s
Hard Drive

Communications
CWS-03-1968

Center,

judge

judgment be entered

after

No.

against

defendants,

software

on all

but

one hard drive

the court ordered production

claims, default

counterclaim

and attorneys’

the alternative,

of mirror

images

of the hard drives.

failed

Despite

the court order

that

to produce mirror

hard drives

were not mirror

then produced mirror
CDs and before

defendant

images on two occasions

and

images. After

the

producing

one drive.

producing

the mirror

dant ran Evidence Eliminator
reformatted

images

produced CDs

images,

several

defen-

times and

The magistrate

created

defendant’s

software

to remove evidence of an on-line

negligent

but found that

visited.

disclosure

of embarrassing

The forensic

demonstrated

that

failed

he

hadn’t

been

concluded plaintiff
prejudice

was

had not been

The magistrate did find that plaintiff

to conduct an adequate search for electronic

evidence. This failure
basis

to adequately

search was the

for the recommendation of a $5,000 monetary

sanction

and $5,000 in attorneys’

fees and costs.

Court Denies Costs for Destruction
of
Documents and Orders Navy to Reproduce
Results of Specific
Database Queries

Jinks-Umstead

v. England,

2005 WL 775780

(D.D.C. Apr. 7, 2005)

web sites

he had

examination of the log created

more than internet

documents had been

would not have been deleted.

the magistrate

[9]

had with a person other than his wife and to
prevent

In

the defendant

to other documents that

preserved,

claim that he only used the
affair

that certain

and therefore

With respect

judge

rejected

judge found that

to establish

established.
of defendant’s

judgment on the

fees and costs.

the motion sought an adverse

The magistrate

use of the Evidence

and reformatting

of plaintiff’s

sought dismissal

inference instruction.

recommended default

due to defendant’s

Eliminator

v. Hewitt,

WBSKJM (E.D. Cal. Apr. 5, 2005)

The magistrate
two counts,

Inc.

The motion for sanctions

A former contracting
tory and retaliatory

histories

Navy. During the first

were destroyed.

officer

alleged discrimina-

violations of Title VII by the
trial

on the claims, the defen-

dant produced about 1,400 pages of Work in Place
[8]

Defendant
Spoliated

Gilbane

Fails to Establish
Alleged
Documents Ever Existed

Building

Co. v.

Communi~_ High School
C 2260 (N.D.Ill.

no. 99. No. 02

May 3, 2005)

sanctions against plaintiff
The magistrate

to present her case "with the

of evidence she was entitled

before her first

to receive

triM." Additional discovery was

sought

for alleged spoliation
recommended a

sanction

of $5,000 and an award of $5,000 in

attorney

fees and costs

district

benefit

to

also permitted.

party defendant
judge

that had not been previously

The judge then ordered a new trial

permit the plaintiff

Downers Grove

District

Defendant and the third
evidence.

("WIP") reports
produced.

and recommended the

court deny all other requested sanctions.

of

During the subsequent discovery,
that

Holleran,

staffing
reports

learned

who made

did so based on ad hoc

from the database and notes on "stickies"

from conversations.
completed,

When her need for them was

she discarded

and "stickies."

Copyrtght©2005By Shook,Hardy&BaconI..L.P.

the Navy supervisor

recommendations,

plaintiff

the documents, reports,

The data in the ad hoc database

EDLU 7 June
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reports

was the same data that

appeared

reports.

She likewise

her WIP reports.

All the underlying

discarded

data remained in the database,

however, and could be recreated
Holleran

on WlP

to replicate

had reviewed.

The court ordered the Navy’s database
Carney, to formulate

queries

and recover

tion from the database to "re-create"
that

had been provided

had not been retained.
that

what

"It is the court’s

Carney do now whatever

she and Holleran described

in their

The court denied the plaintiff’s
attorney’s

intention
that

more than one million

dollars.

that,

The court indicated

need to allocate
[11]

the cost."

Sec.

Plaintiff

data

LLC.,

v. Deutsche

Despite

filed

complaint against defendants

they engaged in a fraudulent

least

one broker/lender

1038(A); 2004 WL3245345 (N.Y. Sup.

tion sanctions

against

alleging

"after

that,

potential

Mar. 16, 2005)

litigation,

and data, including e-mail,
computer hard drives,
nications

related

documents

e-mail back-up tapes,

and disks

containing

commu-

to various broad categories.

motion for entry of the order was filed
dant refused to stipulate

after

to a preservation

claiming that they were already
orders in similar litigation

The

in the collapse

Plaintiff

the "Nomura defendants"
Nomura Canada was on notice of

and failed

the rewriting

of recorded

Defendant NSI also failed

erased

to suspend its

DVD-based phone message recording
prevent

of at

moved for spolia-

Nomura Defendants

computer hard drives
to preserve

securities

and the loss of millions of

dollars by other entities.

Co, 6 Misc.3d

Bank AG, 2005

U.S. Dist. Lexis 3021 (D.Minn. Feb. 17, 2005)

alleging

was ordered

the production

evidence on account of the later

lending scheme that resulted

An insurer

to shift or

Sanctions
Recommended Include
Adverse Inference
Instruction
and
Monetary
Damages

E’Trade

motion for

the underlying

v. New York Life Ins.

while at some

an application

it would "not constrain

of possibly relevant

both

Broad Preservation
Order Entered
Existing Orders in Similar Cases

Weiller

preserva-

depositions."

remained in the database.
[10]

preservation

tion order cost defendants

share costs,

fees and costs due to the alleged destruc-

tion of documents since

under a similar

informa-

she did when

Holleran asked her for the information

claim that

of computer hard drives

expert,

whose notes

court

acknowledged defendants’

point it would entertain

the information

to Holleran

In granting the motion, the district

system to
phone messages.

to place a litigation

hold

on its e-mail to prevent its automatic deletion.

defenorder

under preservation

so that a fortual order in

The magistrate
tions

be imposed, including

instruction

required

sanc-

an adverse inference

and monetary sanctions.

were also

this matter was unnecessary.

judge recommended that

The defendants

to produce certain

documents

and records.
The district

court characterized

for a preservation
for a preliminary

order as, in substance,
injunction.

vation order was nearly
of preservation
federal

the application
a motion

The proposed preser-

a "word-for-word"

orders already in existence

cases involving

the same defendants.

duplicate
in similar

The court stressed
triggered

known the evidence
current litigation.

knew or should have

was relevant

to future

or

The court noted that if litigation

has not yet commenced, there
bad faith

Copyright©2005By Shook,tlardy &BaconL.L.E

that the duty to preserve is

when defendants

must be a finding

to support a sanctions

request

of

but that bad

EDLU 7 June 2005
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faith can be implied by the party’s behavior. If "the
destruction of evidence occurs after litigation is
imminent or has begun," then "no bad faith need
be shown" before imposition of a sanction.

litigation. The magistrate concluded there was a
high likelihood that telephone calls relevant to this
matter were lost. The magistrate concluded this also
was sanctionable spoliation.

Nomura Canada permanendy erased all the
company’s hard drives in mid-2002, a few months
before the complaint was filed but several months
after the magistrate judge determined that it should
have been on notice of potential for litigation.
Nomuracontended that the hard drives were erased
because the company was shutting down and it was
giving the computers to its employees. However, the
magistrate judge concluded that because a trustee

Another defendant, NSI, failed to place a
litigation hold on the auto-deletion of e-mail. NSI
stated that any deleted e-mail would be retained
on back-up tapes. However, the backup tapes were
only retained for three years. Although NSI
contended that it placed a litigation hold on the
e-mail accounts of certain key employees, it stated
that in 2004 it identified other employees whose
e-mail needed to be searched but, the magistrate
judge noted, the back up tapes containing these
employees would have been overwritten since
backup tapes were only retained for three years.
That meant that relevant e-mail messages from 2001
and earlier were "irretrievably destroyed." The
magistrate concluded that NSI committed spoliation
by not placing an adequate litigation hold on e-mail
boxes and making no changes in its backup tape
three-year retention policy.

in a bankruptcy case had already sent a notice to
NomuraCanada that that the bankruptcy court was
investigating what appeared to be a "complex and
far-reaching fraudulent scheme." Nomurawas aware
of the potential for litigation and should have instituted a preservation hold. Because of this
awareness, the court indicated no showing of bad
faith or willful intent was needed. Apparently, the
magistrate judge’s earlier statement that bad faith
was required to be shown if destruction occurred
before litigation began was not meant to cover the
situation where a defendant was on notice of the
potential for litigation. In any event, the magistrate
judge added that NomuraCanada’s conduct also
was in bad faith because it selectively retained documents from the hard drives. Hence, the act of
erasing the hard drives was sanctionable.
Nomurarecorded and preserved its traders’ calls
on recordable DVDs.The system involved two
rewritable DVDs.Whenone was full the system
would record to the other and when the second was
filled the system would switch back to the previous
DVDand record over it. Nomura did not make any
changes to this system "after it was aware of likely

Copyright

© 2005 By Shook, Hardy & Bacon L.L.P.

The magistrate recommended that an adverse
inference instruction be given as a result of the
spoliation.
Separately, the magistrate judge found a violation
of Rule 26(g)(2)’s certification obligations
ordered each defendant produce additional
documents and to pay $5,000 for costs incurred.
Finally, NomuraCanada was ordered to produce
certain recordings which they claimed were
inaudible, and to pay $5,000, also because of a Rule
26(g) (2) violation.

EDLU 7 June
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Plaintiff’s
Failure to Produce Website
Pages Results in Dismissal and
Monetary Sanctions

Beck v. Atlantic
(Del.Ch.

injunction

saw a class action dismissed and his
by an upset trial

court who began his opinion by writing,
having to write this opinion."
at the root of the court’s

"I regret

Discovery abuses were

a product

"Windows

claimed did not work.

companies that sold the product but eventu-

ally the case involved one defendant,

Atlantic

which conducted online sales for software

but, it later

Coast,

publishers.

had

Plaintiff

also

misrepresentations.

with the software
contained

The contents

page were not produced in discovery

counsel

page and eventually

class representative,

product.

It filed

for evidence preclusion,
deposition,

behavior and incorrect

plaintiff

and his attorneys,

case with prejudice,

and the plaintiff’s

not

and other
by the

the court dismissed the

assessed sanctions

against

lawyers, jointly and

of $2,500 payable to the court and

Copyright ©2005 ByShook, Hardy&BaconL.L.E

of e-mail

or, in the

to place in

produced in an

claimed breach of contract

that covered its premises at the

11, 2001 attacks.

The magistrate

production ....
conduct,

produced

aid defendant.

noted that plaintiff

in an excruciatingly
of documents..,

noted that many of

belatedly

were e-marls that would clearly

and intentionally
assertions

of expert

costs for an

and permission

the 11,000 to 12,000 e-marls

The magistrate

failure

the end of

World Trade Center at the time of the September
the

and fees.

egregious

severally,

the web

motion seeking

Due to this discovery

until

untimely fashion by plaintiff.

had never used the

material

The magistrate

Defendant moved for dismissal

In this lawsuit, plaintiff

court held that the information

in partial

and past the conclusion

evidence the quantity

by

discovered

a sanctions

produced was plainly

plaintiff

discovery.

plain-

withheld a large quantity of

and damaging e-mails

additional

determined that plaintiff,

putative

concealed.

noted that plaintiff

Co.,

and ordered cost-

depositions.

of insurance policies

Adantic Coast’s

Fire Ins.

Feb. 24, 2005)

at trial

and further

alternative,

counsel.

The trial

shifting

developer,

numerous

v. Hartl’ord

improper discovery conduct result

his

of the web

pro hac

judge recommended that

evidence preclusion

fact discovery

which communications

dismissal

tiff’s

was disclosed that the plaintiff

kept a web page on which he bragged about

plaintiff’s

The magistrate

relevant

never purchased or used the product.

Inc.

2005 WL459267 (S.D.N.Y.

claimed he had purchased the product,

communications

them to

Untimely E-mail Production
Results in
Cost-shifting
and a Recommendation
of
Partial
Evidence Preclusion

Lava Trading,
called

originally sought to certify a class action

Plaintiff

the defendants

vice filings.
[13]

anger.

Power Tools" which plaintiff
against

any suit against

an

preventing

include a copy of the order in any future

counsel was hit with sanctions

Plaintiff

and issued

attorneys

on behalf of any party and requiring

Co~st PLC.. 868 A.2d 840

The case involved

against plaintiff’s

them from bringing

Feb. 11, 2005)

A plaintiff

e-mail

$25,000 payable to the defendant

slow and disjointed

had "engaged
disclosure

under the guise of a ’rolling’
" Despite finding

the magistrate

improper discovery

judge recommended that

the matter not be dismissed but ordered that certain
of plaintiff’s
deposition,

witness would be subject to further
that plaintiff

any expenses, including

reimburse defendant for
attorney’s

fees,

incurred

in

EDLU 7 June
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and conducting

depositions

Plaintiff

the additional

and for preparing

fact and

the motion.

was ordered to supply an affidavit

official

detailing

undertaken
documents.

of the production
also

of responsive

[15]

recommended that

judge preclude plaintiff

from introducing

670642 (N.D. Ill.
The court
plaintiff

instructing
pursuant

or modified certain

key

ness loan.

signed a personal

The business

guaranty

went into bankruptcy proceedings.

Plaintiff

suit on the personal

guaranty.

brought a third-party

action against

representing
purporting

created

to show that

and a signed "draft"

bottom of the "draft"
the format

partners

of the electronic

document management
forging

granted

of dismissal

the

whether

that,

culpability

documents

policy.

Copyright©2005ByShook,tlardy &BaconL.L.P.

failed

failed

persua-

to convey the

believed

the jury could convict.

from getting

The Court

its conduct
The Court noted

the jury could find guilt

the actions

had impeded the

ability.
document retention

into the hands of others,

wrongful, under ordinary

that

circumstances,

employees to comply with a valid
tion policy.
persuades

to

The jury was told that even if the peti-

simply by finding

with

judgment would be

The

the instructions

under the instructions,

corrupt

summary judgment on the merits

and did not consider

for

of wrongdoing.

honesdy and sincerely

key

of the third party claims. The court
plaintiff

consciousness

government. The Court explained

to the

other

prejudice

As given, the instructions

requisite

The Court noted that

prepared

the sanction

sion."

two letters

system employed by the law firm that
documents required

conviction

18 U.S.C. § 1512, has since been

capacity.

which did not match

documents. The court held that

reversed

cies are created in part to keep certain

attached

guaranty

unanimously

employees to destroy

government’s fact-finding

was shown by, among other

an improper footer

2005)

convey the elements of a "corrupt

was lawful,

of the guaranty.

Proof of the forgery

properly

tioner

documents

documents at issue included

States,

amended by Congress.

required.

the attorneys

corporate

LLP v. United

document retention

at issue,

noted how little

the lender did not require

would be signing only in their

evidence,

brought

The defendant

a personal guaranty and that the business
The three

and

his business in the transaction.

Defendant electronically

Arthur

The Court held that the jury instructions

on a busi-

subsequendy defaulted

its
to its

statute

Defendant and Third-party

documents and then produced them in discovery.
The defendant

Andersen

Arthur Andersen’s criminal

Mar. 21, 2005)

fraudulendy created

Arthur

The US Supreme Court

LLC. v. Lynch, 2005 WL

found that

The Supreme Court Reverses
Andersen’s Conviction

544 US __ (May 31,

Fabrication
of Electronic
Documents
Warrants Dismissal with Prejudice

REP MCRRealty_,

evidence.

Criminal

and

any of the newly produced documents at tri~l.
[14]

of fraudulent

of the

by a Lava

to the Rule 34 notices

The magistrate

the district

generation

the defendant on the basis

the scope of the document searches

in response

the completeness

granted against

information
including

the

it is not
to instruct

document reten-

The Court also noted that a knowingly

persuader
others

ment retention
contemplation
which those

poli-

"cannot
to shred

policy

be someone who
documents under a docu-

when he does not have in

any particular

official

proceeding

documents might be material."

in

EDLU 7 June

2005
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[-Discovery
LITIGATION

UPDATE

The E-Discovery Litigation Update is prepared by the Technology Law & E-Discovery Group at
Shook, Hardy & Bacon. This Group assists corporate clients and their counsel in meeting the
increasingly complex demandsof electronic evidence discovery, including national coordination of
outside counsel firms on technology law issues. The Group also partners with clients to develop,
implement and mangeproactive and cost-effective solutions for electronic document retention,
collection, production,a nd work product collaboration amongcorporate and outside counsel. If you
would like more information about Shook, Hardy & Bacon’s Technology Law & E-Discovery Group,
contact James Daley of our Kansas City office at 816-474-6550 (e-mail: midaley@shb.com)or
John Barkett of our Miami office at 304-358-5171 (e-mail: jbarkett@shb.com).
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David A. Chaumette
Professional
Profile
David has successfully tried casesto a jury verdict and has prosecutedappeals
before appellate courts in Texas.Thosetrials haveinvolved oil and gasmatters,
securities fraud, lenderliability andreal estatedisputes.Morespecifically, David’s
representationshaveincluded:
*

representationof a publicly-held company
(specifically, extensive
workrelated to electronicdiscovery)againstsecurities fraud claims
of overfive billion dollars,

*

representationof a publicly-held company
and oneof its officers
againstclaimsof commodities
fraud,

*

litigation on behalf of a software company
against its former
consultantsonintellectual propertyissues,

*

litigation betweenthe ownersof a series of multinational
partnerships
involvingthe dispositionof the partnerships’assets,

*

management
of national defenseefforts for a windowmanufacturer
againstproductliability claimsin fifteen states,and

*

defenseof clients againstclaimsof housingdiscrimination.

In addition to this wide rangeof businessdisputes, Davidhas focusedon working
with companies
to manage
their electronic information, particularly in the context of
largelitigation matters.
Davidis Chair of LeadershipHouston,whichwill celebrateits

25th

anniversaryin

2006. Heis also on the Boardof the HoustonBar Association, and active on the
Boardsof a numberof other organizations, including the HolocaustMuseum
Houston,
Neighborhood
Centers, Inc., YoungAudiencesof Houston,and the Downtown
Club
of Houston.Davidis a Past Presidentof the HoustonYoungLawyersAssociation.
In 2004, David wasselected as one of the Five OutstandingYoungHoustoniansby
the HoustonJunior Chamber
of Commerce
and one of the Five OutstandingYoung
Texansby the TexasJunior Chamber
of Commerce.
That year, he w~salso selected

Of Counsel
Houston
dchaurnette@shb,corn
Concentration:
BusinessLitigation

DavidA. Chaumette,
cont.

as a Volunteer of the Year by both the Girl Scouts of San Jacinto Council and
Aspiring Youthof Houston.
He is also a memberof the National Bar Association, the Houston Lawyer
Association, and the College of the State Bar of Texas. He is also a Fellow of the
Texas Bar Foundation, the Houston Bar Foundation and The Houston Young
LawyersFoundation.
David has presented papers before numerousorganizations on topics, including
electronic discovery, employment
disputes, spoliation, andethics issues. He is also
the author of manyarticles on these topics and additional topics related to
environmentallaw.

Licenses
David is admitted to practice before the United States SupremeCourt, the state
courts of Texas, the Fifth Circuit, and the United States District Courts for the
Northern, Southern, Westemand Eastern Districts of Texas, and the District of
Colorado.

Current and Previous Positions
2002 to Date

Shook,Hardy & BaconL.L.P.

1998 to 2002 Porter & Hedges,L.L.P.
1994 to 1998 Mayor,Day, Caldwell & Keeton,L.LoP.
1993 to 1994 Judicial LawClerk for The HonorableLynnN. Hughes(United States
District Courtfor the Southern
District of Texas)

Education
1993

J.D., University of ChicagoLawSchool

1990

M.S., StanfordUniversity(Aeronautics/Astron.autics)

1989

B.S.E., curelaude, PrincetonUniversity

Business Practice Tips for Success in Litigation SupportConsulting
by Dr. ThomasM. Dydek, Ph.D., D.A.B.T., P.E.
Introduction
I am a self-employed consulting toxicologist and environmental engineer. I have been in
business for myself for the past 10 years. Mymain area of work is determining the potential
adverse humanhealth effects which can occur because of over-exposure to chemicals or
microbial agents, either in the workplace, in the community,or in indoor environments. About
half of mywork is in the litigation support area and the remainder is mostly concerned with
health effects evaluations for regulatory agencyprograms.
The biggest surprise for mewhenI went into business for myself was howmuchtime I would
have to spend doing administrative work. As a consultant, you will be doing a lot morethan just
technical workon projects. Someof these tasks are things you maytake for granted if you are
working for someoneelse.
I have put together the following suggestions for accomplishingthe administrative aspects of a
consulting practice. Someof these ideas were passed along to meby other consultants whenI
entered the field and others I had to learn on myown.I hope that this information is useful to
you.
Services Agreementand Fees
It is essential to have a retention agreementor Professional Services Agreement(PSA)and get
in place for every case on which you work. Sometimesthe law firm will have a set format that
they want to use. In myexperience, I have been the one to produce the agreement and get it
signed. I have provided a copy of the PSAI use as a "go-by" for you (see AttachmentA). It
rare to run into serious disputes with clients in a consulting practice, but if there are problems
and youdon’t have a contract, it will be very difficult if not impossiblefor you to recover losses
or to defend yourself if it comesto that. It just makesgood business sense to have a retention
agreementin place and to have it in place before you begin any workon the project.
Another big issue is howmuchto charge for your services. This will depend on your field of
expertise and your qualifications and level of experience. Anexpert with a bachelor’s degree
and several years of experience cannot in general command
as great a billing rate as someone
with moredegrees and moreexperience. Someexperts feel that they can price themselves out of
jobs by havinga rate that’s too high. Onthe other hand, if your rate is too low, clients maythink
you’re not that great of an expert. I have heardabout experts whoraised their rates in an effort to
decrease their workloads, but actually morepeople were interested in hiring themat the higher
rates.
As an example, I have a PhDand I am Board Certified in Toxicology. I amalso a Licensed
Professional Engineer. I have had more than 30 years continuous experience in the
environmentalfield. In mylitigation support projects, I figure that as long as I’m charging about

the sameper hour as a Senior Partner in the law firm (which wouldbe myequivalent in the legal
world), that billing rate should be acceptable to myattorney clients. I seldomget the impression
from clients that I’m overpriced. Also, there are someprofessional organizations that do salary
surveys that you can get to assist you in your decision. Youalso need to decide if you will
chargethe samefor litigation support services or non-legal work.I think it’s easier to charge the
same, that’s what I have always done. Doing things that way also avoids questions from
opposing lawyers on cross-examination.
Manyexperts charge extra for giving testimony versus just "regular" workon a litigation support
project. I have used a 50%surcharge on myworkin this area, but it has caused somefriction at
times. Somelawyers don’t think that there should be an extra charge for testimony. Onthe
other hand, it is a morestressful situation for the expert and the workdoes need to be done
accordingto their schedule, not yours. Theactual testimony time in a case usually is very small,
anyway(usually less than 5%of the total hours). To avoid hassles and additional questions
about your fees from opposingattorneys, you might want to just charge the samefor everything.
This can be a negotiable item, but whatever is agreed to should be spelled out as part of the
Professional Services Agreement(see page 3 of AttachmentAfor the Fee Schedule I nowuse).
Other possible bones of contention are charges for travel time and for out-of-pocket expenses.
Someclients balk at paying for travel time, or at least want somesort of discount. Theymaynot
think it is fair for themto pay for time whenthe expert is just sitting aroundtraveling. If it’s air
travel, though, I amusually workingon the case by reading documentsand otherwise studying
the project anyway,so I feel justified in chargingfor travel time in that instance. In any case, the
time spent traveling is time that you could be workingon other projects, so in that sense, it is
logical to charge for travel time. I have had someoccasions in whichI only charged one-half the
normalrate for travel time, but those instances are rare.
Myunderstanding of the "industry standard" for out-of-pocket expenses (travel, lodging,
publications purchasedfor a particular job, etc.) is to add a mark-up.I have always used 15%,
which is a common
mark-uppercentage. Someclients have balked at this as well, though, and if
this is a real sticking point for themI have agreed to charge out of pocket expenses at cost. In
one case involving an insurance companyclient, I wasnot hired specifically because they didn’t
want to pay the mark-up.Again, the out-of-pocket expenses are not usually a big portion of the
total charges, so it is not a big deal. If the clients don’t wantto havea mark-up,go aheadand let
themhavetheir way.It’s not worththe bad feelings to hassle over somethinglike this.
Charges for making copies, sending FAXes,postage, and so forth can be seen by clients as
"nickleing and dimeing" them. In the past I charged 17 cents per page for copies and $1.50 per
page for FAXes,but I have had the feeling that someclients don’t like it. Youdon’t want to
miss out on future workfrom a client because they didn’t like howmuchyou charged for making
copies or sending FAXes.Onceagain, these expenses are almost never a significant fraction of
the total cost of your services. Youwill have to decide howmuchto charge for these items, if
you wantto chargefor themat all.
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Retainers
It is very important to workon a retainer basis with lawyers, especially solo practitioners or
lawyers in small firms. Also, in myexperience, I have had better results in collecting from
defense firms than from Plaintiff’s attorneys. At first, I did not require defense attorneys to
furnish a retainer, but nowI get retainers for all mylitigation support work.I havebeentailoring
the amountof initial retainer to the scope of workor in some cases to what I think they can
"afford" for a particular project. Lately, I’ve been thinking of going with a set minimum
retainer
(maybe$2,000) to simplify matters. If they can’t afford to advance you $2,000, you probably
don’t wantthemfor a client. Don’t start any workwithout the retainer, even if they say they are
putting the check in the mail that day. Sometimesthey don’t.
Whenyou have exhausted the retainer amount(or preferably before you get to that point) you
should let your client knowas soon as possible that an additional retainer will be required. When
you are in the middle of a case that is going to trial soon, however,this might be difficult.
Things can movevery quickly in legal cases and the expert needs to be proactive in getting
additional retainers in a timely fashion. It is easy to do moreworkthan the original retainer can
cover, but if you do this you couldbe putting yourself in financial jeopardy.
I once did an indoor air quality project for a companythat leases out buildings, remodelsthose
buildings into office space and then sub-leases the office out to other companies.I requested and
received an initial retainer for myservices and then deviated fi:om the advice I just gaveand did
someworkabove and beyondthe original scope of workand retainer amount. I billed the client
and received promptpaymentfor those extra services, so I felt comfortablein continuing in that
manner. What I didn’t knowwas that one of this company’s main tenants in Houston was
Enron. Whenthat bubble burst, myclient’s companywas in deep financial trouble. Because of
that, they started delaying the paymentof myinvoices while still requesting morework. I didn’t
knowof their moneyproblems, so I kept working on the project until they owedme about
$16,000. That was almost six years ago nowand I have had to go to court to try and recover
what is owedto me. It has been a tremendousdrain of time and energy to have to pursue getting
paid on this and this matter still has not been resolved. Themoral of the story is no matter how
well a client has been paying, there is no guarantee that they will keep on paying. Youshould
alwaysget paid up front for yourconsulting services if at all possible.
It is often difficult to knowwhena client might becomea problem. Onewayis to check out the
lawyer the same waythey are checking you out. Find out howlarge a firm he or she is in, how
long they have been in practice, and if they are Board Certified in their practice areas. The
Martindale Hubble directory of attorneys also contains a rating system that is useful in
determining your potential client’s level of experience and expertise (see their WebSite at
http://lawyers.martindale.com). Keep track of howprompt your clients are with retainers or
paymentsor if they start asking you to do moreworkwithout bringing their accounts up to date.
If it is taking longer and longer to get paid, this should be a red flag for you. If you do start to
get suspicious, rememberthat you have the information the client wants. Don’t send them that
report or do that deposition until you have been paid for past charges and for the workto be done
now.

Advertising and Marketing Your Services
Mostpeople say that the best waysto build a consulting practice are by wordof mouthand from
return business. These may be the best ways, but they can be very slow. Unless you are
independently wealthy or just don’t care about growingyour business quickly, you will need to
take an active role in getting newbusiness and not just wait passively for newprojects to comein
your door. This is where advertising and marketing come in. While the discussion below
pertains mostly to acquiring newclients, don’t forget about the people you have workedfor in
the past. Theysay the easiest client to get is the one you already have. Keepup your contacts
with people you have worked for before every six months or so to remind them that you are
available to assist them in any new cases for which they might need support in your areas of
expertise.
Someconsultants are waryof advertising their services. Theymayfear that opposingattorneys
maytry to impeach them as an expert by portraying them as a "hired gun", someonewhowill
say anything for a price. Theymaytry to get the judge or jury to believe that you are paid to
give the "correct" opinion or that your opinion is for sale to the highest bidder (or the famous
"howmuchhave you been paid to give your testimony today" question). All that is required to
defuse this is to answercalmly and truthfully that you are being paid for your time, not for your
testimony, and that your mission is to give your opinion based on the facts of the case. Of
course, someadvertising (including statements madeon your WebSite) can be objectionable
leave the door open for attack. Be thoughtful and discrete in your advertising presence.
Remember
that most attorneys are also out there advertising their services in one wayor another.
Oneof the best waysfor an expert to get their namesin front of prospectivelegal clients is to get
listed in various expert witness directories. Oneof the most effective regional marketingtools
I’ve found is the annual "Southwestern Directory of Expert Witnesses & Consultants". Many
lawyers in Texasuse this publication to find experts. The sametype of directory is published for
other areas of the country (Southeastern Directory, MidwesternDirectory, and so forth). To find
out about howto get listed there, you can search for "AmericanLawyerMedia"on the Internet.
Youmight also consider the National Directory of Expert Witnesses. Their phone numberis
800-735-6660.It’s only about $250per year for a single listing in that directory, well worthit if
it only brings in one job every couple of years. As well as having a print version of their
directories, these organizations are nowalso expandinginto an Internet presence that is moreand
more useful to experts as attorneys become more familiar with Websearches and other
information.
There are nowmanyIntemet-based expert witness listing services. For a usually nominal
amount($300-$500 per year) you can get your information included on their WebSites. There
are someentities whoare charging over $1,000per year for basically the sameservice, so I have
steered clear of these. Manylaw firms are nowusing these expert lists to find experts for their
cases. Somelawyers are just using "Google"searches for experts so it would also be wise to
have your ownWebSite. I have found that this is a very valuable source of newclients, not just
locally, but throughout the country. One downsideof having a Webpresence is that lawyers
wanting to hire someonewill not be the only individuals privy to your information. Anyonewith
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an Internet connection can nowaccess your information and maygive you a call. I get several
inquiries a monthfrom individuals whojust want somefree advice. I usually try to help these
people the best I can, but somewill try to take advantageof your time.
Another source of referrals is organizations that exist to provide expert finder services for
attorneys. There is usually no charge to experts to take advantage of these services. The way
that these groups make their moneyis to tack on an extra charge per hour. Somedo a 40%
markupon your fees, though, so they can price themselves (and you) out of some projects.
have used an organization called TASA
(Technical Advisory Service for Attorneys) for five
six years now. I generally get at least one call per monthfrom them about an attorney looking
for an expert, but in those three or four years, I have only had a actual newjob comethrough two
or three times. The advantageof using a service like this is that they do all the marketingwork
and the billing a collecting and it doesn’t cost the expert anything. Thedownsideis that it just
doesn’t bring in that muchwork. TASA’snumberis 800-523-2319. The people there are very
pleasant. Another similar organization is called the Technical NetworkConsulting Service. I
have not used their services, but I maysign up with themsoon.
Anothermarketingtool to use is for you to present technical papers at local, regional or national
conferences or to give talks at meetings of local chapters of professional organizations (Air and
Waste Management
Association, AmericanIndustrial HygieneAssociation, and others). Writing
journal articles or bookchapters is another wayto establish yourself as a qualified expert in your
field. Basically, you just need to get your nameand face "out there" so that people knowyou
exist and that you are available to assist them if they need your help. Someexperts have
agreements with local newspapersor TVand radio stations as someoneto get a quote from when
a story concerning your area of expertise comesalong. I haven’t done muchalong those lines,
but it does workfor some experts. I have done some pro bono consulting work for television
shows such as "CSI Las Vegas" and the Discovery Channel’s "Dr. Know".While this work is
usually not a paid engagement,the exposuregenerally catches a prospective client’s eye. I have
had attorneys notice that I ama consultant for these showson myresume and commentedon it.
Anythingthat accomplishesthat goal is a worthybit of marketing.
Finally, I should emphasizethe importance of finding out which of the above marketing and/or
advertising services is really workingfor you. It is easy to spend too muchmoneyon listings
that are not producing any projects you wouldn’t have had otherwise. Keep track of where
people find you. The easiest wayto do this is to just ask prospective clients whenthey first
contact you. Most are willing to let you knowwhere they found your name. As I mentioned
above, the Southwestern Directory has worked well for me, but others such as the Claims
Adjusters Reference Manual(insurance companylistings) have not. If I don’t get muchin the
wayof referrals froma particular source within a year or so, I don’t sign up with themagain.

Professional Insurance
There is somecontroversy about whetherconsultants need to carry professional liability (errors
and omissions) insurance. I do not carry it, but manyconsultants do. The "service" I and many
other consultants provide is usually only our opinion, and therefore is not really subject to
liability. Anotherdownside of having insurance I’ve heard is that if you do have such liability
insurance, it actually makesit morelikely that you could be sued becauseof the "deeper pockets"
issue. Youwouldprobablybe coveredfinancially in such a situation, but you wouldstill have to
go through the hassle of a lawsuit. Most of us have enough to do already and don’t need the
extra workof dealing with being sued. The situation is different for consultants whodo actual
fieldwork or are involved in remediation efforts for example. Whenthe consultant is actually
movingdirt or touching a client’s property, carrying liability insurance makessense.
Another negative aspect of this type of insurance is that it can be quite expensive: $6,000 to
$10,000 per year. Morerecently, rates have comedown. Someprofessional organizations offer
errors and omissions insurance for around $1,000 per year, which isn’t bad. Youmight contact
the relevant professional group for your area of expertise (such as the State Professional
Engineering Board) and get their recommendations.If you notice in my Services Agreement,
also have a liability limitation clause. This is in an effort to reduce any financial risks since I
don’t carry the insurance. Lawsuitsagainst consultants are rare, but maybe on the rise.
Miscellaneous Suggestions
If you are in solo practice or if you only have a very small staff, it makessense to use a home
office. Office space can be expensive and office rent comesright off your bottom line every
month. If you have very slow times (and almost all consultants do) you could be evicted which
wouldbe very disruptive to your business and harmful to your professional reputation. Youhave
to pay your homemortgage or house rent anyway. Youmight as well have only one of those
paymentsto makeeach month. There are also tax advantages to having a homeoffice. Portions
of manyhomeexpenses such as utilities and repairs can be taken as business expensedeductions
on your income tax. The other main advantage of a homeoffice is that you don’t have to
commuteto get to work. In Austin as well as in most cities commutingis becomingmore and
more of a time-consuming challenge. Somepeople spend two to three hours per day just in
transit from hometo office. These are hours you can save by having a homeoffice. The stress
of dealing with traffic is somethingmost people can live without.
If you’re planning to workout of your home(which I do), get a separate phoneand FAXlines.
you do that, it is easy to keep telephone business expenses separate from personal ones. If you
don’t have one already, get a high-speed Internet connection, it really helps. Useprofessional
looking letterhead, business cards, and other companymaterials. Youmight also send out an
announcementthat you are entering the consulting business to everyone you can think of who
maybe a prospective client. Send out announcementsof other events such as attaining Board
Certification, getting a professional license, or getting new office space. Youshould take
advantageof any opportunity to get your namein front of a prospective client in a professional
manner.
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I also recommendgetting your own domain name for your WebSite (mine is "www.toxexpert.com"). Internet providers can change ownershipor go out of business. If you are using
one of their domainnames, every time they makea change, your WebSite and E-mail addresses
will change. This will probably result in you having to get newletterhead, newbusiness cards,
and advise all of your clients and prospective clients of the change. Speakingfrom experience
gainedthe hard way,this is a big hassle!
In a similar vein, use a business mailing address that will not changefor the foreseeable future.
In the past, I used a Mail Store to handle business mail which workedfine until one day they
informed me they were closing, again necessitating newletterhead, business cards, and other
companymaterials. Because I workout of myresidence, I nowuse myhomeaddress, but a post
office box at the U.S. Post Office mightsoundmoreprofessional. It’s a little impersonal,though,
and you do need a physical address to receive overnight service transmittals such as Federal
Express packages.
I use an Internet provider to support myWebPage and to provide technical assistance should I
need it. Unless you’re a real "WebHead"it’s a goodidea to have sometechnical support in this
area. There are methods by which your page can contain certain terms such as your area of
expertise, "expert witness", and so forth so that your page will show up whenpeople search
using those terms. The Intemet provider should be able to do this for you.
Most law firms use either WordPerfector MicroSoft Wordas word processing programs. If you
not already familiar with both it wouldhelp to be. The morerecent versions of these two types
of wordprocessing software can convert from one to another, so it is important to get the most
recent versions so that you can send compatibledocumentsback and forth with your clients.
These are all things I learned from others or by trial and error. I hope I have saved you some
time and trouble by providing this information to you. Goout and have a great time consulting!
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DYDEK TOXICOLOGY CONSULTING
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES AGREEMENT
MADEANDENTEREDINTO by and between
.,
(hereinafter referred to as "Client") and Dr. Thomas
Dydek,Ph.D., D.A.B.T., P.E. (hereinafter
referred to as "Dr. Dydek").
WHEREAS,
the Client desires to engage Dr. Dydekas a consultant; and
WHEREAS,
Dr. Dydekdesires to render certain services and has the experience and staff
to performthose services;
NOW,THEREFORE,
in consideration
of the mutual covenants
hereinafter contained, the parties hereto agree as follows:

and agreements

Section 1.
Services. The Client hereby agrees to engage Dr. Dydekand Dr. Dydek
hereby agrees to performcertain services for the Client as mutuallyagreed upon.
Section 2.
Standard of Care and Warranty. Dr. Dydekagrees that his Services will
be performedwith that level of care and skill ordinarily exercised by membersof the profession
currently practicing under similar conditions and circumstances. Noother warranty, expressed
or implied, is made.Dr. Dydekwill not be responsible for the interpretation or use by others of
data he has developed.
Section 3.
Reports. If requested by the Client, Dr. Dydekwill provide written
reports. In preparing these reports, Dr. Dydekmayreview and interpret information provided by
the Client or by third parties. Dr. Dydekwill not independently verify the accuracy or
completenessof such information(unless requested by the Client) and will not be responsible for
any errors or omissionscontained in such information.
Section 4.
Compensation. For Dr. Dydek’s performance and completion of all
services, Client shall compensateDr. Dydekat the hourly rates and charges as set forth in
AttachmentA: Standard Rate Fee schedule, which is hereby incorporated into this Agreement.
Section 5.
Indemnification. Client shall defend, indemnify, and hold Dr. Dydekand
his employees,servants, consultants, agents, successors, and assigns harmless from and against
any claim asserted by any person or entity (other than an officer, director, employee, or
subcontractor of Dr. Dydek)arising out of (i) Client’s acts, errors, and omissions, (ii) Client’s
negligence or (iii) Client’s breach of any obligation or responsibility imposedon him by the
provisions of this Agreement,except in the case of errors, omissions, or negligence in the work
performed by Dr. Dydek.
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Likewise, Dr. Dydekshall defend, indemnify, and hold Client and their employees, servants,
consultants, agents, successors, and assigns harmless from and against any claim asserted by any
person or entity (other than an officer, director, employee,or subcontractorof Client) arising out
of (i) Dr. Dydek’sacts, errors, and omissions, (ii) Dr. Dydek=snegligence or (iii) Dr. Dydek’s
breach of any obligation or responsibility imposedon him by the provisions of this Agreement,
except in the case of errors, omissions, or negligencein the workperformedby Client.
Section 6.
Liability Limitation. Dr. Dydek’sliability to the Client for any loss or
damage,including, but not limited to, special and consequential damages,arising out of or in
connection with this Agreementfrom any cause, including Dr. Dydek’sprofessional negligence,
errors, or omissions shall not exceed the compensationreceived by Dr. Dydekhereunder, and
Client hereby releases Dr. Dydekfrom any liability above such amount.
Section 7.
Disputes. Any disputes relating to the performance of the Services
covered by this Agreementwill be submitted to Alternative Dispute Resolution in Travis County,
Texasbefore and as a condition precedent to other remedies provided by law. If a dispute at law
arises related to the Services under the Agreement
and that dispute requires litigation and legal or
other costs are incurred, the prevailing party shall be entitled to recover all reasonable costs
incurred in the defense of the claim, including staff time, court costs, attorney and expert witness
fees, and other claim-related expenses. The venue for any such legal actions shall be Travis
County, Texas.

by

IN WITNESS
WHEREOF,
the parties hereto have caused this Agreement to be executed
themselves or by their duly authorized representatives
as of the
day of
., 200__.

CLIENT NAME AND ADDRESS

Dydek Toxicology Consulting
6013 Cervinus Run
Austin, Texas 78735

By:

By:

Title:

Title:

Printed Name:

Printed Name:
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ATTACHMENT A
DYDEK TOXICOLOGY CONSULTING
STANDARD FEE SCHEDULE
The following gives the standard hourly labor rates, charges for reimbursable expenses,
surcharge rate for expert testimony, and terms of payment.

Labor
Rates

Senior Toxicologist
Senior Engineer
Clerk

$250.00/hour
$150.00/hour
$30.00/hour

Theserates shall apply to all time spent workingon the project except for testimony time.
Chargesfor expert witness testimony time are given below. Travel time shall be billed at
the aboverates on a "door-to-door" basis.

Reimbursable
Expenses

Car/Truck Mileage
Photocopies
Sending Telecopies (FAXtransmissions)
Other Out-of-Pocket Expenses
(Travel, Telephone,Lodging,Meals, etc.)

$ 0.40/mile
$ 0.17/page
$1.50/page
Chargedat Cost

Expert
Testimony

Alabor rate surcharge of 50%shall be addedfor expert testimony
given at depositions, hearings, or at trial. A minimumof four
hours expert testimonytime will be billed for each day that a staff
memberis testifying. Time spent in preparation for trials,
hearings, and depositions will be billed at the above base labor
rates.

Terms

Aninitial retainer will be determined based on the envisioned
scope of work at the outset of the case. Workwill not proceed
until the retainer has been received. Additional retainers, if
needed, will be determined by agreement between Client and Dr.
Dydekand will be furnished by Client before subsequent work is
undertaken by Dr. Dydek.
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Biographical Information
Dr. Thomas M. Dydek, Ph.D., D.A.B.T, P.E.
Phone: (512) 280-5477
FAX:(512) 280-8900

E-mail: dydek@tox-expert.com
WebSite: www.tox-expert.com

Dr. Dydekis the President and founder of DydekToxicologyConsulting, a toxicology
and engineeringservices consulting firm in Austin, Texas. He has a Bachelor’sdegree
in MechanicalEngineering and a Master’s degree in EnvironmentalEngineering from
Rice University in Houston,Texas. He has a Ph.D. in EnvironmentalScience from the
University of North Carolina Schoolof Public Health, and has done a post-doctorate
fellowship in toxicology in the College of Pharmacyat the University of Texas at
Austin.
Dr. Dydekis a Diplomate of the AmericanBoard of Toxicology and is a Licensed
Professional Engineer. He is an active memberof the Society of Toxicology, the
Society for Risk Analysis, the AmericanConference of GovernmentalIndustrial
Hygienists, the Air and Waste ManagementAssociation, and other professional
organizations. He has attended manytechnical workshops,seminars, and conferences
and given presentations at manyof these events.
Dr. Dydekhas morethan 30 years continuous experience in the environmentalfield.
He has workedfor the various Federal and State of Texas environmentalregulatory
agencies. He has also taught at the University level and has been in the consulting
business for the past ten and one-half years. His area of expertise as a toxicologist is
the evaluation of humanhealth and welfare effects of environmentalpollutants.
Dr. Dydekcurrently worksmainlyon projects related to humanhealth risk assessment
for air quality permits, hazardouswastesite remediations,and as an expert witness in
toxic tort cases and in other legal matters. He has evaluated exposuresto solvents,
pesticides, heavy metals, petroleum products and various other chemicals in
occupational settings, in the community,and in indoor environments. He also
evaluates exposuresto biological agents such as moldsand bacteria.

A Registered Professional Engineer as an Expert Witness
Dan Mueller, P.E.
Withsufficient qualifications and experience, a registered professional engineer maybe
the fight person to serve as an expert in litigation related work.Althoughmany
professions operate under established code of ethics and have established licensing
procedures, this paper explores the role of a professional engineer providingexpert
witness services within the frameworkof the profession’s code of ethics, the rules and set
forth in the TexasEngineeringPractice Act (licensing authority in the State of Texas),
and qualification and role the expert witness is expectedto meetand provide in his or her
role in litigation procedures.
Professional EngineerCodeof Ethics
For the purposeof framing this discussion, the Codeof Ethics for Engineersas presented
by the National Society of Professional Engineers is used for discussion. In the Preamble
of the discussion of Codeof Ethics, it is stated: "Accordingly,the services providedby
engineers require honesty, impartiality, fairness, and equity, and mustbe dedicated to the
protection of the public health, safety, and welfare. Engineersmust performunder a
standard of professional behaviorthat requires adherenceto the highest principles of
ethical conduct."
The fundamentalcanons are stated as follows:
Engineers,in the fulfillment of their professionalduties, shall:
1. Holdparamountthe safety, health, and welfare of the public.
2. Performservices only in the areas of their competence.
3. Issue public statements only in an objective and truthful manner.
4. Act for eachemployeror client as faithful agents or trustees.
5. Avoid deceptive acts.
6. Conductthemselves honorably, responsibly, ethically, and lawfully so as to
enhancethe honor, reputation, and usefulness of the profession.
Further analysis of specific code of ethic languagethat mayfactor in the engineer’s
services as an expert witness, interesting topics for discussion are presented.
Underthe section Rules of Practice, the followingis stated:
1. Engineersshall be objective and truthful in professional reports, statements, or
testimony. They shall include all relevant and pertinent information in such
reports, statements, or testimony, whichshould bear the date indicating whenit
was current.
2. Engineers mayexpress publicly technical opinions that are founded upon
knowledgeof the facts and competencein the subject matter.
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Engineersshall issue no statements, criticisms, or argumentson technical
matters that are inspired or paid for by interested parties, unless they have
prefaced their commentsby explicitly identifying the interested parties on whose
behalf they are speaking, andby revealing the existence of any interest the
engineers mayhave in the matters.
Further stated within the section Professional Obligations:
1. Engineersshall acknowledge
their errors and shall not distort or alter the facts.
2. Engineersshall advise their clients or employeeswhenthey believe a project will
not be successful.
3. Engineersshall avoid the use of statements containing a material
misrepresentationof fact or omitting a material fact.
The Texas Engineering Practice Act
TheTexasEngineeringPractice Act defines the practice of engineering as: "the
performanceof or offer to performany public or private services or creative work,the
adequate performanceof which requires engineering education, training, and experience
in applying special knowledgeor judgmentof the mathematical, physical, or engineering
sciences to that services or creative work."
Related to providing expert witness services, the TexasEngineeringPractice Act
specifically states that the act does not "prohibit or otherwiserestrict a personfrom
giving testimony or preparing an exhibit or documentfor the sole purposeof being placed
in evidencebefore an administrative or judicial tribunal, subject to the Board’s
disciplinary powersunder SubchapterJ regarding negligence, incompetency,or
misconductin the practice of engineering."
It is clear fromthis statementthat beingregistered as a professionalengineer in Texasis
not a requirementfor providing expert witness services; however,the services provided
must lie within the qualification of the non-engineer.
The Qualification as an Expert Witness
In determiningif a personis qualified to serve as an expert in a particular case, the
name/termDaubert is often referred. This name/termreferences a United States Supreme
Courtcase in whichit washeld that the trial court judgein essenceacts as a "gate
keeper" whomust rule as to whetheror not to allow particular scientific testimony from
experts.
There are two maincriteria in performingtheir gate keepingfunction. Theseare:
¯ Is the testimony based on scientific knowledge;and
¯ Is whetherthe testimonyis relevant to the facts of the case.
¯
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Further factors to be consideredin ruling on the admissibility of expert witness testimony
include:
¯ whetherthe testimony can be and has been tested,
¯ whether the testimony is based on peer-reviewed publications,
¯ the knownor potential rate of error of the methodsrelied upon by the expert, and
¯ the general acceptance within the relevant scientific communityof the
methodologyused by the expert.
Daubertrelated parametersfor the qualification of an expert witness are consistent with
both the professional engineers code of ethics or with the duties of an engineer as defined
by the TexasEngineeringPractice Act. In fact an engineer that discharges his/her duties
as an expert within appropriate professional guidelines should not be concernedwith a
Daubertrelated challenge. Aprofessional engineer should not present himor herself as
an expert without proper qualifications and any opinion rendered should be based on
soundengineering judgment. This infers that the basis is peer reviewed, the premisecan
and has been tested, and it is accepted within the relevant scientific community.
It is fair to say that if a professionalengineeris disqualified as an expert witnessas a
result of a Daubertchallenge, then the paramountquestion should be under what
circumstances wasthe engineer originally retained? Werethe qualifications and
experience accurately presented and were the opinions developedutilizing applicable
facts and in a straightforward manner.I wouldascertain that if any of these items do not
meet the Dauberttest then they also do not meet the standards of the engineering
profession as articulated by accepted codeof ethics as well as licensing requirements.
The Role of a Professional Engineeras an Expert Witness
So what is the role of a professional engineer as an expert witness? First let’s explore
what is expectedof an expert witness. Anexpert is retained to offer an explanation in
laymentermsof technical or scientific issues relating to litigation or regulatory
permitting/enforcementissues. This mayentail expert testimony or it mayjust involve
providing advice on the technical issues
Weare all too awareof the misconceptionthat experts are retained to supply a foregone
conclusion. But nothing can be further fi~omthe truth nor do moreto harmthe credibility
of the expert. Theattorney’s role is to be an advocatefor their client. As part of that
advocacyposition, there maybe inferences to what the technical or scientific arguments
that wouldbest support that advocacyposition. However,it is the expert that must
provide the opinionthat is soundand defensible. Theattributes of a goodexpert is the
assurance that the client will be providedwith an honest evaluation of the facts based on
the expert’s knowledgeand experience - both the goodand the bad.
If an expert develops an opinion based on the facts and soundscience, then whywould
experts hired by opposing parties have differing opinions? The answermayat first seem
that one of the hired experts is doing just wantwasprevious stated not to be an expert’s
role - retained to supplya forgoneconclusion. In actuality the reason for differing expert
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opinions is that engineeringis a science and within that realm, there rarely are black and
white issues. Eventhe most basic engineering evaluation is based on a series of
assumptions and those assumptions maybe based on a numberof underlying factors.
Therefore an engineering expert ends up evaluating the various underlying technical
parametersthat provide the basis for predicting the circumstancingthat producedthe
situation the litigation activities are attempting to address. Underthese circumstances,
two engineering experts mayhave significantly varied opinions even though both are
well developedand supported. Thecritical element is that all facts and sound
engineering judgmentare used by both parties.
Here is an example.Asignificant rainfall event resulted in flooding in a newly
developed residential neighborhood.At the time the flooding occurred a major
renovation of a nearby highwaywas occurring as well as initial workon an adjacent
neighborhood. So whydid the flooding occur? A numberof possible contributing
factors are:
¯ faulty design of storm drainage systems in the newnewly development
neighborhood;
¯ altered storm water flow from current construction (both the highwayand
adjacent property);
¯ impropermaintenanceof existing storm drainage facilities drowngradient of the
area that flooded causing storm water to backupand ultimately flood the subject
property; or
¯ a storm event so extremethat it exceededreasonable design parameters of any
storm watercontrol facility.
In actuality, there are only a fewfacts that cannot disputed. Theyare:
¯ rainfall rates and intensities vary widely and reconstructing howmuchrain fell,
where it fell, and for what exact duration cannot be determinedwithout some
degree of uncertainty; and
¯ the exact cause and effect of the flood event will not be determinedwithout a
degree of uncertainty but moist likely wasa result of a combinationof the factors
previously discussed.
Therefore, experts hired will end up debating the uncertainties of the various factors that
contributed to the flooding. The experts will be using the samefacts, but maydevelop
widely varying opinions. In developingthese varying opinions, each expert will have
performedtheir workwithin the proper ethical and licensing frameworkbut the results
maybe widely divergent.
Summary
The professional engineer’s role as an expert is to developand present a sound
opinion based on all the available facts. Evenif the opinionis contrary to what
the attorney wasexpecting,the expert’s real value to the client is to providethe
unbiasedopinion allowing the attorney to then developthe strategy to deal with
this information.
Page 4

If the professional engineer performsthe duties of an expert within the bounds
and frameworkof the code of ethics and licensing requirements, then legal
challenges to the expert’s opinion (such as a Daubertchallenge) will not be
concem.
Thefact that two professional experts can have widely differing opinions does not
indicate that one of the experts is acting outside the boundsand frameworkof the
code of ethics and licensing requirements. Thefact that determiningthe technical
basis for a situation will havewide and varied underlining causes and evaluating
theses causes open the door to widelyvaried final opinions.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

This paper provides an overview of current issues involved in expert testimony in
environmental cases. As might be expected, manyof the issues addressed are not peculiar to
environmentalmatters but, whenpossible, the author has attempted to highlight the particular
applicability of the issues to environmental
litigation in particular.
II.

DAUBERT
ISSUES

The U.S. SupremeCourt’s ruling on admissibility of expert testimony in Daubert v.
Merrell DowPharmaceuticals, Inc., 509 U.S. 579 (1993), continues to be addressed by federal
Circuit Courts of Appeals. Recent cases and the circuits that have discussed the application of
Daubert include United States v. Diaz, 300 F.3d 66 (1st Cir. 2002); Willis v. AmeradaHess
Corp., 379 F.3d 32 (2 nd Cir. 2004); Calhoun v. YamahaMotor Corp., 350 F.3d 316 (3rd Cir.
2003); Marshv. W.R. Grace & Co., 80 Fed.Appx.883 (4th Cir. 2003); United States v. Hicks,
389 F.3d 514 (5th Cir. 2004); Nelson v. Tennessee Gas Pipeline Co., 243 F.3d 244 (6 th Cir.
2001); Ammons
v. AramarkUniformServs., 368 F.3d 809 (7th Cir. 2004); Hartley v. Dillard’s,
Inc., 310 F.3d 1054 (8th Cir. 2002); United States v. Finley, 301 F.3d 1000 (9th Cir. 2002);
Clausen v. M/B New Carissa, 339 F.3d 1049 (9 th Cir. 2003); Truck Insurance Exchange v.
MagneTek,lnc., 360 F.3d 1206 (10th Cir. 2004); United States v. Frazier, th
387 F.3d 1244 (11
Cir. 2004); Meister v. Medical EngineeringCorp., 267 F.3d 1123 (D.C. Cir. 2001).
III.

RECENT CASE DEVELOPMENTS

In addition to Daubert issues, the courts in environmental litigation have recently
addressed a variety of expert issues. Recent case law involving experts in environmentalmatters
are discussed below.
Pinal Creek Group v. NewmontMining Corp., 352 F.Supp.2d 1037 (D.C.Az., 2005).
this CERCLA
contribution action, plaintiff sought to introduce expert testimony of several legal
experts regarding corporate issues relevant to an operator liability claim. The court struck most
of the expert testimony as inadmissible legal opinion, although it did allow testimony regarding
interlocking directors and officers to the extent that the testimony showedthat the relationship
issue diverged fi:om corporate norms. In addition to the legal experts, the court did allow two
non-legal experts. A mining engineer expert was allowed to testify about involvement of a
corporate defendant’s agent in pollution-causing activities at the site. In addition, a consulting
historian of technology was allowed to testify about involvementof the company’sactivities in
developingthe miningsite.
BFI Waste Systems of North America v. DeKalb County Georgia, 303 F.Supp.2d 1335
(N.D.Ga.2004). In this dispute over a landfill permit, the court struck portions of BFI’s expert,
who sought to provide opinions about the actions of the county commissioners and the
application of county ordinancesto the BFIpermit application.
Ellis v Gallatin Steel Company,390 F.3d 461 (6th Cir. 2004). In this case, the Court of
Appealsupheld the district court’s decision to admit expert testimony on the issue of damages.
Here, the court held that the district court did not commiterror in failing to mentionthe Daubert
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factors. In this instance the assessmentof the local real estate marketdid not require peer review
or existence of scholarly writing and therefore the testimonywas allowed.
Cooperv. Travelers Indemnity Co., 113 Fed.Appx.198 (9th Cir. 2004). The Ninth Circuit
upheld a trial court’s exclusion of expert testimony on lost profits due to contaminatedwell
water. The trial court excluded expert testimony on lost profits because the economicsexpert
only considered client data on reaching his conclusions, whereasin voir dire he testified it was
his normal practice to verify client-provided data. Because the expert had deviated from his
normalpractice, the district court excludedit and this decision wasupheldon appeal.
Burleson v. Texas Dept. of Criminal Justice, 393 F.3d 577 (5th Cir. 2004). The Fitth
Circuit upheld exclusion of plaintiff’s causation experts on Daubertgrounds, while allowing the
testimony of defendants’ causation experts to stand, in granting summaryjudgment for
defendants. Because of this, the court concluded that there was competent summaryjudgment
evidence for alternative causation and no material fact issues regarding defendants’ causation
claim.
McClainv. Metabolife lnt’l, lnc., 401 F.3d 1233 (11th Cir. 2005). The Court of Appeals
overturned the district court’s admissionof plaintiff’s toxicological expert on Daubertgrounds,
holding that his causation analysis failed to satisfy the Daubert factors for admissibility.
Therefore, the Court of Appeals reversed and remanded.
Pugh v. Conn’s Appliances, lnc., 2004 WL526742(Tex.App.--Beaumont March 8,
2004) (not designated for publication). TheCourt of Appealsupheld the trial court’s admission
of defendant’s expert’s testimony over objection by plaintiff that defendant has failed to properly
supplementthe report. In part, the court said that plaintiff’s late production of evidencewhich
defendant’s expert used for basis of opinion constituted good cause for allowing the expert to
testify.
Borg-WarnerCorp. v. Flores, 153 S.W.3d 209 (Tex. App.--Corpus Christi 2004). The
Court of Appeals upheld the trial court’s admission of expert testimony on mixedquestions of
law and fact, including opinions on manufacturing, design and marketing defects of defendant’s
products, including inadequacyof any warnings.
Formosa Plastics Corp., USA v. Kajima lnt’l, lnc., 2004 WL2534207(Tex.App.-CorpusChristi, Nov.10, 2004) (not designated for publication). The Court of Appealsoverruled
a trial court’s decision not to disqualify a testifying expert on a claim that he had switchedsides.
TheCourt of Appealsfound that the trial court abused its discretion in refusing to disqualify
experts that had previously been consulted by Formosaand which were subsequently retained by
Kajima. It therefore ordered a newtrial in which none of the controverted experts were allowed
to testify.
Greenberg Traurig of New York, P.C. v. Moody, 161 S.W.3d 56 (Tex. App.--Houston
[14th Dist.] 2004). TheCourt of Appealsheld that the trial court committedreversible error in
allowing expert testimony on pure questions of law. Plaintiff had offered expert testimony on
legal issues from a former law professor and a former justice of the Texas SupremeCourt. These
experts were the only experts for plaintiffs and comprisedmorethan half of the entire case. The
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court held that because their testimony was based on pure questions of law, based on incorrect
statements of law, and containedopinions no relevant to the case, it waserror for the trial court
to allow this testimony.
General Motors Corp. v. Iracheta, 161 S.W.3d 462 (Tex. 2005). In this negligence
action, the SupremeCourt held that plaintiff’s expert testimony wasunreliable, applying Texas’
counterpart to the Daubertcase. As a result of striking this expert testimony because there was
no evidence supporting plaintiff’s defect theory, the court reversed and rendered judgmentthat
plaintiff take nothing.
McLaughlin, lnc. v. North Star Drilling Technologies, 138 S.W.3d 24 (Tex.App.--San
Antonio, 2004). The court upheld expert testimony that was based upon education and
experienceover an objection to his qualifications. TheCourt of Appealsheld that the trial court
had not abused its discretion in determiningthat the expert’s qualifications were sufficient to
allowhimto testify.
Volkswagen of America, Inc. v. Ramirez, 159 S.W.3d 897 (Tex. 2004). The Supreme
Court reversed the trial court and the Court of Appeals, finding that plaintiff’s experts were not
reliable. Oncethe expert testimony had been stricken, there was no basis for an awardagainst
defendants and the court reversed and rendered. The court found that the expert’s testimony
ultimately rested on the credibility of the expert, since there wereno other factors to evaluate his
expert opinion. Becausethis is insufficient groundsfor expert testimony, the expert should not
havebeen allowedto testify.
Cano v. Evers Minerals Corp., 362 F.Supp.2d 814 (W.D.Tex. 2005). This was a toxic
tort case in federal court, involving allegations that plaintiff’s cancer was causedby radiation
from a mine’s production of natural uraniumore. ApplyingTexas law, the district court held
that plaintiff had not provided reliable causation expert testimony. The court engages in an
extensive analysis of causation issues in toxic tort litigation, ultimately finding that plaintiff’s
experts do not meet the standard for admissibility, and thereby rendered summaryjudgmentin
favor of defendant.
IV.
A.

OTHER EMERGINGISSUES IN THE USE OF EXPERTS

Discoverability of Drafts of Expert Reports

Arecent issue of The Litigation Newscontains a discussion of discoverability of drafts of
expert reports and potential sanctions if lawyersadvise experts to destroy drafts of expert reports.
Garth T. Yearick, "Lawyers Address Destruction of Testifying Expert’s Draft Reports,"
Litigation News (ABALitigation Section) Jan. 2003. The discussions focus on the case,
W.R. Grace Co.-Conn. v. Zotos lnt’l, Inc., No. 98-CV-838S(F),2000 U.S.Dist. LEXIS18096
(W.D.N.Y.,Nov.2, 2000), in whichthe district court held that there wasa duty to preserve and
maintainexperts’ draft reports for possible disclosure to the plaintiff. In this case the court went
so far as to order the defendant to reconstruct the draft reports from the expert’s computerand
ordered the defendant to pay the plaintiff’s expenses incurred in bringing the motionbefore the
court. Thecourt did not order sanctions for counsel’s instructions to its expert to destroy the
drafts, but held that under advisement. A bright rule requiring production of drafts of expert
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reports was advocated in the article. Steven D. Easton and Franklin P. Romines,"Dealing with
Draft Dodgers: Automatic Production of Drafts of Expert Witness Reports, 22 Rev.Litig. 355
(2003). There, the authors discuss case law concerningproduction of drafts of expert reports and
advocate that such production should be automatic and that sanctions should apply for failure to
provide such reports or for counselingexperts to destroy such drafts.
O’Connor’sTexas Rules of Civil Trials 2005 asserts that, under the discovery rules
applicable in Texas, particularly TRCP192.3(e)(6) and 194.2(f)(4)(A), almost everything
retained expert reviewed or produced as part of participation in the case is discoverable,
including drafts of reports prepared by the expert and the expert’s file. Althoughthe authors of
O’Connorsdid not cite any Texas cases for this proposition, the provisions of the rule cited to
are certainly broad enoughto support such a contention. This developmentis significant because
it seemscontrary to the practice of manyexperts in litigation. As noted in the Litigation News
article, one practitioner noted that most experiencedtestifying experts to not retain drafts, and
indeed that seemsto be the common
practice that experts in litigation have learned to adopt as a
standard policy. This practice fails to address the problemof an increasing requirementthat such
drafts mustbe kept and failure to do so could result in potential sanctions. If productionof drafts
is the standard, it maynot be sufficient for an expert to testify that it is their policy not to keep
drafts to avoidsanctions.
Given the potential consequences and what appears to be an emerging gap between
typical practice and what courts are willing to allow, several avenuesmaybe pursued. Themost
clear-cut, and one that avoidsthe possibility of unpleasantsurprise, is for the parties to enter into
a stipulation at the outset regardingthe discoverability of drafts of expert reports. It wouldseem
in most cases, given the typical practice, that parties would be willing to enter into such a
stipulation. Moreover,if a party is unwilling to enter into such a stipulation, this provides an
early notice to opposing counsel that they mayneed to be careful in their practice of working
with drafts of their experts, since an opponentwhois unwilling to enter into such a stipulation is
morelikely to request production of such drafts and also to seek sanctions if such drafts have
been destroyed. In those circumstances, the attorney needs to workcarefully with their experts
to assure that if a court does order production of draft expert reports, such reports can be made
available, unless counselis confident that by failing to keepsuch drafts it will not be subject to
sanctions. Given the potential downside of having sanctions imposed, which may include
striking the expert’s testimony, such a decision should be madevery carefully.
V.

DISCOVERY OF WORKPRODUCT AND PRIVILEGED DOCUMENTS
PROVIDED TO TESTIFYING EXPERTS

The issue regarding discoverability of draft expert reports is part of a larger issue
regarding whetheror not workproduct and privileged documentsthat are provided to a testifying
expert are discoverable. The emerging case law is turning muchmore toward a complete
disclosure of everything that is provided to an expert, and the Texas rules regarding expert
discovery are consistent with such a view. In light of this development,most commentatorshave
stated that the only wayto ensure that materials are protected is to not providethis material to the
expert witness. See, e.g., Committeeon Pretrial Practice and Discovery Newsletter, American
Bar Association, Section Litigation, Vol. 12, No. 2, 2004: "Discoverability of WorkProductand
Privileged DocumentsIn The Handsof A Testifying Expert," author: Richard J. Oparil.
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This trend in expert discovery, coupledwith the potential discoverability of draft expert
reports, encouragesthe increased use of non-testifying experts to help in case evaluation. Both
federal and state rules are similar in allowing parties to consult with a non-testifying expert as
long as that non-testifying expert’s workis not used by a testifying expert. However,care must
be taken whenusing a consulting non-testifying expert to ensure that such an expert does not,
through his or her ownefforts, gather facts which render that expert discoverable. Anexpert
with firsthand knowledgeof the facts becomes, in essence, a discoverable fact witness and
therefore is not subject to protection as a consultingexpert.
Anotherissue whichis not clearly addressedit to whatextent use of a consulting expert’s
work product by the attorney in helping to prepare a testifying expert can be deemedto be
reliance by the testifying expert on the work of the consulting expert. Although this seems
contrary to the policy encouragingthe use of non-testifying experts for case evaluation, it is
possible to imagine a scenario where the testifying expert’s opinions mayhave been influenced
by commentsfrom counsel and that are predicated on a non-testifying expert’s workto such an
extent that a court may, in somecircumstances, order discovery of the non-testifying expert. As
in all these cases, it seems the most prudent policy is to carefully control what documentsare
provided to a testifying expert and to limit production of documentsthat contain attorney work
productor privileged material to testifying experts since that material in itself is discoverableand
could lead to discoveryof a non-testifying expert.
Whileuse of non-testifying expert consultants maybe prudent to help evaluate a case, it
does increase the costs of litigation if parties are forced to retain duel sets of experts in order to
be able to obtain adequate expert evaluation of cases without risking possible disclosure of work
product client confidences and privileged material. Again, as with the discovery of draft expert
reports, another possible solution is a pre-trial stipulation or Rule 11 agreementthat mayallow
somematerials to be shared with an expert without triggering the possibility of disclosure. This
wouldbe a harder stipulation to implementthan a rule against provision of draft reports since
defining the universe of materials that can be provided to an expert without triggering discovery
obligations could be problematic in most cases.
VI.

USE OF INSIDE EXPERTS

Onepossible source of expert witness testimony in any environmental case are in-house
experts workingfor the clients. Such experts have certain advantages and disadvantages. The
client maybe moreinclined to go with in-house experts, especially if cost of outside experts is a
major factor. In light of the abovediscussion of concerns of the discoverability of materials
provided to an in-house, it maybe harder to control the information that an in-house expert is
determined to have reviewed since they mayhave acquired materials outside of the litigation
process that could be considered as the basis for their opinion. This could potentially open up
discovery into areas that might otherwise be subject to attorney-client privilege or workproduct
and, therefore, use of in-house experts should be evaluated to determine if this creates such an
issue.
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VII.

CONCLUSION

Expert witnesses are undergoing continued scrutiny by the courts. The importance of
experts in environmentalcases is undisputed, but practitioners are well advised to understand
that the trend is for increased discovery of experts to ascertain howtheir opinions have been
developed, what role counsel has played in shaping their opinions, and the materials reviewedin
developing the expert testimony. This trend, coupled with the on-going development of the
Daubert inquiry, meansthat environmental attorneys need to be extremely careful in selecting
and workingwith experts in environmentallitigation.
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¯ Somefigures and charts are from
presentations
by Adamski and
Charbeneau at TCEQ NAPL Seminar
in Austin, May2005.
¯ Sub-Mariner, Atlantis, Atlantic Ocean
¯ ~-.chivian.co~
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Whatis NAPL?
¯ Non-Aqueous Phase Liquids
- Non-aqueous means separate phase liquid
- Immiscible= oil and water don’t mix

¯ _Lighter-than-water = LNAPL(S.G. <1)
¯ Denser-than-water
= DNAPL(S.G. >1)

Examples of DNAPL
¯ Denser-than-water

~

= DNAPL

¯ Creosote and pentachlorophenol
¯ Chlorinated solvents:
- tetrachloroethylene (PCE)
- trichloroethylene (TCE)
- carbon tetrachloride

¯ Salt water (brine) and glycols are not
DNAPL
- they easily dissolve in
water, are miscible

Examples
of LNAPL

Oil that is, black gold, Texastea
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Exam#es

of

¯ Lighter-than-water

LNAPL ~
= LNAPL

¯ Crude oil and natural

gas condensate

¯ Liquid fuels: gasoline,
kerosene, jet fuel

diesel,

Vegetable

oil

Also known as:
- Phase-separated hydrocarbons (PSH)
- Free product
- Floadngproduct layer

NotQuiteLNAPL
or DNAPL!
¯ White Blob: mineral
oil, paraffin, carbon
tetrachloride and
paraffin wax
¯ The Blue Liquid:
water, dye and maybe
glycols
¯ Blob and Blue Liquid
densities very similar
¯ Heat of lamp changes
density of blob more
than blue liquid

Old(Mis)undemtanding
LNAPL
"Pancake"
Model
¯ Mosdy continuous layer of LNAPLfloats
on the water table and/or capillary fringe
¯ Fully saturated with LNAPL(or close to 0
¯ LNAPLenters monitor well, displacing
water until its buoyancy is balanced
¯ Exaggerated NAPLthickness in well varies
based on soil texture (more exaggerated in
fine-grained soil due to a thicker capillary
fringe height)
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PancakeModel
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LNAPLUpdatedlUnderstanding
of ~
¯ LNAPLis mixed with air and
groundwater - % varies with soil type
- Not like Pancake model with full oil saturation

¯ To enter the soil, the LNAPLhas to
displace the groundwater
- overcome the interfacial
the oil and water

surface tension between

- Surface tension is what allows water to bead up
on a waxed car
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UpdatedLNAPL
2Understanding
of ~
The groundwater was there first
and the oil has to move it out of the way
¯ So, the LNAPLmust squeeze in where it
can - usually just the largest pores
- LNAPLpressure
pressure

higher than water capillary

¯ For most soil, there isn’t much LNAPL
saturation in the soil (usually <20%of
total void space)

LNAPL
Saturation

g
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Effect of Observed
Thickness
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LNAPL
SaturaUon
Distribution
¯ Van Genuchten and
Brooks and Corey models
¯ Based on soil properties and observed
LNAPLthickness in wells
¯ Soil properties inferred from water-air
capillary pressure testing
¯ Key parameters: pore size
distribution (largest pores carry
disproportionate influence)
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PredictiveModelsLNAPL
Migration
¯ To spread laterally, LNAPL
must displace the groundwater by
overcomingwater capillary pressure
¯ API (Charbeneau) model for
predictions

RealWorld
Complicating
Factom
1
¯ Soil properties oftentimes are
not uniform
¯ Examplesituation:
- Layer of clay over sand containing LNAPL
- During high water levels, oil is trapped under
the clay
- Can create greatly exaggerated thickness
- Even minor changes in soil properties (more
fines) can trap oil below the water table

RealWorld
Complicating
Factors2
¯ Water table fluctuations

~

- Mobile LNAPLmoves up and down with water
level
- Combines with residual LNAPL(immobile,
trapped oil) above or below water table
- Because the residual saturation is usually greater
below the water table, lower water levels can
result in increased thickness in wells
- Conversely, risingwater levels can reduce
apparent thickness (but not always! - see
previous)
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RealWorld
Complicating
Factors3
¯ Fine grained soil

~

- Macropores (cracks, root holes, wormholes,
etc.) hold LNAPL
- Most small pores hold water very tightly- won’t
allow LNAPLto enter
- Usually very low %LNAPLsaturation - most
pores do not contain LNAPL
- Macropores can allow LNAPL
to migrate well
below water table and to show greatly
exaggerated thickness in wells

RealWorld
Complicating
Factors4
I
¯ Residual Saturation
- Even if all mobile LNAPL
is removed, residual
saturation remains trapped in the soil pores
- Expect much of the total LNAPL
saturation to
persist (maybe20-50%of total)

¯ LNAPL Weathering
- LNAPLdissolves in place and can biodegrade
(natural attenuation)
- What remains becomes more viscous (and less
mobile)
- Becomeslower in soluble fractions (and less
usually toxic)

When
CanI StopLNAPL
Recovery?
1
Remove enough to:
¯ Stop LNAPLmigration
¯ Control dissolved phase migration
¯ Reduceresidual saturation so that
natural attenuation or other methods
can be effective
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When Can I Stop LNAPL ~
Recovery?
2
¯ Difficult to predict with models
- Real world complications ate daunting
- Still, useful to providean estimateof
recovery volumes
¯ Use performance-based criteria
- Declinein recoveryrate
- % LNAPL
of total fluids recovered

Agency
Trends.
~
¯ Things are looking up
¯ TCEQis a leader in realistic approach
to remediation end points
¯ Moving away from "to extent
practicable"
¯ Moving toward performance-based
site-specific approaches
- Moreexpensivesite assessment
- Reducedremediationcost
¯ TRRP-32 guidance will be here soon
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BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH FOR
BRAD SNOW

Brad L. Snow, P.E., P.G. is a Senior Consultant with RMT,Inc. in Austin, Texas. He has 23 years
of environmental experience, specializing in investigation and risk-based corrective action of
contaminated soil and groundwater and in strategic due diligence. He As a hydrogeologist,
Brad has practical experience in hands-on remediation of affected groundwater, including
recovery of non-aqueous phase liquids (NAPL). In addition, he is a key memberof RMT’s
Positive ClosuresMpractice for delivering cost, schedule and regulatory certainty on site
remediation projects. Brad received B.S. and M.S. degrees in Geological Engineering from the
University of Missouri-Rolla. He is a licensed Professional Engineer and Professional Geologist
in Texas and other states.
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Use of Interactive 3D and 4D EnvironmentalData Graphics
GavinHudgeons,President, e60 Vision, LLC
Friday, August5, 11:00-11:20
Enviromnentalattorneys continually face the monumentalchallenge of comrnunicating
difficult environmentaldata sets and the problemsand issues they represent to both
professionals and laypersons alike.
Data collected during site assessments and monitoring events are mostly visualized as 2D
contour maps, graphs, and charts within bulky paper documents.By today’s standard, it
is often difficult within a reasonable time frame for someoneto becomeknowledgeable
enoughon the geological, chemicaland distributive complexities of each site to be an
active participant in technical decision makingprocesses associated with contentious
sites. Furthermore,a survey of 33 environmentalconsulting firms nationwidefound that
21%of Phase I reports were significantly insufficient to communicate
a realistic
understanding of environmentalconditions (Dunn, 1997). Finally, one of the two most
frequently cited causes of failure in environmentalcases is lack of effective technical
commtmication(Moorhouseand Millet, 1994).
Theseare someof the significant issues being addressed with implementationby legal
firms of powerful3 and 4Dinteractive technology, animations, and organizational
graphical interfaces for environmentalcase litigation.
Innovative developmentof visualization technology nowpermits fully interactive 3 and
4Dsite histories to be created that depict the distribution and sanaplelocation of every
regulated constituent and biodegradationindicator ever collected at the site in an
extremelytime efficient and cost-effective manner.
Thevisualizations are organizedvia graphical interfaces for ease of use, portability mad
distribution. Virtually all of the data for a site is placedat the fingertips of the user, and
permit the user to take an active role in technical site discussions, evenif she/he was
recently introduced to the site and does not have a technical background.Theadvantages
of applyingthese tectmologiesas part of a firna’s broad strategy of environmental
managementinclude: faster and moreinformed remediation and assessment decisions; a
dramatic reduction of the time required to educate laypersons and experts on difficult
technical concepts; concise and effective communicationbetweenconsultants, attorneys,
juries, judges, land owners,public interest groups, city planners, madregulators; and time
and resource savings by minimizingunnecessarymeetings, travel, assessments and
sampling. The ultimate result of these efforts is improvedability to communicate
technical concepts, easier analysis of environmentalissues, and effective management
of
sites and site data whichresults in lower costs and a stronger case.
This presentation will include interactive visualizations fromfour environnaentalsites: a
contaminatedpetroleumtank farm; a large state SuperfundSite; a large petrochemical
refinery; and a municipallandfill. Rather than address discrete and/or specific needs, it
will present technologythat facilitates implementationof interactive 3 and 4D
visualizations of geospatial data as part of a broad strategy for effective environmental
case developmentand litigation support.

Contact Infom~ation:
Gavin Hudgeons
President - e60 Vision, LLC.
gavin@e60vision.com
(512) 417-4289
www.e60vision.com
Phil Knudson
CO0- c60 Vision, LLC.
phil@e60vision.com
(512) 797-6121

Biogral~hlcal Sketch
Gavin Hudgeons, President, e60 Vision, LLC
Friday, August 5, 11:00-11:2O
Gavin Hudgeons is founder and president of e60 Vision, a technology based
environmentalfirm specializing in 3 and 4Dvisualizations of environmentalsites. Prior
to founding e60 Vision in 2003, he served as a senior consultant for TetraTech, as a
hydrogeologist for Environmental Resources Management(ERM),Inc., and as a summer
petroleum geologist for ExxonMobilOil Corporation. Gavin has been involved in the
implementation and management of environmental assessments, sampling, and
monitoring events at industrial and commercialfacilities of someof the world’s largest
petrochemical corporations. He has designed, implemented and managedsolutions to
contaminant recovery systems and has improvedrecovery at petroleum refinery/terminal
facilities. Gavin has authored and updated multiple environmentalregulatory reports and
manageda range of environmental remediation sites. He was also a memberof the Hart
Senate Building anthrax response team where he performed biological sampling in
responseto the 2001anthrax terror incidents.
Gavin founded e60 Vision in 2003 knowingthat there was a better way to communicate
and managelarge amountsof environmental data than was being done. He has been the
technical lead on combiningmultiple visualization technologies into e60 Vision’s final
deliverable, as well as on 3D visualization and data managementprojects including
Superfund Sites, landfills, and petroleum prospects. His training includes advanced
training in Mining and Environmental Visualization Systems. He holds a Master of
Science in Geological Sciences from the University of Texasat Austin, and a Bachelor of
Arts in EnvironmentalGeologywith from the University of Montanain Missoula.

John Blevins, Director
ComplianceAssurance and Enforcement Division
U.S. EPA, Region 6
"New Technology for Enforcement"
Finding and measuringsources of air pollution are essential in correcting and maintaininga clean
and healthy environment. Our country has manycommunitiesthat are located in or near nonattainment areas for the National AmbientAir Quality Standards. This has created a need for
morecomprehensivemonitoring tools. Thesetools identify and help in the effort to reduce
emissionsthat lead to the formationof ozone, regional haze and, in general, polluted air.
Manytimes the sources of emissionsare difficult to identify through traditional monitoringand
regulatory methods. With the newinnovative technologies, we have found componentsthat
were not previously considered as causes of emissions. Weare also developing newwaysof
measuringtraditional emissions.
Mypresentation focuses on newand developing technologies available that enhance the
detection and characterization of air emissions.
Trace AtmosphericGas Analyzer (TAGA)unit - a self-contained mobile
laboratory capable of real-time samplingand analysis in the low parts per
billion level of outdoor air or emissions from various environmental
sources and concerns. In addition, the TAGA
has specialized sampling
equipmentfor measuringindoor air and at remote locations. Theunit
provides real-time analysis of instantaneousair samples.It is similar to a
snapshotof air quality at that moment.
Remotesensing camera- Smart LDAR
(leak detection and repair)
technologythat can quickly and economicallyidentify significant
"leakers." It has the sensing ability to find leaking chemicalsfromtargets
large or small. Monitoringtime could be reduced from 3-4 monthsto 2-3
weeksand "leakers" can be caught before emissions accumulate.
Digital Opacity CameraSystem(DOCS)- This technology uses a digital
cameraand sottware to record and measurethe opacity of plumesfrom
stationary sources. This is an Air Force research project in whichEPAis
a partner. Theultimate goal of this project is to developa test methodthat
will be an alternative to the traditional meansof measuringopacity by the
humaneye (knownas Method9). The main advantage of this newtest
methodis that an actual picture of the plumebeing measuredwill be
recorded and saved.

RegionVI Participates in
Development of New Test
Method
Haveyou ever see a nasty thick black cloud of
pollution billowing from a smokestack?Of course
you have. But, unless you’re familiar with the air
enforcement program, you maynot knowthat there
is a wayto determine howopaquethat plumeis.
Well, there is a test methodthat EPAdeveloped
manyyears ago to measure opacity. Knownas
Method9, and found in Appendix A of 40 CFR
Part 60, it is used to measurehowmuchopacity
is associated with a plumeof smoke.

WhatIs Opacity?
Opacity is a measurementof the amountof light
that is blocked by a medium,such as smokeor
a tinted window.Opacityis usually stated as a
percentage. Anopacity of 0%meansthat all
light passes through, and an opacity of 100%
meansthat no light passes through. Opacity is
importantbecauseit gives an indication of the
concentration of pollutants leaving a smokestack.
The moreparticles that are emitted from a stack,
the morelight will be blocked,resulting in a
higher opacity percentage.

HowIs Opacity Measured?
At present, there are several waysto measure
opacity. The simplest methodis visual
observation. Anyonecan be trained and
certified to becomea Visible Emission
Observer.Federal, state, and local inspectors,
as well as governmentand industry staff, have
been trained to conduct opacity readings to
determineif a source is meetingits federal
and/or state opacity requirements. These
people have been trained to estimate the
percentage of opacity for black and white
smoke coming from smokestacks.
EPAadopted standardized training and
certification proceduresin Method9.
"SmokeSchool" involves a one-day lecture
on the principles and history of opacity and
certification using these procedures. For
certification, black and white smokeis
generatedat different opacities for a total
of 50 separate visible emission readings.
Opacities must be within a certain percentage
of accuracy, for both types of smoke,for
certification to be obtained. Certification
expires after six months.

Is Therean Easier Way?
The Environmental Security Technology
Certification Program(ESTCP)is
Department of Defense (DoD) program
that promotesinnovative, cost-effective
environmental technologies through
demonstration and validation at DoD
sites. The ESTCPhas approved and
begunworkon a project to test a digital
recording and analysis methodfor opacity
determination. This digital opacity
methodwouldbe used as an alternate
methodto Method9.
EPA’s Emissions Measurement Center
requested the formationof a scientific
advisory group to review and provide comments
during the developmentand testing
of this new method. The membersare
from EPA,the Air Force, and outside contractors
and are considered to be experts
in either digital imagingand/or Method9.
This group will reviewtest plans to
ensure that key variables are covered in
the field work,define project success, and
agree what conditions must be met to
achieveit by the end of the project.
The kickoff meeting for this group was held on
Monday,April 2, 2001, at Hill AFB,Utah.
The meeting included an overall project
briefing, a review of the advisory group
membersand purposes, and a detailed
briefing and demonstration of the proposed
new technology. Representatives from RTP,
NEIC, and Region VI attended and
participated in this meeting. Upcoming
meetings will cover the software used by the
digital cameraas well as the development
and implementationof field tests of the
camera.Field tests are currently scheduled
for Salt LakeCity, Utah, in early October2001,
and Augusta, Georgia, in late October 2001.
For more information, contact Raymond
Magyar,senior air enforcementofficer
in EPARegion VI and a memberof the
science advisorygroup for this project,
at 214-665-7288.
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John Blevins, Director
Compliance Assurance and Enforcement Division
U.S. EPA,Region 6
In January 2005, John Blevins joined EPA,Region6, as Director
of the ComplianceAssurance and EnforcementDivision. Previously
employedby two EPAregional offices and two State environmental
agencies, he brings with him a wealth of environmental knowledgeand
experience. As director, he is responsible for regulatory enforcement
and compliancemonitoring of the environmentalstatutes regulating air,
water, toxic substances and land.
Mr. Blevins joined Region6 after serving as director of the Air and WasteManagement
Division at Delaware’s Departmentof Natural Resources and EnvironmentalControl. While in
Delaware, John managednumerousprograms, including enforcement, emergencyresponse,
undergroundand abovegroundstorage tanks, brownfields, air programs, the accidental release
program, and surveillance and monitoring. His workin state agencies gave him a unique
perspective of complianceissues. He appreciates the importance of workingclosely with our
state partners to preserve our environmentand protect public health. Heis also committedto fair
and consistent enforcementin the belief that creating a level playing field strengthens our
economy.
He has a bachelor’s degree in environmental studies from WarrenWilsonCollege in
Swannanoa,North Carolina, and a master’s degree in environmental engineering from the
Universityof NorthCarolina, in Charlotte. Johnis married and the father of triplets.
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Commissioner

Larry R. Soward

Larry R. Soward of Austin was appointed by Gov. Rick Perry on October 17, 2003, to the
Texas Commission on Environmental Quality. The Texas Senate confirmed his
appointment on May 11, 2004.
Sowardmost recently served as executive assistant to the Texas lieutenant governor
during the 78th Legislative Session and during two special legislative sessions held during
2003.
He has more than 26 years of experience leading state agencies, and served as the
deputy land commissioner of the Texas General Land Office and Veterans’ Land Board,
the deputy commissioner of the Texas Department of Agriculture, and the deputy
executive director of the Texas Public Utility Commission.In addition, Sowardhas been
executive director of the Texas Water Commission, the culmination of a 12-year tenure at
that agency. During his time at the Water Commission,he was also its general counsel
and chief hearings examiner.
He graduated from the University of Texas (UT) with a law degree in 1974 and has
practiced environmental law and water law as a solo practitioner and as partner of a
small law firm. Sowardalso holds a bachelor’s degree in mathematics from UT.
Soward’s term will

expire Aug. 31, 2009.

Lawrence E. Starfield
Deputy Regional Administrator
Larry Starfield is the Deputy Regional Administrator for the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency, Region 6, in Dallas, Texas. In this
position, he is responsible for the efficient
managementof the 900person regional office, and for the effective implementation of EPA
programs in the South-Central United States.
Mr. Starfield
served as the Regional
managedan office of 60 lawyers that
Regional Administrator
and Region 6
interpretation
and implementation of

Counsel
provided
program
federal

for Region 6 where he
legal advice to the
offices regarding the
environmental laws.

Before joining Region 6 in 1997, Mr. Starfield spent ten years with
EPA’s Office of General Counsel in Washington, D.C., where he served
as an attorney-advisor,
Assistant General Counsel for RCRA, and
Acting Associate General Counsel for Solid Waste and Emergency
Response.
Before coming to EPA, he worked in Paris, France, from 1985 to
1987 as the correspondent for the Bureau of National Affairs on
French environmental
law. From 1981 through 1985, he was an
Associate with the law firm of Skadden Arps Slate Meagher E~ Flora,
in Washington, D.C. He is a graduate of Wesleyan University and
Yale Law School.
Current

as of September 2004
For more information,
please
contact the EPA Region 6
Office of External Affairs at
214 665-2200

Corporate Financial Reporting on EnvironmentalLiabilities:
An Accounting & Auditing Perspective Regarding Sarbanes-Oxley and the EHSProfessional
Note: The views expressed in this presentation are those of the authors
Kathryn Pavlovsky and Joe Solly
August 5, 2005

The enclosed serves to provide a high level accounting and auditing perspective with respect to
the authoritative guidanceprovided and the EHSprofessional’s responsibilities in the context of
the Sarbanes Oxley world.
I. Background
Recent trends, including increased public demandfor disclosure from investors and regulators,
corresponding legislative and regulatory requirements, and increasing NGOand shareholder
action, are significantly affecting the roles and responsibilities of the Environmental,Health &
Safety ("EHS")professional. Specifically, the Sarbanes-OxleyAct in the USAand Bill 198
CEO/ CFOCertification in Canadarequire increased assurance on internal controls by enforcing
personal accountability for the accuracy of financial reporting; including material environmental
matters. Additionally, scandals in the business environmentcontinue to shake investors’
confidence in corporate financial reporting and the underlying accounting and auditing practices;
and have highlighted the importance of disclosing key information to potential investors.
Environmentalliabilities can accumulateto the $10 - $100 million dollar range, jeopardizing the
financial stability of the company.Undisclosedenvironmentalrisks and liabilities could impair
the public’s ability to makesound investment decisions. For example, discovery of hazardous
waste in soil or groundwaterthat results in material fines, penalties, and remedial action.
Anotherexampleis the changingof regulations requiring capital investments in technology that
could result in the shutting-downof certain facilities.
In today’s market, managementof environmental liabilities can create competitive advantages,
as successful companiesare recognized as goodcorporate citizens. This is the driver for the
growingpractice of "socially responsible investing". Consumers’broader interests indicate it is
no longer the amount of revenues, but howthey are incurred and managed. Environmental
performanceis often a reflection of a company’spublic imageand a first "contact" to consumers.
In July, 2004, The GovernmentAccountability Office (GAO),issued a report entitled
"Environmental Disclosure: SECShould Explore Waysto Improve Tracking and Transparency
of Information." The U.S. GovernmentAccountability Office ("GAO")was asked by the U.S.
Congressto evaluate:
-

key stakeholders’ view on howwell the SEChas defined the requirements for
environmental disclosure
the extent to which companiesare disclosing environmental information in their
SECfilings

- the adequacy of SEC’s efforts to monitor and enforce compliance with the
disclosure requirements
- !suggestions for increasing and improving environmental disclosure
The GAOfindings from researchers were (1) key stakeholders disagree about howwell SEChas
defined the disclosure requirements for environmental information, (2) requirements allow too
muchflexibility (3) requirements are too narrow in scope to capture important environmental
information.
Findings also revealed (1) the extent to which companiesare disclosing environmental
information in their filings with SECvaries, (2) defining what should be disclosed can
challenging (3) inconsistent reporting amongcompaniesaround what is reported and where and
howit is communicated
in their report (e.g. MD&A,
AIF, AccruedLiabilities, etc.) and (4)
difficulty in concludingwheninformation is present or lacking. Specifically, does a low level of
disclosure meanthe companyhas no existing or potential environmentalliabilities; has
determinedthat such liabilities are not material; or is not adequately complyingwith disclosure
requirements?
Non-entity stakeholders communicatedthat SECguidance is not specific enough in certain areas
such as:
- Disclosing liabilities whentheir occurrence or amountis uncertain
- Assessingthe materiality of liabilities and potential risks
- Disclosing potentially significant environmentalproblemsor regulatory initiatives
that could pose future fmancial risks
- SECoversight is inadequate
Entity stakeholders communicatedthat SECguidance is sufficiently well defined such and that
flexibility in the requirements is necessary to accommodate
the variability in companies’
circumstances and that developing more specific guidance would not be feasible.
Researcharound what specific companiesare doing is limited because it is difficult to determine
what environmental information is potentially subject to disclosure and whether the information
should be considered material.
GA O Independent Study’s Impact
The GAOrecommendedthat the SECtake steps to improve the tracking and transparency of
information related to its review of companies’filings by:
-

Modifyingthe disclosure requirements and improving guidance for reporting
entities (e.g. what and whento report & specific cost estimation methods)

1 Referencefor this section: Environmental
Disclosure-SEC
ShouldExploreWaysto ImproveTrackingand
Transparency
of Information.GAO
July 2004.

-

-

Stepping up SEC’smonitoring and enforcement of existing requirements (e.g.
track reporting compliance more closely and SECand EPAwork closer together,
set somelegal precedents)
Adopting non-regulatory approaches to improving disclosure (e.g. shareholder
petitions and voluntary environmentalreporting initiatives)

The GAOalso recommendedfor the SECto work more closely with the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency("EPA")to take better advantage of EPAdata relevant to environmental
disclosures (e.g. RCRA
corrective action mandatesfor contaminatedsites).
Early SECefforts to close the Gap in GAAP
include (1) publishing SAB92 encouraging
companiesto not report "0" as the minimum
of the range, (2) issuing SOP96-1 providing
guidance for reporting environmental liabilities. However,92 was not required and SOP96-1
only requires reporting available information and does not require reporting the total cost of the
clean up until the RemedialInvestigation and Feasibility Studyis complete. So, in the
meanwhile,companiesonly report the investigative costs and full disclosure is delayed for a
number of years. Additionally, SOP96-1 does not provide guidance for non RCRAand
Superfundsites and does not provide guidanceon site closure costs, compliance, legal fees and
damagesof ecology, property, business interruption and tort claims.
Sarbanes Oxley Act was enacted in 2002 to ensure compliancewith corporate financial reporting
mandates and provide mechanismsto ensure transparency and accuracy with such reporting
mandatesand requires CEO/ CFOcertification of internal controls and increases the personal
liability. Continuing gaps are that Sarbanes does not address under-reporting or lack of
aggregate reporting. Additionally, accurate reporting of material environmentalliabilities was
already required by SECbefore Sarbanes becameenacted.
The impact of all drivers is that the EHSprofessional will be encouragedto be more aligned with
the internal audit function and that processes and procedures should be established, implemented
and documentedwith respect to handling environmentalliabilities.
Deloitte Survey - Supports Trend that EHSis Incorporated into Corporate Governance
Deloitte recently conducted a survey on the partnership between Internal Audit and EHS. The
purpose of the survey was to explore the expanding advisory and risk managementrole of the
Internal Audit function. In this context EHS,risk is increasingly recognized as being linked to
moretraditional business risks such as failure to operate, innovate, poor reputation and
resultantly is being integrated into corporate governancerequirements and guidelines (e.g.
Director liability). Accordingly,in the face of such changes, Internal audit is faced with, and
must respond to, managementinitiatives and Board responsibilities. The objective was therefore
to assess the extent to whichInternal Audit is choosingto respondand the best practices and
challenges in doing so.
The Survey included organizations in the following sectors:
- Energy (7)
- Communications (3)

-

Manufacturing (2)
Transportation (1)

Key findings varied by companyand sector and included the below:
-

-

Responses indicated that 77%of Intemal Audit functions are involved in EHS
audits, typically independently of EHS.
In 23%of the cases Internal Audit outsourced either audit planning or execution
related to EHS.
Other departments are often also involved in EHSaudit and review, including
Corporate Govemance/ Compliance groups.
Typically Internal Audit’s involvement is motivated by the need to manage
reputation risk and to provide assurance to the Board on EHSrisk management.
Audit planning uses a formal risk-based approach in 60%of cases and relies on
the results of audits performedby EHSin only 33%of cases, in keeping with the
emphasis on assurance / independence.
The results of Internal Audits are reported primarily to the Audit Committee
(90%), as well as to other committeessuch as the Social Responsibility or EHS
Committee, all independent of management.The results include recommendations
for improvementin keeping with the advisory role of IA.

The focus of EHSaudits performed by Intemal Audit is as follows:
ManagementEHSPlanning: Emphasis is placed on verifying whether
managementhas regulatory tracking systems and whether it has a formalized
procedure to update environmental aspects of the organization.
EHSProcedures & Documentation: The majority of emphasis is placed on
verifying training of personnel and the existence of documentedprocedures.
Version control and availability of documentationare emphasizedto a lesser
extent, including the efficiency and effectiveness of technologyplatforms to
perform the documentationand training roles.
EHSCommunication:Internal Audit focuses primarily on verifying information
provided to regulators, while information to the Boardis verified in 70%of cases
and that provided to the public in 30%of cases.
Responses to open ended questions regarding challenges and best practices emphasizedthe
following:
The Internal Audit groups surveyedconsidered their greatest challenges to be:
identifying and prioritizing risks, getting management
buy-in to risk assessment,
losing the "police" role, maintaining competentstaff, and achieving consistent
quality in a cost-effective manner.

Internal Audit stated that their most challenging EHSissues include employee
stress and well-being, site contaminationand climate change, obtaining senior
managementcommitmentto these, integration of these items into overall
managementof operations, change managementand knowledge management.
Surveyrespondents consider having clear delineations of responsibilities,
maintaining audit independence,having risk-based rotational audit plans, and
formal follow-up procedures as best practices.
Conclusionsdrawn from the survey are that the Intemal Audit function is (1) choosing to
involved in EHSmatters, (2) an invaluable, independent opinion regarding the performance
the organization in this area and (3) encounteringthe samechallenges it encounters in its other
activities, namelythe prioritization of risks and losing the "police" role; and, morespecifically to
EHS,challenges in obtaining appropriate expertise and focusing its audits in areas where
managementrecognizes opportunities for improvement.
Additional Challenges
As discussed above, environmentalliabilities bring manyfinancial and related risks including,
but not limited to clean up costs, tort liability, damageto natural resources and biodiversity, bad
credit, drop in share price, civil penalties and settlements, facility disruption or shut down,and
reputation impacts. The management
and handling of these liabilities is under increased scrutiny
and considerations for such are addressed below.
Disclosure Decisions
The current environmentconsists of increasing pressure from media, politicians, regulators, and
investors to fully disclose environmentalliabilities. Whatto disclose therefore becomesa
challenge. Specifically, environmentalliabilities can be difficult to predict and if over-estimated
an organization can tie up capital-in-reserves, increase borrowingmoneyand the cost of credit,
concerninginvestors. Likewise, if under-estimated, a crisis could present itself wherefunds are
not available for the required remedial actions. Finally, in the absence of adequate disclosure,
the risk to investors is that material environmentalliabilities are communicated
after f’mancial
results have been posted and investment decisions have been made.
Materiality Debates
Materiality is generally defined as costs exceeding 10%of assets. However,environmental
liabilities at costs of less than 10%of assets could have a material impact on the company.
Additionally, information can be material according to Canadianand U.S. law if reasonable
investors wouldfmdit relevant to their investment decisions.
Therefore, companiesare encouragedto expandtheir definition of materiality for environmental
liabilities to gain shareholder and investor confidence through transparency.

Common
weaknesses in Managing Environmental Liabilities
In our experience, commonweaknessesin managingenvironmental liabilities
Sarbanes include:

¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

¯

in the context of

Lack of documentation(e.g. internal or external scopes of work, or proposals, or cost
schedules).
Little justification to an established range of remedial costs and not using probability to
select the final estimate
Leavingsites idle
Lack of using environmentalspecialists to distance the risk (e.g. undertake their own
remedial activities with no report in the end).
Uncertainty in whoownsthe risk (e.g. old properties with vague transfer agreements)
Identifying contamination in soil or groundwaterat values in excess of the MOE
guidelines and not taking any action, and against recommendationsfrom consultants. No
plan to address the future of migrationpotential, etc
Knownenvironmental costs never translated properly into accounting language

II. Recommendationsfor responding to Sarbanes-Oxley and Financial Reporting
Requirements
A. Process Mapping
These weaknesses maybe mitigated by mappingprocesses for handling environmental liabilities
and documentinga procedure for liability managementthat incorporates the accounting guidance
to support the liability management
programand financial reporting objectives.
B. Teamingwith Internal and External Audit
The EHSprofessional should team with Internal Audit to conduct environmental reviews which
serve to:
1. Assess the organization’s environmental impacts and closure or retirement activities
including associated financial implications, and howthey are recorded in the f’mancial
statements; and
2. Determinethe extent and degree that environmentally related risks are managed
The environmental reviews should be conducted by a liability managementteam aligned with the
Environmental ManagementSystem and any ISO certifications roles and responsibilities. The
team should also include:
¯
¯

External Audit Team
External AuditingFirm’s specialist, or outside experts assisting the auditors

¯
¯

Professionals whoare familiar with environmental liability
issues
Environmental Engineers
Environmental Attorneys

complianceand technical

Companiesshould respond appropriately to environmental matters by providing those involved
with valuing and reporting environmental liabilities a consistent methodologyand assistance
while also:
-

-

Teamingwith organizational engineering, financial, legal and other personnel to
help determine whether asset retirement obligations and other environmental
issues exist
Providing a methodologythat is logical, sound, consistent across the company
and with industry practice
Assisting client staff to implementthe AROstandard, both from the scientific and
accounting perspectives
Communicating
with audit staff to ensure the response meets the needs and
expectations of the audit
Evaluating the methodologyto ensure it is logical, sound, consistent across the
companyand with industry practice
Evaluating planned retirement activities to ensure they are reasonable and
appropriate
Ensuring that the companyis using qualified resources

C. Establishing and Implementing Common
Procedures for Valuing and Reporting
Common
procedures for reporting and verifying the value of environmental liabilities
include but are not limited to the following:

should

1. Obtain calculation of reserves for environmentalliabilities whichcontains a listing of all
impaired sites
2. Categorize sites based on whetherthe client is sole generator or is a potentially
responsible party (PRP)in a multiple generator site.
3. In a multiple generator situation, makefurther distinction betweenthose sites wherethe
client has or does not have control of decision makingprocess
4. Test the completenessof each liability inventories using public databases
5. Reviewand calendar prior years listing with updates
6. Reviewlegal confLrmations, correspondence with regulatory agencies and other
documents(e.g. Board Minutes) which mayindicate impaired sites
7. Samplethe expenditures account to see if additional sites exist Samplethe nonenvironmentalexpenditures to see whether additional sites exist
8. Select liabilities for routine review
9. For newlyadded liabilities, evaluate estimates for accuracy and reasonableness using.
engineeringreports, contractor estimates, etc.

C.

Incorporate Accounting Guidance into Methodologies, Processes and Procedures

Liability managementshould include ensuring the below accounting guidance is incorporated in
the processes, procedures and reporting. The impact of each and its impact to environmental
reporting considerations requiring consistency is described in short detail below:
¯
¯

¯
¯
¯

FASBStatement No. 5, Accounting for Contingencies
FIN 14, Reasonable Estimation of the Amountof a Loss - an interpretation of FASB
Statement No. 5
SOP96-1, Environmental Remediation Liabilities
SAB92, Accounting and Disclosures Related to Loss Contingencies
FAS143, Accounting for Asset Retirement Obligations
FIN 47, Accounting for Conditional Asset Retirement Obligations
EITFIssue 90-8, Capitalization of Costs to Treat Environmental Contamination

FAS5 Application
FAS5 - Provides guidance on the accounting for contingencies and defines the likelihood of a
loss contingencyas follows:
Probable
Reasonably Possible

Remote

The future event or events are likely to occur
The chance of the future event or events
occurring is morethan remote but less than
likely
The chance of the future event or events
occurring is slight

FAS5 requires an estimated loss from a loss contingency to be accrued if both:
1. Informationavailable prior to issuance of the financial statements indicates that it is
probable that an asset had been impairedor a liability had been incurred at the date of the
financial statements. It is implicit in this condition that it must be probable that one or
morefuture events will occur confirmingthe fact of the loss.
2. The amountof loss can be reasonably estimated.
Im__m_12acts
If a loss contingencyis not accrued becauseone or both of the conditions are not met, or if an
exposureto loss exists in excess of the amountaccrued, disclosure of the contingencyshall be
madewhenthere is at least a reasonable possibility that a loss or an additional loss mayhave
been incurred. The disclosure shall indicate the nature of the contingencyand shall give an
estimate of the possible loss or range of loss or state that such an estimate cannot be made.

Note, after the date of an enterprise’s financial statements but before those financial statements
are issued, information maybecomeavailable indicating that an asset was impaired or a liability
wasincurred after the date of the financial statements or that there is at least a reasonable
possibility that an asset wasimpaired or a liability was incurred after that date. Disclosure may
be necessary to keep the financial statements from being misleading.
Disclosure, if made, should indicate the nature of the item and give an estimate of the amountor
range of loss or possible loss, or state that such an estimate cannot be made.

FIN 14, Reasonable Estimation of the Amountof a Loss - an interpretation of FASB
Statement No. 5
Provides guidance on the application of FAS5 to environmental remediation liabilities.

Specifically, whenno amountwithin the range is a better estimate than any other amount,the
minimumamountin the range should be accrued. Disclosure of the nature of the contingency,
the amountaccrued, and any additional exposure to loss mayalso be necessary.
SOP96-1 EnvironmentalRemediation Liabilities
Provides guidance for applying the probability criterion and estimating amountsto be accrued
and disclosures.
FAS5’s probability criterion is met if both of the following elements are met on or before the
date the financial statements are issued:
Litigation has commenced
or a claim or an assessment has been asserted, or, based on
available information, commencement
of litigation or assertion of a claim or an
assessmentis probable. In other words,it has been asserted (or it is probablethat it will
be asserted) that the entity is responsible for participating in a remediationprocess
becauseof a past event.
Basedon available information, it is probable that the outcomeof such litigation, claim,
or assessmentwill be unfavorable. In other words, an entity will be held responsible for
participating in a remediation process because of the past event.
Note, what constitutes commencement
or probable commencement
of litigation or assertion or
probable assertion of a claim or an assessment in relation to particular environmentallaws and
regulations mayrequire legal determination.
Given the legal frameworkwithin whichmost environmental remediation liabilities arise,
AcSECconcluded that there is a presumptionthat the outcomewill be unfavorable if:

litigation has commenced
or a claim or an assessment has been asserted or if
commencement
of litigation or assertion of a claim or assessment is probable
the reporting entity is associated with the site (ie., the companyarranged for the disposal
of hazardoussubstances found at a site or transported hazardous substances to the site or
is the current or previous owneror operator of the site)
Cost Considerations
Estimatingenvironmentalremediation liabilities involves an array of issues at any point in time.
In the early stages of the process, cost estimates can be difficult to derive becauseof
uncertainties about a variety of factors. For this reason, estimates developedin the early stages of
remediation can vary significantly. In manycases, early estimates later require significant
revision. The following are someof the factors that are integral to developingcost estimates:
¯
¯
¯
¯

The extent and types of hazardous substances at a site
The range of technologies that can be used for remediation
Evolving standards of what constitutes acceptable remediation
The numberand fmancial condition of other potentially responsible parties (PRPs) and
the extent of their responsibility for the remediation(that is, the extent and types of
hazardous substances they contributed to the site)

An estimate of the range of an environmentalremediation liability typically is derived by
combiningestimates of various componentsof the liability (such as the costs of performing
particular tasks, or amountsallocable to other PRPsbut that will not be paid by those other
PRPs), which are themselves likely to be ranges. For someof those componentranges, there
maybe amountsthat appear to be better estimates than any other amountwithin the range; for
other componentranges, there maybe no such best estimates. Accordingly, the overall liability
that is recorded maybe based on amountsrepresenting the lower end of a range of costs for some
componentsof the liability and best estimates within ranges of costs of other componentsof the
liability. At the early stages of the remediation process, particular componentsof the overall
liability maynot be reasonably estimable. This fact should not preclude the recognition of a
liability. Rather, the componentsof the liability that can be reasonably estimated should be
viewedas a surrogate for the minimum
in the range of the overall liability.
For example, a sole PRPthat has confirmedthat it sent waste to a Superfundsite and agrees to
perform a remedial investigation and feasibility study (RI/FS) mayknowthat it will incur costs
related to the RI/FS. ThePRP,although awarethat the total costs associated with the site will be
greater than the cost of the RI/FS, maybe unable to reasonably estimate the overall liability
because of existing uncertainties, for example,regarding the kinds and quantities of hazardous
substances present at the site and the technologies available to remediate the site. This lack of
ability to quantify the total costs of the remediation effort, however,should not preclude
recognition of the estimated cost of the RI/FS. In this circumstance,a liability for the best
estimate (or, if no best estimate is available, the minimum
amountin the range) of the cost of the
RI/FS and for any other componentremediation costs that can be reasonably estimated, should
be recognized in the entity’s fmancial statements.

Additional complexities arise if other PRPsare involved in an identified site. The costs
associated with remediation of a site ultimately will be assigned and allocated amongthe various
PRPs. The final allocation of costs maynot be known,however, until the remediation effort is
substantially complete, and it mayor maynot be based on an entity’s relative direct
responsibility at a site. Anentity’s final obligation depends,amongother things, on the
willingness of the entity and other PRPsto negotiate a cost allocation, the results of the entity’s
negotiation efforts, and the ability of other PRPsassociated with the particular site to fund the
remediation effort.
Uncertainties relating to the entity’s share of an environmentalremediation liability should not
precludethe entity from recognizingits best estimate of its share of the liability or, if no best
estimate can be made,the minimum
estimate of its share of the liability, if the liability is
probable and the total remediation liability associated with the site is reasonably estimable within
a range.
The costs to be included in the measurementof the environmental remediation liability include
the following:
¯

¯

¯
¯
¯

Incremental direct costs of the remediation effort Costs of compensationand benefits for
those employeeswhoare expected to devote a significant amountof time directly to the
remediationeffort, to the extent of the time expected to be spent directly on the
remediation effort
Precleanupactivities, such as the performanceof a remedial investigation, risk
assessment, or feasibility study and the preparation of a remedial action plan and
remedial designs for a Superfundsite, or the performance of a ResourceConservation
and RecoveryAct of 1976 (RCRA)facility assessment, RCRA
facility investigation,
RCRA
corrective measures studies
Performance of remedial actions under Superfund, corrective actions under RCRA,and
analogous actions under state and non-United States laws
Governmentoversight and enforcement-related activities
Operation and maintenance of the remedy, including required postremediation
monitoring

Examplesof incremental direct costs of the remediation effort include the following:
¯

¯
¯

Fees to outside law firms for workrelated to determiningthe extent of remedial actions
that are required, the type of remedial actions to be used, or the allocation of costs among
PRPs
Costs related to completingthe remedial investigation/feasibility study (RI/FS)
Fees to outside engineeringand consulting firrns for site investigations and the
developmentof remedial action plans and remedial designs
Costs of contractors performing remedial actions
Government
oversight costs and past costs; usually this is based on the cost incurred by
the United States Environmental Protection Agency(EPA) or other governmental
authority dealing with the site

¯
¯
¯

The cost of machineryand equipmentthat is dedicated to the remedial actions and that
does not have an alternative use
Assessmentsby a PRPgroup covering costs incurred by the group in dealing with a site
Costs of operation and maintenanceof the remedial action, including the costs of post
remediation monitoring required by the remedial action plan

Determining(a) the extent of remedial actions that are required, (b) the type of remedial actions
to be used, and (c) the allocation of costs amongPRPsis part of the remediation effort, and the
costs of makingsuch determinations, including legal costs, are to be included in the
measurementof the remediation liability.
Note, the costs of services related to routine environmentalcompliancematters and litigation
costs involved with potential recoveries are not part of the remediation effort. Additionally,
litigation costs involved with potential recoveries should be charged to expense as incurred until
realization of the claim for recovery is considered probable and an asset relating to the recovery
is recognized, at which time any remaining such legal costs should be considered in the
measurementof the recovery. The determination of what legal costs are for potential recoveries
rather than for determining the allocation of costs amongPRPswill dependon the specific facts
and circumstances of each situation.
Examplesof employeeswhomaydevote a significant amountof time directly to the remediation
effort include the following:
¯

¯

Theintemal legal staff that is involved with the determinationof the extent of remedial
actions that are required, the type of remedial action to be used, and the allocation of
costs among PRPs
Technical employeeswhoare involved with the remediation effort

Withrespect to recorded accruals for environmental remediation loss contingencies and assets
for third-party recoveries related to environmentalremediation obligations, financial statements
should disclose the following:
¯

¯

Thenature of the accruals, if such disclosure is necessaryfor the financial statements not
to be misleading, and, in situations wheredisclosure of the nature of the accruals is
necessary, the total amountaccrued for the remediation obligation, if such disclosure is
also necessary for the financial statements not to be misleading
If any portion of the accrued obligation is discounted, the undiscountedamountof the
obligation and the discount rate is used in the present-value determinations

Withrespect to reasonably possible loss contingencies, including reasonably possible loss
exposures in excess of the amountaccrued, fmancial statements should disclose the following:
The nature of the reasonably possible loss contingency, that is, a description of the
reasonably possible remediation obligation, and an estimate of the possible loss exposure
or the fact that such an estimate cannot be made

If the criteria of SOP94-6 are met with respect to estimated loss (or gain) contingencies,
an indication that it is at least reasonablypossible that a changein the estimate will occur
in the near term
Entities also are encouraged,but not required, to disclose the following:
¯ The estimated time frame of disbursements
¯ Reasons whyan estimate of the probable or reasonably possible loss or range of loss
cannot be made
¯ For individual sites that are relevant for an understandingof the fmancial position, cash
flows, or results of operations of the entity
¯ The amount accrued
¯ The nature of any reasonably possible loss contingencyor additional loss, and an estimate
of the possible loss or the fact that an estimate cannot be madeand the reasons whyit
cannot be made
¯ Whetherother PRPsare involved and their share of the obligation
¯ Status of regulatory proceedings time frame for resolution
¯ The estimated time frame for realization of recognized probable recoveries
¯ If the criteria of SOP94-6 are met with respect to the accrued obligation, to any
recognized asset for third-party recoveries, or to reasonably possible loss exposures or
disclosed gain contingencies, the factors that cause the estimate to be sensitive to change
SAB 92
Provides additional guidancerelated to contingent liabilities
its guidancerelated to several questions including:
¯

¯

¯

¯

¯
¯

from the SECStaff. The Staff gives

Doesthe staff believe that it is appropriate to offset in the balance sheet a claim for
recoverythat is probable of realization against a probablecontingent liability, that is,
report the two as a single net amounton the face of the balance sheet?
If a registrant is jointly and severally liable with respect to a contaminatedsite but there is
a reasonable basis for apportionmentof costs amongresponsible parties, must the
registrant recognizea liability with respect to costs apportionedto other responsible
parties?
Estimates and assumptions regarding the extent of environmentalor product liability,
methodsof remedy, and amountsof related costs frequently prove to be different from
the ultimate outcome. Howdo these uncertainties affect the recognition and measurement
of the liability?
Assumingthat the registrant’s estimate of an environmentalor product liability meets the
conditions set forth in the consensus on EITFIssue 93-5 for recognition on a discounted
basis, what discount rate should be applied?
Whatfinancial statement disclosures should be furnished with respect to recorded and
unrecorded product or environmentalliabilities?
Whatdisclosures regarding loss contingencies maybe necessary outside the financial
statements?

¯
¯

¯

¯

¯

Whatdisclosures should be furnished with respect to site restoration costs or other
environmental exit costs?
A registrant expects to incur site restoration costs, post-closure and monitoringcosts, or
other environmentalexit costs at the end of the useful life of the asset. Wouldthe staff
object to the registrant’s proposalto accruethe exit costs over the useful life of the asset?
Maya rate-regulated enterprise present on its balance sheet the amountof its estimated
liability for environmentalcosts net of probable future revenue resulting from the
inclusion of such costs in allowable costs for rate-making purposes?
Maya rate-regulated enterprise delay recognition of a probable and estimable liability for
environmentalcosts whichit has incurred at the date of the latest balance sheet until the
regulator’s deliberations have proceeded to a point enabling managementto determine
whetherthis cost is likely to be included in allowable costs for ratemakingpurposes?
Howshould the acquiring companyaccount for and disclose contingent liabilities that
have been assumedin a business combination?

FAS 143
FAS143 requires an entity to recognize the fair value of a liability for an asset retirement
obligation in the period in whichit is incurred if a reasonable estimate of fair value can be made.
If a reasonable estimate of fair value cannot be madein the period the asset retirement obligation
is incurred, the liability shall be recognizedwhena reasonable estimate of fair value can be
made.
Provides an entity shall disclose the following informationabout its asset retirement obligations:
A. A general description of the asset retirement obligations and the associated long-lived
assets
B. Thefair value of assets that are legally restricted for purposesof settling asset retirement
obligations
C. A reconciliation of the beginning and ending aggregate carrying amountof asset
retirement obligations showingseparately the changesattributable to (1) liabilities
incurred in the current period, (2) liabilities settled in the current period, (3) accretion
expense, and (4) revisions in estimated cash flows, wheneverthere is a significant change
in one or more of those four componentsduring the reporting period.
D. If the fair value of an asset retirement obligation cannot be reasonably estimated, that fact
and the reasons therefore shall be disclosed.
~__~.pact
Companiesmust recognize a liability for the fair value of an AROthat is conditional on a future
event, if the liability’s fair value can be estimatedreasonably.

FIN 47
Provides guidance if there is not sufficient information to reasonably estimate the AROwhenit
is incurred, then it is recognized whenthe AROcan be reasonably estimated.
~_~_pact
If the AROliability cannot be reasonably estimated, that fact and the reasons must be disclosed.

EITFIssue 90-8
Provides guidancewith respect to capitalization.

In general, environmental contamination treatment costs should be charged to expense, however,
those costs maybe capitalized if recoverable but only if one of the followingcriteria is met:
The costs extend the life, increase the capacity, or improvethe safety or efficiency of
property ownedby the company.For purposes of this criterion, the condition of that property
after the costs are incurred must be improvedas comparedwith the condition of that property
whenoriginally constructed or acquired, if later.
The costs mitigate or prevent environmental contamination that has yet to occur and that
otherwise mayresult from future operations or activities. In addition, the costs improvethe
property comparedwith its condition whenconstructed or acquired, if later.

3. The costs are incurred in preparing for sale that property currently held for sale.
Additional Considerations

SEC STAFF VIEWS
Excerpt from Deputy Chief Accountant of the SEC’s Remarks before the 2004 AICPANational
Conference on Current SEC and PCAOBDevelopments

"... Giventhese requirements,the recording of a material accrual for a contingent liability related
to an event that occurred several years before should not be the first disclosure regarding that
contingency. Rather, disclosures regarding the nature of the contingency and the amountsat
stake should, in most cases, have already been provided. Disclosures should discuss the nature of
the contingency and the possible range of losses for any item where the maximum
reasonably
possible loss is material. Vagueor overly broad disclosures that speak merely to litigation, tax, or

other risks in general, without providing any information about the specific kinds of loss
contingencies being evaluated are not sufficient.
Furthermore,I should point out that Statement S and Interpretation 14 require accrual for
probable losses of the most likely amountof the loss. Whilethe low end of a range of possible
losses is the right numberif no amountwithin the range is morelikely than any other, I fred it
somewhatsurprising howoften "zero" is the recorded loss right up until a large settlement is
announced...."
Other Potential Disclosure Matters
EITF 03-8: Accounting for Claims-MadeInsurance and Retroactive Insurance Contracts by the
Insured Entity
This discusses the July 1987, Report of the Task Force on Disclosure of Insurance, Disclosure
Concerning Insurance Coverage issued by the AICPAwhich encouraged publicly held entities
and entities with public accountability, such as governments,to disclose circumstances in which
they are exposedto certain uninsured risks of future material loss.
The report indicates that each reporting entity should decide the matters to be disclosed,
depending on its circumstances. The report does not recommend
any specific disclosures that
would be appropriate whenan entity changes from occurrence-based insurance to claims-made
insurance or elects to reduce significantly or eliminate its insurance coverage.
However,the report did note that although the FASBdid not discourage disclosure of uninsured
risks in appropriate circumstances, AcSECbelieves that such disclosures should be encouraged
rather than simply not discouraged.
IH. Conclusion
The role of the EHSprofessional is being transformed with the enactment of Sarbanes-Oxleyand
shareholder activity. The EHSprofessional is nowrequired to understand the accounting
language and howit relates to environmental performance. This role will continue to evolve as
newaccounting standards cominginto force across Europein 2005 require auditors to ensure
that current commitmentsto shareholders are included as constructive obligations on the balance
sheets. The EHSprofessional will be required to monitor the environmentwith respect to
pending regulation and requirements that could carry significant implications. Issues that
stakeholders will continue to purse are accountability, responsibility, disclosure and
transparency, legal, financial and sustainability and consistent methodologiesfor handling will
enable for stronger controls and responses to environmentaldrivers.
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With the passage of the Sarbanes-OxleyAct, chief executive officers ("CEOs")and chief
financial officers ("CFOs") have become personally responsible for the disclosure of the
financial impacts of toxic tort litigation, environmental compliance, and loss contingencies
associated with litigation and environmental matters to the company’sshareholders. The new
obligations are causing CEOsand CFOsto take greater notice of such issues, which typically had
been delegated to those with environmental responsibilities. While the Securities and Exchange
Commission (the "Commission") has imposed disclosure requirements specifically
for
environmental matters for at least twenty years, new rules promulgated by the Commissionand
new interpretations issued by the Financial Accounting Standards Board in the past year have
expanded the items that must be reported and accelerated the speed with which disclosures must
be made. This paper will focus on the impact that the Sarbanes-Oxley Act has had on corporate
disclosure obligations and the new rules that corporations must follow in evaluating and
quantifying litigation risks and environmentalloss contingencies.
I.

THE SARBANES-OXLEY ACT OF 2002

The Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002 was enacted on July 30, 2002.I The stated purpose of
the Act was to "protect investors by improving the accuracy and reliability
of corporate
disclosures madepursuant to the securities laws, and for other purposes. ’’2 Although the
Sarbanes-Oxley Act does not contain provisions that specifically address environmental
disclosure, someprovisions could lead to increased reporting of environmentalliabilities.
A.

The Act

Section 302 of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act and rules promulgated thereunder, which are
found in Exchange Act Rules 13a-14 and 13a-15 and in Forms 10-K and 10-Q and the
Regulation S-K Item 601 rules for exhibits to such forms, nowspecifically require that the
principal executive officer and the principal financial officer certify with respect to each Annual
10-Kreport and each Quarterly 10-Qreport, subject to effective date and transition rules, that:
¯

3The signing officer has reviewedthe report;

¯

Based on the officer’s knowledge,the report is not misleadin4g (i.e.,
untrue statements of material fact or omissionsof material facts);

there are no

Based on the officer’s knowledge, the financial statements and other financial
information in the report fairly present in all material respects the financial condition
5and results of operations of the issuer;
¯

35022~46.1

The signing officer is responsible for establishing and maintaining the company’s
6disclosure controls and procedures;
-

1-

Suchofficer has designedthe company’s
internal controls over financial reporting, or
caused such internal control over financial reporting to be designed under such
officer’s supervision, to ensure that material informationrelating to the company
and
its consolidatedsubsidiaries is madeknownto the officer by other others withinthose
7
entities;
Such officer has evaluated the effectiveness of such disclosure controls and
proceduresand presented in the periodic report such officer’s conclusionsabout the
8effectivenessof the disclosurecontrols and procedures;
Theyhavemadedisclosures to the issuer’s auditors and audit committeeregardingall
significant deficiencies and material weaknessesin the company’sinternal control
over financial reporting andinstances of fraud by those involvedwith internal control
over financial reporting;9 and
Thesigning officer has indicated in the report any changein the company’sintemal
controlover financial reportingthat occurredduringthe registrant’s mostrecent fiscal
quarter that has materiallyaffected, or is reasonablylikely to materially affect, the
registrant’s internal control over financial reporting, includingcorrectiveactions with
regardto significant deficienciesand materialweaknesses.10
The"fairly presents"standardin the certification is broaderthan the historic formulation
of "fairly presents in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles." This
certification is not limited to a representationthat the financial statementsand other financial
information have been presented in accordancewith generally accepted accountingprinciples
("GAAP’),and is not otherwise limited by reference to GAAP.The certifying officers are,
therefore, individually accountable for determining whether disclosure beyond GAAP
is
necessaryor prudent.Theemphasisis on transparencyof an issuer’s financial condition, results
of operationsand cash flows. Withregardto environmental
liabilities, the key issues are whatto
disclose, howto disclose it, whento disclose it, and whowantsto know.
Thecertification requirementapplies not only to the financial statementsin the 10-Kand
10-Qreports but also to selected financial data, footnotesto financial statements, Management’s
Discussion and Analysis of Financial Condition and Results of Operations("MD&A")
and other
financial informationin these reports. Whatis required is an overall assessmentof accuracyand
completeness,including whetheraccountingprinciples used are appropriate for the company’s
circumstances, whether the disclosure is informative and reasonably reflects underlying
transactions, events and circumstances and whethermoreneeds to be disclosed to present a
completefinancial picture of the company.
Undera federal criminal code amendmentcontained in Section 906 of the SarbanesOxley Act, the CEOand CFOmust, in effect, certify (in a document"accompanying"each
report) that each Annual10-Kreport and each Quarterly10-Qreport (i.e., each periodic report
containingfinancial statements, also including Form11-K’sas to plans) fully complieswith the
requirements of section 13(a) or 15(d) of the Securities ExchangeAct of 1934 and that
financial statementstherein fairly present, in all material respects, the financial conditionand
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~1
results of operations of the companywithout any qualification
~2
Severecriminal penalties attach for false certifications.

or reference as to GAAP.

Section 3 of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act directs the Commissionto promulgate such rules
and regulations as maybe necessary or appropriate in the public interest or for the protection of
investors and in furtherance of the Act. 13 Section 404 of the Act requires the Commissionto
prescribe rules requiring each Annual10-K report to contain an internal control report that: (1)
states the responsibility of managementfor establishing and maintaining an adequate internal
control structure and procedures for financial reporting; and (2) contains an assessment, as of the
end of the most recent fiscal year of the company,of the effectiveness of the internal control
structure and the company’sprocedures for financial reporting. 14
Section 408 of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act requires the Commissionto review a company’s
financial disclosures at least once every three years for the protection of investors.~5 In addition,
companieswill be required to disclose "on a rapid and current basis" such additional information
in plain English concerningmaterial changes in their financial condition or operations, including
trend and qualitative information and graphic presentations, as the Commissiondetermines is
necessaryor useful for the protection of investors and in the public interest. 16
B.

The Rules

In accordance with Section 404 of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act, the Commission has
promulgated rules as to further obligations with respect to certifications,
disclosures and
attestations as to "internal control over financial reporting. ’’~7 Under the Commissionrules,
companiesmust be able to point to an established protocol for identifying, tracking, estimating,
and judging the materiality of environmentalmatters.
These new rules, which are found in amendmentsto the Exchange Act Rules 13a-14 and
13a-15, Regulation S-X Rules 1-02 and 2-02, Regulation S-K Items 307 and 308 and Forms
10-K and 10-Q, impose further disclosure obligations as to "internal control over financial
reporting" and require companiesto include in their annual reports a report of managementon
the company’sinternal control over financial reporting. ~8 The annual Form10-K report, under
the rules adopted under Section 404, will be required to include an internal control report of
managementthat includes:
A statement of management’sresponsibilities for establishing and maintaining
~9
adequate internal control over financial reporting for the company;
A statement identifying the framework used by management to evaluate the
effectiveness of the registrant’s internal control over financial reporting as
2°
required by 17 C.F.R. § 240.13a-15(b) or 240.15d-15;
Management’sassessment of the effectiveness of the company’sinternal control
over financial reporting as of the end of the most recent fiscal year, including a
statement as to whether or not internal control over financial reporting is
effective; 2~ and
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A statement that the company’soutside auditors have attested to, and reported on
to the audit committee and board, management’s evaluation of the company’s
~-2
internal control over financial reporting contained in the Annual10-Kreport.

The new rules also require that the management of a company evaluate, with the
participation of the company’sCEOand CFO,any change in the company’sinternal control over
financial reporting that occurred during each of the company’sfiscal quarters that has materially
affected, or is reasonably likely to materially affect, the issuer’s internal control over financial
23
reporting.
In addition, companiesare required to file the certifications mandatedby Sections 302
and 906 of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act as exhibits to their annual, semi-annual and quarterly
reports. 24 The stated purpose of the newcertification requirements is "to enhancethe ability of
investors, the Commission
staff, the Departmentof Justice and other interested parties to easily
and efficiently access the certifications through [its] Electronic Data Gathering, Analysis and
Retrieval ("EDGAR")system and facilitate better monitoring of a company’s compliance with
’’25
the certification requirements.
Failure to complywith these rules can result in not only significant fines and penalties
being assessed against the company,but also personal liability for CEOsand CFOs,including
26
substantial monetaryfines and jail time.
II.

DISCLOSURE REQUIRED BY THE COMMISSION

The United States Congress has granted the Commissionthe authority to promulgate
regulations and issue guidance on what information public companies must disclose in their
public filings.
The Commission has imposed disclosure requirements specifically
for
environmental matters for more than twenty years. Since the passage of the Sarbanes-OxleyAct,
new rules promulgated by the Commissionhave expanded the items that must be reported and
accelerated the speed with whichdisclosures must be made.
A.

Regulation S-K

Regulation S-K, promulgated by the Commissionin 1982, sets forth the requirements
applicable to the content of the non-financial statement portions of filings required under the
Securities Act of 1933 and the Securities Exchange Act of 1934.27 There are three items in
Regulation S-Kthat address disclosure of environmentalcosts and liabilities.
I.

Item I01 of Regulation S-K- Description of Business

Item 101 of Regulation S-K requires disclosure of the material effects, if any, that
compliance with federal, state and local environmental regulations mayhave upon the capital
8expenditures, earnings and competitive position of the registrant and its subsidiaries)
Disclosure of material estimated future capital expenditures for environmentalcontrol facilities
is also required) 9 The focus of Item 101 is on the impact of existing regulations on a company’s
operations.
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In determining whether an environmental matter is "material," and thus should be
disclosed, "the registrant should take into account both quantitative and qualitative factors such
as the significance of the matter to the registrant (e.g., whether a matter with a relatively minor
impact on the registrant’s business is represented by managementto be important to its future
profitability), the pervasiveness of the matter (e.g., whether it affects or mayaffect numerous
items in the segment information), and the impact of the matter (e.g., whether it distorts the
trends reflected in the segment information). ’’3-° Generally, an item is material if there is a
substantial likelihood its disclosure would be viewed by a reasonable investor as having
significantly altered the "total mix" of information made available. 31 The Commissionhas
cautioned companies against making materiality determinations based solely on quantitative
32
"rules of thumb," such as 5%or 10%of total assets.
Registrants take different approaches with regard to the environmental disclosure
requirement. Someinclude a detailed description of environmental liabilities in Item 1 of the
Form10-K. Others address the bulk of environmental disclosure in other portions of the Form
10-K, for example in Item 3, the Management’sDiscussion and Analysis of Financial Condition
and Results of Operations (MD&A)
and the notes to the financial statements.
2.

Item 103 of Regulation S-K - Legal Proceedings

Item 103 of Regulation S-K requires a brief description of material pending legal
proceedings, other than "ordinary routine litigation incidental to the business," to which the
33
registrant or any of its subsidiaries is a party or of whichany of their property is the subject.
The nameof the court or agency in which the proceeding is pending, the date instituted, the
principal parties, the relief sought, and a description of the factual basis alleged to underlie the
proceeding must be included. 34 Similar information is also required as to proceedings knownto
35
be contemplated by governmental agencies.
a.

"Materiality"

UnderItem 103, a proceeding is material if the amountclaimed (exclusive of interest and
court costs) exceeds 10%of the current assets of the registrant and its subsidiaries determinedon
a consolidated basis. 36 If, however, a proceeding presents in large measure the same legal and
factual issues as other proceedings pending or knownto be contemplated, the amountinvolved in
37
those other proceedings must be included in computingthe amountinvolved.
In determining materiality, any claim of indemnification, contribution or insurance
coverage should be set off to reduce the amountclaimed against the registrant only if there are
unlikely to be timing differences or questions regarding the ability to recover on the
indemnification, contribution, or insurance coverage.
b.

"Other than ordinary routine litigation
business"

incidental

to the

Registrants are not required to disclose ordinary routine litigation that is usual for their
¯
.
, s business ......
bus iness. 3s For example, if a regxstrant
ordinarily results in actmns for neghgenceor
39
other claims, such actions or claims need not be disclosed.
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Specific types of proceedings which have been determined by the Commissionno.~t to be
ordinary, routine litigation incidental to the registrant’s business are described in Instructions 3,
4, and 5 to Item 103.40 Included in these specific types of proceedings are administrative or
judicial proceedings "arising under any federal, state or local provisions that have been enacted
to regulate the discharge of materials into the environment or primarily for the purpose of
’’4~
protecting the environment.
c.

Environmental matters

Instruction 5 provides that an administrative or judicial proceeding arising under any
federal, state, or local provisions regulating the discharge of materials into the environmentor
primarily for the purpose of protecting the environment shall not be deemed"ordinary routine
litigation incidental to the business"and shall be describedif:
¯

Suchproceedingis material to the business or financial condition of the registrant;
Such proceeding involves primarily a claim for damages, or involves potential
monetary sanctions, capital expenditures, deferred charges or charges to income and
the amount involved, exclusive of interest and costs, exceeds 10%of the current
assets of the registrant and its subsidiaries on a consolidatedbasis; or
A governmental authority is a party to such proceeding and such proceeding involves
potential monetary sanctions, unless the registrant reasonably believes that such
proceeding will result in no monetarysanctions, or in monetary sanctions (exclusive
of interest and costs) of less than $100,000; however, proceedings which are similar
42
in nature maybe groupedand described generically.

The Commissionhas not defined or described the point at whichadministrative activities
mayqualify as "proceedings."
The process leading to the issuance of an administrative clean-up order ordinarily will not
involve a formal or informal hearing but instead will involve more summaryprocesses and
administrative orders. For example, the United States Environmental Protection Agency
("EPA") possesses broad powers of inspection, as well as the power to issue administrative
orders to compel compliance with hazardous waste managementrequirements, monitoring and
testing of sites and corrective action to remedya hazardouswaste release.
The Commission has expressed the view that the term "proceedings" should not be
narrowly construed and has stated that all administrative orders relating to environmental
43
matters, whether or not those orders follow a formal proceeding, maybe reportable.
44 the Commissionstated that the designation
In its 1989 Interpretive Release on MD&A,
of a registrant as a potentially responsible party ("PRP") by the EPAunder the Comprehensive
Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act ("CERCLA")does not "in and
itself trigger disclosure," because that status alone does not necessarily provide knowledgethat a
45
governmental agency is contemplating a proceeding within the meaning of Item 103.
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However,"a registrant’s
’’46
that knowledge.

particular circumstances, whencoupled with PRPstatus, may provide

MD&A
Interpretive Release No. 33-6835 further suggested that the concept of a "known
uncertainty" should be applied in determining whether environmental liabilities are material and
must, therefore, be disclosed. 47 If an uncertainty is known,then managementmust assess it as
follows:
¯

First, is the uncertainty likely to occur or cometo fruition? If not, no disclosure is
required.
If managementcannot determine this question, it must objectively evaluate the
consequences of the uncertainty on the assumption that it will occur or come to
fruition. Disclosure is required unless managementcan determine that a material
effect on the registrant’s financial condition or results of operations is not reasonably
48
likely to occur as a result.

The Commissionin Release No. 33-6835 applied these principles to a hypothetical
situation, in the context of MD&A
disclosure, where the registrant was correctly designated as a
PRPby the EPAand had no available statutory defenses. The registrant, under these facts, was
in the process of preliminary investigations of hazardous waste sites to determine the nature of
its potential liability and the cost of clean up operations; other PRPshad been designated, but the
registrant’s ability to obtain contribution or insurance coverage was unclear, and management
was unable to determine that a material effect on future financial condition or results of
operations was not reasonably likely to occur. On these hypothetical facts, the Commission
stated that disclosure in the MD&A
of the effects of the registrant’s PRPstatus, quantified to the
49
extent reasonably practical, wouldbe necessary.
In Staff Accounting Bulletin No. 92, "Accounting and Disclosures Relating to Loss
Contingencies" ("SAB 92"), 5° the Commission published certain staff positions regarding
accounting and disclosures relating to loss contingencies, particularly as a result of
environmental or product liability. 5~ Although SAB92 relates primarily to the presentation of
loss contingencies in financial statements, it notes the disclosure requirements of Items 101, 103,
and 303 (MD&A)of Regulation S-K, and cites the guidance with respect to potential
environmental liability contained in Release No. 33-6835.52 The staff stated in SAB92 that
disclosures madepursuant to such guidance should be sufficiently specific to enable a reader to
understand the scope of the contingencies affecting the registrant. ~3 For example,the staff stated
that a registrant’s discussion of historical and anticipated environmentalexpenditures should, to
the extent material, describe separately: (i) recurring costs associated with managinghazardous
substances and pollution in on-going operations; (ii) capital expenditures to limit or monitor
hazardous substances or pollutants; (iii) mandated expenditures to remediate previously
contaminatedsites; and (iv) other infrequent or non-recurring clean-up expenditures that can
54
anticipated whichare not required in the present circumstances.
The staff also stated that "disaggregated" disclosure describing accrued and reasonably
likely losses with respect to particular environmentalsites or claims maybe necessary for a full
understanding of these contingencies if they are individually material. 55 As for financial
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statement disclosure, the staff stated that presentation of liabilities net of claims for recovery is
generally not appropriate, noting that separate presentation of the gross liability and the related
claim for recovery in the registrant’s balance sheet most fairly present the potential consequences
of the contingent claim. 56 In considering whether a loss contingency such as a potential
environmental liability is material, consideration must be given not only to the availability of
insurance, indemnification or contribution but also to whether there would be timing differences
on the recovery or issues as to the likelihood of recovery on the insurance, indemnification or
57
contribution claim.
In MD&A
Interpretive Release No. 33-6835, at footnote 30, the Commissionstated that
the costs anticipated to be incurred by a registrant under CERCLA
pursuant to a remedial
agreement entered into in the normal course of negotiations with the EPAare not generally
considered to be "sanctions" within the meaningof Instruction 5 to Item 103. Instead, such
remedial costs normally wouldconstitute charges to incomeor capital expenditures.
Item 303 of Regulation S-K - Management’sDiscussion and Analysis
of Financial Condition and Results of Operations
Item 303 of Regulation S-K contains a general requirement to disclose "any known
trends or uncertainties that have had or that the registrant reasonably expects will have a material
favorable or unfavorable impact on net sales or revenues or income from continuing
operations. ’’58 The purpose of the MD&A
is to provide relevant information to investors and
other users for assessing the financial condition and results of operations of the registrant as
determined by evaluating the amounts and certainty of cash flows from operations and from
outside sources.59 Item 303 looks beyondthe specific effects of existing regulatory requirements
to events and uncertainties that are knownto managementand are expected to be material but
maynot yet be reflected in current financial statements.
The Commission has developed a two-part test to assist companies in determining
6° Managementmust first determine whether the
whether disclosure is required in the MD&A.
trend or event is not reasonably likely to occur, in which case no disclosure is required. 6~ If
managementcannot makethat determination, then disclosure is required unless managementcan
62
determine that, assumingit occurs, such trend or event is not reasonably likely to be material.
Underthe "reasonably likely" standard, doubts about the likelihood that an event or uncertainty
63
will occur, or will be material, should be resolved in favor of disclosure.
To monitor compliance with the disclosure requirements, the Commission’sDivision of
Corporation Finance periodically reviews registrants’ filings and issues commentletters, if
necessary, to request additional information, amendments
of prior filings, or specific disclosures
in future filings. The Commission
has warnedthat if a material change in financial condition or
results of operation occurs and was not discussed in prior MD&A
disclosures, the Commission
staff will inquire into the circumstances of the prior MD&A
filings to determine whether the
registrant failed to meet the requirements of Item 303. 64 Since 2002, commentsfrom the
Commission requesting more particularized
disclosures in the MD&A
discussion regarding
environmental costs and loss contingencies have becomeincreasingly common.
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B.

Amended Form 8-K

Pursuant to Section 409 of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act, "[e]ach issuer.., shall disclose to
the public on a rapid and current basis such additional information concerning material changes
in the financial condition or operations of the issuer.., as the Commission
determines, by rule,
is necessary or useful for the protection of investors and in the public interest. ’’65 The
Commissionpublished its rule implementingthis provision on March25, 2004, and the new rule
becameeffective on August 23, 2004.46 The rule expands the disclosures required under Form
8-K, the form used to disclose important corporate events on a current basis. Underthe newrule,
an issuer must file a Form8-K within four business days of a triggering event. 67 The triggering
events that have the greatest potential to arise in the environmentalcontext are:
Item 1.01--Entry Into a Material Definitive Agreement. Item 1.01 requires the
disclosure of material definitive agreements entered into by a companythat are not
made in the ordinary course of business. 68 The Commissiondefines a "material
definitive agreement"as "an agreementthat provides for obligations that are material
to and enforceable against the registrant, or rights that are material to the registrant
and enforceable by the registrant against one or more other parties to the agreement,
in each case whether or not subject to conditions. ’’69 Item 1.01 parallels Item
601(b)(10) of Regulation 70 under whi ch a t ype of contract tha t ord inarily
accompaniesthe kind of business conductedby the registrant and its subsidiaries will
be deemed to have been made in the ordinary course of business. 7~ Accordingly,
under Item 1.01, a material definitive agreement, such as a settlement of an
environmentalclaim, does not trigger Form8-K filing obligations if it is entered into
in a company’sordinary course of business.
Item 2.03--Creation of a Direct Financial Obligation or an Obligation Under an OffBalance Sheet Arrangementof Registrant. Item 2.03 requires disclosure in Form8-K
if the registrant becomesobligated on a direct financial obligation that is material to
the registrant. 72 The term "direct financial obligation" is defined to include: (a)
short-term debt obligation 73 that arises other than in the ordinary course of business;
and (b) a long-term debt obligation, as defined in Item 303(a)(5)(ii)(a) of
S -K.74
Item 2.05--Costs Associated with Exit or Disposal Activities. Item 2.05 requires
disclosure whenthe board of directors, a committeeof the board of directors, or an
authorized officer or officers if board action is not required, commitsthe companyto
an exit or disposal plan or otherwise disposes of a long-lived asset, under which
75 If, for example, a companyis
material charges will be incurred under GAAP.
disposing of idle property that requires remediation, and the cost of the cleanup would
be material, the companywouldhave to issue an 8-K.
Item 2.06~Material Impairments. Item 2.06 requires disclosure when a company’s
board of directors, a committeeof the board of directors, or an authorized officer or
officers of the company,if board action is not required, concludes that a material
charge for impairmentto one or more of its assets, including without limitation, an
76 No disclosure is
impairment of securities or goodwill, is required by GAAP.
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required if the company’sconclusion regarding the impairment is madein connection
with the preparation, review, or audit of financial statements at the end of a fiscal
quarter or year and the conclusion is disclosed in the company’sExchangeAct report
for that period. 77 For example, if a companydetermines that one of its assets is
contaminated to the point that its value is materially affected, the companywould
have to issue an 8-K.
III.

DISCLOSURE REQUIRED BY GAAP

In addition to the Commission’sreporting requirements, GAAP
also requires disclosure
of environmentalcosts and loss contingencies in financial statements in certain circumstances.
A.

FASBStatement No. 5

The primary accounting standard applicable to environmental disclosure in financial
statements is Federal Accounting Standards Board ("FASB") Statement No. 7s FASB
Statement No. 5 provides that loss contingencies 79 must be disclosed if: (1) available
information indicates that it is probable that "an asset has been impaired or a liability has been
incurred at the date of the financial statements"; and (2) the amountof the loss can be reasonably
estimated, s° If both of these conditions are met, FASBStatement No. 5 requires that the loss be
81
disclosed as a charge to income.
Paragraph 10 of FASBStatement No. 5 provides that even whenboth of these conditions
for accrual are not met, disclosure of the loss contingency shall nonetheless be required where
there is "at least a reasonable possibility" that the loss has been incurred. 82 This is true even if
"information maynot indicate that it is probable that an asset had been impaired or a liability
had been incurred at the date of the financial statements. ’’83 The disclosure must indicate the
nature of the contingencyand give an estimate of the possible loss or range of loss, or state that
an estimate cannot be made.s4 The registrant is further required to record the most likely amount
within the range if one can be determined,s5 However,if no amountwithin the range is a better
86
estimate than any other amount, the minimumamountin the range should be accrued.
B.

Staff AccountingBulletin No. 92

In 1993, the Commission published SAB92 to promote the timely recognition of
contingent losses and to address the diversity in practice with respect to the accounting for and
disclosure of contingent liabilities. ~7 Accordingto the Commission,
environmental liabilities
typically are of such significance that detailed
disclosures regarding the judgments and assumptions underlying the recognition
and measurement of the liabilities
are necessary to prevent the financial
statements from being misleading and to inform readers fully regarding the range
of reasonably possible outcomes that could have a material effect on the
as
registrant’s financial condition, results of operations, or liquidity,
Under SAB92, contingent environmental losses must be accrued by a charge to income
if it is probable that a liability has been incurred and if the amountof the liability can be
estimated. 89 Offsetting losses and recoveries should be represented on the balance sheet
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separately rather than netted because this "most fairly presents the potential consequencesof the
’’9°
contingent claim on the company’sresources and is the preferable methodof display.
Withrespect to joint and several liabilities for a contaminatedsite, if there is a reasonable
methodof apportioning the costs, and it is probable that the other PRPswill contribute, then the
registrant need only recognize the estimate of its portion of the liability. 9~ However,a note on
92
the uncertainties relating to contributions by other PRPsmaybe necessary.
Liabilities should be estimated based on currently available facts, existing technology,
and presently enacted laws and regulations, while also considering all other available
information, including future circumstances such as the effect of inflation. 93 If managementis
able to determine that the amountof a liability is likely to fall within a range, and no amount
within that range can be determinedto be the better estimate, the registrant should recognize the
minimumamountof the range. 94 Nonetheless, even though the range of costs maybe broad, the
95
minimum
cost is unlikely to be zero.
If registrants discount estimates of liabilities, the rate used to discount the expected
payments should be the rate that will produce an amountat which the environmental liability
could be settled in an arm’s length transaction. 96 If the rate cannot be determined, a rate no
97
greater than the risk-free rate should be used.
SAB92 requires that certain information be furnished in the notes to financial statements
to prevent those financial statements from being misleading.9s For example, detailed disclosures
regarding material environmental loss contingencies, including site restoration costs and other
99
environmentalexit costs, must be disclosed in the notes to financial statements.
C.

AICPAStatement of Position 96-1

The AmericanInstitute of Certified Public Accountants published Statement of Position
96-1 titled "Environmental Remediation Liabilities" ("SOP96-1") in October 1996.1°° SOP961 provides accounting guidance on the recognition,
measurement, and disclosure of
environmental remediation liabilities.1°1
Expanding the scope of FASBStatement No. 5, which
requires reporting in a company’sfinancial statements whenit is probable that a liability has
been incurred and the amountof the liability can be reasonably estimated, SOP96-1 provides
that the probability criterion is met if litigation has commenced
or a claim or assessment has
beenasserted, or litigation or assertion of the claim or assessmentis likely, and it is probablethat
the outcomeof such litigation, claim or assessment will be unfavorable. ~°2 SOP96-1 creates a
presumption that such an outcomewill be unfavorable if it is not disputed that the companyis
associated with the site (e.g., if the companyarranged for disposal of wastes found at a
Superfundsite).1°3
SOP96-1, in an effort to provide concrete guidance for estimating Superfundliabilities,
posts six benchmarksfor undertaking the evaluation and---once it has been determined that an
environmental remediation liability probably has occurred--provides specific guidance as to
howto estimate that liability based on available information.l°4 These include identification and
verification of an entity as a PRP,receipt of a unilateral administrative order, participation as a
PRPin the remedial investigation/feasibility study, completionof a feasibility study, issuance of
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a Record of Decision, and remedial design implementation. I°s SOP 96-1 also requires
environmental liabilities
to be evaluated separately from the consideration of any expected
insurance recoveries, claims for indemnification, or claims for contribution. 106
D.

FASBStatement No. 143 and FASBInterpretation No. 47

FASBStatement No. 143 requires accrual of enforceable retirement obligations,
including obligations for environmentalcleanup costs, without regard to the probability of future
legal action. ~°7 The obligation to perform the asset retirement activity is unconditional, even
though uncertainty may exist about the timing and/or methodof settlement. ~°8 Therefore, an
entity is required to recognize a liability for the fair value of a conditional asset retirement
obligation if the fair value of the liability can be reasonablyestimated. 109
Over the years, diverse accounting practices have developedwith respect to the timing of
liability recognition for legal obligations associated with the retirement of a tangible long-lived
asset whenthe timing and/or methodof settlement of the obligation are conditional on a future
event, l~° In an effort to clarify whenan entity wouldhave sufficient information to reasonably
estimate the fair value of an asset retirement obligation, the FASBrecently issued an
III The
interpretation
of FASBStatement No. 143 regarding environmental liabilities.
interpretation is effective no later than the end of fiscal years ending after December15, 2005
(December 31, 2005 for calendar-year enterprises). 112 However, the provisions of the
Interpretation need not be applied to immaterial items. 113
FASBInterpretation No. 47 clarifies that an entity is required to recognize a liability for
the fair value of a conditional asset retirement obligation whenincurred if the liability’s fair
value can be reasonably estimated. TM The interpretation also provides guidance on when an
entity would have sufficient information to reasonably estimate the fair value of an asset
retirement obligation. 115 To the extent that sufficient informationis not available at the time the
liability is incurred, the interpretation clarifies that FASB
StatementNo. 143 requires a liability
to be recognized initially in the period in which sufficient information becomesavailable to
estimate its fair value. 116 If the liability’s fair value cannotbe reasonablyestimated, that fact and
the reasons must be disclosed. ~17 In layman’s terms, FASBInterpretation No. 47 requires
environmentalliabilities to be valued and reported morequickly than in the past.liB
IV.

EXTERNAL PRESSURE
A.

FOR GREATER TRANSPARENCY

ASTMStandards

In 2001, the American Society of Testing and Materials ("ASTM")adopted two new
voluntary standards for estimating and disclosing environmental liabilities: the Standard Guide
for Disclosure of Environmental Liabilities
(E 2173-01) ~19 and the Standard Guide for
Estimating MonetaryCosts and Liability for Environmental Matters (E 2137-01).12°
TM
ASTM’sstated

purpose in promulgating Standard E 2173 was to supplement GAAP.
Standard E 2173 identifies the conditions that warrant disclosure and the content of appropriate
disclosures. 121 Standard E 2173 states that "[d]isclosure should be madewhenan entity believes
its environmental liability for an individual circumstance or its environmental liability in the
aggregate is material. These amountsinclude, but are not limited to, damagesattributed to the
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entity’s products or processes, cleanup of hazardous waste or substances, reclamation costs,
’’123
fines, andlitigation costs.
The ASTM’saggregation of environmental liabilities
differs from the Commission’s
rules pertaining to the disclosure of lawsuits (S-K Item 103), whichrequires that only suits with
"the same legal and factual issues" be aggregated for determining whether they are material and
must therefore be disclosed under Item 103. TM The ASTM’saggregation of environmental
liabilities also differs from howmost companieshave interpreted S-K Item 303, which requires
disclosure of "any knowntrends or uncertainties that have had or that the registrant reasonably
expects will have a material favorable impact on net sales or revenues or incomefrom continuing
’’x25
operations.
Standard E 2173 provides that an entity seeking to comply with the standard should:
(1) provide a statement regarding "the judgment or assumptions used by the reporting entity
regarding the likelihood of liability fromany or all individual sites, actions, suits, cases, claims,
126
requests for payment, notices or demands, and the potential materiality of that liability";
(2) provide a statement regarding the numberof sites for which the reporting entity has been
named as a PRP and the number of claims, suits, actions, demands, requests for payment,
127
notices, or cases that have been presented to the reporting entity for environmentalliabilities;
and (3) provide an estimate of its environmentalliabilities, a description of the approachused
prepare the estimate, and the amounts accrued by the reporting entity for environmental
128
liabilities.
Environmentalliabilities should be stated on a gross basis, without netting out the effect
of any potential offsetting recoveries, such as insurance. 129 The reporting entity should also
discuss the "key external and internal environmental factors regarding the timing or amountof
the liabilities, or recoveries.’’13° Finally, if the reporting entity cannot quantify all or part of a
material environmental liability, it should say so and include a statement that "describes the
’’13~
conditions or problemsassociated with estimating the liability.
Standard E 2137 identifies and provides detailed descriptions of four estimation
techniques: (1) expected value; (2) most likely value; (3) range of values; and (4)
minimumvalue. 13~- The standard does not require the use of any one of these techniques in all
circumstances, m In general, the Standard suggests that in the unusual situation in which a
reporting entity has specific information about the probability of various future uncertainties, and
the cost implications of each uncertainty, then the reporting entity should use the expected value
approach, because, in such situations, it is superior to the other estimation methods.134
Although compliance with these standards is voluntary, various environmental
organizations and institutional investors have petitioned the Commissionto adopt and enforce
the ASTM
standards as regulations. The Commissionhas declined to do so. Nonetheless, the
ASTM
standards serve as guidance for the types of environmental liabilities
that should be
disclosed in public filings.
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B.

GovernmentAccountability Office Report

In July 2004, the United States GovernmentAccountability Office ("GAO")issued
report encouraging the Commissionto improve the means by which it tracks environmental
disclosures in corporate filings. 135 The GAOhad been asked by the United States Congress to
evaluate: (1) key stakeholders’ views on howwell the Commissionhas defined the requirements
for environmental disclosure; (2) the extent to which companiesare disclosing environmental
information in their Commissionfilings; (3) the adequacy of the Commission’s efforts
monitor and enforce compliance with disclosure re~,uirements; and (4) experts’ suggestions for
increasing and improvingenvironmental disclosure. 136
In the report, the GAOacknowledges that little is knownabout the extent to which
companies are disclosing environmental information in their Commissionfilings, because it is
difficult to determine without direct access to companyrecords what environmental information
is potentially subject to disclosure and whether that information should be considered material
given the companies’ particular circumstances. 13v To better track corporate disclosures, the
report recommendsthat the Commissionand the EPAwork together to increase opportunities for
the Commission to access EPAenforcement data that may be relevant to environmental
disclosures. ~38
In response to the GAOreport, the Commissionis creating a searchable electronic
database that will facilitate analysis across multiple filings. ~39 The Commissionwill also make
its commentletters and companyresponses thereto available to the public and accessible through
the Commission’s website. 14° As a result, companies can expect increased scrutiny of their
disclosures of environmental matters, not only from within the Commission, but also from
environmentalgroups and institutional investors that track environmentalissues.
C.

Pressure from Investors and the Public At Large

Distrust of large multinational corporations existed before the Enron scandal. To many,
what happened with Enron simply validated their belief that corporations were intentionally
deceiving investors about the financial risks associated with their operations.
Historically, manycorporations have focused on the minimumrequirements that must be
met in order to complywith the law. Over time, this focus has evolved beyond mere compliance
with laws to a goal of exceeding regulatory requirements. Corporations nowoperate globally
and understand that their operations have an impact on the world as a whole. Morecompanies
are asking not just "Is it the legal thing to do?" but rather "Is this the right thing to do?" For
these companies,the focus nowis on developing reputational capital.
Corporations are leaming that public perceptions of the companyhave a direct effect on a
government’s willingness to provide tax breaks, grant necessary permits, or allocate the
resources needed (such as water) for the company’soperations. Corporations are also learning
that investor perceptions of the companyas an industry leader on environmental issues leads to
greater trust and willingness to invest in the corporation. Publicly-traded companiesare finding
that a corporation’s reputation with regard to environmental matters has a direct correlation to
shareholder value.
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Investors feel that they have a right to information on howcompaniesare dealing with
environmental risks, such as the financial risks of climate change. Dueto the nature of certain
industries, such as the oil and gas industry, investors expect companiesto have environmental
issues. Minimaldisclosure of environmental liabilities and loss contingencies likely will be
viewed by investors as hiding information, even if such limited disclosure complies with the
letter of the law. Manyinvestors view the failure to adequately identify, evaluate, and disclose
environmental liabilities as an indication of mismanagement
within the corporation. Conversely,
a robust disclosure policy related to environmental liabilities is viewed as a proxy for good
management.
Nowmore than ever, large institutional investors are demandingmore transparency in the
reporting of environmental costs and loss contingencies, For example, in February 2004, the
California State Treasurer launched the "Green Wave"initiative, whichcalled on the state’s two
largest public pension funds to use their financial clout in the marketplace to demand
environmental accountability and broader disclosure of environmental liabilities from public
companies in which they invest. TM Concerns of institutional
investors are being fueled by
environmental groups, such as the Rose Foundation for Communitiesand the Environment, that
have established a foothold with investors to promote their pro-environment agenda.142 Even
industry trade associations, such as the AmericanPetroleum Institute, are encouraging their
membersto improve the quality and consistency of voluntary reporting on environmental, health
and safety, and social and economicperformancematters. 143
V.

CONCLUSION

The Sarbanes-Oxley Act, while not including any specific provisions on environmental
disclosure, has had a direct impact on the quality of the disclosures of environmental costs and
loss contingencies by public companies and the speed at which such disclosures are made. In
addition, by requiring CEOsand CFOsto certify the contents of companies’ reports and the
adequacy of the internal systems that produced those reports (i.e., to become personally
responsible for the disclosure of the financial impacts of environmental compliance and loss
contingencies to the company’sshareholders), the Sarbanes-Oxley Act has caused companies to
take a harder look at their environmentaldisclosures.
While the Commissionhas not yet amended the disclosure rules to require broader
disclosure of environmentalliabilities, given the pressure being exerted by institutional investors
and environmental groups, it is probable that such amendmentswill come. In the interim,
companies should consider voluntarily providing greater transparency with regard to
environmental matters in order to build trust with investors and the public at large, whichwill
result in greater financial gains for the companyover the long term.
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